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CHAPTER Ul—icrtUimud)

§13. Transftrtru* of Evil

THE custom of killing the god has now been proved to

have been practised by people* in the hunting, pastoral, and

agricultural stages of society, and the various reasons for

observing it have been explained. One aspect of the

custom still remains to be noticed- The accumulated mis-

fortunes and sins o: the whole people arc sometimes laid

upon the dying god, who is supposed to bear them away for

ever, leaving the people innocent and happy. The notion

that we can transfer our guilt and pains and griefs to some
other being who will bear them in our stead is familiar to

the savage mind. It arises from a very obvious confusion

between the physical and the mental. Because it is possible

to transfer a load of wood, stones, or what not, from our own
back to the back of another, the savage fancies that it is

equally possible to transfer the burden of his pains and sins

and sorrows to another, who will suffer them in his stead.

Upon this idea he acts, and the result is an endless number
of often very unamiablc devices for putting off upon some
one else the trouble which a man shrinks from bearing him-
self. Such devices arc amongst the most familiar facts in

folk-lore
; but for the benefit of readers who arc not professed

students of folk-lore, some illustrations may be given.

It is not necessary that the evil should be trans-

ferred from the culprit or sufferer to a person
;

it may
equally well be transferred to an animal or a thing, though
in the last ease the thing is often only a vehicle to
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convey the trouble to the first person who touches it. In

some of the East Indian islands they think that epilepsy

can be cured by striking the patient on the face with

the leaves of certain trees and then throwing: them away.

The disease is believed to have passed into the leaves

and to have b:cn thrown away with them. 1 When an

Atkhan of the Aleutian Islands had committed a grave

sin and desired to unburden himself of his guilt, he pro-

ceeded as follows. Having chosen a time when the sun

was clear and unclouded, he picked up certain weeds and

carried them about his person. Then he laid them down,

and calling the sun to witness, cast his sins upon them, after

which, having eased his heart of all that weighed upon it, he

threw the weeds into the fire, and fancied that thus he

cleansed himself of his guilt.
5

In Vcdic times a younger

brother who married before his elder brother was thought to

have sinned in so doing, but there was a ceremony by which

he could purge himseif of his sin. Fetters of reed-grass were

laid on him in token of his guilt, and when they had been

washed and sprinkled they were dung into a foaming torrent,

which swept them away, while the evil was bidden to vanish

with the foam of the stream* An Arab cure for melancholy

or madness cau*d by love is to put a dish of water on the

sufferer’s head, drop melted lead into it, and then bury the

lead in an open field ;
thus the mischief that was in the man

gees away.* Amongst the Miotse of China, when the eldest

son of the house attains the age of seven years, a ceremony
called "driving away the devil" wkes place. The father

makes a kite of straw and lets it fly away in the desert,

bearing away all evil with it.* Dyak priestesses expel ill-

luck from a house by hewing and slashing the air in every

coiner of it with wooden swords, which they afterwards wash
in the river, to let the ill-luck float away down stream.

Sometimes they sweep misfortune out of the house with

i J.G. K. Riedrl, Dt * It. OMoibae, DU Etligioa da
ran** huuJuM'StM^sm Kfli, p. 32 a.

I>j>.
s£6 if., 30s, 357 "7 - i tjv id., • Till. I tamed from my hired \V.

|>p. 141, 340. Robenn* Smith. vho mentioned as

hil fttXtbOiily Davit! of T*d»jia
%

1 PelrcrfT. Rtpvi cn :ht Potation, in iht *0rr “Onri"
Jh4hu/uSi and Xtuyrat <f Ai*$ka, * K. Antlrcc, JZtknagtafkiu ht t'v*'-
p. 15S M*W V<rgUi<k< % p. *f.
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brooms made of tlie leaves of certain plants and sprinkled

with rice-water and blood. Having swept it clean out of

every room and into a toy-house made of bamboo, they set

the little house with its load of bad luck adrift on the river.

The cuirent carries it away out to sea, where it shifts its

baleful cargo to a certain kettk-shaped ship, which floats

in mid -ocean and receives in its capacious hold all the

ills that flesh is heir to. Well would it be with man-

kind if the evils remained for ever tossing far away on

the billows
;

but, alas, they arc dispersed from the ship to

the four winds, and settle again, and yet again, on the weary

Dyak world. On Dyak rivers you may sec many of the

miniature houses, laden with manifold misfortunes, bobbing

up and down on the current, or sticking fast in the thickets

that line the banks.1 To cuic toothache some of the

Australian blacks apply a heated spear-thrower to the check.

The spear thrower is then cast away, and the toothache goes

with it in the shape of a black stone called karriiuh. Stones

of this kind are found in old mounds and sandhills They
are carefully collected and thrown in the direction of enemies

in order to give them toothache. 3
In Mtrzapur a mode of

transferring disease is to fill a pot with flowers and rice and

bury it in a pathway covered up with a flat stone. Who-
ever touches this is supposed to contract the disease. The
practice is called cha/auvm, or "passing on' the malady.

This sort of thing goes on daily in Upper India. Often

while walking of a morning in the bazaar you will soc a little

pile of earth adorned with flowers in the middle of the road.

Such a pile usually contains some scabs or scales from the

body of a small-pox patient, which are placed there in the

hops that some one may touch them, and by catching the

disease may relieve the sufferer.’

In the western district of the island of Timor, when men
or women are making long and tiring journeys, they fan

themselves with leafy branches, which they afterwards throw

' C. llupt. “ Kortr Verhoivleiins fur T.t&Hti’rafil,. y (1H92), p. ijl.
ova <)« Co&ilieM, /Wen cm. <!ci * I. Dawson, W«vrW.r«
DojaklM*." nHrkrift AW.A1.1* p. 59.

1846, dL dL \\ t«9 If. i r. * W. CroAe. /.»nwAk/Aw U ttu

Gutsiwifcy. " ISe Thaogcmle d<r l>rn- /‘jfn.str AWfrwn «*.< Ptitfon M
ken J*fHarney"lalma/mia/tiArikif Nf/kt-H |« 106.
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away on particular spots where their forefathers did the

same before them. The fatigue which they felt is thus

supposed to have passed into the leaves and to be left

behind. Others use stones instead of leaves.' Similarly in

the Babar Archipelago tired people will strike them-

selves with stones, believing that they thus transfer to the

stones the weariness which they felt in their own bodies.

They then throw away the stones in places which are

specially set apart for the purpose.1 A like belief and
practice in many distant parts of the world have given

rise to those cairns or heaps of sticks and leaves which
travellers often observe beside the path, and to which
every passing native adds his contribution in the shape
of a Stone, or stick, or leaf. Thus in the Solomon and

Banks Islands the native* are wont to throw sticks,

stones, or leaves upon a heap at a place of stoep de-

scent, or where a difficult path begins, saying, " There goes

my fatigue.” The act it not a religious rite, for the thing

thrown on the heap is not an offering to spiritual powers,

and the words which accompany the act are not a prayer.

It is nothing but a magical ceremony for getting rid of

fatigue, wliich the simple savage fancies he can embody in a

stick, leaf, or stone, and so cast it from him.* An early

Spanish missionary to Nicaragua, observing that along the

paths there were heaps of stones on which the Indians as

they passed threw grass, asked them why they did so.

“ Because we think," was the answer, " that thereby we are

kept from weariness and hunger, or at least that we suffer

less from them."* In Guatemala also piles of stones may
be seen at the partings of ways and on the tops of cliffs and
mountains. Every passing Indian used to gather a handful

of grass, rub his legs with It, spit on it, and deposit it with a

small stone on the pile, firmly pcisuadcd that by so doing he
would restore their flagging vigour to his weary limbs/ Here

i
J. G r. Klnlrl. - Die lawt*h>ft * Ovieio. Hhtoitt In AVM-o/uo

Diwjii oder Wen-Time*," Dtnfuie i^o), p. «z if (Teraim-Gwu.
Ofivrafbirtit BldUtr, •- 231. pun, Fo/agfi, KtlaUnti et MtmOrt,

• At- \iutk- tn kr«lS*ri£r ras .

Un tutu&n Silrta tn Papua, p. 340. * Eraser dc Bourt.uug, Hitinrt
* R. H. Codringlon, T»r Mrtan- da Aatiaui ihIMn rfn .Vet11of n A-

p. i8d. rAmlrifut-Ctntnlt, iL 564 1 ompetc
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the nibbing of the limbs with the grass, like the Babar

custom of striking the body with a stone, was doubtless a

mode of extracting the fatigue from them as a preliminary

to throwing it away. Similarly on the plateau between

Lakes Tanganyika and Nyatsa the native earners, before

they ascend a steep hill with their loads, will pick up a stone,

spit on it, rub the calves of their legs with it, and then

deposit it on one of those small piles of stones which arc

commonly to be found at such spots in this part of Africa.

A recent English traveller, who noticed the custom, was in-

formed that the earners practise it "to make their legs

light,*
1

in other words, to extract the fatigue from them.

On the banks of the Kei river in Southern Africa, about

seventy years ago, another English traveller noticed some
heaps of stones. On inquiring what they meant, he was
told by his guides that when a Cafirc felt weary he had but

to add a stone to the heap to regain fresh vigour/ From
other accounts of the Caffre custom we learn that these cairns

are generally on the sides or tops of mountains, and that

before a native deposits his stone on the pile he spits on it.’

The practice of spitting on the stone which the weary way-
farer lays on the pile is probably a mede of transferring his

fatigue the more effectually to the material vehicle which is

to rid him of it. Wc have seen that the practice prevails

among the Indians of Guatemala and the natives of the Tan-
ganyika plateau, and it appears to be observed also in

similar circumstances in Corea, where the cairns arc to be

ill. 486 Intitule of Guas»nUj, when
they cross ; fusa for I 61-c linic. -i ll

cotomoily tuU a Mooe so the cslrn
•hid, units ltie >p«. g« C iSMUWT,
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> Aniiv /lir

*itt. ( 1*9 $). p. 107 .
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found especially on the tops of passes.' From the primitive

point of view nothing can be more natural than that the

cairns or the heaps of sticks and leases to which the tired

traveller adds his contribution should stand at the top of

passes and. in general, on the highest points of the read.

The wayfarerwho has toiled, with aching limbs and throbbing

temples, up a long and steep ascent, is aware of a sudden

alleviation as soon as he has reached the summit
;
he feels as

if a weight had been lifted from him, and to the savage, with

his concrete mode of thought, it seems natural and easy to

cast the weight from him in the shape of a stone or stick, or a

bunch of leaves or of grass. Hence it is that the piles which

represent the accumulated weariness of many foot-sore and

heavy-laden travellers arc to be seen wherever the road runs

highest in the lofty regions of Bolivia, Tibet, Bhootan, and

Burma,’ in the passes of the Andes and the Himalayas, as

well *3 in Corea, Caffiaria, Guatemala, and Melanesia.

But it is not mere bodily fatigue which the savage fancies

he can rid himself of In this easy fashion. Unable dearly to

distinguish the immaterial from the material, the abstract

from the concrete, he is assailed by vague temxs, he feels

himself exposed to some ill-defined danger on the scene of

any great crime or great misfortune. The place to him
seems haunted ground, The thronging memories that

crowd upon his mind, if they are not mistaken by him for

goblins and phantoms, oppress his fancy with a leaden

weight. His impulse is to flee from the dreadful spot,

• W. Cowbml, “ IV’lmti anil <Mtar
Antiquities of Corea/' of tks

Aniknf4k&i<*c/ httiMe. xxiv, <]$>$).
p. sy,f Mns. Bishop, A&fi* nuJ
krr Af

«4* 4tafn, I. 1 47 * it 223. llolh

writers speak is if the prxcisst* wio
»P*I ilv: c*im rather thro cm the

particular stone which the traveller .vfcU

to it; iotk«4, Mr*. Rt*k»p orbits to

notice :hc <ustt«n c4idling to'.hrialitu

Ml Gowland toys that alntost every

iritclkr terries up at least one stciac

fro»» the **Uty ***i Up it th« pile.
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"• OS70). p 237 Of -
:
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1 j

T. T. Cooper, Trmts
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* 5711 . ^ 275 : J. A. 11 . Louis. Tht
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:
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to shake off the burden that seems to cling to him like

a nightmare. Thu, in his simple sensuous way, he thinks

he can do by casting something at the horrid place and
hurrying by. For will not the contagion of misfortune,

the horror that clutched at his heart-strings, be diverted from

himself into the thing? will it not gather up in itself all the

evil influences that threatened him, and so leave him to pur-

sue his journey in safety and peace ? Some such train of

thought, if these gropings and fumbling; of a mind in dark-

ness deserve the name of thought, seems to explain the

custonf, observed by wayfarers in many lands, of throwing

sticks or stones on places where something horrible has

happened or evil deeds have been done. When Lieutenant

Younghusband was travelling across the great desert of Gobi

his caravan descended, losvards dusk on n June evening, into

a long depression between the hills, which war notorious as

a haunt of robbers. His guide, with a terror-stricken face,

told how not long before nine men out of a tingle caravan

had been murdered, and the rest left in a pitiable state to

continue their journey on foot across the awful desert. A
horseman, too, had just been seen riding towards the hills.

“ We had accordingly to keep a sharp look-out. and when

we reached the foot of the hills, halted, and, taking the loads

off the camels, wrapped ourselves up in our sheepskins and

watched through the long hours of the night Day broke at

last, and then we silently advanced and entered the hills.

Very weird and fantastic in their rugged outline were they,

and here and there a cairn of stones marked where some

caravan had been attacked, and as we passed these each man

threw one more stone on the heap."
1

In the Norwegian

district of TeUemarken a cairn is piled up wherever anything

fearful has happened, and every passer-by must throw

another stone on it, or some evil will befall him.1 In Sweden

and the Estboniati island of Ocscl the same custom is prac-

tised on scenes of clandestine or illicit love, with the strange

addition in Ocscl that when a man has lost his cattle he will

go to such a spot, and, while he flings a stick or ‘tone on it,

'* F. E. VnunefcuitanA “A Jcutnoy (iRSS), i>. *04
nctw Ctntrtl Aria," Pre«fJb-p F. fJcUrcchl, /nr VtStohmot,

the A'tya/ Strut/, «. J?4 '/
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will .say, “ I bring thee wood. Let me soon find my lost

cattle."
1 Far from these northern lands, the Dyaks of

Batang Lupar keep up an observance of the same sort in the

forests of Borneo. Beside their paths may be seen heaps of

sticks or stones which are called “ lying heaps." Each heap

is in memory of some man who told a stupendous lie or dis-

gracefully failed in carrying out an engagement, and every-

body who passes adds a stick or stone to the pile, saying as

he docs so, “ For So-and-so's lying heap.” 1

But, as might perhaps have been anticipated, it is on scenes

of murder and sudden death that this rude method of averting

or diverting evil is most commonly practised. The custom that

every passer-by must cast a stone or stick on the spot where
some one has come to a violent end, whether by murder or

otherwise, has been observed in practically the same form in

st*:h many and diverse parts of the world a* Ireland, Franco,

Spain.Sweden, Germany, Bohemia, I-esboi, Morocco, Armenia,
Arabia. India. North America, Venezuela. Bolivia, Celebes,

and New Zealand.' Sometimes the scene of the murder or

death may also be the grave of the victim, but it need not

always be so, and in Europe, where the dead are buried in

consecrated ground, the two placet would seldom coincide.

However, the custom of throwing stones or sticks on a grave

' F. Utbrwhi, Zn. *W*,We. p. 210 : Gwreola « P.xwi. FolEUrt
274; Hohmoycr. •'OiUiuu." JV A lata.

p. 323; U»rH, Marotts
Ar [tUirtm Srtmi.iat and lk, ,V«v;, p 105 if. j Ho*.

CufUutaft in Dorps!, vii. (1872). p. ihouicn, Trnnitauiaiia, L 2J2 ; W.
73 ' Croote, /nirodutiion it tit Poplar

1 SpcoMt St- John, Lift im /it MotifIon and FrtkUr. MortAm
£**!< tf <At Far £a 8$. India, p. ,67 ; I. Bridutell. T/u

• A. C Hodden, •• A KM.fc of Iriih AhW Hntarj cf Marik Cardin*
FcfVlott.- FM-bro, it. (1S93), pp. (DoUln, 1737K. |>. 380 i J. Adolr,
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hat undoubtedly been observed by passecs-by in many parts

of the world, and that, too, even when the graves are not

those of persons who have come to a violent end. Thus we

are told that the people of Unalashka. one of the Aleutian

Islands, bury their dead on the summits of hills and raise a

little hillock over the grave. “ In a walk into the country

one of the natives who attended me pointed out several of

these receptacles of tbe dead. There was one of them by

the side of the road leading from the harbour to the village

over which was raised a heap of stones. It was observed

that every- one who passed it added one to it.'

1

The

Roumanians of Transylvania think that a dying man should

have a burning candle in his hand, and that any one who
dies without a light has no right to the ordinary funeral

ceremonies. The body of judi an unfortunate is not laid in

holy ground, but is buried wherever it may be found. His

grave is marked only.by a heap of dry branches, to which

each passer-by is expected to add a handful of twigs or a

thorny bough* The Hottentot god or hem Heitsi-cibib, as

the reader is already aware, died several times and came, to

life again. When the Hottentots pass one of his numerous

graves they throw a stone, a bush, or a fresh branch on it

for good luck* Near the former mission-station of Blyde-

uitzigt in Cape Colony there was a spot called"Devil's Neck
where, in the opinion of the Bushmen, the devil was interred.

To hinder his resurrection stones were piled in heaps about

the place. When a Bushman, travelling in the company of

a missionary, came in sight of the spot he seiwd a stone and

hurled it at the grave, remarking that if he did not do so his

neck would be twisted round so that he would have to look

backwards for the term of his natural life.* Stones are east

by passers-by on the graves of murderers in some parts of

Senegambia.8 In Syria deceased robbers are not buried like

i Ccok, Vejasa(Uodon, 1809), vi.

479-

» F. Gerard. The /.j/rf tynA lU
FtrvA. \. 311, 31S.
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honcsl folk, but loft to rot where they lie ; and a pile of

stones is raised over the mouldering corpse. Every one who
passes such a pile must fling a stone at it, on pain of in-

curring God’s malison .
1 Between sixty and seventy years

ago an Englishman was travelling frem Sidon to Tyre with

a couple of Musalmans. When he drew near Tyic his

companions picked up some small stones, armed him in the

same fashion, and requested him to be so kind as to follow

their example. Soon altcrwards they came in sight of a

conical heap of pebbles and stones standing in the road,

at which the two Musalmans hurled stones and curses

with great vehemence and remarkable volubility. When
they had discharged this pious duty to their satisfaction,

they explained that the missiles and maledictions were
directed at a celebrated robber and murderer, who bad
been knocked on the head and busied there sumo half a

century before.
1*

In these latter cases it may perhaps be thought that the

sticks and stones serve no other purpose than to keep off the

angry and dangerous ghost who might he supposed to haunt
cither the place of death or the grave. Yet when we re-

member that precisely the same customs arc practised in

circumstances which exclude the supposition of a ghost—for

example, on "spots defiled by moral turpitude without any
shedding of blood, or again by weary travellers whose only
thought is of rest—we shall probably incline to reject this

obvious explanation and to seek one which will apply to all

the cases we have been considering. That explanation
appears to be supplied by the primitive view of death and
the dead as the sources of a dangerous pollution which in-

fects all who come near them. To rid himself of that pollu-

tion, which, as usual, lie conceives in a concrete form, the
savage seeks to gather it up in a material vehicle and leave

it behind him on the hazardous spot, while, having thus cast

care away, he hastens forward with a lighter heart. This
explanation falls In exactly with the tradition as to the

Ntmuu fay, Jt, Vertmt, vii 11M4). p. ioj.
1S56). i. gj if. * Note by C. I'. I’adg.., an Tic

1 Eijah Aliiln, " Beitilge lut Kenit- TrauS vi,v Var/itHU, uara-
.tersUulxKh'i ObrwcHe in bl«l byj. W. Socle...

byneo. '/ttittkrip *1 A*i>H/*ch 18*3), [>45.
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origin of those cairns which were to be seen by wayside

images of Hermes in ancient Greece, and to which every

passer-hy added a stone. It was said that when Hermes

was tried hy the gods for the murder of Argus all the gods

flung stones at him as a means of freeing themselves from

the pollution contracted by bloodshed; the stones thus

thrown made a great heap, and the custom of rearing such

heaps at wayside images of Hermes continued ever after-

wards.1 At all events this mode of interpreting the custom

appears preferable to the one which has generally found

favour with European travellers and writers. Imperfectly

acquainted for the most part with the notions which underlie

prinitivc magic, but very familiar with the religious concep-

tion of a deity who requires sacrifice of his worshippers, they

are apt to ir.tciprct the missiles in question as cheap and

easy offerings presented by pious but frugal worshippers to

ghosts or spirits whose favour they desire to \vin.
: Whether

a likely mode of conciliating a ghost or spirit is to

throw sticks and stones at him is a question about which

opinions might perhaps differ. It is difficult to speak with

confidence about the tastes of spiritual beings, but as a rule

they hear a remarkable likeness to those nf mere ordinary

mortals, and it may be said without fear of contradiction

that few of the latter would be gratified by being set up as a

common target to be shied at with sticks and stones by every-

body who passed within range, Yet it is quite possible that

a ceremony, which at first was purely magical, may in time

have a religious gloss or interpretation put on it even by those

'• Btymthgitum .Vacuum, t v. Columbi.," IriVWkrt e/ fA< AVi*/

p. 375 ry. ; Hitjukin* cm Stfirty «y (mrolx, n. •
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who practise it ;
ami this teems in fact to have sometimes

happened to the particular custom under consideration.

Certainly some people accompany the throwing of the stone

on the pile with the presentation of useful articles, which can

hardly serve any other purpose than that of propitiating some
local spirits. Thus travellers in Sikhim and Bhootan offer

flour and wine, as wdl as stones, at the cairns
; and they also

burn incense and recite incantations.' Indians of Guatemala
offered, according to their means, a little cotton, salt, cacao,

or chi!i.
: They now burn copal and sometimes dance on

the tops of the passes where the cairns are to be seen, but

perhaps these devotions may be paid to the crosses which at

the present day are generally set up in such situations.
8

In

Bolivia the Indian will squirt out the juice of his coca-quid,

or throw the quid itself oti the cairn, to which he adds a

stone
;
occasionally he goes so far as to stick feathers or a

leathern sandal or two on the pile. In passing the cairns he

will sometimes pull a hair or two out of his eyebrows cc eye-

lashes and puff them away towards the sun.* In Sweden
a piece of money is sometimes thrown on a cairn instead of

a stick or stone.
1

In the jungles of Mirtapur the cairn

which marks the spot where a man has been killed by a

tiger, and to which each passcr-t^ contributes a stone, is

commonly in charge of a Baiga or aboriginal priest, who
offers upon it a cock, a pig, or some spirits, and occasionally

lights a little lamp at the shrine.
4

Prayers, too, are some-

times offered at these piles. In Laos heaps of stones may
be seen beside the path, on which the passenger will deposit

a pebble, a branch, or a leaf, while he beseeches the Lord of

the Diamond to bestow on him good luck and long life.

1

Tibetan travellers mutter a prayer at the cairns on the tops

'
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Ill PEA YERS AT CAIRNS •3

of passes to which they add a few stones gathered by them
on the ascent.

1 A native of South-Eastern Africa who
places a small stone on a cairn is wont to say as he does

so, “Cairn, grant me strength and prosperity.* 1 In the

same circumstance, the Hottentot prays for plenty of cattle.
8

and the Caffre that his journey may be prosperous, that he

may have strength to accomplish it. and that he may obtain

an abundant supply of food by the way.* It is said that

sick Bushmen used to go on pilgrimage to the cairn called

the Devil’s Neck and pray to the spirit of the place to heal

tlvem, while they rubbed the sick part of their body and cried

"Woe! woe!" On special occasions, too, they resorted

lliither and implored the spirit's help.8 Such customs seem
to indicate the gradual transformation of an old magical

ceremony into a religious rite with its characteristic features

of prayer and sacrifice. Vet behind these later accretions, as

we may perhaps regard them, it seems possible in many,
if not in all, case* to discern the nucleus to which they Iiavc

attached themselves, the original idea which they tend to

conceal, anil in time to transmute. That idea is the tr-n*.

fercnce of evil from man to a material substance which he
can cast from him like an outworn garment.

Animals are often employed as live vehicle for carrying
away or transferring the evil. A Guinea negro, who happens
to be unwell, will sometime; tic a live chicken round his neck,
so that it lies on his breast. When the bird flaps its wings
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1

.

or cheeps, the man thinks it a good sign, supposing the

chicken to be afflicted with the very pain from which he

hopci soon to be released, or which he would otherwise have

to endure.' When a Moor has a headache, he will sometimes

take a lamb or a goat and beat it till it falls down, believing

that the headache will thus be transferred to the animal.3 After

an illness, a Jkchuana king seated himself upon an ox which

lay stretched on the ground. The native doctor next poured

water on the king’s head till it ran down over his body.

Then the head of the ox was held in a vessel of water till

the animal expired
;
whereupon the doctor declared, and the

people believed, that the ox died of the king's disease, which

had been transferred to it from the king." Amongst the

Malagasy the vehicle for carrying away evils is called a

faditra. " The faditra is anything selected by llie sikidy

[divining-board) for the purpose of taking away any hurtful

evils or diseases that might prove injurious to an individual’s

happiness, peace, or prosperity. The faditra may be either

asher, cut money, a sheep, a pumpkin, or anything else the

sikidy may choose to direct. After the particular article is

appointed, the priest counts upon it all the evils that may
prove injurious to the person for whom it is nude, and

which he then charges the faditra to take away for ever. If

the faditra be ashes, it i< blown, to be carried away by the

wind. If it be cut money, it is thrown to the bottom of

deep water, or where it can never be found. If it be a

sheep, it is carried away to a distance on the shoulders of a

man, who runs with all his might, mumbling as he goes, as

if in the greatest rage against the faditra for the evils it is

bearing away. If it be a pumpkin, it is carried on the

shoulders to a little distance, and "there dashed upon the

ground with every appearance of fury and indignation." ' A
Malagasy was informed by a diviner that he was doomed to

a bloody death, but that possibly lie might avert his fate by

l
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TO ANIMATSid

performing a certain rite. Carrying a small vessel full of

bicod upon his head, he was to mount upon the back of a

bullock
;
while thus mounted, he was to spill the blood upon

the bullock's head, and then send the animal away into the

wilderness, whence it might never return.'

The Battas of Sumatra have a ceremony which they call

" making the curse to fly away.' When a woman is child-

less, a sacrifice is offered to the gods of three grasshoppers,

representing a head of cattle, a buffalo, and a horse. Then

a swallow is set free, with a prayer that the curse may fall

upon the bird and fly away with it.’ At the cleansing of a

leper and of a house suspected of being Minted with leprosy,

the Jews let a bird fly away.' Among the Majhwar, a

Dravidian race of South Mir?Apur, if a man has died of a

contagious disease, such as cholera, the village priest walks

in front of the funeral procession with a chicken in his

har.ds, which he lets loose in the direciion of some other

village as a scapegoat to* carry the infection away. None
but another very experienced priest would afterwards dare

to touch or cat such a chicken.* In Morocco most wealthy

Moors keep a wild boar in their stables, in order that the

jinn and evil spirits may be diverted from the horses and
enter into the boar.

5 Amongst the Burghers or Badagas
of the Neilgherry Hills in Southern India, when a death has

taken place, the sins of the deceased arc laid upon a buffalo

calf. A set form of confession of sins, the same for every one.

is recited aloud, then the calf Is set free, ar.d is never after-

wards used for common purposes. “The idea of this cere-

mony is that the sins of the deceased enter the calf, or that

the task of his absolution is laid on it They say that the

caif very soon disappears, and that it is never after heard of."
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TRANSFERENCE OE ILLS CHAP*10

Again, men sometimes play the part of scapegoat by divert-

ing to themselves the evils that threaten others. When a

Cinghalese is dangerously i 1

1

,and the physicians can do nothing,

a devil-dancer is called in, who by making offerings to the

devils, and dancing in the masks appropriate to them, conjures

these demons of disease, one after the other, out of the sick

man's body and into his own. Having thus successfully ex-

tracted the cause of the malady, the artful dancer lies down
on a bier, and slumming death, is carried to an open place out-

side the village. Here, being left to himself, he soon conics

to life again, and hastens back to claim his reward.' In

x 590 a Scotch witch of the name of Agnes Sampson was

convicted of curing a certain Robert Kers of a disease " laid

upon him by a wcstland warlock when he was at Dumfries,

whilk sickness she took upon herself, and kept the same
with great groaning and torment till the morn, at whilk time

there was a great din heard in the house." The noise was
made by the witch in her efforts to shift the disease, by
means of clothes, from herself to a cat or dog. Unfortunately

the attempt partly miscarried. The disease missed the

animal and hit Alexander Douglas of Dalkeith, who dwined

and died of it. while the original patient. Robert Kers, was
made whole* The Dyaks believe that certain men possess

in themselves the power of neutralising bad omens. So,

when evil omens have alarmed a farmer for the safety of his

crops, he takes a small portion of his farm produce to one of

these wise men, who eats it raw for a small consideration,

“ and thereby appropriates to himself the evil omen, which

in him becomes innocuous, and thus delivers the other from
the ban of the ptmali or taboo.”

a

In Travancore, when a rajah is near his end, they seek

out a holy Brahman, who consents to take upon himself the
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sins of the dying man in consideration of the sum of ten

thousand rupec-c Thus prepared to immolate himself on the

altar of duty as a vicarious sacrifice for sin, the saint is intro-

duced into the chamber of death, and closely embraces the

dying rajah, saying to him, “ O King. I undertake to bear

all your sins and diseases. May your Highness live long

and reign happily." Having thus, with a noble devotion,

taken to himself the sins of the sufferer, and likewise the

rupees, he is sent away from the country and never more

allowed to return.' Closely akin to this is the old Welsh

custom known as “sin-eating." According to Aubrey, "In

the County of Hereford was an old Custome at funeralls to

hire poor people, who were to take upon them all the sinnes

of the party deceased. One of them, I remember, lived in a

cottage on Rosse-hlgh way (he was a long, Irane, ugly,

lamentable poor laskal) The manner was that when the

Corps was brought out of the house and layd on the 15ierc
;

a Luafe of bread was brought out, and delivered to the

Siunc-catcr over the corps, as also a Mazar-bowlo of maple

(Gossips bowlc) full of beer, which he was to drinke up, and

sixpence in money, in consideration whereof he took upon

him (ipso facto) all the Sinnes of the Defunct, and freed him

(or her) from walking after they were dead. ... I believe

this custom was heretofore used over all Wales. ... I11

North Wales the Sinne-eaters are frequently made u.sc of

;

but there, instead of a Bowlc of Beere, they have a bowlc of

Milke." 1 According to a letter dated February t, 1714-1 5,

"within the memory of our fathers, in Shropshire, in thw*c

villages adjoyning to Wales, when a person dyed, there was

notice given to an eld sire (for so they called him), who
presently repaired to the place where the deceased lay. and

stood before the door of the house, when some of the family

came out and furnished him with a cnckct, on which he sat

down facing the door. Then they gave him a groat, which

he put in his pocket
;
a crusr of bread, which he cat

;
and a

full bowlc of ale, which he drank off at a draught. After

this he got up from the erkkee and pronounced, with a com-

1
S. Matter. iVtlivt Lift In 7 'raram- 1 Aubrey, //maim and
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posed gesture, the ease and rest of the soul departed for

which he would pawn his own soul. This I had from the

ingenious John Aubrey, Esq"

1

In recent years some doubt

has been thrown on Aubrey’s account of the custom * The
practice, however, is reported to have prevailed in a valley

not far from Llandcbic to a recent period. An instance was

said to have occurred about fifty years ago.
3

Aubrey' s statement is moreover supported by the analogy
of similar customs in India. When the Rajah of Tanjore
died in 1 80 1, seme of his bones and the bones of the two
wives, who were burned with his corpse, were ground to

powder and eaten, mixed with boiled rice, by twelve

Brahmans, it was believed that the sins of the deceased

passed into the bodies of the Brahmans, who were paid for

the service.

4

A Brahman, resident in a village near Raipur,

stated that he had eaten food (rice and milk) out of the hand

of the dead Rajah of Bilaspui, and that in consequence he

had been placed on the throne for the space of a year. At
the end of the year he had been given presents and then

turned out of the territory and forbidden apparently to

return. He was an outcast among his fellows for having

eaten out of a dead man's hand.3 A similar custom is

believed to obtain in the hill states about Kangra, and
to have given rise to a caste of “outcastc" Brahmans. At
the funeral of a Rani of Chamba rice and ghee were eaten out

of the hands of the corpse by a Brahman paid for lire purpose.

Afterwards a stranger, who had been caught outside the

Chamba territory, was given the costly wrappings of the

corpse, then told to depart and never show his face in the
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country again.' In Oudc when an infant was killed it used

to be buried in the room where it had been born. On

the thirteenth day afterwards the priest had to cook and eat

hi* food in that room. By doing so he was supposed to

take the whole sin upon himself ar.d to cleanse the family

from it.* At Utch Kurgan in Turkistan Mr. Schuyler saw

an old man who was said to get his living by taking on

himself the sins o? the dead, and thenceforth devoting his

life to prayer for their souls.'

In Tahiti, where the bodies of chiefs and persons of rank

were embalmed and preserved above ground in special sheds

or bouses erected for them, a priest was employed at the

funeral rites who bore the title of the “ corpse- praying priest.”

His office was singular. When the house for the dead had

been prepared, and the corp.w: placed on the platform or

bier, tlic priest ordered a hole to be made in the floor, near

the foot of the platform. Over this he prayed to the god by

whom it was supposed that the soul of the deceased had

been called away. The purport of his prayer was that all

the dead man’s sins, especially the one for which his soul

hail been required of him. might be deposited there, that

they might not attach in any degree to the survivors, and

that the anger of the god might be appeased. He next

addressed the corpse, usually saying. “ With you let the guilt

now remain." The pillar or post of the corpse, a* it was

called, was then planted in the hole, and the hole filled up.

As soon as the ceremony of depositing the sins in the hole

was over, all who had touched the body or the garments of

the deceased, which were buried or destroyed, fled precipitately

into the sea, to cleanse themselves from the pollution which
they had contracted by touching the corpse. They also cast

into the sea the garments they had worn while they were
performing the last offices to the dead. Having finished

tlurir ablutions, they gathered a few pieces of coral from the

bottom of the sea, and returning with them to the liounc,

addressed the corpse, saying, “ With you may the pollution
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be,'* So saying they throw down the coral on the top of the

hole which had been dug to receive the sins and the defile-

ment of the dead .
1

In this instance the sins of the departed,

as well as the pollution which the primitive mind commonly
associates with death, arc not borne by a living person, but

buried in a hole. Yet the fundamental idea—that of the

transference of sins—is the same in the Tahitian xs in the

Welsh and Indian customs
,
whether the vehicle or receptacle

destined to catch and draw off the evil be a person, an animal,

or a thing, is for the purpose in hand a matter of little moment .

1

The examples of tin: truiiNfcrcnce of evil hitherto

adduced Have been mostly drawn from the customs of

savage or barbarous peoples. But similar attempts to

shift the burden of disease, misfortune, and sin from one’s

self to another person, or to an animal or thing, have been

common also among the civilised nations of Europe, both in

ancient and modern times. A Roman cure for fever was to

pare the patient’s nails, and stick the parings with wax on a

neighbours door before sunrise ; the fever then passed from

the sick man to his neighbour* Similar devices mast have

been resorted to by the Greeks
;

for in laying down laws for

his ideal state, Plato thinks it too much to expea that men
should not be alarmed at finding certain wax figures adhering

to their doors or to the tombstones of their parents, or lying

at cross-roads* Among the ruins of the great sanctuary of

Aesculapius, which have been excavated of late years in an
open valley among the mountains of Epidaurus, inscriptions

have been found recording the miraculous cures which the

god of healing performed for his faithful worshippers. One
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of them tells how a certain Pandarm, a Thessalian, was freed

from the letters which, a? a former slave or prisoner of war,

he bore tattooed or branded on his brow. He slept in the

sanctuary with a fillet round his head, and in the morning

he discovered to his joy that the marks of shame—the blue

or scarlet letters—had beer, transferred from his brow to the

fillet By and by there came to the sanctuary a wicked man,

also with brands or tattoo marks on his face, who had been

charged by Pandarus to pay his debt of gratitude to the

grxl, and had received live cash for the purpose. But the

cunning fellow thought to cheat the god and keep the money
all to himself. So when the god appeared to him in a dream

and asked anxiously after the money, he boldly denied that

he had it, and impudently prayed the god to remove the

ugly marks from his own biarcn brow. He was told to tic

the fillet of Pandarus about his bead, then to take it off, and
look at hi* face in the water of the sacred well. He did so,

and sure enough he saw on his forehead the marks of Pandarus

in addition to his own.1
In the fourth century of our era

Marcellus of Bordeaux prescribed a cure for warts, which has
still a great vogue among (he superstitious in various parts
of Europe. Doubtless it was an old traditional remedy in

the fourth, and will long survive the expiry of the nineteenth
century. You are to touch your warts with as many little

stones as you have warts
;
then wrap the stones in an ivy

leaf, and throw them away in a thoroughfare. Whoever
picks them up will get the warts, and you will \>z rid of
them.' A similar cure for warts, with such trilling variations
as the substitution of peas or h»rlcy for pebbles, and a rag
or a piece of paper for an ivy leaf, has been prescribed in
modern times in Italy. France. England, and Scotland.'

« -8^^,
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Another favourite way of passing on your warts to somebody
else is to make as many knots in a string as you haw warts

;

then throw the string away or place it under a stone.

Whoever treads on the stone or picks up the thread will get

the wans instead of you
;
sometimes to complete the trans-

ference it is thought necessary that he should undo the

knots' Or you need only place the knotted thread before

sunrise in the spout of a pump; the next person who
works the puinp will be sure to get your warts,* Equally

effective methods are to rub the troublesome excrescences

with down or fat. or to bleed them on a rag, and then

throw away the down, the fat, or the bloody rag. The
person wlw picks up one or other of these things will be

sure to release you from your warts by involuntarily

transferring them to himself." People in the Orkney Islands

will sometimes wash a sick man, and then throw the water

down at a gateway, in the belief that the sickness will leave

the patient and be transferred to the first person who passes

through the gate .
4 A Bavarian cure for fever is to write

upon a piece of pajier, “ Fever, stay away, I am not at home."
and to put the pajser in somebody's pocket. The latter then

catches the fever, and the patient is rid of it." Or the sufferer

may cure himself by sticking a twig of the elder-tree in the

ground without speaking. The fever then adheres to the

twig, and whoever pulls up the twig will catch the di-ease.
4

A Bohemian prescription for the same malady is this. Take
an empty pot, go with it to a cross-road, throw’ it down, and
run away. The first person who kicks against the pot will

catch ycur fever, and you will be cured.' In Oldenburg they

say that when a person lies sweating with fever, he should

take a piece of money to himself in bed. The money is
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afterwards thrown away on the street, and whoever picks

it up will catch the fever, but the original patient will be

rid of it-'

Often in Europe, as among savages, an attempt is

made to transfer a pain or malady from a man to an

animal. Grave writers of antiquity recommended that, if

a man be stung by a scorpion, he should sit upon an ass

with his face to the tail, or whisper in the animal's ear,

"A scorpion has stung me"; in cither case, they thought,

the pain would be transferred from the man to the ass."

Many cures of this sort arc recorded by Marcellus. For

example, he tells us that the following Is a remedy for

toothache. Standing booted under the open sky on the

ground, you catch a frog by the head, spit into its mouth,

ask it to carry away the ache, and then let it go. But

the ceremony must be performed on a lucky day and at

a lucky hour.* In Cheshire the ailment known as aphtha or

thrush, which affects 'he mouth or throat of infants, is not

uncommonly treated in much the same manner. A young

frog is held for a few moments with its head inside the

mouth of the sufferer, whom it is supposed to relieve by
taking the malady to itself, " I assure you” said an old

Woman who had often superintended such a cure, "we used

to hear tte poor frog whooping and coughing, mortal but!,

for days after ; it would have made your heart ache to hear

the poor creature coughing as it did about the garden" 1

Again Marcellus tells us that if die foam from a mule's

mouth, mixed with warm water, be drunk by an asthmatic

patient, he will at once recover, but the mule will die.* An
ancient cure for the gripes, recorded both by Pliny and
Marcellus, was to put a live duck to the belly of the

sufferer
;
the pains passed from the man into the bird, to

which they proved fatal.' According to the same writers a

j Sj.
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.•stomachic complaint of which the cause was unknown might

be cured by applying a blind puppy to the suffering part for

three days. The secret disorder thus passed into the puppy;

it died, and a post-mortem examination of its little body
revealed the cause of the disease from which the man had
suffered and of which the dog had died.

1 Once more,

Marcellos advises that when a man was afflicted with a

disorder ol the intestines the physician should catch a live

hare, take the huckle-bone from one of its feet and the down
from the belly, then kit the hare go, pronouncing as he did

so the words, “ Run away, run away, little hare, and take
away with you the intestine pain." Further, the doctor was
to fashion the down into thread, with which he was to tie

the huckle-bone to the patient's body, taking great care that

the thread should not be touched by any woman.
1
' A

Northamptonshire agd Devonshire cure for a cough is to

put a hair of the patient’s head between two slices of

buttered bread and give the .sandwich to a deg. The
animal will thereupon catch the cough and the patient will

lose it.* Sometimes an ailment is- transferred to an animal

by sharing food with it. Thus in Oldenburg, if you are sick

of a fever you set a bowl of sweet milk before a dog and say,

"Good luck, you hound I may you be sick and I be sound I"

Then when the dog has lapped some of the milk, you take
a swig at the bow!

;
and thcji the dog must lap again, and

then you must swig again
;
and when you and the dog have

done it the third time, he will have the fever and you will be
quit of It. A peasant woman in Abbehausen told her pastor
that she suffered from fever for a whole year and found no
relief. At last somebody advised her to give some of her
food to a dog apd a cat. She did so and the fever passed
from her into the animals. 13ut when she saw the poor sick
beasts always before her, she wbltcd it undone. Then the
fever left the cat and the dog and returned to her.’ A
Bohemian cute for fever is to go out into the forest before

the sun is up and look for a snipe’s nest. When you have

* rimy, Not. iliit. xxx. 64 ; Mir-
es***. n< Mduamenfii, xrviii. 11 2.

* Muccllo*. />< xo.
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found it, take out one of the young bird* and keep it beside

you for three day? Then ro back into the wood and set

the snipe free. The fever will leave you at oiks. The

snipe has taken it away. So in Vcdic times the Hindoos

of old sent consumptiin away with a blue jay. They said,

“O consumption, fly away, fly away with the blue jay!

With the wild rush of the storm and the whirlwind, oh,

vanish away!"’ In Oldenburg they sometimes hang up a

goldfinch or a turtle-dove in the room of a consumptive

patient, hoping that’ the bird may draw away the malady

from the sufferer to itself A prescription for a cough in

Sunderland is to shave the patients head and hang the hair

on a bush. When the birds carry the hair to their nests,

they will carry the cough with IL* In the Mark of

Brandenburg a cure for headache is to tic a thread thrice

round your head and then hang it in a loop from a tree
;

if a bird flks through the loop, it w ill take your head-

ache away with it.* A Bohemian remedy for jaundice

i* os follows. Take a living tench, tic it to your bare

hack and carry it about with you for a whole day. The
tench will, turn quite yellow ami die. Then throw it into

running water, and your jaundice will depart with it.
1

In the village of Landegia in Wales there is a church

dedicated to the virgin martyr St. Tecla, where the falling

sickness is, or used to be. cured by being transferred to

a fowl. The patient first washed his limbs in a sacred

well hard by, dropped fourpence into it as an oflering,

walked thrice round the well, and thrice repeated the

Lord's prayet. Then the fowl, which was a cock or a hen

according as the patient was a man or a woman, was |Hit

into a basket and carried round first the well and afterwards

the church. Next the sufferer entered the church and l*y

down under the communion table till break of day. After

that he offered sixpence and departed, leaving the fowl in

1
Gwtunaitfi, Ahtgfaaha Gt- * I- Stmikajim, »/. tU. i. 7*.
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the church. If the bird died, the ticknext was supposed lo

have been transferred to it from the man or woman, who
was now rid of the disorder. As late as 1855 the old

parish clerk of the village remembered quite well to have

seen the birds staggering about from the effects of the fits

which had been transferred to them.’

Often the sufferer seeks to shift his burden of sickness or

ill-luck to some inanimate object. In Athens there U a

little chapel of St. John the Baptist built against an ancient

column. Fever patients resort thither, and by attaching a

waxed thread to the inner side of the column believe that

they transfer the fever from themselves to the pillar.'’

In the Mark of Brandenburg they say that if you suffer

from giddiness you should strip yourself naked and run

thrice round a flax-field after sunset ; in that way the flax

will get the giddiness and you will be rid of it.' Some-
times an attempt is made to transfer the mischief, whatever

•t may be, to the moon. In Oldenburg a peasant related

how he rid himself of a bony excrescence by stroking

it thrice crosswise in the name of the Trinity, and then

making a gesture as if he were seising the deformity and

hurling it towards the moon. In the same part of Germany
a cure for warts is to stand in the light of a waxing mcon
so that you cannot see your own shadow, then hold the

disfigured hand towards the moon, and stroke it with the

other hand in the direction of the luminary. Some say

that in doing this you should pronounce these words,
“ Moon, free me from these vermin."

*

But perhaps the thing most commonly employed in Europe
as a receptacle for sickness and trouble of all sorts is a tree

or bush. The modes of transferring the mischief to it arc

many. For example, the Esthonians shy that you ought not

to go out of the house on a spring morning before you have

eaten or drunk
j for if you do, you may chance to hear one

of " the sounds which are not heard In winter,” such as the

song of a bird, and that would be unlucky. They think

• Bond, Papular Aw/^hUm, II. « A. Kuhn. MtokixSa Sup* W
375 1 W. t». mack, PolimiJitiat, p. .VrfnAcir, p. 3SC.
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that if you thin lot yourself be deceived or outwitted, as

they call it, by a bird, you ivill be visited by all sorts of

ill-luck during the year; indeed it may very well happen

that you will fall sick and die before another spring comes

round. However, there is a way of averting the evil. You

have merely to embrace a tree or go thrice round it, biting

into the bark each time or tearing away a strip of the bark

with your teeth. Thus the bad luck passes from you to the

tree, which accordingly withers away.' On St. George’s Day,

South Slavonian lads and lasses climb thrice up and down a

comcl-trcc, saying, “My laziness and sleepiness to you.

comcl-tree, but health and booty (?) to me." Then as they

wend homeward* they turn once more towards the tree and

call out. “ Cornel-tree I cornel-tree ! I leave you my laziness

and sleepiness."' The same people attempt to cure fever

by transferring it to a dwatf elder-bush. Having found such

a bush with three shoots springing from the root, the patient

grasps the points of the three shoot* in hi> hand, bends

them down to the ground, and fastens them there with a

Stone. Under the arch thus formed he creeps thrice
;
tlven

he cuts off or dig* up the three shoots, saying, “ In three

shoots 1 cut three sicknesses out When these three shoots

grow young again, may the fever come back.” * A Bulgarian

cure for fever is to run thrice round a willow-tree at sunrise,

crying, “ The fever shall shake thee, and the sun shall warm

me." * In the Greek island of Karpathos the priest tics a red

thread round the neck of a sick person. Next morning the

friends of the patient remove the thread and go out to the

hillside, where they tie the thread to a tree, thinking that they

thus transfer the sickness to the tree.’ Italian' attempt to

cure fever in like manner by fastening it to a tree. The sufferer

tie a thread round his left wrist at night, and hangs the tluead

on a tree next morning. The fever is thus believed to be tied

up to the tree, and the patient to be rid of it
;
tut he must be

careful not to pass by that tree again, otherwise live fever
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would break loose from its bonds and attack him afresh.
1

An old French remedy for fever was to hind the patient

himself to a tree and leave him there for a time ; some said

the ceremony should be performed fasting and early in the

morning, that the cord or straw rope with which the person

was bound to the tree should be left there to rot, and that the

sufferer should bite the bark of the tree before returning

home .

1
In Bohemia the friends of a fever patient will

sometimes carry him head foremost, by means of straw

ropes, to a bush, on which they dump him down. Then he

must jump up and run home. The friends who carried him
also lice, leaving the straw ropes and likewise the fever

behind them on the bush* Sometimes the sickness is

transferred to the tree by making a knot in one of its

boughs. Thus in Mecklenburg a remedy for fever is to go
before sunrise to a willow-tree and tie as many knots in one

of its branches as the fever has lasted days ; but going and
coming you must be careful not to speak a word.* A
Famish cure for the ague is to go early in the morning to

an old willow, tie three knots in one of its branches, say,
• Good-morrow, Old One, I give thee the cold

;
gcod-morrow.

Old One," then turn and run away without looking round.'

in Rhenish Bavaria the cure for gout is similar. The
patient recites a spell or prayer while he stands at a willow-

bush holding one of its boughs. When the mystic words
have been spoken, he ties a knot in the bough and departs

cured. But all his life long he must never go near that

willow-bush again, or the gout will come back to him.* In

Sonnenberg, if you would rid yourself of gout you should go
to a young fir-tree and tic a knot in one of its twigs, saying,
“ God greet thee, noble fir. I bring thee my gout. Here will

I tic a knot and bind my gout into it. in the name." etc.’
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Not far from Marburg, at a place called Ncuhof, there u a

wood of birches. Thither on a morning before sunrise, in

the last quarter of the moon, bands of gouty people may
often be seen hobbling in silence. Each of them takes his

stand before a separate tree and pronounces these solemn

words :
“ Here stand I before the judgment bar of God and

tie up all my gout. All the disease in my body shall

remain tied up in this birch-trce.' Meanwhile the good
physician ties a knot in a birch-twig, repeating thrice, “In
the name of the Father,’ etc.

1 Another way of transferring

gout from a man to a tree is this. Pare the nails of the

sufferer s fingers and clip some hairs from his legs. Bore a

hole in an oak, stuff the nails and hair in the hole, stop up

the hole again, and smear it with cow’s dung. If, for three

months thereafter, the patient is free of gout, you may be

suic the oak has it in his stead.’ A German cure for tooth-

ache is to bore a hole in a tree and cram some of the

sufferer’s hair into it.

1

In these cases, though no doubt

the tree suffers the pangs of gout or toothache respectively,

it does so with a sort of stoical equanimity, giving no outward

and visible sign of the pains that rack it inwardly. It is

not always so, however. The tree cannot invariably sup-

press every symptom of its suffering. It may hide its tooth-

ache. but it cannot so easily hide its warts. In Cheshire if

you would be rid of warts, you have only to rub them with

a piece of bacon, cut a slit in the bark of an ash-tree, and

slip the bacrai under the bark. Soon the warts will dis-

appear from your hand, only however to reappear in the

shape of rough excrescences or knobs on the batk of the

tree.' At Berkhampstead, in Hertfordshire, there used to

be certain oak-trees which were long celebrated for the

cure of ague. The transference of the malady to the tree

was simple but painful. A lock of the sufferer's hair was
pegged into an oak

;
then by a sudden wrench he left his

hair and his ague behind him in the tree.4

It seems clear that, though you may stow away your
pain or sickness in a tree, there is a considerable risk of
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its coming out again. To obviate this danger common
prudence suggests that you should plug or bung up the

hole as tight as you can. And this, as we should naturally

expect, is often done. A German cure for toothache or

headache is to wrap some of the sufferer’s cut hair and nails

in paper, make a hole in the tree, stuff the parcel into it.

and stop up the hole with a plug made from a tree which

has been struck by lightning.' In Bohemia they say that,

if you feel the fever coming on, you should pull out some of

your hair, tear off a strip of a garment you arc wearing,

and bore a hole in a willow-tree. Having done so, you put

the hair and the rag in the hole and stop it up with a wedge
of hawthorn. Then go home without looking back, and if a

voice calls to you, be sure not to answer. When you haw
complied with this prescription, the fever will cease* In

Oldenburg a common remedy for fever is to bore a hole in

a tree, breathe thrice into the hole, and then plug it up.

Once a man who had thus shut up his fever in a tree was
jeered at by a seeptical acquaintance for his credulity. So
he went secretly to the tree and drew the stopper, and out

came that fever and attacked the sceptic* Sometimes they

say that the tree into which you thus breathe your fever

or ague should be a hollow willow, and that in going to

tlie tree you should be careful not to utter a word, and
not to cross water.' Again, we read of a man who
suffered acute pains in his arm. So "they beat up red

corals with oaken leaves, and having kept them on the part

affected till suppuration, they did in the morning put this

mixture into an hole bored with an auger in the root of an

oak, respecting the cast, and stop up this hole with a peg
made of the same tree ; from thenceforth the pain did

altogether cease, and when they took out the amulet im-

mediately the torments returned sharper than before."'

These facts seem to pul it beyond the reach of reasonable
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doubt that the pain or malady is actually in the tree and

waiting to come out. if only it gets the chance
Often the patient, without troubling to bore a hole in

the tree, merely knocks a wedge a peg, or a nail into it.

believing that he thus pegs or nails the sickness or pain into

the wood. Thus a Bohemian cure tor fever is to go to a tree

and hammer a wedge into it with the words “ There, I knock
you in, that you may come no more out to me ." 1 A German
way of getting rid of toothache is to go in silence before sun-

rise to a tree, especially a willow-tree, make a slit in the bark

on the north side of the tree, or on tlve side that looks

towards tire sunrise, cut out a splinter from the place thus

laid bare, poke the splinter into the aching tooth till bicod.

comes, then put back tlic splinter in the tree, fold down the

bark over it, and lie a string round the trunk, that the

splinter may grow into the trunk as before. As it does so,

your pain will vanish
, but you must be careful not to go

near the tree afterwards, or you will get the toothache again.

And any one who pulls the splinter out will also get the

toothache. He has in fact uncorked the toothache which

was safely bottled up in the tree, and he must take the

natural consequence of his rash act.* A simpler plan,

practised in Persia as well as in France and Germany, is

merely to scrape the aching tooth with a nail or a twig till

it bleeds, and then hammer the nail or the twig into a tree,

fn the Vosges, in Voigtlandi and probably elsewhere, it is

believed that any person who should draw out such a nail

or twig would get the toothache.* An ok! lime-tree at
Ewrssen, in Brunswick, is studded with nails of various
shapes, Including screw-nails, which have been driven into it

by persons who suffered from aching teeth* In the Mark
of Brandenburg they say that tte ceremony should be per-

1 Crohracn. AUygUulv*
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formed when ihe moon is on the wane, and that the bloody

nail should be knocked, without a word being spoken, into

the north side of an oak-trcc, where the sun cannot shine

on it ; after that the person will have no more toothache so

long as the tree remains standing.' Here it is plainly

implied that the toothache is bottled up in the tree. If

further proof were needed that in such cases the malady
is actually transferred to the tree and stowed away in its

trunk, it would be afforded by the belief that if the tree is

cut down the toothache will return to the original sufferer.’

Fresh confirmation is furnished by a comparison of these

European customs with their parallels in India. Thus the

Majhwars, a Dravkllan tribe in the hill country of South

Mirrapur, believe that all disease is due to ghosts, but that

ghosts, when they become troublesome, can be shut up in a

certain tree, which grows on a little Net in a very deep
pool of the Sukandar, a tributary of the Kanhur river.

Accordingly, when the country ia infested by ghosts, in other

words when disease is raging, a skilful wizard seeks for a

piece of deer-horn in the- jungle. When he has found it,

he’ hammers it with a stone into the tree and thus shuts up
the ghost. The tree is covered with hundreds nf such pieces

of horn.’ Again, when a new settlement is being made in

some parts of the North-Western Provinces of India, it is

deemed necessary to apprehend and lay by the heels the

local deities, who might otherwise do a deal of mischief to

the intruders on their domain. A sorcerer is called in to

do the business. For days he marches about the place

mustering the gods, to the tuck of drum. When they are

all assembled, two men known as the Earthman and the

I.eafman, who represent the gods of the earth and of the

trees respectively, become full of the spirit, being taken

possession of bodily by the local deities. In this exalted

state they shout and caper about in a fine frenzy, and their

seemingly disjointed ejaculations, which are really the divine

voice speaking through them, arc Interpreted by the sorcerer.

• A. Kulvn. MirA»A> Sagr. ,/ ,A. AWVi . Mi />«.*.• and
AfirxGn,
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When the critical moment has come, the wizard rushes in

between the two incarnations of divinity, clutches at the

spirits which arc hovering about them in the air, and pours

grains of sesame through their hands into a perforated piece

of the wood of the sacred fig-tree. Then without a

moment's delay he plasters up the hole with a mixture of

clay and cow-dung, and carefully buries the piece of wood

on the spot, which is to be the shrine of the lecal deities.

Needless to say that the gods themselves are bunged up in

the wood and arc quite incapable of doing further mischief,

provided always that the usual offerings arc made to them

at the shrine where they live in durance vile.* In this case

the source of mischief is imprisoned, not in a tree, but in a

piece of one
;
but the principle is clearly tire same. Simi-

larly in Ccrea an English lady observed at a cross-road a

small log with several holes like those of a mouse trap, one

of which was plugged up doubly with bungs of wood. She

was told that a demon, whose ravages spread sickness in a

family, had been inveigled by a sorceress into that hole and

securely bunged up. It was thought proper for all passers-

by to step over the incarcerated devil, whether to express

their scorn and abhorrence of him, or more probably as a

means of keeping him1
- down, just as you may see a

courageous and public-spirited passenger sitting on the

head of a prostrate cab- horse which has fallen on the

slippery pavement.*

From knocking the mischief into a tree or a log it is

only a step to knocking it into a stone, a door-post, a wall,

or such like. At the head of Glen Mor, near Fort Charlotte,

in Islay, there may be seen a large boulder, and it is said

that whoever drives a nail into this stone will thereafter be

secure from attacks of toothache. A farmer in Islay told

an inquirer some years ago how a passing stranger once
cured his grandmother of toothache by driving a horse-nail

into the lintel of the kitchen door, warning her at the same
time to keep the nail there, and if it should come loose just

to tap it with a hammer till it had n grip again. She had

' w. G-oo^. Intrvdfiim it li.- ' Mi*. Hulvjp, A’trm htr
/ft/.pen and fUUm e/ Mx’itmn, ii. 143 if-
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no mote toothache for the rest of her life .

1
In Brunswick it

is open to any one to nail his toothache cither into a wall or

into a tree, as he thinks fit ; the pain is cured quite as well

in the one way as in the other.

11

A Bohemian who fears he
is about to have an attack of fever will snatch up the first

thing that comes to hand and nail it to the wall. That
keeps the fever from him.’ As in Europe we nail toothache

or fever to a wall, so in Morocco they nail devils. A house

in Mogador having been infested with devils, who threw

stones about it in a way that made life a burden to the

inmates, a holy man was called in to exorcise them, which

he did effectually by pronouncing an incantation and driving

a nail Into the wall
;

at every stroke of the hammer a
hissing sound announced that another devil had received

his quietus.
4

In modern Egypt numbers of people suffering

from headache used to knock a nail into the great wooden
door of the old south gate of Cairo, for the purpose of

charming away the pain, A holy and miraculous personage,

invisible to mortal eyes, was supposed to have one of his

stations at this gate.’ Not far from Neuenkirchen, in Olden-

burg, there is a farmhouse to which, while the Thirty Years'

War was raging, the plague came lounging along from the

neighbouring town in the shape of a bluish vapour. Enter-

ing the house it popped into a hole in the door-post of one

of the rooms. The farmer saw his chance, and quick as

thought he seized a peg and hammered it into the hole,

so that the plague could not possibly get out. After a

time, however, thinking the danger was past, he drew out

the peg. Alas! with the peg came creeping and curling

out of the hole the blue vapour once more. The plague

thus let loose seized on every member of the family in that

unhappy house and left not one of them alive.
0

The simple ceremony, in which to this day the super-

i R. C- M»d»£aa, " Note* on fofc. p. *75
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stition of European peasants sees a sovereign remedy for

plague and fever and toothache, has come down to us from

a remote antiquity
;

for in days when as yet Paris and

London were not, when France still revered the Druids as

the masters of all knowledge, human and divine, and when
our own country was still covered with virgin forests, the

home of savage beasts and savage men, the same ceremony

was solemnly performed from time to time by the highest

magistrate at Rome, to stay the ravages of pestilence or re-

trieve disaster that threatened the foundations of the national

life. In the fourth century before our era the city of Rome
was desolated by a great plague which raged for three years,

carrying off some of the highest dignitaries and a great

multitude of common folk. The historian who records the

calamity informs us that when a banquet had been offered

to the gods in vain, and neither human counsels nor divine

help availed to mitigate the violence of the disease, it was

resolved for the first time in Roman history to institute

dramatical performances as an appropriate means of ap-

peasing the wrath of the celestial powers. But even this

novel spectacle failed to amuse or touch, to move to tears

or laughter the sullen gods. The plague still ra^cd, and at

the very moment when the actors were playing their best in

the circus beside the Tiber, the yellow liver rose in angry

flood and drove players and spectators, wading and splash-

ing through the fast-deepening waters, away from the show.

It was clear that the gods spumed plays as well as prayers

and banquets; and in the general consternation it was felt

that some more effectual measure should be taken to put an

end to the scourge. Old men remembered that a plague

had once teen stayed by the knocking of a nail into a wall

;

and accordingly the Senate resolved that now in their

extremity, when all other means had failed, a supreme
magistrate should be appointed for the sox: purpose of

performing this solemn ceremony. The appointment was
made, the nail was knocked, and the plague ceased, sooner
or later.1 What better proof could be given of the saving
virtue of a nail?

* L4y, vlu. |.j. The plague rigid happily v.ayed in the mintwr described
**** 365 to 363 I.C., wtxn it was ir. the ten.
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Twice more within the same century the Roman people

had recourse to the same venerable ceremony as a cure for

public calamities with which the ordinary remedies, civil and

religious, seemed unable to cope. One of these occasions

was a pestilence
;

1
the other was a strange mortality among

the leading men, which public opinion traced, rightly or

wrongly, to a series of nefarious crimes perpetrated by noble

matrons, who took their husbands off by poison. The
crimes, real or imaginary, were set down to frenzy, and
nothing ccwld fcc thought of so likely to minister to minds
diseased as, the knocking of a nail into a wall. Search

among the annals of the city proved that in a season of civil

discord, when the state had been rent by party feud, the

same time-honoured remedy, the same soothing balm had
been applied with the happiest results to the jarring interests

and heated passions of the disputants. Accordingly the old

nostrum was tried once more, and again success appeared to

justify the experiment*

If the Romans in the fourth century before Christ thus

deemed it possible to rid themselves of pestilence, frenzy,

and sedition by hammering them into a wall, even as French
and German peasants still rid themselves of fever and tooth-

ache by knocking them into a tree, their prudent ancestors

appear to have determined that so salutary a measure should
not be restricted in its scope to meeting special and urgent
emergencies as they arose, but should regularly diffuse its

benefits over the community by anticipating and, as it were,
nipping in the bud evils which, left unchecked, might grow
to dangerous proportions. This, we may conjecture, was
the original intention of an ancient Roman law which
ordained that the highest magistrate of the republic should
knock In a nail every year on the thirteenth day of Sep-
tember. The law might be seen, couched in old-fashioned
language, engraved on a tablet which was fastened to a wall

of the temple of Capitoline Jupiter; and although the place
where the nails were driven in is nowhere definitely stated

by classical writers, there arc some grounds for thinking that

it may have been the same wall on which the law that

1 Livy, lx. z8. This hippeoe) In • Livy, ml. iS. These cvraw took
thr yen J13 ».C. pj»e# in jji ».c.
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sanctioned the custom was exhibited. Livy tells us that

the duty of affixing the nail, at one time discharged by the

consuls, was afterwards committed to dictators, whose higher

rank consorted better with the dignity and importance of the

function. At a later time the custom fell into abeyance, and
the ancient ceremony was revived only from time to time

in seasons of grave peril or extraordinary calamity, which

seemed to attest the displeasure of the gods at modern ways
and disposed men to bethink them of ancestral lore and to

walk in the old paths.
1

In antiquity the annual practice of hammering a nail

Into a wall was not confined to Rome. It was observed

also at Vulsinii, in Etruria, where the nails thus fixed in the

temple of the goddess Nortia served as a convenient means
of recording and numbering the years.'' To Roman anti-

quaries of a later period it seemed, naturally enough, that

such a practice had indeed no other object than that of

marking the flight of time in ages when writing was but

little used.' Yet a little reflection will probably convince us

that this, though it was doubtless a useful consequence of

the custom, can hardly have been its original intention. For

it will scarcely be disputed that the annual observance of

the custom cannot be wholly dissociated from its occasional

observance in seasons of great danger or calamity, and that

whatever explanation we give of the one ought to apply to

the other also. Now it is plain that if we start from the
annual observance and regard it as no more than a time-
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keeper or mode of recording the year*, we shall never reach

an adequate explanation of the occasional observance. II

the nails were merely ready reckoners of the years, how couk!

they come to be used as supreme remedies for pestilence,

frenzy, and sedition, resorted to by the state in desperate

emergencies when all the ordinary resources of policy and

religion had failed ? On the other hand, if ivc start from the

occasional observance and view it, in accordance with modern

analogies, as a rude attempt to dispose of intangible evils as

if they were things that could be handled and put away out

of sight, we can readily understand how such an attempt, from

being made occasionally, might come to be repeated annually

for the sake of wiping out all the old troubles and misfortunes

of the past year and enabling the community to start afresh,

unencumbered by a fardel of ills, at tire beginning of a new

year. Fortunately we can show that the analogy which

is thus assumed to exist between the Roman custom and

modern superstition is not a merely fanciful one
;
in other

words, it can be proved that the Romans, like modem clowns,

did believe in the possibility of nailing down trouble, in a

literal and physical sense, into a material substance. Pliny

tells us that an alleged cure for epilepsy or the falling sick-

ness was to drive an iron nail into the ground on the spot

which was first struck by the patient’s head as he fell.* In

the light of the modern instances which have come before

us, wc can hardly doubt that the cure was supposed to consist

in actually nailing the disease into the earth in such a way
that it could not get up and attack the sufferer again. Pre-

cisely parallel is a Suffolk cure for ague. You must go by
night alone to a cross-road, and just as the clock strikes the

midnight hour you must turn yourself about thrice and drive

a tenpenny nail up to the head into the ground. Then
walk away backwards from the spot before the clock is done

striking twelve, and you will miss lire ague
;
but the next

person who passes over the nail will catch the malady in

your stead.’ Here it is plainly assumed that the ague of

which the patient is relieved has been left by him nailed

down into the earth at the cross-road, and wc may fairly

1 IVnj. Air. UUL x»vUI. 63.
' Cannty LMJfrt, SiffUt, edil*d by Ixly E. C. Gunk*, p. 14.
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suppose that a similar assumption underlay the Roman cure

for epilepsy. Further, we seem to be now justified in hold-

ing that originally, when a Roman dictator sought to stay a

plague, to restore concord, or to terminate an epidemic oi

madness by knocking a nail into a wall, he was doing for

the commonwealth exactly what any private man might do

for an epileptic patient by knocking a nail into the ground

on the spot where his poor friend had collapsed. In other

words, he was hammering the plague, the discord, or the

madness into a hole from which it could rot get out to afflict

the community again.
1

§ 1 4. Expulsion of Evils

In the foregoing section the primitive principle of the

transference of ills to another person, animal, or thing was
explained and illustrated. A consideration of the means

taken, in accordance with this principle, to rid individuals of

their troubles and distresses led us to believe that at Rome
similar means had been adopted to free the whole community,

at a single blow of the hammer, from diverse evib that afflicted

it. I now propose to show that such attempts to dismiss at

once the accumulated sorrows of a people are by no means

rare or exceptional, but that on the contrary they have been

made in many lands, and that from being occasional they

tend to become periodic and annual.

It needs some effort on our part to realise the frame of

mind which prompts these attempts. Bred in a philosophy

which strips nature of personality and reduces it to the

unknown cause of an orderly scries of impressions on our

senses, we find it hard to put ourselves in the place of

the savage, to whom the same impressions appear in the

guise of spirits or the handiwork of spirits. For ages the

army of spirits, once so near, has been receding further and
further from us, banislved by the magic wand of science from

hearth and home, from ruined cell and ivied tower, from

' Tht! oeAtoux ct Ox Hamm cut.
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haunted glade and lonely mere, from the riven murky cloud

that belches forth the lightning, and from those fairer clouds

that pillow the silver moon or fret with flakes of burning red

the golden eve. The spirits arc gone even from their last

stronghold in the sky, whose blue arch no longer passes,

except with children, for the screen that hides from mortal

eyes the glories of the celestial world. Only in poets' dreams

or impassioned flights of oratory is it given to catch a glimpse

of the last flutter of the standards of the retreating host, to

hear the beat of their invisible wings, the sound of their

mocking laughter, or the swell of angel music dying away in

the dlstanoe. Far otherwise is it with the savage. To hb
imagination the world still teems with those motley beings

whom a more sober philosophy has discarded. Fairies and

goblins, ghosts and demons, still hover about him both waking

and slocping. They dog his footsteps, dazzle his senses,

enter into him, harass and deceive and torment him in a
thousand freakish and mischievous ways. The mishaps

that befall him, the losses he sustains, the pains he has- to

endure, he commonly sets down, if not to the magic of his

enemies, to the spite or anger or caprice of the spirits.

Their constant presence wearies him. their sleepless malignity

exasperates him ; he longs with an unspeakable longing to

be rid of them altogether, and from time to time, driven to

bay, his patience utterly exhausted, he turns fiercely on his

persecutors and makes a desperate effort to chase the whole

pack of them from the land, to clear the air of their swarm-

ing multitudes, that he may breathe more freely and go on
hb way unmolested, at least for a time. Thus it comes about

that the endeavour of primitive people to make a clean sweep
of all their troubles generally takes the form of a grand hunt-

ing out and expulsion of devils or ghosts. They think that

if they can only shake off these their accursed tormentors,

they will make a fresh start In life, happy and innocent
;

the

talcs of Eden and the old poetic golden age will come true

again.

Hence, before we review some examples of these spirit-

hunts, it may be well to adduce evidence of the deep hold

which a belief in the omnipresence and malignity of spirits

has upon the primitive mind. The reader will be better
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able to understand the savage remedy when he has an ink

ling of the nature of the evil which it is designed to combat.

In citing the evidence 1 shall for the most part reproduce

the exact words of my authorities lest I should incur the

suspicion of deepening unduly the shadows in a gloomy
picture.

Thus in regard to the aborigines of Australia we arc

told that “ the number of supernatural beings, feared if not

loved, that they acknowledge is exceedingly great
;
for not

only arc the heavens peopled with such, but the whole face

of the country'swarms with them
;
every thicket, most water-

ing-places, and all rocky places abound with evil spirits. In

like manner, eveiy natural phenomenon is believed to be the

work of demons, none of which seem of a benign nature, one

and all apparently striving to do all imaginable mischief to

the poor blnckfellow,"
1 " The negro," says another writer,

“ is wont to regard the whole world around him as peopled

with invisible beings, to whom he imputes every misfortune

that happens to him, and from whose harmful influence he

seeks to protect himself by all kinds of magic means." 1 The
Bantu negroes of Western Africa " regard their god as the

creator of man. plants, animals, and the earth, and they hold

that having made them, he takes no further interest in- the

affair. But not so the crowd of spirits with which the

universe is peopled, they take only too much interest and

the Bantu wishes they would not and is perpetually saying

so in his prayers, a large percentage whereof amounts to,

'Go away, we don't want you.' ‘Come not into this house,

this village, or its plantations.' " Almost all there subordinate
spirits arc malevolent.*

Speaking of the spirits which the Indians of Guiana
attribute to all objects in nature, Mr. E. F. im Thurn observes
that "the whole world of the Indian swarms with these

beings. If by a mighty mental effort we could for a moment
revert to a similar mental position, we should find ouiwdves
everywhere surrounded by * host of possibly hurtful beings,

1 A. OHfijld, •• Ihe B'xrtglnrs n< Eircet«nen rco Liberw," Interna
Antrali*,” TnnrtilHm t/ tie £/**- ricna!^ ,‘nitv fttr Blhfregrafkir, l

J Unden, K.S, ii. (1886), p. 8*.
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so many in number that to describe them as innumerable

would fall ridiculously short of the truth. It is not therefore

wonderful that the Indian fears to move beyond the light of

his camp-fire after dark, or, if he is obliged to do so, carries

a fire-brand with him that he may at least see among what
enemies he walks ; nor is it wonderful that occasionally the

air round the settlement seems to the Indian to grow so full

of beings, that a pcaiman [sorcerer], who is supposed to have

the power of temporarily driving them away, is employed to

effect a general clearance of these beings, if only for a time.”
1

Very different from the life of these Indians of the Guiana
forests b the life of tin; Esquimaux on the desolate 3hores

of Labrador; yet they too live in like .bondage to the evil

creatures of thdr own imagination. " A!! the affairs of

life are supposed to be under the control of spirits, each of

which rules over a certain element, and all of which arc under
the direction of a greater spirit. Each person is supposed
to he attended by a special guardian, who is malignant in

character, ever ready to seize upon the least occasion to

work harm upon the individual whom it accompanies. As
this is an evil spirit, its good offices and assistance can be

obtained by propitiation only. The person strives to keep
the good will of the evil spirit by offerings of food, water,

and clothing." “ Besides this class of spirits, there arc the
spirits of the sea, the land, the sky {for be it understood that

the Eskimo know nothing of the air), the winds, the clouds,

and everything in nature. Every cove of the seashore, every
point, bland, and prominent rock has its guardian spirit.

All are of the malignant type and to be propitiated only by
acceptable offerings from persons who desire to visit the

locality where it is supposed to reside. Of course some of

the spirits are more powerful than others, and these are more
to be dreaded than those able to inflict less harm. These
minor spirits are under the control of the great spirit, whose
name is Tung ak. This one great spirit b more powerful
than all the rest besides. The lesser spirits arc immediately
under his control and ever ready to obey his command.
The shaman (or conjuror) alone is supposed to be able to

deal with the Tung ak. White the shaman docs not profess

1 E. F. hn Th»n, /TnwwjMr Iniiam Oica'id, p 356 if.
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to be superior to the Tung ak. he is able to enlist his assist-

ance and thus be able to control all the undertakings his

profession may call for. This Tung ak is nothing more

or less than death, which ever seeks to torment and harass

the lives of people that their spirits may go to dwell with

him."
1

Brighter at first sight and more pleasing is the mythology

or the islanders of the Pacific, as the picture of it is drawn

for us by one who seems to have felt the charm of those

beliefs which it was his mission to destroy. " By their rude

mythology," he says, - each lovely island was made a sort

of fairy-land, and the spells of enchantment were thrown

over its varied scenes. The sentiment of the poet that

' Millions of spiritual creatures nalk the earth.

Unseen, both when wc wake, and when we sleep,'

was one familiar to their minds
;
and it is impossible not to

feci interested in a people who were accustomed to consider

themselves surrounded by invisible intelligences, and who
recognised in the rising sun—the mild and silver moon

—

the shooting star—the meteor's transient flame—the ocean’s

roar - the tempest's blasi, or the evening brcere-the move-

ments of mighty spirits. The mountain's summit, and the

fleecy mists that hang upon its brows—the rocky defile

—

the foaming cataract—ar.d the lonely dell—were all regarded

as the abode or resort of these invisible beings."
! Yet the

spiritual powers which compassed the life of the islanders

on every side appear to have been far from friendly to man.
Speaking of their beliefs touching the souls of the dead, the

same writer says that the Polynesians “ imagined they lived

In a world of spirits, which surrounded them night and day,

watching every action of their lives, and ready to avenge the

slightest neglect, or the least disobedience to their injunc-

tions, as proclaimed by their priests. These dreaded beings

were seldom thought to resort to the habitations of men on

errands of benevolence.” The Tahitians, when they were

1 L. M. Turner, *' Elliaohgy lh. 1804V p. 19J r*.
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visited by Captain Cook, believed that “sodden deaths and
all other accidents arc effected by the immediate action of
some divinity. If a man only stumble against a stone and
hurt his toe, they impute it to an Ealeoa ; so that they may
be literally said, agreeably to their system, to tread en-

chanted ground."' "The Maori gods," says a well-informed

writer, "were demons, whose evil designs could only be
counteracted by powerful spells and charms

;
these proving

effectual, sacrifices and offerings were made to soothe the
vanquished spirits and appease their wrath." “ The gods in

general appeared in the whirlwind and lightning, answering
their votaries in the clap of thunder. The inferior beings
made themselves visible in the form of lizards, moths, butter-

flies, spiders, and even flics
;
when they spoke it was in a

low whistling tone. They were supposed to be so numerous
as to surround the living in crowds, kti u muia ttgo uainta
penti nga wwtiroa, ‘ tho spirits throng like mosquitoes,’ ever
watching to inflict evil."' Again, we arc informed that the

l>opular religion of the Pelew Islanders “ has reference to the

gods (/nliths) who may be useful or harmful to men in all

their doings. Their imagination peoples the sea, the wood,
the earth with numerous gods, and whatever a man under-
takes, be it to catch fish or fell a tree, he must first propitiate

the deities, or rather guard himself against their spiteful

anger, which can only be done by means of certain spells

and incantations. The knowledge of these incantations is

limited to a very few persons, and forms in fact the secret

of the arts and industries which are plied in the islands. A
master of his craft is not he who can build a good house or
a faultless canoe, but he who possesses the golay or magic
power to ban the tree-gods, that they may not prove hurt-

ful to the workmen and to the people who afterwards use
the things. All these gods of the earth, the woods, the
mountains, the brooks arc very mischievous and dangerous,

and most diseases arc caused by them. Hence the persons

who poiscss the magic pow-cr arc dreaded, frequently em-
ployed, and well paid

; but in extreme eases they arc
regarded as sorcerers and treated accordingly. If one of

1 CcoU. Ywa (Lodoo. 1S09), * K. Tijlor, It ASr a Maui, orAVw
v*- IS* 2WW 10,.
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them builds a house for somebody and is dissatisfied with

his remuneration, he stirs up the tree-god to avenge him.

So the inhabitants of the house he has built fall sick, and if

help is not forthcoming they die .” 1 Of the Mortlock

Islanders we are told that " their imagination peopled the

whole of nature with spirits and deities, of whom the

number was past finding out " 1

Among the tribes who inhabit the south-eastern coasts

of New Guinea “ a death in a village is the occasion of

bringing plenty of ghosts to escort their new companion,

and perhaps fetch some one else. All night the friends of

the deceased sic up and keep the drums going to drive

away the spirits. When I was sleeping one night at Hood
Bay, a party of young men and boys came round with

sticks, striking the fences and posts of houses all through

the village. This I found was always done when any one

died, to drive back the spirits to their own quarters on the

adjacent mountain tops. But it 19 the spirits of the inland

tribes, the aborigines of the country, that the coast tribes

moot fear. The road from the interior to Pori Moresby

passed dose to our house, and the natives told us that the

harking of our English dog at night lud frightened the evil

spirits so effectually that they had had no ghostly visitors since

we came. I was camping out one night in the bush with

some coast natives, at a time when a number of the natives

of the interior were hunting in the neighbourhood
;
noticing

that the men with me did not go to sleep, I asked if they

were afraid of the mountain men. ' No.' they replied, * hut

the whole plain is full of the spirits who come with them.’

All calamities are attributed to the power and malice of

these evil spirits. Drought and famine, storm anil flood,

disease and death are all supposed 10 be brought by * Vata

'

»nJ his hosts." * The inhabitants of Timor, an island to

the south-west of New Guinea, revere the lord of heaven,
the sun, the mistress of the earth, and the spirits of the

1
J. Kubarr, “Die fttlipon .let ptgrafMvhta CiuttuMl in /Umtorg

rchuei," in Kansu's AUtrUi 0,1 1*78 79, p. 36.
I '•fa.W , .6 I W. C. Uwn, “ Vote, oa New

Guinn i»cl i.i mhibiUnU," Pntad-
* J. SaBuy, “Die BcwoIiom dcr ,nj>i /<. to,*! SteUy,

Mortlock
. lesda," Uillhilmgm 4>r 1M0, p.615.
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dead. “ These last dwell, some with the mistress of the

earth under ground, others on graves, others in stone* and

springs and woods, some on mountains and some in the habi-

tations of their kinsfolk, where they take up their abode in

the middle of* the principal post of the house or in copper

cymbals, in swords and pikes. Others again assume the

shape of pigs and deer and tecs
;
men who have fallen in

battle love especially to turn into bees, that they may roam

over the earth at will. The ghosts who reside with the

mistress of the earth arc male and female, and their off-

spring swarm by myriads in the air, so that the people

think you cannot stir without striking against one of them.

According to their whim of tire moment the ghosts are good
or bad.” “ All diseases which are nut due to Infection or

transmitted by inheritance arc ascribed to the mistress of

the earth, to the ghosts, and to their wicked offspring, who
inflict them a3 punishments for insults and injuries, for in-

sufficient food, for tho killing of deer and of wild pigs, in

which the ghosts take up their abode temporarily, and also

for the sale of cymbals, swords and pikes, in which a ghost

had settled." 1 The natives of Amboyna think that " woods,

mountains, trees, stones, indeed tire whole universe, is in-

habited by a multitude of spirits, of whom many are the

souls of the dead.
^,

In Bolang Mongondo, a district of

Celebes, “ all calamities, great and small, of whatever kind

and by whatever name they are called, that befall men and

animals, villages, gardens and so forth, are attributed to evil

or angry spirits. The superstition is indescribably great.

The smallest wound, the least indisposition, the most trifling

adversity in the field, at the fishing, on a journey or what

not, is believed by the natives to be traceable to the anger

of their ancestors. The superstition cripples every effort to

remedy the calamities except by sacrifice. There is perhaps

no country the inhabitants of which know so little about

simples as Bolang Mongondo. What a native of Bolang

Mongondo calls medicine is nothing but sacrifice, magic, and

talismans. And the method of curing a sick man always

i
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consists in the use of magic, or in the propitiation of angry

ancestral spirits by means of offerings, or in the banishment

of evil spirits. The application of one or other of these

three methods depends again on the decision of the sorcerer,

who plays a great part in every ease of sickness."
1

In the

island of Bali “ all the attention paid to the sick has its root

solely in the excessive superstition of these islanders, which

leads them to impute every unpleasantness in life, every

adversity to the influence of evil spirits or of men who arc

in some way in league with them. The belief in witches

and wizards is everywhere great in the Indies, but perhaps

nowhere is It so universal and so strong as in Bali." * In

Java, we are told, it Is not merely great shady trees that arc

bdieved to be the abode of spirits. * In other places also,

where the vital energy of nature manifests itself strikingly

ami impressively, a feeling of veneration is stirred, as on the

sea-shore, in deep woods, on steep mountain sides. All such

spots arc supposed to be the abode of spirits of various

kinds, whose mighty power is regarded with reverence and

awe, whose anger is dreaded, and whose favour is hoped for.

But wherever they dwell, whether in scenes of loveliness

that move the heart, or in spots that affect the mind with

fright and horror, the nature and disposition of these spirits

appear not to differ. They arc a source of fear and anxiety in

the one ease just as much as in the other. To none of them did

I ever hear moral qualities ascribed. They are mighty, they arc

potentates, and therefore it is well with him who has their

favour and ill with him who has it not
;
this holds true of

them all.” " The number of the spirits is innumerable and
inconceivable. All the phenomena of nature, which we
trace to fixed laws and constant forces, are supposed by the

Javanese to be wrought by spirits."
a The natives of the

valley of the Barito in Borneo hold that " the air is filled

with countless kantoes (spirits). Every object has such a

' K. P. Wilton on I. A. Schware, «iUod luli," TiRbAHfi Edir-
"Ilet fccideatom <n U l.l.m In Armfel /W,/, AucWM iSSo. p. 83.
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spirit which watches over it and seeks to defend it from

danger. It is these spirits especially that bring sickness and

misfortune on men, and for that reason offerings arc often

made to them and also to the powerful Smgsangs (angels),

whereas the supreme Ged, the original fountain of all good,

is neglected" 1 Of the Battas of Sumatra we arc told that

“ the key-note of their religious mood Ls (car of the unknown

powers, a childish feeling of dependence, the outcome of a

belief in supernatural influences to which man is constantly

exposed, in wonders and witchcraft, which hamper his free

action. They feel themselves continually surrounded by
unseen beings and dependent on them for everything."
*' Every misfortune bespeaks the ill-will of the hostile spirits.

The whole world is a meeting-place of demons, and most of

the phenomena of nature are an expression of their power.

The only means of remedying or counteracting their baleful

influence i9 to drive away the spirits by means of certain

words, as well as by the use of amulets and the offering of

sacrifices to the guardian spirits."* To the same effect

another authority on the religion of the Battas remarks that

" the common man has only a very dim and misty notion of

his triune god, and troubles himself far more about the

legions of spirits which people the whole world around him,

and against which he must always be protected by magic

spells.”' The Mantras, an aboriginal race of the Malay

Peninsula, " find or put a spirit everywhere, in the air they

breathe, in the land they cultivate, in the forests they in-

habit, in the trees they cut down, in the caves of the rocks.

According to them, the demon is the cause of everything

that turns out ill. If they are sick, a demon is at the

bottom of it; if an accident happens, it is still the spirit

who is at work
;
thereupon the demon takes the name of

the particular evil of which he is supposed to be the cause.

1 CAL M. Sdkwuwt, Btrtui, Bit- ei» iter BalUreltglor." T'jHuhitflaw
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Hetree the demon being assumed as the author of every ill.

all their superstitions resolve themselves into enchantments

and spells to appease the evil spirit, to render mikl and

tractable the fiercest beasts."' To the mind of the Kamt-
chatkan every corner of earth and heaven seemed full of

spirits, whom he revered and dreaded more than God.£

In India from the earliest times down to the present

day the real religion of the common folk appears always to

have been a belief in a vast multitude of spirits, of whom
many, if not most, are mischievous and harmful. As in

Europe beneath a superficial layer of Christianity a faith in

magic and witchcraft, in ghosts and goblins has always sur-

vived and even flourished among the weak and ignorant, so

It has been and so it is in the East. Brahmanism, Buddhism,

Islam may come and go, but the belief in magic and demons
remains unshaken through them all, and. if we may judge

of the future from the past, is likely to survive the rise and

fall of other historical religions. For the great faiths of the

world, just in so far as they are the outcome of superior

intelligence, of purer morality, of extraordinary fervour of

aspiration after the ideal, fail to touch and move the common
man. They make claims upon hi* intellect anti his heart

to which neither the one nor the other is capable of respond-

ing. The philosophy they teach is too abstract, the morality

they inculcate too exalted for him. The keener minds em-

brace the new philosophy, the more generous spirits arc

fired by the new morality ; and as the world is led by such

men, their faith sootier or later becomes the professed faith

of the multitude. Yet with the common herd, who compose

the great bulk of every people, the new religion is accepted

only in outward show, because It Is impressed upon them by

their natural leaders whom they cannot choose but follow.

They yield a dull assent to it with their lips, but in their

heart they never really abandon their old superstitions
;
in

these they cherish a faith such as they cannot repose in the

creed which they nominally profess
;
and to these, in the

trials and emergencies of life, they have recourse as to in-

1 Boric. “Kotin m ks Mantra, tn (i860), ? *34 -
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fallible remedies, when the promises of the higher faith have

failed them, as indeed such promises are apt to do.

To establish for India in particular the truth of the pro-

positions which I have just advanced, it may be enough to

cite the evidence of two writers of high authority, one of

whom deals with the most ancient form of Indian religion

known to us, while the other describes the popular religion

of the Hindoos at the present day. "According to the

creed of the Vcdic ages." says Professor Oldcnberg, "the
whole world in which man lives is animated. Sky and
earth, mountain, forest, trees and beasts, the earthly water

and the heavenly water of the clouds,—all is filled with

living spiritual beings, who are cither friendly or hostile to

mankind. Unseen « embodied in visible form, hosts of

spirits surround and hover about human habitations,

—

bestial or misshapen goblins, souls of dead friends and souls

of foes, sometimes as kindly guardians, oftener as mischief-

makers, bringing disease and misfortune, aucking the blood

and strength of the living. A soul is attributed even to

the object fashioned by human hands, whose functions are

felt to be friendly or hostile. The warrior pays his devotion

to the divine war-chariot, the divine arrow, the drum
;
the

ploughman to the ploughshare
; the gambler to the dice

;

the sacrifice^ about whom naturally we have the most exact

information, reveres the stone that presses out the juice of

the Soma, the straw on which the gods recline, the post to
which the sacrificial victim is bound, and the divine doors
through which the gods come forth to enjoy the .sacrifice.

At one time the beings in whose presence man feels himself
arc regarded by him as really endowed with souls

;
at

another time, in harmony with a more advanced conception of

tlic world, they arc imagined as substances or fluids invested
will> beneficent or maleficent properties : belief oscillates to

and fro between the one mode of thought and the other.

The art of turning to account the operations of these
animated beings, the play of these substances and forces, is

magic rather than worship in the proper sense of the word.

The foundations of this faith and magic arc an inheritance

from the remotest past, from a period, to put it shortly,

of shamanistic faith in spirits and souls, of shainanistic
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mafic. Such a period has been passed through hy the

foicfathcrs of the l ndo-Germanic race as well as by other

peoples."
1

Coming down to the Hindoos of the present day, we
find that their attitude towards the spiritual world is

described as follows by Professor Monfer Williams. " Tlie

plain fact undoubtedly Ls that the great majority of the

inhabitants of India are, from the cradle to the burning-

ground, victims of a form of mental disease which is best

expressed by the term demonophobia. They arc haunted

and oppressed by a perpetual dread of demons, They are

firmly convinced that evil spirits of all kinds, from malignant

fiends to merely mischievous imps and elves, are ever on the

watch to harm, harass, and torment them, 10 cause plague,

sickness, famine, and disaster, to impede, .injure, and mar
every good work."* Elsewhere the same writer has ex-

pressed the same view somewhat more fully. “ In fact,'’ he
says, “ a belief in every kind of demoniacal influence has

always been from the earliest times an essential ingredient

in Hindu religious thought. The idea probably had its

origin in the supposed peopling of the air by spiritual beings

—the personifications or companions of storm and tempest.

Certainly no one who has ever been brought into close

contact with the Hindus in their own country can doubt the

fact that the worship of at least ninety per cent of the people

of India in the present day is a worship of fear. Not that

the existence of good deities presided over by one Supreme
Being is doubted

;
but that these deities are believed to be

too absolutely good to need propitiation
;
just as in ancient

histories ol the Slav races, we arc told that they believed in

a white god and a black god, but paid adoration to the last

alone, having, as they supposed, nothing to a|>prchcnd from
the beneficence of the first or white deity. The simple
truth is that evils of all kinds, difficulties, dangers and
disasters, famines, diseases pestilences and death, arc

thought by an ordinary Hindu to proceed from demons, or,

more properly speaking, from devils, and from devils alone.

These malignant beings ere held, as we have seen, to posse**

' H. O.lciKri Dit Rdigun in • Motun Willurn, RtHgim C.tje
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varying degrees of rank, power, and malevolence. Some aim al

destroying the entire world, and threaten the sovereignty of the

gods themselves. Some delight in killing men, women, and

children, out of a mere thirst for human bleed. Some take

a mere mischievous pleasure in tormenting, or revel in the

infliction of sickness, injury, and misfortune. All make it

their business to mar or impede the progress of good works
and useful undertakings."

'

It would be easy but tedious to illustrate In detail this

general account of the dread of demons which prevails

among the inhabitants of India at the present day. A very

few particular statements must suffice. Thus, we arc told

that the Orsons, a Dravidian race in Bengal, " acknowledge
a Supreme God, adored as Dharmi or Dharmesh, the Holy
One, who is manifest in the sun, and they regard Dharmesh
as a perfectly pure, beneficent being, who created us and

would in his goodness and mercy preserve us, but that his

benevolent designs are thwarted by malignant spirits whom
mortals must propitiate, as Dharmesh cannot or docs not

interfere, if the spirit of evil once fastens upon us. It is,

therefore, of no use to pray to Dharmesh or to offer

sacriaccs to him
;
so though acknowledged, recognised, and

reverenced, he is neglected, whilst the malignant spirits arc

adored." Again, it is said of these Oxaons that, “ as the sole

object of their religious ceremonies Is the propitiation of the

demons who arc ever thwarting the benevolent intentions of

Dharmesh, they have no notion of a service of thanksgiving."

Once more, after giving a list of Oraon demons, the same
writer goes on :

" Beside:,, this superstitious dread of the

spirits above named, the Omon’s imagination tremblingly

wanders in a world of ghosts. Every rock. road, river, and
grove is haunted ." 5 In Travancoro “ the minor superstitions,

connected with demon-worship arc well-nigh innumerable
;

they enter into all the feelings, and are associated with the

whole life of these people. Every disease, accident, or mis-

fortune is attributed to the agency of the devils, and great
caution is exercised to avoid arousing their fury."* With
regard to the inhabitants of Ceylon we are told that * the

' Monk* William* efi. rk. |>. s*o^. > S. Mmmt. Vi, Land of Ckorily.
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fiend* which they conceive to be hovering arcainri them are

without number. Every disease or trouble that assails them

is produced by the immediate agency of the demons sent to

punish them : while, on the other hand, every blessing or

success comes directly from the hands of the beneficent and

supreme God. To screen themselves from the power of the

inferior deities, who aie all represented as wicked spirits, and

whose power is by no means irresistible, they wear amulets

of various descriptions
;
and employ a variety of charms and

spells to ward off the influence of witchcraft and enchant-

ments by which they think themselves beset on all sides."

" It is probable that, by degrees, intercourse with Europeans

will entirely do away these superstitious fears, as the Cinglcsc

of the towns have already made considerable progress in

subduing their gloomy apprehensions. Not so the poor

wretched peasants who inhabit the more mountainous parts

of the country, and live at a distance from our settlements.

These unhappy people have never for a moment their minds

free from the terror of those demons who seem perpetually to

hover around them. Their imaginations are so disturbed by
such ideas, that it is not uncommon to see many driven to

madness from this cause. Several Cinglese lunatics have

fallen under my own observation :
and upon inquiring into

the circumstances which had deprived them of their reason,

1 universally found that their wretched state was to be traced

solely to the excess of their superstitious fears. The spirits

of the wicked subordinate demons arc the chief objects of

fear among the Ceylonese
;
and impress their minds with

much more awe than the mort powerful divinities who
dispense blessings among them. They indeed think that

thdr country is in a particular manner delivered over to the

dominion of evil spirits,"
1

In Eastern as well as Southern Asia the same view

of nature as pervaded by a multitude of spirits, mostly

mischievous and malignant, has survived the nominal
establishment of a higher faith. “ In spite of thdr long
conversion, thcii sincere belief in, and their pure form of,

Buddhism, which expressly repudiates and forbids such

1
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worship, the Burmans and Talcins (or Mona) have in a Rival

measure kept their artcicnt spirit or demon worship. With
the Talcins this is more especially the case. Indeed, with

the country population of Pegu the worship, or it should

rather be said the propitiation, of the 'nats’ or spirits,

enters into every act of their ordinary life, and Buddha’s

doctrine seems kept for sacred days and their visits to the

kyoung (monastery) or to the pagoda' 1 Or, as another

writer puts it, " the propitiating of the nats is a question of

dally concern to the lower class Burman, while the worship

at the pagoda is only thought of once a week. For the nat

may prove destructive and hostile at any time, whereas the

acquisition of koothoh
|
merit) at the pagoda is a thing which

may be set about in a business-like way, and at proper and
convenient tiinc.i“’ But the term worship, we are informed,

hardly conveys a proper notion of the attitude of the Bur-

mese towards Jhc nats or spirits. *• Even the Karens and
Kachins, who have no other form of belief, do not regard

them otherwise than as malevolent beings who must be looked

up to with fear, and propitiated by regular offerings. They
do not want to have anything to do with the nats

;
all they

seek is to be let alone. The bamboo pipes of spirit, the

bones of sacrificial animals, the hatchets, swords, spears, bows
and arrows that line the way to a Katchin village, arc placed

there not with tlie idea of attracting the spirits, but of pre-

venting them from coming right among the houses in search

of their requirements. If they want to drink, the rice spirit

has been poured out. and the bamboo stoop is there in

evidence of the libation
;
the blood-stained skulls of oxen,

pigs, and the feathers of fowls show that there lias been no
stint of meat offerings

;
should the nats wax quarrelsome,

and wish to fight, there are the axes and dahs with which to

commence the fray. Only let them be grateful, and leave

their trembling worshippers in peace and quietness
.“ 1 Simi-

larly the Lao or Laoaians of Siam, though they arc nomin-
ally 3uddhists, and have monks and pagodas with images

1
I- nbe. Emit* Huron, p. 32 1 iy.
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of Buddha, arc said to pay more respect to spirits or demons
than to these idols.

1 "The desire to propitiate the Rood

spirits and to exorcise tl>c bad ones is the prevailing influ-

ence upon the life of a Laosian. With phtts (evil spirits] to

right of him, to left of him, in front of him, behind him, all

round him, his mind is haunted with a perpetual desire to

make terms with them, and to ensure the assistance of the

great Buddha, so that he may preserve both body and soul

from the hands of the spirits
.

1* 1
In Corea, “among the

reasons which render the shaman a necessity arc these. In

Korean belief, earth, a:r, and sea are peopled by demons.

They haunt every umbrageous tree, shady ravine, crystal

spring, and mountain crest. On green hill-slopes, in peaceful

agricultural valleys, in grassy dells, on wooded uplands, by

lake and stream, by road and river, in north, south, cast, and

west, they abound, making malignant sport of human des-

tinies. Tl>cy arc on every roof, ceiling, fireplace, kang, and

beam. They fill the chimney, the shed, the living-room,

the kitchen—they are on every shelf and jar. In thousands

they waylay the traveller as he leaves his home, beside him.

behind him. dancing in fror.t of him, whirring over his head,

crying out upon him from earth, air, and water. They arc

numbered by thousands of billions, and it Itas been well said

that their ubiquity is an unholy travesty of the Divine

Omnipresence. This belief, and it seems to be the only one

he has, kcq*s the Korean in a perpetual state of nervous

apprehension, it surrounds him with indefinite terrors, and

it may truly be said of him that he ' passes the time of his

sojourning here in fear.' Every Korean home is subject to

demons, here, there, and everywhere. They touch the

Korean at every ]ioint in life, making his well-being depend

on a continual series of nets of propitiation, and they avenge
every omission with merciless severity, keeping him under

this yoke of bondage from birth to death
” “ Koreans attri-

bute every ill by which they arc afflicted to demoniacal in-

fluence. Bad luck in any transaction, official malevolence,

illness, whether sudden or prolonged, pecuniary misfortune,

and loss of power or position, arc due to the malignity of

1 l-iUrjjo,. DettnpUea in nj»um' * t . Duel, V.ospA-r BUphtmu,
TAiio, .ViO«r. i, ,1. |k 19!.
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demons. It is over such evils that the Pan-su [shaman] is

supposed to have power, and to be able to terminate them

by magical rites, he being possessed by a powerful demon,

whose strength he is able to wield."
1

When we coinc westward, we find that the same belief in

the omnipresence and mischievous power of spirits has pre-

vailed from ancient times to the present day. Few people

seem to have suffered more from the persistent assaults of

demons than the ancient Babylonians, and the demons that

preyed on them were of a particularly cruel and malignant

sort, devouring the flesh and sucking the blood of their

victims and not sparing the gods themselves. These baleful

beings lurked in remote places, in graves, in the shadow of

ruins, on the tops of mountains, in the wilderness. They
glided noiselessly like serpents, entering houses through holes

and crevices. To them all manner of evil was ascribed.

Their presence was felt not merely in the terrible winds that

swept the land, in the fevers bred of the marshes, and in

the diseases engendered by the damp heat of summer. All

the petty annoyances of life—a sudden fall, an unlucky

word, a headache, a petty quarrel, and so forth—were set

down to the agency of fiend* ; and all the fierce emotions

that rend the mind— love, hate, jealousy, and madness

—

were equally the work of these invisible tormentors. Men
and women stood in constant danger of them, liven the

animals were not safe from their attacks. They drove birds

out of their nests and struck down lambs and bull*. To
forestall their assaults was impossible. They entered a

man's dwelling, they roamed the streets, they made their way
into food and drink. There was no place, however small,

which they could nof invade, none so large that they

could not fill. Almost every part of the human frame was
menaced by a special fiend. One demon assailed the

head, another the neck, another the hands, another the hips,

and so on. Indeed, they threatened the whole world with

destruction, and there was none that could deliver from them

save only the mighty god Marduk.* In Egypt the jinn,
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a class of spiritual beings intermediate between angeLs

and men, arc believed to pervade the solid matter of the

earth as well as the firmament, and they inhabit rivers,

ruined houses, wells, baths, ovens, and so forth. So thickly

do they swarm that in pouring water or other liquids on the

ground an Egyptian will commonly exclaim or mutter

"Destoor!" thereby asking the permission or craving the

pardon of any jinn who might chance to be there, and who
might otherwise resent being suddenly soused with water or

lei.! savoury fluids. So too when people light a fire, let

down a bucket’ into a well, or perform other necessary

functions, they will say " Permission 1
” or “ Permission, ye

blessed I

"

1 Again, in Egypt it is not considered proper to

sweep out a house at night, lest In doing so you should

knock against a jinn, who might avenge the insult.’

The earliest of the Greek philosophers, Thales, held that

die world is full of gods or spirits;
3 and the same primitive

creed was expounded by one of the latest Pagan thinkers of

antiquity. Porphyry declared that demons appeared in the

likeness of animals, that every house and every body was
full of them, and that forms of ceremonial purification, such

as beating the air and so forth, had no other object but that

of driving away the importunate swarm* of these invisible

but dangerous beings. He explained that evil spirits de-

lighted in food, especially in bleed and impurities, that they

settled like flics on us at meals, and that they coukl only be

kept at a distance by ceremonial observances, which were

directed, not to pleasing the gods, but simply and solely to

beating off devils.* His theory of religious purification seems

faithfully to reflect the creed of the savage on this subject,
1

but a philosopher is perhaps the last person whom we should

expect to find acting as a mirror of savagery. It is less

surprising to meet with the same venerable doctrine, the same

1 Lime, Mannes and Customs oflit • I'ocpivry. ipxxed by Eusebius,

mtOeru Etffttun (Paisleyand Ixirxko, Ptatpiratot EumgrUt, W. J J.
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world-wide superstition in the mouth of a medieval abbot

;

for we know that a belief in devils has the authority of the

founder of Christianity, and is sanctioned by the teaching

of the church. No Esquimaux on the frozen shores of

Labrador, no Indian in the sweltering forcstg of Guiana, no

cowering Hindoo in the jungles of Bengal, could well have a

more constant and abiding sense of the presence of malignant

demons everywhere about him than had Abbot Richalm,

who ruled over the Cistercian monastery of Schdnthal in the

first half of line thirteenth century. In the curious work to

which he gave the name of Revelations
,
he set forth how he

was daily and hourly infested by devils, whom, though he

could not see, he heard, and to whom he imputed all the

ailments of his flesh and all live frailties of his spirit. If lie

felt squeamish, he was sure that the feeling was wrought in

him by demoniacal agency. If puckers appeared <m his

nose, if his lower lip drooped, the devils had again to answer

for it
;
a cough, a cold in the head, a hawking and spitting,

could have none but r supernatural and devilish origin. If,

pacing in his orchard on a sunny autumn morning, the

portly abbot stooped to pick up the mellow fruit that had

fallen in the night, the blood that mounted to his purple face

was sent coursing thither by his invisible fees. If the abbot

tossed on his sleepless couch, while the moonlight, streaming

in at the window, cast the shadows of the stanchions like

black bars on the floor of his cell, it was not the fleas and so

forth that kept him awake, oh no. “ Vermin" said he
sagely, do not really bite

M
; they seem to bite, indeed, but

it is all the work of devils. If a monk snored in the dor-

mitory, the unseemly noise proceeded not from him, but from

a demon lurking in his person. Especially dangerous were

the demons of intoxication. These subtle fiends commonly
lodged at the taverns in the neighbouring town, but on feast

days they were apt to slip through the monastery gates and
glide unseen among the monks seated at the refectory table,

or gathered round the roaring fire on the hearth, while the

bleak wind whistled in the abbey towers, and a more gener-

ous vintage than usual glowed and sparkled in the flagons.

If at such times a jolly, rosy-faced brother appeared to the

carnal eye and car to grow obstreperous or maudlin, to speak
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thick or to red and Stagger in his gait, be sure it was not

the fiery spirit of the grape that moved the holy man ; it was
a spirit of quite a different order. Holding such views on
the source of all bodily and mental indisposition, it was

natural enough that the abbot should prescribe remedies

which are not to be found in the pharmacopeia, and which

would be asked for in \ain at an apothecary's. They consisted

chiefly of holy water and the sign of the cross
;
this last he

recommended particularly as a specific for flea-bites.
1

It is easy to suggest that the abbot's wits were unsettled,

that he suffered from hallucinations, and so forth. This may
have been so

;
yet a mode of thought like his seems to be

too common over a great part of the world to allow us to

attribute it purely to mental derangement. In the Middle
Ages, when the general level of knowledge was low, it seems

probable that a state of mind like Richalm’s may have been

shared by multitudes even of educated people, who have not

however, like him, left a monument of their folly to posterity.

At the present day, owing to the advance and spread of

knowledge, it might be difficult to find any person of acknow-

ledged sanity holding the abbot's opinions on the subject of

demons ; but in remote parts of Europe a little reseaich

might show that the creed of Porphyry and Richalm is still

held, with but little variation, by the mass of the people.

Thus we are told that the Roumanians of Transylvania
“ believe themselves to be surrounded on all side* by whole
legions of evil spirits. These devils are furthermore assisted

by isiuejtu (another sort of dragon), witches, and goblins, and

to each of these dangerous beings are ascribed particular

powers on particular days and at certain places. Many and
curious arc therefore the means by which the Roumanians
endeavour to counteract these baleful influences

; and a whole

complicated study, about as laborious as the mastering of an
unknown language, la required in order to teach an unfor-

tunate peasant to steer clear of the dangers by which he
suppose.' himself to be beset on all sides."*

1 C. Mfjer, Dtr A^rglaubt da live KounantlH »
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We can now understand why those genera’ clearances of

evil, to which from time to time the savage resorts, should

commonly take the form of a forcible expulsion of devils.

In these evil spirit* primitive man sees the cause of many
if not of most of his troubles, and he fancies that if he can

only deliver himself from them, things will go better with

him. The public attempts to expel the accumulated ills of

a whole community may be divided into two classes, accord-

ing as the expelled evils arc immaterial and invisible or are
embodied in a material vehicle or scapegoat. The former
may be called the direct or immediate expulsion of evils

;

the latter the indirect or mediate expulsion, or the expulsion
by scapegoat. We begin with examples of the former.

In the island of Rook, between New Guinea and New
Britain, when any misfortune has happened, all the people
run together, scream, curse, howl, and beat the air with
sticks to drive away the devil {Marsdba\ who is supposed to

be the author of the mishap. From the spot where the
mishap took place they drive him Step by step to the <ca,

and on reaching the shore they redouble their shouts and
blows in order to expel him from the island. Ho generally
retires to the sea or to the island of Lottin' The natives of

New Britain ascribe sickness, drought, the failure of crops,
and in short all misfortunes, to the influence of wicked
spirit*. So at times when many people sicken and die. as
at the beginning of the rainy season, all the inhabitants of a
district, armed with branches and clubs, go out by moonlight
to the fields, where they beat and stamp on the ground with
wild howls till morning, believing that this drives away the
devils.® Among the Dleri trite of Central Australia, when a
serious illness occurs, the medidne-mcn expel Cootchic or
the devil by beating the ground in and outside of the camp
widi the stuffed tail of a kangaroo, until they have chased
the demon away to some distance from the camp.' In some
South African tribes it is a general rule that no common
man may meddle with spirits, whether good or bad, except

‘ l>:«l Kell... •• UeVf .he Bnofcnn » K. rAfUmm, /„
iWt Intel Rook." Zritukn/f furaUp- eiifrl. p. 141.
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to offer tl»e customary sacrifices. Demons may haunt him

and make his life a burden to him. but he must submit to

their machinations until the matter is taken up by the proper

authorities. A baboon may be sent by evil spirits and perch

on a tree within gunshot, or regale itself in his maize-field
;

but to fire at the beast would be worse than suicide. As
long as a man remains a solitary sufferer, he has little chance

of redress. It is supposed that he has committed some crime,

and that the ancestors in their wrath have sent a demon to

torment him. But should his neighbours also suffer
;
should

the baboon from choice or necessity (for men do sometimes

pluck up courage to scare the brutes) select a fresh field for

its depredations, or the roof of another man's bam for its

perch, the case begins to wear a different complexion. The
magicians now deal with the matter seriously. One man
may be haunted for his sina by a demon, but a whole com-

munity infested by devils is another matter. To shoot the

baboon, however, would be useless
;

It would merely enrage

the demon and increase the danger. The first thing to do
is to ascertain the permanent abode of the devil. It is

generally a deep pool with overhanging hanks and dark

recesses. There the villagers assemble with the priests and

magicians at their head, and set about pelting the demon
with stones, rnen, women, and children all joining in the

assault, while they load the object of their fear and hate with

the foulest abuse. Drums too arc beaten, and horns blown
at intervals, and when everybody has been worked up to

such a frenzy of excitement that some even fancy they see the

imp dodging the missiles, he suddenly takes to (light, and
the village is rid of him for a time. After that, the crops

may lie protected and baboons killed with impunity.'

When a village has been visited by a scries of disasters

or a severe epidemic, the inhabitants of Mlnahassa in Celebes

lay the blame upon the devils who arc infesting the village

and who must lie expelled from it. Accordingly, early one

1
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morning all the people, men, women, and children, quit their

homes, carrying their household goods with them, and take

up their quarters in temporary huts which have been erected

outside the village. Here they spend several days, offering

sacrifices and preparing for the final ceremony. At last the

men, some wearing masks, others with their faces blackened,

and so on, but all armed with swords, guns, pikes, or brooms,

steal cautiously and silently back to the deserted village.

Then, a: a signal from the priest, they rush furiously up and
down the streets and into and under the houses (which are

raised on piles above the ground), yelling and striking on
walls, doom, and windows, to drive away the devils. Next,
the priests and the rest of the people come with the holy
fire and march nine times round each house and thrice round
the ladder that leads up to it, carrying the fire with them.

Then they take the fire into the kitchen, where it must burn

for three days continuously. The devils arc now driven

away, and great and general is the joy.' The Alfoois of

Halmahera attribute epidemics to ihc devil who comes from

other villages to carry them off So, In order to rid the
village of the disease, the sorcerer drives away the devil.

From all thr villagers he receives a costly garment and
places it on four vessels which he takes to the forest and
leaves at the spot wltcrc the devil is supposed to be. Then
with mocking words he bids the demon abandon the place.1

In the Kei Islands to the south-west of New Guinea, the
evil spirits, who arc quite distinct from the souls of the

dead, form a mighty host. Almost every tree and every
cave is the lodging. place of one of these fiends, who arc

moreover extremely irascible and apt to fly out on the

smallest provocation. To speak loudly in passing their

'
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abode, lo ease nature near a hauntoJ tree or cave is enough

to bring down their wrath on the offender, and he must

either appease them by an offering or bum the scrapings

of a buffalo’s horn or the hair of a Papuan stave, in order

that the smell may drive the foul fiends away. The spirits

manifest their displeasure by sending sickness and other

calamities. Hence in times of public misfortune, as when
an epidemic is raging, and all other remedies have failed,

the whole population go forth with the priest at their head

to a place at some distance from the village. Here at

sunset they erect a couple of poles with a cross-bar between

them, to which they attach bags of rice, wooden models of

pivot-guns, gongs, bracelets, and so on. Then, when every-

body has taken his place at the poles and a death-like

silence reigns, the priest lifts up his voice and addresses the

spirits in their own language as follows :
" Ho ! ho ! ho

!
ye

evil spirits who .dwell in the trees, ye evil spirits who live in

the grottoes, ye evil spirits who lodge in the earth, we give

you them pivot-gun*, these gongs, etc. Let the sickness

cease awl not so many people die of it
“ Then every-

body runs home as fast as their legs can carry them.'

In the island of Nias, when a man is seriously ill and

other remedies have been tried in vain, the sorcerer proceeds

to exorcise the devil who is causing the illness. A pole is

set up in front of the house, and from the top of the pole a

rope of palm-leaves is stretched to the rt»f of the house.

Then the sorcerer mounts the roof with a pig, which he kills

and allows to roil from the roof to the ground. The devil,

anxious to get the pig, lets himself down hastily from the

roof by the rope of palm-leaves, and a good spirit, invoked

by the sorcerer, prevents him from climbing up again. If

thi> remedy fails, it is believed that other devils must still be
lurking in the house. So a general hunt is made after them.
All the doors and, windows in the house are closed, except a
single dormer-window in the roof. The men, shut up in the
house, hew and slash with their swords right and left to the

1 C. M. Pfcjlr, •• h'hnc^taphiscbc account ul ite cvstciii Sxl pmsotaly
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clash of gongs and the rub-a-dub of drums. Terrified .at

this onslaught, the devils escape by the dormer-window, and
sliding down the rope of palm -leaves take themselves off.

As all the doors and windows, except the one in the roof,

arc shut, the devils cannot get into the house again. In the

case of an epidemic the proceedings arc similar. All the
gates of the village, except one, arc closed

;
every voice is

raised, every gong and drum beaten, every sword brandished.

Thus the devils arc driven out and the last gate is shut
behind them. For eight days thereafter the village is in

a state of siege, no one being allowed to enter it.
1 The

means adopted in Nias to exclude an epidemic front a
village which has not yet been Infected by it arc somewhat
similar

,
but as they exhibit an interesting combination of

religious ritual with the purely magical ceremony of exorcism,
it may be worth while to describe them. When it is known
that a village is suffering from the ravages of a dangerous
malady, the other villages in the neighbourhood take what
they regard as effective measures for securing immunity
from the disease. Some of these measures commend them-
selves to us as rational and other* do not. In the first

place, quarantine is established in each village, not only
against the inhabitants of the infected village, but against
all strangers

;
no person from outside is allowed to enter.

In the second place, a feast is made by the people for one
of their idols who goes by the name of Far;crct vjocho, or
Protector from sickness. All the people of the village must
participate in the sacrifice and bear a share of the cost.

The principal idol, crowned with palm-leaves, is set up in front
of the chiefs house, and all the inhabitants who can do so

gather about It The names of those who cannot attend
arc mentioned, apparently as a substitute for their attendance
in person. While the priest is reciting tlx: spells for the
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banishment of the evil spirits, all persons present

come forward and touch the image. A pig is then hilled

and its flesh furnishes a common meal. The mouth of the

idol is smeared with the bloody heart of the pig. and a

dishful of the ccokcd pork is set before him. Of the flesh

thus consecrated to the idol none but priests and chiefs may
partake. Idols called daha, or branches of the principal idol,

are also set up in front of all the other houses in the village.

Moreover, bogies made of black wood with white eyes, to

which the broken crockery of the inhabitants has freely con-

tributed, are placed at the entrances of the village to scare

the demon and -prevent hm from entering. All sorts of

objects whitened with chalk arc also hung up in front of the

houses to keep the devil out. When eight days have elapsed,

it is thought that the sacrifice has taken effect, and the

pticst puts an end to the quarantine. All boys and men
now assemble for the purpose of expelling the evil spirit.

Led by the priest, they march four times, with a prodigious

noise and uproar, from one end of the village to the other,

slashing the air with their knives and stabbing it with their

spears to frighten the devil away. If all these efforts prove

vain, and the dreaded sickness breaks out, the people think

it must be because they have departed from the ways of

their fathers by raising the price of victuals and pigs too

high or by enriching themselves with unjust gain. Accord-

ingly a new idol is made and set up in front of the chiefs

house
;
and while the priest engages in prayer, the chief and

the magnates of the village touch the image, vowing as they

do so to return to the old ways and cursing all such as may
refuse- their consent or violate the new law thus solemnly

enacted. Then all present betake themselves to the river

and erect another idol on the bank. In presence of this

latter idol the weights and measures arc compared, and any
tlut exceed the lawful standard are at once reduced to it.

When this has been done, they rock the image to and fro to

signify, or perhaps rather to ensure, thereby that he who
does not keep the new law shall suffer misfortune, or fall

sick, or be thwarted in some way or other. Then a pig is

killed and eaten on the bank of the river. The feast being

over, each family contributes a certain sum in token that
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they make restitution of their unlawful gains. The money

thus collected is tied in a bundle, and the priest holds the

bundle up towards the sky and down towards the earth to

satisfy the ged of the upper and the god of the nether world

that justice has now been done. After that he cither flings

the bag of money into the river or buries it in the ground

beside the idol. In the latter case the money naturally

disappears, and the people explain its disaopearftnee by
saying that the evil spirit has come and fetched it.' A
method like that which at the present day the people of

Nias adopt for the sake of conjuring the demon of disease

was employed In antiquity by the Caunians of Asia Minor

to banish certain foreign gods whom they had imprudently

established in their country. AH the men of military age

assembled under arras, and with spear- thrusts in the air

drove the strange gods step by step from the land and
across the boundaries.'

When cholera has broken out in a Burmese village

the able-bodied men scramble on the roofs and lay about

them with bamboo; and billets of wood, while all the rest of

the population, old and young, stand below and thump
drums, blow trumpets, yell, scream, beat floors, walls, tin

pans, everything to make a din. This uproar, repeated on
three successive nights, is thought to fce very effective in

driving away the cholera demons.* When small -pox
first appeared amongst the Kumis of South-Eastern India,

they thought it was a devil come from Arracan. The
villages were placed in a state of siege, no one being allowed

to leave or enter them. A monkey was killed by being

dashed on the ground, and its body was hung at the village

gate. Its blood, mixed with small river pebbles, was

sprinkled on the houses, the threshold of every house was
swept with the monkey’s tail, and the fiend was adjured to

depart.* In Japan the old-fashioned method of staying an

epidemic is to expel the demon of the plague from every

1 Kr. Knowr, "Dei GCttemlWaa 1 Korlet Brduk u. »3j

;
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• Levin, IVUd Trikt cf Senth-
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house into which he has entered. The treatment begins

with the house in which the malady has appeared in the

mildest form. First of all a Shinto priest makes a pre-

liminary visit to the sick-room and extracts from the demon

a promise that he will depart with him at his next visit.

The day after he comes again, and. seating himself near the

patient, beseeches the evil spirit to come away with him.

Meanwhile red rice, which is used only on special occasions,

has been placed at the sufferer’s head, a closed litter made
of pine boughs has been brought in, and four men equipped

with flags or weapons have taken post in the four corners of

the room to prevent the demon from seeking refuge there.

All arc silent but the priest. The prayer being over, the

sick man's pillow is hastily thrown into the Utter, and die

priest cries, “All right now!” At that the bearers double

with it into the street, the people within and without beat

the air with swords, sticks, or anything that comes to hand,

while others assist in the cure by banging away at drums

and gongs- A procession is now formed in which only men
take part, some of them carrying banners, others provided

with a drum, a bell, a flute, a horn, and all of them wearing

fillet-, and horns of twisted straw to keep the demon away
from themselves. As the procession starts an old man char.ts,

“What god arc you bearing away?" To which the others

respond in chorus, “ The god of the pest we are tearing away!"

Then to the music of the drum, the bell, the flute, and the horn

the litter is borne through the streets. During its passage

all the people in the town who ap not taking part in the

ceremony remain indoors, every house along the route of the

procession is carefully closed, and at the cross-roads swords-

men are stationed, who guard the street by hewing the air

to right and left with their blades, lest the demon should

escape by that way. The litter is thus carried to a retired

spot between two towns and left there, while all who escorted

it thither run away. Only the priest remains behind for

half an hour to complete the exorcism and the cure. The
bearers of the litter spend the night praying in a temple.

Next day they return home, but not until they have plunged

into a cold bath in the open air to prevent the demon from

following them. The same litter serves to convey the evil
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spirit from every house in the town.

1

In Corea, when a

patient is recovering from the small-pox, a farewell dinner

is given in honour of the departing spirit of the disease.

Friends and relations arc invited, and the spirit’s share of

the good things is packed on the back of a hobby-horse and

despatched to the boundary of the town or village, while

respectful farewells arc spoken and hearty good wishes uttered

for his prosperous journey to his own place.’ In Tonquin

also a banquet is sometimes given to the demon of sickness

to induce him to go quietly away from the house The
most honourable place at the festive board is reserved for

the fiend
;
prayers, caresses, and presents are lavished on him

;

but if he proves obdurate, they assail him with coarse abuse

and tfrlvc him from the house with musket-shots.’

At Great Bassam, in Guinea, the French traveller

Hecquard witnessed the exorcism of the evil spirit who was

believed to make women barren. The women who wished

to become mothers offered to the fetish wine -vessels or

statuettes representing women suckling children. Then
being assembled in the fetish hut, they were sprinkled with

rum by the priest, while young men fired guns and brandished

swords to drive away the demon.
4 The Gel las try to drive

away fever by firing guns, shouting, and lighting great fires.

0

When sickness was prevalent in a Huron village, and all

other remedies had been tried in vain, the Indians had
recourse to the ceremony called Loncuyroya, " which is the

principal invention and most proper means, so they say, to

expel from the town ot village the devils and evil spirits
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which cause, induce, and import all the maladies and infir-

mities which they suffer in body and mind." Accordingly,

one evening the men would begin to rush like madmen
about the village, breaking and upsetting whatever they came
across in the wigwams. They threw fire and burning brands

about the streets, and all night long they ran howling and
singing without cessation. Then they all dreamed of some-
thing, a knife, dog, skin, or whatever it might be, and when
morning came they went from wigwam to wigwam asking
for presents. These they received silently, till the particular

thing was given them which they had dreamed about. Oil

receiving it they uttered a cry of joy and rushed from the

hut. amid the congratulations of all present The health of

those who received what they had dreamed of was believed

to be assured
; whereas those who did not get tvliat they had

set their hearts upon regarded their fate ns sealed .
1
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The observance of such ceremonies, from being occational,

lends to become periodic. It comes to he thought desirable

to have a general riddance of evil spirits at fixed times,

usually once a year, in order that the people may make a

fresh start in life, freed from all the malignant influences

which have been long accumulating about them. Some of

the Australian blacks annually expelled the ghosts of the

dead from their territority. The ceremony was witnessed by
the Rev. W. Ridley on the banks of the River Banyan. “ A
chorus of twenty, old and young, weie singing and beating

time with boomerangs. . . . Suddenly, from under a sheet of

bark darted a man with his body whitened by pipeclay, his

head and face coloured with lines of red and yellow, and a

tuft of feathers fixed by means of a stick two feet above the
crown of his head. Ifc stood twenty minutes perfectly still,

gazing upwards. An aboriginal who stood by told me he
was looking for the ghosts of dead men. At last he began
to move very slowly, and scon rushed to and fro at full

speed, flourishing a branch a* if to drive away some foes

invisible to U9. When I thought this pantomime must be

almost over, ten more, similarly adorned, suddenly appeared

from behind the tree*, and the whole party joined in a brisk

conflict with their mysterious assailants. ... At last, after

some rapid evolutions in which they put forth all their

strength, they rested from the exciting toil which they had
kept up all night and for some hours after sunrise

;
they

seemed satisfied that the ghosts were driven away for

twelve months. They were performing the same ceremony
at every station along the river, and I am told it is an
annual custom ." 1

Certain seasons of the year mark themselves naturally

out as appropriate moments for a general expulsion of devils.

Such a moment occurs towards the close of an Arctic winter,

when the sun reappears on the horizon after an absence of

weeks or months. Accordingly, at Point Barrow, the most
northerly extremity of Alaska, and nearly of America, the

Kruijl, “ Per. cn »nde. het (1895). n. i>; iy.

Kaelljk n raaaliehappriijk terra van » The Rev. IV. Rtflcy, la ). D.
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I&quimaux choose the moment of the sun’s reappearance to

hunt the mischievous spirit Tufta from every house. The

ceremony was witnessed some years ago by the members of

the United States Polar Expedition, who wintered at Point

Barrow. A fire was built in front of the council-house, and

an ohl woman was posted at the entrance to every lmuse.

The men gathered round the council-fire, while the young

women and girls drove the spirits out of every house with

their knives, stabbing viciously under the bunk and deer-

skins, and calling upon Tufta to be gone. When they

thought he had been driven out of every hole and corner,

they thrust him down through the hole in the floor and

chased him into the open air with loud cries and frantic

gestures. Meanwhile the old woman at the entrance of the

house ’nude passcs*with a long knife in the air to keep him

from returning. Each party drove the spirit towards the

fire and Invited him to go into it. All were by this time

drawn up in a .semicircle round the fire, when several of the

leading men made specific charges against the spirit ;
and

each after his speech brushed his clothes violently, calling on

the spirit to leave him and go into the fin*. Two men now

stepped forward with nflei loaded with blank cartridges,

while a third brought a vessel of urine and flung it on the

flames. At the same time one of the men fired a shot into

the fire ; and a.s the cloud of steam rose it received the other

shot, which was supposed to finish Tufta for the time being.'

In late autumn, when storms rage over the land and

break the icy fetters by which the frozen sea is as yet but

slightly bound, when the loosened floes are driven against

each other and break with lour! crashes, and when the cakes of

ice are piled in wild disorder one upon another, the Esquimaux

of Baffin Land fancy they hear the voices of the spirits who

people the mischief-laden air. Then the spirits of the dead

knock wildly at the huts, which they cannot enter, and woe

to the hapless wight whom they catch
;
he soon sickens and

dies. Then the phantom of a huge hairless dog pursues the

real dogs, which expire in convulsions and cramps at sight

of him. All the countless spirits of evil arc abroad, striving

> Piptrt V '*> IaUmaHtnal /War Exfr-tilimi '* /<"".• Rtmu, Alrnta

tWoMBRum, I8«SK P- «* *»•
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to bring sickness and death, foul weather and failure in

hunting on the Esquimaux. Most dreaded of all these spectral

visitants arc Sedna, mistress of the nether world, and her

father, to whose share dead Esquimaux fall. While the other

spirits fill the air and the water, she rises from under ground.

It is then a busy season for the wizards. In every house

you may hear them singing and praying, while they conjure

the spirits, seated in a mystic gloom at the back of the hut,

which is dimly lit by a lamp burning low. The hardest

task of all is to drive away Sedna, and this ts reserved for

the most powerful enchanter. A rope is coiled on the floor

of a large hut in such a way as to leave a small opening at

the top, \yhich represents the breathing hole of a seal. Two
enchanters stand beside it, one of them grasping a spear as

if he were watching a .seal-hole in winter; the utlter holding

the harpoon-line. A third sorcerer sits at the hack of the

hut chanting a magic song to lure Sedna to the spot. Now
she Is heard approaching under the floor of the hut, breathing

heavily
;
now she emerges at the hole

;
now she Is harpooned

and sinks away in angry haste, dragging the harpoon with

her, while the two men hold on to the line with all their

might. The struggle is severe, but at last by a desperate

wrench she tears herself away and returns to her dwelling

in Adlivun. When the harpoon is drawn up out of the hole

it is found to be splashed with blood, which the enchanters

proudly exhibit as a proof of their prowess. Thus Scc'na

and the other evil spirits arc at last driven away, and next

day a great festival is celebrated by old and young in honour

ol the event liut they must still be cautious, for the

wounded Sedna is furious and will seize any one site may
find outside of his hut

; so they all wear amulets on the top

of their hoods to protect thcm'sclvc* against her. These
amulets coosut of pieces of the first garments that they wore

after birth.*

The Iroquois inaugurated the new year in January,

February, or March (the time varied) with a " festival of

dreams ' like that which the Huron* observed on spcd.il

• Pf. lp.ui. •• TSr bkbno," Pnxiat- Comal Kit inn.,'' Sttfi Annual AV*r/

i*f> W >/ lit Rtf*/ c/th. „/ AVW<*y <W»ihinS .
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occasions .

1 The whole ceremonies lasted several days, or

even weeks, and formed a kind of saturnalia. Men and

women, variously disguised, went from wigwam to wigwam

smashing and throwing down whatever they came across.

It was a time of general licence; the people were supposed

to be out of their senses, and therefore not to be responsible

for what they did. Accordingly, many seized the oppor-

tunity of paying off old scores by belabouring obnoxious

[>crsons, drenching them with ice-cold water, and covering

them with filth or hot ashes- Others seized burning brands

or coals and flung them at the heads of the first persons

they met. The only way of escaping from these persecutors

was to guess what they had dreamed of. On one day of the

festival the ceremony of driving away evil spirits from the

village took place. Men clothed in the skins of wild beasts,

their faces covered with hideous masks, and their hands

with the shell of the tortoise, went from hut to hut making

frightful noises
;
in every hut they took the fuel from the fire

and scattered the embers and ashes about the floor with their

hand*. The general confession of sins which preceded the

festival was probably a prepaiation for the public expulsion

of evil influences ; it was a way of stripping the people of

their moral burdens, that these might be collected and cast

out. This New Year festival is still celebrated by some of

the heathen Iroquois, though it has been shorn of its former

turbuletKc. A conspicuous feature in tlx: ceremony is now
the sacrifice of the White Dog, but this appears to have been

added to the festival in comparatively modern times, and

docs not figure in the oldest descriptions of the ceremonies.

We shall return to it later on.’ A great annual festival of
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the Cherokee Indiana was the Propitiation, " Cementation."

or Purification festival. “ It was celebrated shortly after the

first new moon of autumn, and consisted of a multiplicity of

rigorous rites, fastings, ablutions, and purifications. Among
the most important functionaries on the occasion were seven

exocciscrs or cleansers, whose duty it was, at a certain stage

of the proceedings to drive away evil, and purify the town.

Each one bore in his hand a white rod of sycamore. 1 The
leader, followed by others, walked around the national

licptagoa, and coming to the treasure or store-house to the

west of it. they lashed the caves of the roofs with their rods.

The leader then went to another house, followed by the

others, singing, and repeated the same ceremony until every

house was purified.' This ceremony was repeated daily

during the continuance of the festival. In performing their

ablutions they went into the water and allowed their old

clothes to be carried away by the stream, by which means
they supposed their impurities removed." 1

In September the Incas of Peru celebrated a festival

called Situa, the object of which was to banish from the

capital and its vicinity all disease and trouble. The festival

fell in September because the rains begin about this time,

and with the first rains there was generally much sickness.

As a preparation for the festival the people fasted on the

first day of the moon alter the autumnal equinox. Having
fasted during the day, and the night being come, they baked

a coarse paste of maize. This paste was made of two sorts.

One was kneaded with the blood of children aged five to ten

years, the blood being obtained by bleeding the children

between the* eyebrows. These two kinds of paste were

baked separately, because they were for different user. Each
family assembled at the house of the eldest brother to

celebrate the feast
; and those who had no elder brother

went to the house of their next relation of greater age. On
the same night all who had fasted during tl«e day washed

their bodies, and taking a little of the blood-kneaded paste,

rubbed it over their head, face, breast, shoulders, arms, and

legs. They did this in order that the paste might take away

1 Smier's nous upsn Butnual from lb> MS. of Mr. Payne. See
<cxtx 1 CfurcAw ImJhmi, p. jS, Atovc, YmL m. §». 3*9, /Kile I.
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all their infirmities. After this the head of the family

anointed the threshold with the same paste, and left it there

as a token that the inmates of the house had performed their

ablutions and cleansed their bodies. Meantime the High

Priest performed the same ceremonies in the temple of the

Sun. As soon as the Sun rose, all the people worshipped

and besought him to drive all evils out of the city, and then

they broke their fast with the paste that had been kneaded

without blood. When they had paid their worship and

broken their fast, which they did at a stated hour, in order

that all might adore the Sun as one man, an Inca of the

blood royal came forth from the fortress, as a messenger of

the Sun, richly dressed, with his mantle girded round his

body, and a Iancc in his hand. The lance was decked with

feathers of many hues, extending from the blade to the

socket, and fastened with rings of gold, lie ran down the

hill fimn the fortress brandishing his Iancc, till he reached

the centre of the great square, where stood the golden urn,

like a fountain, that was used for the sacrifice of the fermented

juice of the maize. Here four other Incas of the blood

royal awaited him, each with a lance in his hand, and his

mantle girded up to run. The messenger touched their four

lances with his Iancc, and told them that Ihe Sun bade them,

as hb messengers, drive the evils out of the city. The four

Incas then separated and ran down the four royal roads

which led out of the city to the four quarters of the world.

While they ran, all the people, great and small, came to the

doors of their houses, and with great shouts of joy and glad-

ness shook their clothes, as if they were shaking off dust,

while they cried, “ Let the evils be gone. How greatly

desired has this festival been by U8. O Creator of all things,

permit us to reach another year, that we may see another

feast like this." After they had shaken their clothes, they

passed their hands over their heads, faces, arms, and legs, as

if in the act of washing. All this was done to drive the

evils out of thrir houses, that the messengers of the Sun
might banish them from the city

;
and it was done not only

in the streets through which the Incas ran, but generally in

all quarters of the city. Moreover, they all danced, the Inca

himself amongst them, and bathed in the rivers and
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fountain*, saying that their maladies would tome out of

them, Then they took great torches of straw, bound round

with cords. These they lighted, and pasted from one to the

other, striking each other with them, and saying, " Let all

harm go away.’ Meanwhile the runners ran with their

lances for a quarter of a league outside the city, where they

found four other Incas ready, who received the lances from

their hands and rail with them. Thus the lances were

carried by relays of runners for a distance of five or six

leagues, at the end of which the runners washed themselves

and their weapons in rivers, and set up the lances, in sign of

a boundary within which the banished evils might not

return .
1

The negroes of Guinea annually banish the devil from

all their towns with much ceremony. At Axim.on the Gold
Const, this annual expulsion is preceded by a feast of eight

days, during which mirth and jollity reign, and “a pci feet

lampooning liberty is allowed, and scandal so highly exalted,

that they may freely sing cf all the faults, villanies, and

frauds of their superiors as well as inferiors, without punish-

ment. or so much as the least interruption." On the eighth

day they hunt out the devil with a dismal cry, running after

him aivd pelting him with sticks, stones, and whatever comes

to hand. When they have driven him far enough out of the

town, they all return. In this way he is expelled from more
than a hundred towns at the same time. To make sure that

he does not return to their houses, the women wash and

scour all their wooden and earthen vessels, “ to fiee them
from -all unclennncw and the deviL" 3 The ceremony as it

1 GueiU'w dc ti Vijjj, A\>irt/ Cm- tuners.” Molina placet Urn feoival
mtataria vf Or Yuras. pi. i. |>’«. <ii. in Asgtut. Garotum and AeotU in

eh. 6. vot ii. p. aig *#/., Niulthotu'a ScpCcmlcr. ,Wauling to (i.ucilMio
troulodoa) Molina, 11 Fables ami there acre oily lour fuaneu Id Cuko;
RilM or III* Yarn,” ii Kilts andDm according i» MntllU (here were four

•f <*• Yuras (iUktayi Svday, iKry, handled. Acorralr leco-ant » rcry
p. 25 !/-,• : Area!*, History s/ it. liner, la lh- dacriplion given in the
lulus, IA. r. eh. 28. vot ll. |« 3-5 :cu fcnttm Imte t>een borrowed from
If- (IbMift .Satiety, i8*oy The nil line accounts, where tlieae sccated
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ud in .ir-uKerlh«y twlnied tU number I'icrrr Ifettehe, U Ou At Esrfetvt,
of errenvniri. MCOrdklJ to client). |« lay
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is practised at Gattn, in Benin, has been described by an
English traveller. He says : “ It was about this time that I

witnessed a strange ceremony, peculiar to this people, called

the time of the ‘grand devils.’ Eight men were dressed in

a most curious manner, having a dress made of bamboo
about their bodies, and a cap on the head, of various colours
and ornamented with red feathers taken from the parrot’s

tail
;

round the legs were twisted strings of shells, which
made a clattering noise as they walked, and the face and
hands of each individual were covered with a net. These
strange beings go about the town, by day and by night, for

the term of one month, uttering the most discordant and
frightful noises

;
no one durst venture out at night for fear

of being killed or seriously maltreated by these fellows, who
arc then especially engaged in driving the evil spirits from
the town. They go round to all the chiefs houses, and in

addition to the noise they make, perform some extraordinary

feats in tumbling and gymnastics, for which they receive a
few cowries” 1 At Onitsha, on the Niger, Mr. J. C. Taylor
witnessed the celebration of New Year’s Day by the negroes.

It fell oil the twentieth of December 1858. Every family

brought a firebrand out into the street, threw it away, and

exclaimed as they returned, " The gods of the new year I

New Year has come round again.” Mr. Taylor adds, " The
meaning of die custom seems to be that the fire is to drive
away the old year with its sorrows and evils, and to embrace
the new year with hearty reception.’’

1 Of all Abyssinian
festivals that of Mascal or the Cross is celebrated with the

greatest pornp. The eve of the festival witnesses a ceremony
which doubtless belongs to the world-wide class of customs
we are dealing with. At sunset a discharge of firearms takes
place from all the principal houses. “Then every one
provides himself with a torch, and during the early part of
the night bonfires ate kindled, and the jxrople parade the
town, carrying their lighted torches in their hards They
go through their houses too, poking a light into every dark

1 Narmht J Cajtaix Jam
Farxi«r7 Tracts an ifu. Caul rf
#c*in, Wet Africa [Loadin, tS

5
*»,
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comer in the hull, under the couches, in the stables, kitchen,

etc., as if looking for something lost, and calling out, ' Akho,

akhoky ! turn out the spinage, and bring in the porridge

;

Mascal is come !

' . . . After this they play, and poke fun

and torches at each other."
1

Sometime the date of the annual expulsion of devils is

fixed with reference to the agricultural seasons. Among the

Ilos of North-Eastern India the great festival of the year is

the harvest liomc, held in January, when the granaries arc-

full of grain, and the people, to use their own expression, arc

full of devilry. “ They have a strange notion that at this

period men and women arc so overcharged with vicious

propensities, that it is absolutely necessary for the safety of

the person to let off steam by allowing for a time full vent

to the passions." The ceremonies open with a sacrifice to

the village god of three fowls, two of which must be black.

Along with them arc offered Rowers of the Palas-trcc, bread

made from rice-flour, and sesamum seeds. These offerings

are prewnted by the village priest, who prays that during the

year about to begin they and their children maybe preserved

from all misfortune and sickness, and that they may have

seasonable rain and good crops. Prayer is also made in

some places for the souls of the dead. At this time an evil

spirit is supposed to infest the place, and to get rid of it men,
women, and children go in procesrion tound and through

every part of the village with sticks in their hands, as if

beating for game, singing a wild chant, and shouting

vociferously, till they feel assured that the evil spirit must
have fled. Then they give themselves up to feasting and

drinking rice- beer, till they arc in a fit state for the wild

debauch w’hich follows. The festival now “ becomes a

satumalc, during which servants forget their duty to tht^ir

masters, children their reverence fix parents, men tlieir

respect foe women, and women all notions of modesty,

delicacy, and gentleness
;
they become raging bacchantes."

Usually the Hos are quiet and reserved in manner, decorous

and gentle to women. But during this festival “ their nature

appears to undergo a temporary change. Sons and

daughters revile their parents in gross language, and parents

• Mnested Paikyai, Ufi Im Atjninia, p J8J •??.
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their children
;
men and women become almost like animals

In the indulgence of their amorous. propensities* The
Mundaris, kinsmen and neighbours of the Hos, keep the

festival in much the same manner. "The resemblance to a

Saturnale is very complete, as at this festival the farm

labourers are feasted by their masters, and allowed the

utmost freedom of speech in addressing them. It is the

festival of the harvest home
;
the termination of one year's

toil, and a slight respite from it before they commence
again ." 1

Amongst some of the Hindoo Koosh tribes, as among
the Hos and Mundaris, the expulsion of devils takes place

after harvest. When the last crop of autumn has been got

in.it is thought necessary to drive away evil spirits from the

granaries. A kind of porridge called r«w/ is eaten, and the

head of the family takes his matchlock and fires it into the

floor. Then, going outside, he sets to work loading and
firing till hie powder-horn is exhausted, while all his neigh-

bours are similarly employed. The next day is spent in

rejoicing*. In Chitral this festival is called “devil-driving.’”

On the other hand the Khonds of India expel the devils at

seed-time instead of at harvest. At this time they worship

Fitter! Pennu, the god of increase and of gain in every shape.

On the first day of the festival a rude car is made of a

ba‘kct set upon a few sticks, tied upon bamboo rollers for

wheels. The priest takes this car first to the house of the

lineal head of the tribe, to whom precedence is given in all

ceremonies connected with agriculture. Here he receives a

little of each kind of seed and some feathers. He then takes

the car to all the other houses in the village, each of which
contributes the same things. Lastly, the car is conducted
to*a field without the village, attended by all tlx; young men,
who beat each other anil strike the air violently with long

sticks. The seed thus carried out is called the share of the

“evil spirits, spoilers of the seed." “ These arc considered to

be driven out with the car
;
ar.d when it and its contents

1 Dihuu. i.lk"«!csr if Btmgli, p. ii ia lik« men.* * jw*«>d of Uciace

i. We have jera (»oL ii. p. 316 u,.l debouch,,,.

W» iSat .bhjos Ihe l'oodmof Sowli ' KdMpfc. TriUt Me Hindoo
Africa <h* hirvo: feiuval of &m-fns.ia AWM, p. 103.
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are abandoned to them, they arc held to have no excuse for

interfering with the rest of the seed-corn." Next day each

household kills a hog over the seed for the year, and prays

to Pittcri Pennu. The elders then feast upon the hogs.

The young rr.cn are excluded from the repast, but enjoy the

privilege of waylaying and pelting with jungle-fruit their

ciders as they return from the feast. Upon the third day
the lineal head or the tribe goes out and sows his seed, after

which all the rest may do so.'

The people of Bali, an island to the east of Java, have
periodical expulsions of devils upon a great scale. Generally

the time chosen for the expulsion is the day of the “ dark

moon “ in the ninth month. When the demons have been

long unmolested the cuuntiy is said to be 1 warm," and the

priest issues orders to expel them by force, lest the wliote

of Bali should be rendered uninhabitable. On the day
appointed the people of the village or district assemble at the

principal temple. Here at a cross-road offerings arc set out
for the devils. After prayers have been recited by the

priests, the blast of a horn summons the devils to partake of

the meal which has teen prepared for them. At the >ame
time a number of men step forward and light their torches

at the holy lamp which bums before the chief priest. Im-
mediately afterwards, followed by the bystanders, they spread

in all directions and march through the streets and lanes

crying, "Deport! go away!" Wherever they pass, the

people who have stGycd at home hasten, by a deafening

knocking on doors, beams, ricc-blocks, and so on, to take

their share in the expulsion of devils. Thus chased from

the houses, the fiends flee to the banquet which has been set

out for them
;
but here the priest receives them with curses

which finally drive them from the district. When the last

devil lias taken hU departure, tlvc uproar Is succeeded by a
dead silence, which lasts during the next day also. The

l W. Mnepherxon, Utmtrlali ,/ then to go Ilian d i vehicle n -Sicli

in InUn, p. 3S7 't- FomNy llwy iCinKy coned away. Any.
thu tire belong? more linedy to the how it U comtaot to take thn care
«*» mcdiiic cxotUioni, the de«lb along .it. those elm expuhioo. ol
being driven out upon the car. Per- demon* which u-t the iccanptniaciu
hop*, however, ihe car with id occtteou oi an agriceharal festival.
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devils, it is thought, are anxious io return to their old homes,

and in order to make them think that Ba!i is not Bali but

some desert island, no one may stir from his own abode

for twenty-four hours. Even ordinary household work,

including cooking, is discontinued. Only the watchmen may
show themselves in the streets. Wreaths of thorns and

leaves are hung at all the entrances to warn strangers from

entering. Not till the third day is this state of siege raised,

and even then it is forbidden to work at the rice-fields or to

buy and sell in the market. Most people still stay at home,
striving to while away the time with cards and dice.

1

The Shans of Southern China annually expel the fire-spirit

The ceremony was witnessed by the English Mission under

Colonel Sladen on the thirteenth of August 868. Bullocks

and cows were slaughtered in the market-place
;
the meat vu

ill add, part of it was cooked and eaten, while the rest was

fired out of guns at sundown. The pieces of flesh which fell

on the land were supposed to become mosquitoes, those

which fell in the water were believed to turn into leeches.

In the evening the chiefs retainers beat gongs and blew

trumpet*
;
and when darkness had set in torches were lit,

and a party, preceded by the musicians, searched the central

court for the fire-spirit, who is supposed to lurk about at this

season with evil intent. They then ransacked all the rooms

and the gardens, throwing the light of the torches into every

nook and comer where the evil spirit might find a hiding-

place.’ In some parts of Fiji an annual ceremony took

place which has much the aspect of an expulsion of devils.

The time of its celebration was determined by the appear-

ance of a certain fish or sea-slug
(
balolo

)

which swarms out

in dense shoals from the coral reefs on a single day of the
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year, usually in the last quarter of the moon in November.

The appearance of the sea-slugs was the signal for a general

feast at those places where they were taken. An influential

man ascended the tree and prayed to the spirit of the sky

for good crops, fair winds, and so on. Thereupon a

tremendous clatter, with drumming and shouting, was raised

by all the people in their houses for about half an hour.

This was followed by a dead quiet for four days, during

which the people feasted on the sea-slug. All this time no
work of any kind might be done, not even a leaf plucked

nor the offal removed from the houses. If a noise was made
in any house, as by a child crying, a forfeit was at once

exacted by the chief. At daylight on the expiry of the

fourth night the whole town was in an uproar
; men and

boys scampered about, knocking with clubs and sticks at the

doors of the houses and crying “ Sinariba." This concluded

the ceremony.1

On the last night of the year there is observed in most
Japanese houses a ceremony called “the exorcism of the evil

spirit." ft is performed by the Head of the family. Clad In

his finest robes, with a sword, if he has the right of hearing

one. at his waist, be goes through all the rooms at the hour
of midnight, carrying in his left hand a box of roasted beans

on a lacquered stand. From time to time he dips his right

hand into the box and scatters a handful of beans on a mat,

pronouncing a cabalistic form of words of which the meaning
is, "Go forth, demons! Enter riches

!',J According to

another account, the ceremony takes place on the night

before the beginning of spring, and the roasted beans are

flung against the walls as well as on the floors of the houses.''

On the third day of the tenth month in every year the Hak-
Ka, a native race in the province of Canton, sweep their

houses and tarn the accumulated filth out uf doors, together

with three sticks of incense and some rnock money made of

' l/.s. Lrtojt/u*. Eth**.
fr am/ PhiUbo, t>j H. Hale, p.

6 1 ; Oi. Wilkes. Nam/be e) Ik,
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paper. At the same time they call out.
u Let the devil of

poverty depart ! Let the devil of poverty depart !
" By

performing this ceremony they hope to preserve their homes

from penury.
1 Among some of the Hindoos of the Punjaub

on the morning after Diwali or the festival of lamps, at which

the souls of ancestors are believed to visit the house, the oldest

woman of the family takes a Coni-sieve or winnowing basket

and a broom, to both of which magical virtues arc ascribed,

and beats them in every comer of the house, exclaiming,

" God abide and poverty depart !
” The sieve is then carried

out of the village, generally to the east or north, and being

thrown away is supposed to bear away with it the poverty

and distress of the household. Or the woman flings all the

sweepings and rubbish out of doors, saying, " Let all dirt and

wretchedness depart from here, and all good fortune come
in."

0 The Persians used annually to expel the demons or

goblins (Divei )
from their houses in the month of December.

For this purpose the Magi wrote certain words with saffron

on a piece of parchment or pap« and then held the writing

over a fire into which they threw cotton, garlic, grapes, wild

rue, and the horn of an animal that had been killed on

the sixteenth of Septemlier. The spell thus prepared was

nailed or glued to the inside of the door, and the door was
painted red. Next the priest took some sand and spread it

out with a knife, while he muttered certain prayers. After

that he strewed the sand on the floor, and the enchantment

was complete. The demons now immediately vanished, or

at least were deprived of all their malignant power.*

InTonquin a thtikydaiu or general expulsion ofmalevolent

s|xrits commonly took place once a year, especially if there

was a great mortality amongst men or cattle, " the cause of

which they attribute to the malicious spirits of such men as

have been put to death for treason, rebellion, and conspiring

the death of the king, general, or princes, and that in revenge

of the punishment they have suffered, they arc bent to

1 Kiel, " Ui L'AWkr*. Pofular A’tNgim aW fVibrt -i
A1*?*. iv. (1&9JI, p. 17} if. Northra laKia, y. J07.
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destroy everything and commit horrible violence. To
prevent which their superstition has suggested to them the

institution of this thcckydaw as a proper means to drive the

devil away, and purge the country of evil spirits." The day
appointed for the ceremony was generally the twenty-fifth of

February, one month after the beginning of the new year,

which fell on the twenty-fifth of January. The intermediate

month was a season of feasting, merry-making of all kinds,

and general licence. During the whole month the great seal

was kept shut up in a box. face downwards, and the law was,

as it were, laid asleep. All courts of justice were closed ;

debtors could not be seized
;

small crimes, such as petty

larceny, fighting, and assault, escaped with impunity
;
only

treason and murder were taken account of and the male-

factors detained till the great sea! should come into operation

again. At the clotgc of the saturnalia the wicked spirits

were driven away. Great masses of troops and artillery

having been drawn up with flying colours and all the pomp
of W8r, “the general beginneth then to offer meat offerings

to the criminal devils and malevolent spirits (for it is usual

and customary likewise amongst them to feast the condemned
before their exccutionX inviting them to eat and drink, when
presently .he accuses them in a strange language, by
characters and figures, etc, of many offences and crimes

committed by them, as to their having disquieted the land,

killed his elephants and horses, etc., for all which they

justly deserved to be chastised and banished the country.

Whereupon three great guns arc fired as the last signal
;

upon which all the artillery and muskct9 are discharged,

that, by their most terrible noise the devils may be driven

away
;
and they arc so blind as to believe for certain, that

they really and effectually put them to flight"

'
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In Cambodia the expulsion of evil spirits took place in

March. Bits of broken statues and stones, considered as

the abode of the demons, were collected and brought to the

capital Here as many elephants were collected as could

lie got together. On tlie evening of the full moon volleys

of musketry were fired and the elephants charged furiously

to put the devils to flight.
1

In Siam the banishment of

demons is annually carried into effect on the last day of the

old year. A signal gun is fired from the palace
;

it is

answered from the next station, and so on from station to

station, till the firing has reached the outer gate of the city.

Thus the demons are driven out step by step. As soon as

this is done a consecrated rope is fastened round the circuit

of the city walls to prevent the banished demons from

returning. The rope is made Of tough couch-giass and is

painted in alternate stripes of red, yellow, and blue.'
1

According to a more recent account, the Siamese ceremony

takes place at the New Year holidays, which are three

in number, beginning with the first of April. For the feast-

ing which accompanies these holidays a special kind of rake

is made, " which is as much in demand as our own Shrove-

Tuesday pancakes or our C.ood - Friday hot cross - buns.

Tire temples are thronged with women and children making

offerings to Buddha and his priests. The people inaugurate

their New Year with numerous charitable and religious

deeds The rich entertain the monks, who recite appropriate

prayers and chants. Every departed soul returns to the

bosom of his family during these three days, freed from any

fetters that may have bound him in the regions of indefin-
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able locality. On the third day the religious observances

terminate, and the remaining hours arc devoted to ‘the

world, the flesh, and the devil,’ Gambling is not confined

to the licensed houses, but may be indulged in anywhere.

Games of chance hold powerful sway in every house as long

as the licence to participate in them lasts. Priests in small

companies occupy posts at regular intervals round the city

wall, and spend their time in chanting away the evil spirits.

On the evening of the second day, the ghostly visitors from

the lower realms lose the luxury of being exorcised with

psalms. Every person who has a gun may fire it as often

as he pleases, and the noise thus made is undoubtedly fear-

ful enough in its intensity to cause any wandering traveller

from the far-off fiery land to retrace his steps with speed.

The bang and rattle of pistols, muskets, shot-guns, and
rifles cease not till the break of day, by which time the city

is effectually cleared of nil its infernal visitors.” * From this

account we learn that among the spirits thus banished arc the

souls of the dead, who revisit their living friends once a year.

A similar belief and a similar custom prevail in Japan.

There, too, the souls of the departed return to their

old homes oocc a year, and a festival called the Feast

of Lanterns is made to welcome them. They come at

evening on the thirteenth day of the seventh month of the

old calendar, which falls towards the end of August. It is

needful to light them on their way. Accordingly bamboos
with pretty coloured lanterns attached to them arc fastened

on the tombs, and being thickly set they make an illumina-

tion on the hills, where the burying-grounds are generally

situated. Lamps of many hues or rows of tapers are also

lit and set out in front of the houses and in the gardens, and
small fires arc kindled In the streets, jo that the whole city

is in a blare of light. After the sun has set, a great multi-

tude Issues from lire town, for every family goes forth to

meet it» returning dead. When they come to the spot

where they believe the souls to be, they welcome the unseen

visiters and invite them to rest after their journey, and to

partake of refreshments, which they offer to them. Having
allowed the souls time enough to satisfy their hunger and

• K. Yuan*, r/u w •/'»< YtHm A'oV, p. 135/,/.
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recover from their fatigue, they escort them by torchlight,

chatting gaily with them, into the city and to the houses

where they lived and died. These are also illuminated with

brilliant lanterns
;
a banquet is spread on the tables ; and

the places of the dead, who are supposed to absorb the

ethereal essence of the food, are laid for them a 9 if they

were alive. After the repast the living go from house to

house to visit the souk of their dead friends and neighbours
;

and thus they spend the night running about the town. On
the evening of the third day of the festival, which is the

fifteenth day of the month, the time has come for the souls

to return to their own place. Fires again blare in the streets

to light them on the road
,

the people again escort them
ceremoniously to the spot where they met them two days

before
;
and in some places they send the lanterns floating

away on rivers or the sea in miniature boats, which arc

laden with provisions for the spirits on their way to their

long home. But there 19 still a fear that some pcor souls

may have lagged behind, or even concealed themselves in

a nook or corner, loth to part from the scenes of their

former life and from those they love. Accordingly steps are

taken to hunt out these laggards and send them packing

after their fellow -ghosts. With this intention the people

throw stones on the roofs of their houses in great profusion
;

and going through every room armed with sticks they deal

swashing blows all about them in the empty air to chase

away the lingering sculs. This they do, wc are told, out of

a regard for their own comfort quite as much as from the

affection they bear to the dead
;

for they fear to be dis-

turbed by unseasonable apparitions if they suffered the airy

visiters to remain in the house.'

Thus in spite of the kindly welcome given to the souls,

the fear which they inspire comes out plainly in the pains

taken to ensure their departure
;
and this fear justifies us

in including such forced departures among the ceremonies

for the expulsion of evils with which we arc here concerned.

* Qnrttvoo, a 4e/fti/Vwn 364 I Brr.ufaft, in /#»**/ '«<
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It may be remembered that the annual banishment of ghost

9

has been practised by savages so low in the scale of humanity

as the Australian aborigines.
1 At the other end of the

scale it was observed in classical antiquity by the civilised

Greeks and Romans. The Athenians believed that at the

festival of the Anthesteria the souls of the dead came back

from the nether world and went about the city. Accord-
ingly ropes were fastened round the temples to keep out the

wandering ghosts; and with a like intention the people

smeared the doors of their houses with pitch, apparently

thinking that any rash spirits who might attempt to enter

would stick fast in the pitch and be glued, like so many
flics, to the door. But at the end of the festival the scwls

were bidden to depart In these words: "Out of the door

with you, souls. The Anthesteria is over."’ Yet for

the entertainment of the unseen guests during their short

stay earthenware pots full of boiled food appear to have
been everywhere prepared throughout the city

;
but probably

1 Above, p. 70.
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these were placed in the street outside the houses, in order

to give the ghosts no cxcu-e for entering and disturbing the

inmates. No priest would cat of the food thus offered to

the dead.' but prowling beggars probably had no such

scruples. Similarly when the Sea Dyaks of Sarawak cele-

brate their great Festival of Departed Spirits at intervals

which vary from one to three or four years, food is prepared

foi the dead and they are summoned from their far-off

home to partake of it
;
but it is put outside at the entrance

of the house. And before the general arrival of the souls,

while the people arc busy brewing the drink for the feast,

each family takes care to hang ar, earthenware pot full of the

liquor outside of the single room which it occupies in the large

common house, lest some thirsty soul should arrive prema-

turely from tlic other world, and, forcing his way into the

domestic circle, should not merely slake his thirst but carry

off one of the living.’ During three days In May the

Romans held a festival in honour of the ghost*. The

temples were shut, doubtless to keep out the ghostly swarms
;

but, as in Japan, every hesise seems to have been thrown

open to receive the spirits of its own departed. When the

reception was over, each head of a family arose at dead of

night, washed his hands, and having made with fingers and

thumb certain magic signs to ward off ghosts, he proceeded

to throw black beans over his shoulder without looking

behind him. As he did so, he said nine times, " With these

beans I redeem me and mine "
;
and the .ghosts, following

unseen at his heels, picked up the beans and left him and

his alone. Then he dipped his hands again in water, clashed

bronze vessels together to make a din, and begged the

ghosts to depart from his house, saying nine times, "Go
forth, paternal shades I

“ After that he looked behind him,

and the ceremony was over—the ghosts had taken their

leave for another ycar.
n
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Annual expulsion* of demons, witches, or evil influences

arc not unknown in Europe at the present day. Amongst
the heathen Wotyaks, a Finnish people of Eastern Russia,

all the young girls of the village aswmble on the last day of

the year or on New Year’s Day armed with sticks, the ends

of which are split in nine places. With these they beat

every corner of the house and yard, saying, “ We arc driving

Satan out of the village." Afterwards the sticks arc thrown

jnto the river below the village, and as they float down
stream Satan goc3 with them to the next village, from

which he must fcc driven out in turn. In some villages the

expulsion U managed otherwise. The unmarried men
receive from every bouse in the village groats, flesh, and
brandy. These they take to the fields, light a fire under a

fir-tree, boil the greats, and cat of the food they have

brought with them, after pronouncing the words, “ Go away
into the wilderness, come not into the house.” Then they

return to the village and enter every house where there are

young women. They take hold of the young women and

throw them into the snow, saying, “ May the spirits of dis-

ease leave you." The remains of the groats and the other

food are then distributed among all the houses in proportion

to the amount that each contributed, and each family con-

sumes its share. According to a Wotyak of the Malmyz
district the young men throw into the snow whomever they

find in the houses, and this is called
a driving out Satan “

;

moreover some pf the toiled groats are cast into the fire

with the words, “ O god, afflict us not with sickness and
pestilence, give us not up as a prey to the spirits of the

wood." But the most antique form of tire ceremony is that

observed by the Wotyaks of the Kasan Government. First

of all a sacrifice is offered to the Devil at noon. Then all

the men assemble on horseback In the centre of the village,

and decide with which house they shall begin. When this

question, which often gives rise to hot disputes, is settled,

they tether their horses to the paling, and arm themselves

with whips, clubs of lime-wood, and bundles of lighted twigs.

The lighted twigs are believed to have the greatest terrors

Ciletvjir* l
lur It luttd three days. See </ lit fcn«t cf lit AV/ed/lr, r.

W. Wiide Fcwler, Tit //nan Part- 106 iff.
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for Satan. Thus armed, they proceed with frightful cries to

beat every corner of the house and yard, then shut the door,

and spit at the ejected fiend. So they go from house to

house, till the Devil has been driven from every one. Then
they mount their horses and ride out of the village, yelling

wildly and brandishing their clubs in every direction. Out-

side of the village they fling away the clubs and spit once

more at the Devil.
1 The Cheremiss, another Finnish people

of Eastern Russia, chase Satan from their dwellings by
beating the walls with cudgels of lime-wood. When he has

fled to the wood, they pelt the trees with some of the cheese-

cakes and eggs which furnished the feast'

In Albania on Easter Eve the young people light

torches of resinous wood and inarch in procession, swinging

them, through the village. At last they throw the torches

into the river, crying, “Ha, Korc ! we throw you into the

river, like these torches, that you may never return.”* In

some villages of Calabria the month of March is inaugur-

ated with the expulsion of the witches. It takes place at

night to the sound of the church bells, the people running

about the streets and crying, “ March is come.” They <ay

that the witches roam about in March, and the ceremony is

repeated every Friday evening during the month.* In the

Tyrol the expulsion of witches takes place on the famous

Walpurgis Night, which is the night of the first of May.

On a Thursday at midnight bundle* are made up of resinous

splinters, black and red spotted hemlock, caper-spurge,

rosemary, ami twigs of the sloe. These arc kept and burned

on May Day by men who must first have received plenary

absolution from the Church. On the last three days of

April all the houses are cleansed and fumigated with juniper

berries and rue. On May Day, when the evening bell has

rung and the twilight is falling, the ceremony of "burning

out the witches," as it is called, begins. Men and boys

nuke a racket with whips, bells, pots, and pans
;
the women

1 Hu Bach. Pit Wttfilat, p. 153
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carry censers
;
the dog* are unchained and run barking and

yelping about. As soon as the church-bells begin to ring,

the bundles of twigs, fastened on poles, are set on fire ami

the incense is ignited. Then all the house-bells and dinner-

bells arc rung, pots and pans arc clashed, dogs bark, every

one must make a noise. And amid this hubbub all scream

at the pitch of their voices,

•• Witch flee, dee from licre,

Or it trill *o ill with the*.”

Then they run seven times round the houses, the yards, and

the village. So the witches arc smoked out of their lurking-

places and driven away. 1 The custom of expelling the

witches on Walpurgis Night is still, or used some thirty or

forty years ago to be, observed in many part* of Bavaria

and among the Germans of Bohemia. Thus in the Bbhincr-

wald Mountains, which divide Bavaria from Bohemia, all the

young fellows of the village assemble after sunset on some
height, especially at a cross-road, and crack whips for a

while in unison with all their strength. This drives away
the witches

;
for 60 far as the sound of the whips is heard,

these maleficent beings can do no harm. The peasants

believe firmly in the efficacy of this remedy. A yokel will

tell his sons to be sure to crack their whips loudly and hit

the witches hard : and to give more sting to every blow the

whip lashes are knotted. On returning to the village the

lads often sing songs and collect contributions of eggs, lard,
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bread, and butter. In some places, while the young fellows

arc cracking their whips the herdsmen wind their horns,

whose long-drawn notes, heard far-off in the silence of night,

arc very effectual for banning the witches. In other places,

again, the youth blow upon so-called shawms made of peeled

willow-weed in front of every house, especially in front of

such houses as arc suspected of harbouring a witch.' At
Brunnen, in Switzerland, the boys go about in procession on
Twelfth Night, carrying torches and lanterns, and making a

great noise with horns, cow- bells, whips, and so forth, 'lids

is said to frighten away the two female spirits of the wood,

Strudcli and Strattcli.' In Labruguiirc, also, a canton of

Southern France, the evil spirits arc expelled a: the same
season. The canton lies in the picturesque and little known

region of the Black Mountains, which form a sort of link

between the Pyrenees and the Ccvennca. and have preserved

In their remote recesses certain types of life which have long

disappeared elsewhere. On the eve of Twelfth Day the

inhabitants rush through the streets jangling bells, clattering

kettles, and doing everything to make a discordant noise.

Then by the light of torches and blazing faggots they set

up a prodigious hue and cry, an car-splitting uproar, hoping

thereby to chase all the wandering ghosts and devils from

the town:'

§
15. Scap/goats

Thus far we have dealt with that class of the general

expulsion of evils which I have called direct or immediate.

In this class the evils arc invisible, at least to common eyes,

ami the mode of deliverance consists for the most part in

heating the empty air and raising such a hubbub as may
scare tire mischievous spirits and put them to flight. It

refrains to illustrate the second class of expulsions, in which

the evil influences are embodied in a risible form cr are

at least supposed to be loaded upon a material medium,

1 Bmana, Lamto- urn! VMitunb
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which acts as a vehicle to draw them off from the people,

village, or town.

The Pomos of California celebrate an expulsion of devils

every seven years, at which the. devils are represented by dis-

guised men. "Twenty or thirty men array themselves in

harlequin rig and barbaric paint, and put vessels of pitch on

their heads
;
then they secretly go out into the surrounding

mountains. These arc to personify the devil*. A herald goes

up to the top of the assembly-house, and makes a speech to

the multitude. At a signal agreed upon in the evening the

masqueraders come in from the mountains, with the vessels of

pitch flaming on their heads, and with all the frightful acces-

sories of noise, motion, and costume which the savage mind can

devise in representation of demons. Tire terrified women am!

children flee for life, the men huddle them inside a circle, and,

on the principle of fighting the devil with fire, they swing

blazing firebrands in the air, yell, whoop, and make frantic

dashes at the marauding and bloodthirsty devils, so creating

a terrific spectacle, and striking great fear into the hearts of

the assembled hundreds of women, who arc screaming • and

fainting and clinging to their valorous protectors. Finally

the devils succeed in getting into the assembly-house, and

the bravest of the men enter and hold a parley with them.

As a conclusion of the whole farce, the men summon
courage, the devils are expelled from the assembly-house,

and with a prodigious row and racket of sham fighting arc

chased away into the mountains.'' 1 In spring, as soon as

the willow-leaves were full grown on the banks of the river,

the Marxian Indians celebrated their great annual festival,

one of the features of which was the expulsion of the devil.

A man, painted black to represent the devil, entered the

village from the prairie, chased and frightened the women,
and acted the part of a buffalo bull in the buffalo dance, flic

object of which was to ensure a plentiful supply of buffaloes

during the ensuing year. Finally he was chased from the

village, the women pursuing him with hisses and gibes,

beating him with sticks, and pelting him with dirt.'
, Some
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of the native tribes o( Central Queensland believe in a

noxious being called Molonga. who prowls unseen and would

kill men and violate women if certain ceremonies were not

performed. These ceremonies last for five nights and con-

sist of dances, in which only men. fantastically painted and

adorned, take p3rt. On the fifth night Molonga himself,

personified by a man tricked out with red ochre and feathers

and carrying a long feather-tipped spear, rushes forth from

the darkness at the spectators and makes as if he would run

them through. Great is the excitement, loud are the shrieks

and shouts, but after another feigned attack the demon
vanishes in the gloom.' On the last night of the year the

palace of the Kings of Cambodia is purged of devils. Men
painted as fiends are chased by elephants about the palace

courts. When they have been expelled, a consecrated

thread of cotton is stretched round the palace to keep them

out* The Kasyas, a hill tribe of Assam, annually expel

the demons. The ceremony takes place in a fixed month

of the year, and part of it consists in a struggle between

two bands of men who stand on opposite sides of a stream,

each side tugging at the end of a rope which is stretched

anon the water. In this contest, which resembles the

game of " French and English " or “ the Tug of War," the

men on one side probably represent the demons.8 Sorae-
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times in an Esthonian village a rumour will get about that

the Evil One himwlf has been seen in the place. Instantly

the whole village is in an uproar, and the entire population,

armed with sticks, flails, and scythes, turns out to give him

chase. They generally expel him in the shape of a wolf or

~W il»e wl"«t

froo lie scu, !tc l*J|iula(ioil of the
village, mm, "omen, and chllilrni,

divxU into iww |iartws and pall agnirs*

each oiher at the end* oi n k>«g Urn-
\x*k But the party at the extern trod

mm* pill the holder, in order in draw

I he vtml oet of the wwt
(Riedel, Of ftvik*v« kreriktuip rnxu
tUTtr&t'H SsIcK't trt Al/irf. p. 2$?).
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co lakeopposite sACa, and thdpaoc tees
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a cat, occasionally they brag that they have beaten the

devil to death.
1 At Carmona, in Andalusia, on one day of

the year, boys are stripped naked and smeared with glue in

which feathers are stuck. Thus disguised, they run from

house to house, the people trying to avoid them and to bar

their houses against them.1 The ceremony is probably a

relic of an annual expulsion of devils.

Oflencr, however, the expelled demons are not repre-

sented at all, but are understood to be present invisibly in

the material and visible vehicle which conveys them away.

Here, again, it will be convenient to distinguish between

occasional and periodical expulsions. We begin with the

former.

The vehicle which conveys away the demons may be of

various kinds. A common one is a little ship or boat.

Thus, in the southern district of the island of Ceram, when

a whole village suffers from sickness, a small ship is mode

and filled with rice, tobacco, eggs, and so forth, which have

been contributed by all the people. A little sail is hoisted

on the ship. When all is ready, a man calls out in a very loud

voice, " O all ye sicknesses, yr small-poxes, agues, measles,

etc., who have visited as so long and wasted us so sorely,

but who now cease to piaguc us. we have made ready this

ship for you and we have furnished you with provender

sufficient for the voyage. Ye shall have no lack of food

nor of betel -leaves nee of areca nuts nor of tobacco.

Depart, and sail away from us directly
;
never come near us

again; but go to a land which is far from here. Let all

the tides and winds waft you speedily thither, and so convey

you thither that for the time to come we may live sound

and well, and that \VC may never sec the sun rise on you

again." Then ten or twelve men carry tire vessel to the

shore, and let it drift away with the land-brcc/c, feeling con-

vinced that they arc free from sickness for ever, or at least

till the next time. If sickness attacks them again, they arc

sure it is not the same sickness, but a different one, which

in due time they dismiss in the same manner. When the

demon-laden bark is lost to sight, the bearers return to the

* J. G. Kohl, Du AntKk'THumhm OUsnffteimt", «L *? 3-

» y.virW, »U. (1SS9), p. 171.
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village, whereupon a man cries out, “ The sicknesses are now
gone, vanished, expelled, and sailed away." At this all the

people come running out of their houses, passing the word
from one to the other with great joy, beating on gongs and

on tinkling instruments ,

1

Similar ceremonies are commonly resorted to in other

East Indian islands. Thus In Timor-laut, to mislead the

demons who are causing sickness, a small proa, containing

the image of a man and provisioned for a long voyage, is

allowed to drift away with wind and tide. As it is being

launched, the people cry, “O sickness, go from here; turn

back
;
what do you here in this poor land ? ” Three days

after this ceremony a pig is killed, and part of the flesh Ls

offered to Dudilaa, who lives in the sun. One of the oldest

men says, " Old sir, I beseech you, make well the grand-

children, children, women, and men, that we may be able to

cat pork and rice and to drink palm-wine. I will keep my
promise. Eat your share, and make all the people in the

village well." If the proa is stranded at any inhabited spot,

the sickness will break out- there. .Hence a stranded proa

excites much alarm amongst the coast population, and they

immediately burn it. because demons fly from fire.’ In the

island of Buro the proa which carries away the demons of

disease is about twenty feet long, rigged out with sails, oars,

anchor, and so on, and well stocked with provisions. For a

day and a night the people beat gongs and drums, and rush

about to frighten the demons. Next morning ten stalwart

young men strike the people with branches, which have been
previously dipped in an earthen pot of water. As soon as

they have done so, they run down to the beach, put the

branches on board tire proa, launch another boat in great

haste, and tow the disease-burdened bark far out to sea.

There they cast it off, and one of them calls out, "Grand-
father Smallpox, go away—go willingly away—go visit

another land
;
we have made you food ready for the voyage

we have now nothing more to give." When they have

l Fruf^oi. V.Ienlyi, Cxd-n *in>o > Siotcl, D, ,/mi- tn

0,1/»U iii 1 4. RnUtt (DAnii- raiun tmuio, StUbscn Papu*. 1.. 304

thxina, p. 377 17.) copies Irooi tj.

olyo.
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landed, all the people bathe together in the sea .

1

In this

ceremony the reason for striking the people with the branches

is clearly to rid them of the disease-demon*, which arc then

supposed to be transferred to the branches. Hence the

ha*te with which the branches are deposited in the proa and

towed away to sea. So in the inland districts of Ceram,

when small-pox or other sickness is raging, the priest strikes

all the houses with consecrated branches, which are then

thrown into the river, to be carried down to the sea ;* exactly

as amongst the Wotyaks of Russia the sticks which have

been used for expelling the devils from the village are thrown

into the river, that the current may sweep the baleful burden

away. In Amboyna, for a similar purpose, the whole body
of the patient is rubbed with a live white cock, which is then

placed on a little proa and committed to the waves
;

5 and

in the Babar archipelago the bark which b to cany away to

sea the sickness of a whole village contains a bowl of ashes

taken from every kitchen in the village, and another bowl
into svhicli all the sick people have spat.* The plan of

putting puppets in the boat to represent sick persons, in

order to lure the demons after them, is not uncommon.* In

Selangor, one of the native states in the Malay Peninsula,

the ship employed in the export of disease is, or used to be,

a model of a special kind of Malay craft called a lanchang.

This was a two-masted vessel with galleries fore and aft,

armed with cannon, and used by Malay rajahs on the coast

of Sumatra. So gallant a ship would be highly acceptable

to the spirits, and to make it still more beautiful in their

1 Riots'
.
•/. tit. p. *5 If.

• iht tv ui.
’ P 7 *.

' P 3 i7-

*/<’’* FP- 3°t n„ 3 » 7 , 35 ? :

H. Uag Ro'.li, f/ttov, fj
British/fortA &*ran,i. j8* KorolHo
srsmpla of *io-Ji:gav;.y ploRue-UUeo
bow, in ihU u&m. w* RiteM, y. At
pp. iBt, «iO| Vie Bek. "SekcW.n
*«» bm tilled KUi," Ti*htkr.h roar
NtdtrtamJnh Mit, N.S.. viw (1879),
p. 1044 Baulin, Irntma iem, i. i<?

j

Hup*. •< Xorlf vtrhuideling ovtt de
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P «« I !
/enrooty(hi StuU) B’sr.ih 0/

thr A’lyaf Allah. Sactr/y, No. II, pp.

»19 J|l
i
Van Haweil, Velto&hth'ih

vt*[ tan MidliN-Suivalia, p. 98; C.

M. Pteyle, •• fetliftogiaphlichr H-whrij-

viog dar Kti-tubmlrn." TitJnMfi
son Att Ntdo/ondti\» AsrlriJItAiaidig

CanaMuho/, T-xd. Sc.,c, x. (1893).

p. 835; H. LaigRolb, M IWtMtivn
Of S*r».*V,-/«irn4/y Iht Alhrtfa-
lafital fmhtntr. KxtL ( 18931, P- *J-
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eyes it was not uncommonly stained yellow with turmeric

or saffron, for among the Malays yellow is the royal colour.

Some years ago a very fine model of a lamhang
, with its

cargo of sickness, was towed down the river to sea by the

Government steam launch. A common spell uttered at the

launching of one of these ships runs as follows:

—

“ Ho, elder* of the upper reacha,
Hides* of i lie lower reaches,

Elilcn of live dry land.

Elders of the river-flats,

Aucntblc >e, O people, lord, of hill and hill-foot,

l-ord* ef cavern and hill-locked hasin,

Lord* ef the deep primeval forest.

Lords cf .the river-bends

Conic on board this tumbling, assembling in your multitudes.

So may ye depart with the ebbing stream.

Depan on the passing hreexe,

Depart in the yawning earth,

Depart in the red-dyed earth,

Co ye to the ocean which has no wave.

And the plain where no green herb grows
And ncrer return hither.

But if ye mum hither,

Yo thall he consumed by the curse.

At sea ye shall get no drink.

Ashore ye shall get bo food,

But gape in vain about the world.'* 1

The practice of sending away disease* in boats is known
outside the limits of the Malay region. Thus when the

people of Tikopia, a small island in the Pacific, to the north

of the New Hebrides, were attacked by an epidemic cough,

they made a little canoe and adorned it with flowers. Four
sons of the principal chiefs carried it on their shoulders all

round the island, accompanied by the whole population, some
of whom beat the bushes, while others uttered loud cries.

On returning to the spot from which they had set out. they

launched the car.oe on the sex' In the Nicobar Islands, in

the Bay of Bengal, when there is much sickness in a village

or no fish ate caught, the blame Is laid upon the spirits.

They must be propitiated with offerings. All relations and

• W. \V. Skral, Malay Magk, pp. Ju e d la rahertkt <U la
435-435- /'»«!«, tur la (tmtU Ailri'aW. *.

• J.
Chjroor»tD’Civll!a,f’iy>v/*i>r«-- 311 .
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friends are invited, a huge pig is roasted, and the best of it

is eaten, but some parts arc offered to the shades. The
heap of offerings remains in front of the house till it is carried

away by the rising tide. Then the priests, their faces reddened

with paint and swine’s blood, pretend to catch the demon of

disease, and after a hand-to-hand tussle, force him into a

model boat, made of leaves and decked with garlands, which

is then towed so far to sea that neither wind nor tide is

likely to drive it back to the shore.
1

In Annam, when the

population of a village has been decimated by cholera, they

make a raft and lade it with offerings of money and food,

such as a sucking pig, bananas, and oranges. Sticks of

incense also smoke on the floating altar
;
and when all is

ready and earnest prayer* liave been uttered, the raft is

abandoned to the current of the river. The people hope

tliat the demon of cholera, allured and gratified by these

offerings, will float away on the raft and trouble them no

more.'

Often the vehicle which carries away the collected demons

or ills of a whole community is an animal or scapegoat.

In the Central Provinces of India, when cholera breaks out

in a village, every one retires after sunset to his house. The
priests then parade the streets, taking from the roof of each

house a straw, which is burnt with an offering of rice, ghee,

and turmeric, at sofnc shrine to the east of the village.

Chickens daubed with vermilion are driven away in the

direction of the smoke, and arc believed to carry the disease

with them. If they fail, goats arc tried, and last of all pigs.*

When cholera is very bad among the Bhara. Malians, and

Kurrais of India, they take a goat or a buffalo- -in either ease

the animal must be a female, and as black as possible—then

having tied some grain, cloves, and red lead in a yellow cloth on
in back they turn it out of the village. The animal is con-

1 Koejntcefi, "F.la Gdslcflail tin etc., Bn/tetiiv rf /a Svi/N ifAtuin-
NkoUre**." I'nhmeB. fa- Prrlm f.&gir tU ft>E, v. p. 409^-
C>u!i-,x. / Amltre/fagie {iSSiJ, p. Koi Stoma* »pptioalin.« t< ih* M'f
«oii W. StoIxxIo. “Die Berahner principle in Ih* cure of irxltoldueb,

«!« Ntoobarro -Atchlprli,- /far- He. Itouun, /Is- fa ifau/un
*»<—«/« Arrhir fur Elh**grtftli, An-*, Hi s«5 *8$ >/
*i. p. ioif.

'
I’. Doata. •• An- mm, Mlteon* 1 7i»/o* AVtt end Qtetia, c p. 4»,

« Sorrier., Kin,Mi-, el Supcntl&uu,” % .iS.
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due(ml beyond the boundary and not allowed to return.'

Sometime? the buffalo is marked with a red pigment and

driven to the next village, where he carries the plague with

him.s The people of the city and cantonments of Sagar being

afflicted with a violent influenza, " I had an application from

the o'd Queen Dowager of Sagar to allow of a noisy religious

procession for the purpose of imploring deliverance from this

great calamity. Men, women, and children in this procession

were to do their utmost to add to the noise by ‘ raising their

voices in psalmody," heating upon their brass pots and pans

with all their might, and discharging firearms where they

could get them. Before the noisy crowd was to be driven a

buffalo, which had been purchased by general subscription,

in order that every family might participate in the merit.

They were to follow it out eight miles, where it was to be
turned loose for any man who would take it. If the animal

returned, the disease mu9t return with it, and the ceremony
be performed over again. ... It was, however, subsequently

determined that the animal should be a goat
;
and he was

driven before the crowd accordingly. 1 have on several

occasions been requested to allow of such noisy ceremonies

in cases of epidemics.’” Once, when influenza was raging

in Pithuria, a man had a small carriage made, after a plan

of his own, for a pair of scapegoats, which were harnessed to

it and driven to a wood at some distance, where they were

let loose. From that hour the disease entirely ceased in the

town. The goats never returned
;
had they done so, “ the

disease must have come back with them.” 4 The idea of

the scapegoat is not uncommon in the hills of the Eastern

Ghats. In 1886, during a severe outbreak of small-pox, the

people of Jcypur made puja to a goat, inarched it to the

Ghats, and let it loose on the plains.* In Southern Konkan,
on the appearance of cholera, the villagers went in pro-

cession from the temple to the extreme boundaries of the

i U. Hi. p. 8i. « J73-
’ W. Crooke, Our^wtim Is lU

Popular Kiliglm P.UUr, ,}
Norlkrm /WiS. p. 91. Ball* m
used as. scjp’gcaU for ebolrta in

<H. O. M. Mariaj'-Aynstef,

in FMJors, iv. (1893). P 39* 'V >.

* AWrf artJ (WiV/, It. p.

*«S*. I ‘1*7.

* h., a. p. * 15,

1

it*3.

4 F. Paworlt, •• On the Stom (or

Journalo/!ht Aiuk’ef. Sac.

cf /fonUy, I. 2
1 J. note.
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village, carrying a basket of cooked rice covered with red

powder, a wooden doll representing the pestilence, and a

cock. The head of the cock was cut off at the village

boundary, and the body was thrown away. When cholera

had thus been transferred from one village to another, the

second village observed the same ceremony and passed

on the scourge to its neighbours, and so on through a

number of villages.' Among the Korwas of Mirxapur,

when cholera has broken out, the priest offers a black

cock or. if the disease is very malignant, a black goat at

the shrine of the local deity, and then drives the animal

away in the direction of some other village. But it has

not gone far before he overtakes it, kills it, and cats it

;

which he may do with perfect safety in virtue of his

sacred cffice. Again, when cholera is raging among the

Pauris, an aboriginal Dravidian race of South Mirrapur,

the wizard and the village elders feed a black cock with

grain and drive it beyond the boundaries, ordering the fowl

to take the disease away with it A little oil, red lead, and

a spangle worn by a woman on her forehead are usually

fastened to the bird’s head before it is let loose. The cost

of purchasing the cock is defrayed by public subscription.

When such a bird nf ill-omen appears in a village, the priest

takes it to the shrine of the local deity and sacrifices it there
;

but sometimes he merely bows before it at the shrine and

passes it on to some other village. If disease attacks their

cattle, the Kharwars of Northern India take a black cock

and put red lead on its head, antimony on its eyes, a spangle

on its forehead, and a pewter bangle on its kg
;
thus arrayed

they let it loose, calling out to the disease, “ Mount on the

fowl and go elsewhere into the ravines and thickets
;
destroy

the sin.” Perhaps, as has been suggested, this tricking out

of the bird with women's ornaments may be a relic of some

grosser form of expiation In which a human being was

sacrificed or banishcd. ! Charms of this sort in India no

doubt date from a remote antiquity. They were known in

the Vedk ages ; for a ritual text describes the ceremony

1 Jaum. AMkref. .W. Bamha*. i. 37. Krrtkt'mMl, |» 109 19. i *<1 Triia
* W. drool*. la tit CaHtt tkt tkHk-Waltm Pro-

Pf-ta, Kaligua W PaOltr. a/ •fernW 0,00, !li *4$
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of Idling loose .against a hostile army a white-footed ewe in

which the power of disease was believed to be incarnate.
1

In 1857, when the Aymara Indians of Bolivia and Peru

were suffering from a plague, they loaded a black llama with

the clothes of the plague-stricken people, sprinkled brandy on
the clothes, and then turned the animal loose on the

mountains, hoping that it would carry the pest away
with it.*

Occasionally the scapegoat is a man. Some of the

aboriginal tribes of China, as a protection against pestilence,

select a man of great muscular strength to act the part of

scapegoat. Having besmeared his face with paint, he per-

foims many antics with the view of enticing all pestilential

and noxious influences to attach themselves to him only.

He is assisted by a priest. Finally the scapegoat, hotly

pursued by men and women beating gongs and tom-toms,

is driven with great haste out of the town or village* A
Hindoo cure for the murrain is to hire a man of the

Chamar caste, turn his face away from the village, brand

him with a red-hot sickle, and let him go out into the jungle

taking the murrain with him. He must not look back.4

In the territory of Kumaon, lying on the southern slopes of

the Western Himalayas, the custom of employing a human
scapegoat appears to have taken a somewhat peculiar form in

the ceremony known as Barat. First of all a thick rope of

grass is stretched from the top of a cliff to the valley be-

neath, where it is made fast to posts driven into the ground.

Next a wooden saddle, with a very sharp ridge and unpadded,
is attached by thongs to the cable, along which it runs in a
deep groove. A man now scats himself on the saddle and
is strapped to it, while sand-bags or heavy stones are sus-

pended from his fcet to secure his balance. Then, after

various ceremonies have been performed and a kid sacrificed,

lie throws himself as far back in the saddle as he can go,
and is started off to slide down the rope into the valley.

Away he shoos at an cvcr-incre^ing speed ; the saddle

' II. OtOenUrj, DU RtHgim *1 y /*, Etkmhgval Satiny ef London,
1-rJa, p. 498. jj. 337.

* J. II. Gray. China, ii. 30^.
1 1» KOftKS, “Ob Ibe Ayio.ra • I'anjah A'at/j aul Qama, i. p. 7 $,
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iimler him, however well greased, emits volumes of smoke
during the greater part of his progress

; and he is nearly

senseless when he reaches the bottom. Here men are wait-

ing to catch him and run forward with him some distance

in order to break gradually the force of his descent. This

ceremony, regarded as a propitiation of Mahadeva, is per-

formed as a means of delivering a community from present

or impending calamity. Thus, for example, it was performed

when cholera was raging at Almora. and the people traced

the immunity they enjoyed to the due observance of the rite.

Each district has its hereditary Badi, as the performer is

called
;
he is supported by annual contributions in grain from

the inhabitants, as well as by special payments for each

performance. When the ceremony is over, the grass rope

is cut up and distributed among the villagers, who hang the

pieces as charms at tlic eaves of their houses
;
and they pre-

serve the hair of the Badi for a similar purpose. Yet wltilc

his severed locks bring fertility to other people's lands, he
entails sterility on his own

;
and it is firmly believed that

no seed sown by his hand could ever sprout. Formerly the

rule prevailed that, if a Radi had the misfortune to fall from

the rope in the course of his flying descent, be was im-

mediately despatched with a sword by the spoctators. The
rule has naturally been abolished by the English government

;

but its former observance seems to indicate that the custom
of letting a man slide down a rope as a charm to avert

calamity is only a mitigation of an older custom of putting

him to death.’

'Hie mediate expulsion of evils by means of a scapegoat

or other material vehicle, like the immediate expulsion of

them in invisible form, tends to become periodic, and for a

like reason. Thus every year, generally in March, the

people of Lcti, Moa, and Lakor send away all their diseases

to sea. They make a proa about six feet long, rig it with

sails, oar», rudder, etc., and every family deposits in it some
rice, fruit, a fowl, two eggs, insects that ravage the fields, and
soon. Then they let it drift away to sea, saying, “ Take
away from here all kinds of sickness, take them to other

island*, to other lands, distribute them in places that lie

* A>f* ,v.V« cut Q<aru,. I. py. 55, ;» 77. 0 «ir. 4V). 5 '<>
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eastward, where the sun rises."
1 The Biajas of Borneo

annually send to sea a little bark laden with the sins and

misfortune* of the people. The crew of any ship that falls

in with the ill-omened bark at sea will suffer all the sorrows

with which it is laden.1 Every year, at the beginning of the

dry season, the Nicobar islanders carry the model of a ship

through their villages. The devils are chased out of the

huts, and driven on board the little ship, which is then

launched and suffered to sail away with the wind.* At
Sucla-Tirtha, in India, an earthen pot containing the

accumulated sins of the people is (annually ?) 9ct adrift on
the river. Legend says that the custom originated with a

wicked priest who, after atoning for his guilt by a course of

austerities and expiatory ceremonies, was directed to sail

upon the river in a boat with white sails. If the white sails

turned black, it would be a sign that his sins were forgiven

him. They did so, and he joyfully allowed the boat to drift

with his sins to sea.* Amongst many of the aboriginal

tribes of China, a great festival is celebrated in the third

month of every year. It is held by way of a general rejoic-

ing over what the people believe to be a total annihilation

of the ills of the past twelve months. This annihilation is

supposed to be effected in the following way. A large

earthenware jar filled with gunpowder, stones, and bits of

iron is buried in the earth. A train of gunpowder, communi-
cating with the jar, is then laid

;
and a match being applied,

the jar and its contents arc blown up. The stones and bits

of iron represent the ills and disasters of the past year, and

the dispersion of them by the explosion is believed to remove

the ills and disasters themselves. The festival is attended

with much revelling and drunkenness.1 On New Year’s

Day people in Corea seek to rid themselves of all their

distresses by painting linages on paper, writing against them
their troubles of body ur mind, and afterwards giving the

papers to a boy to bum. Another method of effecting the

same object at the same season is to make rude dolls of

1 kietd, Of »/«**• f> Ctulititt, it 9 J.

rmutm Miu/if* SrMfi m Pafiua, p. » Id., ii. }i.
*

i'/y ' AfinUt Rtuanka, ii. 96 tf,
‘ Billion, Of Mnutk in dfr *

J. |{. Cm,. CM**, ii. joC
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draw, stuff (hem with a few copper coins, and throw them
into the street. Whoever picks up such an effigy gets all

the troubles and thereby relieves the original sufferer. 1 Mr.

George Bogle, the English envoy sent to Tibet by Waricn

Hastings, witnessed the celebration of the Tibetan New
Year's Day at Teshu Lumbo, the capital of the Teshu Lama.
* The figure of a man, chalked upon paper, was laid upon

the ground. Many strange ceremonies, which to me who
did not understand them appeared whimsical, were performed

about it
;
and a great fire being kindled in a corner of the

court, it was at length held over it, and being formed of

combustibles, vanished with much smoke and explosion. 1

was told it was a figure of the devil."
5 At Old Calabar, in

Guinea, the devils arc expelled once every two years. A
number of figures called nabibetus arc make of sticks and

bamboos, and fixed indiscriminately about the town. Some
of them represent human beings, others birds, crocodiles,

and so on. After three or four weeks the devils arc

expected to take up their abode in these figures. When
the night comes for their general expulsion, the people feast

and sally out in parties, beating at empty corner*, and

shouting with all their might. Shots arc fired, the nabiktms

arc torn up with violence, set in flames, and flung into the

river. The orgies last till daybreak, and the town is con-

sidered to be rid of evil influences for two years to come.’

From another account of the same custom as it is practised

at Creek Town, in Calabar, we learn that the images—large

grotesque figures carved of wood—are set up in the houses,

and that the spirits arc believed to huddle among the rags and
gew-gaws with which the effigies are bedizened. No sooner are

these spirit-traps disposed of, by being hurled into the river,

then fresh images are made and set up in the hou*cs to be

afterwards treated in the same fashion when the next general

expulsion of spirits takes place.* On the evening of Easter

Sunday the gypsies of Southern Europe take a wooden vessel

like a band-box, which rests cradlc-wisc on two cross pieces

’ Mrs. Bi&hop, Etna anditrFfiFt- H'ti/r-u A/n.a. p. :6i.
*"-/, i. 56. • Mbs Mary II. Kin£ik>, Trmrb

* Beet* tod Mir. nine. 7IM. edited in »>./ Afry*, p. <94 Compare
OyU R. Mutlhun, p. 106 I/.
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Muxlooald, KtFgif and .*•>«, p.
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of wood. In this they place herbs and simples, together

with the dried carcass of a snake, or !i»rd, which every

person present must first have touched with his fingers. The
vessel is then wrapt in white and red wool, carried by the

oldest man from tent to tent, and finally thrown into running

water, not, however, before every member of the band has

spat into it once, and the sorceress has uttered some spells

over it. They believe that by performing this ceremony they

d ispci all the illnesses that would otherwise have afflicted

them in the course of the year ;
and that if any one finds

the vessel and opens it out of curiosity, lie and his will be

visited by all the maladies which the others have escaped.'

On one day of the year some of the people of the

Western Himalayas take a dog, intoxicate him with spirits

and bhang or hemp, and having fed him with swcalmcats,

lead him round the village and let him loose. They tlicn

chase and kill him with sticks and stones, and believe that,

when they have dene so, no disease or misfortune will visit

the village during the year.1 In some parts of Breadalbane

it was formerly the custom on New Year's Day to take a

deg to the door, give him a bit of bread, and drive him out,

saying, “ Get away, you dog 1 Whatever death of men or

loss of cattle would happen in this house to the end of the

present year, may it all light on ycur head!"* it appears

that the white dogs annually sacrificed by the Iroquois at

their New Year Festival are, or have been, regarded as

scapegoats. According to Mr. J. V. H. Clark, who
witnessed the ceremony in January 1841, on the first day
of the festival all the fires in the village were extinguished,

the ashes scattered to the winds, and a new fire was kindled

with flint and steel. On a subsequent day, men dressed in

fantastic costumes went round the village, gathering the sins

of the people. When the morning of the last day of the

festival was come, two white dogs, decorated with red paint,

wampum, feathers, and ribbons, were led out. They were soon

1 II- wo wiidocki. Vt/hflauh m,d Ur Atiatxr Svirt, c/fl/afa/, Eli. pt. 1.

rifipvsr Aram* drr /.'{uwr, p. 65 ( 1SS4I. p. t>2.

V- ’ -'Vwi*WW.W>«*«M Hi. Elf*'
1 F- T. Atkimon, “ Nolo on the Ircnlk Umar,, from ibt MSS. ofjcbn

llonxy iJ Ketlpan in the Hiroalay* of K*m-»y of Ochleityre, edited hf Ala.
>he NotlhAVwt lWrincos"/**”"'^ AIUrJ,.-c (tdinborglv 1S8S), i». 419.
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strangle, and hung on a ladder. Firing and yelling

succo:dcd. and half an hour later the animals were taken into

a house.
“ where the people's sins were transferred to them."

The carcasses were afterwards burnt on a pyre of wood. 1

According to the Rev. Mr. Kirkland, who wrote last century,

the ashes of the pyre upon which one of the white dogs was

burnt were carried through the village and sprinkled at the

door of every house.’ Formerly, however, as we have seen,

the Iroquois expulsion of evils was immediate and not by
scapegoat." On the Day of Atonement, which was the tenth

day of the seventh month, the Jewish high-priest laid both

hte hands on the head of a live goat, confessed over it all the

iniquities of the Children of Israel, and, having thereby

transferred the sins of the people to the beast, sent it away
into the wilderness.

1

The scapegoat upon whom the sins of the people arc

periodically laid, may also be a human being. At Onitsha,

on the Niger, two human beings used to. be annually

sacrificed to take away the sins of the land. Tire victims

were purchased by public subscription. All persons who,

during the past year, had fallen into gross sins, such as

incendiarism, theft, adultery, witchcraft, and so forth, were

expected to contribute 28 ngugai, or a little over £2. The
money thus collected was taken into the interior of the country

and expended in the purchase of two sickly persons “ to be

offered as a sacrifice for all these abominable crimes—one for

the land and one for the river.” A man from a neighbouring

• W. M. Beauchamp, ••TIh tio<|*M.
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town was hired to put them to death. On the twenty-seventh

of February 1858 the Rev. J.C. Taylor witnessed the sacri-

fice of one of these victims. The sufferer was a woman, about

nineteen or twenty years of age. They dragged her alive

along the ground, face downwards, from the king’s house to

the river, a distance of two miles, the crowds who acccm-

panied her crying, “Wickedness! wickedness!” The intention

was " to take away the iniquities of the land. The body was
dragged along in a merciless manner, as if the weight of all

their wickedness was thus carried away." 1

In Siam it used

to be the custom on one day of the year to single out a

woman broken down by debauchery, and carry her on a

litter through all the streets to the music of drums and
hautboys. The mob insulted her and pelted her with dirt

,

and after having carried her through the whole city, they

threw her on a dunghill or a hedge of thorns outside the

ramparts, forbidding her ever to enter the walls again. They
believed that the woman thus drew upon herself all the

malign influences of the air and of evil spirits.’ The Battas

of Sumatra offer cither a red horse or a buffalo as a public

sacrifice to purify the land and obtain the favour of the gods.

Formerly, it is said, a man was bound to the same stake as

the buffalo, and when they killed the animal, the man was

driven away ; no one might receive him, converse with him,

or give him food.* Doubtless he was supposed to carry

away the sins and mitforlunes of the people.

Human scapegoats, as we shall sec presently, were well

known in classical antiquity, and even in rtlcdiarva! Europe
the custom seems not to have been wholly extinct. In the

town of Halberstadt, in ThUringen, there was a church said to

have been founded by Charlemagne. In this church every

year they chose a man, who was believed to be stained with

heinous sins. On the first day of Lent he was brought to

the church, dressed in mourning garb, with his head muffled

1 S. Cro«il«t «ad J. C. Tjylor. Th< from Tijtor.

on thf BaMi of lit Nipr, fp 1 Torpl*. •• History of Siam,' to
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up. Al the close of the service he was turned out of the

church. During the forty days of Lent he perambulated

the city barefoot, neither entering the churches nor speaking

to any one. The canons took it in turn to feed him. After

midnight he was allowed to sleep in the streets. On the

day before Good Friday, after the consecration of the holy

oil, he was readmitted to the church and absolved from his

sins. The people gave him money. He was called Adam,
and was now believed to be in a state of innocence.

1 At
Entlcbuch, in Switzerland, down to the close of last century,

the custom of annually expelling a scapegoat was preserved

in the ceremony of driving “ Posterli ” from the village into

the lands of the neighbouring village.
M Posterli ” was

represented by a lad disguised as an old witch or as a goat

or an ass. Amid a deafening noise of horns, clarionets,

bells, whips, and so forth, he was driven out. Sometimes
“ Posterli "was represented by a puppet, which was drawn on

a dedge and left in a corner of the neighbouring village.

The ceremony took place on the Thursday evening of the

last week but one before Christmas .
5

Sometimes the scapegoat is a divine animal. The
people of Malabar share the Hindoo r«vercnce for the cow, to

kill and cat which “ they esteem to be a crime as heinous as

homicide or wilful murder." Nevertheless "the Bramans
transfer the sins of the people into one or more Cows, which

arc then carry'd away, both the Cows and the Sins where-

with these Beasts arc charged, to what place the Braman
shall appoint." * When the ancient Egyptians sacrificed a

bull, they invoked upon its head all the evils that might

otherwise befall themselves and the land of Egypt, and
thereupon they cither sold the bull’s head to the Greeks or

cavt it into the river.* Now, it cannot be said that in the

times known to us the Egyptians worshipped bulls in

general, for they seem to have commonly killed and eaten

them .
4 But a good many circumstances point to the

' ArneuSylros £>,V/u(Bale, 1570, Rdigim. Msmnm, a*dloamO#tftkt

P- **3 W- yWyVi of MatMar, pp. 6. U «tf-
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conclusion lhat originally all cattle, bulla an well as cows,

were, held sacred by the Egyptians. For not only were all

cows esteemed holy by them and never sacrificed, but even

bulls might not be sacrificed unless they had certain natural

marks ; a priest examined every bull before it was sacrificed
;

if it bad the proper marks, he put his seal on the animal in

token that it might be sacrificed
;
and if a man sacrificed a

bull which had not been scaled, he was put to death. More-

over, the worship of the black bulls Apis and Mnevis,

especially the former, played an important part in Egyptian

religion
;

all bulls that died a natural death were carefully

buried in the suburbs of the cities, and their bones were

afterwards collected from all parts of Egypt and buried in

a single spot
;
and at the sacrifice of a bull in the great

rites of Isis all the worshippers beat their breast* and

mourned .
1 On the whole, then, we are perhaps entitled to

infer that bulls were originally, as cows were always,

esteemed sacred by the Egyptian*, and that the slain bull

upon whose head they laid the misfortunes of the people

was once a divine scapegoat It seems not imptpbable that

the lamb annually .slain by the Madis of Central Africa is a

divine scapegoat, and the same supposition may pattly

explain the Zuni sacrifice of the turtle.*

Lastly, the scapegoat may be a divine man. Thus, in

November the Gonds of India worship Ghansyam Deo, the

protector of the crops, and at the festival the god himself is said

to descend on the head of one of the worshippers, who is

suddenly seized with a kind of fit and, after staggering

about, rushes off into the jungle, where it is believed that, if

left to himself, he would die mad. However, they bring him
back, but he docs not recover his senses for one or two days.

The people think that one man is thus singled out as a scape-

goat for the sins of the rest of the village.* In the temple

of the Moon the Albanian* of the Eastern Caucasus kept a

number of sacred slaves, of whom many were inspired and

propheried When one of these men exhibited more than

usual symptom* of inspiration or insanity, and wandered

solitary up and down the woods, like the Gond in the jungle,

* PtNpb Naut amt Qx«ris/, ti p
54 .
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the high priest had him bound with a sacred chain and

maintained him in luxury for a year. At the end of the

year he was anointed with unguents and led forth to be

sacrificed. A man whose business it was to slay these

human victims and to whom practice had given dexterity,

advanced from the crowd and thrust a sacred spear into the

victim's side, piercing his heart. From the manner in which

the slain man fell, omens were drawn as to the welfare of

the commonwealth. Then the body was carried :o a certain

spot where all the people stood upon it as a purificatory

ceremony.

1 This last circumstance clearly indicates that

the sins of the people were transferred to the victim, just as

the Jewish priest transferred the sins of the people to the

scapegoat by laying his hand on the animals head
;
and

Since the man was believed to be possessed by the divine

spirit, we have here an undoubted example of a man-god

slain to take away the sins and misfortunes of the people.

In Tibet the ceremony of the scapegoat presents some

remarkable features. The Tibetan new year begins with the

nnv moon, which appears about the fifteenth of February.

For twenty - three days afterwards the government of

Lhas*. the capital, is taken out of the hands of the

ordinary rulers and entrusted to the monk of the Debang

monastery who offers to pay the highest sum for the privilege.

The successful bidder is called the Jalno, and lie announces

his accession to power in person, going through the streets

of Lhasa with a silver stick in his hand. Monks from all

the neighbouring monasteries and temples assemble to pay

him homage. The Jalno exercises his authority in the most

arbitrary manner for his own benefit, as all the fines which

he exacts are his by purchase. The profit he makes is

about ten times the amount of the purchase money. His
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men go about the streets in order to discover any conduct

on the part of the inhabitants that can be found fault with.

Every house in Lhasa is taxed at this time, and the slightest

fault is punished with unsparing rigour by fines. This

severity of the Jalno drives all working classes out of the

city till the twenty-three days arc. over. Meantime, all the

priests (lock from the neighbourhood into the city in such

multitudes, that the streets are incarnadined with their red

cloaks. All day long, from before the peep of dawn till

after darkness has fallen, these red-cloaked lamas hold

services in the dim incensc-ladcn air of the great Machin*

drannth temple, the cathedral of Lhasa
;

and thither they

crowd thrice a day to receive their dolts of tea and soup

and money. The cathedral is a vast building, standing in

the centre of the city, and surrounded by bazaars and shops.

The idols In it arc richly inlaid with gold and precious

stones. Twenty-four days after the Jalno has ceased to

have authority, he assumes it again, and for ten days acts in

the same arbitrary manner as before. On the first of the

ten days the priests assemble as before at the cathedral,

pray to the gods to prevent sickness and other evils among
the people ,

41
and, as a peace-offering, sacrifice one man. The

man is not killed purposely, but the ceremony he undergoes

often proves fatal .
1 Grain is thrown against his head, and

his face is painted half white, half black." Thus grotesquely

disguised, and carrying a coat of skin on his arm, he is

called the King of the Years, and sits daily in the market-

place, where he helps himself to whatever he likes and goes

about shaking a black yak's tail over the people, who thus

transfer their bad luck to him. On the tenth day, all the troops

in Lhasa march to the great temple and form in line before it.

The King of the Years it brought forth from the temple and
receives small donations from the assembled multitude. He
then ridicules the Jalno, saying to him, * What we perceive

through the five senses is no illusion. All you teach is

untrue," and the like. The Jalno, who represents the Grand
Lama for the time being, contests there heretical opinions ;

the dispute waxes warm, and at last both agree to decide the

' The cornacoy reSenrd to it {Cihupi the one performed on the tenth tij,

u lUurfW in the text.
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questions at issue by a cast of the dice, the Jalno offering to

change places with the scapegoat should the throw be

against him. If the King of the Years wins, much evil is

prognosticated
;
but if the Jalno wins, there is great rejoic-

ing, for it proves that his adversary has been accepted by the

gods as a victim to bear all the sins of the people of Lhasa.

Fortune, however, always favours the Jalno, who throws

sixes with unvarying success, while his opponent turns up

only ones. Nor is this so extraordinary as at first sifcht it

might appear; for the Jalno's dice'arc marked with nothing

but sixes and his adversary's with nothing but ones. When
he secs the finger of Providence thus plainly pointed against

him, the King of the Years is terrified and flees away upon

a white horse, with a white dog, a white laid, salt, and so

forth, which have all been provided for him by the govern-

ment. Mis face is still painted half white and half black,

acid he still wears his leathern coat. The whole populace

pursues him, hooting, yelling, and firing blank shots in

volleys after him Thus driven out of the city, he is detained

for sever, days in the great chamber of horrors at the 5am-

ya* monastery, surrounded by monstrous and terrific images

of devils and skins of huge serpents and wild beasts.

Thence he goes away into the mountains of Chetang, where

he has to remain an outcast for several months or a year in

a narrow den. If he dies before the time is out, the people

say it is an auspicious omen
;
but if he survives, he may

return to Lhasa and play the part of scapegoat over again

the following year.
1

• " Report ot a Route Ssrviy by to the l«l of dw Kconni. refcnod

JNnxlit - from Nepal 10 Uttfl. to. -Hch hoxowc ttmea wiondkiixt

feurna/ A'ora! (lagr. £*. *>*viil- knlwnution, at coe point of the cue-

(xSliSj, pj». 167, 170 ff. ;
,4 F«®t Ycat*' moni«* tb* troop* ouirch thrice round

JoneyTog tluoueh Croat ViLct. byo«-.c \ht Umplc fire Burner™ volWy*

of ih® Tr»o* Hir>al®pB £%plocirt/’ of mu*kc<ry to ilriv* *way ihc demons
A\yal tAijjr. Sx. N.S %ii. With ihc like tecta they diteferj-c u

(iKUfcp. U 7 if. : L.A. Waddell, 71* £Kil cannon, wkl to l* * ihaaund
BttJdhitM sf Tibi (Loodc^ 1S95). ytara ohl, which bears the faftauKion.

5c* 51 j/^.
; J. L. Dvliv&il “I »Sc deitro}*f of rcl'dlkm.'*

dt Xhiai, Misuvn da/ix fa TIic suite account H*nU uf a “ «*nc*

***** Atb /$*>/%; RkHd* c4**& performed by pn>j4c.

{P**i*r i#97h t* 257 T*c acaxuts n festival of bintenia, mi ®*H»li»uon of

WrolttMM e*ch other, though they b» -relief# in butler, a hor*e ntce, •

hi wirk panicilus. I have foot rocc, am) a «uk»n bfowtog of iht

•tukmvournt to combine them. Accord- pcopt* by the Gnu*! L*®*.
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This quaint ceremonial, still annually observed in the

secluded capital of Buddhism—the Home of Asia— is par-

ticularly interesting because it exhibits, in a clearly marked
religious stratification, a series of divine redeemers them-

selves redeemed, of vicarious sacrifices vicariously atoned

for, of gods undergoing a process of fossilisation, who,

while they retain the privileges, have disburdened themselves

of the pains and penalties of divinity. In the Jalno

wc may without undue straining discern a successor of

those temporary kings, those mortal gods, who purchase

a short lease cf power and glory at the price of their

Uses. That he Is the temporary substitute of the Grand
Lama is certain ; that he Is, or was once, liable to act

as scapegoat for the people is made nearly certain by his

offer to change places with the real scapegoat—the King
of the Years—if the arbitrament of tbc dice should go
against him. It is true that the conditions under which die

question is now put to the hasard have reduced the offer to

an idle form. But such forms are no mere mushroom

growths, springing up of themselves in a night. If they

are now lifeless formalities, empty husks devoid of signifi-

cance. we may be sure that they once had a life and a

meaning ; if at the present day they are blind alleys

leading nowhere, we may be certain that in former days

they were paths that led somewhere, if only to death.

That death was the goal to which of old the Tibetan scape-

goat passed after his brief period of licence in the market-
place. is a conjecture that has much to commend it Analogy
suggests it

;
the blank shots fired after him, the statement

that the ceremony often proves fatal, the belief that his death

Is a happy omen, all confirm iL We need not wonder
then that the Jalno, after paying so dear to act as deputy-

deity for a few weeks, should have preferred to die by
deputy rather than in his own person when his time was up.

The painful but necessary duty was accordingly laid on
some poor devil, some social outcast, some wretch with

whom the world had gone hard, who readily agreed to

throw away his life at the end of a few days if only he

might have his fling in the meantime. For observe that

while the time allowed to the original deputy—the Jalno

—
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wM measured by weeks, the time allowed to the deputy's

deputy was cut down to days, ten days according to one
authority, seven days according to another. So short a rope

was doubtless thought a long enough tether for so black or

sickly a sheep ; so few sands in the hour-glass, slipping so
fast away, sufficed for one who had wasted so many precious

years. Hence in the jack-pudding who now masquerades
with motley countenance in the market-place of Lhasa,

sweeping up misfortune with a black yak’s tail, we may
fairly sec the substitute of a substitute, the vicar of a vicar,

the proxy on whose back the heavy burden was laid when
It had been lifted from nobler shoulders. But the clue, if

wc have followed it aright, does not stop at the Jalno
;

it

leads straight back to the pope of Lhasa himself, the Grand
Lama, of whom the Jalno is merely the temporary vicar.

The analogy of many customs in many lands points to the

conclusion that, if this human divinity stoops to resign his

ghostly power for a time into the hands of a substitute, it is, or

rather was onco, for no other reason than that the substitute

might die in his stead. Thus through the mist of ages

unillumincd by the lamp of history, the tragic figure of the

pope or Buddhism—God’s vicar on earth for Asia—looms

dim and sad as the man-god who bore his people’s sorrows,

the Good Shepherd who laid down his life for the <hccp.

The foregoing survey of the custom of publicly expelling
the accumulated evils of a village or town or country suggests
a few general observations. In the first place, it will not be
disputed that what I have called the immediate and the
mediate expulsions of evil are identical in intention

; in

other words, that whether the evils are conceived of as

Invisible or as embodied in a material form, is a circumstance
entirely subordinate to the main object of the ceremony,
which is simply to effect a total clearance of all the ills that
have been infesting a people. If any link were wanting to

connect the two kinds of expulsion, it would be furnished by
such a practice as that of sending the evils away in a litter

or a boat. For here, on the one hand, the evils arc
invisible and intangible

;
and, on the otlier hand, there is a

vistble and tangible vehicle to convey them away. And a
Scapegoat is nothing more than such a vehicle.
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In the second place, when a general clearance of evils is

resorted to periodically, the interval between the celebrations

of the ceremony is commonly a year, and the time of year

when the ceremony takes place usually coincides with some
well-marked change of season—such as the beginning or end

of winter in the arctic and temperate zones, and the beginning

or end of the rainy season in the tropics. The increased

mortality which such climatic changes are apt to produce,
especially amongst ill-fed, ill-clothed, and ill-housed savages,

is set down by primitive man to the agency of demons, who
must accordingly be expelled. Hence, in the tropical regions
of New Britain and Peru, the devils arc or were driven out
at the beginning of the rainy season

;
hence, on the dreary

coasts of Baffin Land, they arc banished at the approach of

the bitter arctic w-intcr. When a tribe has taken to hus-

bandry, the time for the general expulsion of devils is

naturally made to agree with one of the great epochs of the
agricultural year, as sowing, or harvest

;
but, as these epochs

themselves often coincide with changes of season, it does not
follow that tl»c transition from the hunting or pastoral to the
agricultural life involves any alteration in the time of cele-

brating this great annual rite. Some of the agricultural

communities of India and the Hindoo Koosh, as we have
seen, hoJB their general clearance of demons at harvest,
others at sowing-time, But, at whatever season of the year
it is held, the general expulsion of devils commonly marks
the beginning of the new year. For, before entering on a

new year, people arc anxious to rid themselves of the troubles

that have harassed them in the past
;
hence it comes about

that amongst so many people the beginning of the new year
is inaugurated with a solemn and public banishment of evil

spirits

In the third place, it is to be observed that this public
and periodic expulsion of devils is commonly preceded or
followed by a period of general licence, during which tire

ordinary restraints of society arc thrown aside, and all

offences, short of the gravest, are allowed to pas9 unpunished.
In Guinea and Tonquin the period of licence precedes the

public expulsion of demons; and the suspension of the
ordinary government in Lhasa previous to the expulsion of
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the scapegoat is perhaps a relic of a similar period of

universal licence. Amongst the Hos the period of licence

follows the expulsion of the devil Amongst the Iroquois it

hardly appears whether it preceded or followed the banish-

ment of evils. In any case, the extraordinary relaxation of all

ordinary rules of conduct on such occasions is doubtless to

be explained by the general clearance of evils which precedes

or follows if. On the one hand, when a general riddance of

evil and absolution from all sin is in immediate prospect, men
arc encouraged to give the rein to their passions, trusting

that the coming ceremony will wipe out the score which they

arc running up so fast. On -the other hand, when the cere-

mony has just taken place, men’s minds are freed from the

oppressive sense, under which they generally labour, of an
atmosphere surcharged with devils

;
and in the first revulsion

of joy they overleap the limits commonly imposed by custom

am! moiality. When the ceremony takes place at harvest-

time. the elation' of feeling which it excites is further stimu-

lated by the state of physical wellbeing produced by an

abundant supply of food. 1

1 In the Das sera festival, as celc» the seventh day at surset there « a
torauxl kt Kcpaul, uc iicui to ha»e parade c4 all the uoofK Vo the capital,

instinre of the : nr. ail e*jv:I- inrhxiing the artillery. At a grren

«»fdemom pjccolod by a time of the rqpmrou begin to fire, the

Hemet* The k-.timl occurs at the artillery ink** It up, ami n general

Uj£*ir»M£ of fXrtoh«r and lntt« Cm him** gnu on for about twenty tauiute*.

da>r 44 During hs coaiiaunnce there when it suddenly ceases. This pmb»
u 1 j;i*aesal holkliy among all eftitfet ally rtpiesecta the expulsion of the
ofthe Tbr e*y cf Kathtiawlu ttemraa “The grand cutting of Ihe

xi thii time l* required to I* puritel, rice-crop* rt always pcdpcidtl till the

but the puxirKatxm is effected rcthcr ly Dsssera * over, and commence* all

pra/cr th»a by «itiv«el|OMing. All m-ec tho vxlhry th* vnryefay afUrward*."
the coins of Ixv are dosed, and all Sec the description of the festival in

pwueis in >i*l are remored from Oh**!'* StottA*/** Ar
/>vt/, 6. 342-

•h* precincts of tho city. ... The 351. On the Ifcivtcr* in Indin, ice

KolemUr & etertd, oc there » a yiib Dubois, Afrvrr
,
fwiituSiom n CM-

dellvcry always tu lb: Ilxvsetn U all tn^ius dcs /’cuyw/ dc Hndc
%

ii. 3*9
pcHimera.** This wvsk n tmee of a M/. Amongst ihe Wawatrii d liaat

of licence. At thU ti ne 14
it w Africa New Year's Day vaa formerly a

agential ctstom for nutters to make Hoy of general licence, "every manM
an nnaanl present, ciihir d money, m he pUnt^d. C*»l quarrel*
dofhes, bu&fee*. goats, «c.. 10 <oth settled, n*o were fc*nd diad on the

icnanu ,* have £*tn uiMtflta ftilWfag tiny, and no fcqufcy
uunn^ tht pi»t year. It is •* ihr* ituiituud *t<mt miner “ (Ch.

asweS as *n the testing and New, Ufrx N’mftvvAtf*. *** L***t*t
d. ^Virg which got* os, soinulhing like tn Atatou Ajrkd* p 0>h An nrmail
°** * ImJrg.tlme * ui CfcrfcimM." On period of anarcty a»ul licence, luting
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Fourthly, the employment'of a divine man or animal as

a scapegoat is especially to be noted
:
indeed, we are here

directly concerned with the custom of banishing evils only in

so far as these evils are believed to be transferred to a god who
is afterwards slain. It may be suspected that the custom of

employing a divine man or animal as a public scapegoat is

much more widely diffused than appears from the examples

cited. For, as has already been pointed out, the custom of

killing a god dates from so early a period of human history

that in later ages, even when the custom continues to be

practised, it Is liable to be misinterpreted. The divinp

character of the animal or man is forgotten, and he comes

to b: regarded merely as an ordinary victim. This is

especially likely to be the case when it is a divine man who
is killed. For when a nation becomes civilised, if it docs

not drop human sacrifices altogether, it at least selects as

victims only such wretches as would be put to death at any

rate. Thus, as in the Sacacan festival at Babylon, the killing

of a god may come to be confounded with the execution of a

criminal.

If we ask why a dying god should be chosen to take

upon himself and carry away the sins and sorrows of the

people, it may be suggested that in the practice of using the

divinity as a scapegoat we have a combination of two
customs which were at one time distinct and independent.

On the one hand we have seen that it has been customary

to kill the human or animal god in order to save his divine

life from being weakened by the inroads of age. On the

other hand we have seen that it has been customary to have

a general expulsion of evils and sins once a year. Now, if

it occurred to people to combine these two customs, the

result would be the employment of the dying god as a scape-

goat. He was killed, not originally to take away sin, but to

save the divine life from the degeneracy of old age
;
but,

since he had to be killed at any rate, people may have

thought that they might as well scire the opportunity to lay

Ihroe •.»>* U reported bj Bceelli io t* annul festival of Ibe new yam B a
obMrved ty tmtof lV« GjIIm (IWJ- lime at ecneml liccee. .*«« Note C,
«hke. £/.'«,Tjro/it/ .Vardoii-A/ntu : •• OfiMino of I-mifruili,' vd. U. p.

dtrgtrtigt CnVur Y«r Dan&kti, Gal/a 459.
uut Stat*!, p. 1 J*}. In Aihuuec the
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upon him the burden of their sufferings and sins, in order

that he might bear it away with him to the unknown world

beyond the grave.

The use of the divinity as a scapegoat clears up the

ambiguity which, as we saw, appears to hang about the

European folk-custom of “ carrying out Death." 1 Grounds

have been shown for helieving that in this ceremony the

so-called Death was originally the spirit of vegetation, who
was annually slain in spring, in order that he might come to

life again with all the vigour of youth. But, as I pointed out,

there arc certain features in the ceremony which are not

explicable on this hypothesis alone. Such arc the marks of

joy with which the effigy of Death is carried out to be buried

or burnt, and the fear and abhorrence of it manifested by the

bearers. But these features become at once intelligible if we
suppose that the Death was not merely the dying god of

vegetation, but also a public scapegoat, upon whom were

laid all the evile that had afflicted the people during the past

year. Joy on such an occasion is natural and appropriate

;

ami if the dying god appears to be the object of that fear

and abhorrence which are properly due not to himself, but to

the ‘ins and misfortunes with which he is laden, this arises

merely from the difficulty of distinguishing or at least of

marking the distinction between the bearer and the burden.

When the burden is of a baleful character, the bearer of it

will tc feared ar.d shunned just as much as if he were him

self instinct with those dangerous properties of which, as it

happens, lie is only the vehicle. Similarly wc have seen that

disease-laden and sin-laden boats are dreaded and shunned

by Hast Indian peoples.' Again, the view that in these

popular customs the Death is a scapegoat as well as a repre-

sentative of the divine spirit of vegetation derives some
support from the circumstance that its expulsion is always

celebrated in spring and chiefly by Slavonic peoples. For

the Slavonic year began In spring and thus, in one of its

aspects, the ceremony of “carrying out Death” would be

an example of the widespread custom of expelling the

1 Sos above, vol. a p lor if. * H. Uiener. •' lulfcehe Mjtbro."

Mriwrfrr AtonM. N.F. (1875). «**-

A’n>v*. op. 9S, 106. 19+
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accumulated evils of the past year before entering on a new

one.

We are now prepared to notice the use of the scapegoat in

classical antiquity. Every year on the fourteenth of March

a man clad in skins was led in procession through tlie .streets

of Rome, beaten with long white rods, and driven out of the

city. He was called Mamunus Vcturius1
that is, " the old

Mars
"

2

and as the ceremony took place on the day preceding

the first full moon of the old Roman year (which began on
the first of March), the skin-clad man must have represented

the Mars of the past year, who was driven out at the begin-

ning of a new one. Now Mars was originally not a god of

war but of vegetation. For it was to Mars that the Roman
hwtbamlman prayed for the prosperity of his corn and his

vines, his fruit-trees and his copses it was to Mars that the

priestly college of the Arval Brothers, whose business it was

to sacrifice for the growth of the crops
,

4 addressed their

petitions almost exclusively ;* and it was to Mars, as we
saw

,

0
that a horse was sacrificed in October to secure an

abundant harvest. Moreover, it was to Mars, under hi* title

of 44 Mars of the woods " {Mars Silvanus
) that farmer* offered

sacrifice for the welfare of their cattle.* We have already

seen that cattle arc commonly supposed to be under the

special patronage of trcc-gods .

1 Once more, the consecration

1 Joirnie* Lplui, Ds m/ns#*/, ii»

29, lv. 36. LyUici jiicc; the cfcpil*

skin on the Ides of March, tbit it
1
$th

Much. But this w#m? to t* 1 »»-
iak*. See Usner. •• Itslrchc Mythen/'
RAfiniitA*. Afutru*:, xxx. rff.

Agiitn, Lydus dots r>j; e*p:ciily tay

thu MirmHos Itearlus wat driven Out
of the city. txrt he implies ic by rwenikori.

log the l^e&d tlut hh mythical pro*

tocype ww btfurn with rods and
tk* dty. l.intSr, I.jnIus only

mentions the name Mamccos. Hut

tht f*a nunc Mimu:.-. Vcturioi is

pr*.i*rvni by Vam» &*£. Jot. 4J ;

Festus, cd. Muller, p. 131 ; Plutarch.

A’umd, 13. Mr. W. Words Fowler U
dispensed 10 U •P«f4lea 1 a* to the

antiquity of \tc Cfxersany of expelling

Manaus ut. See hii Rc*um Ecuivtit

•fit* RtfuUSi, pp. 44-50.

1 Ussier, cp. «j>. p. 212 if. 1

Koict.cf
, AftUe* Hud M*v% p. 27 ;

Prrller. RAmiuMt XfyfMegu* L 360

;

VuiK«k, GrtftkiuAJt/amvhn dym*-
tepitkei Wsrttriu.ci, p. 715- The
thr«w Kkohn take Vduriwi
ii - amwuj, because uitti U ctymo-

Ic^cnlly ivtui^nleot to lr«* But, *5

Ifv/txr iirgiU‘4. i \ IMOU quit* unallcw-

able to take the Creek mean:n£ of the
word Uu4C*d of the I^>t*rv

* Co to, £>t <m/i. 1 4

1

.

4 Vany, /V (mgiv* <W/w, v. 83
6 bee the io«* of the Annl Brothers

i« A**a Rrmirttm An*/fo* 9 H.
Henxea, p. 26 /-y

. ;
Wordsworth,

Erqgmtw/g orti Sfciwtnr 9/ E*r{y

l/ttirt, p. 15S.
0 Val. ii. 0. 315 if*
T Cato, /A apt nft.
* At»re, to). L pp. 192 iff., 230.
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of the vernal month of March to Mars seems to point him

out as the deity of the sprouting vegetation. Thus the

Roman custom of expelling the old Mars at the beginning

of the new year in spring is identical with tlx: Slavonic

custom of " carrying out Death," if the view here taken of the

latter custom is correct. The similarity of the Roman and

Slavonic customs has been already remarked by scholars,

who appear, however, to have taken Mamurius Veturius and

the corresponding figures in the Slavonic ceremonies to be

representatives of the old year rather than of the old god of

vegetation.' It is possible that ceremonies of this kind may
have cornc to be thus interpreted In later times even by the

people who practised them. But the personification of a

period of time is too abstract an idea to be primitive.

1

However, in the Roman, as in the Slavonic, ceremony, the

representative of tlx: god appears to have been treated not

only as a deity of vegetation but also as a scapegoat. His

expulsion implies this
;
for there is no reason why the god

of vegetation, as such, should he expelled the city. Bui it i*

otherwise if he is-also a scapegoat ; it then becomes necessary

to drive him beyond the boundaries, that be may carry his

sorrowful burden away to other lands. And, in fact.

Mamurius Veturius appears to have been driven away to the

land of the Oscans, the enemies of Rome.
3

' Puller, fiimtnht My/Ada#/.'1 i. morrow the fiatiial endi with a regular

360; Ho-rbBr, tlfia'/cti and Man, p. *t:u<oilia. a! which docent) and onto

49 ; id., Ltxiten d. grit<4. and >vn. ate forgotten. Sec W. Crooku, 7H*r<

.!}'AaJtgu, U. a.,08 if. ;
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The ancient Greeks were also familiar with the use of a

human scapegoat. In Plutarch’s native town of Chacronea a

ceremony of this kind was performed by the chief magistrate

at the Town Hall, and by each householder at his own home.
It was called the " expulsion of hunger." A slave was beaten

with rods of the agnus tastus, and turned out of doors with

the words, “ Out with hunger, and in with wealth and health."

eor.u*tt wtfit a I .cot o&cciing tho tint

of the people is a preliminary to tries-

(erring theca to : tie <log*.

We have hid many esnraple* of irme<l
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by the Silii. while effectta igaic*
demon* to general, may luve been
•»p«hl>y directed Qg*lnsl tt« d-nvo*
uha steal the teed-com or the ripe

grain. Compare t*« Kfcootl *n<i

Hivloo Kooth oxtomt described

above. |\ 79 r?. Ik W«un Africa

the lick! Iibom of Ullir^ and sowing

“r* towetime* Accompanied by donee*

of armed men an the field. See
Ltbat, Veptir An CAnn/iv Jtt Mar.
<Aah frt Gnmie

%
hits teiiina tt J

Cayenne. II. p. 99 of the Hini ed , p.

80 of tfe Amsterdam cd. ; Otvicr dc
Swdend, /A- fAltOHlipt «« Niger
/Kir U Fm/ak .AMbw (I'm-, 1SS3),

p. sjo. In CalKut {Southern IoJia)

••thiry (dough 1he land with oxen at
we do. ,«d whon lU<y ow ih* rice in

the fieW they have all the IwtnUMDtS
ot the cRy contlntMlly touarlmg and
miVlig m*ny. 'IVry »Uo hav« icn oc

twelve r-oti ckMherl like deTils, and
t»ew »nite in making great reyoltUig
with i)ib player, on the inHruirv.au, in

oeder Ihu the devil nay make that
rtte very M0dacliu«* (Vanhema,
Tnw>/< (Hoktojt Soe. «863 ). p. 166

if.]. The mmit'ancc of the Sola to

the word-(tocon 0 i Northtm Europe
hu t»ra points) rm by K. Motion,
heff <“ Ueber den SehwortUw," >n
/-lif(eAca/Hr GiMra i/tmef/r, lleitin.

lS 7 «|. I» Eogluxt the Mania Danrere
“l»> aceumpinied ike penccukin of the
plough ttroigh the urrctx on Itoich
Mo.vfay (ike nrrl Memday after Tw.Uth
Hay) aoroetiinea -ore v*orU

|
Brand.

/V/rrCar Anti/whtt, a 505, Bohn’S
ed.). and toon:lime, they •• wore r<»*ll

linneb» of com » thbt hlU, from
which the wheat -at -mn shaken oo«
iiy tke tingnlnly jnmpiif; -kia, they

called (hutciig. . . Bewjr rail led kla

box and danced to lugh that he showed
hi. war.ml .lartingi and corduroy
tireediei - iChnmUrs, Aw' ,y* Thu,
i. 9«). It isto Ic obterred that in tht
" Ixnd of Mimic." who reigrifd from
CiriKc.ii till Twelfth Sight (w
Brawl, /•e/.v'ar Auii^llki, i. 497
iV ), -e ha-e w clou :rwe dmof
thoto periodt of general licento ami
Scptraion of ordinary goi-ctnirent
-kick «o commonly occ.r at the end
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When Plutarch held the alike of chief magistrate of his

native town he performed this ceremony at the Town Hall,

and he has recorded the discussion to which the custom

afterwards gave rise.
1 The ceremony closely resembles the

Japanese, Hindoo, and Highland customs already described.
1

But in civilised Greece the custom of the scapegoat took

darker forms than the innocent rite over which the amiable

and piout Plutarch presided. Whenever Marseilles, one of the

busiest and most brilliant of Greek colonics, was ravaged by

a plague, a man of the poorer classes used to offer himself

as a scapegoat. For a whole year he was maintained at

the public expense, being fed on choice and pure food. At

the expiry of the year he was dressed in sacred garments,

decked with holy branches, and led through the whole city,

while jwayers were uttered that all the evils of the people

might fall on his head. He wa3 then cast out of the city.3

The Athenians regularly maintained a number of degraded

and useless beings at the public expense
;
and when any

calamity, such as plague, drought, or famine, befell the city,

they sacrificed two of these outcasts as scapegoats. One of

the victims was sacrificed for the men and the other for the

women. The former wore round his neck a string of black,

the latter a string of white figs. Sometimes, it seems, the

victim slain on behalf of the women was a woman. They
were led about the city and then sacrificed, apparently by
being stoned to death outside the city.* But such sacrifices

were not confined to extraordinary occasions of public

calamity
; it appears that every year, at the festival of the

of the old y«ar or fcogitnl ci iSt

nev* uae iu connection wilh i general

of evlist. The fuel thu this,

per**! of liretwe imatdtaelv pr«r<W
tfcc procession of lbt Mofiti LtofCtt*
on Mtiifh Monday ssccas to indicate
that the IU»flMM of iW ihncm
were like tbox which I hove Attributed
co tbe Sail]. But th* parallel cmrwl
be drown out htte. Cp. *wantlr*
Dyrr, BritUk PcfvUr CtiUynr. yrp.

J*» J9* The Saki *cre uJil to have
been by Kiatr of
Vei* (Smiu* oa Vrrjih Atu. vilt.

*85). Mtrrtki Ktm* to b5 eijxm
Eerily lW- nmc with ami

Man (Ueeott. “ Iu!te!» Mythen,*
JfktimMtv N.F., ux p,

213). Cm the KofilbH M*ri* <in

AIor'B dancers) he the$»tra*>
1 KutucU, (tatff. Ctmrv. n" 8.

* See nbotr, pj>. 82 xy., to8.

* Serviat Viryil, As*, in. 57.

following l'etronius.
4

Ifribdiut, lu 1'boiiw, fUUMtA*»,

p. 53^ a, «d. Kekker ; SchoJ. cn Ann*

ic^ams. ftvfh 734. **d on A'tiigkfSt

1136; Hcftyebna, i*.

cp. Seldom **6a»i*,

•Kl ; t-r-Ui. OrU. vi. 53.

T«a« they war WixMd U »n interesre

from IU.|i.*tiiKo_ See ne«l note
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Thargclia in May, two victim*, 011c for the men and one for

the women, were led out of Athens and stoned to death .
1

The city of Abdera in Thrace was publicly purified once a
year, anil one of the burghers, set apart for the purpose, was

stoned to death as a scapegoat or vicarious sacrifice for the

life of all the others.'

From the Lover's Leap, a white bluff at the southern

end of their island, the Lcucadians used annually to hurl a

criminal into the sea as a scapegoat. But to lighten his

fall they fastened live birds and feathers to him, and a

flotilla of small boats waited below to catch him and convey

him beyond the boundary. Pnjbably these humane pre-

cautions were a mitigation of an earlier custom of flinging

the scapegoat into the sea to drown, just as in Kumaon the

custom of letting a man slide down a rope from the top of

a cliff appears to be a modification of an older practice of

putting him to death. The Lcucadian ceremony took place

at the time of a sacrifice to Apollo, who had a temple or

sanctuary on the spot.’ As practised by the Greeks of

Asia Minor in the sixth century rc, the custom of the

scapegoat was as follows. When a city suffered from

plague, famine, or other public calamity, an ugly or de-

formed person was chosen to take upen himself all the evils

which afflicted the community. He was brought to a suit-

able place, where dried figs, a barley loaf, and cheese were

put into his hand. These be ate. Then he was beaten

seven times upon his genital organs with jquills and
branches of the wiki fig and other wild trees.

.
Afterwards

he was burned on a pyre built of the wood of forest trees
;

1 Hupoentioe, ».v. *•!'«

lays !l» <l4ni if?
<"'*»• *ra »'»<-( <• m.'i

,n pt* >'Ap »*v Mpj‘. >'«
« -.»<» T-. n-Foi.-., He lion UK
c>|uc.'Jy <i*« tk»l rhi-y owf p»( 10

death i b* os he says Um the cere-

mony was an imitation ol the esecu-

lico ofa nythieal Ph.in«» win —ii

stoned 10 death, ve m«y infer lh»i die
vkiiias woe Willed ty bein^ stoned.

Sw4m(<.b. cop« Hupocia-

lion.

• Ovid, ZHi, JO? <i-

••
.In/ it itr/u AMtra dUtm

Sttoqur. da¥nm ptmim fh/rtt

ptfanl,"

till the SCholan’s note, quoted by J.
TtpHu. titUrAgemiirM/Ai'.Ain After-

!/.«>w/ri<»6'4i>//(H<"<lln, 1M7I )>. i J«.
t tie Khdiut refcn lo Cillisisrlmi jo
Iks nithotily.

* -'iiabo, «. i. 9. According 10

the nanuscript reading in Photiurt
Lt3i,*n, t.p. Use priests flung
themselves inio ike >0

;
bit Uc raid-

'V h*» t*en aileied by the editors.

As loihe Ksinaon aresmny see »bovc,
p. 109 *y.
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and his ashes were cast into the sea 1 A similar custom

appears to have been annually celebrated by the Asiatic

Greeks at the harvest festival of the Thaigclia/

In the ritual just described the scourging of the victim

with squills, branches of the wild fig, and so forth, cannot

have been intended to aggravate his sufferings, otherwise any
stick would have been good enough to beat him with. The
true meaning of this part of the ceremony has been ex-

plained by W. Mannhardt.’ He points out that the

ancients attributed to squills a magical power of averting

evil influences, and accordingly hung them up at the doors

of their houses and made use of them in purificatory rites.'

Hence the Arcadian custom of whipping the image of Pan
with squills at a festival, or whenever the hunters returned

empty-handed* must have been meant, not to punish the

god, but to purify him from the harmful influences which

were impeding him in the exercise of his divine functions

as a god who should supply the hunter with game.

Similarly the object of beating the human scapegoat on the

genital organs with squills and so on, must have been to

release his reproductive energies from any restraint or spell

under which they might be laid by demoniacal or other

malignant agency
;
and as the Thargclia at which he was

annually sacrificed was an early harvest festival* we must
recognise in him a rcprcscntativc.of the creative and fertilis-

ing god of vegetation. The representative of the god was

annually slain for the purpose I have indicated, that of

maintaining the divine life in perpetual vigour, untainted

by the weakness of age
;
and before he was put to death it

was not unnatural to stimulate his reproductive powers in

order that these might fcc transmitted in full activity to his

successor, the new god or new embodiment of the old god,

' r.-Kri. ctitiadn, v. 716.761. I IJ 'rf., Wf^cillly 1 13 13J
Trci/a'i uiixriiy is die uuinctl pcei 1

tlioj, Sat. Hist, *«. ror :

Hlppocat. nieocorioss. Bj mat. mid u. J0»

;

* Tbuuj be inlcridl tom thivir* I.ieinn. S'/ifcta 7: it, Attmndrr.
of Hippoou.ijwxed by Athcnaem, it 4; 1

Thmptnwuk. SuftrUttum Mm.
p. 570 s, where fat »tio»VI

1 Thcncrilw, vii 106 lyy. »iiO the

P«k*pe re.d *«W««0 with SehcekM- ichoUirt.

is (/Vw tjriti GruA? oi Bcrgk, • ‘ Civ Aug. Mocmbmb, fftorlAcgu,

b- ?6jV *14 ryy.
:
W. Monohank, A. IKE.

1 Kn hit MytkAcg Ewibanpn, p. p. 1
1
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V

CHAP.

who was doubtless supposed immediately to take the place

of the one slain .

1

Similar reasoning would lead to a

similar treatment of the scapegoat on special occasions,

such as drought or famine. If the crops did not answer to

the expectation of the husbandman, this would be attributed

to some failure in the generative powers of the god whose
function it was to produce the fruits of the earth. It might
be thought that he was under a spell or was growing old and
feeble. Accordingly he was slam in the person of his re-

presentative, with all the ceremonies already described, in

order that, born young again, he might infuse his own
youthful vigour into the stagnant energies of nature. On
the Mine principle we can understand why Mainurius

Veturius was beaten with rods, why the slave at the

Chaeroncan ceremony was beaten with the agnus castus

(a tree to which magical properties were ascribed),* why the

effigy of Death in some parts of Europe is assailed with sticks

and stones, and why at Babylon the criminal who played the
god was scourged before he was crucified. The purpose of

the scourging was not to intensify the agony of the divine

sufferer, but on the contrary to dispel any malignant in-

fluences by which at the supreme moment he might con-
ceivably be beset.

The interpretation here given of the custom of beating
the human scapegoat with certain plants is supported by
many analogies. With the same intention some of the
Brazilian Indians beat themselves on the genital organs with
an aquatic plant, the white nmnga. three days before or
after the new moon* We have already had examples of
the custom of beating sick people with the leaves of certain

plants or with branches in order to rid them of noxious
influences.

4 Some of the Dravidian tribes of Northern
India, who attribute epilepsy, hysteria, and similar maladies

1 At certain ucridcci in Vocalin
blood win drawn iron the (oita!* o( a
human vlaim andmmed oo :fce (ire

ol ihe idol Sec De Linda, A'dttini

Jet <ieu’ * Ymtlan, ex. BnuMui 4e

Booibeuiirt Paris, lS6«), p. 167. Was
ibe original InlHItioo of lid* rile to

tran-TiM ini., ihe god* (rah tuppty ot

rencdicllve ciergy ?

’ Aelion, .Vat Am*, is. 26.

1
lie Sum-

A

do. Neiy. PM-Un
BrtstHen (Parts, 1SS9), p. JJ3.

• Abote, pp 2, i)S if. Comjnie
Plulaeh, Parol.Mr. 35, where a woman
ri represented as £omg from home lo
liuute.uiL.iig riel peoplewlUatommct
osd bidd.ee iham bn whole
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to demoniacal possession, endeavour to cure the sufferer by
thrashing him soundly with a sacred iron chain, which is

believed to have the effect of immediately expelling the

demon. 1 When a herd of camels refuses to drink, the Arabs

will sometimes beat the male beasts on the back to drive away
the jinn who arc riding them and frightening the females.’ In

Bikol, the south-western part of Luzon, it was generally believed

that if the evil spirit Aswang were rot properly exorcised

lie took possession of the bodies of the dead and tormented
them. Hence to deliver a corpse from his clutches the

native priestesses used :o beat it with a brush or whisk

made of the leaves of the aromatic China orange, while they

chanted a certain song, throwing their bodies into con-

tortions and uttering shrill cries, as If the evil spirit had
entered into themselves. The soul of the deceased, thus de-

livered from the cruel tyranny of Asivang, was then free to

roam at pleasure along the charming lanes or in the thick

shade of the forest.’

Sometime* it appear* that a heating is administered for

the purpose of ridding people of a ghost who may be
clinging too closely to their persons: in such cases the

blows, though they descend on the bodies of the living, are

really aimed at the spirit of the dead, and have no other
object than to drive it away, just as a coachman will flick

the back of a horse with his whip to rid the beast of a
fly. At a funeral in the island of Halmahera, before the
coffin is lowered into the grave, all the relations whip them-
selves on the head and shoulders with wands made of plants

which arc believed to possess the power of keeping off

rvil spirits. The intention of the custom is said to be to

bring back their own spectres or souls and to prevent them
from following the ghost

;
but this may fairly be interpreted

to mean that the blows are directed to brushing ulT the
{host, who would otherwise abstract the soul of the person

' W. Coo**, < it Hr Algicn, 18S4I. p> 1S9.

v'l •""* EMUn cj ' It Kit=, - Kan Spuiiu* .ctifljwr

Tj" lnda
> If- 6l, loo

1
irf, oirr den go&dirnil (in lnklcm.-l*

*>Trf Coua rf rfo Narh it’unrn Hikollcr-,* MjJragm tos .&•

•*"' 0*«, Si. 333, 44 C, fauxt- ,* IWGuUuJr <•«< Afc4»-

„ Wrrl./mtiV, *lvii. |l^7 ), p JJ» if.

jk .*** Cm*** et 1:. H. C«r.nr, 'lie SisoUah oulUixiiy i> f*tt« Jc«*
TntMintt/r (Pula and CmiSo.
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on whose body he was allowed to settle. This interpreta-

tion is strongly confirmed by the practice, observed by the

same people on the same occasion, of throwing the trank

of a banana-tree into the grave, and telling the dead man
that it is a companion for him

;
for this practice is ex-

pressly intended to prevent the deceased from feding lonely,

and so coming back to fetch away a friend.' The Ban-
manas of Senegambia think that the soul of a dead infant

becomes for a time a wandering and maleficent spirit

Accordingly when a baby dies, all the uncircumcised children

of the same sex in the village run about the streets in a

band, each armed with three or four supple rods. Some of

them enter every house to beg, and wink* they are doing so,

one of the troop, propping himself against the wall ' with

his hands, is lashed by another of the children on his back
or legs till the blood Rows. Each of the children takes it

in turn to be thus whipped. The object of the whipping,

we are told, “ appears to be to preserve the unctrcumciscd

child from being carried off by its comrade who has just

died.
1’ 2 The severe scourgings inflicted on each other by

some South American Indians at ceremonies connected

with the dead may be similarly intended to chase away the

dangerous ghost, who is conceived as sticking like a leech

or a bur to the skin of the living.'

At the autumn festival in Peru people used to strike

each other with torches, saying, " Let all harm go away." 4

Indians of the Quixos, in South America, before they set

out on a long hunting expedition, cause their wives to whip
them with nettles, believing that this renders them fleeter,

and helps them to overtake the peccaries. They resort to the

same proceeding as a cure for sickness.1 The Roccooycn

• J. M. run liunlt, <• Ik Ue tl.l-

iM'wira," RniUtixt <6 taW J'Au-
ihufiobgu tU Paris, QumUme Hint,
»»- (1*9*1. |« 5*5* Tie ‘“Main of

lliiiivi in; a b.innna • trunk iMo Ike

gr.i*e h»s beat tlrcidy noticed (vol.

p- J45>-
1 Revue rf’£/Sw*r«/*K, U. (loSs).

I*- 595 t-
5 K. Sehonrtnifgli, A'liirn .«

Ri Hiui’Caiasm, ii. «57 W- : t*«n«u.

Niumuery fatxwn in RriiitA Guiana,
p. 5S : Vo* Mnrtim, Znr Etinnpapkii
Ameritv'r, p. <94 iy.

1 J Crrnui,
dans PAmfrioue du Snd, p.

S48.
4 Acwi», History of lie Indus, yo

1

B. p 3:5 |ll«hluyt twenty).
nUlrr, p. 76.

‘ O-ciWatl Es^orasione itile regicni
eyuauriati htugt U A’afa id itfume
MIt Amtsaani(Winn, 1854). p. 118.
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Indians of French Guiana train up young people in the way
they should go by causing them to be stung by ants and

wasps ;
and at the ceremony held for this purpose the

grown-up people improve the occasion by allowing them-

selves to be whacked by the chief with a stick over the

arms, the legs, and the chest. They appear to labour under

an impression that this conveys to them all sons of moral

and physical excellences. One of the tribe, ambitious of

acquiring the European virtues, begged a French traveller to

be so kind as to give him a good hiding. The traveller

did his best to gratify him, and the face of the Indian

beamed with gratitude as the blows fell on his naked back .

1

The Delaware Indians had two sovereign remedies for sin

;

one was an emetic, the other a thrashing. In live latter

ease, the remedy was administered by means of twelve

different sticks, with which the sinner was belaboured from

the soles of his feet up to his neck. In both eases the sins

were supposed to be expelled from the body, and to pass

out through the throat * At Mowat in New Guinea small

boys arc beaten lightly with sticks during December 41
to

make them grow strong and hardy." B

In some parts of Eastern and Centra! Europe a similar

custom is very commonly observed in spring. On the first

of March the Albanians strike men and beast with cornel

branches, believing that this is very good for their health .

4

In March the Greek peasants of Cos switch their cattle,

saying. * It is March, and up with your tail

!

u They think

that the ceremony benefits the animals, and brings good
luck. It is never observed at any other time of the year.*

In some parts of Mecklenburg it is customary to beat the

cattle before sunrise on the morning of Good Friday with
rods of buckthorn, which are afterwards concealed in some
aecret place where neither sun nor moon can shine on them.
The belief b that though the blows light upon the animals,

H. Coadxcuu, C&n nw Indian : Dauda New Cainw/'/wm#/
* utfr* «***, ;j Cvymm* Fr*». tk< *i«.

***iPt*> ,
«
**95). P- $<*• (1890k P> 4*4 *

vj. It. Unkiel, Hulory cf tki I. G.v. Italia, Afrj*nix*tS:udun
'** United Bn/Ann 1S54). i. * 55 -

"/***»: in AVM Amtrb* (Ixaxloa, * W. H. D. Route. 41
1Viktor* hem

P- 37. the louthern Sparade*." *R Btitdm*, M The rnuire- of (1899), p. 179.
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the pain of them is felt by the witches who arc riding the

beast*.' In the neighbourhood of Iscrlohn, in Westphalia,

the herdsman rises at peep of dawn on May morning,

climbs a hill, and cuts down the young rowan-tree which
is the first to catch the beams of the rising sun. With
this he returns to the farm-yard. The heifer which the
farmer desires to “quicken" is then led to the dunghill,

and the herdsman strikes it over the hind-quarters, the
haunches, and the udders with a branch of the rowan-
tree, saying,

“ Quick, quick, quick !

Bring milk into llie dug*.

The *»p
'* in the birches.

The heifer receives a name.

“ Quick, quick, qukk t

Bring milk into the dugs.

The sap tunes in ihc beeches.

The leaf comes on the call.

“ Quick, quick, quick t

Bring milk into Ihe dugs.

In the name of the Minted Creui,
Gold-doner shall he thy name,

*

and so on.s The intention of the ceremony appears to be
to make sure that the heifer shall in due time yield a

plentiful supply of milk ; and this is perhaps supposed to

be brought about by driving away the witches, who arc

particularly apt, as we have seen,
5
to rob the cows of their

milk on the morning of May Day. In the north-east of

Scotland pieces of rowan-tree and woodbine, or of rowan
alone, used to be placed over the doors of the cow-houses on
May Day to keep the witches from the kine; and a still

better way of attaining the same object was to tic a cross
of rowan-tree wood with a scarlet thread to each animal's

tail.
4

In Germany also the rowan-tree is a protection

against witchcraft; 5 and Norwegian sailors and fishermen

' K. H«itaeh. Sat*., A/UntenW
GOrAn/he/uu AMlnturg,*. p asS.

§ i 34 «-

> J. F. L Woerf*. KlWfetf.-.
//muga in *' Grajit/u/l M„t
{ItCTloha, l8 4 S>, p. 25 if. ; A. Kvfcn,

O* -4i Faun
CtU/rtraab,' P 161 *w. The cee-

roooj tales Its name of "quickcniag
*

Inm QuitGot Qmi/mhinia, a C-ernciM

name lot the linrut tree.
a Vol. ». p 194, «**>«« 3-

* W. G..Km. tf/A,//*!»•
fa’/ff Kaxiand. p. iS*.

i Wuttke, Dtr YMstM'-
p. io6, g HJ.
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carry a piece of it in their baits for good luck.
1 Thus the

benefit to young cows of beating them with rowan is not

the positive one of pouring milk into their udders, but

merely the negative one of averting evil influence
; and the

same may perhaps be said of most of the beatings with

which we arc here concerned.

On Good Friday and the two previous days people in

Croatia and Slavonia take rods with them to church, and when
the service is over they beat each other “ fresh and healthy."’

In some parts of Russia people returning from the church

on Palm Sunday teat the children and servants who have

stayed at home with palm branches, saying, " Sickness into

the forest, health into the bones.'* In Germany and Austria

the custom is widely known as Schutetkostern or “ Easter

smacks," being observed at Ivastcrtidc. People beat each

other, commonly with fresh green twigs of the birch or the

willow. The beating is supposed to bring good luck
; the

person beaten will, it is believed, be free of vermin during

the summer, or will have no pains in his back or his legs

for a year. Often it is the women only who arc treated to
“ Easier smacks,” hut not uncommonly the two sexes heat

each other, sometimes on different days. Frequently the
women and girls arc expected to present red Easter eggs to

the men or boys who beat them. The custom appears to be
of Slavonic origin

;
at least il prevails chiefly in districts

where the people arc, or once were, Slavs. In Masuren the

rods or bundles of t\v igs arc afterwards laid by and used to

drive the cattle out to pasture for the first time.*

If the view here taken of the Greek scapegoat is correct,

It obviates an objection which might otherwise be brought
“gainst the main argument of this chapter. To the theory
that tike priest of Aricia was slain as a representative of the
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spirit of the grove, it might have been objected that such a

custom has no analogy in classical antiquity. But reasons

have now been given for believing that the human being

periodically and occasionally slain by the Asiatic Greeks

was regularly treated as an embodiment of a divinity.

Probably the persons whom the Athenians kept to be

sacrificed were similarly treated as divine. That they were

social outcasts did not matter. On the primitive view a

man is not chosen to be the mouth-piece or embodiment of

a god on account of his high moral qualities or social rank.

The divine afflatus descends equally on the good and the

bad, the lofty and the lowly. If then the civilised Greeks

of Asia and Athens habitually sacrificed men whom they

regarded as incarnate gods, there can be no inherent im-

probability in the supposition that at the dawn of history

a similar custom was observed by tire semi-barbarous Latin*

in the Arician Grove.

§
t6. Killing Ike Cod in Mexico

But the religion of ancient Mexico, as it was found

and described by the Spanish conquerors in the sixteenth

century, offers perhaps a closer parallel to thq rule of die

Arician priesthood, as 1 conceive that rule to have been

originally observed. Certainly nowhere does the custom of

killing the human representative of a god appear to have been

carried out so systematically and on so extensive a scale as in

Mexico. " They took a captive,* says Acosta, " such as they

thought good
;

and afore they did sacrifice him unto their

idols, they gave him the name of the idol, to whom he should

be sacrificed, and apparelled him with the same ornaments

like their idol, saying that he did rqircscnt the same idol.

And during the time tluit this rcprcscntatibn lasted, which

was (or a year In some feasts, in edicts six months, and in

others less, they reverenced and worshipped him in the same

manner as the proper idol
;
and in the meantime he did

cat, drink, nnd was merry. When he went through the

streets the people came forth to worship him, nnd every one

brought him an alms, with children and sick folks, that he

might cure them, and bles* them, suffering him to do all
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things at hi* pleasure, only he was accompanied with ten or

twelve men lest he should fly. And he (to the end he

might pe reverenced as he passed) sometimes sounded upon

a small flute, that the people might prepare to worship

him. The feast being come, and he grown fat, they killed

him. opened him, and cat him, making a solemn sacrifice

of him." 1 For example, at the annual festival of the great

goi Tejcatlipoca, which fell about Easter or a few days

later, a young man was chosen to be the living image of

Tezcatlipoca for a whole year. He had to be of un-

blemished body, and he was carefully trained to sustain his

lofty part with becoming grace and dignity. During the

year he was lapped in luxury, and the king himself took

care that the future victim was apparelled in gorgeous attire,

“for already lx: esteemed him as a god.” Attended by

eight pages clad in the royal livciy, the young man roamed

the streets of the capital day and night at his pleasure,

carrying flowers and playing the flute. AU who saw him

fell on their knees before him and adored him, and he

graciously acknow ledged their homage. Twenty days before

the festival at which he was to be sacrificed, four damsels,

delicately nurtured, and bearing the names of four goddesses,

were given him to be his brides. For five days before

the sacrifice divine honours were showered on him more
abundantly than ever. The king remained in his palace,

while the whole court went after the destined victim. Every-

where there were solemn banquets and balls. On the last

day the young man, still attended by his pages, was ferried

across the lake in a covered barge to a small and lonely

temple, which. like the Mexican temples in general, rose in

die form of a pyramid. As he ascended the stairs of the

temple he broke at every step one of the flutes on which
he had played in the days of his glory. On reaching the

summit he was seized and held down on a block of stone,

while a priest cut open his breast with a stone knife, and
plucking out his heart, offered it to the sun. Hi* Iwad was
hung among the skull* of previous victims, and hi* legs and

1 Aeon*, HtUor, tf lit Mi,-, ret C-W IIMrytf tit v*ll
h- P- 3't (lUUcyl See. lE8ol. I have M hlm/h *f Amrica. Irani, by

the .feUli*. CF. H«>?», Sicv.m, Si. *«7 -I-
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arms were cooked and prepared for the table of the lords.

His place was immediately filled up by another young man,

who for a year was treated with the same profound respect,

and at the cod of it shared the same fate.
5

The idea that the god thus slain in the person of his

representative comes to life again immediately, was graphic-

ally represented in the Mexican ritual by skinning the slain

man-god and clothing in his skin a living man, who thus

became the new representative of the godhead. For example,

at an annual festival a woman was sacrificed who repre-

sented Toci, the Mother of the Gods, or the Earth-goddess.

She was dressed with the ornaments* and bore the name of

the goddess, whose living image she was believed to be.

After being feasted and diverted with sham fights for several

days, she was taken at midnight to the summit of a temple,

and beheaded on the shoulders; of a man. The body was

immediately flayed, and one of the priests, clothing himself

in the skin, became the representative of the goddess TocL
The skin of the woman's thigh was removed separately, and

a young man who represented the maize-god Cinteotl, the

son of the goddess Toci. wrapt it round his face like a mask.

Various ceremonies then followed, in which the two men,
clad in the woman's skin, played the parts respectively of

the god and goddess/ For example, when the principal

victims had been slain, their blood was offered to the repre-

sentative of the maize-god in a vessel decked with feathers.

This he tasted, bending over the vessel and dipping his

finger in the blood while he uttered a loud and doleful groan,

which caused all that heard it to shudder and quake. At
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the name moment, as the Indians (irmly believed, a ticnior

ran through the earth itself.
1 Again, at the annual festival

of the. god Totec, a number of captives having been killed

and skinned, a priest clothed himself in one of their skins,

and thus became the image of the god Totec Then wear-

ing the ornaments of the god—a crown of feathers, golden

necklaces and ear-rings, scarlet shoes, and so forth—he was

enthroned, and received offerings of the first-fruits and first

flowers of the season, together with bunches of the maize

which had been kept for seed.
7

livery fourth year the

Quauhtitlans olfercd sacrifices in honour of the god of

fire. On the eve of the festival they sacrificed two slaves,

skinned them, and took out their thigh bones. Next day

two priests clothed themselves in il»e skins, took the bones

in their hands, and with solemn step* and dismal bowlings

descended the stairs of the temple. The people, who were

assembled in crowds below, called out, “ Behold, there conic

our gods."
8

Thus it appears that human sacrifices of the sort I

suppose to have prevailed at Aricia were, as a matter of

fact, systematically offered on a large scale by a people

whose level of culture was probably not inferior, if indeed it

was not distinctly superior, to that occupied by the Italian

races at the early period to which the origin of the Arician

priesthood must be referred. The positive and indubitable

evidence of the prevalence of such sacrifices in one part of

the world may reasonably be allowed to strengthen the

probability of their prevalence in places for which the

evidence is less full and trustworthy. Taken all together,

the facts which we have passed in review seem to show that

the custom of killing men whom their worshippers regard

as divine has prevailed in many parts of the world. But

to clinch the argument, it is clearly desirable to prove

that the custom of putting to death a human representative

of a god was known and practised in ancient Italy elsewhere

than in the Arician Grove. This proof 1 now propose to

adduce.

* E. J. .P»}i!<, tf. fit. (. 470 pj , 6o. $• •<?/., 93! CUvijjuo, i- *97
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THE SATURNALIA chap.-3»

§
17 . The Saturnalia ant Kitulrtd Festivals

In an earlier part of this chapter we saw that many
peoples have been used to observe an annual period of
licence, when the customary restraints of law and morality

are thrown aside, when the whole population give them-
selves up to extravagant mirth and jollity, and when the

darker passions find, a vent which would never be allowed
them in the more staid and sober course of ordinary life.

Such outbursts of the pent-up forces of human nature, too
often degenerating into wild orgies of lust and crime, occur
most commonly at the end of the year, and are frequently
associated, as I have had occasion to point out, with one or
other of the agricultural seasons, especially with the time of
sowing or of harvest Now, of all these periods of licence

the one which is best known and which in modern lan-

guages has given its name to the rest, is the Saturnalia.

This famous festival fell in December, the last month of the
Roman year, and was popularly supposed to commemorate
the merry reign of Saturn, the god of sowing and of

husbandry, who lived on earth long ago as a righteous
and brnrtkent king of Italy, drew the rude and scattered

dwellers on the mountains together, taught them to till the

ground, gave them laws, and ruled in peace. His reign was
the fabled Golden Age : the earth brought forth abundantly

;

no sound of war or discord troubled the happy world ; no
baleful love of lucre worked like poison in the blood of the
industrious and contented peasantry. Slavery and private

property were alike unknown
;

all men had all things in

common. At last the good god, the kindly king, vanished
suddenly

;
but his memory was cherished to distant ages,

shrines were reared in his honour, and many hills and high
places in Italy bore his name.' Yet the bright tradition of

' Virgil, Ant, mi. 319-3*7, »»h /#*,« It, 10 m. A eowi aewunt of
the eonn.cn 11 of -Ser.im ; Orid. Patsi, Ibe Saturnalia. coiel ce the icili of
«- *33 W I I.urinn. 7i ihr eU..i„il % circn hy Onebiv
MactOMUF, St/. I. 7. 3126

;

Judin. (AW m. iO<h til. 143
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hi? reign was crossed by a dark shadow :
his altars are said

to have been stained with the blood of human victims, for

whom a more merciful age afterwards substituted effigies.
1

Of this gloomy side of the god's religion there is little or no

trace in the descriptions which ancient writers have left us

of the Saturnalia. Feasting and revelry and all the mad
pursuit of pleasure are the features that seem to have

especially marked this carnival of antiquity, as it went on

for seven days in the streets and public squares and houses

of ancient Rome from the seventeenth to the twenty-third of

December.' But no feature of the festival is more remarkable,

nothing in it seems to have struck the ancients themselves

mete than the licence granted to slaves at this time. The
distinction between the free and the servile classes was

temporarily abolished. The slave might rail at his master,

intoxicate himself like his betters, sit down at tabic with them,

and not even a word of reproof would be administered to

him for conduct which at any other season might have been

punished with stripes, imprisonment, or death.
3 Nay, more,

masters actually changed places with their slaves and
waited on them at table

;
and not till the serf had done

eating and drinking was the lxurd clearer! and dinner set

for his master.
4 So far was this inversion of ranks carried,

that each household became for a time a mimic republic in

which the high offices of state were discharged by the

slaves, who gave their orders and laid down the law as if

they were indeed invested with all the dignity of the

consulship, the praetorship, and the bench.’ Like the pale

reflection of power thus accorded to bondsmen at the

Saturnalia was the mock kingship for which freemen cast

lots at the same season. The person on whom the lot fell
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enjoyed the title of king. and issued commands of a playful

and ludicrous nature to his temporary subjects. One of

tlicm he might order to mix the wine, another to drink,

another to sing, another to dance, another to speak in his

own dispraise, another to carry a flute-girl on his back

round the house.
1

Now, when wc remember that the liberty allowed to

slaves at this festive season was supposed to be an imitation

of the state of society in Saturn's time, and that in general

the Saturnalia passed for nothing more or less than a

temporary revival or restoration of the reign of that merry

monarch, wc arc templed to surmise that the m<xk king

who presided over the revels may have originally represented

Saturn himself. The conjecture is stronRly confirmed, if not

established, by a very curious and interesting account of the

way in which tlic Saturnalia was celebrated by the Roman
soldiers stationed on the Danube in the reign of Maximian

and Diocletian. The account is preserved in a narrative of

the martyrdom of St. Darius, which has lately been unearthed

from a Greek manuscript in the Paris library, and published

by Professor Franz Cumont of Ghent Two briefer descrip-

tions of the event and of the custom are contained in manu-

scripts at Milan and Berlin ; one of them had already seen

the light in an obscure volume printed at Urbino in 1727.

but its importance for the history of the Roman religion,

both ancient and modern, appears to have been overlooked

until Professor Cumont drew the attention of scholars to all

three narratives by publishing tlicm together a few years ago.
2

According to these narratives, which have all the appearance

of being authentic, and of which the longest is probably

based on official documents, the Roman soldiers at Duros-

tolum in Loucr Moesia celebrated the Saturnalia year by
year in the following manner. Thirty days before the

festival they chose by lot from amongst themselves a young

1 Tititui. Aatub, «UL i$; Amix. coonrowdy nwlirf; me o ropy of Ihii

EfbMi Piiuif. I. 15. 8 ; IociiA, impciuaiu paper. Tlio txoiioc of the
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and handsome m*n, who was then dollied m royal attire to

resemble Saturn. Thus arrayed and attended by a multi-

tude of soldiers lie went about in public with full licence to

indulge his passions and to taste of every pleasure, however

base and shameful. Hut if his reign was merry, it was short

and ended tragically
;

for when the thirty days were up and

the festival of Saturn had come, he cut his own throat on
the altar of the god whom he personated. 1 In the year 303
A.D. the lot fell upon the Christian soldier Da&ius, but

he refused to play the part of the heathen god and soil

his last days by debauchery. The threats and arguments

of his commanding officer Ba&sus failed to shake his con-

stancy, and accordingly he was beheaded, as the Christian

martyrologist records v/sth minute accuracy', at Durostolum by
the soldier John on Friday the twentieth day of November,
being the twenty -fourth day of the moon, at the fourth

hour.

This account sets in a new and lurid light the office of

the King of the Saturnalia, the ancient Lord of Misrule,

who presided over the winter revels at Rome in the time of

Horace ami of Tacitu*. It seems to prove that his business

bad not always been that of a mere harlequin or merry-

andrew whose only care was that the revelry should run

high and the fun grow fast and furious, while the fire blazed

and crackled on the hearth, while the streets swarmed with
festive crowds, and through the clear frosty air. far away to

the north, Soracte showed his coronal of snow. When we
compare this comic monarch of the gay, the civilised

metropolis With his grim counterpart of the rude camp on
the Danube, and when we remember the long array of
similar figures, ludicrous yet tragic, who in oilier ngc^ anil

in other lands, wearing moclc crowns and wrapt in sceptred
palls, have played their little pranks for a few brief hours or

days, then passed before their time to a violent death, we
can hardly doubt that in the King of the Saturnalia at

Rome, as he is depicted by classical writers, we only a

1 T*c phrase of the IMt MS. h kifftf by own KinH
ajobtgmft Irens *'***«< «£ l,*\.W*c fair* v r*
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feeble emasculated copy of that original, whose strong

features have been fortunately preserved for us by the

obscure author of the Martyrdom 0/ St. Dasius. In other

words, the martyrologist's account of the Saturnalia agrees

so closely with the accounts of similar rites elsewhere, which

could not possibly have been known to him, that the

substantial accuracy of his description may be regarded as

established
;
and further, since the custom of putting a meek

king to death as a representative of a god cannot have

grown out of a practice of appointing him to preside over a

holiday revel, whereas the reverse may very well have

happened, we are justified in assuming that in an earlier

and more barbarous age it was the universal practice in

ancient Italy, wherever the worship of Saturn prevailed, to

choose a man who played the part axxl enjoyed all the

traditionary privileges of Saturn for a season, and then died,

whether by his own or another's hand, whether by the knife

or the fire or on the gallows-tree, in the character of the

gcod god who gave his life for the world. In Rome itself

and other great towns the growth of civilisation had prob-

ably mitigated this cruel custom long before the Augustan

age. and transformed it into the innocent shape it wears in

the writings of the few classical writers who bestow a

pacing notice on the holiday King of the Saturnalia. But

in remoter districts the older and sterner practice may long

have survived
;
and even if after the unification of Italy the

barbarous usage was suppressed by the Roman government,

the memory of it would be handed down by the peasants

and would tend from time to time, as still happens with the

iowest forms of superstition among ourselves, to lead to a

recrudescence of the practice, especially among the rude

soldiery on the outskirts of the empire over whom the

once iron hand of Rome was beginning to relax its grasp.
1
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The resemblance between the Saturnalia of ancient and

the Carnival of modern Italy has been often remarked
; but

in the light of all the fact* that liave come before us, wc
may well ask whether the resemblance docs not amount to

identity. I have shown that in Italy, Spain, and France, that is,

in the countries where the influence of Rome has been deepest

and most lasting, a conspicuous feature of the Carnival is a

burlesque figure personifying the festive season, which after

a short career of glory and dissipation is publicly shot,

burnt, or otherwise destroyed, to the feigned grief or genuine

delight of the populace. If the view here suggested of the

Carnival is correct, this grotesque personage is no other

than a direfct successor of the old King of the Saturnalia,

the master of the revels, the real man who personated

Saturn and, when the revels were over, suffered a real death

in his assumed character. The King of the Bean on
Twelfth Night and the medbrval Bishop of Fools, Abbot

of Unreason, or Lord of Misrule arc figures of the same

sort and may perhaps have had a similar origin.'
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•4* SATURNALIA AND CARNIVAL CHAP.

As the Carnival is always held on the last three days

before the beginning of Lent, its date shifts somewhat from

year to year, but it invariably falls either in February or

March. Now, if the Saturnalia, like many other seasons of

licence, was always observed at the end of the old year Or

the beginning of the new one, it must, like the Carnival,

have been originally held in February or March at the time

when March was the first month of the Roman year. So
stTong and persistent arc the conservative instincts of the
peasantry in respect to o’d custom, that it would be no
matter for surprise if, in rural districts of Italy, the ancient
festival continued to be celebrated at the ancient time long
after the change of the calendar had shifted the official

celebration of the Saturnalia in the towns from February to

December. Latin Christianity, which struck at the root of

official or civic paganism, has always been tolcianl of its

rustic cousins, the popular festivals and ceremonies which,

unaffected by political ar.d religious revolutions, by the
passing of empires and of gods, have been carried on by the

people with but little change from time immemorial, and
represent in fact the original stock from which the state

religions of classical antiquity were comparatively late off-

shoots. Thus it may very well have come about that while

the new faith stamped out the Saturnalia in the towns, it

suffered the original festival, disguised by a difference of

date, to linger unmolested in the country
;
and so the old

feast of Saturn, under the modern name of the Carnival, has
reconquered the cities, and gees on merrily under the eye
and with the sanction of the Catholic Church.

The opinion that the Saturnalia originally fell in Feb-
ruary or the beginning of March receives seme support from
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the circumstance that the festival of the Matronalia, at which

mi»Tr«scs feasted their slaves just as masters did theirs at

the Saturnalia, always continued to be held on the first of

March, even when the Roman year began with January. 1

It is further not a little recommended by the consideration

that this date would be eminently appropriate for the festival

of Saturn, the old Italian god of sowing and planting. It

has always been a puzzle to explain why such a festival

should have been held at midwinter; but on the present

hypothesis the mystery vanishes. With the Italian farmer

February and March were the great season of the spring

sowing and planting

;

: nothing could be more natural than

that the husbandman should inaugurate the season with the

worship of the deity to whom he ascribed the function of

quickening the seed. Further, the orgiastic cliaractcr of the

festival is readily explained by the help of facts which met

us in a former part of our investigation. We have seen

that between the sower and the seed there is commonly

supposed to exist a sympathetic connection of such a nature

that hia conduct directly affects and can promote or retard

the growth of the crops. What wonder then if the simple

hu?bandman imagined that by cramming his belly, by

swilling and guzzling just before he proceeded to sow his

fields, he thereby imparted additional vigour to the seed I

But while his crude philosophy may thus have painted

gluttony and intoxication in the agreeable colours of duties

which he owed to himself, to his family, and to the common-

wealth, it is possible that the zest with which he acquitted

himself of his obligations may have been whetted by a less

comfortable reflection, in modern times the indulgence of

the Carnival is immediately followed, by the abstinence of

Lent
;
and if the Carnival is the direct descendant of the

Saturnalia, may not Lent in like manner be merely the con-

1 Miciohiui, Air. L la. 7 1
Solinii, bus, Saturn. L 13. 6, rxrniimrid «ilh
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tinuation, under a thin disguise, of a period of temperance

which was annually observed, from superstitious motives, by

Italian farmers long before the Christian era? Direct

evidence of this, so far as I am aware, is not forthcoming ;

but we have seen that a practice o: abstinence from fleshly

lusts has been observed by various peoples as a sympathetic

charm to foster the growth of the seed
;

1 and such an
observance would be an appropriate sequel to the Saturnalia,

if that festival was indeed, as I conjecture it to have been,

orginally held in spring as a religious or magical preparation

for sowing and planting. In Burma a similar fast, which a

recent writer calls the Buddhist Lent, is observed for three

months every year while the ploughing and sowing of the

fields go forward
;
and the custom is believed to be far older

than Buddhism, which has merely given it a superficial tinge

like the veneer of Christianity which, if I am right, has over-

laid an old heathen observance in Lent This Burmese

Lent, we arc told, covers the rainy season from the full

moon of July to the full moon of October. " This is the

time to plough, this is the time to sow
:
on the villagers'

exertions in these months depends all their maintenance for

the rest of the year. Every man, every woman, every child,

has hard work of some kind or another. And so, what with

the difficulties of travelling, what with the work there is to do.

and what with the custom of Lent, every one stays at home.

It is the time for prayer, for fasting, for improving the soul.

Many men during these months will live even as the monks
live, will eat but before midday, will abstain from tobacco.

There are no plays during Lent, and there arc no marriages.

It is the time for preparing the land for the crop
; it is the time

for preparing the soul for eternity. The congregations on the

Sundays will be far greater at this time than at any other

;

there will be more tin ugh t of the serious things of life.”
r

Beyond the limits of Italy festivals of the same general

character as the Saturnalia appear to have been held over a
considerable area of the ancient world. A characteristic

1 Atore, ><0. ii p. 309 ‘ft- D»lil!n retired lo a monailety. But
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feature of the Saturnalia, as we saw, was an inversion of

social ranks, masters changing places with their slaves and
waiting upon them, while slaves were indulged with a

semblance not merely of freedom but even of power and

office. In various parts of Greece the same hollow show of

granting liberty to slaves was made at certain festivals.

Thus at a Cretan festival of Ilcrmes the servants feasted

and their masters waited upon them. The Troerenians

observed a certain solemnity lasting many days, on one of

which the slaves played at dice with the citizens and were
treated to a banquet by their lords. The Thessalians held

a great festival called Pcloria, which baton of Sinope identi-

fied with the Saturnalia, and of which the antiquity is

vouched for by a tradition that it originated with the I’clas-

gians. At this festival sacrifices were offered to Pdorian

Zeus, tables splendidly adomed were :ict out, ail strangers

were invited to the feast, all prisoners released, and the

slaves sat down to the banquet, enjoyed full freedom of

speech, and were served by their masters.1

But the Greek festival which appears to have corre-

sponded most closely to the Italian Saturnalia was the

Cronia or festival of Cronus, a god whose barbarous myth
and cruel ritual clearly belong to a very early stratum of

Greek religion, and who was by the unanimous voice of

antiquity identified with Saturn. We are told that his

festival was celebrated in most parts of Greece, but especially

at Athens, where the old god and his wife Rhea had a

shrine near the stately, but far more modern, temple of

Olympian Zeus. A joyous feast, at which masters and

slaves sat down together, formed a leading feature of the

solemnity. At Athens the festival fell in the height of

summer, on the twelfth day of the month Hecatoinbaeon,

which answered nearly to July
;
and tradition ran that

Cccrops, the first king of Attica, had founded an altar in

honour of Cronus and Rhea, and had ordained that master

and man should share a common meal when the harvest

was got in.
1 Yet there are indications that at Athens the

1 Athenian, xiv. pp. 639 «-6«o a. A» to the temple of Crcnm and Rhea,
* Moootiiw, -W. i. ;. 17 «. t. la. m FauMiM.s '• •». 7 >

ti
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Crania may once have been a spring festival. For a cake
with twelve knobs, which perhaps referred to the twelve

months of the year, was offered to Cronus by the Athenian*
on the fifteenth day of the month Elaphebolion, which
corresponded roughly to March, 1 and there are traces of a

licence accorded to slaves at the Dionysiac festival of the
opening of the wine-jars, which fell on the eleventh day of
the preceding month Anthestcrion.' At Olympia the festival

of Cronus undoubtedly occurred in spring
;

for here a low
but steep hill, now covered with a tangled growth of dark
holly-oaks and firs, was sacred to him, and on its top certain

men, who bore the title of kings, offered sacrifice to the

old god at the vernal equinox in the Elcan month Elaphios.*

.In this last ceremony, which probably went on year iy
year long before the upstart Zeus had a temple built for

himself at the foot of the hill, there are two points of special

interest, first the date of the ceremony, and second tile title

of the celebrants. First, as to the date, the spring equinox,
or the twenty-first of March, must have fallen so near the
fifteenth day of the Athenian month Elaphebolion, that

we may fairly ask whether the Athenian custom of offering

a cake to Ctonu* on that day may not also have been an

equinoctial ceremony. In the second place, the title of

kings Ix>rne by l lie sacrificcrs suggest* that they may have
personated Cronus himself. For. like his Italian counter-
part Saturn, the Greek Cronus was believed to have been a

king who reigned in heaven or cm earth during the blissful

Golden Age, when men passed their days like geds without
toil or sorrow, when life was a long round of festivity, and
death came like sleep, sudden but gentle, announced by
none of his sad forerunners, the ailments and infirmities of

1
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age.

1

Thus the analogy of the Olympian Cronia, probably

one of the oldest of Greek festivals, to the Italian Saturnalia

would be very close if originally, as I conjecture, the

Saturnalia fell in spring and Saturn was personated at it.

as we have good reason to believe, by a man dressed as a

king. May we go a step further and suppose that, just as the

man who acted King Saturn at the Saturnalia was formerly

slain in that character, so one of the kings who celebrated

the Cronia at Olympia not only played the part of Cronus,

but was sacrificed
,
as god and victim in one, on the top of

the hill ? Cronus certainly bore a sinister reputation in

antiquity. He passed for an unnatural parent who had

devoured his own offspring, and he was regularly identified

by the Greeks with the cruel Semitic Baals who delighted in

the sacrifice of human victims, especially of ch ildren.
7 A

legend which savours strongly of infant sacrifice i* reported

of a shrine that stood at the very foot of the god's own hill

at Olympia ;
* and a quite unambiguous story was told of

the sacrifice of a babe to T.ycaean Zeus on Mount Lycaeus

in Arcadia, where the worship of Zeus was probably nothing

but a continuation, under a new name, of the old worship of

Cronus, and where human victim® appear to have been

regularly offered down to the Christian eta.* The Rhedian.s

annually sacrificed a man to Cronus in the month Meta-

geitnioa; at a later time they kept a condemned criminal

in prison till the festival of the Cronia was come, then led

him forth outside the gates, made him drunk with wine, and

cut his throat:’ With the parallel of the Saturnalia before

our eyes, we may surmise that the victim who thus ended

his life in a state of intoxication at the Cronia may perhaps

have personated King Crexius himself, the god who reigned

in the happy days of old when men had nothing to do but
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to cat anil drink and make merry. At least the Rhodian

custom lends some countenance to the conjecture that

formerly a human victim may have figured at the sacrifice

which the so-called kings offered to Cronus on his hill at

Olympia. In this connection it is to be remembered that

we have already found well-attested examples of a custom

of sacrificing the scions of royal bouses in ancient Greece.
1

If the god to whom, or perhaps rather in whose character,

the princes were sacrificed, was Cronus, it would be natural

that the Greeks of a later age should identify him with

Baal or Moloch, to whom in like manner Semitic kings

offered up their children. The Laphyslian Zeus of Thessaly

and Bocotia, like the Lycacan Zeus of Arcadia, was probably

nothing but the aboriginal deity, commonly known as

Cronus, whose gloomy rites the Greek invader* .suffered the

priests of the vanquished race to continue after the ancient

manner, while they quieted their scruples of conscience or

satisfied their pride as conquerors by investing the blood-

thirsty old savage with the name, if not with the character,

of their own milder deity, the humane and gracious Zeus.

When we pass from Europe to Asia Minor, from ancient*

Greece to ancient Babylon and the regions where Babylonian

influence penetrated, we arc still met with festivals which

bear the closest resemblance to the oldest form of the

Italian Saturnalia. The reader may remember the festival

of the Sacaca, on which I had occasion to touch in an

earlier part of this chapter.* It was held at Babylon

during five days of the month Lous, beginning with the

sixteenth day of the month. During its continuance, just

as at the Saturnalia, masters and servants changed places,

the servants issuing orders and the masters obeying them ;

and In each house one of the servants, dressed as a king

and bearing the title of Zoganes, bore rule over tire house-

hold. Further, just as at the Saturnalia in its original form

a man was dressed as King Saturn in royal robes, allowed

to indulge his passions and caprices to the full, and then

put to death, so at the Sacaca a condemned prisoner, who
probably also bore for the time being the title of Zoganes, was

arrayed in the king's attire and suffered to play the despot.

1 Above, *"*l. It. p. Ji >y». * Vol. ti, p. H w
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to use the king's concubines, and to give himself up to

feasting and debauchery without restraint, only however in

the end to be stript of his borrowed finery, scourged, and

hanged or crucified.
1 From Strabo we learn that this Asiatic

counterpart of the Saturnalia was celebrated in Asia Minor

wherever the worship of the Persian goddess Analtis had

established itself. He describes it as a Bacchic orgy, at

which the revellers were disguised a9 Scythians, and men

and women drank and dallied together by day and night.
1

As the worship of Anaitis, though of Persian origin,

appears to have been deeply leavened with coarse elements

which it derived from the sensual religion of Babylon,* we

may perhaps regard Mesopotamia as the original home

from which the Sacaean festival spread westward into oilier

parts of Asia Mine*. Now the Sacaean festival, described

by the Babylonian priest Berosiis in the first book of his

history of Babylon, has been plausibly identified * with the

great Babylonian festival of the New Year called Zakmuk
or Zagmuku which has become known to us in recent times

through inscriptions The Babylonian year began with the

spring month of Nisan, which seems to have covered the

second half of March and the first -half of April. Thus the

New Year festival, which occupied at least the first eleven

days of Nisan, probably included the spring equinox. It

was held in honour of Pdarduk or Mcrodach, the chief god

of Babylon, whose great temple in the city formed the

religious centre of the solemnity. For here, in a splendid

chamber of the vast edifice, all the gods were believed to

assemble at this season under the presidency of Marduk for

the purpose of determining the fates for the new year,

especially the fate of the king's life. The festival was of

hoar antiquity, for it was known to Gudea, an old

king of Southern Babylonia who flourished about three

thousand years before the beginning of our era, and
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it is mentioned in an early account of the Great Flood. At

a much later period it is repeatedly referred to by King
Nebuchadnezzar and his successors. Nebuchadnezzar records

how he built of bricks and bitumen a chape! or altar, “ a

thing of joy and rejoicing," for the great festival of Marduk,

the lord of the gods
;
and we read of the rich and abundant

offerings which were made by the high priest at this time 1

Unfortunately the notices of this Babylonian festival of the

New Year which have come down to us deal chiefly with

its mythical aspect and throw little or no light on the mode
of its celebration, lienee its identity with the Sacaea must
remain for the present a more or less probable hypothesis.

In favour of the hypothesis may be alleged in the first place

the resemblance of the names Sacaea and Zoganes to

Zakmuk or Zagmuku, and in the second place the very

significant statement that the fate of the king’s life was

supposed to be determined by the gods, under the presidency

of Marduk, at the Zakmuk or New Year’s festival.4 When
we remember that the central feature of the Sacaea appears

to have been the saving of the king’* life for another year

by the vicarious sacrifice of a criminal on the cross or the

gallows, we can understand that the season was a critical

one for the king, and may well have been regarded as

determining his fate for the ensuing twelve months. A
difficulty, however, in the way of identifying the Sacaea

with the Zakmuk arises from the statement of Beresus that

the Sacaea fell on the sixteenth day of Lous, which was the

tenth month of the Syro-Macedonian calendar, and appears

to have nearly coincided with July. Thus if the Sacaea
occurred in July and the Zakmuk in March, the theory of

their identity could not be maintained. But the identifica-

tion of the months of the Syro-Macedonian calendar is a

matter of some uncertainty
;

as to the month Lous in
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particular the evidence of ancient writer* appears to be

conflicting, 1 and until we have ascertained beyond the reach

of doubt when Lous fell at Babylon in the time of Berosus,

it would be premature to allow much weight to the .seeming

discrepancy in the dates of the two festivals.

A fresh and powerful argument in favour of the identity

of the two festivals is furnished by the connection which has

been traced between both of them and the Jewish feast of

Purim.* There arc good grounds for believing that Purim
was unknown to the Jews until after the exile and that they

learned to observe it during their captivity in the East.

The festival is first mentioned in the book of Esther, which,

by the majority of critics is assigned to the fourth or third

century B.c.,
1 and which certainly cannot be older than the

Persian period, since the scene of the narrative is laid in Susa

at the court of a Persian king Ahasuerus, whose name appears

to be the Hebrew' equivalent of Xerxes. The next reference

to Purim occurs in the second book of M*ccalx:cs, a work
written probably about the beginning of our era. 1 Thus
from the absence of all notice of Purim in the older books
of the Bible, we may fairly conclude that the festival was
Instituted or imported nt a comparatively late date among
the Jews. The same conclusion is supported by the bcok
of Esther itself, which was manifestly written to explain the

origin of the feast and to suggest motive* for its observance.

For, according to the author of the book, the festival was
established to commemorate the deliverance of the Jews
from a great danger which threatened them in Persia under
the reign of King Xerxes. Thus the opinion of modern
scholars that the feast of Purim, as celebrated by the Jews,

was of late date and oriental origin, is borne out by the

tradition of the Jews themselves An examination of that
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tradition and of the mode of crlebrating the feast renders

it probable that Purim is nothing but a more or less

disguised form of the Babylonian festival of the Sacaea or

Zakmuk.
In the first place, the feast of l'urim ivas and is held on

the fourteenth and fifteenth days of Adar, the last month
of the Jewish year, which corresponds roughly to March. 1

Thus the date agrees nearly, though not exactly, with the

date of the Babylonian Zakmuk, which fell a fortnight later

in the early days of the following month Nisan. A trace

of the original celebration of Purim in Nisan may perhaps

be found in the statement that * they cast Pur, that is, the

lot, before Hainan'* in Nisan, the first month of the year*

It has been suggested with some plausibility that the Jews
may liavc shifted the date of Purim in order that tile new
and foreign festival might not clash with their own- old

festival of the Passover, which began on the fourteenth day
of Nisan. Another circumstance which speaks at once for

the alien origin of Purim and for its identity with Zakmuk
is its name. The author of the bcok of Esther derives the

name Purim from f>ur, “a lot,”* but no such word with

this signification exists in Hebrew, and hence we are driven

to look for the meaning and etymology of Purim in some
other language. A specious theory is that the name was

derived from an Assyrian word " an assembly ” and
referred prrnarily to the great assembly of the gods which,

as we have seen, formed a chief feature of the festival of

Zakmuk, and was held annually in the temple of Marduk
at Babylon for the purpose of determining the fates or

lots of the new year ;
' the august assembly appears to

have been occasionally, if not regularly, designated by die

very name fuAru.' On this hypothesis the traditional

Jewish explanation of the name Purim preserved a genuine

1 We knowfromJoepkut \A*tiynir. * Father iii. 7.
ix. *&
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kernel of historical truth, or at least of mythical fancy, under

the husk of a verbal error ; for the name, if this derivation

of it is correct really signified not "the lots” but the

assembly for drawing or otherwise determining the lots.

Another explanation which has been offered is "that pur

or bhr seems to be sn old Assyrian word for ‘stone,’ and

that therefore it is possible that the word was also used to

signify ’lot,' like the Hebrew Vps, Mot,' which originally, no
doubt, meai)t ‘ little stone.'

" 1

Either of these explanations

of the name Purim, by tracing it back to the New Year
assembly of the gods at Babylon for settling the lots,

furnishes an adequate explanation ot the traditional associa-

tion of Purim with the casting of lots—an association all

the more remarkable and all the more likely to be ancient

because there is nothing to justify it cithei in the Hebrew
language or in the Jewish mode of celebrating the festival.

When to this we add the joyous, nay, extravagant festivity

which has always been characteristic of Purim and is entirely

in keeping with a New Year celebration, we may perhaps

be thought to have made out a fairly probable ease for

holding that the Jewish feast is derived from the Babylonian

New Year festival of Zakmuk. Whether the Jews borrowed

the feast directly from the Babylonians or indirectly through

the Persian conquerors of Babylon is a question which

deserves to be considered
; but the Persian colouring of

the book of Esther speaks strongly for the view that Purim
came to Israel by way of Persia, and this view is confirmed
hy other evidence, to which I shall have to ask the reader's

attention a little later on
If the links which bind Purim to Zakmuk are reason-

ably strong, the chain of evidence which connects the Jewish
festival with the Sacaea is much stronger. Nor is this

surprising when we remember that, while the popular mode
of celebrating Zakmuk is unknown, we possess important
and trustworthy details as to the manner of holding the

Sacaea. We have seen that the Sacaea was a wild Bac-

1 Tt* expiration a that c4 Jensen, 1 <k^ir< in think the
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chanalian revel at which men and women disguised them-

selves and drank and played together in a fashion that was
more gay that, modest. Now this is. or used to be. pre-

cisely the nature of Purim. The two days of the festival,

according to the author of the book of Esther, were to be

kept for ever as
14

days of feasting and gladness, and of send-

ing portions one to another, and gifts to the poor.’" And
this joyous character the festival seems always to have

retained. The author of a tract in the Talmud lays it down
as a rule that at the feast of Purim every Jew is bound to

drink until he cannot distinguish between the words " Cursed
be Haitian” and "Blessed be Mordecai and he tells how
on or.e occasion a certain Kabba drank so deep at Puiim

that he murdered a rabbi without knowing what he was

about. Indeed Purim has been described as the Jewish

Bacchanalia, and we arc told that at this season every-

thing is lawful which can contribute to the mirth and
gaiety of the festival. 5 Writer* of the seventeenth century

assert that during the two days and especially on the even-

ing of the sorond day the Jews did nothing but feast and

drink to repletion, play, dance, sing, and make merry
;

in

particular they disguised themselves, men and women ex-

changing clothes, and thus attired ran about like mad, in

open defiance of the Mosaic law, which expressly forbids

men to dress as women and women as men.’ Among the

Jews of Frankfort, who inhabited the squalid but quaint and
picturesque old street known *s the Judengasse which many
of us still remember, the revelry at Purim ran as high as

ever in the eighteenth ccntuiy. The gluttony and intoxi-

cation began punctually at three o’clock in the afternoon of

the first day and went on until the whole community seemed
to have taken leave of their senses. They ate and drank,

they frolicked and cut capers, they reeled and staggered

about, they shrieked, yelled, stamped, clattered, and broke

1 E«hn x. *x.
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each other's heads with wooden hammers till the blood

floured. On the evening of the first day the women were

allowed, as a special favour, to 0|>cn their latticed window

and look into the men's synagogue, because the great

deliverance of the Jews from their enemies in the time of

King Ahasucros was said to have been effected by a woman.

A feature of the festival which should not be overlooked

was the acting of the story of Esther as a comedy, in which

Esther, Abasuerus, Haman, Mcrdccai, and others played

their parts after a fashion that sometimes degenerated from

farce into ribaldry .

1 Thus on the whole we may take it

that Purim has always been a Saturnalia and therefore corre-

sponds in character to the Sacaca, as that festival has been

described for us by Strabo.

But further, when we examine the narrative which pro-

fesses to account for the institution of Purint, we discover in

it not only the strongest traces of Babylonian origin, but

also certain singular analogies to those very features of the

Sacacan festival with which we arc here more immediately

concerned. The book of Esther turns upon tho fortunes of

two men, the vizier Hainan and the despised Jew Mordeeai,

at the court of a Persian king. Mordecai, we are told, had

given mortal offence to the vider, who accordingly prepares

a till gallows on which he hopes to sec his enemy hanged,

while he himself exacts to receive the highest mark of the

king's favour by being allowed to wear the royal crown and
the roy*l robes and thus attired to parade the streets,

mottnted on the kings own horse and attended by one of

the noblest princes, who should proclaim to the multitude

his temporary exaltation and glory. But the artful intrigues

of the wicked vizier miscarried and resulted in precisely the
opposite of what he had hoped and expected ; for the royal

honours which he had looked for fell to his rival Mordecai,
and be himself was hanged on the gallows which he had made
ready for his foe. In this story we seem to detect a remini-
«ccnee, more or less confused, of the Zoganes of the Sacaca,

*1 J. Schodt, JuJnrbt Mtriwuf Afiv <Lundi>n, 1X96}, p. *61 W
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in other word?, of the custom of investing a private man.with

the insignia of royalty for a few days and then putting him

fo death on the gallows or the cross. It is true that in the

narrative the part of the Zoganes is divided between two

actors, one of whom hopes to play the king but is hanged

instead, while the other acts the royal part and escapes the

gallows to which he was destined by his enemy. But this

bisection, so to say, of the Zoganes may have been deliber-

ately invented by the Jewish author of the book of Esther

for the sake of setting the origin of Purim, which it was his

purpose to explain, in a light that should reflect glory on

his own nation. Or, perhaps more probably, it points back

to a custom of appointing two mock kings at the Sacaea,

one of whom was put to death at the end of the festival,

while the other was allowed to go free, at least for a time.

We shall be the more inclined to adopt the latter hypothesis

when we observe that corresponding to the two rival aspir-

ants to the temporary kingship there appear in the Jewish

narrative two rival queens, Vashti and Esther, one of whom
succeeds to the high estate from which the other has fallen.

Further, it is to be noted that Mcrdecai, the successful

candidate for the mock kingship, and Esther, the successful

candidate for the queenship, arc linked together by close

tics both of interest and blood, the two being said to be

cousins. This suggests that in the original story or the

original custom there may have figured two pairs of kings

and queens, of whom one pair is represented in the Jewish

narrative by Mordccai and Esther and the other by Hainan

and Vashti.

A strong confirmation of this view is furnished by a

philological analysis of the names of the four personages.

It seems to be now generally recognised by Biblical scholars

that the name Mordccai, which has no meaning in Hebrew,

is nothing but a slightly altered form of Marduk or Merodach,

the name of the chief god of Babylon, whose great festival

was the Zakmuk
;
and further, it is generally admitted that

Esther in like manner is equivalent to Ishtar, the great

Babylonian goddess whom the Greeks called Astartc and

who is more familiar to English readers as Ashtaroth. The
derivation of the names of Haman and Vashti is less certain,



HAMAN AND VASHT

/

'SO

but sonic high authorities arc disposed to accept the view of

Jensen that Hainan is identical with Hunintan or Homman.
the national god of the Elamites, and that Vashti is in like

manner an Elamite deity, probably a goddess whose name
ai^ioars in inscriptions. Now, when we consider that the

Elamites were from time immemorial d.e hereditary foes of

the Babylonians and had their capital at Susa, the very place

In which the scene of the book of Esther Is laid, we can

hardly deny the plausibility of the theory that Hainan and

Vashti on the one side and Alordecai and Esther on the other

represent the antagonism between the gods of Elam and the

gods of Babylon, and the final victory of the Babylonian

deities in the vciy capital of their rivals.
1 " It is therefore

possible,’’ says Professor Nbldekc, "that we have here to do
with a feast whereby the Babylonians commemorated a

victory gainer! by their gods over the gods of their neighbours

the Elamites, against whom they had so often waged war
The Jewish feast of Purim is an annual merrymaking of a

wholly secular kind, and it la known that there were similar

fcastB among the Babylonians. That the Jews in Babylonia

should have adopted a festival of this «ort cannot he doomed
improbable, since in modern Germany, to cite an analogous

ease, many Jews celebrate Christmas after the manner of

their Christian fellow-countrymen, in so far at least as it is

a secular institution." s

Thus if we arc right in tracing the origin of Purim to

the Babylonian Sacaea and in finding the counterpart of the
Zeganes in Haman and Mordecai, it would appear that the
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iCo KING OF THE SACAEA C*Ar.

Zoganes during liia five days of office personated not merely

a king but a god, whether that god was the Elamite Humman,
the Babylonian Marduk, or some other deity not yet identified.

The union of the divine and royal characters in a single

person is so common that >vc need not be surprised at meet-

ing with it in ancient Babylon. And the view that the mock
king of the Sacaca died as a god on the cross or the gallows

is no novelty, Ihc acute and learned Movers long ago
observed that “ we should be overlooking the religious signi-

ficance of oriental festivals and the connection of the Sacaca
with the worship of Anaitis, if we were to treat as a mere
jest lire custom of disguising a slave as a king. We may
take it for certain that with t!ic royal dignity the king of the

Sacaca assumed also the character of an oriental ruler as

representative of the divinity, and that when he took

his pleasure among the women of the king’s harem, he

played the part of Sandan or Sardanopalus himself. For

according to ancient oriental ideas the use of the king's

concubines constituted a claim to the throne, and we know
from Dio that the five-days' king received full power over

the harem. Perhaps he began his reign by publicly cohabit-

ing with tire king's concubines, just as Absalom went in to

his father's concubines in a tent spread on the roof of the

palace before all Israel, for Ihe purpose of thereby making
known and strengthening his claim to the throne

" 1 What-
ever may be thought of this latter conjecture, there can be
no doubt that Movers is right in laying great stress both on
the permission given to the mock king to invade the real

king’s harem, and on the intimate connection of the Sacaca
with the worship ol Anaitis. That connection is vouched for

by Strabo, ar.d when we consider that in Strabo's time the

cult of the old Persian goddess Anaitis was thoroughly

saturated with Babylonian elements and had practically

merged in the sensual worship of the Babylonian Ishtar or

Astatic,* »c shall incline to view with favour Movers's further

1 Mow!. Du PAamsie/, l 490 * Ed. Meyer. 1. 1>. •> Amilit,* Ho*-
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conjecture, that a female slave may have been appointed

to play the divine queen to the part of the divine king

supported by the Zogancs, and that reminiscences of such a

queen have survived in the myth or legend of Semiramis.

According to tradition, Semiramis was a fair courtesan be-

loved by the king of Assyria, who took her to wife She
won the king’s heart so far that she persuaded him to yield

up to her the kingdom for five days, and having assumed the

sceptre and the royal robes she made a great banquet on the

first day, but on the second day she shut up her husband in

prison or put him to death and thenceforward reigned alone.'

Taken with Strabo’s evidence as to the association of the

Sacaea with the worship of Anaitis, this' tradition scetns

clearly to point to a custom of giving the Zogancs, during

his five-days' reign, a queen who represented the goddess

Anaitis or Semiramis or Astaitc, in short the great Asiatic

goddess of love and fcitility, by whatever name she was
called For that in Eastern legend Semiramis was a goddess
and a form of Astarte has been made practically certain by
tne researches of Robertson Smith, who has further shown
that the worship of Anaitis is not only modelled on Astarte

worship in general, but corresponds to that particular type of

it which was specially associated with the name of Semiramis
.

1

The identity of Anaitis and Semiramis is dearly proved by
the circumstance that the great sanctuary of Anaitis at Zela
in Pontus was actually built upon a mound of Semiramis

;

probably the old worship of the Semitic goddess always
continued here even after her Semitic name of Semiramis
or Astarte had been exchanged for the Persian name of
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Anaitis. perhaps in obedience to a decree of the Persian king

Artaxcrxcs II.. who first spread the worship of Anaitis in

the west of Asia.

1

It is highly significant, not only that the

Sacacan festival was held a: this ancient scat of the worship

of Scmirarnis or Astartc
;
but further, that the whole city of

Zcla was formerly inhabited by sacred slaves and harlots,

ruled over by a supreme pontiff, who administered it as a

sanctuary rather than as a city. 5 Formerly^'ve may suppose,

this priestly king himself died a violent death at the Sacaca in

the character of the divine lover of Scmirarnis, while the part

of the goddess was played by one of the sacred prostitutes.

The probability of this is greatly strengthened by the exist-

ence of the so-called mound ofScmirarnis under the sanctuary.

For the mounds of Scmirarnis, which were pointed out all

over Western Asia,* were said to have been the graves of her

lovers whom she buried alive.* The tradition ran that the

great and lustful queen Semiramis, fearing to contract a law-

ful marriage lest her husband should deprive her or power,

admitted to her bed the handsomest of her soldiers, only,

however, to destroy them all afterwards.* Now this tradition

is one of the surest indications of the identity of -Semiramis

with the Babylonian goddess Ishtar or Astarte For the

famous Babylonian epic which recounts the deeds of the hero

Gilgamcsh tells how, when he clothed himself in royal robes

and put his crown on hti head, the goddess Ishtar was
smitten with love of him and wooed him to be her mate.
But Gilgamesh rejected her insidious advances, for he knew
the «ad fate that had overtaken all her lovers, and he re-

proached the cruel goddess, saying

:

“Taranto. tint contort of thy youth.

Th« causut 10 veep every ye»r.

The brijtu-coloured ali.tJlu bird thou didst ktve.
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Thou didst crush him and bretk his pinions.

In the woods he stands and laments, 4 O ray pinions !

1

Thou didst love a lion of perfect Strength,

Seven and seven times thos didst bury him in the comers.
TV-iu didst love a horse superior ;i the fray,

With whip and spur tliau didst urge him on.

Tlx>» didst loicc him on for seven double hours,
Thau didst force him on when wearied and thirsty

j

His mother SBili thou madest wee)).

Thou didst a!ip love a shepherd of the (kick,

Who ccunnually potred out for thee the libation.

And daily slaughtered kids for thee
;

But thou didst smite him, and didst charge him into a leopard.

So that his own sheep-bay hunted him,
And bis own hounds tore turn to pieces."

The hero also tell* the miserable end of a gardener in

the service of the goddess's father. The hapless swain had

once been honoured with the love of the goddess, hut when
she tired of him she changed him into a cripple so that he

could not rise from his bed. Therefore Gilgamesh fears to

share the fate of all her former lovers and spurns her

proffered favours .

1 But it is not merely that the myth of

Ishtar thus tallies with the legend of Scmtramis
;
the worship

of the goddess was marked by a profligacy which has found
its echo in the locae character ascribed by tradition to the
queen. Inscriptions, which confirm and supplement the
evidence of Herodotus, inform us that Ishtar was served by
harlots of three different classes all dedicated to her worship.
Indeed, then: is reason to think that these women personated
the goddess herself, since one of the names given to them is

applied also to her*

Thus vre can hardly coubt that Semiranus is substantially
a form of Ishtar or Astarte, the great Semitic goddess of
love and fertility

;
and if this is so, wc may assume with at

least a fair degree of probability that the high pontiff of
Zcla or his deputy, who played the king of the Sacaea at
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the sanctuary of Seminunis, peruhed u one of the unhappy
lovers of the goddess, perhaps as Tammu/., whom she rained

" to weep every year." When he had run his brief meteoric

career of pleasure and glory, his bones would be laid in the

great mound which covered the mouldering remains of many
mortal geds, his predecessors, whom the geddess had
honoured with her fatal love.

Here then at the great sanctuary of the goddess in Zela

it appears that her myth was regularly translated into action
;

the story of her love and the death of her divine lover was
performed year by year as a sort of mystery-play by men
and women who lived for a season and sometimes died in

the character of the visionary beings whom they personated.

The intention of these sacred dramas, wc may be sure, was

neither to ainusc nor to instruct an idle audience, and as

little were they designed to gxatify the actors, to whose baser

passions they gave the reins for a time. They were solemn
rites which mimicked the doings of divine beir.gr., because

man fancied that by such mimicry he was able to arrogate

to himself the divine functions and to exercise them for

the good of his fellow*. The operations of nature, to his

thinking, were carried on by mythical personages very like

himself; and if he could only assimilate himself to them
completely he would be able to wield all their powers.

This is probably the original motive of most religious dramas
or mysteries among rude peoples.' The dramas are played,

the mysteries arc performed, not to teach the spectators the

doctrines of their creed, still less to entertain them, but for

the purpose of bringing about those natural effects which
they represent in mythical disguise; in a word, Urey are
magical ceremonies and their mode of operation is mimicry

i TlieduUjiiitimiied dance* pirn
by tone d the emu ladmnc of Krili.h

Columbia ar* draoiMrwd myth., in

which the actors personate spirit* wl
legrodiry animnfe. The drum** arm
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or sympathy. We shall probably not err in assuming that

many myths, which vrc now know only as myths, had once

their counterpart in magic ; in other words, that they used

to be acted as a means of producing in fact the events

which they describe in figurative language. Ceremonies

often die out while myths survive, and thus we are left to

infer the dead ceremony from the living myth. If myths
are, in a sense, the reHections or shadows of men cast upon
the clouds, we may say that these reflections continue to be
visible in the sky and to inform us of the doings of the men
who cast them, long after the men themselves are not only

beyond our range of vision but sunk beneath the horizon.

When once we perceive that the gods and goddesses,

the heroes and heroines of mythology have been represented

officially, so to say, by a long succession of living men and

women who bore the names and were supposed to exercise

the functions of these fabulous creatures, we have attained

a point of vantage from which it seems possible to propose

terms of peace between two rival schools of mythologies

who have been waging fierce war on each other for ages. On
the one hand it has been argued that mythical beings are

nothing but personifications of natural objects and natural

processes
;
on the other hand, it has been maintained that

they are nothing but notable men and women who in their

lifetime, for one reason or another, made a great impression

on their fellows, but whose doings have been distorted and
exaggerated by a false and credulous tradition. These two
views, it is now easy' to see, arc not so mutually exclusive

as their supporters have imagined. The personages about
whom all the marvels of mythology have been told may
have been real human beings, as the Kuhcmcrists allege

;

and yet they may have been at the same time personifica-

tions of natural objects or processes, as the adversaries of

tubcmeiism assert The doctrine of incarnation supplies

the missing link that was needed to unite tlic two seemingly

incon*5tcnt theories. If the powers of nature or a certain

department of nature be conceived as personified in a deity,

and that deity can become incarnate in a man or woman, it

i* obvious that the incarnate deity is at tlvc same time a real

human being and a personification of nature. To take the
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instance with which we arc here concerned, Semiramis may
have been the great Semitic goddess of love. Ishtar or Astarte.

and yet she may be supposed to have been incarnate in a series

of real women, whether queens or harlots, whose memory
survives in ancient history. Saturn, again, may have been

the god of sowing and planting, and yet may have been

represented on earth by a succession or dynasty of sacred

kings, whose gay but short lives may have contributed to

build up the legend of the Golden Age. The longer the

series of such human divinities, the greater, obviously, the

chance of their myth or legend surviving
;
and when more-

over a deity of a uniform type was represented, whether

under the same name or net, over a great extent of country

by many local dynasties of divine men or women, it is clear

that the stories about him would tend still further to persist

and be stereotyped.

The conclusions which we have reached in regard to the

legend of Semiramis and her lovers probably holds good of

all the similar tales that were current in antiquity throughout

the East ; in particular, it may be assumed to apply to the

myths of Aphrodite and Adonis in Syria, of Cybele and

Attis in Phrygia, and of Isis and Osiris in Egypt. If we
could trace these stories back to their origin, we might find

that in every case a human couple acted year by year the

parts of the loving goddess and the dying god. We know
that down to Roman times Attis was personated by priests

who bore his name
;

1 and if within the period of which we
have knowledge the dead Attis and the dead Adonis were

represented only by effigies, wc may surmise that it hud not

always been so, and that in both cases the dead god was
or.ee represented by a dead man. Further, the licence

accorded to the man who played the dying god at the

Sacaea speaks strongly in favour of the hypothesis that

before the incarnate deity was put to a public death he was
in all cases allowed or rather required to enjoy the embraces

of a woman who played the goddess of love. The reason

for such an enforced union of the human god and goddess
is not hard to divine If primitive man believes that the

growth of the crops can be stimulated by the intercourse of

« See 10L U. p. 134.
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common men and women, 1 what showers of blessings will

he not anticipate from the commerce of a pair whom his

fancy invests with all the dignity and powers of deities of

fertility?

Thus the theory of Movers, that at the Sacaea the

Zogancs represented a god and paired with a woman who
personated a goddess, turns out to rest on deeper and wider

foundations than that able scholar was aware of. He
thought that the divine couple who figured by deputy at

the ceremony were Semiramis, and Sandan or Sardanapalus.

It now appears that he was substantially right as to the

goddess ; but wc have still to inquire into the god. There
seems to be no doubt that the name Sardanapalus is only

the Greek way of representing Ashurbanapal, the name of

the greatest and nearly the lait king of Assyria. But the

records of the real monarch which have come to light within

recent years give little support to the fables that attached to

his name in classical tradition- For they prove that, far

from being the effeminate weakling he seemed to the Greeks

of
- a later age, he was a warlike and enlightened monarch,

who carried the arms of Assyria to distant lands ami fostered

at home the growth of science ami letters.' Still, though
the historical reality of King Ashurbanapal is as well attested

as that of Alexander or Charkmagnc.it would be no wonder
if myths gathered, like clouds, round the great figure that

loomed large in the stormy sunset of Assyrian glory. Now
the two features that stand out most prominently in the

legends of Sardanapalus arc his extravagant debauchery
and his violent death in the Dames of a great pyre, on
which he burned himself and his concubines to save them
from falling into the hands of his victorious enemies. It is

said that the womanish king, with painted face and arrayed
in female attire, passed his days in the seclusion of the
harem, spinning purple wool among his concubines and
wallowing in sensual delights

;
and that in the epitaph

which he caused to be carved on his tomb he recorded that

all the days of hia life he ate and drank and toyed, rcincmbcr-

1 St* vel. u. p, *04 iff. Auyrivkt CtirtuHs, p. 3$ I «*• ;

. „ M. lailro-, AV/fcifcr <//lal/Uaia *n?
Set c P. Ticle* /AtApAlV/V/A- slrrjrM, p. 43.
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irig that life is short and full of trouble, that fortune is

uncertain, and that others would soon enjoy the good things

which he. must leave behind.' These traits bear little

resemblance to the portrait of Ashurbanapal either in life

or death ;
for after a brilliant career of conquest the Assyrian

king died in old age, at the height cf human ambition, with

peace at home and triumph abroad, the admiration of his

subjects and the terror of his fees. Hut if the traditional

characteristics of Sardanapalus harmonise but ill with what
we know of the real monarch of that name, they fit well

enough with all that we know or can conjecture of the mock
kings who led a short life and a merry during the revelry

of the Sacaea, the Asiatic equivalent of the Saturnalia.

We can hardly doubt that for the most [«rt such men, with

death staring them in the face at the end of a few days,

sought to drown care and deaden fear by plunging madly into

all the fleeting joys that still offered themselves under the

sun. When their brief pleasures and sharp sufferings were

over, and their bones or ashes mingled with the dust, what
more natural that on their tomb—those mounds in which

the people saw. not untruly, the graves of the lovers of

Semiramis—there should be carved some such lines as those

which tradition placed in the mouth of the great Assyrian

king, to remind the heedless passer-by of the shortness and

vanity of life ?

When we turn to Sandan, the other legendary or mythical

being whom Movers thought that the Zogancs may have per-

sonated, we find the arguments in support of his theory still

stronger. The city of Tarsus in Cilicia is said to have been

founded by a certain Sandan whom the Greeks identified

with Hercules
; and at the festival of this god or hero an

effigy of him was burned on a great pyre.
1 This Sandan is

• Athemew, xii. ip- 53R v.jjo <•

;
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;
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doubtless the same with the Sandes whom Agnthia* rails the

old Persian Hercules. Professing to give a list of the gods

whom the"Persians worshipped before the days of Zoroaster, the

By/aotine historian mentions Bel, Sandes, and Anaitis, whom
he identifies with Zeus, Hercules, and Aphrodite respectively/

As we know that Bel was a Babylonian, not a Persian deity,

and that in later times Anaitis was practically equivalent to

the Babylonian Ishtar or Astartc, a strong presumption is

raised that Sandes also was a Babylonian or at all events

Semitic deity, and that in speaking of him as Persian the

hi-torian confused the ancient Persians with the Babylonians

and perhaps other stocks of Western Asia. The presump-

tion is strengthened when we find that in Lydia the sur-

name of Sardon, doubtless equivalent to Sandan, is sudd

to have been borne by Hercules because he wore a woman’s

garment called a sandyt, fine and diaphanous ns gossamer,

at the bidding of Queen Ompiialc, whom the hero served

for three years in the guise of a female slave, clad in

purple, humbly carding wool and submitting to be slapped

by the saucy queen with her golden slipper* The familiar

legend that Hercules burned himself alive on a great

pyre completes the parallel between the effeminate Her-

cules Sandon of Lydia and the Assyrian Sardanapalus.

So exact a parallel must surely rest on a common base

of custom -as well as of myth. That base, according to

the conjecture of the admirable scholar K. O. Mtlllcr,

may have been a custom of dressing up an effigy of an
effeminate Asiatic deity in the semblance of a reveller,

and then publicly burning it on a pyre. Such a custom
appears to have prevailed not only at Tarsus in Cilicia, but

also in Lydia; for a coin of the Lydian Philadelphia, a city

which lay not far from the old royal capital Sardes, exhibits

a device like that on coins of Tarsus, consisting of a figure

-stri chcd on a pyre.
J We may suppose,” says Muller, •* that

in t ie okl Assyrian mythology a certain being called Sandan,
<*r y :rhaps Sardan, figured beside Baal and Mylitta or Astartc.

The character of this mythical personage is one which often

raw * us in oriental religion—the extreme of voluptuousness

' g«thki, Mil. ii u. Ili ft, ;
ApollodociS, li. 6. z >/. j

* J >IR»« lyrli*. D. mtuiUraHiu, Lkm'I, Vi-!. &>' sB. ».
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and sensuality combined with miraculous force and heroic

strength. Wc may imagine that at the great festivals of

Nineveh this Sandan or Sardan was exhibited as a buxom
figure with womanish features, the pale face painted with

white lead, the eyebrows and eyelashes blackened with kohl,

his person loaded with golden chains, rings, and earrings,

arrayed in a bright red transparent garment, grasping a
goblet in one hand and perhaps, as a symbol of strength, a
double axe in the other, while he sat cross legged and sur-

rounded by women on a splendidly adorned couch under a
purple canopy, altogether not unlike the figure of Adonis at

the court festivals of Alexandria. Then the people of ' mad
Nineveh,* as the poet Phocylidcs called it, * the well-favoured

harlot,' as the prophet Nahum has it, would rejoice and
make merry with the their darling hero. Afterwards there
may have been another show, when tint gorgeous Sandan or
Sardan was to be seen on a huge pyre of precious wood,
draped in gold -cm brokered tapestry and laden with incense
and spices of every sort, which being set on fire, to the howl-
ing of a counties multitude and the deafening din of shrill

music, sent up a monstrous pillar of fire whirling towards
heaven and flooded half Nineveh with smoke and smell" 1

The distinguished scholar whom I have ju*t quoted dors

not fail to recognise the part which Imagination plays in the
picture he has set before us

;
but he reminds us very properly

that in historical inquiries imagination must always supply
the bond that links together the broken fragments of tradi-

tion. One thing, he thinks, emerges clearly from the present
investigation, the worship and legend of an elfcminatc hero
like Sandan appear to have spread, by means of an early

diffusion of the Semitic stock, first to the neighbourhood of
Tarsus in Cilicia and afterwards to Sardes in Lydia In

favour of the former prevalence of the rite in Lydia it may
be added that the oldest dynasty of Lydian kings traced

their descent, not only from the mythical Assyrian hero

' K. O. Muller, "Sacdon uni Sir- U. n. ror -.1 DMMfl where llw
«*“ AmtUanAMcriul, »„U, ormanly SinUranalus reued <m*-
lii. 16 The writer add. tint .her. leQ.,,1 or a gilcol coweh with pwyl"
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t«re. Hit principal wune Is tlwtitiy- foe whom the semen «m1."
*<oth1 vjKtch of IWo ChryfcOfctom (vol.
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Ninus, but also from the Greek hero Hercules
,

1 whose
legendary death in the fire finds at least a curious echo in

the story that Croesus, the last king of Lydia, was laid by
his Persian conqueror Cyrus on a great pyre of wood, and

was only saved at the last moment from being consumed in

the flames.
1 May not this story embody a reminiscence of

the manner in which the ancient king$ of Lydia, as living

embodiments of their god, formerly met their end ? It was
thus, as we have seen, that the old Prussian rulers used to

bum themselves alive in front of the sacred oak

;

s and by
an odd coincidence, if it is nothing more, the Greek Hercules

directed that the pyre on which he was to be consumed
should be made of the wood of the oak and the wild olive.

1

Some grounds have also been shown for thinking that in cer-

tain South African tribes the chiefs may formerly have been

burnt alive as a religious or magical ceremony.' All these

facts and indications tend to support the view of Movers
that at the Sacaca also the man who played the god for five

days was originally burnt at the end of them.* Death by
hanging or crucifixion may have been a later mitigation of

his sufferings, though it is quite possible that both forms of

execution or rather of sacrifice may have been combined by
hanging or cmcilying the victim first and burning him after-

ward*. much as our forefathers used to disembowel traitors

after suspending tlicm for a few minutes on a gibbet. At
Tarsus apparently the custom was still further softened by
burning an cifigy instead of a man

;
but on this point the

evidence is not explicit. It is worth observing that as late

\
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as Lucian’s time the principal festival of the year at Hicr-

apolis—the great scat of the worship of Astarte— fell at the

beginning of spring and took its name of the Pyre or the

Torch from the tall masts which were burnt in the court of

the temple with sheep, goats, and ether animals hanging

from them.' Here the season, the fire, and the gallows-tree

all fit our hypothesis; only the man-god is wanting.

If the Jewish festival of Purim war. as 1 have attempted

to show, directly descended cither from the Sacaca or from

some other Semitic festival, of which the central feature was

the sacrifice of a man in the character of a god, we should

expect to find traces of human sacrifice lingering about it

in one or other of those mitigated forms to which 1 have

ju»t referred. This expectation is fully borne out by the

facts. For from an early time it has been customary with

the Jews at the feast of Purim to burn or otherwise destroy

effigies of Haman, whose original character as a deity has

recently been made probable by the researches of Jensen.

The practice was well known under the Roman empire, for

the emperors Honorius and Theodosius issued a decree

commanding the governors of the provinces to take care

that the Jews should not burn effigies of Haman on a cross

at one of their festivals* We learn from the decree that

the custom gave great offence to the Christians, who regarded

it as a blasphemous parody of the central mystery of their

own religion, little suspecting that it was nothing but a
continuation, in a milder form, of a rite that had probably

been celebrated in the East long ages before the birth of

Christ. The Arab historian Alblrfint, who wrote in the

year 1000 A.I>., informs us that at Purim the Jews of his time

rejoiced greatly over the death of Haman, and that they

made figures which they beat ami burned, “ imitating the

ljurning of Hainan." lienee one name for the festival was

I lAm/ln-Sitr.* Another Arabic writer, Makrizl, who died in
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I 4 .J2 A.U., says that at the feast of l’urim, which fell on the

fifteenth day of the month Adar, some of the Jews used to

make effigies of Haman which they first played with and

{hen thiew into the fire.
1 During the Middle Ages the

Italian Jews celebrated Purim in a lively fashion which has

been compared by their own historians to that of the

Carnival. The children used to range themselves in rows

opposite each other and pelt one another with nuts, while

grown-up people rode on horseback through the streets with

pine branches in their hands or blew trumpets and made
merry round a puppet representing Haman, which was set

on a platform or scaffold and then solemnly burnt on a

pyre.' In the eighteenth century the Jews of Frankfort

used at Purim to make pyramids of thin wax candles, which

they set on fire
;
abo they fashioned images of Haman anil

his wife out of candies and burned them on the reading-

desk in the synagogue 1

Now, when we consider the close correspondence in

character as well as in date between the Jewish Purim and
the Christian Carnival, and remember further that the effigy

of Carnival, which is now destroyed at this merry season,

had probably its prototype in a living man who was put to

a violent death in the character of Saturn at the Saturnalia,

arult^jy of itself would suggest that in former times the Jews,
like the Babylonians, from whom they appear to have
derived their J’urim, may at one time have burned, hanged, or
crucified a real man in the character of Haman. There arc
some positive grounds for thinking that this was so. The
early church historian Socrates informs us that at Inmestar, a
town in Syria, the Jews were wont to observe certain sports

among themselves, in the course of which they played many
foolish pranks. In the year 416 A.D., being heated with
wine, they carried these sports further than usual and began
deriding Christians and even Christ himself, and to give the

Nat**, tnatlMfil ud edited ly lir. ‘ M. Glticmtiu. C.tnhRku >Ut
C. Edward Sachu | Unitor, 1S79K iiubHnmm «»J 4>r Cut/*' dir
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more zest to their mockery they sei?ed a Christian child,

bound him to a cross, and hung him up. At first they only

laughed and jeered at him, but soon, their passions getting

the better of them, they ill-treated the child so that he died

under their hands. The thing got noised abroad, and

resulted in a serious brawl between the Jews and their

Christian neighbours. The authorities then stepped in, and

the Jews had to pay dear for the crime they had pcrpctVatcd

in sport

1

The Christian historian docs not mention, and

perhaps did not know, the name of the drunken and jovial

festival which ended so tragically
;
but we can hardly doubt

that it was Purim, and that the boy who died on the cross

represented Hainan .
1

In medieval and modem tiroes

many accusations of ritual murders, as they arc called, have

been brought against the Jews, and lire arguments for and

against the charge have been discussed on both aides with a

heat which, however natural, lias tended rather to inflame

the passions of the disputants than to elicit the truth
.

3 Into

this troubled arena I prefer not to enter ; I will only observe

that, so far as I have locked into the alleged cases, and these

arc reported in sufficient detail, the majority of the victims

are said to have been children and to have met their fate in

spring, often in the week before Easter. This last circum-

stance points, if there is any truth in the accusations, to a

connection of the human sacrifice with the Passover, which
falls in this week, rather than with Purim, which falls a

month earlier. Indeed it has often been made a part of the

accusation that the blood of the youthful victims was intended

to be used at the Passover. Now if we bear in mind the

strong grounds which exist for believing that the great
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feature of the original Passover was the sacrifice of the fust-

born children.' we may hesitate to dismiss as idle calumnies

all the charges of ritual murder which have been brought

against the Jews in modern times. The extraordinary

tenacity of life exhibited by the lowest forms of superstition

in the minds of ignorant people, whether they arc Jews or

Gentiles, is familiar to all students of popular religion
;
and

there would be no reason for surprise if among the most
degraded part of the Jewish community there should be from

time to time a recrudescence of primitive barbarity. To
make the Jewish community as a whole responsible for

outrages which, if they occur at all, are doubtless quite

as repugnant to them as they are Ui every humane mind,

would be the height of injustice
; it would be as fair to

charge Christians in general with complicity in the incalcul-

ably greater number of massacres and atrocities of every

kind that have been perpetrated by Christians in the name
of Christianity, not merely on Jews and heathen, but on men
and women and children who professed—and died for—the

same faith as their torturers and murderers. If deeds of

the sort alleged have been really done by Jews—a question

on which I must decline to pronounce an opinion—they

would interest the student of custom as isolated instances of
reversion to an old and barbarous ritual which once
flourished commonly enough among the ancestors both of

Jews and Gentiles, but on which, as on a noxious monster,
an enlightened humanity has long set its hccL Such
customs die hard

;
it is not the fault of society as a whole

if sometimes the reptile has strength enough left to lift its

Venomous head and sting.

But between the stage when human sacrifice goes on
unabashed in the light of common day, and the stage when
it has been driven out of sight into dark boles and corners,
there intervenes a period during which tl»c custom is slowly
dwindling away under the growing light of knowledge and
philanthropy. In this middle period many subteifugcs arc
«W»ted to for the sake cf preserving the old ritual in a form
which will not offend the nesv morality. A common and suc-
“*sful device is to consummate the sacrifice on the person

' Sc? atu>r, vol. Ik p. 47 iff.
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of * malefactor, whose death at the altar or elsewhere is little

likely to excite pity or indignation, since it partakes of the

character of a punishment, and people recognise that if the

miscreant had not been dealt with by the priest, it would

have been needful in the public interest to hand him over to

the executioner. Wc have seen that in the Rhodian sacri-

fices to Cronus a condemned criminal was after a time sub-

stituted for an innocent victim
;
and there can be little doubt

that at Babylon the criminals, who perished in the character

of gods at the Sacaea, enjoyed an honour which, at an earlier

period, had been reserved for more respectable persons. It

seems therefore by no incans impossible that the Jews, in

borrowing the Sacsca from Babylon under the new name of

Purim, should have borrowed along with it the custom of

putting to death a malefactor who, after masquerading as

Mordecai in a crown and royal robe, was hanged or crucified

in the character of Haman. There arc some grounds for

thinking that this or something of this sort was done
;
hut

a consideration of them had better be deferred till we have

cleared up some points which still remain obscure In Purim,

and in the account which the Jews give of its origin.

In the first place, then, it deserves to be remarked that

the joyous festival of l’urim on the fourteenth and fifteenth

days of the month Adar is invariably preceded by a fast,

known as the fast of Esther, on the thirteenth
;
indeed, souse

Jews fast for several days before Purim. 1
In the book of

Esther the fast is traditionally explained as a commemoration
of the mourning and lamentation excited among the Jews
by the decree of King Ahasucrus that they should all be
massacred on the thirteenth day of the month Adar

;
for “ in

every province, whithersoever the king’s commandment and
his decree came, there was great mourning among the Jews,

and fasting and weeping, and nailing
;
and many lay in

sackcloth and ashes." Anil Esther, before she went into the

presence of the king to plead for the lives of her people.
u bade them return answer unto Mordecai, Go, gatlier together

all the Jews that are present in Shushan, and Cast ye for me,
and neither cat nor drink three days, night or day : I also

1 Uuitoif, Synt&ga Jn4a,a, c«p. I'lr/auioig dr kntli;tnJudin, u. r$J
«*«. |\ 554 1
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anti my maidens will fast in like manner." Hence fasting

and lamentation were ordained as the proper preparation for

the happy feast of Purim which commemorated the great de-

liverance of the Jews from the destruction that had threatened

them on the thirteenth day of Adar.' Now we have seen

that, in the opinion of some of the best modem scholars, the

basis of the book of Esther is not history but a Babylonian

myth, which celebrated the triumph of the Babylonian deities

over the gods of their enemies. On this hypothesis, how is

the fast that precedes Purim to be explained? The best

solution appears to be that of Jensen, that the fasting and
mourning were originally for the supposed annual death

of a Semitic god or hero of the type of Tammuz or

Adonis, whose resurrection on the following day occasioned

that outburst of joy and gladness which is characteristic of

Purim. The particular god or hero, '* hose death ar.d resur-

rection thus touched with sorrow and filled with joy the hearts

of Itia worshippers, may have been, according to Jensen, either

the great hero Gilgamesh, or his comrade and friend Eabani.*

The doughty deeds and adventures of this mighty pair are

the theme of the longest Babylonian poem that has been as

yet discovered. It is recorded on twelve tablet* and this cir-

cumstance has suggested to some scholars the view that the

story may be a solar myth, descriptive of the sun’s annual

cofirsc through the twelve months or the twelve signs cf the

zodiac. However this may be, the scene of the poem is

laid chiefly at the very ancient Babylonian city of Erech, the
chief seat of the worship of the goddess Ishtar or Astarte, who
plays an important part in the story. For the goddess is said

to have been smitten with the charms of Gilgamesh, and to

have made love to him
;

but he spurned her proffered favours,

and thereafter fell into a sore sickness, probably through the
wrath of the offended goddess. His comrade Eabani also
roused the fury of Ishtar, and was wounded to death. For
twelve days he lingered on a ted of pain, and, w’hen he died,

J
Kv.kci Iv. J and 16. it. ji. Gunkd, &A<y/u*gW C.tau, p. Jit
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his friend Gilgamtsh mourned and lamented for him, and

rested not until he had prevailed on the god of the dead to

suffer the spirit of Eabani to return to the upper world. The
resurrection of Eabani, recorded on the twelfth tablet, forms

the conclusion of the long poem. 1
Jensen's theory is that

the death and resurrection of a mythical being, who com-
bined in himself the features of a solar god and an ancient

king of Erech, were celebrated at the Babylonian Zakmuk 'or

festival of the New Year, and that the transference of the

drama from Ercch, its original scat, to Babylon led naturally

to the substitution of Marduk, the great god of Babylon, for

Gilgamcsh or Eabani in the part of the hero. Although
Jensen apparently does not identify the Zakmuk with the

Sacaca, a little consideration will show how well his general

theory of Zakmuk fits in with those features of the Sacacan

festival which have emerged in the course of cor inquiry.

At the Sacacan festival, if 1 am right, a man, who personated

a god or hero of the type of Tammuz or Adonis, enjoyed

the favours or a woman, probably a sacred harlot, who re-

presented the great Semitic goddess Ishtar or Astarte
;
and

after he had thus done hit part towards securing, by means
of sympathetic magic, the revival of plant life in spring, he

was put to death. Wc may suppose that the death of this

divine man was mourned over by his worshippers, and espe-

cially by women, in much the same fashion as the women of

Jerusalem wept for Tammuz at the gate of the temple* and

as Syrian damsels mourned the dead Adonis, while the river*

ran red with his blood. Such rites appear, in fact, to have
been common all over Western Asia

;
the particular name of

the dying god varied in different places, but in substance the
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ncual was the same. Fundamentally, the custom was a re-

ligious or rather magical ceremony intended to ensure the

revival and reproduction of life in spring.

Now, if this interpretation of the Sacaca is correct, it is

obvious that one important feature of the ceremony is wanting

in the brief notices of the festival that have come down to us.

The death of the man-god at the festival is recorded, but

nothing is said of his resurrection. Yet if he really personated

a being of the Adonis or Attis type, we may feel pretty sure

that his dramatic death was followed at a shorter or longer

interval by his dramatic revival, just as at the festivals of

Attis ar.d Adonis the resurrection of the dead god quickly

succeeded to his mimic death.

1 Here, however, a difficulty

presents itself. At the Sacaca the man-god died a real, not

a mere mimic death
;
and in ordinary life tile resurrection

even of a man-god is at least not an everyday occurrence,

What was to be done ? The man, or rather the god, was

undoubtedly dead. How was he to come to life again ?

Obviously the best, if not the only way. was to set another and

living man to support the character of the reviving god, and

we may conjecture that this was done. We may suppose

that the insignia of royalty which had adorned the dead

man were transferred to lus successor, who, arrayed in them,

would be presented to his rejoicing worshippers as their Rod

come to life again : and by his side would probably be
displayed a woman in the character of his divine consort,

the goddess Ishtar or Astaitc. In favour of this hypothesis

it may be observed that it at once furnishes a clear and
intelligible explanation of a remarkable feature in the book
of Esther which has not yet, so far as I am aware, been

adequately elucidated
;

I mean that apparent duplication of

the principal characters to which I have already directed

the reader’s attention. If I am right, Hainan represents

the temporary king or mortal gcxl who was put to death at

the Sacaca
;
and his rival Mordecai represents the other

temporary king who, on the death of his predecessor, was
Invested with his royal insignia, and exhibited to the people

“ the god cotnc to life again. Similarly Vashti, the deposed

queen in the narrative, corresponds to the woman who

• S*r rol. d. pp. 1 16. I £S.
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played the part of queen and geddess to the first mock
king, the Hainan or Humman ; and her successful rival,

Esther or Ishtar, answers to the woman who figured as the

divine consort of the second mock king, the Mordecai or

Marduk A trace of the sexual licence accorded to the

mock king of the festival seems to be preserved in the

statement that King Ahasucrus found Haman fallen on the

bed with Esther and asked, " Will he even force the queer,

before me in the house ?
*' 1 We have seen that the mock

king of the Sacaea did actually possess the right of using

the real king's concubines, and there is much to be said for

the view of Movers that he began his short reign by exer-

cising the right in public.
1

In the parallel ritual of Adonis

the marriage of the goddess with her ill-fated lover was

publicly celebrated the day before his mimic death* A
clear reminiscence of the time when the relation between

Esther and Mordecai was conceived as much more intimate

than mere cousinship appears to be preserved in some of

the Jewish plays acted at Purim, in which Mordecai appears

as the lover of Esther
;

and this significant indication is

confirmed by the teaching of the Rabbis that King Ahasucrus

never really knew Esther, but that a phantom in her likeness

lay with him while the real Esther sat on the lap of

Mordecai 4 Another recommendation of the theory which
I venture to propound is that it suggests an obvious and

plausible reason for the Elamite names attached to two of

the principal characters in the book of Esther, the discarded

queen Vashti and the unhappy vizier Haman. If at the

New Year festival in Babylon the divine drama was placed

by two pairs of mock kings and queens, of whom one pair

came to a miserable end, while the other pair triumphed
before the people arrayed In all the mimic pomp of their

predecessors, it would be natural enough that in time an

unfavourable comparison should be drawn between the two

pairs, and that people, forgetting their real meaning and
religious identity, should see in their apparent opposition a

victory of the gods of Babylon over the gods of their eternal

1 *• ' ** *!">«. p 160. 1 AW.v, w>l. ii. f, n6.
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foes the Elamites. Hence while the happy pair retained

their Babylonian names of Marduk and Ishtar, the unhappy
pair, who were originally nothing but Marduk and Ishtar in

a different aspect, were renamed after the hated Elamite

deities Humman ar.d Vashti.

The Persian setting, in which the Hebrew author of the

book of Esther has framed his highly -coloured picture,

naturally suggests that the Jews derived their feast of

Purim not directly from the old Babylonians, but from their

Persian conquerors. Even if this could be demonstrated, it

would in no way invalidate the theory that I’urim originated

in the Babylonian festival of tin: Sacaea, since we know
that the Sacaea was celebrated by the Persians.' Hence it

becomes worth while to inquire whether in the Persian

religion we can detect any traces of a festival akin to the

Sacaea or Purim. Here Lagardc has shown the way by
directing attention to the old Persian ceremony known as

the “Ride of the Beardless One." 1 This was a rite per-

formed both in Persia 'ami Babylonia at the beginning of

spring, on the first day of the first month, which in the

most ancient Persian calendar corresponded to March, so

that the date of the ceremony agrees with that of the

Babylonian New Year festival of Zakmuk. A beardless

and, if possible, one-eyed buffoon was set naked on an ass,

a horse, or a mule, and conducted in a sort of mock triumph
through the streets of the city. In one hand he held a
crow and in the other a fan, with which he fanned himself,

complaining of the heat, while the people pelted him with
ice and snow and drenched him with cold water. He was
supposed to drive away the cold, and perhaps to aid him in
discharging this useful function he was fed with hot food,
and hot stuffs were smeared on his body. Riding on his

ass and attended by all the king’s household, if the city

happened to be the capital, or, if it was not, by all the
1 Dio Oryiosoni maker Diojeres is wits auocuird wilh thr ixoiaat *o»-

My to A!«sr.4», the Cunt, ifcip nl the Persian gidrfm Amdli.
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retainers of the governor, who were also mounted, he

paraded the streets and extorted contributions. He stopped

at the doors of the rich, and if they did not give him what

he asked for, he befouled their garments with mud or a

mixture of red ochre and water, which he carried in an
earthenware pot If a shopkeeper hesitated a moment to

respond to his demands, the importunate beggar had the

right to confiscate all the goods in the shop
;
so the trades-

men who saw him bearing down on them, not unnaturally

hastened to anticipate his wants by contributing of their

substance before he could board them. Everything that he

thus collected from break of day to the time of morning

prayers belonged to the king or governor of the city ; but

everything that he laid hands on between the first and the

second hour of prayer he kept for himself. After the

second pfayers he disappeared, and if the people caught

him later in the day they were free to beat him to their

heart's content. " In like manner,” proceeds one of the

native writers who has described the custom, “ people at the

present time appoint a New Year I-ord and make merry.

And this they do because the season, which is the beginning

of Azur or March, coincides with the sun's entry into Aries,

for on that day they dispoit themselves and rejoice because

the winter is over." 1

Now in this harlequin, who rode through the street*

attended by all the king’s men, and levying contributions

which went cither to the royal treasury or to the pocket of

the collector, wc recognise the familiar features of the mock
or temporary king, who is invested for a short time with the

pomp and privileges of royalty for reasons which have been

already explained.* The abrupt disappearance of the

Persian clown at a certain hour of the day. coupled with

the leave given to the populace to thrash him if they found

him afterwards, points plainly enough to the harder fate

that probably awaited him In former days, when he paid

with his life for his brief tenure of a kingly crown. The
resemblance between hi* burlesque progress and that of

Mordecai through the streets of Susa is obvious; though

1 Th Wyin,/Uutrtaitliglenlivtitmm ITOOhpp I83,as9>aji.
* S“ HfacNOy, voJ. iL p. 26 i,y.
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the Jewish author of Esther has depicted in brighter colour*

the pomp of hit hero "in royal apparel of blue and white,

and with a great crown of gold, and with a robe of fine

linen and purple," riding the king’s own charger, and led

through the city by one of the king's most noble princes,
1

The difi’crcncc between the two scenes is probably not to

be explained simply by the desire of the Jewish writer to

shed a halo of glory round the personage whom he regarded

as the deliverer of his people. So long as the temporary

king was a real substitute for the reigning monarch, and had

to die sooner or later in his stead, it was natural that he
should be treated with a greater show of deference, and

should simulate his royal Inother more closely than a clown,

who had nothing worse than a beating to fear when lie laid

down his office. In short, after the serious meaning of the

custom had been forgotten, and the substitute was allowed

to escape with his life, the high tragedy of the ancient cere-

mony would rapidly degenerate into farce.

But while the "Hide of the Beardless One" is, from
one point of view, a degenerate copy of the original,

regarded from another point of view, it preserves some
features which arc almost certainly primitive, though they

do not appear in the kindred Babylonian and Jewish festivals.

The Persian custom bears the stamp of a popular festivity

rather than of a state ceremonial, and everywhere it seems
as if popular festivals, when left to propagate themselves

freely among the folk, reveal their old meaning and inten-

tion more transparently than when they have been adopted
into the official religion and enshrined In a ritual. The
simple thoughts of our simple forefathers are better under-
stood by their unlettered descendants than by the majority
of educated people

;
their rude rites arc more faithfully pre-

screed anil more truly interpreted by a rude peasant ty than
by the priest, who wraps up their nakedness in the gorgeous
pall of religious pomp, or by the philosopher, who dissolves

their crudities into the thin air of allegory. In the present
instance the purp«»c of the * Ride of the Beardless One “

at the beginning of spring is sufficiently obvious ;
it was

meant to hasten the departure of winter and the approach

1 Ealhvr >i 8 .y., rtil. 15.
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of suamcr. We are expressly told that the down who
went about fanning himself and complaining of the heat,

while the populace snowballed him, was supposed to dispel

the cold
;
and even without any such assurance we should

be justified in inferring as much from his behaviour. O 11

the principles of sympathetic magic, which is little more
than an elaborate system of mako-beiieve, you can make
the weather warm by pretending that it is so

;
or if you

cannot, you may be sure that there is some wiser person

than yourself who can. Such a wizard, in the estimation

of the Persians, was the beardlets one-eyed man who went

through the performance 1 have described
;
and no doubt

his physical defects were believed to contribute in some
occult manner to the success of the rite. The ceremony was

thus, as Lagardc acutely jicrccivcd, the oriental equivalent of

those popular European customs which celebrate the advent

of spring by representing in a dramatic form the expulsion

or defeat of winter by the victorioui summer. 1 But whereas

in Europe the two rival seasons are often, if not regularly,

personated by two actors or two effigies, in Persia a single

actor sufficed Whether he definitely represented winter or

summer is not quite clear ; but his pretence of suffering

from heat, and his final disappearance suggest that, if he

personified cither of the seasons, it was the departing winter

rather than the coming summer.
If there is any truth in the connection thus traced

between Purim and the " Ride of the Beardless One," we
are now in a position to finally unmask the leading personages

in the book of Esther. 1 have attempted to show that

Hatnan and Vashti arc little more than doubles of Mordecai

and Esther, who in turn conceal under a thin disguise the

features of Marduk ami Ishtar, the great god and geddess

of Babylon. But why, the reader may ask. should the

divine pair be thus duplicated and the two pairs set in

opposition to each other? The answer is suggested by
the popular European celebrations of spring to which I have

just adverted. If my interpretation of these customs is

right, the contrast between the summer and winter, or the

life and death which figure in effigy, or in the persons of

Sec above, vd. h p 99 iff.
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living representatives at the spring ceremonies of our

peasantry, is fundamentally a contrast between the dying or

dead vegetation of the old, and the sprouting vegetation

of the new year—a contrast. 1 may add, which would lose

nothing of its point when, as in ancient Rome and Babylon

and Persia, the beginning of spring was also the beginning

of the new year. In these and in all the ceremonies we
have been examining the antagonism is not between powers

of a different order, but between the same power viewed in

different aspects as old and young ; it is in short nothing

but the eternal and pathetic contrast between youth and

age. And as the power or spirit of vegetation is repre-

sented in religious ritual and popular custom by a human
pair, whether they be tailed Islitar and Tammuz. or Venus

and Adonis, or the Queen and King of May, so we may
expect to find the old decrepit spirit of the past year per-

sonated by one pair, and the fresh young spirit of the new
year by another. This, if my hypothesis is right, is the

ultimate explanation of the struggle between Hainan and
Vashti on the one side, and their doubles Mordccai and
Esther on the other. In the last analysis both pairs stcod

for the powers that make for the fertility of plants and

perhaps also of animals ; but the one .pair embodied the

failing energies of the past, and the other the vigorous and
growing energies of the coming year. Both powers, on
my hypothesis, were personified not merely in myth, but in

curtom
;
for year by year a human couple undertook to

quicken the life of nature by a union in which, as in a

microcosm, the loves of tree and plant, of herb and flower,

of bird and beast were supposed in some mystic fashion to

be summed up. Originally, we may conjecture, such couples

exercised their functions for a whole year, on the conclusion
of which Ac male partner—the diVinc king—was put to

death
; but in historical times it seems that, as a rule, the

human god—the Saturn, Zogancs, Tarnmuz, or whatever he
was called—enjoyed his divine privileges, and discharged
his divine duties only for a short part of the year. This
curtailment or his reign on earth was probably introduced

the time when the old hereditary divinities or deified

•rings contrived to shift the most painful part of their
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duties to a substitute, whether that substitute was a son or

a slave or a malefactor. Having to die as a king, it was

necessary that the substitute should also live as a king for

a season
;
but the real monarch would naturally restrict

within the narrowest limits both of time and of power a

reign which, so long as it lasted, necessarily encroached

upon and indeed superseded his own. What became of

the divine king’s female partner, the human goddess who
shared, his bed and transmitted his beneficent energies to

the rest of nature, we cannot say. So far as 1 am aware,

there is no evidence either in custom or in myth that she

like him suffered death when her primary function was dis-

charged. The nature of maternity suggests an obvious

reason for sparing her a little longer, till that mysterious

law, which links together woman's life with the changing

aspects of the nightly sky, had been fulfilled by the birth

of an infant god, who should in his turn, reared perhaps

by her tender care, grow up to live and die for the world.

An eminent scholar has recently pointed out the re-

markable resemblance between the treatment of Christ by
the Roman soldiers at Jerusalem and the treatment of the

mock king of the Saturnalia by the Roman soldiers at

Durostolum
;
and he would explain the similarity by sup-

posing that the *otdicr$ ridiculed the claims of Christ to a

divine kingdom by arraying him in the familiar garb of old

King Saturn, whose quaint person figured so prominently at

the winter revels.
1 Even if the theory should prove to be

right, we can hardly suppose that Christ played the part of

the regular Satum of the year, since at the beginning of our

era the Saturnalia fell at midwinter, whereas Christ was

crucified at the Passover in spring. There is, indeed, as I

have pointed out, some reason to think that when the

Roman year began in March the Saturnalia was held in

spring, and that in remote districts the festival always con-

tinued to be celebrated at the ancient date. If the Roman
garrison of Jerusalem conformed to the ok! fashion in this

respect, it seems not quite impossible that their celebration

of the Saturnalia may have coincided with the Passover
;

1 P. Wcfldlnml, M Jenu ah Satumalten-Komg," Howj, xxxiii.
<
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and that thus Christ, as a condemned criminal, may

have been given up to them to make sport with as the

Saturn of the year. Hut on the other hand it is rather

unlikely that the officers, as representatives of the State,

would have allowed their men to hold the festival at any but

the official date; even in the distant town of Durostolum

we saw that the Roman soldiers celebrated the Saturnalia in

December. Thus if the legionaries at Jerusalem really in-

tended to mock Christ by treating him like the burlesque

king of the Saturnalia, they probably did so only by way of

a jest which was in more senses than one unseasonable.

Hut closely as the passion of Christ resembles the treat-

ment of the mock king of the Saturnalia, it resembles still

more closely the treatment of the mock king c.f the Sacaca.
1

The description of the mockery' by St. Matthew is tlic fullest

It runs thus : " Then released he Iktrabbas unto them and

when he had scourged Jesus, lie delivered him to be crucified.

Then the soldiers of the governor tool; Jesus into the common

hall, and gathered unto him the whole band of soldiers. And
they stripped him, and put on him a scarlet robe. And when

they had platted a crown of thorns, they put it upon his head,

and a reed in his right hand and they bowed the knee

before him. and took the reed, and smote him on the head.

And after that they had mocked him. they took the robe off

from him. and put his own raiment on him, and led him away
to cmcify him.”* Compare with this the treatment of the

mock king of the Sacaca, as it is described by Dio Chrysostom :

“ They take one of the prisoners condemned to death and
scat him upon the king's throne, and give him the king’s

raiment, and let him lord it and drink and run riot and esc

the king’s concubines during these days, and no man pre-

vents him from doing just what he likes. But afterwards

they strip and scourge and crucify him.’* Now it is quite

possible that this remarkable resemblance is after all a mere
coincidence, and that Christ was executed in the ordinary

' Tie RtemtdMCC but •irodi nr 1
I to OiyasMt*. O. t» vol l p.

-hta t wrote lh« book uripoally, tut 76 cU. Uiodnrf At 1 aiitady

** t coolii IK1 definitely v.pInU ii T numixKil, llu: Cmt word which
Preferred to tax it mocked. the cxotullon

.

Matthew xxvil 26-31. Mark , 6c- Icj.c. it imeuum Whether :be man
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way a? a common malefactor ; but on the other hand there

arc so many scattered hints and indications of something

unusual, so many broken lines seemingly converging towards

the cross on Calvary, that it is worth while to follow them

up and see where thqy lead us. In attempting to draw these

fragmentary data together, to bridge the chasms, and to

restore the shattered whole, we must beware of mistaking

hypothesis for the facts which it only professes to cement

;

yet even if our hypothesis should be thought to bear a

somewhat undue proportion to the facts, the excess may
perhaps be overlooked in consideration of the obscurity and

the importance of the inquiry.

We have seen reason to think that the Jewish festival of

Furim is a continuation, under a changed name, of the

Babylonian Sacaca, and that in celebrating it by the destruc-

tion of an effigy of Hainan the modem Jews have kept up a

reminiscence of the ancient custom of crucifying or hanging

a man in the character of a god at the festival. Is it not

possible that at an earlier time they may, like the Baby-

lonians themselves, have regularly compelled a condemned
criminal to play the tragic part, and that Christ thus perished

in the character of Hainan ? The resemblance between the

hanged Hamad and the crucified Christ struck the early

Christians themselves; and whenever the Jews destroyed

an effigy of Hainan they were accused by their Christian

neighbours of deriding the most sacred mystery of the new
faith.

1

It is probable that on this painful subject the Chris-

tians were too sensitive
;
remembering the manner of their

Founder's death it was natural that they should wince at

any pointed allusion to a cross, a gallows, or a public execu-

tion, even when the shaft was not aimed at them. An
objection to supposing that Christ died as the Haman of the

year is that according to the Gospel narrative the crucifixion

occurred at the Passover, on the fourteenth day of the month
Nisan, whereas the feast of Purim, at which the hanging of

Hainan would naturally take place, fell exactly a month

earlier, namely, on the fourteenth day of the month Adar.

I have no wish to blink or extenuate the serious nature of

the difficulty arising from this discrepancy of dates, but I

1 See .bove, p. 17*.
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would -suggest some considerations which may make us

hesitate to decide that the discrepancy is fataL In the first

place, it is possible, though perhaps not probable, that Chris-

tian tradition shifted the date of the crucifixion by a month

in order to make the great sacrifice of the Lamb of God
coincide with that annual sacrifice of the Passover lamb

which in the belief of pious hearts had so long foreshadowed

it and was thenceforth to cease Instances of gentle pressure

brought to bear, for purposes of edification, on stubborn facts

arc perhaps not wholly unknown in the annals of religion.

But the express testimony of history is never to be lightly

set aside
;
and in the investigation of its problems a solution

which assumes the veracity and accuracy of the historian is.

on an even balance of probabilities, always to be preferred

to one which impugns them both. Now in the present ease

we have seen reason to think that the Babylonian New Year
festival, of which Purim was a continuation, did fall in Nisan

at or near the time of the Passover, and that when the Jews
borrowed the festival they altered the date from Nisan to

Ariar in order to prevent the new feast from clashing with

the old Passover. A reminiscence of the original date of

Purim perhaps survives, as 1 have already pointed out. in

the statement in the book of Esther that Hainan caused pur

or lots to be cast before him from the month of Nisan

onward.' It thus seems not impossible that occasionally, for

some special reason, the Jews should have celebrated the

feast of Purim, or at least the death of Hainan, at or about

the time of the Passover. But there is another possibility

which, remote and fanciful as it may appear, deserves at

least to be mentioned. The meek king of the Saturnalia,

whose resemblance to the dying Christ was first pointed cot
by Mr. Wendland, was allowed a period of licence of thirty

days before be was put to death. If we could suppose that

in like manner the Jews spared the human representative of

Haman for one month from Purim, the date of his execution
would fall exactly on the Passover. Which, if any. of these

conjectural solutions of the difficulty is the true one, 1 will

ttot undertake to say. I am fully conscious of the doubt
and uncertainty that hang round the whole subject ; and if

* UMfcR Mi. 7.
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in this and what follows 1 throw out some hints and sugges-

tions, it is more in the hope of stimulating; and directing

further inquiry than with any expectation of reaching definite

conclusions.

It may be objected that the mockery of Christ was done

not by the Jews but by the Roman soldiers, who knew and

cared nothing about Haman ; how then can we suppose that

the purple or scarlet robe, the sceptre of reed, and the crown

of thorns, which the soldiers thrust upon Christ, were the

regular insignia of the Haman of the year f To this we may
reply, in the first place, that even if the legions stationed in

Syria were not recruited in the country, they may have con-

tracted some of the native superstitions and have fallen in

with the local customs. This is not an idle conjecture. We
know that the third legion during its stay in Syria learned

the Syrian custom of saluting the rising sun, and that this

formal salute, performed by the whole regiment as one man
at a critical moment of the great battle of Bcdriacum, actually

helped to turn the scale when the fortune of empire hung
trembling in the balance.' But it is not necessary to suppose

that the garrison of Jerusalem really shared the beliefs and

prejudices of the mob whom they overawed
;
soldiers every-

where are ready to go with a crowd bent on sport, without

asking any curious questions as to the history or quality of

the entertainment, and we should probably do the humanity

of Roman soldiers too much honour if we imagined that they

would be deterred by any qualm of conscience from joining

in the pastime, which is still so popular, of baiting a Jew to

death. But in the second place it should be observed that

according to one of the Evangelists it was not the soldiers

of l'ilate who mocked Jesus, but the soldiers of Herod,' and

we may fairly assume that Herod's guards were Jews.

The hypothesis that the crucifixion with all its cruel

mocker)’ was not a punishment specially devised for Christ,

but was merely the fate that annually befell the malefactor

who played Haman, appeals to go some way towards reliev-

ing the Gospel narrative of certain difficulties which otherwise

beset it If, as we read in the Gospels, Pilate was really

• Tioiui, Hnt. m. n Sf^ compand wiih ii. 74
* t.uke Mill. 1 1.
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anxious to save the innocent man whose fir.c bearing seems

to have struck him, what was to hinder him from doing so ?

He had the power of life and death
.
why should he not

have exercised it on the side of mercy, if his own judgment

inclined that way? His reluctant acquiescence in the im-

portunate demand of the rabble becomes easier to understand

if we assume that custom obliged him annually at this season

to give up to them a prisoner on whom they might play

their cruel pranks. On this assumption Pilate had no power

to prevent the sacrifice
;
the most lie could do was to choose

the victim.

Again, consider the remarkable statement of the

Evangelists that mate set up over the cross a superscription

stating that the man who hung on it was king of the Jews. 1

Is it likely that in the reign of Tiberius a Roman governor,

with the fear of the jealous and suspicious okl emperor before

hh eyes, would have ventured, even in mockery, to blazon

forth a seditious claim of this sort unless it were the regular

formula employed on such occasions, recognised by custom

and therefore not liable to be misconstrued into treason by
the malignity of informers and the fears of a tyrant ?

But if the tragedy of the ill-fated aspirant after royal

honours was annually enacted at Jerusalem by a prisoner

who perished on the cross, it becomes probable that the |«rt

of his successful rival was also played by another actor who
paraded in the same kingly trappings but did not share the
same fate. If Jesus was the Haman of the year, where was
the Mordccai? Perhaps we may find him in Barabbas.

We are told by the Evangelists that at the feast which
witnessed the crucifixion of Christ it was the custom for the

Roman governor to release one prisoner, whomsoever the

people desired, and that Pilate, convinced of the innocence of

J«ua, attempted to persuade the multitude to choose him as
the man who should go free. But, hounded on by the

pneata and eldcis who had marked out Jesus for dcstriKtion,
the rabble would not hear of this, and clamoured for the
blood of Jesus, while they demanded the release of a certain

miscreant, by name Barabbas, who lay in gaol for murder
#nd sedition. Accordingly Pilate had to give way: Christ

* W.tiiew «*vl. p 1
Mark xv. i6; Luke XliU. 3»l Jon° «*• '?•
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was crucified and Barabbas set a« liberty. 1 Now what, wc
may ask. was the reason for setting free a prisoner at this

festival? In the absence of positive information, wc may
conjecture that the gaol-bird whose cage was thrown open at

this time had to purchase his freedom by performing some

service from which decent people would shrink. Such a

service may very well have been that of going about the

streets, rigged out in tawdry splendour with a tinsel crown

on his head and a sham sceptre in his hand, preceded

and followed by all the tag-rag and bobtail of the town

hooting, jeering, and breaking coarse jests at his expense,

while some pretended to salaam his mock majesty, and
others belaboured the donkey on which he rode. It was
in this fashion, probably, that in Persia the beardless and

one-eyed man made his undignified progress through the

town, to the delight of ragamuffins and the terror of shop-

keepers, whose goods he unceremoniously confiscated if they

did not hasten to lay their peace-offerings at his feet So,

perhaps, the ruffian Barablxis, when his irons were knocked

off and the prison door had grated on its hinge* to let him
forth, tasted the first sweets of liberty in this public manner,
even if he was not suffered, like his one-eyed brother, to

make raids with impunity on the stalls of the merchants and

the tables of the money-changers. A curious confirmation

of this conjecture is supplied by a passage in the writings of

Philo the Jew, who lived at Alexandria in the time of Christ.

He tells us that when Agrippa, the grandson of Herod, had
received the crown of Judaea from Caligula at Rome, the

new king passed through Alexandria on his way to his own
country. The disorderly populace of that great city, animated
by a hearty dislike of his nation, seized the opportunity of

venting their spite by publicly defaming and ridiculing the

Jewish monarch. Among other things they laid hold of a

certain harmless lunatic named Carabas, who used to roam
the streets stark naked, the butt and laughing-stock of

urchin* and idlers. This poor wretch they set up in a public

place, dapped a paper crown on his head, thrust a broken

reed Into his hand by way of a sceptre, and having huddled

' Matthew xxvii. IS-J6; Mark xv. 6-:s ; Luke txii l6-*l s Join xviil.

3* 40 -
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a mat instead of a royal robe about his naked body, and

surrounded him with a guard of bludgeon-men, they did

obeisance to him as to a king and made a show of taking

his opinion on questions of law and policy. To point the

jest unmistakably at the Syrian king Agrippa, the bystanders

raised cries of “ Marin
!
Marin

!

" which they understood to

be the Syrian word for * lord."
1 This mockery of the

Jewish king closely resembles the mockery of Christ
;
and

the joke, such as it was, would receive a keener edge if we
could suppose that the riff-raff of Alexandria were familiar

with the Jewish practice of setting up a sham king on certain

occasions, and that they meant by Implication to ridicule the

real King Agrippa by comparing him to his holiday counter-

feit May we go a step further and conjecture that one at

least of the titles of the mock king of the Jews was regularly

Barabbas? The poor imbecile who masqueraded in a paper

crown at Alexandria was probably a Jew, otherwise the jest

would have lost much of its point
;
and his name, according

to the Greek manuscripts of Phiio, was Carabas. But Carabas

is meaningless in Hebrew, whereas Barabbas is a regularly

formed Hebrew word meaning “Son of the Father." The
palaeographic difference between the two forms is slight,

and perhaps we shall hardly he deemed very rash if we con-

jecture that in the passage in question Philo himself wrote

Barabbas, which a Greek copyist, ignorant of Hebrew, after-

wards corrupted into Carabas. If this were granted, we
should still have to assume that both Philo and the authors

of the Gospels fell into the mistake of treating hs the name
of an individual what in fact was a title of office.

Thus the hypothesis which, with great diffidence, I would
put forward for consideration is this. It was customary, we
may suppose, with the Jews at Purim, or perhaps occasion-
ally at Passover, to employ two prisoners to act the parts

respectively of Haman and Morelccai in the passion-play
which formed a central feature of the festival. Both men
paraded for a short time in the insignia of royalty, but their

“tea were different
j

for while at the end of the performarxe

' P**0 ]«difui, /Kbumi Fhaum. wia >lr. P. \Vcndlao4 ala
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the one who played Hainan was hanged or crucified, the one

who personated Mordecai and bore in popular parlance the

title of Barabbas was allowed to go free. Pilate, perceiving

the trumpery nature of the charges brought against Jesus,

tried to persuade the Jews to let him play the part of Bar-

abbas, which would have saved his life
;
but the merciful

attempt failed and Jesus perished on the cross in thc>character

of Hainan. The description of his last triumphal ride into

Jerusalem reads almost like an echo of that brilliant progress
through the streets of Susa which Haman aspired to and
Mordecai accomplished

;
and the account of the raid which

he immediately afterwards made upon the stalls of the
hucksters and money-changers in the temple, may raise a

question whether we have not here a trace of those arbitrary

rights over property which it has been customary on such

occasions to accord to the temporary king.
1

If it be asked why one of these temporary kings should

bear the remarkable title of Barabbas or 11 Son of the Father,"

I can only surmise that the titlo may perhaps be a relic of
the time when the real king, the deified man, used to redeem
his own life by deputing his son to reign for a short time and
to die in his stead. We have seen that the custom or sacri-

ficing the son for the father was common, if not universal,

among Semitic peoples
; and if we are right in our interpreta-

tion of the l’assovcr, that festival—the traditional date of the

crucifixion—was the very season when the dreadful sacrifice

of the first-born was consummated.'- Hence Barabbas or the
“ Son of the Father" would be a natural enough title for the
man or child who reigned and died as a substitute for his royal

sire. Even in later times, when the father provided a less

precious substitute than his own offspring, it would be quite

in accordance with tlie formal conservatism of religion that

the old title should lie retained after it had ceased to be

appropriate
;

indeed the efficacy of tlvc sacrifice might be

thought to require and justify the pious fiction that the
substitute was the very son of that divine father who should

have died, but who preferred to live, for the gooJ of his

people. If in the time of Christ, as I have conjectured, the

1 M*Uhew ia i-IJ i Mirk «L 1-171 Luke ii>. 28-46
j Joint «« U-lJ.

’ S«« »tw*«, vet. ii. pp. j» $o.
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title of Barabbas or Son of the Father was bestowed on
the Mordecai, the mock king who lived, rather than on the

Human, the mock king who died a! the festival, this dis-

tinction can hardly have been original
;
for at first, we may

suppose, the amc man saved in both capacities at different

times, as the Mordecai of one year and the Haman of the

next The two characters, as I have attempted to show, are

probably nothing but two different aspects of the same deity

considered at one time as dead and at another at risen
;
hence

the human being who personated the risen god would in due

time, after he had enjoyed his divine honours for a season, act

the dead god by dying In good earnest in his own person
;
for

It would be unreasonable to expect of the ordinary man-god

that be should play the two parts in the reverse order by

dying first and coming to life afterwards. In both parts the

substitute would still be, whethor in sober fact or in pious

fiction, the Barabbas or Son of that divine Father who
generously gave his own son to die for the wodd.

To conclude this speculation, into which I have perhaps

been led hy the intrrrst and importance of the subject some-

what deeper than the evidence warrants, I venture to urge

in its favour that it seems to shed fresh light on some of

the causes which contributed to the remarkably rapid diffusion

of Christianity in Asia Minor. We know from a famous

letter of the younger Pliny addressed to the Emperor Trajan

in the year 1 1 2 A.t>. that by the beginning of our era, less

than a hundred years after the Founder’s death, Christianity

had made such strides in Hithynia and I’ontu* that not only

cites but villages and rural districts were affected by it, and
that multitudes of both sexes and of ever)’ age and every

rank professed its tenets
;
indeed things had^gonc so far that

the temples were almost deserted, the sacred rites of tire

public religion discontinued, and hardly .1 purchaser could be
found for the sacrificial victims.' It is obvious therefore that

1 Pliny. LtOm, No. ©S. The pro- IWc»o* KamwyUof opinio* "tlvtf the
•vies »V<t Pliny nu.il •».» kt!o«n dcKriplina of il« final |m«ci acquired
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the new faith had dements in it which appealed powerfully

to the Asiatic mind. What these dements were, the present

investigation has perhaps to some extent disclosed. We
have seen that the conception of the dying and risen cod
was no new one in these regions. All over Western Asia

from time immemorial the mournful death and happy re-

surrection of a divine being appear to have been annually

celebrated with alternate rites of bitter lamentation and

exultant joy
;
and through the veil which mythic fancy has

woven round this tragic figure we can still detect the features

of those great yearly changes in earth and sky which, under
all distinctions of race and religion. must always touch the

natural human heart with alternate emotions of gladness and

regret, because they exhibit on the vastest scale open to our

observation the mysterious struggle between life and death.

But man has not always been willing to watch passively this

momentous conflict,
;
he has felt that he has too great a

stake in ita issue to stand by with folded hands while it is

being fought out
;
he has taken sides against the forces of

death and decay—has flung into the trembling scale all the

weight of his puny person and has exulted in his fancied

strength when the great balance has slowly inclined towards

the side of life, little knowing that for all his strenuous efforts

he can as little stir that balance by a hair’s-breadth as can

the primrose on a mossy bank in spring or the dead leaf

blown by the chilly breath of autumn. Nowhere do these

efforts, vain and pitiful yet pathetic, appear to have been made
more persistently and systematically than in Western Aria.

In name the)1 varied from place to place, but in substance

they were all alike. A man, whom the fond imagination of

his worshippers invested with the attributes of a god, gave

ZeU, to »hliH I lave already hod
occasion to oil IV cradsr'i ailmlnc.

Strabo lull* * l«b. 3- J7) «bu *11 tbo
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hi? life for the life of the world
;

after infusing from hi? own
body a fresh current of vital energy into the stagnant veins

of nature, he was cut off from among the living before his

failing strength should initiate a universal decay, and his

place was taken by another who played, like all his pre-

decessors, the ever-recurring drama of the divine resurrection

and death. Such a drama, if our interpretation of it is right,

was the original story of Esther and Morderai or, to give

them their older names, of Ishtar and Marduk. It was

played in Babylonia. and from Babylonia the returning

captives brought it to Judaea, where it was acted, rather as

an historical than a mythical piece, by players who. having

to die in grin earnest on a cross or gallows, were naturally

drawn rather from the gaol than the green-room. A
chain of causes which, because we cannot follow them,

might in tlw loose language of daily life be called an
accident, determined that the part of the dying god

in this annual play should bo thrust upon Jesus of

Naaarelh, whom the enemies he had made in high places

by his outspoken strictures were resolved to put out of the

way. They succeeded in ridding themselves of the popular

and troublesome preacher ; but the very step by which they

fancied they had simultaneously stamped out his revolutionary

doctrines contributed more than anything else they could

have done to scatter them broadcast not only over Judaea

but over Asia
;

for it impressed upon what had been hitherto

mainly an ethical mission the character of a divine revelation

culminating in the passion and death of the incarnate Son of

a heavenly Father. In this form the story of the life and
death of Jesus exerted an influence which it could never

have had if the great teacher had died, as is commonly
supposed, the* death of a vulgar malefactor. It shed round
the cross on Calvary a halo of divinity which multitudes

*aw and worshipped afar off ; the blow struck on Golgotha
*ct a thousand expectant strings vibrating in unison wherever

°'en had heard die old, old story of the dying and risen god.

Every year, as another spring bloomed and another autumn
faded across the earth, the field had been ploughed and sown
and home fruit of a kind till it received that seed which was
destined to spring up and overshadow the world. In the
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great army of martyrs who in many ages and in many
lands, rot in Asia only, have died a cruel death in the

character of gods, the devout Christian will doubtless discern

types and forerunners of the coming Saviour—stars that

heralded in the morning sky the advent of the Sun of

Righteousness—earthen vessels wherein it pleased the divine

wisdom to set Ixrforc hungering souls tire bread of heaven.

The sceptic, on the other hand, with equal confidence, will

reduce Jesus of Nazareth to the level of a multitude of other

victims of a barbarous superstition, and will see in him no

more than a moral teacher, whom the fortunate accident of

his execution invested with the crown, not merely of a martyr,

but of a god The divergence between these views is wide

and deep. Which of them is the truer and will in the end

prevail ? Time will decide the question of prevalence, if not

of truth. Yet we would fain believe that in this and in all

things the old maxim will hold good—Magna at vtriteu el

pmevafebit.

We may now sum up the general results of the inquiry

which we have pursued in the present section. We have

found evidence that festivals of the type of the Saturnalia,

characterised by an Inversion of social ranks and the sacrifice

of a man in the character of a god, were at one time held

all over the ancient world from Italy to Babylon. Such

festivals seem to date from an early ago in the history of

agriculture, when people lived in small communities, each

presided over by a sacred cr divine king, whose primary duty

was to secure the orderly succession of the seasons and the

fertility of the earth. Associated with him was his wife or

other female consort, with whom he performed a>me of the

necessary ceremonies, ami who therefore shared his divine

character. Originally his term of office appears to have

been limited to a year, on the conclusion of which he was

put to death
;
but in time he contrived by force or craft to

extend his reign and sometimes to procure a substitute, who

after a short and more or less nominal tenure of the crown

was slain in his stead. At first the substitute for the divine

father was probably the divine son, but afterwards this rule

was no longer insisted on, and still later the growth of a

humane feeling demanded that the victim should always be
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a condemned criminal. In this advanced stage of degeneration

it is no wonder if the light of divinity suffered eclipse, and

many should fail to detect the god in the malefactor. Yet
the downward career of fallen deity docs not stop here

; even

a criminal comes to be thought too good to personate a god

on the gallows or in the fire
;
and then there is nothing left

but to make up a n>ore or less grotesque effigy, and so to

hang, burn, or otherwise destroy the god in the person of

this sorry representative. By this time the original meaning

of the ceremony may be so completely forgotten that the

puppet is supposed to represent some historical personage,

who earned the hatred and contempt of his fellows in his

life, and whose memory has ever since been held up to

eternal execration by the annual destruction of his effigy.

The figuro of Hainan, of the Carnival, and of Winter or

Death which arc or used to be annually destroyed in spring

by Jews, Catholics, and the peasants of Central Europe

respectively, appear to be all lineal descendants of those

human incarnations of the powers of nature whose life and

death were deemed essential to the welfare of mankind. Rut

of the three the only one which has preserved a clear trace

of its original meaning is the effigy of Winter or Death In

the others the ancient significance of the custom as a magical

ceremony designed to d rcct the course of nature has been

almost wholly obscured by a thick aftergrowth of legend and

myth. The cause of this distinction is that, whereas the

practice of destroying an effigy of Winter or Death has

been handed dovm from time immemorial through generations

of simple peasants, the festivals of Purirn and the Carnival,

as well as their Babylonian and Italian prototypes, the

Sacaea and the Saturnalia, were for centuries domesticated

in cities, where they were necessarily exposed to those

thousand transforming and disintegrating currents of specula-

tk<i and inquiry, of priestcraft and policy, which roll their

turbid waters through the busy haunts of men, but leave

undcfilcd die limpid springs of mythic fancy in the country.

If then: is any truth in the analysis of the Saturnalia

and kindred festivals which I have now brought to a clfcae,

it seems to point to a remarkable homogeneity of civilisa-

tion throughout Southern Europe and Western Asia in pre-
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historic times. How far such homogeneity of civilisation

may be taken as evidence of homogeneity of race is a

question for the ethnologist
; it dees not concern us here.

Hut without discussing it, I may remind the reader that in

the far east of Asia wc have met with temporary kings

whose magical functions and intimate relation to agriculture

stand out in the clearest light
;

1 while India furnishes

examples of kings who have regularly been obliged to

sacrifice themselves at the end of a term of years .

1 All

these things appear to hang together
;

all of them may,
perhaps, be regarded as the shattered remnants of a uniform

zone of religion and society which at a remote era belted

the Old World from the Mediterranean to the I’acific.

Whether that was so or not, I may at least claim to have

made it probable that if the King of the Wood at Aricia

lived and died as an incarnation of a sylvan deity, the func-

tions he thus discharged were by no means singular, and
that for the nearest parallel to them we need rot go beyond
the bounds of Italy, where the divine king Saturn—the god
of the sown and sprouting seed—was annually slain in the

person of a human representative at his ancient festival of

the Saturnalia

1 See Above, wol. i!. Hi jyy. * abonj, rol. U. p. 14 jjy.



CHAPTER IV

THE CiOLPEN POUCH

*'Und griln da Lebens goldncr Hrnim.
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aijkt.

§
t. Betwttn Heaxttt and Earth

At the outset of this book two questions were proposed for

answer : Why had the priest of Aricia to slay his pre-

decessor? And why, before doing so, had he to pluck the

Golden Rough ? Of these tvro questions the first has now
been answered. The priest of Aricia, if I am right, em-
bodied in himself the spirit, primarily, of the woods and,

secondarily, of vegetable life in general. Hence, according
as he was well or ill, the woods, the flowers, and the fields

were believed to flourish or Cade
;
and if he were to die of

sickness or old age. the plant world, it was supposed, would
simultaneously perish. Therefore it was necessary that this

priest of tlie woodlands, this sylvan deity incarnate in a man,
should be put to death while he was still in the full bloom
of his civine manhoed, in order that his sacred life, tifcns-

miitod in unabated forq: to his successor, might renew its

youth, ami thus by successive transmissions through a
perpetual line of vigorous Incarnations might remain eternally
fresh and young, a pledge and security that the buds and
blossoms of spring, the verdure of summer woods, and the
mellow glories of autumn would never fail.

Hut wc liavc still to ask, What wn* the Golden Bough ?

and why had each candidate for the Arician priesthood to
pluck it before he could slay the priest' These questions
1 will now try to answer.
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It will be well to begin by noticing two of tho.se rules

or taboos by which, as we have seen, the life of divine kings

or priests is regulated. The first of the rules to, which I

desire to call the reader’s attention is that the divine per-

sonage may not touch the ground with his foot. This rule

was observed by the Mikado of Japan and-by the supreme

pontiff of the Zapotccs in Mexico. The latter profaned his

sanctity if he so much as touched the ground with his foot.'

For the Mikado to touch the ground with his foot was a

shameful degradation
;
indeed, in the sixteenth century, it

was enough to deprive him of his office. Outside his palace

he was carried on. men's shoulders
;
within it he walked on

exquisitely wrought mats’ The king and queen of Tahiti

might not touch the ground anywhere but within their

hereditary domains j for the ground on which they trod

became sacred. In travelling from place to place they were
carried on the shoulders of sacred men. They were always

accompanied by several pairs of these sacred men ; and
when it became necessary to change their bearers, the king

and queen vaulted on to the shoulders of their new bearers

without letting their feet touch the ground ‘ It was an evil

omen If the king of Dosuma touched the ground, and he had

to perform an expiatory ceremony* Within his palace the

king of Persia walked on carpets on which no one else might
tread

;
outside of it he was never seen on foot but only in a

chariot or on horseback.
1 In old days the king of Siam

never set foot upon the earth, but was carried on a throne of

gold from place to place." Formerly, neither the kings of

Uganda nor their mothers might walk on foot outside the

pa!*e
; they were always carried.' The notion that contact
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with the ground carries with it pollution or danger may be

applied to sacred animals. Thus some Victorian tribes re-

garded the fat of the emu as sacred, and in taking it from

the bird or handing it about they treated it reverently. Any
one who threw away the fat or llcsh of the emu was held

accursed. " The late Mr. Thomas observed on one occasion,

at Nerre-nerre-Warreen, a remarkable exhibition of the

effects of this superstition. An aboriginal child— one

attending the school—having eaten some part of the flesh

of an emu, threw away the skin. The skin fell to the

ground, and this being observed by his parents, they showed

by thdr gestures every token of horror. They looked upon

their child as one utterly lost. His desecration of the bird

was regarded as a sin for which there was no atonement." 1

The second rule to be here noted is that the sun may
not shine upon the divine person. This rule was observed

both by the Mikado and by the pontiff of’ the Zapotccs.

The latter " was lookod upon as a god whom the earth was

not worthy to lio'd, nor the sun to shine upon."
9 The

Japanese would not allow that the Mikado should expose

his sacred person to the open air, and the sun was rot

thought worthy to shine on his head.5 The Indians of

Granada, in South America, “kept those who were to be
rulers or commanders, whether men or women, locked up
for several years when they were children, some of them
seven years, and this so close that they were not to see the

sun, for if they should happen to see it they forfeited their

lordship, eating certain sorts of food appointed
;
and those

who were their keepers at certain times went into their re-

treat or prison and scourged them severely."* Thus, for

example, the hdr to the throne of Bogota had to undergo a

rigorous training from the age of sixteen ; he lived in com-
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plcte retirement in a temple, where he might not ree the sun

nor eat salt nor converse with a woman .

1

So. too. the heir

to the kingdom of Sogamoso. before succeeding to the

crown, had to fast for seven years in the temple, being shut

up in the dark and no: allowed to see the sun ex light*

The prince who was to become Inca of Peru had to fast for

a month without seeing light.* Acamanian peasants tell of

a handsome prince called Sunless, who would die if he saw
the sun. So he lived in an underground palace on the site

of the ancient Ocniadae, but at night he came forth and
crossed the river to visit a famous enchantress who dwelt in

a castle on lire further bank. She was loth to part with

him every night long before the sun was up, and as he turned

a deaf ear to all her entreaties to linger, sire hit upon the

device of cutting the throats of all the cocks in the neigh-

bourhood. So the prince, whose car had learned to expect

the shrill clarion of the birds as the signal of the growing
light, tarried too long, and hardly had he reached the ford

when the sun rose over the Actolian mountains, and its

fatal beams fell no him before he could regain his dark

abode.*

Now it is remarkable that these two rules—not to touch

the ground and not to see the sun—arc observed either

separately or conjointly by girls at puberty in many parts

of the world. Thus amongst the negroes of Loar.go girls at

puberty arc confined in separate huts and they may not touch

the ground with any part of their bare tody.
6 Amongst

the Zulus and kindred tribes of South Africa, when the first

signs of puberty show themselves u while a girl is walking,
gathering wood, or working in the field, she runs to the river

and hides herself among .the reeds for the day, so as not to

be seen by men. She covers her head carefully with her

blanket that the sun may not shine on it and shrivel her up
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ini.* a withered skeleton, as would result from exposure to

the sun’s beams. After dark she returns to her home and is

secluded " in a hut for .some time.
1 With the Awa-nkonde,

a tribe at the north end of Lake N’yasa, it is a rule that after

her first menstruation a girl must be kept apart, with a few

companions of her own sex, in a darkened house. The floor

is covered with dry banana leaves, but no fire may be lit in

the house, which is called “ the house of the Awasungu,” that

is, 'of maidens who have hearts."* When a girl reaches

puberty, the Wafioml of Eastern Africa hold a festival at

which they make a npisc with a peculiar kind of rattle.

Alter that the girl remains for a year in the large common
hut, where she occupies a special compartment screened off

from the men’s quarters. She may not cut her hair or touch

food, but is fed by other women. At night, however, she

quits the hut and dances with young men .
1

In "New Ireland girb are confined for four or five ycare

in small cages, being kept in the dark and not allowed to

set foot on the ground. The custom has been thus described

by an eye-witness. "
I heard from a teacher about some

strange custom connected with some of the young girls here,

so I asked the chief to take me to the house where they

were. The house was about twenty-five feet in length, and

stood in a reed and bamboo enclosure, across tbc entrance

to which a bundle of dried grass was suspended to show that

it was strictly • tabu' Inside the house were three conical

Structures about seven or eight feet in height, and about ten

or twelve feet in circumference at the bottom, and for

about four feet from the ground, at which point they tapered

oli to a point at the top. These cages were made of the broad

leaves of the pandanus-trec, sewn quite close together so

that no light and little or no air could enter. On one side

of each Is an opening which is closed by a double door of

plaited cocoa-nut tree and pandanus-trec leaves. About
three feet from the ground there is a stage of bamboos which
forms the Hoot. In each of these cages we were told there

1
J. Uacdoiulil, “ KBMett.cusomi. >•' A/rift (London, 1&17), p- *1 1.
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was a young woman confined, each of whom had to remain

for at least four or five years, without ever being allowed to

go outside the house. I could scarcely credit the story

when I heard it
;
the whole thing seemed too horrible to be

true. I spoke to the chief, and told him that I wished to

see the inside of the cages, and also to sec the girls that 1

might make them a present of a few beads. He told me
that it was 4 tabu! forbidden for any men but their own rela-

tions, to look at them; but 1 suppose the promised beads

acted as an inducement, and so he sent away for some old

lady who had charge, and who alone is allowed to open the

doors* While we were waiting we could hear the girls talk-

ing to the chief in a querulous way as if objecting to some
thing ot expressing their fcarx The old woman came at

length and certainly she did not *ecm a very pleasant jailor

or guardian
;
nor did she .seem to favour the request of the

chief to allow as to 3cc the girls, as she regarded us with

anything but pleasant looks. However, she had to undo the

door when tho chief told her to do so, and then the girls peeped

out at us, and when told to do so, they held out their hands

for the beads. I, however, purposely sat at some distance away
and merely held out the beads to them, as I wished to draw
them quite outside, that I might inspect the inside of the cages.

This desire of mine gave rise to another difficulty, as these girls

were not allowed to put their feet to the ground all the time

they were confined in these places. However, they wished

to get the beads, and so the old lady had to go out-

side and collect a lot of pieces of wood and bamboo, which
she placed on the ground, and then going to one of the girls,

she helped her down and held her hand as she stepped from

one piece of wood to another until she came near enough to

gi t the beads 1 held out to her. I then went to inspect the

inside of the cage out of which she had come, but could

scarcely put my head inside of it the atmosphere was so hot

and stifling. It was dean and contained nothing but a few

short lengths of bamboo for holding water. There was onl)

ro Mn foe the girl to ait or lie down in a crouched position

on i be bamboo platform, and when the doors arc shut it must

lie nearly or quite dark inside. The girls arc never allowed

to come out except once 3 day to bathe in a dish or wooden
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bo'.vl placed close to each cage. They say that they perspire

profusely. They arc placed in these stifling cages when

quite young, and must remain there until they are young

women, when they are taken - out and have each a great

marriage feast provided for them."
1

In the island of Mabuiag, Torres Straits, when the signs

of |Mibcrty appear on a girl, a circle of bushes is made in a

dark corner of the house. Here, decked with shoulder-belts,

armlets, Icglcts just below the knees, and anklets, wearing a

cluplet on her head, and shell ornaments in her cars, on her

chest, and on her back, she squats in the midst of the bushes,

which are piled so high round about her dial only her head

is visible. In this state of seclusion she must remain for

three months. All this time the sun may not shine upon

her, but at night she is allowed to slip out of the hut, and

the bushes that hedge her in are then changed. She may
not feed herself or handle food, but is fed by one or two old

women, her maternal aunts, who are especially appointed to

look after her One of these women cooks fond for her at a

special fire in the forest. The girl is forbidden to eat turtle or

turtle eggs during the season when the turtles are breeding
;

bu: no vegetable food is refused her. No man, not even her

own fnthcr, may come into the house while her seclusion

lasts
;
for if her father saw her at this time he would certainly

have bud luck in his fishing, and would probably smash his
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canoe (he very next time he went out in it. At the end of

the three months she is carried down to a fresh-water creek

by her attendants, hanging on to their slioukJcrs in such a

way that her feet do not touch the ground, while the women
of the tribe form a ring round her, and thus escort her to

the beach. Arrived at the shore, she is stripped of her orna-

ments, and the bearers stagger with her into the creek, where

they immerse her, and all the other women join in splashing

water over both the girl and her bearers. When they come
out of the 'water one of the two attendants makes a heap of

grass for her charge to squat upon. The other runs to the

reef, catches a small crab, tears off Its claws, and hastens

back with them to live creek. Here in the meantime a lire

has been kindled, and the claws are roasted at it. The girl

is then fed by her attendants with the roasted daws. After

that she is freshly decorated, and the whole party marches
back to the village in & single rank, the girl walking in the

centre between her two old aunts, who hold her by the

wrists. The husbands of her aunts now receive her and lead

her into the house of one of them, where all partake of food,

and the girl is allowed once more to feed herself in the usual

manner. A dance follows, in which the girl takes a pro-

minent part, dancing between the husbands of the two aunt-s

who had charge of her in her retirement 1

Among the Varaibannn tribe of Cape York Peninsula, in

Northern Queensland, a girl at puberty is said to live by her-

self for a month or six weeks
;
no man may sec her, though

any woman may. She stays in a hut or shelter specially

made for her, on the floor of which she lies supine. She
may not see the sun, and towards sunset she must keep he-
e>es shut until the sun has gone down, otherwise it is

thought that her nose will be diseased. During her seclusion

she may cat nothing that lives in salt water, cr a snake

would kill her. An old woman waits upon her and supplies

her with roots, yams, and water.
1 Some tribes arc wont |u

bury their girls at such seasons more or less deeply in the

1
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ground, perhaps in order to hide them from tbc light of the

sun. Thus the Larrakecyah tribe in the northern territory of

South Australia used to cover a girl up with dirt for three days

at her first monthly period.
1

In similar circumstances the

Otati tribe, on the east coast of the Cape York Peninsula, make

an excavation in the ground, where the girl squats. A bower

is then built over the hole, and sand is thrown on the young

woman till she is covered Up to the hips. In this condition

she remains for the first day, but comes out at night So long

as the period lasts, she stays in the bower during the day-

time, but is not again covered with sand. Afterwards her

bmty is painted red and white from the head to the hips, ami

she returns to the camp." Among the Uijumhwi tribe in

Keit Island the girl lies at full length in a '.hallow trench

dug m the foreshore, and sand is thrown over her legs and

body up to the breasts, which appear not to be covered. A
rough Shelter of boughs is then built over her, and thus she

remains lying foe a few hours. 1 In Prince of Wales Island,

Torres Strait, the treatment of the patient is similar, but

lasts for about two months. During the day sac lies covered

up with sand in a shallow hole on the beach, over which a

hut is built. At night she may get out of the hole, but she

may not leave the huu Her paternal aunt looks after her,

Bud both of them must abstain from eating turtle, dugong,

and the lu ads of fish. Were they to cat the heads of fish

no more fish, would be caught. During the time of the

girl's seclusion, the aunt who waits upon her has the right to

enter any house and take from It anything she likes without

payment, provided she docs so txtfure the sun rises. When
tlie time of her retirement has come to an end the girl

bathes in the sea while tbc morning star is rising, and after

performing various other ceremonies is readmitted to society.'

' I* Cranford, m Jnrrul cl lie
InUitrte, ««i». (18951,

1 Fiom tile nous of Dr C. G. Set*;.
Bum.

1 From the iiKta of D». C. G. S*Sr

' Fiom ' liu nous of Dr. C. C. S*te-

®*"Y f*aclk. of Honing . girl
•l put**, on, . tamed alto by v»e

VOL. Ill
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In some parts of New Guinea “daughters of chiefs, when
they are about twelve or thirteen years of age, arc kept

indoors for two or three years, never being allowed, under
any pretence, to descend from the house, and the house is

so shaded that the sun cannot shine on them." 1 Among
the Ot Danoms of Borneo girls at the age of eight or ten

years are shut up in a little room or cell of the house, and
cut off from all intercourse with the world for a long time.

1 he cell, like the rest of the house, is raised on piles above
the ground, and is lit by a single small window opening on a

lonely place, so that the girl is in almost total darkness.

Site may not leave the room on any pretext whatever, not

even for the most necessary imposes. None of her family

may see her all tire time she is shut up, but a single slave,

woman is appointed to wait on her. During her lonely con-
finement, which often lasts seven years, the girl occupies

herself in weaving mats or with other handiwork. Her
bodily growth is stunted by the long want of exercise, and
when, on attaining womanhood, she is brought out. her com-
plexion is pale and wax-like. She is now shown the sun,

the earth, the water, the trees, and the flowers, as if she were
newly bora Then a great feast is made, a slave is killed,

and the girl is smeared with his Wood.,J

In Ceram girls at

puberty were formerly shut up by themselves in a hut which
was kept dark.*

Amongst the Aht or Nootka Indians of Vancouver
l-.land, when girls reach puberty they are placed in a sort

"f gallery in the house “and are there surrounded com-
pletely with mats, so that neither the sun nor any fire can
lx.' seen. In this cage they remain for several days. Water
is given them, but no food. The longer a girl remains in

this retirement tire greater honour is it to the parents
;
bui

-lie is disgraced for life if it is known that she has .seen fire

• ir the sun during this initiatory ordeal.” * Pictures of the

i Chil*«n aid OBI. II'or/ W fij* f .
|

Otic. Hindi, AVm 6'w.i
* «>.«" '* f<\-a Gniuta, p. i$y. Bfweiner, p. 1

1

6 >/.
’ Kidifl, 1)1 iluft. in trot,ten:'

'diwalter, Rtifhri/vi*£ mium fazis&jn sn /VtAmo, i

* tit znx Jot fi&riiD,

* V n. 77 y. :
Zlmiitf liin. I?(t fmtin * Sprent. Sums <t*d S(*iin

t
‘ rJM/n n»J tlilfern Metnt, iL Ufa p. ra.
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mythical thunder-bird arc painted on the screen-; behind

which she hides. During her seclusion she may neither

move nor lie down, but must always sit in a squatting

posture. She may not touch her hair with her hands, but

is allowed to scratch her head with a comb or a piece of

bone provided for the purpose. To scratch her body is

also forbidden, as it is believed that every scratch would

leave a scar. For eight months after reaching maturity she

may not cat any fresh food, particularly salmon
;
moreover,

she must cat by herself, and use a cup and dish of her own.'

Amongst the Thlinkeet or Kolosh Indians of Alaska, when
a gW shows signs of womanhood she is confined to a little

hut,-or cage, which is completely blocked up with the

exception of <* small air-hole. In this dark and filthy

abode she had formerly to remain a year, without fire,

exercise, or associates. Her food was put in nt the small

window; she had to drink out of the wing-bone of a white-

headed eagle. Tire time has How been reduced, at least in

some places, to six month*. The girl has to wear a sort of

hat with long flap*, that her gaze may not pollute the *ky ;

for she is thought unfit for the sun to shine upon.5 In the

Bilqula or Bella Coola tribe of British Columbia, when a girl

attains puberty she must stay in the shed which serves as

her bedroom, where she has a separate fireplace. She is

1 If lira, la Sixth firfxri «. ,h. l„rC,
•• ElHaocr. SVioeo dbw die

.WM-.W- Trlhfi </ Catiadt, pp. Voiko d. Amenta.’’ Acta
*os*tKju«lile ncm the fiffirt So/tu/h XtitMwrvin t'nnitu, iv.

v' «’*«* A„*,bUe* /or 189W. <lSs«. p JJ9 ; Bancroft. N<n*i
TVr mlr ox ’O to down in olncrrol Rtm <*• ftmfct Sfat.i, L 1 10 w. ;
•±>1 duilnu dirir wtfeoan at puber.y Krause, Vi, /OHM-indy/ncr, p. riy
1^’ T.muhUn girt,, almyt dt t

./ ;
Kov Sheldon JatXrwn, “Aloilca

P'W'1 “P t-rtweer. boat* ami man ; aid lit Inhabit*!*," Ameriiau Anti-"" ve covtm! with stniil fuahm, ii. m y/.
1
W. XI. Omni, in

"*-*> rnd they ir.iy not look nt ntiti /mm*/jAmiri's*Fc/Hm, L |i8SS|.
nm at I»«H nknoo and obcbca. p. 169. Koi eip*, hmxt., aoJ villi

,
.

a F‘fk «f-, 11, 41 non tiy t«l> >1 111th tenors, compile
irtpmv. (m- .he^ cf ih, fl.in.k C H. Uilucl, HUter, -•/ /i.-

‘ ’ 1889). We have win .</ (hr United It,Uk„ti tmmg /hr
l"X. l p. • that xent divine king* Jnita». L 56 ; Jmmmt Antknp.
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1
G- M.
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not allowed to descend to the main part of the house, and

may not sit by the fire of the family. For four days she is

bound to remain motionless in a sitting posture. She fasts

during the day, but is allowed a little food and drink very

early in the morning. After the four days' seclusion she

may leave her room, but only through a separate opening

cut in the floor, for the houses arc raised on piles. She

may not yet come into the chief room. In leaving the

house she wears a large hat which protects her face against

the rays of the sun. It is believed that if the sun ivcrc to

shine on her face her eyes would suffer. She may pick

berries on the hills, but may not come near the river or sea

for a whole year. Were she to cat fresh salmon she would

lose her senses, or her mouth would be changer! into a long

beak. 1 In the Tsctsaut tribe of British Columbia, a girl at

puberty wears a large liat of skin which comes down over

her face and screens it from the sun. It is believed that if

she were to expose her face to the sun or to the sky, rain

would fall. The hat protects her face also against the fire,

which ought not to strike her skin
; to shield her hands she

wears mittens. In her mouth she carries the tooth of an

animal to prevent her own teeth from becoming hollow.

For a whole year she may not sec blood unless her face is

blackened :
otherwise she would grow blind. For two years

she wears live hat and lives in a hut by herself although she

is allowed to see other people. At the end of the two years a

man takes the hat from her head and throws it away.’

Among the Thompson River Indians of British Columbia,

when a girl attained puberty, she was at once separated

from all the people. A conical hut of nr branches and bark

was erected at some little distance from the other houses,

and in it the girl had to squat on her heels during the day.

Often a circular hole was dug In the hut amt the girl

squatted in the bole. She might quit the hut for various

purposes iu the early morning, but had always to be back

I Ff. Uou. in Fifth Rtfitn <k> innfor 1891).

North* Water* Tnta if Canada, p.

42 (wp«l*lc reprint Iron ifc* Eiforirf 1 fi. Bois, n Tank Effort e* !'!

rk. Britak Asieth/io* fir 1W9) 1 rf.. Honk. WttUr* TrOtt ofCanada, j*. .it

in SrttiU* Effort, etc., p. 12 (lejninr (wpanlc icpiinl from the Effort
(«bi the Kifr.il/tkl BrlfS.

4
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si sunrise. A heavy blanket swathed her body from top to

toe. and during the first four days she wore a conical cap

made of small fir branches, which reached below the breast

but left an opening for the face, hi her hair was fastened

an implement made of deer-bone with which she scratched

hersclt For the first four days she might neither wash nor

cat, but a little water was given her in a birch-bark cup

painted red. and she sucked up the liquid through a tube

made oat of the leg of a crane, a swan, or a goose, for her

lips might not touch the surface of the water. After the

four days -lie was allowed, during the rest of the period of

isolation, to eat, to wash, to tie down, to comb her hair, and

to drink of streams and springs. But in drinking at these

sources she had still to use her tube, otherwise tlic spring

would dry up- While her seclusion lasted she performed

various ceremonies, which were supposed to exert a

beneficial influence on her future life- For example, she

carried four stones in her bosom to a spring, where she

spat upon the stones and threw them one after the other

into the water, praying that all disease might leave her as

these stones did. Also she ran four times in the early

morning with two small stones in her bosom
;
and as she

ran the stones slipped down between her bare body and her

clothes and fell to the ground. At the same time she

prayed to the Dawn that when she should lie with child,

she night be delivered as easily as she was delivered of

these stones. Her seclusion lasted four months. The
Indians say that long ago it extended over a year, and that

fourten days elapsed before the girl was permitted to wash
for tlie first time. The dress which she wore during her
time of separation was afterwards taken to the top of a hill and
burned, and die rest of her clothes were hung up on trees.

1

Among** the Koniags, an Esquimaux people of Alaska,
Rids at puberty were placed In small huts in which they
had to remain on their hands and knees for six months ;

then the hut was enlarged enough to let them kneel up-

Ten. "U>. Thonpion pp.jn.317. Th- ftronony

Cor/mbii." Mtmvn 10 pix*x an euyddlvcrj is etoilj
-*"**«* *fwtun si Nfvat JO Imuicn nl eliUOlmlb. Sec

"*• u- P»> '• lApril 19001. vol i I' '9 ’tV
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fight, and they had to remain in this posture for six months

more.1

When symptoms of puberty appeared on a girl for the

first time, the Indians of the Rio do la Plata used to sew

her up in her hammock as if she were dead, leaving only a

small hole for her mouth to allow her to breathe. In this

state she continued so long as the symptoms lasted.' In

similar circumstances the Chiriguanos of Bolivia hoisted the

girl in her hammock to the roof, where she stayed for a

month
;
the second month the hammock was let half-way

down from the roof
;
and In the third month old women,

armed with sticks, entered the hut and ran about striking

everythin they met, saying they were hunting the snake

that had wounded the girl. This they did till one of the

women gave out that she had killed tlw snake. 1 Among
the ?iIatacos: Indians of the Grand Chaco a girl at puberty

has to remain in seclusion for some time. She lies covered

up with branches or other things in a corner of the hut,

seeing no one and speaking to no one, and dining this time

she may eat neither flesh nor fish. Meanwhile a drum is

beaten in front of the hut. 4 Amongst some of the

Brazilian Indians, when a girl attained to puberty, her

hair was burned or shaved off close to the head. Then
she was placed on a flat stone and cut with the tooth of

an animal from the shoulders all down the back, till she

ran with blood. Next the ashes of a wild gourd were

rubbed into the wound*
;

the girl was bound hand and

foot, and hung in a hammock, being enveloped in it so

closely that no one could .^c her. Here she had to stay for

three days without eating or diinking. When the three

«iays were over, she stepped out of the hammock upon the

flat stone, for her feet might rot touch the ground. If she

had a call of nature, a female relation took the girl on hrr

back and carried her out, taking with her a live coal \c

prevent evil influences from entering the girl's body. Rein;:

1 ll*lmt*rg, in Ads Ssdt/sietS*m- u Mifivttex d <urttuxj
%
vl>

//ante* Frtni<A*
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lv. (1*56}, p. 401
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replaced in her hammock, she was now allowed to get some

flour, boiled roots, and water, but might not taste salt or

flesh. Thus she continued to the end of the first monthly

period
1

,
at the expiry of which she was gashed on the breast

and belly as well as all down the back. During tbe second

month she still stayed in her hammock, but her rule of

abstinence was less rigid, and she was allowed to spin.

The third month she was blackened with a certain pigment

and began to go about as usual .
1

Amongst the .Vlacusis of British Guiana, when a girl

shows the first signs of pubefty, she is hung in a hammock

at the highest point of the hut. For the first few days she

may not leave the hammock by day, but at night she must

come dowm, light a fire, and spend the night beside it, else

she would break out in sores on her neck, throat, and other

parts of her body. So long ns the symptoms arc at their

height, she must fast rigorously. When they have abated,

she may come down and take up her abode in a little

compartment that it made for her in the darkest corner of

the hut. In the morning she may cook her food, but it

must he at a separate fire and in a vessel of her own. In

about ten days the magician comes and undoes the spell by

muttering charms and breathing on her and on the more

valuable of the things with which she has come in contact.

The pots and drinking-vessels which she used arc broken

and the fragments buried. After her first bath, the girl

must submit to Ixt beaten by her mother with thin reds

without uttcriag a cry. At the end of the second period she

« again beaten, but not afterwards. She is now -clean,”

and can mix again with people/ Other Indians of Guiana,

after keeping the girl in her hammock at the top of the

hut for a month, expose her to certain large ants, whose bite

i» very painful/ Sometimes, in addition to being stung

with ants, the sufferer has to fast day and night *o long as

she remains slung up on high in her hammock, so that

when she comes down she is reduced to a skeleton. The
' T***ri, Cumtenifii, VtiiivirSt EUattfntfdlt Antrila'i, p. 644.

l™1* '5 »S>. H. *H*» <1- LarttM, * Vayrgr d>. ChafUff dr,
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intention of stinging her with ants is said to be to make her

strong to bear the burden of maternity.
1 Amongst the

Uaupes of Brazil a girl at puberty is secluded in the house

for -a month, and allowed only a small quantity of bread

and wator. Then she Ls taken out into the midst of her

relations and friends, each of whom gives her four or five

blows with pieces of sifo {an clastic climber), till she falls

senseless or <lead. If she recovers, the operation is repeated

four times at intervals of six hours, and it is considered an

offence to the parents not to strike hard. Meantime, pots

of meats and fish have been made ready
;

the sipos are

dipped into them and then given to the girl to lick, who ht

now considered a marriageable woman. 1

The custom of stinging the girl at such times with

ants or beating her with roils is intended, we may be
sure, not as a punishment or a test of endurance, but

as a purification, the object being to drive away the

malignant influences with which a girl in this condition

is believed to be beset and enveloped. Examples of

purification, both by beating and by stinging with ants,

have already come before us.’ No people, prohably, submit

voluntarily to more excruciating tortures from the stings

not merely of ants but of the most ferocious wasps
than the Indians of Cayenne; yet amongst them, we are

told, “ the custom is by no means an ordeal preparatory to

marriage
;
it is rather a sort of national medicine administered

chiefly to the youth of both sexes." Applied to men, the

moral/, as it Ls called, “sharpens them, prevents them from

being heavy and laxy, makes them active, brisk, industrious,

imparts strength, and helps them to shoot well with the bow,

without it the Indians would always be slack and rather

sickly, would always have a little fever, and would lie

perpetually in their hammocks. As for the women, tl»c

moral/ keeps them from going to sleep, renders them
active, alert, brisk, gives them Strength and a liking for

1 A. Ci u til, Hiltari* Cfr-gnfkka C*lj. Sotfk A Stmi* m, fa.

itoiura! y iranftlUa <bta i»m (Rocae, l?SO. p 133.
Anlalixi* (1779). p. 9> A Mill.. » a. 1C W.U.tv, Namlii, tf
eta ora. with the onusiioo of the uing- TmAicM '& Awa:en KuNtpr.
iti£ is reported of the T*mnnnks in jx

ib« region ef (he Onr>oc«* F, S. * Abo**, p. 127 ///.; vol. I. p, y>i.
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work, makes them good housekeepers, good workers at the

stockade, good makers of (actin'. Every or.c undergoes the

tmirM at least twice in his life, sometimes thxice, and

oftener if he likes, it may be had from the age of about

eight years and upward, and no one thinks it ode that a

man of forty should voluntarily submit to it.”
1 Similarly

the Indians of St. Juan Capistrano in California used to be

branded on some part of their bodies, generally on the right

arm, but sometimes on the leg also, not as a proof of manly

fortitude, but because they believed that the custom “ added

greater strength to the nerves, anti gave a better pulse for

the management of the bow." Afterwards "they were

whipped with nettles, and covered with ants, that they

might become robust, and the infliction was always performed

in summer, during the months of July and August, when the

nettle was in its most fiery state. They gathered small

bunches, which they fastened together, and the poor deluded

Indian was chastised, by inflicting blows with them upon his

naked limbs, till unable to walk
;
and then he was carried

to the nearest and most furious species of ants, and laid

down among them, while some of bis friendi, with sticks,

kept annoying the insects to make them still more violent.

What torments did they not undergo 1 What pain ! What
hellish inflictions I Yet their faith gave them power to

endure all without a murmur, and they remained as if dead.

Having undergone these dreadful ordeals, they were con-

sidered as invulnerable, and believed that the arrows of their

enemies could no longer harm them." r Among the Alur,

a tribe inhabiting the south-western region of the upper

Nile, to bury a man in an ant-hill and leave him there for a
while is the regular treatment for insanity’ In like manner
it b prolfcblc that beating or scourging as a religious or

ceremonial rite was originally a mode of purification. It

Wa* meant to wipe off and drive away a dangerous contagion,
whether personified as demoniacal ot not, which was supposed

1
II. (Wit in. Civ: w> Mlcw: Robinsons Life in C*ii/*e»ia (Ktw
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to be adhering physically, though invisibly, to the body of the

sufferer,' The pain inflicted on the person beaten was no
more the object of the beating than it is of a surgical opera-

tion with us ; it was a necessary accident, that was all. In

later times such customs were interpreted otherwise, and the

pain, from being an accident, became the prime object of

the ceremony, which was now regarded either as a test of

endurance impoicd upon persons at critical epochs of life,

or as a mortification of the flesh well pleasing to the god.

But asceticism, under any shape or form, is never primitive.

The savage, it is true, in certain circumstances will

voluntarily subject himself to pains and privations which
appear to us wholly needless

;

1 As x ci this tk* k
may be painted oat tbit beating c<
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he believes that some solid temporal advantage is to be

gained by so doing. Pain for the sake of pain, whether as

a moral discipline in this life or as a means of winning a

glorious immortality hereafter, is not a:i object which he sets

himself deliberately to pursue.

When a Hindoo maiden reaches maturity she is kept in

a dark rOccn for four days, and is forbidden to see the sun.

She is regarded as unclean ; no one is allowed to touch her.

Her diet is restricted to boiled rice, milk, sugar, curd, and

tamarind without salt. 1 The Rarhi Brahmans of Bengal

compel a girl at puberty to live alor.e, and do not allow her

to see the face of any male. For three days she remains

shut up in a dark room, and has to undergo certain penances.

Fish, flesh, and sweetmeats arc forbidden her
;
alic mu>t live

upon rkc and ghee.'' In Cambodia a giri at puberty is put

to bed under a mosquito curtain, where she should stay a

hundred days. Usually, however, four, five, ten, or twenty

days are thought enough
;
and even this, in a hot climate

and under the close meshes of the curtain, is sufficiently

trying.* According to another account, a Cambodian maiden

at puberty is said to “enter into the shade.’’ During her

retirement, which, according to the rank and position of her

family, may last any time from a few days to several years,

she has to observe a number of rules, such as not to be seen

by a strange man, not to cat flesh or fish, and so on. She

gees nowhere, not even to the pagoda. But this state

of seclusion is discontinued during eclipses ; at such times

she goes, forth and pays her devotions to the monster who is

supposed to cai*e eclipses by catching the heavenly bodies

between his teeth.' This permission to break her rule of

1 5. C. Boo., 74. HimJtu at /*•/
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retirement and show herself abroad during an eclipse seems

to show how literally the injunction is interpreted which

forbids maidens entering on womanhood to look upon the

sun.

A superstition so widely diffused as this might be

expected to leave traces in legends and folk-tales. And it

has done so. I n a Danish story we read of a princess who
was fated to be carried olT by a warlock if ever the sun

shone on her before she had passed her thirtieth year

;

so

the king her father kept her shut up in the palace, and had

all the windows on the east, south, and west sides blocked

up, lest a sunbeam should fall on his darling child, and he

should thus lose her for ever.
1 A Tyrolese story tells how

it was the doom of a lovely maiden to be transported into

the belly of a whale if ever a sunbeam fell on her* In a

modern Greek folk tale the Fates predict that in her fifteenth

year a princess must be careful not to let the sun shine on
her, for if this were to happen she would be turned into a

lizard
.

1
In another modem Greek talo the Sun bestows a

daughter upon a childless woman on condition of taking the

child back to himself when she is twelve years old. So,

when the child was twelve, the mother closed the doors and
windows, and stopped up all the chinks and crannies, to

prevent the Sun From coming to fetch away her daughter.

But she forgot to stop up the key-hole, and a sunbeam
streamed through it and carried off the girl.* In a Sicilian

story a seer foretells that a king will have a daughter who,
in her fourteenth year, will conceive a child hy the Sun.

So, when the child was born, the king shut her up in a

lonely tower which had no window, lest a sunbeam should

fall on her. When she was nearly fourteen years old,, it

happened that her parents sent her a piece of roasted kid.

in which she found a sharp bone. W'ith this bone she

scraped a hole In the wall, and a sunbeam shoe through the

hole and impregnated her.
5 The old Greek story of Danac,

r Gnmdrris, Daniuif Voltimiu-
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who iv.i- confined by her father in a subterranean chamber

or n br.isn tower, but impregnated by Zeus, xvho reached

her in 'he shape of a shower of gold,
1 perhaps belongs to

the class of tales. It has its counterpart in the legend

which ti e Kirghiz, of Siberia tell of their ancestry. A certain

Khan It id a fair daughter, whom he kept in a dark iron

house, ilat no man might see her. An old woman tended

Iter and when the girl was grown to maidenhood she asked

the o'd /oman, “ Where do you go so often ?
H—“ My child,"

said the old dame, “ there is a bright world. In that bright

world >
mr father and mother live, and all sorts of people

live them. That is where I go."* The maiden said, « Good
nvotlu i. I wlll tell nobody, but show me that bright world.”

So tb: old woman took the girl out of the iron house. But

when sho saw the bright world, the girl tottered and fainted ;

ami the eye of God fell upon her, and she conceived. Her
angry f.iihcr put her in a golden chest and sent her Heating

away <l’ iry gold can float in fairyland) over the wide sea.”

The slu.iver of gold in the Greek story, and the eye of God
in the Kirghiz legend, probably stand for sunlight and the
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sun. The idea that women may be impregnated by the sun

is not uncommon in legends,
1 and there arc even traces of

it in marriage customs-
-
'

The ground of this seclusion of girls at puberty lies in

the deeply engrained dread which primitive man universally

entertains of menstruous blood. Evidence of this has already

been given,
1 but a few more facts may here be added.

Amongst the Australian blacks “the boys are told from their

infancy that, if they sec the blood, they will early become

gray-headed, and their strength will fail prematurely " Hence
a woman lives apart at these times

; and if a young man or

boy approaches her she calls out, and he immediately makes

a circuit to avoid her. The men go out of their way to

avoid even crossing the tracks made by women at such

times. Similarly the woman may not walk on any path

frequented by men, nor touch anything used by men
;
she

may not cat fish, or go near water at all, much less cross it

;

for if she did, the fish would be frightened, and the fishers

would have no luck
;
she may not even fetch water for the

camp
;

it is sufficient for her to say Thama to ensure her

husband (etching the water himself. A severe beating, or

even death, is the punishment inflicted on an Australian

• Butim, Hit IWler (U> dUliehm, umtds tbo run, or in some way ex-

Aim, i. «l0. vl. 25 1
Tiutwi, .'•i—w. posed to its lays" (Monltr William*,
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j
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woman who breaks these rules .
1 The Dicri of Central

Australia believe that if women at these times were to eat

fish or bathe in a river, the fish would all die and the water

would dry up. In this tribe a mark made with red ochre

round a woman’s mouth indicates that she has her courses

;

oo one would ofTcr fish to such a woman/ Other Central

Australian tribes will not allow menstruous women to

leather a certain bulb, which form* a staple food of these

people
;
they think that if the rule were broken, the supply

of bulbs would fail .

1
In Galcla women at their monthly

periods may not enter a tobacco-field, or the plants would

be attacked by disease.
4 The Mlnangkabaucrs of Sumatra

arc persuaded that if a woman in her unclean state were to

go near a rice-field, tlx: crop would be spoiled .
1 The Bush-

men think that, by a
#
glance of a girl’s eye at the time

when she ought to be kept in strict retirement, men become
fixed In whatever position they happen to occupy, with

whatever they were holding in their hands, and arc changed

into trees which talk .
0 Cattle-rearing tribes of South Africa

hold that their cattle would die if the milk wore drunk by
a mcnxtroous woman

;
and lest they should suddenly be

Overtaken by thrir infirmity, women are forbidden to enter

the village? by the paths which the men use.
1 According

to the Talmud, if a woman at the beginning of her period

passes between two men, she thereby kills one of them
; if

*he passes between them towards the end of her period, she

only causes them to quarrel violently.'
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The miraculous virtue ascribed to menstruous blood is well

illustrated in a story told by the Arab chroniclct Tabari. He
relates how Sapor, kina of Persia, besieged the strong city of

Atrae, in the desert of Mesopotamia, for several years without

being able to take it. But the king of the city, whose name
was Daixan, had a daughter, and when it was with her after

the manner of women sl>c went forth from the city and dwelt

for a time in the suburb, for such was the custom of the place.

Now it fell out that, while she tarried there, Sapor saw her

and loved her, and she loved him
; for he was a handsome

man and she a lovely maid. And she said to him, “ What
will you give me if I show you how you may destroy the

walls of this city and slay my father ?" And he said to her,

“ I will give you what you will, and ! will exalt you above

my other wives, and will set you nearer to me than them
all." Then she said to him, “ Take a greenish dove with a

ring about its neck, and write something on its foot with the

menstruous blood of a blue cyed maid ; then kt the bird

loose, and it will perch on the walls of the city, and they

will fall down." For that, says the Arab historian, was the

talisman of the city, which could not be destroyed in any

other way. And Sapor did as she bade him, and live dty

fell clown in a heap, and he stormed it and slew Dairan on
the spot.'

The Parsecs, who reverence fire, will not suffer men-
struous women to see it or even to look on a lighted

taper.
1

Maimonidcs tells us that down to his time it was a

common custom In the East to keep women at their periods in

a separate house, and to burn everything on which they had

trodden ; a man who spoke with such a woman or who was

merely exposed to the same wind that blew over her, be-

came thereby unclean* In Syria to this day a woman who
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ha* her courses on her may neither salt nor pickle, for the

people tliink that whatever she pickled or salted would not

keep.' The Toaripi of New Guinea, doubtless for a similar

reason. will not allow women at such times to cook.- The
Bhuiyars, a Dravidian tribe of South Mirzapur, arc said to

feel on intense dread of menstrual pollution. Every house

has two doors, one of which is usee! only by women in this

coiti.ition. During her impurity the wife is fed by her

hudarid apart from the rest of the family, and whenever

she ias to quit the house she is obliged to creep out on her

hands and knees in order not to defile the thatch by her

touc.V1 The Kharw.tr a, another aboriginal tribe of the

same dl«trlct, keep their women at such seasons in the outer

verandah of the house for eight days, and will not let them
enter the kitchen or the cow-housc

;
during this time the

uncijan woman may not cook nor even touch the cooking

vessels. When the eight days arc over, she bathes, waslics

her clothes, and returns to family life.*

The Guayquiries of the Orinoco think that, when a

woman lias her courses, everything upon which she steps

will die, and that if a man treads on the place where she

has passed, his legs will immediately swell up.
1 The Creek

and kindred Indians of the United States compelled women
at ricnstruation to live in separate huts at some distance

from the village. There tlve women had to stay, at the risk

of being surprised and cut off by enemies. It was thought
"a most horrid and dangerous pollution “ to go near the
women at such times

;
and 'the danger extended to enemies

who if they slew the women, had to cleanse themselves from
the pollution by means of certain sacred herbs and roots*
Sim larly, the Choctaw women had to quit their huts during
then monthly ixriods, and might not return till after they
had been purified. While their unclcanness lasted they had
^ prepare their own food. The men believed that if they
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were to approach a menstruous woman, they would fall ill,

and that some mishap would overtake them when they went to

the wars.* When an Omaha woman has her courses on her.

she retires from the family to a little shelter of bark or crass,

supported by sticks, where she kindles a fire and cooks her
victuals alone. Her seclusion lasts four days. During this

time she may not approach or touch a horse, for the Indians
believe that such contamination would impoverish or weaken
the animal.* Among the Thompson River Indians of
British Columbia every woman had to isolate herself from
tlw rest of the people during ever/ recurring period of

menstruation, and had to live some little way off in a small
brush or bark lodge made for the purpose. At these times
she was considered unclean, must use cooking and eating

utensils of her own, and was supplied with food by some
other woman. If she smoked out of a pipe other than her
own, that pipe would ever afterwards lie hot to smoke. If

she creased in front of a gun, that gun would thenceforth

be useless for the war or the chase, unless indeed the owner
promptly washed the weapon in “ medecine " or struck the

woman with it once on each principal part of her body. If

a man ate or hud any intercourse with a menstruous
woman, nay if he merely wore clothes or moccasins marie
or patched by her, he would have bad luck in hunting and
the bears would attack him fiercely. Before being admitted
again among the people, she had to change all her clothe*
and wash several times in clear water. The clothes worn
during her isolation were hung* on a tree, to be used next
time, or to be washed. For one day after coming back
among the people, she did not cook food. Were a man to

eat food cooked by a woman at such times, he would have
incapacitated himself lor hunting and exposed himself to sick-

ness or death.* Among the Chippeways and other Indian*
of the Hudson Bay Territory, menstruous women arc ex-
cluded from the camp, and take up their abode ir, huts of

branches. They wear long hoods, which effectually conceal
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the head and breast They may not touch the household

furniture nor any objects used by men ; for their touch '•is

supposed to defile them, $o that their subsequent use would

be followed by certain mischiefor misfortune/’ such as disease

or death. They may not walk on the common paths nor

cross the tracks of animals. They * arc never permitted to

walk on the ice of rivers or lakes, or near the i>art where

the men arc hunting beaver, or where a fishing-net is set,

foi fear of averting their success. They arc also prohibited

at those times from partaking of the head of any animal,

and even from walking in or crossing the track where the

head of a deer, mouse, beaver, and many other animals have
lately been carried, either on a sledge or on the back. To
be guilty of a violation of this custom is considered as of

the greatest importance
;

because they firmly believe that

it would be a means of preventing the hunter from having

an equal success in his future excursions." 1 So the Lapps
fivfbid women at menstruation to walk on that part of the

shore where the fishers are in the habit of setting out their

fish."

llut the beliefs and supcfittlious of this sort that

prevail among the western tribes of the great Ddife or

Tlnnch stock, to which the Chippeways belong, have been

tt> well described by an cxj>cricnccd missionary, that I

•rill give his description in his own words. Prominent
Among the ceremonial rites of these Indians, he says,

“arc the observances peculiar to the fair sex, and many
of them are remarkably analogous to those practised by
the Hebrew women, so much so that, were it not savour-

of profanity, the ordinances of the Ddn£ ritual code
oiight br termed a new edition * revised and considerably

augmented* of the Mosaic ceremonial law. Among the
Carriers,1

as soon as a girl had experienced tlx: first flow of^ menses which in the female constitution arc a natural

.
1 & Jims/ frtfo Northern ffcmu fridiua (Oprnb^ro, 1767),

P* 3*4 '</ l Ale*. MmVeRxic, |». 494.
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;
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discharge, her father believed himself under the obligation

of atoning for her supposedly sinful condition by a small

impromptu distribution of clothes among the natives. This

periodical state of women was considered as one of legal

impurity fateful both to the man who happened to have any
intercourse, Itowever indirect, with her, and to the woman
herself who failed in scrupulously observing all the rites

prescribed by ancient usage for persons in her condition.

“ Upon entering into that stage of her life, the maiden

was immediately sequestered from company, even that of

her parents, and compelled to dwell in a small branch hut

by herself away from beaten paths and the gaze of passers-

by. As she jvas supposed to exercise malefic influence on
any man who might inadvertently glance at her, she had to

wear a sort of head-dress combining in itself the purposes of

a veil, a bonnet, and a mantlet. It was made of tanned

skin, its forepart was shaped like a long fringe completely

hiding from view the face and breasts
;
then it formed on

the head a close-fitting cap or bonnet, and finally fell in a

broad band almost to the heels. This head-dress was made
and publicly placed on her head by a paternal aunt, who
received at once some present from the girl's father. When
three or four years later the period of sequestration ceased,

only this same aunt had the right to take off her niece's

ceremonial head-dress. Furthermore, the girl’s fingers,

wrists, and legs at the ankles and immediately below die

knees, were encircled with ornamental rings and bracelets of

sinew intended as a protection against the malign influences

she was supposed to l>c possessed with.
1 To a belt girding

her waist were suspended two bone implements called

respectively Tsotnkuz (bone tube) and Tsillsotl (head

scratcher). The former was a hollowed swan bone to drink

with, any other mode of drinking being unlawful to her.

The latter was fork-like and was called into requisition

whenever she wanted to scratch her head—immediate con-

tact of the fingers with the head being reputed injurious to

her health. While thus secluded, she was called asla, that

is ‘ interred alive ’ in Carrier, and she had to submit to a

1 H«K» «» nay conjcciiae Uni ifcr piU in umilii oromiuntc* «< nl*
onuicali by Mabulag union. Sso abo.t. p. 207.
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rigorous fast and abstinence. Her only allowed food con-

sisted of dried fish boiled in a small bark vessel which

nobody else must touch, and she had to abstain especially

from meat of any kind, as well as fresh fish. Nor was this

all she had to endure
;
even her contact, however remote,

with these two articles of diet was so dreaded that she could

not cross the public paths or trails, or the tracks of animals.

Whenever absolute necessity constrained her to go beyond

such spots, she had to be packed or carried over them lest

she should contaminate the game or meat which had passed

that way, or had been brought over these paths
;
and also

for the sake of self-preservation against tabooed, and conse-

quently to her, deleterious food. In the same way she was

never allowed to wade in streams or lakes, fix fear of causing

death to the fislu

“ It was also a prescription of the .indent ritual code for

(cniaks during this primary condition to cal as little as

possible, and to remain lying down, cs|iccLilly in course of

each monthly flow, not only as a natural consequence of the

prolonged fast and resulting weakness ; but chiefly as an

exhibition of a becoming penitential spirit which was believed

to br rewarded by long life and continual good health in

after years.

“ These mortifications or seclusion did not last less than

three or four years. Useless to say that during all that

time marriage could not be thought of, since the girl could

not so much as be seen by ir.cn. When married, the same
sequestration was practised relatively to husband and fellow-

villagers—without the particular head-dress and ring spoken
of—<on the occasion of every recurring menstruation, home-
times it was i-rotractcd as long as ten days at a time, especi-

ally during the first years of cohabitation. Kven when she

returned to her mate, she was not permitted to sleep with

him on the first nor frequently on the second night, but

would choose a distant comer of the lodge to spread her

blanket, as if afraid to defile him with her dread unclean-

Elsewhere the Mime writer tell* tis that most of

C. Mark*, “The Western Third Series vIL

their manners aixi 162*164. 1 he writer repeated
f***y,? V* </ tkr CamrJm il..- v*Wurxv •'< *ctour* in n Inter
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the devices to which these Indians used to resort for the

sake of ensuring success in the chase " were based on their

regard for continence and their excessive repugnance for,

and dread of, menstruating women.” 1 But the strict obser-

vances imposed on Ddnf women at such times were

designed at the same time to protect the women themselves

from the evil consequences of their dangerous condition.

Thus it was thought that women in their courses could not

partake of the head, heart, or hind part of an animal that

had been caught in a snare without exposing themselves to

a premature death through a kind of rabies. They might

not cut or carve salmon, because to do so would seriously

endanger their health, and especially would enfeeble

their aims for life. And they had to abstain fioin cutting

up the grebes which arc caught by the Carriers in great

numbers every spring, because otherwise the blood with

which these fowls abound would occasion hemorrhage or an

unnaturally prolonged flux in the transgressor.* Similarly

Indian women of the Thompson River tribe abstained from

venison and the flesh of other large game during menstru-

ation, lest the animals should be displeased and the menstrual

flow increased.
5 For a similar reason, probably, Shushwap

girls during their seclusion at puberty are forbidden to eat

anything that bleeds.' The same principle may perhaps

partly explain the rule, of which we have had some examples,

that women at such times should refrain from fish and flesh,

and restrict themselves to a vegetable diet.

The philosophic student of human nature will observe,

or learn, without surprise that ideas thus deeply ingrained

in the savage mind reappear at a more advanced stage of

society in those elaborate codes which have been drawn up

for the guidance of certain peoples by lawgivers who claim

An /vm d* FOms/ AWr: eket

In utuwpj de /a Cokmb* fin torn*itfw
<1*2115 and 1897*. 1». 72 -Y-

1 A, G. Moviro. Ndr*. nrtka*o-
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ilie Wester* lX©k.H Tnuuatttim sf
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(x 106 iy.

* A. G. Monet, In Tranmatins 0/
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to have derived the rules they inculcate from the direct

inspiration of the deity. However we may explain it, the

resemblance which exists between the earliest official

utterances of the deity and the ideas of savages is un-

questionably close and remarkable
;
whether it be, as some

suppose, that God communed face to face with man in

those early days, or, as others maintain, that man mistook

his wild and wandering thoughts for a revelation from

heaven. Be this as it may, certain it is that the natural

unclcanness of woman at her monthly periods is a conception

which has occurred or been revealed with singular unanimity

to several ancient legislators. The Hindoo lawgiver Manu,

who professed to have received his institutes from the creator

Brahman, informs us that tlie wisdom, the circrgy.thc strength,

the sight, and tlie vitality of a man who approaches a woman

jn her courses will utterly perish
;
whereas, if he avoids her,

his wisdom,energy,strength,sight,and vitality will all increase.
1

The Persian lawgiver Zoroaster, who, if we can take his word

for it, derived his code from the mouth of the supreme being

Ahura Mazda, devoted special attention to the subject.

According to him, the menstruoua flow, at least in its abnormal

manifestations, is a work of Ahriman. or the ccvil. Therefore,

so long as it lasts, a woman " is unclean and possessed of the

demon ; she must be kept confined, apart from the faithful

whom her touch would defile, and from the fire which l»cr

very look would injure ;
she Is not allowed to cat as much

as she wishes, as the strength she might acquire would accrue

to tlie fiends. Her food is not given her from hand to

hand, but is passed to her from a distance, in a long leaden

•poon.” f The Hebrew lawgiver Moses, whose divine legation

Is as little open to question as that of Manu and Zoroaster,

treat* the subject at still greater length ;
but I must leave

to tl* reader the task of comparing the inspired ordinances

on this head with the merely human regulations of the

Carrier Indians which they so closely resemble.

Amongst the civilised nations of Europe the super-

stitions which cluster round this mysterious aspect of

' /fix <•/ JW, i,ia,|alril l>y * J. D.-mrWcie.,
t-- OvMcr, C&. I.. 41 v., |X Ijy i. p »CiL See I. 18 and 19.

%\L 1-1S.
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woman’s nature are not less extravagant than those which

prevail among savages. In the oldest existing cyclopaedia

—the Natural History of Pliny—the list of dangers appre-

hended from menstruation is longer than any furnished by-

mere barbarians. According to Pliny, the touch of a men-

struous woman turned wine to vinegar, blighted crops, killed

seedlings, blasted gardens, brought down the fruit from trees,

dimmed mirrors, blunted razors, rusted iron and brass (espe-

cially at the waning of the moon), killed bees, or at least

drove them from their hives, caused marcs to miscarry, and

so forth.* Similarly, in various parts of Europe, it is still

believed that if a woman in her courses enters a brewery

the beer will turn sour
;

if she touches beer, wine, vinegar,

or milk It will go bad
;

if she makes jam, it will not keep

;

if she mounts a marc. It will miscarry
;

if she touches buds,

they will wither ; if she climbs a cherry tree, it will die.
5

In Brunswick people think that if a menstruous woman
assists at the killing of n pig, the pork will putrefy.* In the

Greek island of Calymnos a woman at such times may not

go to the well to draw water, nor cross a running stream,

nor enter the sea. Her presence in a boat is said to raise

storms.*

Thus the object of secluding women at menstruation is

to neutralise the dangerous influences which are supposed to

emanate from them at such times. That the danger is

believed to be especially great at the first menstruation

appears from the unusual precautions taken to isolate girls

at this crisis. Two of these precautions haw been illustrated

above, namely, the rules that the girl may not touch the
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ground nor see the sun. The general effect of these rules

is to keep the girl suspended, so to say. between heaven

and earth. Whether enveloped in her hammock and slung

up to the roof, as in South America, or raised above the

ground in a dark and narrow cage, as in New Ireland, she

may be considered to be out of tire way of doing mischief,

since, being shut off both from the earth and from the sun,

she can poison neither of these great sources of life by her

deadly contagion. In short, she is rendered harmless by

being, in electrical language, insulated. Hut the precautions

thus taken to isolate or insulate the girl arc dictated by a

regard for her own safety as well as for the safety of others.

For it is thought that the girl herself would suffer if she

were to neglect the prescribed regimen. Tlius Zulu girls,

as we have seen, believe that they would shrivel to skeletons

if the sun were to shine on them nt puberty, and in some

HraxDian tribes the girls think that a transgression of the

rules would entail sores on the neck and threat. In short,

the girl is viewed as charged with a powerful force which, if

n'ot kept within hounds, may prove destructive both to the girl

herself and to all with whom site comes in contart. To
repress this force within the limits necessary for the safety

of all concerned is the object of the taboos in question.

The same explanation applies to the observance of the

same rules by divine kings and priests. The unclcanness,

a* it is called, of girls at puberty and the sanctity of holy

men do not, to the primitive mind, differ from each other.

They are only different manifestations of the 3amc mysterious

energy which, like energy in general, is in itself neither good

nor bad. but becomes beneficent or maleficent according to

its application.
1 Accordingly, if, like girls at puberty, divine

1 The Greeks u*l Ko<ix>t* thought end, Minn TWfcr, t. po; \\i«dc-

ifcil * licit wn* completely protected tmnn, ,lm /,m tna.j/a u«.r tasura
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personages may neither touch the ground nor see the sun.

the reason is, on the one hand, a fear lest their divinity

might, at contact with earth or heaven, discharge itself with

fatal violence on either
;
and. on the other hand, an appre-

hension that the divine being, thus drained of his ethereal

virtue, might thereby be incapacitated for the future per-

formance of those magical functions, upon the proper dis-

charge of which the safety of the people and even of the

world is believed to hang. Thus the rules in question fall

under the head of the taboos which we examined in the

second chapter; they arc Intended to preserve the life of

the divine person and with it the life of his subjects and
worshippers. Nowhere, it is thought, can his precious yet
dangerous life be at once so safe and so harmless as when
it is neither in heaven nor in earth, but, as far as possible,

suspended between the two,

In legends and folk-tales, which reflect the ideas of

earlier ages, we find this suspension between heaven and

earth attributed to beings who have been endowed with the

coveted yet burdensome gift of immortality. The wizened
remains of the deathless Sibyl are said to have been pre-

served in a jar or urn which hung in a temple of Apollo at

Cumae
; and when a group of merry children, tired, perhaps,

of playing in the sunny streets, sought the shade of the

temple and amused themselves by gathering underneath the

familiar jar and calling out, "Sibyl, what do you wish?” a

hollow voice, like an echo, used to answer from the urn, “ 1

wsh to die."' A story, taken down from the lips of a

B43 by a vKsfcr*«nt girl are a specific
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German peasant at Thomsdorf, relates that onre upon a

time there was a girl in London who wished to 'ivc for

ever, so they say

:

•• Louden, London b a fine town.

A maiden prayed to lire lor ever."

And still she lives and hangs in a basket in a church, and

every St. John's Day, about the hour of noon, she eats a

roll of bread.; Another German story tells of a lady who
resided at Danzig and was so rich and so blest with all that

life can give that she wished to live always. So when she

came to her latter end, she did not really die but only

looked like dead, and very soon they found her in a hollow

of a pillar in the church, half standing and half sitting,

motionless. She stirred never a limb, but they saw quite

plainly that she was alive, and she sits there down to this

hlessed day. Every New Year's Day the sarristan comes

and put* a morsel of the holy bread in her mouth, and that

is all she has to live on. Long, long has she rued her

fatal wish who set this transient life above the eternal

joys of heaven. 1 A third German story tells of a noble

damsel who cherished the tame foolish wish for immortality.

So they put her in a basket and hung her up in a

church, and there she hangs and never dies, though many a

year has come and gone since they put her there. But

every year on a certain day they give her a roll, and she

eats it and cries out, " For ever ! for ever I for ever ! " And
when she has so cried she falls silent again till the same

time next year, and so it will go on for ever and for ever.*

A fourth story, taken down near Oldenburg In Holstein,

tells of a jolly dame that ate and drank and lived right

merrily and had all that heart could desire, and she wished

to live always. For ^he first hundred years all went well,

but after that she began to shrink and shrivel up, till at last

«n ancient temple i
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she could neither walk nor stand nor cat nor drink. But

die she could not. At first they fed her as if she were a

little efoild. but when she grew smaller and smaller they put

oer in. a glass bottle and hung her up in the church. And
tfcc»e she still hangs, in the church of 5t. Mary, at Liibeck.

She is as small as a mouse, but once a year she stirs.
1

§ 3 . Holder

A god whose life might in a sense be said to be neither

in heaven nor on earth but between the two, was the Norse

Balder, the good and beautiful god. The story of his death

is as follows : Once on a time Balder dreamed heavy dreams

which seemed to forebode his death. Thereupon the gods

held a council and resolved to make him secure against every

danger. So the goddess Frigg took an oath from fire and

water, iron and all metals, stones and cnith, from trees, sick-

nesses and poisons, and from ell four-looted beasts, birds,

and creeping things, that they would not hurt Balder.

When this was done Balder was deemed invulnerable
;
so

the gods amused themselves by setting him in their midst,

while some shot at him, others hewed at him, and others

threw stones at him. But whatever they did. nothing could

hurt him ; anti at this they were all glad. Only Loki, the

mischief-maker, was displeased, and he went in the guise of

an old woman to Frigg, who told him that the weapons of

the gods could not wound Balder, since she had made them
all swear not to hurt him. Then Ixrki asked, “ Have all

things sworn to spare Balder?" She answered, "East of

Walhalla grows a plant called mistletoe
;

it seemed to mu
too young to swear." So Loki went and pulled the mistle-

toe and took i: to the assembly of the gods. There he
found the blind god Hodur standing, at the outside of the

circle. Loki asked him, 4
‘ Why do you not shoot at

Balder?” Ilodur answered, “ Because I do not see where

he stands; besides I have no weapon." Then said Loki,
“ Do like the rest and show Balder honour, as they all do.

I will show you where he stands, and do you shoot at him

' K W»Ilmlwfl, Sa/m, M^nhn On Drii p-bj-tt we further Noie A nl

«"“< Uaitr, n '59 1-< No. 317. IS* enti of ibe volume.
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with thi-i twig." Hodur took the mistletoe and threw it at

Balder, as Loki directed him. The mistletoe struck Balder

and pierced him through and through, and he fell down

dead. Ami that was the greatest misfortune that ever befell

gods and men. For a while the gods stood speechless, then

they lifted up their voices and wept bitterly. They took

Baldcr's body and brought it to the sea-shore. There steed

Balder’s ship; it was called Ringhom, and was the hugest

of all ships. The gods wished to launch the ship and to

bum Balder's body on it, but the ship would not stir. So

they sent for a giantess called Hyrrockin. She came riding

on a wolf and gave the ship such a push that fire flashed

from the rollers and all the earth shook. Then Balder's

body was taken and placed on the funeral pile upon his

ship. When his wife Nanna saw that, her heart burst for

sorrow and slic died. So she was laid on the funeral pile

with her husband, and fire was put to it. Baldcr's horse,

too, with all its trappings, was burned on the pile.
1

The minute details with which this story is told suggest

that it belongs to that class of myths which have been

dramatised in ritual, or, to put it otherwise, which have been

performed as magical ccrcmoniei for the sake of producing

those natural effects which they describe in figurative language.

A myth is never so graphic and precise in its details as when

it is, so to speak, the book of the words which arc spoken

and acted by the performers of the sacred rite. That the

Norse story of Balder was a myth of this sort will become

probable if we can prove that ceremonies resembling the

incidents in the talc have been performed by Norsemen and

other European peoples. Now the main incidents in the

tale arc two— first, the pulling of the mistletoe, and second,

the death and burning of the god ; and both of them can

be shown to have had their counterparts In yearly rites

observed, whether separately or conjointly, by people in

various parts of Europe.

All over Europe the peasants have been accus-

tomed from time immemorial to kindle bonfires on certain

1 Du Edda. *l.n,l»l von K. Sim- lenph bt IT* KKjr. C.ffu

roci,* pp. 386-288, ep. pp. 8. 34. z6i. dim. P- S*9 W-
In fcnglfell llir ItlkUl i\l», i, lulil ui
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days of the year, and to dance round or leap over them.

Customs of this kind can be traced back on historical

evidence to the Middle Ages,1 and their analogy to similar

customs observed in antiquity goes with strong internal evi-

dence to prove that their origin must be sought in a period

long prior to the spread of Christianity. Indeed the earliest

proof of their observance in Northern Europe is furnished

by the attempts made by Christian synods in the eighth

century to put them down as heathenish rites.’ Not un-

commonly effigies arc burned in these fires, or a pretence is

made of burning a living person in them
;
and there are

grounds for believing that anciently human beings were

actually burned on these occasion*. A general survey of the

customs in question will bring out the traces of human
sacrifice, and will serve at the same time to throw light on
their meaning.’

The seasons of tl\c year at which these bonfires arc

most commonly lit arc spring and midsummer, but in some
places they are kindled at Hallow E’en (the thirty-first of

October) and Christmas. In spring the first Sunday in

Lent (Quadragesima), Easter Eve, and the first of May are

the days on which the ceremony has been oftenest observed.

The custom of kindling bonfires on the first Sunday in

Lent has prevailed in Belgium, the north of France, and In

many (arts of Germany. Thus in the Belgian Ardennes

for a week or a fortnight before the " day of the great fire,"

as it is called, children go about from farm to farm collecting

fuel. At Grand Hallcux any one who refuses their request

is pursued next day by the children, who try to blacken his

face with the ashes of the extinct fire. When the day has

come, they cut down bush«, especially juniper and broom,
and in the evening great bonfires blase on all the heights.

It is a common saying that seven bonfires should be seen ii

the village is to be safe from conflagrations. If the Meuse

1 See Grimm, Dtutt/kr Af/iia's;!','
iff. Cotpore iho Grinin. Dtttathi

i. jOJ, J re, 516. Al/Hu/epe* L 500 iff. j Kelly,

> MinnMiiH. BrnmAmlfm, p 51S
JnJt.E'.rtp** T,aJf.

^ 1 mn am! hM-ttrt, p. 46 ifj. 1 K.

Vgft, al
S?hcit«eccrcit)cn uod l*rih)ifl£»-

3 In tH* follauinc survey oi tH*te (wef,M Ztituhrifl dn Verwmt /4ir
fire-customs I &)lJvw chilly W. Matt.. V$Uuhn*U. iiL <1893}, 349*369 ;

lmvU, &x**K*uU*tl leap. vi. p. 497 MW. »v. 11894}, pp. 195-197.
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happens to be frozen hanl at the time, bonfires are li; also on

the ice. At Grand Iialleux they set up a pole called makral,

or “the witch,” in the midst of the pile, and the fire is

kindled by the man who was last married in the village. In

the neighbourhood of Morianwdz a straw man is burnt in

the fire. Young people and children dance and sing round

the bonfires, and leap over the embers to secure good crops

or a happy marriage within the year, or as a means of

guarding themselves against colic. In Brabant on the same

Sunday, down to the beginning of the nineteenth century,

women and men disguised in female attire used to go with

burning torches to the fields, where they danced and sang

comic songs for the purpose, as they alleged, of driving away
" the wicked sower," who is mentioned in the Gospel for the

day. 1

In the French department of the Ardennes the whole

village used to dance and sing round the bonfires which

were lighted on the first Sunday in Lent. Here, too, it was

the person last married, sometimes a man and sometimes a

woman, who put Ihc match to the fire. The custom is still

kept up very commonly in the district. Cats used to be

burnt in the fire or roasted to death by being held over it

;

and while they were burning the shepherds drove their

(locks through the smoke and flames as a sure means

of guarding them against sickness and witchcraft. In some

communes it was believed that the livelier the dance round

the fire, the better would be the crops that year* In the

Vosges Mountains it is still customary to light great fires on

the heights and around the villages on the first Sunday in

Lent
;
and at Kupt and elsewhere the right of kindling them

belong? to the person who was last married. Round the

fires the people dance and sing merrily till the flames have

dixi out. Then the master of the fire, as they call the

man who kindled it, Invites all who contributed to the

erection of the pile to follow him to the nearest tavern, where

they partake of good chccr. At Dommartin they say that,

if you would have the hemp tall, it is absolutely necessary

* RrUuSere-DUriEcrfry, CdNnJryj > ,\. Vcyr»c. TrwUfHmt, mrumtt,
Blgt, i, 141-143; E. Momem, Le W rcnuida didemei (Ch«iie-

toObrt HWbo, p. 124 '/• *-aie. p. 68.
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that the women should be tipsy on the evening of this day. 1

At itpinal in the Vosges, on the first Sunday in Lent, bon-

fires used to be kindled at various places both in the town and

on the banks of the Moselle. They consisted of pyramids

of sticks and faggots, which had been collected some days

earlier by young folks going from door to door. When the

flames blazed up, the names of various couples, whether

young or old, handsome or ugly, rich or poor, were called

out, and the persons thus linked in mock marriage were

forced, whether they liked it or not, to march arm in arm

round the fire amid the laughter and jests of the crowd.

The festivity lasted till the lire died out, and then the spec-

tators dispersed through the streets, stopping under the

windows of the houses and proclaiming the names of the

/Sdicnots and fiihtnoUts or Valentines whom the popular

voice had assigned to each other. These couples had to

exchange presents
;

tire mock bridegroom gave his mock

bride something for-hcr toilet, while she in turn presented

him with a cockade of coloured ribbon. Next Sunday, if

the weather allowed it, all the couples, arrayed in their best

attire and attended by their relations, repaired to the wood

of Saint Antony, when* they mounted a famous stone called

the danurassc or damnan. Here they found cakes and

refreshments of all sorts, and danced to the music of a

couple of fiddlers. The evening bell, ringing the Angeius,

gave the signal to depart. As soon as its solemn chime

was heard, every c:ie quitted the forest- and returned home.

The exchange of presents between the Valentines went by
the name of ransom or redemption

(
rachat

),
txcausc it was

supposed to redeem the couple from the flames of the bon-

fire. Any pair who failed thus to ransom themselves were

not suffered to share the merrymaking at the great stone in

the forest; and a pretence was made of burning them in

small fires kindled before their own doors.*

In some parts of France people used to go about the roads

ami fields with lighted torches on the first Sunday in Lent,

warning the fruit-trees that if they did not take heed and

bear fruit they would surely be cut down and cast into the

• L. K Snivc, FtO-ton 4a * £. Const, Enei i*r ia Jita rt-

/LH/a-Vaga. p. 5 $.
/#«««<, p. 101 v<
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lire .

1 On llie same day peasants in the department of Loirct

used to run about the sowed fields with burning torches in their

hands, while they adjured the field-mice to quit the wheat 011

pain of having their whiskers burned.' In the department of

Ain the great fires of straw and faggots which arc kindled in the

fields at this time are or were supposed to destroy the nots

of the caterpillars.* At Verges, a lonely village surrounded

by forests between the Jura and the Combe d’Ain, the

torches used at this season were kindled in a peculiar

manner. The young pcoj>lc climbed to the top of a moun-

tain, where they placed three nests of straw in three trees.

These nests being then set on fire, torches made of dry lime-

wood were lighted at them, and the merry troop descended

the mountain to their flickering light, and went to every

house in the village, demanding roasted peas and obliging

all couples who had been mariicc! within the year to dance.*

In the centre of Trance i! appears that bonfires arc not

lighted on this day, but when the sun has set the whole

population of the villages, armed with blazing torches of

straw, disperse over the country and *cmxr the fields, the

vineyards, and the orchards. Seen from afar, the multitude

of moving lights, twinkling in the darkness, appear like will-

o’-the-wisps chasing each other across the plains, along the

hillsides, and down the valleys. While the men wave their

flambeaus about the branches of the fruit-trees, the women

and children tic bands of wheaten-straw round the tree-

trunk*. The effect of the ceremony is supposed to be to

avert the various plagues from which the fruits of that earth

arc apt to suffer
;
and the bands of straw fastened round the

stems of the trees arc believed to render them fruitful.*

In the peninsula of La Manche the Norman peasants

used to spend almost the whole night of the first Sunday in

Lent rushing about the country with lighted torches for the

purpose, as they supposed, of driving away the moles and

field-mice
;

fires were also kindled on some of the dolmens.'

! Cotta, tfl. m. p. 00 w. * A. «1« Nutc. of. tli. p. joz-

* A. do Nor., CmIMu>, it * I». Mo-nVr. Tstrfrtwj fcftUaira

lis Nm/mu rtf firs"•/. I*. rw l>- >9' -»
*S J >7. A wilor. though rot ‘ laluei do U SUIe. Croatia 11

«!. QWa prevailed ai Vakacienact U^adu ,/< «‘t'* </< Is fintni. 1. JSW
(M p “ Lewiv. £>)m»n *<•
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In Germany at the same season similar customs have

prevailed. Thus iii the Eifcl Mountains. Rhenish Prussia,

on the first Sunday in Lent young people used to collect

straw and brushwood from house to house. These they

carried to an eminence and piled up round a tall, slim

beech-tree, to which a piece of wood was fastened at right

angles to form a cross. The structure was known as the

" hut" or “castle." Fire was set to it and the young people

marched round the blaring “castle " bareheaded, each carrying

a lighted torch and praying aloud. Sometimes a straw-man

was burned in the “ hut." People observed the direction in

which the smoke blew from the fire If it blew towards the

corn-fields, it was a sign that the harvest would be abundant.

On the same day, In some parts of the Eifcl, a great wheel

was made of straw and dragged by three horses to tlie top

of a hill Thither the village boys marched at nightfall, set

fire to the wheel, and sent it rolling down the slope. Two
lada followed it with lovers to set it in motion again, in ease

it should anywhere meet with a check. At Oberstattfeld the

wheel had to he provided by the young man who was last

married 1 About Echternaeh the same ceremony is called

“burning the witch": while It is going on, the older men
ascend the height* and observe what wind is blowing, for

that is the wind which will prevail the whole ycar.
! At

Voralbcrg in the Tyrol, on the first Sunday in Lent, a slender

young fir-tree is surrounded with a pile of straw and fire-

wood. To the top of the tree is fastened a human figure

called the “witch,’ made of old clothes and stuffed with

gunpowder. At night the whole is set on fire and boys
and girls dance round it, swinging torches and singing

rhymes in which the words “com in the winnowing-basket,

the plough in the earth ” may be distinguished.* In Swabia

on the first Sunday in Lent a figure called the * witch ” or

the “old wife" or “winter’s grandmother’ is made up of

f/ernend, it. 131 If. in mow eri- Ei/ier Vdkti. i. 21-25
i
N. Hodter. in

deuce "t of «h« otacivml Z/iiut.iJt/*• Mat,,if .tl/lir/iglf

in iuinb parts o! Fnnor or it>- fun SO.ttahuub. L (1S53I. p 90 : K.K.
.Sunday is Lent, see Mndamc CKaxat, |> 501.

Ilhlein dn f.'rtt itriia a n/tguHvi, N. Mocker, ••/. ell. p. *9 if. ;

*tc.. d* liJfa>l,«eal du Nerd* (Can- /.. A' is Sol
l«ni, 1X36!. p. 351 W » Vnnlmn, /StHrigt J-m/vkm

1
Sdiinfci, Sinn u‘d Mcie, etc., *1 A(nAefygu. p. »o

1
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clothes and fastened to a pole This is stuck in the middle

of a pile of wood, to which fire is applied. While the

“ witch "
is burning, the young people throw blazing discs

into the air. The discs arc thin round pieces of wood, a

few inches in diameter, with notched edges to imitate the

rays of the sun or stars. They have a hole in the middle,

by which they arc attached to the end of a wand. Before

the disc is thrown it is set on fire, the wand is swung to and

fro, and the impetus thus communicated to the disc is

augmented by dashing the rod sharply against a sloping

board. The burning disc is thus thrown off, and mounting

high into the air. describes a long curve before it reaches the

ground. A single lad may fling up forty or fifty of these

discs, one after the other. The object is to throw them as

high as possible. The waixl by which they are hurled

must, at least In some paits of Swabia, be of hazel. Some-

times the lads also leap over live fire blandishing lighted

torches of pine-wood. The charred embers of the burred
" witch ” and discs arc taken home and planted in the flax-

fields the same night, in the belief that they will keep

vermin from the fields .

1 At Wangen, near Molsheim in

Baden, a like custom is observed on the first Sunday in

Lent. The young people kindle a bonfire on the crest of

the mountain above the village
;
and the burning discs

which they hurl into the air arc said to present in the dark-

ness the aspect of a continual shower of falling stars. When
the supply of discs is exhausted and the bonfire begins to

burn low. the boys light torches and run with them at full

speed down one or other of the three steep and winding

paths that descend the mountain-side to the village. Bumps,
bruises, and scratches arc often the result of their efforts to

outstrip each other in the headlong race .
1

In the KhOn
Mountains, Bavaria, on the first Sunday in Lent, the people

1 K. Moo. thutn/u Sn/im. iitt.n I.rm it White Suxl.iy, %H>dt o mu to

G'A'rArttr «n> itiutlvr, n. 3So Ir eiMfirtnl vilh ilk lir»l Siralsj itci

W: Uirfng«., I'Mt/iimJffi 1 <t*‘ liiwcr, which nl»> R"v* t>* ths nor*
11. 59 , 66 tf. :

/An-jru, nf White Sunday (F- Ud.r. <>/. tit. p.

un/

1

WitKami/ da A'-tii.-tt'ii 3S0 ; Uirlingtr, j/. tit. il. 58).

*38 PUUO", /kitt^f * II, Cnik*. •‘.I* .Uu ca-lait da

•O’dtwa&tn J/j-ftjfyfie, i. 211, g 232 ;
«nW-»l cl Ic *>-mho(»me de la roue."
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used to march to the top of a hill or eminence. Children

and lads carried torches, brooms daubed with tar, and poles

swathed in straw. A wheel, wrapt in combustibles, was

kindled and rolled down the hill; and the young people

rushed about the fields with their burning torches and brooms,

till at last they flung them in a heap, and standing round

them, struck up a hymn or a popular song. The object of

running about the fields with the blazing torches was to

“ drive away the wicked sower." Or it was done in hotiour

of the Virgin, that she might preserve the fruits of the earth

throughout the year and bless them. 1

In neighbouring

villages of Hesse, between tbe Rhbn and the Vogel Moun-
tains, it is thought that wherever the burning wheels roll, the

fields will be safe from Itail and storm.
7

It «cms hardly possible to separate front these bonfires,

kindled on tlio first Sunday in Lent, the fires in which, about

the same season, the effigy called Death is burned as part of

the ceremony of “ carrying out Death." We have seen that

at Spachendnrf, in Austrian Silesia, on the morning of

Rupert’s Day (Shrove Tuesday?X a straw-man, dressed in a

fur coat and a fur cap. is laid in a hole outside the village

and there burned, and that while it is blazing every one

seeks to snatch a fragment of it, which he fastens to a branch

of the highest tree in his garden or buries in his field,

believing that this will make the crops to grow better. The
ceremony is known as the “ burying of Death.'” Even
when the straw-man is not designated as Death, the meaning

of the observance is probably the same; for the name
Death, as I have tried to show, docs not express the original

intention of the ceremony. At Cobcm in the Eifcl Moun-
tains the lads make up a straw-man on Shrove Tuesday.

The effigy is formally tried and accused of having perpe-

trated all the thefts that have been committed in the neigh-

bourhood throughout the year. Being condemned to death,

the straw-man is led through the village, shot, and burned

upon a pyre. They dance round the blazing pile, and the

• WiUtdKi. StgfH, SiHen und ft. wtd Ge*r,u«*e. [>. 36.

TtUringm, p. 1891 * Tl«. Vcniolclwn, Af/tAcn imf
&i/rv /entutun MytMepe, ii B'dutke dti IWiti in OtJerreUk, p.

20; i H.K. p. SCO//. 293 iy.
i ft, if. p. 49*. *>« above,

• \V. Kelt-, ttwiit Ve/h SHM vot. H. p. 95.
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hist bride must leap over it.' In Oldenburg on the evening

of Shrove Tuesday people used to make long bundles of

straw, which they set on fire, and then ran about the fields

waving them, shrieking, and singing wild songs. Finally

they burned a straw-man on the field.
8

In the district of

Dihseldorf the straw-man burned on Shrove Tuesday was

made of an unthreshed sheaf of corn." On the first Monday

after the spring rquinox the urchins of Zurich drag a straw-

man pn a little cart through the streets, while at the same

time the girls carry about a May-tree. When vespers ring,

the straw-man is burned.' In the district of Aachen on

Ash Wednesday a man used to be encased in pcas-straw and

taken to an appointed place. Here he slipped quietly out

of his straw casing, which was then burned, the children

thinking .that it was the man who was being burned.' In

U»e Val di Ledro (Tyrol) on the hist day of the Carnival a

figure is made up of straw and brushwood and then burned.

The figure is called the Old Woman, and the ceremony
“ burning the Old Woman." *

Another occasion on which these fire-festivals arc held is

Hatter Eve. the Saturday before Foster Sunday. Oil that

day it has hern customary in Catholic countries to extinguish

*11 the lights in the churches, ar.d then to make a new fire,

sometimes with flint and steel, sometimes with a burning-

glass. At this fire is lit the great Paschal or Easter candle,

which is then used to rekindle all the extinguished lights in

the church. In many parts of Germany a bonfire is also

kindled, by means of the new fire, on some open space near

the church. It is consecrated, and the people bring sticks of

oak, walnut, and beech, which they char in the fire, and then

take home with them. Some of these charred sticks arc

thereupon burned at home in a newly-kindled fire, with a

prayer that God will preserve the homestead from fire,

lightning, and hail. Thus every house receives ' new fire."

Soaic of the sticks arc kept throughout the year and laid on

thtf hearth-fire during heavy thunder-storms to prevent the

1 $cbm\tx, Sr/ftv u. S*y» del Ei&ir ’ F.K \\ 499-

*o
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house from being struck by lightning, or they are inserted in

the rodf with the like intention. Others arc placed in the

fields, gardens, and meadows, with a prayer that God will

keep them from blight and hail. Such fields and gardens

arc thought to thrive more than others
; the corn and the

plants that grow in them arc not beaten down by hail, nor

devoured by mice, vermin, and beetles; no witch harms them,

and the cars of corn stand close and fufl The charred

sticks arc also applied to the plough. The ashes of the
Easter bonfire, together with the ashes of the consecrated

palm- branches, are mixed with the seed at sowing. A
wooden figure called Judas is sometimes burned in the

consecrated bonfire, and even where this custom has been

abolished the bonfire itself In some places goes by the name
of “the burning of Judas.'" Some of these customs have

been transported by the Catholic Church to the New World.
Thus in Mexico the new fire is struck from a flint early in

the morning of Holy Saturday, and a candle which has been

lighted at the sacred flame i9 carried through the church by
a deacon shouting “Lamm Ckrisfi." Later in the day
effigies of Judas, made of paper pulp, are everywhere burned

or exploded, to the delight of the rabble. They arc of all

shapes and siz<s, and in the larger towns they dangle by
scores or hundreds from cords stretched across the streets.

Some of them arc stuffed with meat, bread, soap, clothing,

and candy, for which the crowd scramble and scuffle while

1 B.K. pp. *05-505 ; Uopreifcime. i-bfj'/nitr~/udrill tradi:hnr/nfr/arI,
Jim d/m u-tram. |. 17? ry. t Hir- i. (1892). |>. 44* »y. The ica!

linger, VMtuAHmUr&a auj V,*. nV.v. <u««xn <f lighting (be IVucInl a Ife«tM
I- 47» V i Moataiui*. Hit d/atuA, com!!* k vmf folly Wri'.<.~l by Mr.
FtibfnU. p. 261 Pn*w, ft/Hn; «,<• II J. Fta«y. Amirul Enf/hA IM,
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the effigies arc burning.1 Similarly in Brasil the mourning

for the death of Christ ceases at noon on Easter Saturday and

gives place to an extravagant burst of joy at his resurrection.

Shots are fired everywhere, and effigies of Judas arc hung on

trees or dragged about the streets, to be finally burned or

otherwise destroyed.'

But usages of this sort are not confined to the Latin

Church
;

they arc common to the Greek Church also.

Every year on the Saturday before Easter Sunday a new
fire is miraculously kindled at the Holy Sepulchre in

Jerusalem. It descends from heaven and ignites the

candles which the patriarch holds in his hands, while

with closed eyes he wrestles in prayer all alone in the

chapel of the Angel. The worshippers meanwhile wait

anxiously, in the body of the church, and great ore their

transports of joy when at wic of the windows of the chapel,

which had been all dark a minute before, there suddenly

appears the hand cf an angel, or of the patriarch, holding a

lighted toper. This is the sacred new fire; it is passed out

to the expectant believers, and the desperate struggle which

ensues among them to get a share of its blessed influence is

only terminated by the intervention of the Turkish soldiery,

who restore peace and order by hustling the whole multitude

impartially out of the church." At Athens the new 6rc is

kindled in the catlcdral at midnight on Holy Saturday. A
dense crowd with unlit candles in their hands fills the square

in front of the cathedral
;
the king, the archbishop, and the

highest dignitaries of the church, arrayed in their gorgeous

robes, occupy a platform ;
and at the presumed moment of

the resurrection the bells ring out, and the whole square

bursts as by magic into a blaze of light Theoretically all

the candles arc lit from the sacred new fire in the cathedral,

but practically it may be suspected that the matches which

bear the name of Lucifer have some share in the sudden

illumination.4 Effigie. of Judas used to be burned at Athens

1
V. Sttrr, " tidy W«*k in Mevioy" Svpcnliliou .lam l',Wm|ur..!u Sod."
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on Easter Saturday, but the custom has been forbidden by

the Government. However, firing goes on more or less

continuously all over the city both on Easter Saturday and

Easter Sunday, and the cartridges used on this occasion are

not always blank. The shots are aimed at Judas, but some-

times they miss him and hit other people. Outside of

Athens the practice of bunting Judas in effigy still survives

in some places. For example, in Cos a straw image of the

traitor is made on Easter Day, and after being hung up and

shot at it is burned. 1 A similar custom appears to prevail at

Thebes/ In the Armenian Church the sacred new fire is

kindled not at Easter but at Candlemas, that is, on the

second of February, or on the eve of that festival. The

materials of the bonfire arc piled in an open space near a

church, and they arc generally ignited by young couples who
have been married within the year. However, it Is the

bishop or his vicar who lights the candles with which the

young married poire set fire to the pile. When the ceremony

is over the people eagerly pick up charred sticks or ashes of

the bonfire and preserve them at home with a sort of super-

stitious ventration.1

In spite of the thin cloak of Christianity thrown over

these customs by representing the new fire as an emblem of

Christ and the figure burned in it as an effigy of Judas, we
can hardly doubt that both practices arc of pagan origin.

Neither of them has the authority of Christ or of his disciples ;

but both of them have abundant analogies in popular custom

and superstition. Some instances of the practice of annually

extinguishing fires and relighting them from a new and sacred

I witniwrt il It Alltel*, on Aj lit 13th
1890. Compare Eett-fm, f. (1890).
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(lame have already cone before us
;

1 but a few more examples

may here be cited for the sake of illustrating the wide diffusion

of a custom which has found its way into the ritual both of

the Eastern and of the Western Church.

The Incas of Peru celebrated a festival called Raymi, a

word which«thcir native historian Cardlasso de la Vega tells

us was equivalent to our Easier. It was held in honour of

the sun at the solstice in June. For three days before the

festival the people fasted, men did not sleep with their wives,

and no fires were lighted in Cuzco, the capital, The sacred

new fire was obtained direct from the sun by concentrating

his beams on a highly polished concave plate and reflecting

them on a little cotton wool. With this holy fire the sheep

ami lambs offered to the sun were consumed, and the flesh

uf such as were to be eaten at the festival was roasted.

Pui-ticna of the new fire were also conveyed to the temple of

(lie *uii and to the convent of tin; sacred viigins. where they

were kept burning nil the year, and it was an ill omen if the

holy il.ime went out. When the r.un happened to be hidden

by elrmds at the time of the festival, as might often happen
in the rainy climate of Cujco, the new lire was obtained by
the fiiition of two sticks; but the people looked on it as an

evil augury if the fire had to be kindled in this manner, for

they said that the sun must be angry with them since he
refused to light the flame with his own hand * At a festival

held in the last month of the old Mexican year all the fires

bath in the temples ard in the houses were extinguished, and
the priest kindled a new fire by rubbing two sticks against

each other before the image of the fire-god.’ Once a year the

Iroquois priesthood supplied the people with a new fire. As
a preparation for the annual rite the fires in all the huts were
extinguished and the ashes scattered about. Then the priest,

wearing the insignia of his office, went from hut to hut re-

lighting the fires by means of a flint.* Among the Esquimaux

1 iVove, «}. ii. n>. ]<9 ch. iR »r*i jy. pp. yS. 161 (French

**&,. tiualation l(| .kurtand and Snm] ;
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with whom C. E Hall resided, it was the custom that at a

certain time, which answered to our New Year’s Day. two
men went about from house to house blowing out every light

in the village. One of the men was dressed to represent a

woman. Afterwards the lights were rekindled from a fresh

fire. An Esquimaux woman being asked what all this meant,

replied, “ New sun—new light
" 1

In the Soudanese kingdom of Wadai all the fires in the

villages arc put out and the ashes removed from the houses

on the day which precedes the New Year festival. At the

beginning of the new year a new fire is lit by the friction of

wood In tlx; great straw hut where the village elders lounge

away the sultry hours together
;
and every man takes from

thence a burning brand with which he rekindles the fire on his

domestic hearth.' Among tlx; Swahilis of East Africa the

greatest festival Is that of the New Year, which fall* in the

second half of August. At n given moment all the fires arc

extinguished with water and afterwards relit by the friction of

two dry piece* of wood. Formerly no awkward questions

were asked about any crimes committed on this occasion, so

some people improved the shining hour by knocking a few

peer devils on the head. Shooting still goes on during the

whole day, and at night the proceedings generally wind
up with a great dance.

1 The King of Benamatapa in East

Africa used to send commissioners annually to every town in

his dominions
;
on the arrival of one of these officers the in-

habitants of each town had to put out all their fires and to

receive a new fire from him. Failure to comply with this

custom was treated as rebellion.* Some tribes of British

Central Africa carefully extinguish the fires on the hearths at

the beginning of the hoeing season and at hancst
;
the fires

are afterwards' rekindled by friction, and the people indulge

in dances of various kinds.

1

• C. F. Hall, Uf, wtlK /i< Ef/ni- of Eos! a tad -WuflAre (Hakluyt
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When the Nagas of Northern India have felled the

timber and cut down the scrub in those patches of jungle

which they propose to cultivate, they put out all the fires

in the village and light a new fire by rubbing two dry

pieces of wood together. Then having kindled torches at

it they proceed with them to the jungle and ignite the

felled timber and brushwood. The flesh of a cow or buffalo

is also roasted on the new fire and furnishes a sacrificial

meal .
1 Near the small town of Kahma in Burma, between

l’romc and Thayetmyo, certain gases escape from a hollow

in the ground and burn with a steady flame during the dry

season of the year. The people regard the flame as the

for^e of a spectral smith who here carried on his business

after death had removed him from his old smithy in the

village. Once a year all the household fires in Kahma are

extinguished ami then lighted afresh fiom the ghostly flame.'*

In China every year, about the beginning of April, certain

officials, colled Sa'hutn, used of old to go about the country

armed with wooden clappers. Their business was to summon
the p;ople and command them to put out every fire. This

was the beginning of a season called Hon-skihjsith, at " eating

cold food." For three day- all household fires remained

extinct as a preparation for the solemn renewal of the fire,

which took place on the fifth oc sixth day of April, being

the hundred and fifth day after the winter solstice. The
ceremony was performed with great pomp by the same
officials, who procured the new fire from heaven by reflecting

the sun’s rays either from a metal mirror or from a crystal

on dry moss. Fire thus obtained is called by the Chinese

heavenly fire, and its use is enjoined in sacrifices
;
whereas

fire elicited by the friction of wood is termed by them
earthly fire, and its use is prescribed for cooking and other

domestic purposes. When once the new fire had thus

been drawn down from the sun, all the people were free

to rekindle their domestic hearths
;
and, as a Chinese distich

has it—

t>«t. R. Sum,!, «*Noia on “ A. Kutlin. Dir V*Otr <*i *>/•

Northern Cottar," Journo! of it, Ikttu Ail,a, n. 49 If-
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‘ At the feuival of tiie cold food there are a thousand white stalks

among the (loners

;

On the das' Tsing-mlng, at sunrise, yoi may see the smoke ot ten

thousand himmi."

According to a Chinese philosopher, the reason for thus

renewing fire periodically is that the vital principle grows

weaker and weaker in old fire, whereas in new fire it is young
and vigorous. This annual renewal of fire was a ceremony

of very great antiquity in China, since it is known to have

been observed in the time of the first dynasty, about two
thousand years before Christ. Under the Tcheou dynasty a

change in the calendar led to shifting the (ire-festival from
spring to the summer solstice, but afterwards it was brought

back to its original date. Although the custom appears to

have long fallen into disuse, the barbarous inhabitants of

Hainan, an island to the south of China, still call a year

“a fire," as if in memory of the time when the years were

reckoned by the annually recurring ceremony of rekindling

the sacred fire.
1 In classical antiquity the Greek island

of I^mnos was devoted to the worship of the smith -god
Hephaestus, who was said to have fallen on it when Zens
hurled him from heaven.3 Oner a year every fire in the

island was extinguished and remained extinct for nine days,

(Hiring which sacrifices were offered to the dead and to the

infernal powers. New fire was brought in a ship front the

sacred isle of Delos, and with it the fires in the houses and
the workshops were relit. The people said that with the

new fire they made a new beginning of life. If the ship that

bore the sacred flame arrived too soon, it might not put in

to shore, but had to cruise in the offing till the nine days
were expired:' At Rome the sacred fire in the temple of

Vesta was kindled anew every year on the first of March,

which used to be the beginning of the Roman year ;
* the

task of lighting it was entrusted to the Vestal Virgins, and
they performed it by drilling a hole in a board of lucky

1 C. SrhkBrl, Uranvn/AuCtimu
( the llafiuo <"ii I-rydco, 1875), pp.
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we* 'd til! the flame was elicited by friction. The new fire

thus produced was carried into the temple of Vesta by
one of the virgins in a bronze sieve.

1 Among the Celts of

Ireland a new fire was kindled at a place called Tlachtga

on the eve of the first of November, which was the beginning

of the Irish new year, and from this fresh fire all the hearths

in Ireland are said to have been rekindled.' In the villages

near Moscow at the present time the peasants put out all their

fires on the eve of the first of September, and next morning
at sunrise a wise man or a wise woman rekindles them with

the help of muttered incantations and spells.'
1

Instances of such practices might doubtless be multi-

ped, but the foregoing examples may suffice to render it

probable tliat the ecclesiastical ceremony of lighting a sacred

new lire on Easier Saturday had originally nothing to do
with Christianity, but is merely one ease of a world-wide

custom which the Church has seen fit to incorporate in its

ritual It might be supposed that in the Western Church the

cuitom was merely a survival of the old Roman usage of

renewing the fire on the first of March, were it not that the

observance by the Eastern Church of the custom on the

same day seems to |>oint hark to a still older period when
the ceremony of lighting a new fire in spring, perhaps at the

vernal equinox, was common to many peoples of the Mediter-

ranean area. We may conjecture that wherever such a cere-

mony has been observed, it originally marked the beginning

of a now year, as it did in ancient Rome and Ireland, and as
it still docs in the Soudanese kingdom of Wadai and among
the Swahilis of Eastern Africa.

1 H oi at. «d. UUIIct, p. IC6. /.!>. Sic Leer ii r, Ewims At Ibtagt
"Ignis. ' Pirtarch Jttciibct a A'orn*tmf. il. 27 ; B. Sotehd. 0*3-
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o( Uu: ai i't r»)» rcfletMil lium > kolluw (X 1* At feast it wrais wort Ekely
t"nof {iVhtna. 9) • but Ik tcfnw to be llul the rule ijiinm: frc*. a lupoitilkm

10 * GiccV tufccr tliii lu tlie of UU. wit llua fiuni * limpl* lakula-
Koimn oatoin. The nile of cclilia-, lion cf cxpedlcniy, u I fomieity mg-
miwtl nn the VcaoU, »>** duly it (/norm/ *f FhiM*0.
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tan Uo» np B stnouldtnac Hill of Ward near Alhbay in Meath,
into a 3 o roe .lie Ua virgin, hut > W. K. S. Kahtoo. V<n/r ej tht
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The essentially pagan character of the Easter fire fes-

tival appears plainly both from the mode in which it

is celebrated by the peasants and from the superstitious

beliefs which they associate with it. All over Northern and

Central Germany, from Altmark and Anhalt on the cast,

through Brunswick, Hanover, Oldenburg, the Harz district,

and Hesse to Westphalia the Easter bonfires still blaze

simultaneously on the hill tops. As many as forty may
sometimes be counted within sight at once. Long before

Easter the young people have been busy collecting firewood
;

every farmer contribute^ and tar-barrels, petroleum cases,

and so forth go to swell the pile. Neighbouring villages vie

with each other as to which shall send up the greatest blaze.

The fires arc always kindled, year after year, on the same hill,

which accordingly often takes the name of Easter Mountain.

It is a fine spectacle to watch from some eminence the

bonfires flaring up one after another on the neighbouring

heights. As far os their light reaches, so far, in the belief of

the peasants, the fields will be fruitful, and the houses on

which they shine will be safe from conflagration or sickness

At Volkmarscn, in Hesse, the people used to observe which

way the wind blew the flames, and then they sowed flax

seed in that direction, confident that it would grow well.

Brands taken from the bonfires preserve houses from being

struck by lightning
;
and the ashes increase the fertility

of the fields, protect them from mice, and mixed with

the drinking-water of cattle make the animals thrive and

ensures them against plague. As the flames die down,

young and old leap over them, and cattle arc sometimes

driven through the smouldering embers. In some places

tar- barrels or wheels ivrapt in straw used to be set on
fire, and then sent rolling down the hillside. In other*

the boys light torches and wisps of straw at the bonfires

and rush about brandishing them in their hands.

Where tltc people are divided between Protestantism and

Catholicism, as in Hildcshcim, it has been observed that

among Protestants the Easter bonfires are generally left

to the boys, while in Catholic districts they arc eared

for by grown-up persons, and here the whole population

will gather round the blaring pile and join in singing
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choral hymns, which echo far and wide in the stillness of

night .
1

In Munstcrland, these Easter fires arc always kindled

upon certain definite hills, which arc hence known as

Easter or Paschal Mountains. The whole community

assembles about the fire. Fathers of families form an

inner circle round it. An outer circle is composed of the

young men and maidens, who, singing Easter hymns, march

round and round the lire in the direction of the sun, till the

blaze dies down. Then the girls jump over the fire in a

line, one alter the other, each supported by two young men
who hold her hands and run beside her. When the fire

has burned out, the whole assembly marches in solemn

procession to the church, singing hymns. They go thrice

round the church, and then break up. In the twilight boys

with blaring bundles of straw run over the fields to make
them fruitful.* At Dclmenhorst, in Oldenburg, it used to be

the custom to cut down two tree:, plant them in the ground

side by side, and pile twelve tar-barreU, one above the other,

against each of the trees. Brushwood was then heaped

about ti»e trees, and on the evening of Easter Saturday the

boys, after rushing about with blazing bean-poles in their

hands, set fire to the whole At the end of the ceremony

the urchins tried to blacken each other and the clothes of

grown-up people.
1

In Schaumburg, the Easter bonfires

may be seen blazing on all the mountains around for miles.

They arc made with a tar-barrel fastened to a pine-tree, which

is wrapt in straw. The people dance singing round them.'
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In the Harz Mountains the fire is commonly made by

piling brushwood about a tree and setting it on fire. At
Ostcrode, every one tries to snatch a brand from the bonfire

and runs about with it; the better it burns, the more lucky

it is. In Grund there are torch-races.
1

In the Altmark the

Easter bonfires arc composed of tar-barrels, bee-hives, and

so forth piled round a pole- The young folk dance round

the fire
;
and when it has died out, the old folk come ami

collect the ashes, which they preserve as a remedy for the

ailments of bees. It is also believed that as far as the blaze

of the bonfire is visible, the corn will grow well throughout

the year, and no conflagration will break out' At Braun-

rbde, in the Harz* Mountains, it was the custom to burn

squirrels in the Easter bonfire.* In the Altmark, bones

were burned in it .
4

Further south the Easter fires arc, or used to be, lit in

many district* of Bavaria, Thus on Easter Monday in some
parts of Middle Frnnken the schoolboy* collect all the old

worn-out besoms they can lay hands on, and march with

them in a long procession to a neighbouring height. When
the first chime of the evening bell comes up from the dale

they set fire to the brooms, and run along the ridges waving

them, so that seen from below the hills appear to be-crested

with a twinkling and moving chain of fire.* In some parts

of Upper Bavaria at Easter burning arrows or discs of wood
were shot (rom hill-tops high into the air, as in the Swabian
custom already described. At Oberau, instead of the discs,

an old cart-wheel was sometimes wrapt in straw, ignited, and
sent rolling and blaring down the mountain. The lads

who hurled the discs received painted Easter eggs from the

girls." Near Forchheim, in Upper Franken, a straw-man

called the Judas used to be burned in the churchyards on
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E-i'tcr Saturday. The whole village contribute! wood to

the pyre on which he perished, and the charred sticks were

afterwards kept and planted in the fields on Walpurgis Day
(the first of May) to preserve the wheat from blight and
mildew. 1 About a hundred years ago the custom at

Altbenncbcrg, in Upper Bavaria, used to be as follows. On
the afternoon of Easter Saturday the lads collected wood,

which they piled in a cornfield, while in the middle of the

pile they set up a tall wooden cross all swathed in straw.

After the evening service they lighted their lanterns at the

consecrated candle in the church, and ran with them at full

speed to the pyre, each striving to get there first. The first

to arrive set fire to the heap. No woman or girl might
come near the bonfire, but they were allowed to watch it

from a distance. As the flames rose the men and lad?

'rejoiced and made merry, shouting, “ We arc burning the

Judas!" Two of them had to watch the glowing embers
the whole night long, lest people should come and steal

them. Next morning at sunrise they carefully collected the

ashes, and threw them into the running water of the Rolen
brook. The man who had been the first to reach the pyre

and to kindle it was rewarded on Easter Sunday by the

women, who gave him coloured eggs at the church door.

Well-to-do women gave him two ; poorer women gave him
only one. The object of the whole ceremony was to keep
off the hail. About a century ago the Judas fire, as it was
called, was put down by the police. 1 At Giggenhausen and
Aufkirchcn, two other villages of Upper Bavaria, a similar

custom prevailed, yet with some interesting differences.

Here the ceremony, which took place between nine and ten
at night on Easter Saturday, was called "burning the
Easter Man.” On a height about a mile from the village

the young fellows set up a tall cross enveloped in straw, so
that it lookcJ like a man with his arms stretched out. This
was the Easter Man. No lad under eighteen years of age
might take part in the ceremony. One of them stationed
himself beside the Easter Man, holding in his hand a con-
s^crated taper which Ivc had brought from the church and

1
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lighted. The rest stood at equal intervals in a great circle

round the cross. At a given signal they raced thrice round
the circle, and then at a second signal ran straight at live

cross and at the lad with the lighted taper beside it ; the one
who reached the goal first had the right of setting fire to the
Easter Man. Great was the jubilation while he was burning.
When he had been consumed in the (lames, three lads were
chosen from among the rest, and each of the three drew a
circle on the ground with a stick thrice round the ashes.

Then they all left the spot. On Easter Monday the
villagers gathered the ashes and strewed them on their fields

;

also they planted in tlx: fields palm-branches which had
been consecrated on Palm Sunday, and sticks which had
been charred and hallowed on Good Friday, all for the
purpose of protecting their fields against showers of hall,

five custom of burning an Easter Mon made of straw on'

Easier Saturday waa observed also at Abensberg, in Lower
Bavaria .

1

In some parts of Swabia the Easter fires might
not fcr- kindled with iron or steel or flint, but only by the
friction of wood.’

Thus the custom of the Raster fires appears to have
prevailed all over Centra! Germany from north to «outh. We
find it also in Holland, where the fires were kindled on the
highest eminences, and the people danced round them and
leaped through tlie flames or over the glowing embers.

Here too, as so often in Germany, the materials for she
bonfire were collected by the young folk from door to door .

3

In many parts of Sweden firearms arc, as at Athens, dis-

charged in all directions on Easter eve, and huge bonfires

are lighted on hills and eminences. Some people think that
the intention is to keep off the Troll and other evil spirits

who are especially active at this season.' When the after-

noon service o» Good Friday is over, German children in

Bohemia drive Judas out of the church by running about the
sacred edifice and even the .streets shaking rattles and

1 Panier. if. til. ii. p. ?8 1?„ 1 1 f
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clapper*. Next day. on Easter Saturday, the remain* of

the holy oil arc burnt before the church door in a fire which

must be kindled with (lint anil steel. This fire is called “ the

burning of Judas,” but in spite of its evil name a beneficent

virtue is ascribed to it for the people scuffle for the cinders,

which they put in the roofs of their houses as a safeguard

against fire and lightning.
1

In the central Highlands of Scotland bonfires, known as

the Beltane fires, were formerly kindled with great ceremony

on the first of May, and the traces of human sacrifices at

them were particularly clear and unequivocal. The custom

of lighting the bonfires lasted In various places far into the

eighteenth century, aixl the descriptions of the ceremony by

writers of that period present such a curious and interesting

picture of primitive heathendom -.urviving in our own country

that 1 will reproduce them in the word* of their authors.

The fullest of the descriptions, no far as 1 know, is the one

bequeathed to us by John Ramsay, laird of Ochtertyre,

near Stirling, the patron of Burns and the friend of Sir

Walter Scott. From hi* voluminous manuscripts, written in

the last quarter of the eighteenth century, a selection has

been published in recent yenm. The following account of

Beltane is extracted from a chapter dealing with Highland

superstition*. Ramsay say* :
" But the most considerable

of the n'riiidical festivals is that of Beltane, or May-day,

which was lately observed in some parts of the Highlands

with extraordinary ceremonies. Of later years it is chiefly

attended to by young people, person* advanced in year*

considering it a* inconsistent with their gravity to give it

any countenance. Yet a number of circumstances relative

to it may be collected from tradition, or the conversation of

vciy old people, who witnessed this feast in their youth,

when the ancient rites were better observed.

"This festive is tilled in Gaelic —
i.e. the fire

1
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of BcL . . . Like the other public worship of the Druids,

the Beltane feast seems to have been performed on hills or

eminences. They thought it degrading to him whose temple

is the universe to suppose that he would dwell in any house

made with hands. Their sacrifices were therefore offered in

the open air, frequently upon the tops of hills* where they

were presented with the grandest views of nature, and were

nearest the scat, of warmth and order. And, according to

tradition, such was the manner of celebrating this festival in

the Highlands within the last hundred years. But since the

dozlinc of superstition, it has been celebrated by the people

of each hamlet on some hill or rising ground around which

their cattle were pasturing. Thither the young folks repaired

in the morning and cut a trench, on the summit of which

a scat of turf was formed for the company. And in the

middle a pile of wood or other fuel was placed, which of old

they kindled with teineigm—#V. forced fire or need fire.

Although, for many years past, they have been contented

with common fire, yet we shall now describe the process,

because it will hereafter appear that recourse is still had to

the leineigiti upon extraordinary emergencies.
M The night before, all the fires in the country were

carefully extinguished, and next morning the materials for

exciting this sacred fire were prepared. The most primitive

method seems to be that which was used in the islands ol

Skye, Mull, and Tircc. A well-seasoned plank of oak was

procured, in the midst of which a hole was bored. A
wimble of the same timber was then applied, the end of

which they fitted to the hole. But in some parts of the

mainland the machinery was different. They used a frame
of green wood, of a square form, in the centre of which was

an axle-tree. In some places three times three persons, in

others three times nine, were required for turning round by
turns the axle-tree or wimble. If any of them had been

guilty of murder, adultery, theft, or other atrocious crime,

it was imagined either that the fire would not kindle, or

that it would be devoid of its usual virtue. So soon as any
sparks were emitted by means of the violent friction, they

applied a species of agaric which grows on old birch-trees,

and is very combustible. Thi* fire had the appearance of
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being immediately derived from heaven, and manifold were

the virtues ascribed to it They esteemed it a preservative

against witchcraft, and a sovereign remedy against malignant

diseases, both in the human species and in cattle
;
and by

it the strongest poisons were supposed to have their nature

changed.

"After kindling the bonfire with the tein-eigin the

company prepared their victuals. And as soon as they had

finished their incal they amused themselves a while in sing-

ing and dancing round the fire. Towards the close of the

entertainment, the person who officiated as master of the

feast produced a large cake baked with eggs and scalloped

round the edge, called am bouuach bent-fine—»>. the Beltane

cake. It was divided into a number of pieces, and disli i

billed ia great form to the company. There was one

particular piece which whoever got was called eaUIeath

hotline*

—

i-t. the Beltane earliue, n term of great reproach.

U|*>n his being known, part of the company laid hold of

him and made a show of putting him into the fire
;
but the

majority interposing, hr wnt rescued. And in some places

they laid him flat on the ground, making as if they would

quarter him. Afterwards, he was pelted with egg-shells,

and retained the odious appellation -during the whole year.

And while the feast was 'fresh in people's memory, they

affected to speak of the tailback benl-tine as dead.

“This festival was longest observed in the interior

Highlands, fee towards the west coast the traces of it are

faintest I11 Glcnorchy and Lome, a large cake is made on

that day, which they consume in the house
;
and in Mull It

has a large hole in the middle, through which each of the

cows in the fold is milked. In Tirec it is of a triangular

form. The more ddcrly people remember when this festival

was celebrated without-doors with some solemnity in both

islands. There are at present no vestiges of it in Skye or

the Long Island, the inhabitants of which have substituted

the btHtoxch Mithei! or St. Michael’s cake. It is made at

Michaelmas with milk and oatmeal, and some eggs ate

sprinkled on its surface. Part of it i 9 sent to the neigh-

bours.

" It is probable that at the original Beltane festival there
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were two fires kindled near one another. When any person

is in a critical dilemma, pressed on each side by unsurmonnt-

able difficulties, the Highlanders have a' proverb, The e eada

anda Iheieu btaUuin—it. he is between the two Beltane

fires. There are in several parts small round hills, which, it

is like, owe their present names to such solemn uses. One
of the highest and most centra! in Icolmkil is called Cneeh-
naH-ainnral— i.e. the hill of the fires. There is another of
the same name near the kirk of Balquhiddcr

;
and at Killin

there is a round green eminence which seems to have been
raised by art. It is called Tern-nan -ainntal-—it. the
eminence of tlve fires. Around it there are the remains of

a circular wall about two feet high. Oil the top a stone
stands upon end. According to the tradition of the inhabit-

ants, it was a place of Druidical worship; and it was
afterwards pitched on as the most venerable spot Tor holding
courts of justice for the country of Breadalbane. The earth
of this eminence is still thought to be possessed of some
healing virtue, for when cattle are observed to be diseased,

some of it is sent for, which is rubbed oh the part affected." 1

The same writer tells us that on Beltane day the people of

Strathspey used to make a hoop of rowan-tree, through

which they forced all the slteep and Iambs to pass both
evening and morning,* doubtless as a precaution against
witchcraft.

In the parish of Callander, a beautiful district of western
Perthshire, the Beltane custom was still in vogue towards
the end of the eighteenth century. It has been described
as follows by the parish minister of the time :

“ Upon the
first day of May. which is called Britan, or Bal-ttin day, all

the boys In a township c* hamlet, meet in the mcors. They
cut a table in the green sod, of a round figure, by casting a
trench in the ground, of such circumference as to hold the
whole company. They kindle a fire and dress a repast of
eggs and milk in the consistence of a custard. They knead
a cake of oatmeal, which is toasted at the embers against a

> Srntand omJ Soane* r« Ike cljmotegy of lie -Old Be’aoo it

Sfro/A from ihc MSS. of uiccrioin j lie pupribi dotation o(
Kim*»y, I’-*!-, o' Ocfctenyre, |hf first ptil from tte Hwnnkfan Btal

edited V.y A. AlUrdyoe (Edinburrh is sUrud.
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stone. After the custard is eaten up, they divide the cake

into so many portions, as similar as possible to one another

in size and shape, as there are persons in the company.

They daub one of these portions all over with charcoal,

until it be perfectly black. They pm all the bits of cake

into a bonnet. Every one, blindfold, draws out a portion.

He who holds the bonnet is entitled to the last bit Who-
ever draws the black bit is the devoted person, who is to be

sacrificed to Baal, whose favour they mean to implore, in

rendering the year productive of the sustenance of man and

beast There is little doubt of these inhuman sacrifices

having been once offered hi this country, as well as in the

cast, although they now pass from the act or sacrificing,

and only compel the devoted person to leap three times

tlnough the fltuncs ; with which the ceremonies of this

festival arc closed." 1

Thomas Pennant, who travelled in Perthshire in the

year 1769, tells us that "on the ist of May, the herds-

men of every village hold their BH-tien, a rural sacrifice.

They cut a square trench on the ground, leaving the turf

in the middle
;

on that they make a fire of wood, on

which they dress a large caudle of eggs, butter, oatmeal

and milk ; and bring besides the ingredients of the caudle,

plenty of beer and whisky
;

for each of the company

must contribute something. The rites begin with spilling

some of the caudle on the ground, by way of libation :
on

that every one takes a cake of oatmeal, upon which arc

raised nine square knobs, each dedicated to some particular

being, the supposed preserver of their flocks and herds, or

to some particular animal, the real destroyer of them : each

person then turns his face to the fire, breaks off a knob, and

flinging it over his shoulders, says, 'This I give to thee,

preserve thou my horses
;

this to thee, preserve thou my
sheep

;
and so on.' After that, they use the same ceremony

to tho noxious animals :

1 This I give to thee, O fox 1 spare

thou my lambs
;
this to thee, O hcoded crow I this to thee,

O eagle I ' When the ceremony is over, they dine on the

caudle; and after the feast is finished, what is left is hid by

two persons deputed for that purpose
:

but on the next

' J. RoUraca, !n SocUli'i “ 6*0 1
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Sunday they rc-asscmblc. and finish the rdiqucs of the first

entertainment" 1

Another writer of the some period has described the

Beltane festival as it was held in the parish of Logicrait

in Perthshire He says: "On the 1st of May, O.S. a
festival called Be/Ian is annually held here. It is chiefly

celebrated by the cow-herds, who assemble by scores in

the -fields, to dress a dinner for themselves, of boiled milk

and eggs. These dishes they eat with a sort of cakes

baked for the occasion, and having small lumps in the form

of nipplts, raised all over the surface."' In this last account

no mention Ls made of bonfires, but they were probably

lighted, for a contemporary writer informs us that in the

parish of Kirkmichael, which adjoins the parish of Logicrait

on the east, the custom of lighting a fire In the fields and
baking a consecrated cake on the first of May was not quite

obsolete in his time.' We may conjecture that the cake
with knobs was formerly used for the purpose of determin-

ing who should b: tha "Beltane carlinc " or victim doomed
to the flames. A trace of this custom survived, perhaps, in

the custom of baking oatmeal cakes of a special kind and

rolling Ilu-m down hill about noon on the first of May
;

for

it was thought that the person whose cake broke as it rolled

would die or be unfortunate within the year. These cakes,

or bannocks as we call them in Scotland, were baked in the

usual way, but they were washed over with a thin batter

composed of whipped egg, milk or cream, and a little

oatmeal. This custom appears to have prevailed at or near
Kingussie in Inverness-shire. At Achtcrnccd, near Strath-

pefTer in Ross-shirc, the Beltane bannocks were called

tcknrnicxn or hand-cakes, because they were kneaded entirely

in the hand, and not on a board or table like common
cakes; and after being baked they might not be placed

anywhere but in the hands of the children who were to eat

them* In tl>c north-cast of Scotland the Bdtar.c fires were

' riorum 1
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still kindled in the latter half of the eighteenth century ; the

herdsmen of several farms used to gather dry wood, kindle

it, and dance three times “ southway* " about the burning

pile.' But in this region, according to a later authority, the

Beltane fires were lit not on the first but on the second of

May, Old Style. They were called bone-fires. The people

believed that on that evening and night the witches were

abroad and busy casting spells on cattle and stealing cows’

milk. To counteract their machinations, pieces of rowan

tree and woodbine, but especially of rowan-tree, were placed

over the doors of the cow-houses, and (ires were kindled by
every farmer and cottar. Old thatch, straw, furze, or broom

was ailed in a heap and sc: on fire a little after sunset

While some of the bystanders kept tossing the blaring mass,

others hoisted portion* of it on pitchforks or poles and ran

hither and thither, holding them as high as they could.

Meantime the young people danced round the lire or ran

through the smoke shouting, - Fire I blaze and burn the

witches ; fire ! lire ! burn the witches.’ In tome districts a

large round cake of oat or barley meal was rolled through

the ashes. When all the fuel was consumed, the people

scattered the ashes far and wide, and till the night grew

quite dark continued to run through them, crying, '* Fire

!

burn the witches"

The Beltane fires appear to luve been kindled also in

Ireland, for Cormne, " or somebody in his name, says that

Beltane, May-day. was so called from the ' lucky fire,’ or the

'two fires’ which the Druids of Erlnn used to make on that

day with great incantations ; and cattle, he adds, used to be
brought to those fires, or driven between them, as a safe-

guard against the diseases of the year." 11 The first of May
is a great popular festival In the mere midland and southern

part* of Sweden. On the eve of the festival, huge bonfire*,

<o Salvia (tec otote. |i. i<S(. TV Pffi*Ur .IvtiyMtiei, i. 1J <f-
kioC «‘se Bern t«Hllh Night » Slmw, m feonanii “ Tour m
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cir»r.it*

which should be lighted by striking two flints together, blare

on alt the hills and knolls. Every large hamlet has its own
lire, round which the young people dance in a ring. The old

folk notice whether the flames incline to the north or to the

south. In the former ease, the spring will be cold and back-

ward ;
in the latter, it will be mild and genial.’ Similarly, in

Bohemia, on the eve of May-day, young people kindle fires

on hills and eminences, at crossways, and in pastures, and

dance round them. They leap over the glowing embers or

even through the flames. The ceremony is called " burning

the witches.” 8 We have to remember that the eve of May-
day is the notorious Walpurgis Night, when the witches are

everywhere speeding unseen through the air on their hellish

errands. On this witching night children in Voigtland

also light bonfires on the heights and leap over them.

Moreover, they wave burning broom* or toss them into the

air. So far as the light of the bonfire reaches, so far will a

blessing rest on the fields. The kindling of the fires on
Walpurgis Night is called "driving away the witches.’”

But the season at which these fire-festival* have been

most generally held all over Europe is the summer solstice,

that is Midsummer Eve (the twenty-third of June) or Mid-
summer Day (the twenty-fourth of June). A faint tinge of

Christianity has been given to them by naming Midsummer
Day after St. John the Baptist, but we cannot doubt that the

celebration dates from a time long before the beginning of

our era. The summer solstice, or Midsummer Day, is the
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great turning-point in the sun's career, when, after climbing

higher and higher day by day in the sky, the luminary

stops and thenceforth retraces his steps down the heavenly

road. Such a moment could not but be regarded with

anxiety by primitive man so soon as he began to observe

and ponder the courses of the great lights across the celestial

vault; and having still to learn his own powcrlessncss in

face of the vast cyclic changes of nature, he fancied that

he might help the sun in his seeming decline—might prop

his failing steps and rekindle the sinking flame of tlx: red

lamp in his feeble hand. In some such thoughts as these

the midsummer festivals of our European peasantry may be

supposed to have taken their rise. Whatever their origin,

they have prevailed all over this quarter of the globe, from

Ireland on the west to Russia on the cast, and from Sweden

on the north to Spain and Greece on the south. According

to a mediieval writer, the three great features of the mid-

summer celebration were tho bonfires, the procession with

torches round the field*, and the custom of rolling a wheel.

He tells us that boys burned bones and filth of various kinds

to make a foul smoke, and that the smoke drove away certain

noxious dragons which at thi« time, excited by the summer
heat, copulated in the air and poisoned the wells and rivers

by dropping their seed into them ; and he explains the

cuitont of trundling a wheel to mean that the sun, having

now reached the highest point in the ecliptic, begins thence-

forward to descend.1 From his description, which still holds

good, we see that the main features of the midsummer fire-

festival resemble those which we have found to characterise

the vernal festivals of fire. The similarity of the two sets of

ceremonies will plainly appear from the following examples.

A writer of the sixteenth century informs us that in

almost every village and town of Germany public bonfires

were kindled on the Eve of St. John, and young and old, of

• Kemble, rti Snout iu Euf/anJ, suimnu fires is a mein* of d.h>et=ng
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both sexes, gathered about them and passed the time in

dancing and singing. People on this occasion wore chaplets

of mugwort and vervain, and they looked at the fire through

bunches of larkspur which they held in their hands, believing

that this would preserve their eyes in a healthy state through-

out the year. As each departed, he threw the mugwort and

vervain into the lire, saying, " May all my ill-luck depart

and be burnt up with these."
1 At Lower Konz, a village

prettily situated on a hillside overlooking the Moselle, in the

midst of a wood of walnut-trees and fruit-trees, the mid-
summer festival used to be celebrated as follows. A quantity

of straw was collected on the top of the steep Stromberg
Hill. Every inhabitant, or at least every householder, had
to contribute his share of straw to the pile

;
a recusant was

looked at askance, and if in the course of the year he
happened to break a leg or lose a child, there was not a

gossip in the village but knew the reason why. At nightfall

the whole maic population, men and boys, mustered on the

top of the hill
;
the women and girl* were not allowed to

join them, but had to take up their position at a certain

spring half-way down the slope. On the summit stood a

huge wheel completely encased in some of the stfew which

had been jointly contributed by the villagers ; the rest of the

straw was made into torches. From each side of the wheel

the axle-tree projected about three feet, thus furnishing

handles to the lads who were to guide it in its descent. The
mayor of the neighbouring town of Sierck, who always

received a basket of cherries for his services, gave the signal

;

a lighted torch was applied to the wheel, and as it burst into

flame, two young fellows, strong-limbed and swift of foot,

seized the handle* and began running with it down the

slope. A great slvotit went up. Every man and boy waved
a blazing torch in the air, and took care to keep it alight so

long as the wheel was trundling down the hill. Some of

them followed the fiery wheel, and watched with amusement
the shifts to which its guides were put in steering it round
the hollows and over the broken ground on the mountain-
side. The great object of the young men w!>o guided the

1

J. Ilvmn, A/'iei, /(fit rt n/ai mnlun gft/Jnw (Lyons, 1541)1 p.
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wheel wat to plunge it Waxing into the water of the Moselle;

but they rarely succeeded in their efforts, for the vineyards

which cover the greater part of the declivity impeded thcii

progress* and the wheel was often burned out before it

reached the river. As it rolled past the women and girls at

the spring, they raised cries of joy which were answered by
the men on the top cf the mountain

;
and the shouts were

echoed by the inhabitants of neighbouring villages who watched

the spectacle from their hills on the opposite bank of the

Moselle. If the fiery wheel was successfully conveyed to the

bank of the river and extinguished in the water, the people

looked for an abundant vintage that year, and the inhabitants

of Konz had the right to exact a waggon-load of white wine

from the surrounding vineyards. On the other hand, they

believed that, if they neglected to perform the ceremony, the

cattle would be attacked by giddinc*? and convulsions and

would dance in their stalls 1

Down at least to some forty yean ago the midsummer
fiics used to blaze all over Upper Bavaria. They were

l it; died especially on the mountains, but also far and wide

in the lowlands, and we are told that in the darkness and

stillness night the moving groups, lit up by the flickering

glow of the flames, presented an impressive spectacle. In

some places the people showed their sense of the sanctity

of the fires by using for fuel the tree* pas: which the gay
procession had defiled, with fluttering banners, on Corpus
Christi Day. In cChers the children collected the firewood

from door to door on the eve of the festival, singing their

request for fuel at every house in doggerel verse. Cattle

wen driven through the fire to cure the sick animal* and to

guard such as were sound against plague and harm of every

kind throughout the year. Many a householder on that

day put out the fire on the domestic hearth and rekindled

it by means of a brand taken from the midsummer bonfire.

1 Tcttier, «*Sai la fete omuollc de octant h*t hero reproduce! sort or
U routi fltvnboyftffl* & In Sunt *J ran, & fully If Grinin {DtvtruAc tytA-
8*®e*Kemtr.. arrooitin«*'.«at i#Tbinn- *Ay»>,* I. 515 i<f.)

,
Mannhtrdt (itiww*

dk," AA'xMtt ti fuMits (. 510 w.|, and H. Guidca
(a A'tjj/j&s Antifuairttdt {•« La dku fisulott du Scinl et Ic

&***,*. 1:8*3), pp. 379-393'. Tttritt cymbollimt de U Uom," Ran* ArtU
tottesied ihc cefemcay, 23rd June 1813 ill S^ie, it. 11884). p.^ **•»««** anicd). Hi* 24*/.)*
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The people judged of the height to which the flax would

grow in the year by the height to which the flames of the

bonfire rose ;
and whoever leaped over tlx: burning pile was

sure not to suffer from backache in reaping the corn at

harvest. But it was especially the practice for lovers to

spring over the fire hand in hand, and the way in which

each couple made the leap was the subject of many a jest

and many a superstition. In one district the custom of

kindling the bonfires was combined with that of lighting

wooden discs and hurling them in the air after the manner

which prevails at some of the spring festivals.’ In many
parts of Bavaria it was believed that the flax would grow as

high as the young people leaped over the fire.® In others

the old folk used to plant three charred sticks from tltc

bonfire In the fields, believing that this would make the flax

grow tall.® Elsewhere an extinguished brand was put in

the roof of the houre to protect i: against fire. In the towns

abaut Wurzburg the bonfires used to be kind'.cd in the

market-places, and the young people who jumped over them
wore garlands of flowers, especially of mugwort and vervain,

and carried sprigs of larkspur in their hands. They thought

that such as looked at the fire holding a bit of larkspur

before their face would lx: troubled by no malady of the

eyes throughout the year.
4 Further, it was customary at

Wurzburg, in the sixteenth century, for the bishop’s followers

to throw burning discs of wood into tlie air from a mountain

which overhangs the town. The discs were discharged by
means of flexible rods, and in their flight through the dark-

ness presented the appearance of fiery dragons*

In the valley of the Lech, which divides Upper Bavaria

from Swabia, the midsummer customs and beliefs arc, or

used to be, very similar. Bonfires are kindled on the
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mountains on Midsummer Day; and besides the bonfire

a tall beam, thickly wrapt in straw and surmounted by a
cross-piece, is burned in many places. Round this cross as

it burns the lads dance with loud shouts; and when the

flames liavc subsided, the young people leap over the fire in

pairs, a young man and a young woman together. If they

escape unsmirclied, the man will not suffer from fever, and
the girl will not become a mother within the year. Further,

it is believed that the flax will grow that year as high as

they leap over the fire
;
and that if a charred billet be taken

from the fire and stuck in a flax-field it will promote the
growth of the flax.* Similarly in Swabia, lads and lasses,

hand In hand, leap over the midsummer bonfire, praying

that the hemp may grow three ells high, and they set fire to

wheels of straw and send them rolling down the hill.* At
Deflingen, in Swabia, ns they sprang over the midsummer
bonfire they cried out, " Flax, flax ! may the flax this year

grow seven ells high I”* Near Offenburg, in the Black

Forest, on Midsummer Day the village boys used to collect

faggots and straw on some sleep and conspicuous height,

and they spent some time in making circular wooden disc*

by slicing the trunk of a pine-tree across. When darkness

had fallen, they kindled the bonfire, and then, as it blazed
up, they lighted the discs at it, and, after swinging them to

end fro at the end of a stout and supple hazel-wand, they

hurled them one after the otlier, whizzing and flaming, into

the air, where they described great arcs of fire, to fall at

length, like shooting-stars, at the foot of the mountain.' In
many parts of Elsace and Lorraine the midsummer fires

still blaze annually,

1

At Speieher in the Eifcl, n district

which lies on the middle Rhine, to the west of Coblcntz, a
bonfire used to be kindled in front of Die village on St.

John’s Day, and all the young people had to jump over it.
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Those who failed lo do so were not allowed to join the

rest in begging for eggs from house to house. Where no
eggs were given, they drove a wedge into the keyhole of the

door. On this day children in the Eifcl used also to gather

flowers in the fields, weave them into garlands, and throw

the garlands on the roofs or hang them on the doors of the

houses. So long as the dowers remained there, they were

supposed to guard the house from fire and lightning.
1

In the

southern Harz district and in Thllringcn the midsummer or

St. John’s fires used to be commonly lighted some fifty years

ago, and the custom has probably not died out. At Eders-

leben near Sangerhausen. a high pole was planted In the

ground and a tar-barrel was hung from it by a chain which

reached to the ground. The barrel was then set on fire and
swung round the pole amid shout* of joy.1

According to one account, German tradition requited

that the midsummer fire should be lighted, not from a

common hearth, but by tlic friction of two sorts of wood,

namely oak and fir.* In some old farm-houses of the

Surcnthal and VVinenthal a couple of holes or a whole raw

of them may be- wen facing each other in the door-posts of

the barn or stable. Sometimes the holes are .smooth and

round ; sometimes they are deeply burnt and blackened.

The explanation of ihcm is this. About midsummer, but

especially oil Midsummer Day. two such holes arc bored

opposite each other, into which the extremities of a strong

pole arc fixed. The holes arc then stuffed with tow steeped

in resin and oil ; a ro|ic is looped round the pole, and two

young men, who must be brothers or must have the same
baptismal name, and must be of the same age, pull the ends

of the rope backwards and forwards so as to make the pole

revolve rapidly, till smoke and sparks issue from the two

holes in the door-posts. The sparks arc caught and blown

up with tinder, and this is the new and pure fire, the

appearance of which is greeted with cries of joy. Heaps of

combustible materials are now ignited with the new fire, and

i Sehaiilr, Situ* unJSagm, /.tab,, Jumlun I’Mtfntt. p. 33 )-

aAwiW.r an,! A'j/Ak/ <Sn Eif.t * Kuhn and Schwarii, iVmtoiUifc
1. I. 40 Accwdlae 10 nnu Mantra tmd Crtrtair, p. 590.

riler, it* g»rUi>:h ate conpxwl of * Mor.Luid, Die druluktn Velh-

Si. jubu'i -on (Moauoaa, DU J<,u, p. jj y.
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blazing bullies arc placed on boards and sent floating down
the brook. The boys light torches at the new fire and run

to fumigate the pastures. This is l>elicvcd to drive away all

the demon* and witches that molest the cattle. Finally the

torches are thrown in a heap on the meadow and allowed to

burn out. On their way back the boys strew the ashes over

the fields, which is supposed to make them fertile. If a

farmer has taken possession of a new house, or if servants

liavc changed masters, the boys fumigate the new abode and

arc rewarded by the farmer with a supper.
1

In Austria the midsummer customs and superstitions

resemble those of Germany. Thus in some parts of the

Tyro! bonfire-; arc kindled and burning discs hurled into the

air.
f At Reutte, iri the Tyrol, people believed that the flax

would grow as high as they leaped over the midsummer

bonfire, and they took pieces of charred wood from the fire

and stuck them ill their flax-fields the same night, leaving

them there till the flax harvest had been in/* In Lower

Austria fires are lit in five fields, commonly in front of a

cross, and the people dance and sing round them and throw

flowers into the flames. Before each handful of flowers is

tensed into the fire, a set speech i* made; then the dance is

resumed and the dancer* sing in chorus the last words of the

speech. At evening bonfire* are kindled on the heights,

and the boys caper round them, brandishing lighted torches

drenched in pitch. Whoever jumps thrice across the fire

will not suffer from fever within the year. Cart-wheels are

often smeared with pitch, ignited, and sent rolling and
blazing down the hillsides.

1
All over Bohemia bonfires still

burn on Midsummer Eve Sometime* live young men fell a

tali straight fir in the weeds and set it up on a height,

where the girls deck it with nosegays, wreaths of leaves, and
red ribbons. Then brushwood is piled about it, and at

nightfall the whole is set on fire. While the flames break

out, the young men climb the ticc ami fetch down the

wreaths which the gills had placed on it. After that, lads

1 K«hM2. thurukir GUltf* nW * PanrtT, Av/nitf tur dtu/SfAat
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and lasses stand on opposite sides of the fire and look at

one another through the wreaths to see whether they will

be true to each other and marry within the year. Also the

girls throw the wreaths across the flames to the men, and

woe to the awkward swain who fails to catch the wreath

thrown him by his sweetheart When the blaze has died

down, each couple takes hands, and leaps thrice across the

fire. The singed wreaths arc taken home and carefully

preserved throughout the year. During thunderstorms a

bit of the wreath is burned on the hearth with a prayer

;

some of it is given to kinc that are sick or calving, and some
of it serves to fumigate house and cattlc-sul), that man and

beast may keep hale and well. Sometimes an old cart-

wheel is smeared with resin, ignited, and sent rolling down
the hill. Often the boys collect all the worn-out besoms
they can get hold of, dip them in pitch, and having set them
on fire wave them about or throw them high into the air.

Or they rush down the hillside in troops, brandishing the

flaming brooms and shouting, only however to return to the

bonfire on the summit when the brooms have burnt out.

The stumps of the brooms and embers from the fire arc

preserved and stuck in cabbage gardens to protect the

cabbages from caterpillars and gnats. Some people insert

charred sticks and ashes from the bonfire in their sown fields

and meadows, in their gardens and the roofs of their houses,

as a talisman against foul weather
;
or they fancy that the

ashes placed in the roof will prevent any fire from breaking

out in the house. In some districts they crown or gird

themselves with inugwort while the midsummer fire is

burning, for this is supposed to be a protection against

ghosts, witches, and sickness; In particular, a wreath of

mugwort Is a sure preventive of sore eyes. Sometimes the

girls look at the bonfires through garlands of wild flowers,

praying the fire to strengthen llicir eyes and eyelids. She
who does this thrice will have no sore eyes all that year.

In some parts of Bohemia they used to drive the cows

through the midsummer fire to guard them against witch-

craft. 1 In Austrian Silesia the custom al90 prevails of

1 Grunin, lhnl\iti Myltolq/it,’ l. d,i VcUtt in OtV:rr,i<k. p. jo8
(
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lighting great bonfire* on hilltops on Midsummer Eve. and

here too the boy* wing blaring besoms or hurl them high

in the air, while they shout ar.d leap and dance wildly.

Next morning every door is decked with flowers and birchen

saplings.

1
In the district of Cracow, especially towards the

Carpathian Mountains, great fires arc kindled by the

peasants in the fields or on the heights at nightfall on

Midsummer Eve, which among them goes by the name of

Kupalo’s Night. The fire must be kindled by the friction

of two sticks. The young people dance round or leap over

it ;
and a band of sturdy’ fellow’s run a race with lighted

torches, the winner being rewarded with a peacock's feather,

which he keeps throughout the year as a distinction. Cattle

aim i are driven round the fire in the belief that this is a

charm against pestilence and disease of every sort.*

The name of Ku|xilo’s Night, applied in this part of

Galicia to Midsummer Eve, reminds us lh%t wo have now
passed from German to Slavonic ground

;
even in Bohemia

the midsummer celebration is common to Slavs ar.d

Germans. We have already seen that in Russia the

summer solstkc or Eve of St. John is celebrated by young
men and maidens, who jump over a bonfire in couples

carrying a straw effigy of Kupalo in their arms.
5 In some

parts of Russia the young folk wear garlands of (lowers and
girdles of holy herbs when they spring through the smoke
or flames

; and sometimes they drive the cattle also through

the fire in order to protect the animals against wizards and

witches, who are then ravenous after milk.' In Little

Russia * stake is driven into the ground on St. John’s

Night, wrapt in straw, and set on fire. As the flames

rise the peasant women throw birchen boughs into than,
saving, "May my flax be as tall as this bough!"' In
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Ruthcnia ihc bonfires are lighted by a flame procured by

the friction of wood. While the ciders of the party arc

engaged in thus * churning" the fire, the rest maintain a

respectful silence
;

but when the flame bursts from the

wood, they brdhk forth into joyous songs. As soon as the

bonfires arc kindled, the young people take hands and leap

in pairs through the smoke, if net through the flames
;
and

after that the cattle in their turn arc driven through the

fire.' In many parts of Prussia and Lithuania great fires

are kindled on Midsummer Eve. All the heights are ablaze

with them, as far as the eye can see The fires are supposed

to be a protection against witchcraft, thunder, hail, and

cattle disease, especially if next morning the cattle are

driven Over the places where the fires burned. Above all,

the bonfires ensure the farmer against the arts of witches,

who try to steal the milk from his cows by charms and

spells. That is why next morning you may see the young

fellows who lit the bonfire going from house to house and

receiving jugfuls of milk. And for the same reason they

stick burs and mugwort on the gate or the hedge through

which the cows go to pasture, because that • i« supposed to

bj a preservative against witchcraft/ In Masuren, a district

of Eastern Prussia inhabited by a branch of the Polish

family, it is the custom on the evening of Midsummer Day
to put out all the fires in the village. Then an oaken stake

is driven into the ground and a wheel is fixed on it as on

an axle. This wheel the villagers, working by relays, cause

to revolve with great rapidity till fire is produced by friction.

Every one takes home a lighted brand from tbe new fire

and with it rekindles the fire on the domestic hearth.'

Among the Letts who inhabit the Baltic provinces of Russia

the most joyful festival of the year is held on Midsummer
Day. The people drink and da:vce and sing and adorn

themselves and ilicir houses with dowers and branches.

Chopped boughs of fir are strewn about the rooms, and

leaves arc stuck in the roofs, In every farm-yard a birch

tree is set up, and every person of the name of John who

1 Kakton, U. H't'AfrtUMU. p 217.
leUau unit Tvimur. Ok yell,- ‘ lapyen, .I'rrfltuStn am Mein-
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enters the farm that tlay must break off a twig from tlx: tree

and hang up on its branches in return a small present for

the family. When tlx: serene twilight of the summer night

has veiled the lanthcapc, bonfires gleam on all the hills ami

wild shouts of ” Light) ! Light)
!

" echo from the woods and
fields In Riga the day i< a festival of flowers. From all

the neighbourhood the peasants stream into the city laden

with flowers and garlands. A market of flowers is held in

an open square and on the chief bridge over the river ; hen;

wreaths of immortelles, which grow wild in live meadows
ami woods, arc sold in great profusion and deck the house*

of Riga for long afterwards. Roses too arc mnv at the

prime of their beauty, and masses of them adorn the flower-

stalls. Tilt far into the night gay crowd* parade the street*

to music or float on the river in gondolas clocked with

flowers.
1

In Serna on Midsummer live herdsmen light

torches of birch bark and march round the shocpfolds and

cattle-stall* ; then they climb the hill* and there allow the

torches to bum cint."

Among the Magyar* in Hungary tin* midsummer fire-

festival is marked by tlic same features that meet us in so

many part* of Europe. On Midsummer Eve in many
places it is customary to kindle bonfires on heights and to

leap over them, and Irom the manner in which the young

people leap the bystanders predict whether they will marry
soon. At Nograd-l.udany the young men and women go
out, each carrying a truss of straw, to a meadow, where they

pile the straw in seven or twelve heaps ami set it on fire.

Then they go round the fire singing, and hold .1 IkiiicIi of

iron-wort in the smoke, while they say, ** No boil on my body,
no sprain in my foot!" This holding of the flowers over
the flames is regarded, we arc told, as equally important
*’>th the practice of walking through the fire barefoot and
“wiping it out. On this day .iImi many Hungarian swine-

make fire by rotating a ulnxl round a wooden axle
v-Tapt in hemp, and through the fire thu- made they drive

their pig< to preserve them from -iclnic-«.
!
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the Danube, where the population is across between Magyar
and German, the young men and maidens repair to the

high banks of the river on Midsummer Eve
;
and while the

girls post themselves low down the slope, the lads on the

height above set fire to little wooden wheels and, after

swinging them to and fro at the end of a wand, send them
whirling through the air to fall into the Danube. As he
docs so, each lad sings out the name of his sweetheart, and
she listens well pleased down below.' The Esthonians of
Russia, who. like the Magyars, belong to the great Turanian
family of mankind, also celebrate the summer solstice in the
usual way. On the Eve of St. John all the pcopkt or a

farm, a village, or an estate, walk solemnly in procession, the

girls decked with flowers, tl»c men with leaves and carrying

bundles of straw under their arms. The lads carry lighted

torches or flaming hoops steeped in tar at the lop of long
poles. Thus they go singing to the cattle-sheds, the
granaries, and so forth, and afterwards march thrice round
the dwelling-house. Finally, preceded by the shrill music
of flic bagpipes and shawms, they repair to a neighbouring

hill, where the materials of a bonfire have been collected.

Tar-barrels filled with combustibles are hung on poles, or

the trunk of a felled tree has been set up with a great mass
of juniper piled about it in the form of a pyramid. When
a light has been set to the pile, old and young gather about
it and pass the time merrily with song and music till break
of day. Every one who comes brings fresh fuel for the fire,

and they say, " N'ow we all gather together, where St. John’s
fire bums. He who comes not to St. John's fire will have
his barley full of thistles, and his oats full of weeds.” Three
logs arc thrown into the fire with special ceremony

;
in

throwing the first they say, “ Gold of pleasure (a plant with
yellow flowers) into the fire!” in throwing the second they
say, “ Weeds to the unpkmghcd land !" but in throwing the
third they cry, Flax on my field!” The fire is said to

keep the witches from the cattle.1 According to others, it

1 A. «oa Ipnlyi. " Boitrige „„ 1 j. c. K<*1. />«
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ensures that for the whole year the milk shall be "as

pure as silver and as the stars in the sky. and *he hutter as

yellow as the sun and the fire and the gold."’ In the

Esthonian island of Ocsel, while they throw fuel into the

mkisummer 6re, they call out, “ Weeds to the fire, flax to

the field,” or they fling three billets into the Haines, saying,
" Flax grow long 1

* And they take charred sticks from the

bonfire home with them and keep them to make the cattle

thrive. In some parts of the island the bonfire is formed
by piling brushwood and other combustibles round a tree,

at the top of which a flag flies. Whoever succeeds in

knocking down the flag with a pok before it begins to burn
will have good luck. Formerly the festivities lasted till

daybreak, and aided in scenes of debauchery which looked

doubly hideous by the growing light of a summer morning.5

Still farther north, among a people of the same Turanian

stock, wo learn from an eye-witness that Midsummer Night

u»cd to witness a sort of witches’ riabbitth on the top of

every hill in Finland. The bonfire was made by setting up
four tall birches in a square and piling the intermediate

space with fuel. Round the roaring flame* the people sang
and drank and pranced in the usual way* Farther cast,

in the valley of the Volga, the Chcremiss celebrate about

midsummer a festival which Haxthausen regarded as

identical with the midsummer ceremonies of the rest of

Europe. A sacred tree in the forest, generally a tall and
solitary oak, marks the scene of the solemnity. All the
males assemble there, but no woman may be present. A
heathen priest lights seven fires in a row from north-west to

south east
;
cattle are sacrificed and their blood poured in

the fires, each of which is dedicated to a separate deity.

Afterwards the holy tree is illumined by lighted candles
placed on Its branches

;
the people fall on their knees and

with facos Ixiwcd to the earth pray that God would be

T1* »r«d which I h»<c luminal lAAl :« DycM, »l>. ( 1S72), p. 62 tq.
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pleased to blest them, thdr children, their cattle, and their

bees, grant them success in trade, in travel, and in the chase,

enable them to pay the Czar's taxes, and so forth.

1

When we pass from the cast to the west of Europe we
still find the summer solstice celebrated with riles of the

same general character. About half a century ago the

custom of lighting bonfires at midsummer prevailed so

commonly in France that there was hardly a town or a

village, wc arc told, where they were not kindled.’ In

Brittany the custom is kept up to this day. Thus in

Lower Brittany every town and every village still lights its

ItiMfaJ or bonfire on St. John's Night When the flames

have died down, the whole assembly kneels round about the

bonfire and an old man prays aloud. Then they ail rise

and march thrice round the fire
;
at the third torn they -stop

and every one picks up a p;bblc and throws it on the burn-

ing pile. After that they disperse.1 At Quimper. and in

the district of L'ion. chairs used to be placed round the mid-

summer bonfire, that the soul* of the dead might sit on them
and warm themselves at the blaze.* At Brest on this day
thousands of people used to assemble on the rampart* to-

wards evening and brandish lighted torches, which they swung
in circles or flung by hundreds into the air. The closing of

the town gates put an end to the spectacle, and the lights

might be seen dispersing in all directions like wandering will-

o’-the-wisps.
1

In Upper Brittany the materials for the mid-

summer bonfires, which generally consist of bundles of furze and
heath, arc furnished by voluntary contributions, and piled on
the tops of hills round pole*, each of which is surmounted by
a nosegay or a crown. This nosegay or crown it generally
provided by a man named John or a woman named Jean,

1
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1

and it is always a John or a Jean who puts a light to the

bonfire. While the fire is blaring the people dance and sing

round it, and when the flames have subsided they leap over

the glowing embers. Charred sticks from the bonfire arc-

thrown into wells to improve the water, and they arc also

taken home as a protection against thunder.1 To make

them thoroughly effective, however, against thunder and

lightning you should keep them near your bed, between a

bit of a Twelfth Night cake and a sprig of boxwood which

lias been blessed on Palm Sunday.’ Flowers from the nose-

gay or crown which overhung the fire arc accounted charms

against disease and pain, both bodily and spiritual
;
hence

girts hang them at their breast by a thread of scarlet wool.

I n many parishesof Brittany the priest used to go In pioccssion

with the crucifix and kindle the bonfire with his own hands
j

and farmers were wont to drive their flocks and herds through

the fire in order to preserve them from sickness till midsummer

of the following year. Also it wax believed that every girl

who danced round nine of the bonfire* would marry within

the year/' In Normandy the midsummer fires have now
almost disappeared, at least in the district known as the

Borage, but they used to shine on every hill. They were

commonly made by piling brushwood, broom, and ferns

about a tall tree, which was decorated with a crown of moss

and sometimes with flowers. While they burned, people

danced and sang round them, and young folk leaped over

the flames or the glowing ashes. In the valley of the Omc
tlie custom was to kindle the bonSre just at the moment
when the sun was about to dip below the horizon

;
and the

peasants drove their cattle through the fires to protect them
against witchcraft, especially against the spells of u-itches and

wizards who attempted to steal the milk and butter.*

At Jumieges in Normandy, down to about sixty years

•go, the midsummer festival was marked by certain singular

features which bore the stamp of a very high antiquity.
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Every year, on the twenty-third of June, the Eve of St. John,

the Brotherhood of the Green Wolf chose a new chief or

master, who had always to be taken from the hamlet of

Conihout. On being elected the new head of the brother-

hood tcok the title of the Green Wolf, and assumed a

peculiar costume consisting of a long green mantle and a

very tall green hat of a conical shape and without a brim.

Tims arrayed he stalked solemnly at the head of the brothers,

chanting the hymn of St. John, the crucifix and holy banner

leading the way, to a place called Chouquet. Here the

procession was mcl by the priest, precentors, and choir, who
conducted the brotherhood to the parish church. After

hearing mass the company adjourned to the house of the

Green Wolf, where a simple repast, such as is required by

the church on fast-days, was served up to them. Then they

danced before the door till it was time to light the bonfire.

Night being come, the fire was kindled to the sound of

hand • bells • by a young man and n young woman, both

decked with flowers. As the flames rose, the Tt Drum was

sung, and a villager thundered out a parody in the Norman
dialect of the hymn ut quravt !aris. Meantime the Green

Wolf and his brothers, with their hoods down on their

shoulders and holding each other by the hand, ran round

the fire after the man who had been chosen to be the Green
Wolf of the following year. Though only the first and the

last man of the chain had a hand free, their business was to

surround and seize thrice the future Green Wolf, who in his

efforts to escape belaboured the brothers with a long wand
which he carried. When at last they succeeded in catching

him they carried him to the burning pile ami made as if

they would throw him on it. This ceremony over, they

returned to the house of the Green Wolf, where a supper,

still of the most meagre fare, was set before them. Up till

midnight a sort of religious solemnity prevailed. No un-

becoming word might fall from the lips of any of the

company, and a censor, armed with a hand -bell, »M
appointed to mark and punish instantly any infraction of

the rule. But at the stroke of twelve all tin's was changed.

Constraint gave way to licence
;
pious hymns were replaced

by Bacchanalian ditties, and the shrill quavering notes of the
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village fiddle hardly rose above the roar of voices that went
up from the merry brotherhood of the Green Wolf. Next
day, the twenty-fourth of June or Midsummer Day, was
celebrated by the same personages with the same noisy

gaiety. One of the ceremonies consisted in parading, to

the sound of musketry, an enormous loaf of consecrated bread,

which, rising in tiers, was surmounted by a pyramid of

verdure adorned with ribborfs. After that the holy hand-
bells, deposited on the step of the altar, were entrusted as

insignia of office to the man who was to be the Green Wolf
next year.

1

In the canton of Breteuil in Picardy the priest used to

kindle the midsummer bonfire, and the people marched
thrice round it in procession. Some of them took ashes of

the file home with tliciii to protect the houses against light-

ning.9 In the department of the Ardennes every one used

to contribute hii faggot to the midsummer bonfire, and the

clergy inarched at the head of the procession to kindle it.

Failure to light the fires would, in the popular belief, have

exposed the fields to the greatest danger. At Revin the

young folk, besides dancing round the fire to the strains of

the village fiddler, threw garlands of flower, across the flames

to each other* In the Vosges it is still customary to kindle

bonfires upon the hill-tops on Midsummer Eve
;

the people

believe that the fires Ivclp to preserve the fruits of the earth

and ensure good crops.' In the Jura Mountains the mid-
summer bonfires went by the name of M or hetm. They
were lit on ’the most conspicuous points of the landscape.

6

ear St Jean, in the Jura, it appears that at this season
young people still repair to the cross-roads and heights, and
there wave burning torches so as to present the appearance
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of fiery wheels in the darkness.

1

In Berry, a district of

Central France, the midsummer fire was lit on the Eve of Si.

John and went by the name o: the j&n/e.joanttft, or joaann,'r.

Every family accordin'; to its means contributed faggots,

which were piled round a pole on the highest place in the

neighbourhood. In the hamfcts the office of kindling the

fire devolved on the oldest man. but in the towns it was the

priest or the mayor who discharged the duty. Here, as in

Brittany, people supposed that a girl who had danced round

nine of the midsummer bonfires would marry within the

year. To leap several times over the fire was regarded as a

sort of purification which kept off sickness and brought gtx>d

luck to the Icapcr. Hence the nimble youth bounded through

the smoke and flames, and when the fire had somewhat abated

parents jumped across it with their children in their arms
in order that the little Ones might also partake of its bene-

ficent influence. Embers from the extinct bonfire were taken

home, and after being dipped in holy water were kept as a

talisman against all kinds of misfortune, but especially against

lightning.’ The same virtue was ascribed to the ashes and
charred slicks of the midsummer bonfire in P£rigord, where

everybody contributed his share of fuel lo the pile and

the whole was crowned with flowers, especially with roses

and'lilics.
3

Bonfires were lil in almost all the hamlets of Poitou on the

live of St. John. People marched round them thrice, carrying

a branch of walnut in their hand. Shepherdesses and children

passed sprigs of mullein (yerbascum) and nuts across the fames;

the nuts were supposed to cure toothache, ami the mullein to

protect the cattle from sickness and sorcery. When the fire

tiled down people took some of the ashes home with them,

either to keep them In the house as a preservative against

thunder or to scatter them on the fields for the purpjse of

destroying corn-cockles and darnel. Stones were also placed

round the fire, and it was believed that the first to lift one of
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these Voiles next morning would find under it tlx: hair of St.

John/ In 1’oitou also it used to he customary on the Eve

of St John to trundle a blazing wheel wrapt in straw over the

fields to fertilise them.* This last custom is said to be now
extinct,* but it is still usual in Poitou to kindle fires on this

day at cross-roads or on the heights. The oldest or youngest

person present sets a light to live pile, which consists of broom,

gorsc, and heath. A bright and crackling blaze shoots up,

but soon dies down, and over it the young folk leap. They
also throw stones into it, picking the stone according to the

size of the turnips that they wish to have that year. It is

sal.! that " the good Virgin ” comes and sits on the prettiest

of the stones, arid next morning they see there her beautiful

golden tresses. At Lussac, in Poitou, the lighting of the

midsummer bonfire is still an affair of some ceremony. A
pyramid of faggots is piled round a tree or tall pole on the

ground where the fair is held ; the priest gees in procession

to the spot and kindles the pile. When prayers have been

said anil the clergy have withdrawn, the people continue to

march round the fire, telling tlicir beads, but it is no; till the

flames have begun to die down that the youth jump over

them. A brand from the midsummer bonfire is supposed

to lie a preservative against thunder.'

In the department of Vienne the bonfire was kindled by
the oldest man, and before the dar.ee round the flames began

it was the custom to pass across them a great bunch of mullein

{bouillon Mane) and a branch of walnut, which next morning

before sunrise were fastened over the door of tlx; chief cattle-

shell* A similar custom prevailed in the neighbouring de-

partment of Deux-Sevre* ;
but here it was the priest who

kindled the bonfire, and old men used to put embers of the fire
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in their wooden shoes as a preservative against many evils.'

In some towns and villages of Saintonge and Aunis, provinces

of Western France now mostly comprised in the department

of Charente InfJricure, the fires of St John are still kindled

on Midsummer Eve, but the custom is neither so common
nor carried out with so much pomp and ceremony as formerly.

Great quantities of wood used to be piled on an open space

round about a huge post or a tree stripped of its leaves and
branches. Every one took care to contribute a faggot to the

pile, and the whole population marched to the spot in pro-

cession with the crucifix at then head and the priest bringing

up the rear. The squire, or other person of high degree, put

the torch to the pyre, and the priest blessed it. In the

southern and eastern parts of Saintonge children and cattle

were passed through the smoke of the bonfires to preserve

them from contagious diseases, and when the fire had gone
out the people scuffled for the charred fragments of the

great post, which they regarded as talismans against thunder.

Next morning, on Midsummer Day, every shepherdess in

the neighbourhood was up very early, foe the first to drive

her sheep over the hlackrnrd cinders and ashes of the great

bonfire was sure to have the best fleck all that year. Where
the shepherds shrunk from driving their Seeks through the

smoke and flames of the bonfire they contented themselves

with marking the hinder-quarters of the animals with a broom
which had been blackened in the ashes.2

In the mountainous part of Comminges, a province of

Southern France, now comprised in the department of Haute
Garonne, the midsummer fire is made by splitting open the

trunk of a tall tree, stuffing the crevice with shavings, and

Igniting the whole. A garland of flowers is fastened to^

the top of t lie tree, and at the moment when the fire is

lighted the man who was last married has to climb up
a ladder and bring the flowers down. In the flat

parts of the same district the materials of the midsummer
lx>nfirc* consist of fuel piled in the usual way

;
but

•
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they must be put together by men who have been married

since the last midsummer festival, and each of these benedicts

is obliged to lay a wreath of flowers on the top of the pile.

In some districts of the French Pyrenees it is deemed
necessary to leap nine times over the midsummer fire if

you would be assured of prosperity.® In Provence the

midsummer fires aic still popular. Children go from door to

door begging for fuel, and they are seldom sent empty away.
Formerly the priest, the mayor, and die aldermen used to walk

In procession to the bonfire, and even deigned to light it

;

after which the assembly marched thrice round the burning

pile, while the church bells pealed and rockets fizzed and
sputtered in the air. Dancing began later, and the by-

standers threw water on each other. At Ciotat, while the

file was biasing, the young people plunged into the sea and

splashed each other vigorously. At Vitrollcs they bathed

in a pond in order that they might not suffer from fever

during the year, and at Saintef- Maries they watered the

horses to protect them from the itch.’ At Aix a nominal

king, chosen from among the youth for his skill in shooting

at a popinjay, presided over the festival. He selected his

own officers, and escorted by a brilliant train marched to the

bonfire, kindled it. and was the first to dance round it

Next day he distributed largesse to hi9 followers. *His

reign lasted a year, during which lie enjoyed certain privileges.

He was allowed to attend the mass celebrated by the com-
mander of the Knights of St. John on St. John's Day

;
the

right of hunting was accorded to him
;
and soldiers might

not be quartered in his hou.se. At Marseilles also on this

day one of the guikls chose a king of the badadu or double

axe

;

but it docs not appear that he kindled the bonfire,

which is said to have been lighted with great ceremony by
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the prifet and other authorities.1 In Belgium people jump

over the miiluimmer bonfires as a preventive of colic, and

they keep the ashes at home to hinder fire from breaking out/

The custom of lighting bonfires at midsummer has been

ohserved in many parts of our own country. In the North

of England these fires used to be lit in the open streets.

Young and old gathered round them, and while the young

leaped over the fires ami engaged in games, their ciders

looked on and probably remembered with regret the days

when they used to foot it as nimbly. Sometimes the fires

were kindled on the tops of high hills. The people also

carried firebrands about the fields.* We arc told that “on

midsummer’s eve, reckoned according to the old style, it was

formerly the custom of the inhabitants, young and old, not

only of Whalton, but of most of the adjacent villages, to

collect a large cartload of whins and other combustible

materials, which was dragged by them with great rejoicing

(a fiddler being seated on the top of the cart) into the

village and erected into a pile. The people from the sur-

rounding country assembled towards evening, when it was

set on fire; and while the young danced around it, the

elders looked on smoking their pipes and drinking their beer

until it was consumed." In a law-suit, which was tried in

1878. the rector of Whalton gave evidence of the constant

use of the village green for the ceremony since 1 843. " The

bonfire,” he said," was lighted a little to the north-east of the

well at Whalton, and partly on the footpath, and people danced

round it and jumped through it. That was never intcr-

tupted.” The Rev. G. R. Hall, writing in 1879. ,hat

“ the fire festivals or bonfires of the summer solstice at the

Old Midsummer until recently were commemorated on

Christenburg Crags and elsewhere by leaping through and

dancing round the fires, as those who have been present

have told mc.”‘ In Herefordshire and Somersetshire the
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peasants used to make fires in the fields on Midsummer Eve

"to bless the apples " 1
In Devonshire the custom of

leaping over the midsummer fires was also observed.’ In

Cornwall bonfires were lit on Midsummer Eve and the

people marched round them with burning torches, which

they also carried from village to village. On Whiteborough,

a large tumulus near Launceston, a huge bonfire used to be

kindled on Midsummer Eve; a tall summer pole with a

large bush at the top was fixed In the centre of the bonfire.
8

The Cornish fires at this season appear to have been com-
monly lit 011 high and conspicuous hills, such as Tregonan,

Godolphin, Carnwarth, and Cambrac. When it grew dusk
on Midsummer Eve, old men would hobble away to some

height whence they counted the fires and drew a presage

from their number.* At Daroupn in Wales small bonfires

were kindled on Midsummer Eve .

6 On the same day people

in the Isle of Man were wont to light fires to the windward

of every field, so that the smoke might pass over the com ;

and they folded their cattle and carried biasing furze or

gonse round them several times."

In Ireland, "on the Eves of St. John Baptist and St.

Peter, they always have in every town a bonfire late in the

evening, and carry about bundles of reeds fast tied and

fired
;
these being dry, will last long, and flame better than

a torch, and be a pleasing divert ivc prospect to the distant

beholder ; a stranger would go near to imagine the whole

country was on fire."’ Another writer says of the South of

Ireland: "On Midsummer's Eve, every eminence, near which

i» a habitation, blazes with bonfires
j
and round these they

carry numerous torches, shouting and dancing.” - An author

who described Ireland in the first quarter of the eighteenth

century says :
" On the vigil of St. John the Baptist's nativity,

1 A*br*y. RtmaitM */ Gntfi/htt*

’ UruiH, efi. fit. i. 311.

.
‘ J- Napier, ftlk-iert, tr Saftrm-

Blhf/l <>. it, Wnt tf Stmt/euJ. p.
'73. quoting W. BotreUI’s Tr*Ut/#u

VOL. Ill

ant JharlilUt SlerUi *) lltsl Ctn>.

*m/L v

* Bran!, ajv til. i. 3 ,s -

• J. Train, .town" °J >*, lib

\Uh, U. rxx
' Brand, i J03, quoting Sir Hrety

rk'nV D'nnft r.vi if

’ IIrani, qnciine ibf author of
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they make bonfire*, and run along the streets and fields with

wUp* of straw blazing on long poles to purify the air, which

they think infectious by believing all the devils, spirits,

ghosts, and hobgoblins fly abroad this night to hurt man-

kind."

1

Another writer states that he witnessed the festival

in Ireland in 1782: ‘ Exactly at midnight the fires began

to appear, and taking advantage of going up to the leads of

the house, which hud a widely extended view, I saw on a

radius of thirty miles, all nround, tlvc fires burning on every

eminence which the country afforded. 1 had a further satis-

faction in learning, from undoubted authority, that the people

dancfi! round the fon, and at the close went through these

fires, and made their «ji« and daughters, together with their

cattle, pass through the fire ;
and the whole was conducted

with religious solemnity"
*

That the custom prevailed in

full force as late as 1 867 appears from a notice in a news-

paper of that date, which runs thus :
“ The old pagan fire-

worship still survives in Ireland, though nominally in honour

<if St. John. On Sunday night bonfires were observed

throughout nearly every county in the province of Leinster.

In Kilkenny fires blazed on every hillside at intervals of

about a mile. There were very many in the Queen’s County,

also in Kildare and Wexford. Tlvc effect in the rich sunset

appeared n> travellers very' grand. The people assemble

and dance round tlvc fires, the children jump through the

flames, and in former times live coals were carried into the

corn-fields to prevent blight* 1
In County Leitrim on St.

John's Eve, which is called Bonfire Day, fires are still lighted

after dusk on live hills and along the sides of the roads.*

All over Kerry the same thing continues to be done, though

not so commonly a< of old. Small fires were made across

the road, and to drive through them brought luck for the year.

Cattle were also driven through the fires. On Lcttcrmorc

Island, in South Connemara, some of the ashes from the

midsummer bonfire are thrown on the fields to fertilise

1 Itoml, i. .tOJ, quoting A* author 3 Dyei, Hri/hh /V/wAir Cutfem, p.

of the t\«n«v/ A'.'trm'j Pilgrimt#- Jll V > i|U"ling It* /Juiyw/ S/tr,Hry

AviW. u< lu.ic 1IO7 .

I lt,in.l. i. i<>4. ipiotinc 7*t Gtul'i- * L. I- IVnncm. •• Forthet Not<*

ntufs ,VlW,
February 1 795. J'.

hum Gi<nt> l.citrini.- /tU-ftn, r.
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them. 1 One writer inform* us that in Munster and Con-

naught a bone must always lx: burned in the fire
;
for other-

wise the people believe that the fire will bring no luck. He
adds that in many places sterile beasts and human brings are

passed through the fire, and that as a boy he himself jumped

through the fire " for luck.***

Lady Wilde's account of the midsummer festival in Ireland

is picturesque and probably correct in substance, although she

docs not cite her authorities. As it contains some interesting

features which ore not noticed by the other writers on Ireland

whom i have consulted, I will quote the greater part of it in

full. “In ancient times," she soys, “the sacred fires were lighted

with great ceremony on Midsummer Eve, and on that night

all the people of die adjacent country kept watch on the

western promontory of Howth, and the moment the first

flash was seen from that spot the fact of ignition was

announced with wild cries end cheers repeated from villago

to village, when all the local (ires begau to blaze, and

Ireland was circled by a cordon of flaw rising up from

every bill. Then the dance and song began round every

fin:, and the wild hurrah' filled the air with the most frantic

revelry. Many of these ancient customs arc still continued,

and the fires arc still lighted on St. John's Eve on every hill

in Irclpinl. When the fire has burned down to a red glow

the young men strip to the waist and leap over or through

the flames; this is done backwards and forwards several

times, and he who braves the greatest b!a2c is considered

the victor over the powers of evil, and is greeted with

tremendous applause. When the lire bums stIU lower, the

young girls leap the flame, and those who leap clean over

throe times back and forward will be certain of a speedy

marriage and good luck in after-life, with many children.

The married women then walk through the lines of the

burning embers; and when the fire h nearly burnt and
trampled down, the yearling cattle arc driven through the

hot allies, and llidr back is singed with a lighted hard twig.

These rods arc kept safely afterwards, being considered of

1 A. C. H&ililon, “A Illicit of Irlil 1 G. II. Kitnkm, “Keu* -a Irish

Folk-lore.- ir. (1*93), pj» till- lure," A'Wf.fcreAVwf* tv.<iMfij.

J5t*JS9. p. <>;•
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immense power to drive the cattle to and fro from the

watering-places. A* the fire diminishes the shouting grows

fainter, and the song and the dance commence
;
while pro-

fessional story-tellers narrate tales of fairy-land, or of the

good old times long ago, when the kings and princes of

Ireland dwelt amongst their own people, and there was food

to cat and wine to drink for all comers to the feast at the

king's house. When the crowd at length separate, every

one carries home a brand from the fire, and great virtue is

attached to the lighted brone which is safely carried to the

house without breaking or falling to the ground. Many
contests also arise amongst the young men

j
for whoever

enters his house first with llsc sacred fire brings the good

luck of the year with him." 1

In Scotland the traces of midsummer fires arc few. We
arc told by a writer of the eighteenth century that “ the

midsummer-even fire, a relict of Druidism," was kindled in

some parts of the county of Perth.* Another writer of the

same period, describing what he calls the Druidical festivals

of the Highlanders, says that "the least considerable of

them is that of midsummer. In (he Highland* of Perth-

shire there arc some vestiges of it. The cowherd goes three

times round the fold, according to the course of the sun,

with a burning torch in his hand. They imagined this

rite had a tendency to purify their herds and flocks, and to

prevent diseases. At their return the landlady makes an
entertainment for the cowherd and his associates.

1’* In the

north-east of Scotland, down to the latter half of the

eighteenth century, farmers used to go round their lands with

burning torches about the middle of June.' At the village

of Tarbolton In Ayrshire a bonfire has been annually kindled

from time immemorial on the evening of the first Monday
after live eleventh of June. A noted cattle-market was

formerly held at the fair on the following day. The bonfire

• Luly Wilde, Am/wnt L. » loh« R<™«» of Ochtctm, £-.>'•

Mpdi Ctarmi, and SoftrUib^t 0/ W gW StthurM in lit Ei{hlf<»lA

hrlani, il 314 /?. Cm fury, edited by A. AlUidyce, iL

’ A. JoioMono,dnrritiin| the |wriih 436.

<>f Moo<iuhiit« 11 Peilluhue, in So- * Slav, in PmoaMVTour toScot-

ctairi SlaflilKal Atonal tj ig.V.'aa/, Inntl,” print'd a Hnkerton’s Ftyapl
145. W TraNh, iil. 134.
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is still lit at the gloaming by the lads and lasses of the

village on a high mound or hillock just outside of the

village. Fuel for it is collected by the lads from door to

door. The youth dance round the fire and leap over the

fringes of it. The many cattle-drovers who used to assemble

for the fair were wont to gather round the blazing pile,

smoke their pipes, and listen to the young folk singing in

chorus on the hillock. Afterwards they wrapped themselves

in their plaids and slqrt round the bonfire, which was

intended to last all night.1 Morcsin states that on St. l’ctcr’s

Day, which is the twenty-ninth of June, the Scotch ran

about with lighted torches on mountains and high grounds,'

and towards the end of the eighteenth century the parish

minister of Loudoun, a district of Ayrshire whose “ bonny
woods and braes" have been sung by Burns, wrote that

‘the custom still remains amongst the herds and young

people to kindle fires in the high grounds, in honour of

Bcltan. Rtltan, which in Gaelic signifies BtinJ, or Bets -fire,

was anticntly the time of this solemnity. It is now kept on
St. Peter's day"*

Far more important in Scotland, however, than the mid-

summer fires were the bonfires kind^d on Allhallow Even
or Hallowe’en, that is on the thirty-first of October, the

day preceding All Stints or Allhallows’ Day. As these

Hallowe’en bonfires belong to the class of celebrations with

which we are here concerned, we may interrupt our ex-

amination of the midsummer festivals to notice them. Like
the Beltane fires on the first of May, they «ccm to have
prevailed most commonly in the Perthshire Highlands. On
the evening of Hallowe’en “ the young people of every hamlet
assembled upon some eminence near the houses. There they

made a bonfire of ferns or other fuel, cut the same day, which
from the feast was called Sainh-Hag or Savutig, a fire of rest

1 From r.o-.ci kindly fumid>:d to airin' at thf fwin ol die fculvsl."

"« »» the Kfv. ). C. Higgitt, pariah linked ihe raov »n> lulling Ihk* *»

m‘«iste of Txbollon. Mr. Itlggmi I lnnlgr.1 (« (hr villnf. through the

•ddi Ibtt ha Inovt of nn Mincrililijn brnulilu! wnodi of "die Cask o'

vouircMd <*ith live lire, and t»i tra iloiujnmcry'
- immortalised by Bums.

*!ica of iu origin, I .uilod «K« 1 Quo-«| I,- M.nrk.Ht. AVn™.
“"0 of llie bonSce in i*n8, toi, it. Mini, p. $12.

op (.[». 41 f.i In linilnr 1 0 . wi Sinclair. Slt/OtM
drcnmu.nt-t. "I .lit nui Uppon to . 1 ...nr»/ 1/ 105.
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nnd pleasure. Around it was placed a circle of stones, one

for each person of the families to whom they belonged.

And when it grew dark the bonfire was kindled, at which a

loud shout was set up. Then each person taking a torch of

ferns or sticks in his hand, ran round the fire exulting
;
and

sometimes they went into the adjacent fields, where, if there

was another company, they visited the bonfire, taunting the

others if inferior in any rcsjicct to themselves. After the

fire was burned out they returned home, where a feast was

prepared, and the remainder of live evening was spent in

mirth and diversions of various kinds. Next morning they

repaired betimes to the bonfire, where the situation of the

stones was examined with much attention. If any of them
were misplaced, or if the print of a foot could be discerned

near any particular stone, it was imagined that the person

for whom it was set would not live out the year. Of late

years this is less attended to, but about the beginning of the

present century it was regarded as a sure prediction. The
Hallowe’en fire is still kept up in some parts of the Low
Country ; but on the western coast and in the isles it is

never kindled, though the night is spent in merriment and
entertainments.'’ 1 In the Perthshire parish of Callander,

which includes the now famous pass of the Trossachs open-

ing out on the winding and wooded shores of the lovely

Loch Katrine, the Hallowe’en bonfires were still kindled

down to near the end of the eighteenth century. When the

fire liad died down, the ashes were carefully collected in the

form of a circle, and a stone was put in, near the cir-

cumference, for every person of live several families interested

in the bonfire. Next morning, if any of these stones was
found to be displaced or injured, the people made sure that

the person represented by it was fey or devoted, and that

he could not live twelve months from that day.® In the

parish of Logicrait, which covers the beautiful valley of

the Tummel, one of the fairest legions of all Scotland, the

Hallowe’en fire was somewhat dilTcicnt. Faggots of heath,

* JnWi Kannay of Ochlenyro, .W. rite righttenth century,

rw ami SeaUmea to tk. Eightnoth >
J.

Kolmuon, in S*nd»lr‘, .VrA

Cohoy, nUlul liy A. MUnlyic, ii. btkal Annml «/ \etbmf, >i. OSt
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broom, and the dressings of flax were kindled and carried on
j)o!c3 by men, who ran with them round the villages, attended

b>* a crowd. As soon as one faggot was burnt out, a fresh

one tvas lighted and fastened to the pole. Numbers of these

blazing faggots were often carried about together, and when

the night happened to be dark, they formed a splendid

illumination.' Hallowe’en fires were also lighted in some
parts of the north-east of Scotland. Villagers and farmers

alike must have their fire. In the villages the boys went

front house to house and begged a peat from each house-

holder, generally with the words. " Ge's a peat t' burn the

witches.” When the peats and other fuel had been got

together, they were piled in a heap and set on fire. Then
each of the youths, one after another, laid himself down on the

ground as near to the fire as Ik could without being burned,

and thus K ing allowed the smoke to roll over him. The
others ran through the smoke and jumped over their prostrate

comrade. When the fire had gone out, the ashes were scattered,

tire boys vying with each other who should scatter the mest.

After that thty continued to run through them and to pelt

each other with the charred peats. At each farm the spot

chosen for the bonfire was 3S high as conveniently possible
;

and the proceedings at it were much the same as at the

vii’agc bonfires. The lads of one farm, when their own fire

was burnt out, sometimes went to a neighbouring fire and

helped to kick the ashes about. 1

In the northern part of Wales, that other great Celtic

region of Britain, it used also to be customary for every

family to make a great bonfire called Cm/ Coeth on Hallow-

e'en. The (ire was kindled on the most conspicuous spot

near the house ; and when it had nearly gone out every one
threw Into the ashes a white stone, which he hail first marked.

Then having sold their prayers round the fire, they went to

hod, Next morning, a» soon as they were up, they came to

A Stewait, Is Sitdau'i Stumluil kindled, ind guarded «>y tlx nule port

efS'O'Un/. r. Sj ,o, ,.f ilx farailj. S«»klk.i were fam-ci!,
1 w Clef... /w/Muv.y/1,- fchet by |»|UC or horooui, CO semes
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stock, probably dates from a period before their dispersion, or

at least from a time when alien races had not yet driven

home the wedges of separation between them. 1

Hut it is time to return to the midsummer festival and

to pass from the cloudy Iromcs of the Celt to sunnier climes.

All over Spain great bonfires called luma are still lit on

Midsummer Eve. They arc kept up all night, and the

children leap over them in a certain rhythmical way which

is said to resemble the ancient dances. On the coast, people

at this season plunge into the sea; in the inland districts

the villagers go and roll naked in the dew of the meadows,

which is supposed to be a sovereign preservative against

diseases of the skin. On this evening, too, girls who would

pry into the future put a vessel of water on tlic sill out-

side their window
;
and when the clocks strike twelve,

they break an egg in the water and sec, or fancy they

soe, in the shapes assumed by the pulp, os it bleeds

with tlx? liquid, the likeness of future bridegrooms,

castles, co(Tins, and *o forth. But generally, as might

perhaps have been expected, the obliging egg exhibits the

feature* of a bridegroom* In Corsica cut the Eve of St.

John the people set fire to the trunk of a tree or to a whole

tree, and the young men and maidens dance round the

blare, which is called fuior<ii,i * We have seen that at

Ozicri, in Sardinia, a great bonfire is kindled on St John’s

Eve. and that the young jicoplc dance round it' Passing

to Italy, we find that the midsummer fires arc still lighted

1 It h tfottb nixing tfcu in the The fire* cm St. loan's live in Spain nit
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stock, probably dates from a period before their dispersion, or

at least from a time when alien races had not ycl driven

home the wedges of separation between them.
1

But it is time to return to the midsummer festival and

to pass from the cloudy homes of the Celt to sunnier climes.

All over Spain great bonfires called luma arc still lit on

Midsummer Eve. They arc kept up all night, and the

children leap over them in a certain rhythmical way which

is said to resemble the ancient dances. On the coast, people

at this season plunge into the sea
;
in the inland districts

the villagers go and roll naked in the dew of the meadows,

which is supposed to be a sovereign preservative against

diseases of the skin. On this evening, too, girls who would

pry into the future put * vessel of water on the sill out-

side their window
;
nnd when the clocks strike twelve,

they break an egg in the water and see, or fancy they

800, in the shapes assumed by the pulp, as it blends

with tlvo liquid, the likeness of future bridegrooms,

castles, coffins, and so forth. But generally, as might

perhaps have been expected, the obliging egg exhibits the

features of a bridegroom.
5 In Corsica on the Eve of St.

John the people set fire to the trunk of a tree or to a whole

tree, and the young men and maidens dance round the

blase, which is called fuenrnia} We have seen that at

Orieri, in Sardinia, a great bnnfire is kindled on St John’s

Eve, and that the young people dance round it.' Passing

to Italy, we find that the midsummer fires arc still lighted

1 Ii k* *o<l!i mtcint* lh*U In the TW fire* «« St. John'* Kn? in Sfoinnr*
Ffowtt OcpAvtmcnt of l)tux-Sov«* mentioned aim liy l<*nnd, /V/«vA#r ./>*-
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NomnSei) to) kin tile (IOU fins nf {Ihttf'skc L 5 iRV To
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i>n St. John's Eve in many parts of the Abruzzo. They are

commonest in the territory which was inhabited in antiquity

by the Vestini ; they arc rarer in the land of the ancient

Marsi, and they disappear entirely in the lower valley of the

Sandro. For the most part, the fires are fed with straw and

dry grass, and arc kindled in the fields near the villages or

on high ground. As they blaze up* the people dance round

or over them. In leaping across the fiames the boys cry

out, “St. John,
i
(reserve my thighs Bnd legs! ’ Formerly

it used to be common to light the bonfires also in the

towns in front of churches of St. John, and the remains of

tlie sacred fire were carried home by the people
;
but this

custom has mostly fallen into disuse. However, at Cclano

the practice U still kepi up of taking brands and ashes from

the bonfires to the houses, although the fires arc no longer

kindled in front of the churches, but merely in the streets.1

At Orvicto the rnidiummor fires were specially excepted

from the prohibition directed against bonfires in general.
7

In Greece, the custom of kindling fires on St. John's Eve
and jumping over them i* said to be still universal. One
reason assigned for it is a wish to escape from the fleas.’

According to another account, the women cry out, as they

leap over the fire, " I leave my sins behind me." • In Lesbos

the fires arc usually lighted by threes and the people spring

thrice over them, each with n stone on his head, saying, “
I

jump the hare's fire, my head a stone In Calymnos the

midsummer fire is supposed to ensure abundance in the

coming year ns well as deliverance from fleas. The people

dance round the fires singing, with stones on their heads,

ar.d then jump over the blare or the glowing embers. When
the fire is burning low, they throw the stones into it

;
and

when it is nearly out. they make crosses on their legs and

» FtMlMHC, CiaCast, L’lit Critnni
.tbraix/i {I’atansu. 1890), p. 154
In the Almr/w wtfer abn \% Mipjv>v<l
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then go straightway and bathe in the sea.
1

In Co* live lad*

nml lasses dance round the bonfires on St John's Eve.

Each of the lads binds a black stone on his head, signifying

that he wishes to become as strong as the stone. Also they

make tlic sign of the cross on their feet and legs and jump
over the fire/ On Midsummer Eve the Greeks of Macedonia

light fires after supper in front of their gates. The garlands,

now faded, which were hung over the doors on May Day,

arc taken down and cast into the (lames, after which the

young folk leap over tlic bla.ee, fully persuaded that St.

John's tire will not bum them,* Even the Mohammedans
of Algeria and Morocco are reported to have kindled great

midsummer bonfires of straw, into which they kept throwing

incense ami spices live .wlrolc night, invoking tlic divine

blessing on their fruit-trees.* From the Old World the

midsummer fires have been carried across the Atlantic to

America. In Brazil people jump over the fires of St. John,

and at this season they can take hot coals in their mouths

without burning themselves.*- In Bolivia on the Eve of St.

John it is usual to see bonfires lighted on the hills and even

in the streets of the capital La I'aiL The writer who reports

the cus:om adds that lie cannot say whether it \ya« in-

troduced by the Spaniards, or was picvalent before the

conquest*

It remains to show' that the burning of effigies of human
beings in the midsummer fires was not uncommon. <\t

Rottenburg in YVurtemberg. down to the beginning of the

present century, a ceremony was observed on Midsummer
Day which was called " beheading the angel-man." A stump

was driven into the ground, wrapt with straw, and fashioned

into the rude likeness of a human figure, with arms, head,

1 W. K. IJ«o>, in Mk-bn, vi.

t
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and face. This was the angel-man ; round about him wood
was piled up. The boys, armed with swords, assembled in

crowds, covered the figure completely over with flowers, and

eagerly awaited the signal. When the pile of wood was

fired and the angel -man burst into a biaac, the word was

given and all the boys fell upon him with their swords and

hewed the burning figure in pieces. Then they leaped back-

wards and forwards over the fire.
1

In some parts of the

Tyro! a straw-man is carted about the village on Midsummer
Day and then burned. He is called the Lotler, which has

been corrupted into Luther* In French Flanders down to

1789 a straw figure representing a man was always burned

in the midsummer bonfire, and the figuic of a woman was

burned on Si. Peter’s Day, the twenty-ninth of June/ At
Griit* on the twenty-third of June the common people used

to make a puppet called the Tattrwann, which they dragged

to the blcaching-ground, and pelted with burning besoms till

it took fire.* In some parts of Russia a figure of Kupalo is

burned or thrown into a stream on St. John’s Night/ The
Russian custom of carrying a straw effigy of Kupalo over

the midsummer bonfire has been already described.
6

The best general explanation of these F.uropean fire-

festivals seems to be the one given by Mannhardt, namely,
that they arc sun-charms ftr magical ceremonies intended lo

ensure a proper supply of sunshine for men, animals, and
plants. We have seen that savages resort to charms for

making sunshine/ and it is no wonder that primitive man in

Europe has done the same. Indeed, when we consider the

cold and cloudy climate of Europe during a great part of the

year, we shall find it natural that sun-charms should have

played a much more prominent part among the superstitious

practices of European peoples than among those of savages

who live nearer tl>e equator. This view of the festivals is

supported by various arguments drawn partly from the

' Itriingur, to/tUMm/it/m au, p. ; Wolf, /banter -.«• rf, »/<.*<•«

.S-fc-tiA-u, ii, 100 //. ; A. A*. p. 313 */. h. 392 1 A. A*. p. 513.
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/f.A. f. 51 j. r ,
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1
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rites themselves, partly from the influence which they arc

believed to exert upon the weather and on vegetation. For

example, the custom of tolling a burning wheel down a hill-

side, which is often observed at these times, seems a veri-

natural imitation of the suns course in the sky, anil the

imitation is especially appropriate on Midsummer Day when

the sun’s annual declension begins.
1 Not less graphic is the

tnimidy of his apparent revolution by swinging a burning

tar-barrel round a polc.
; The custom of throwing blazing

discs, shaped like suns, into the air is probably also a piece

of imitative magic. In these, as in so many cases, the magic

force is supposed to take effect tluougli mimicry or sympathy ;

by imitating the desired result you actually produce it
;
by

counterfeiting tl»c sun's progress through the heavens you

really help the luminary to pursue his celestial journey with

punctuality and despatch. The name “fire of heaven,’
1

by
which the midsummer fire is sometimes popularly known,8

clearly indicates a consciousness of the connection between

the earthly and the heavenly llamc.

Again, the manner in which the fire appears to have

been originally kindled 00 these occasions favours the view

that it was intended to be a mock -sun. For, as various

scholars have seen,' it is highly probable that originally at

these festivals fire was universally obtained by the friction of

two pieces of wood. We have seen that this is still the ease

in some places both at the Fader and midsummer fires, and

that it is expressly stated to have been formerly the ease at

the Beltane fires.
4 But what makes it almost certain that

this was once the invariable mode of kindling the fire at

they: periodic festivals is the analogy of the need -fires.

Need-fires arc kindled, not at fixed periods, but on occasions

of special distress, particularly .it the uulbreak of a murrain,

1 On :he wted to id emblra 0 r (he 3 BirllnU«, 1 'MukSm/ttka uni

•ua. W* Onnii. S'*«“*», »>- 57. 97 i A A", p 510 i
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picwrc-booki the »n b. often repic- 389 ; Ad. Kuhn, HmUtafi Jti
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and the cattle are driven through the need-fire, just as they

are sometimes driven through the midsummer fires .

1 Now.

the need-fire has almost always been produced by the friction

of wood and sometimes by the revolution of a wheel
; in

Mull, for example, it was made by turning an oaken wheel

over nine oaken spindles from cast to west, that is, in the

direction of the sun.* It is a plausible conjecture that the

wheel employed to produce the need-fire represents the sun
;

6

and if the spring and midsummer fires were originally pro-
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duccd in the same way, it would be a confirmation of the

view that they were originally sun-charm*. In point of fact

there is, as Kuhn has pointed out,' some evidence to show
that the midsummer fire was originally thus produced. We
have seen that many Hungarian swineherds make fi;c on
Midsummer Eve by rotating a wheel round a wooden axle

wrapt in hemp, ami that they drive their pigs through the

fire thus made.* At Otcrmcdlingen, in Swabia, the “ fire of

heaven," as it was called, was made on St. Vitus’s Day (the

fifteenth of June) by igniting a cart-wheel, which, smeared
with pitch and plaited with straw, was fastened on a pole

twelve feet high, the top of the |>olc being inserted in the

nave of the w heel. This fire was made on the summit of

lire mountain, arid a* the flame ascended, the people uttered

a set form of words, with eyes and arms directed heaven-

ward.' Here the fixing of a wheel on a pole and igniting it

suggests that originally the fire was produced, as in the case

of the need-fire, by the revolution of a wheel. The day on

which the ceremony calces place (lire fifteenth of June) is

near midsummer: and we hate seen that in Masnren fire is

or used to be actually made on Midsummer Day by turning

a wheel rapidly about an oaken pole, though it is not said

that the new fire so produced is used to light a bonfire.

Once more, the influence which these bonfires arc sup-

posed to exert oit the weather at»d on vegetation, goes to

show that they arc sun-charms, since the effects ascribed to

them are identical with '.hose of sunshine. Thus, we have

seen that in the Vosges Mountains the people believe that

the midsummer fires help to preserve the fruits of the earth

and ensure good crops, la Sweden the warmth or cold of

the coming season Is inferred from the direction in which tire

flames of the May Day bonfire arc blown
;

if they blow to

the south, it will be warm, if to tire north, cold. No doubt

at present the direction of the flames is regarded merely as

an augury of the weather, not ,is a mode of influencing it.

But we may be pretty sure that this i« one of the eases in

which magic has dwindled into divination. So in the Eifcl

Mountains, when the &moke blows towards the corn-fields,

' /ItmUnt,/! On Ainro,* p. «?. * I'Sitwr. Ibilraf tur iU>Ui.fni
- ohm-, p 177. .Ifyr4.,t,i->V. II. s«o, | 4«}.
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this is an omen that the harvest will be abundant. But

doubtless the older view was, not merely that the smoke
and flames prognosticated, but that they actually produced

an abundant harvest, the heat of the flames acting like sun-

shine on the corn. Indeed, this older view must still have

been held by people in the Isle of Man when they lit fires to

windward of their fields in order that the smoke might blow

over them. Notions of this sort are not confined to Europe.

In South Africa, about the month of April, the Matabclc light

huge fires to the windward of their gardens, * their idea being

that the smoke, by passing over the crops, will assist the ripen-

ing of them." 1 Among the Zulus also " medicine is burned
on a fire placed to windward of the garden, the fumigation

which the plants in consequence receive being held to improve

the crop.”* Again, the idea of our European peasants that

the corn will grow well as far as the blaze of the bonfire is

visible, is certainly a remnant of the belief in the quickening

and fertilising power of the bonfires. The same belief re-

appears in the notion that embers taken from the bonfires

and inserted in the fields will promote the growth of the

crops, and agare it plainly underlie* the customs of sowing flax-

seed in the direction in which the flames blow, of mixing the

ashes of the bonfire with the seed-corn at sowing, and of

scattering the ashes by themselves over the field. The belief

that the flax will grow as high as the flames rise or the

people leap over them belongs clearly to the same class of

ideas. Once more, we saw that at Konz, on the banks of

the Moselle, if the blazing wheel which was trundled down
the hillside reached the river without being extinguished,

this was hailed as a proof that the vintage would be
abundant. So firmly was this belief held that the success-

ful performance of the ceremony entitled the villagers to levy

a tax upon the owners of the neighbouring vineyards. Here
the unexlingulsbed wheel meant an unclouded sun, and this

again portended an abundant vintage. So the waggon-load of

while wine which the villagers received from the vineyard.'

round about was in fact a payment for the sunshine which

they had procured for the grapes.

• L. Uffte, //»n Ytari m SUM*. > I. Cooler, TAt Ktfin if A'flteA
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But in popular belief the quickening and fertilising in-

fluence of the bonfires is not limited to the vegetable world
;

it extends »1&> to animals. This plainly appears hoth from

the Irish custom of driving barren cattle through the mid-

summer fires, and from the German practice of mixing the

ashes of the bonfires with the drink of cattle in order to

make the animals thrive. Further, there are clear indications

that even human fecundity is supposed to be promoted by
the genial heat of the fires. It is an Irish belief that a girl

who jumps thrice over the midsummer bonfire will soon

marry and become the mother of many children ; and in

various parts of France they think that if a girl dances

round nine fires she will be sure to marry within the year.

On the other hand, in Lcchrain people say that if a young
man and woman, leaping over the midsummer fire together,

escape ummiichcd, the young woman will not become a

mother within twelve months—tho flames have not touched

and fertilised her. The rule observed in some parts of France

and Belgium that the bonfires on the first Sunday in I.ont

should fee kindled by the person who was last married seems

to belong to the same class of ideas, whether it be that such

a person is supposed to receive from, or to impart to, the fire

a generative and fertilising influence. The common practice

of lovers leaping over the fires hand in hand may very well

have originated in *. notion that thereby their marriage would

lie more likely to be blessed with offspring. And the scenes

of profligacy which appear to have marked the midsummer
«!cbratioii among the Ksthonians, as they once marked the

xlcbration of May Day ainor.g ourselves, may have sprung,

not from the mere licence of holiday-makers, but from a

:nide notion that such orgies were justified, if not required,

by some mysterious bond which linked the life of mail to the

courses of the heavens at this turning-point of the year.

The interpretation of these fire-customs as charms for

making sunshine is confirmed by a parallel custom observed

by the Hindoos of Southern India at the Pongol or Feast

Of Ingathering. The festival is celebrated in the early part

°f January, when, according to Hindoo astrologers, the sun

Utters the tropic of Capricorn, and the chief event of the

festival coincides with the passage of the sun. For some
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day? previously the boys gather heaps of sticks, straw, dead

leaves, and everything that will bum. On the morning of

the first day of the festival the heaps arc fired. Every street

and lane has its bonfire. The young folk leap over the flames

or pile on fresh fuel. This fire is an offering to Surya, the

sun-god, or to Agni, the deity of fire, it “wakes him from

his sleep, calling on him again to gladden the earth with

his light and heat.” ‘ To say that the fires awaken the

sun-god from his sleep is only a metaphorical and perhaps

modernised expression of the belief that they actually help

to rekindle the sun's light and heat.

A festival of Northern India which presents points of

resemblance to the popular European celebrations which we
have been considering is the Holi. This is a village festival

held in early spring at the full moon of the month Phalgun.

Large bonfires arc lit and young people dance round them.

The people believe that the fires prevent blight, and that

the ashes cure disease. At Barsana the local village priest

is expected to pass through the Holf bonfire, which, in the

opinion of the faithful, cannot bum him. Indeed he holds

his land rent-free simply on the score of his being fire-proof.

On one occasion when the priest disappointed the expectant

crowd by merely jumping over the outermost verge of the

smouldering ashes and then bolting into his cell, they

threatened to deprive him of his benefka if he did not dis-

charge his spiritual functions better when the next Holi

season came round. Another feature of the festival which

has, or once had, its counterpart in the corresponding

European ceremonies is the unchecked profligacy which

prevails among the Hindoos at this time.' In Kumaon, a

district of North-West India, at the foot of the Himalayas,

each clan celebrates the Holi festival by cutting down a tree,

which is thereupon stripped of its leaves, decked with shreds of

cloth, and burnt at some convenient place in the quarter of

the town inhabited by the clan. £otnc of the songs sung
on this occasion arc of a ribald character. The people leap

1 IX E. Cover, •• Tlv- Po**ol > W. Crook* n u
festival in Southern lr«T,»,'‘ /«n-*irr Ibfiu'ar RAigitaW filJfL’t if Fsr-

/tr Rtyjl AstUh Suirty, N.S.. v. /.U,n /«*>, pp. 3SJ-J93.
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over the ashes of the fire, believing that they thus rid them-

selves of itch and other diseases of the skin. While the

trees arc burning, each clan tries to carry off strips of cloth

from the tree of another clan, and success in the attempt is

thought to ensure good luck. In Gwalior large heaps of

cow-dung are burnt instead of trees. Among the Manvaris

the festival is celebrated by jhe women with obscene songs

and gestures. A monstrous and disgusting image of a

certain Nathuram, who is said to have teen a notorious

profligate, is set up in a bazaar and then smashed with Wows
or shoes and bludgeons while the bonfire of cow-dung is

blazing. No household can be without an image of Nathuram,

and on the night when the bride first visits her husband, the

image of this disreputable personage is placed beside her

couch. Barren women and mothers whose children have

died look to Nathuram for deliverance from their troubles. 1

In the Chinese province of Fo-Kicn we also meet with

a vernal festival of fire which may be compared to the fire-

festivals of Europe. The ceremony, according to an eminent

authority, is a solar festival in honour of the renewal of

vegetation and of the vernal warmth. It fall* in April, on
the thirteenth day of the third month in the Chinese calendar,

and is doubtless connected with the ancient custom of

renewing the fire, which, as we saw, used to be observed in

China at this season.' /The chief performers in the cere-

mony are labourers, who refrain from women for seven days,

and fast for three days before the festival. During these

days they arc taught in the temple how to discharge the

difficult and dangerous duty which is to be laid upon

them. On the eve of the festival an enormous brazier

of charcoal, sometimes twenty feet wide, is prepared in

front of the temple of the Great God. tlx: protector of life.

At sunrise next morning the brazier is lighted and kept

burning by fresh supplies of fuel. A Taoist priest throws a

mixture of salt and rice on the fire to conjure the flames and
ensure an abundant year. Further, two exorcists, barefooted

and followed by two peasants, traverse the fire again and

«R*io till it is somewhat beaten down. Meantime the pro-

' I'sadii Jiaudoa Joiht, in Jhr/t tM«t» /ten (nrAei, lit p 9a (?.,
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cession is forming in the temple. The image of the god of the

temple is placed in a sedan-chair, resplendent with red paint

and gilding, and is carried forth by a score or more of bare-

footed peasants. On the shafts of the sedan-chair, behind the

image, stands a magician with a dagger stuck through the upper
parts of his arms and grasping in each hand a great sword,

with which he essays to deal himself violent blows on the back

;

however the strokes as they descend are mostly parried by
peasants, who walk behind him and interpose bamboo rods
between his back and the swords. Wild music now strikes

up, and under the excitement caused by its stirring strains,

the procession passes thrice across the furnace. At their

third passage the |>erformcrs arc followed by other peasants
carrying the utensils of the temple; and the rustic mob,
electrified by the frentied spectacle, falls in behind. Strange

as it may socm, burns arc comparatively rare. Inured from
infancy to walking barefoot, the peasants can step with

impunity over the glowing charcoal, provided they plant
their feet squarely ami do not stumble; for usage has so
hartfcncri their soles that the skin is converted into a sort of
leathery or horny .substance which is almost callous to heat.

Hut sometimes, when they slip and a hot coal touches the
sides of their feet or ankles, they may be seen to pull a wry
face and jump out of the furnace amid the laughter of the
spectators. When this part of the ceremony is over, the
procession defiles round the village, and the priests distribute

to every family a leaf of yellow paper inscribed with a magic
character, which is thereupon glued over the door of the
house. The peasants carry off the charred embers from the
furnace, pound them to ashes, and mix the ashes with the
fodder of their cattle, believing that it fattens them. How-
ever, the Chinese Government disapproves of these perform-
ances, and next morning a number of the performers may
generally be seen in the hands of the police, laid face down-
wards on the ground and receiving a sound castigation on a
part of their person which is probably more sensitive than
the soles cf their feet.

1

1 G. Schlcgtl, OranK'tfUe CHntiii ctlclxce ee Chine cl par la Ctilnoa
(The llkgt*ia«l Lt)<ca, 1875}, p. 145 a Java,- Inftna/iMafn Anth, f*r
'V' 1 **. " L* ** ,outo ' »* HHMgnfkU, >*- <1*961. pp. 1 'IS ‘tS
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In this last festival the essential feature of the ceremony

appears to be the passage of the image of the deity across

the fire
;

it may be compared to the passage of the straw

effigy of Kupalo across the midsummer bonfire in Russia.

As we shall see presently, such customs are probably magi-

cal rites designed to produce light and warmth by subjecting

the deity himself to the heat and glow of the furnace.

Meantime we may conjecture that where, as at Barsana,

priests or sorcerers have beer accustomed in the discharge

of their functions to walk through or over lire, they have

sometimes done so a* the living representatives or embodi-

ments of deities, spirits, or other supernatural beings. Some
confirmation of this view is furnished by the beliefs and

practices of the Dosadh*, .1 low Indian caste in Behar and

Chota Nagpur. On the fifth, tenth, and full-moon days of

three months in the year, the priest walks over a narrow

trench filled with smouldering wood ashes, and is supposed

thus to be inspired by the tribal god Rahu, who becomes

incarnate in him for a time. Full of the spirit and also, it

is surmised, of drink, the man of god then mounts a bamboo
platform, where he sings hymns and distributes to the crowd

leaves of ndti, which cure incurable diseases, and (lowers

which cause barren women to become happy mothers. The
service winds up with a feast lasting far into the night, at

which the line that divides religious fervour from drunken

revelry cannot always be drawn with absolute precision.'

Similarly the Bhuiyas, a IIravidian tribe of Mircapur, worship

their tribal hero Bir by walking over a short trench filled with

fire, and they say that the man who is possessed by the hero

does not feel any pain in the soles of his feet/ Ceremonies

of this sort used to be observed in most districts of the Madras
Ptcsidcncy, sometimes in discharge of vows made In time of

Avoiding 10 Mi. Sshlcpi, ihc d»- llaviaits and Om/i, li. JJS- Accent-
mimoo between Ihi- fciivnl mil Ihc tagM Mr. Kliiuy. it* iKnch filial -lih

oM rnuoTit of aulcmriy c«iingu>>fcin|> •mouldering edict ’’v ••mi* lontr a
»ntl refilling ihe lire in apring is -|*ti aiul a gunner wide! “thil wry
*-|KUionaUe. IHlk- ilcxicfUy «r»)il m»Uc a man lo

1 H- H. RWey. 7>yAv and Caito -ill wiili Ii* frvi .m either edge, to at

*/ *•"&>, E/imyraMIr Ghmry. i. nm »•> load! Ihe -mouldering mhei M
'IS '? Compare \V. Crootc. /«//»• llie hctloni."
4'iiUm A, ft, I'MuUr ' W Craolce, Tr&ti and Cej/n M
Eof&ltn »f Narthtru India, p. 10: Id., lluXartk-lleihra fi*rinrtand Onl»,
•'Ha andCa&stf ttr AW*-1I<«/,<d ij Xj.
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sickness or distress, sometimes periodically in honour of a

deity. Where the ceremony was observed periodically, it

generally occurred in March or June, which arc the months of

the vernal equinox and the summer solaticc respectively. A
narrow trench, sometimes twenty yards long and half a foot

dccp.wss filled with small sticks and twigs, mostly of tamarind,

which were kindled and kept burning till they sank into a

mass of glowing embers. Along this the devotees, often fifty

or sixty in succession, walked, ran, or leaped barefoot. In

1854 the Madras Government instituted an inquiry into

the custom, but found that it was not attended by danger or

Instances of injury sufficient to cal! for governmental inter-

ference.* The French traveller Sonnerat has described how,

In the eighteenth century, tin! Hindoos celebrated a fire-

festival of this sort in honour of tin: god Darina Rajah and

his wife Drobcd6. The festival lasted eighteen days, during

which all who had vowed to take part in it were bound to

fast, to practise continence, to sleep on the ground without

a mat, and to walk on a furnace. On the eighteenth day

the images of Darina Rajah and his spouse wore carried in

procession to the furnace, and the performers followed dan-

cing. their heads crowned with flowers and their bodies

smeared with saffron. The furnace consisted of a trench

about forty feet long, filled with hot embers. When the

images had been carried thrice round it, the worshippers

1 M. J. WalhnoK* “ Fusing Ihtougli

lh* Firr, ' 7uJ/<u A ntiqixiry',

< 1878k |>. 126 V/. At Akki licmmidly,
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feel Icag by wide, mus ft Ifed

with live The pritot walked
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walked over the embers, faster or slower, according to the

degree of their religious fervour, iomc carrying their children

in their arms, others brandishing spears, swords, and stand-

ards. This part of the ceremony being over, the bystanders

hastened to rub their foreheads with ashes from the furnace,

and to beg from the performers the flowers which they had

worn in their hair
;
and such at obtained them preserved

the flowers carefully. The rite was performed in honour of

the goddess DrobedtJ. For she married five brothers all at

once
;
every year she left one of her husbands to betake

herself to another, but before doing so she had to purify

herself by fire. There was no fixed date for the celebration

of the rite, but it could only be held in one of the first three

months of the year.
1

Similar rites were pcrfoimcd in antiquity at Castabala

in Cappadocia by the priestesses of an Asiatic goddess,

whom the Greeks called Artemis Peraaia;* and at the foot

of Mount Sorncte, in Italy, there was a sanctuary of a god-

dess Feronia, where once a year the men of certain families

walked barefoot, but unscathed, over the glowing embers

and ashes of a great fire of pinewood in presence of a vast

multitude, who had assembled from all the country round

about to pay their devotions to the deity or to ply their

business at the fair. The families from whom .these latter

performers were drawn went by the name of Hirpi Sorani,

or “ Sortnian Wolves”; and in consideration of the services

which they rendered the state by walking through the fire,

they were exempted, by a special decree of the senate, from

military service and all public burdens. In the discharge of

their sacred function, if we can trust the testimony of Strabo,

they were believed to be inspired by the goddess Feronia.

The ceremony certainly took place in her sanctuary, which

was held In the highest reverence alike by Latins and Sabines

;

hut according to Virgil and Pliny the rite was performed

in honour of the god of the mountain, whom they call by

the Greek name of Apollo, but whose real name appears

1 Scenmnr, aiu fnJ.i e>i- * SunVo. <11. J 7
Kscto/MVui

millet rt a At CAint (I'm 178*1, L let, rl -i* !lv»itf 'Apr/fOm M*.
*47 *?. 4*«i' *««i '** ***'

V A.tfenit
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to have been Soranu*.1 If Soranu* was a sun -god, as

his name appears to indicate,* we might perhaps conclude

that the passage of his priests through the (ire was a

magical ceremony designed to procure a due supply of

light and warmth for the earth by mimicking the sun’s

passage across the firmament For so priceless a service,

rendered at seme personal risk, it would be natural

that the magicians should lx- handsomely rewarded by a

grateful country, and tlut they should he released from the

common obligations of earth in order the better to devote

themselves to their celestial mission. The neighbouring

towns paid the first-fruits of their harvest as tribute to the

shrine, and loaded it besides with offerings of gold and

silver, of which, however, it was swept clean by Hannibal

when he hung with his dusky army, like a storm-cloud

about to break, within sight of the sentinels on the walla of

Rome.*

The custom of leaping over the fire and driving cattle

through it may be intended, on the one hand, to secure for

man and bean a share of the vital energy’ of the sun, and.

on the other hand, to purge them of all evil influences
;
for

to the primitive mind fire is the most powerful of all purifi-

catory agents. Tire latter idea is obviously uppermost in

the minds of Greek women when they leap over the mid-

summer fire saying, " I leave my sins behind me." So in

1 PKny, AW. 2/itt. vw It); Virgil,

.-Jn. n. 784 xyY*» ukh Ac conmctu
of Scr/lj>; S:iuU>, ». 2 . 9 ;

lHcxiyMii*
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Yucatan at a New Year's festival the people? used to light a

huge bonfire and pass through it, in the belief that tin's was
a means of ridding themselves of their troubles .

1 The
custom of driving cattle through a fire is not confined to

Europe. At certain times the Hottentots make a fire of

chips, dry branches, and green twigs, so as to raise a great

smoke?. Through this fire they drive their sheep, dragging

them through by foicc, if necessary. If the sheep make
their escape without passing through the fire, it is reckoned

a heavy disgrace and a very bad omen. But if they pass

readily through or over the fire, the joy of the Hottentots is

indescribable.*

Hie procession or race with burning torches, which so

often forms a part of these fire-festivals, appears to be simply

a means of diffusing far and wide the genial influence of the

bonfire or of the sunshine which it represents. Hence on

these occasions lighted torches arc very frequently carried

over the fields, sometimes with the avowed intention of

fertilising them ;*1 and for the same purpose live coals

from the bonfire arc sometimes placed in the field “to

prevent blight." On the eve of Twelfth Day in Normandy
men, women, and children run wiMUy through the fields and
orchards with lighted torches, which they wave about the

branches and dash against the trunks of the fruit-trees for

the sake of burning the moss and driving away the moles

and field mice. " They believe that the ceremony fulfils the

double object of exorcising vermin whose multiplication

would be a real calamity, and of imparting fecundity to the

trees, the fields, and even the cattle"; and they imagine that

the more the ceremony is prolonged, the greater will be the

crop of fruit next autumn .

4
In Bohemia they say that the

com will grow as high a> they fling the bkulng besoms into

the air.
4 Nor are such notions confined to Kuro|>c. In

1 tHego 4e Lawln. JY4r torcfcc* in the awtem Kutopeta cn*
fit KmAui tfrrfe*. 1864), p. 233. turn* a* ^munuv* of l^htnir*^

* Krdlurn, Pffuvt ef tkf CVtyV iinrectff'iry.

•f<Mi J/afr i. 129 /a fUmtMthrwman*

\
I*. *$$. The torches of Dcmclcr. >tfuf <t wrv/frw, p. *95 *4- l

rtkU ligurc Mo Lively ii» Ixr myth nml o/ur,
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Corea, a few days before the New Year festival, the eunuchs
of the palace swing burning torches, chanting invocations the

while, and this is supposed to ensure bountiful crops for the

next season.
1 The custom of trundling a burning wheel over

the fields, which used to be practised in Poitou for the express

purpose of fertilising them, embodies the same idea in a still

more graphic form
;
since in this way the mock-sun itself, not

merely its light and heat represented by torches, is made
actually to pass over the ground which is to receive its

quickening and kindly influence. Again, the custom of

carrying lighted brands round the cattle is plainly equivalent

to driving the animals through the lire. It is quite possible

that in these customs the idea of live quickening power of

fire may be combined with the concqttion of it ns a purgative

agent for the expulsion or destruction of evil beings, such as

witches and the vermin that destroy the fruits of the earth.

Certainly the fires arc often interpreted in the latter way by

the persons who light them ; and this purgative use of the

element comes out very prominently, as we have seen, in the

general expulsion of demons from towns and villages. But
in the present class of eases this aspect of fire may be
secondary, if indeed it is more than a later misinterpretation

of the custom.

It remains to ask, What is the meaning of burning an

effigy in these bonfires ? The effigies so burned, as I have
already remarked, can hardly be separated from the effigies

of Death which arc burned or otherwise destroyed in spring ;

and grounds have been already given for regarding the so-

called effigies of Death as really representatives of the tree-

spirit or spirit of vegetation. Arc the other effigies, which

are burned in the spring and midsummer bonfires, susceptible

of the same explanation P It would seem so. For just as

the fragments of the so-called Death arc stuck in the fields

to make the crops grow, so the charred embers of the figure

burned in the spring bonfires arc sometimes laid on the
fields in the belief that they will keep vermin from the crop.

Again, the rule that the last married bride must leap over

inuu." MillhUuegai </<r a»tk>
1 Mrs. Jlidioft Airea tnUItti ATtfgi-

GiuIIkAxji in M'iVw.XXL (U91I. p. 13 Wvrr, u. 56 iy.

rwr.
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the fire in which the straw-man is burned on Shrove Tuesday,

is probably intended to make her fruitful,
1 But, as we have

seen, the power of blessing women with offspring is a special

attribute of tree-spirits it Is therefore a fair presumption
that the bunting effigy over which the bride must leap is a

representative of the fertilising tree-spirit or spirit of vegeta-

tion. This character of the effigy, as representative of the

spirit of vegetation, is almost unmistakable when the figure is

composed ot an unthreshed sheaf of corn or is covered from

bead to fcot with flowers' Again, it is to be noted that,

instead of a puppet, trees, cither living or felled, are some-

times burned both in the spring and midsummer bonfires.*

Now, considering the frequency with which the tree-spirit is

represented in human shape, it is hardly rash to suppose that

when .sometimes a tree and sometimes an effigy is burned in

these fires, the effigy and the tree arc regarded as equivalent

to each other, each being a representative of the tree-spirit.

This, again, is confirmed by observing, first, that sometimes the

effigy which is to be burned is carried about simultaneously

with a May-tree, the former being carried by the boys, the

latter by the girls
;

1 and, second, that the effigy is sometimes

tied to a living tree and burned with it* In these cases, we
can scarcely doubl, the tree spirit is represented, as we have

found it represented before, in duplicate, both by the tree and
by the effigy That the true diameter of the effigy as a

representative of the beneficent spirit of vegetation should

sometimes be forgotten, is natural. The custom of burning

a beneficent god is too foreign to later modes of thought to

escape misinterpretation. Naturally enough the people who
continued to bum his image came in time to identify it as

the effigy Of persons, whom, on various grounds, they re-

garded with aversion, such as Judas Iscariot. Luther, and
n witch.

The general reasons for killing a god or his repre-

sentative have been examined in the preceding chapter.

But when the god happens to be n deity of vegetation,

there are special reasons why he should die by fire. For

‘ 342, 255. 2$6, tyy *79. **1.

*SJ, ?S6, *97.
1 f- *45-

1 Set above, p. 244 *y.

J
Atore, vet L |> 19* ryj

T »4 S. 300 0 p. 2*3-
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light and heat are necessary to vegetable growth ; and. on

the principle of sympathetic magic, by subjecting the

personal representative of vegetation to their influence,

you secure a supply of these necessaries for trees and crops.

In other words, by burning the spirit of vegetation in a fire

which represents the sun, you make sure that, for a time at

least, vegetation shall have plenty of sun. It may be

objected that, if the intention is simply to secure enough
sunshine for vegetation, this end would be better attained, on
the principles of sympathetic magic, by merely passing the

representative of vegetation through the fire instead of

burning him. In point of fact this is sometimes done. In

Russia, as we have seen, the straw figure of Kupalo is not

burned in the midsummer fire, but merely carried backwards

and forwards across it.
1 Dut, for the reasons already given,

it la necessary that the god should die
;
so next day Kupalo

is stripped of her ornaments and thrown into a stream. In

this Russian custom, therefore, the passage of the image

through the fire is a sun-charm pure and simple
;
the killing

of the god Is a separate act, and the mode of killing him

—

by drowning— is probably a rain charm. Rut usually people

have not thought it necessary to draw this fine distinction
;

for the various reasons already assigned, it is advantageous,

they think, to expose the god of vegetation to a considerable

degree of heat, and it is also advantageous to kill him, and

they combine these advantages in a rough-and-ready way by
burning him.

Finally, we have to ask. Were human beings formerly

burned as representatives of the tree- spirit or deity of

vegetation ? We have seen reasons for believing that living

persons have often acted as representatives of the tree-spirit,

and have suffered death as such. There is no reason, there-

fore, why they should not liavc been burned, if any special

advantages were likely to be attained by putting them to

death in that way. The consideration of human suffering is

not one which enters into the calculations of primitive man.

It would have been surprising if it did, when we remember
the record of Christian Europe. Now, in the fire-festivals

which we arc discussing, the pretence of burning people is

1 Vert. ii. p 105.
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sometimes carried so far that it seems reasonable to regard it

as a mitigated survival of an older custom of actually burning

them. Thus in Aachen, as we saw, the man clad in pcas-

straw acts so cleverly that the children really believe he is

being burned. At Jumifeges in Normandy the man clad all

in green, who bore the title of the Green Wolf, was pursued

by his comrades, and when they caught him they feigned to

fling him upon the midsummer bonfire. Similarly at the

Ucltane fires the pretended victim was seized, and a show
made of throwing him into the flames, arid for some time after-

wards people affected to speak of him as dead. The titular

king at Aix, who reigned for a year and danced the first

dance round the midsummer bonfire, may perhaps in days of

old have discharged the less agreeable duty of serving as fuel

for that fire which in later times he only kindled. In the

following customs Mannhardt is probably right in recognising

traces of an old custom of burning a leaf -cUd representative

of the spirit of vegetation. At Wolfock, in Austria, on Mid-

summer Day, a boy completely clad in green fir branches

goes from house to house, accompanied by a noisy crew,

collecting wood for tlie bonfire. As he gels the wood he

14 Forest trees I want.

No sour milk for me,

But beer awl wkne.

So can the woodman be Jolly and gay.” 1

In some parts of Bavaria, also, the boys who go from house

to house collecting fuel for the midsummer bonfire envelop

00c of their number from head to foot in green branches of

firs, and lead him by a rope through the whole village.’ At
Moosheim, in VVurtemberg. the festival of St. John’s Fire

usually lasted for fourteen days, ending on the second

Sunday after Midsummer Day. On this last day the bon-

fire was left in charge of the children, while the older people

retired to a wood. Here they encased a young fellow in

leaves and twigs, who, thus disguised, went to the fire,

' ft. A", p. {!,. Kr^unfamn the lad who osllrm fed
' Anu/w, Iju.,1/1- u*d VeOaktauh al this mmj Vo. hi. fan* blacfcttMd

<fr> Kt*ugr<i>h barm, iii. 9$6 J ft.A" »i-t r. allot •*<!* Chnnxal Mia ''

P 5*,. In aelijUxiuiliood of (ftatwAl, etc, ».
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scattered it, and trod it out. All the people present fled at

the sight of him.1

In this connection it is worth while to note that in pagan

Europe the water as well as the fire seems to have claimed

its human victim on Midsummer Day. Some German rivers,

such as the Saalc and tlic Spree, are believed still to require

their victim on that day
;
hence people arc careful not to

bathe at this perilous season. Where the beautiful Ncckar

flows, between vine-clad and wooded hills, under the castled

steep of Heidelberg, the spirit of the river seeks to drown
three persons, one on Midsummer Eve, one on Midsummer
Day, and one on the day after. Oil these nights, if you hear

a shriek as of a drowning man or woman from the water,

beware of running to the rescue
; for it is only the water-

fairy shrieking to lure you to your doom. Many a fisher-

man of the Elbe knows better than to launch his boat and

trust himself to the treacherous river on Midsummer Day.

And Samland fishermen will not go to sea at this season,

because they know that the sea is then hollow and demands
a victim. In the neighbourhood of the Lake of Constance

the Swabian peasants say that on St. John's Day the Angel
or St. John must have a swimmer and a climber; hence no
one will climb a tree or bathe even in a brook on that day*
According to others, St. John will have three dead men on
his day ; one of them must die by water, one by a fall, and
one by lightning : therefore old-fashioned people warn their

children not to climb or bathe, and arc very careful them-
selves not to run into any kind of danger on Midsummer
Day.’ Accordingly when we find that, in one of the districts

where a belief of this sort prevails, it used to be customary to

throw a person into the water on Midsummer Day, we can

hardly help concluding that this was only a modification of

an older custom of actually drowning a human being in the

river at that time. In Voigtland it was formerly the practice

' lfcilUgcr, VaUilKimlKha am Ttllan «nd Touch. Me ViMiiagm
SeAvateu. ii. Ill <7., 1 1*6; R.k\ Oi/.fe-mum, tml Weir-
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to set up a fin? May tree, adorned with all kinds of things,

on St. John’s Day. The people danced round it, and when
the lads had fetched down the things with which it was

tricked out. the tree was thrown into the water. But before

this was done, they sought out somebody whom they treated

in the same manner, and the victim of this horseplay was

called “ the John." The brawls and disorders, which such

a custom naturally provoked, led to the suppression of the

whole ceremony.1

But it seems possible to go farther than this. Of human
sacrifices offered on these occasions the most unequivocal

traces, as we have seen, arc those which, about a hundred

years ago, still lingered at the Beltane fires in the Highlands

of Scotland, that is, among a Celtic people who, situated in

a remote corner of Europe, enjoying practical independence,

and almost completely isolated from foreign influence, had

till then conserved their old heathenism better than any
other people in the West of Europe. It is significant, there-

fore, that human sacrifices by fire are known, on unquestion-

ahe evidence, to have b-en systematically practised by the

Celts. The earliest description of these sacrifices has been

bequeathed to us by Julius Caesar. As conqueror of the

hitherto independent Celts of Gaul. Caesar had ample

opportunity of observing the national Celtic religion and

manners, while these were still fresh and' crisp from the

native mint ami had not yet been fused in the melting-pot

of Roman civilisation. With his own notes Caesar appears

to have incor|)orated the observations of a Greek expiprer, by
name I'osklonius, who travelled in Gaul about fifty years

before Caesar carried the Roman arms to the English

Channel. The Greek geographer Strabo and the historian

Diodorus seem also to have derived their descriptions of

the Celtic sacrifices from the work of Posidonius, but in-

dependently of each other and of Caesar, for each of the

three derivative account* contains some details which arc not

to be found in either of the others. By combining them,

therefore, we can restore the original account of Posidonius

with some certainty, and thus obtain a picture of the

sacrifice? offered by the Celts of Gaul at the close of the

' K<*Ur, /*. tit.
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second century B.C
1 The following seem to have been the

main outlines of the custom. Condemned criminals were

reserved by the Celts in order to be sacrificed to the gods at

a great festival which took place once in every five years.

The more there were of such victims, the greater was believed

to be the fertility of the land.
1

* If there were not enough

criminals :o furnish victims, captives taken in war were

immolated to supply the deficiency. When the time came the

victims were sacrificed by the Druids or priests. Some they

shot down with arrows, some they impaled, and some they

burned alive in the following manner. Colossal images of

wicker-work or of wood and grass were constructed
; these

were filled with live men, cattle, and animals of other kinds

;

fire was then applied to the images, and they were bunted

with their living contents.

Such were the great festivals held once every five years.

But besides these quinquennial festivals, celebrated on so

grand a scale and with, apparently, so large an expenditure

of human life, it seems reasonable to suppose that festivals

of the same sort, only on a lesser scale, were held annually,

arvd that from these annual festivals are lineally descended

some at least of the fire-festivals which, with their traces of

human -.acrifices, arc still celebrated year by year in many
parts of Kurope. The gigantic images constructed of osiers

or covered with grass in which the Droids enclosed their

victims remind us of the leafy framework in which the human
representative of the tree-spirit is still so often encased.1

Considering, therefore, that the fertility of the land was ap-

parently supposed to depend upon tire due performance of

these sacrifices. Mannhardt is probably right in viewing the

Celtic victims, cased in osiers and grass, as representatives of

the tree-spirit or spirit of vegetation. These wicker giants

of the Druids seem to have had till lately their representa-

tives at the spring and midsummer festivals of modem
Europe. At Douay, down to the earlypart of the nineteenth

century, a procession took place annually on the Sunday

1 Cae*u. Fill. Call, vi 15; Strabo, Im/rfcwra ire. t» ftyi re*.
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nearest to the seventh of July. The great feature of the

procession was a colossal figure, some twenty or thirty feet

high, made of osiers, and called “the giant," which was

moved through the streets by means of rollers and ropes

worked by men who were enclosed within the effigy. The
wooden head of the giant is said to have been carved and

painted by Rubens. The figure was armed as a knight

with lance and sword, helmet and shield. Behind him

marched his wife and his three children, all constructed of

osiers on the same principle, but on a smaller scale.* At
Dunkirk the procession of the giants took place on Mid-

summer Day, the twenty-fourth of June. The festival,

which was known as the Follies of Dunkirk, attracted such

multitudes of spectators, that the inns and private housc-

could not lodge them all, and many had to sleep in cellars

or in the streets. In 1755 an eye-witness estimated that

the number of onlookers was not less than forty thousand,

without counting the inhabitants of the town. The streets

through which the procession look its way were lined with

double ranks of soldiers, and the houses crammed with

spectators from top to bottom. High mass was celebrated in

the principal church and then the procession got under weigh.

First came the guilds or brotherhoods the members walking

two and two with great waxen tapers, lighted, in their hands.

They were followed by the friars and the secular priests, and

then came the Abbot, magnificently attired, with the Host

borne before him by a venerable old man. When these

were past, lire real “ Follies of Dunkirk ” began. They con-

sisted of pageants of various sorts wheeled through the streets

In cars. These appear to have var»ed somewhat from year

to year
;
but if »c may judge from the processions of 1755

and 1757, both of which have been described by eye-witnesses,

a standing show was a car decked with foliage and branches

to imitate a wood, and carrying a number of men dressed in

1 Mhutn- lli'loitt in
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leave* or in green scaly skins, who squirted water on the

people from pewter syringes. An English spectator has

compared these maskers to the Green Men of our own country

on May Day. Last of all came the giant and giantess.

The giant was a huge figure of wicker-work, occasionally as

much as forty-five feet high, dressed in a long blue robe with

gold stripes, which reached to his feet, concealing the dozen

or more men who made it dance and bob its head to the

spectators. This colossal effigy went by the name of Papa
Rcuss, and carried in its pocket a bouncing infant of Brob*

dingnagian proportions, who kept bawling u Papa ! papa 1

"

in a voice of thunder, only pausing from time to time to

devour the victuals which were handed out to him from the

windows. The rear was brought up by the daughter of the

giant, constructed, like her sire, of wicker-work, and little, if

at all, inferior to him in size She wore a rose-coloured robe,

with a gold watch as large as a warming pan at her side
;

her breast glittered with jewels ; her complexion was high,

and her eyes and head turned with as easy a grace as the

men inside could contrive to irqpart to their motions. The
procession came to an end with the revolution of 1789, and

has never been revived. The giant him«lf indeed, who had

won the affections of the townspeople, survived his ancient

glory for a little while and made shift to appear in public a

few times more at fhc Carnival and other festal occasions
;

but his days were numbered, and within fifty years even his

memory had seemingly perished. 1

Most towns and even villages of Brabant and Flanders

have, or used to have, similar wicker giants which were

annually led about to the delight of the populace, who
loved these grotesque figures, sjoke of them with patriotic

enthusiasm, and never wearied of gating at them. The
name by which the giants went was Retires, and a special

song called the Reuse song was sung in the Flemish dialect

1 Vu Ccutksntn's Ahgatf**, xxix. Sutrty Jib* li'imhtHer.
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while they were making their triumphal progress through

the streets. The most celebrated of these monstrous effigies

were those of Anvers and Wetteren. At Yprcs a whole

family of giants contributed to the public hilarity at the

Carnival. At Cassel and Hazebrouch. in the French de-

partment of Nord, the giants made their annual appearance

on Shrove Tuesday. 1 In England artificial giants seem to

have been a standing feature of the midsummer festival.

A writer of the sixteenth century speaks of " Midsommer

pageants in London, where, to make the people wonder, are

set forth great and tiglle gyants, marching as if they were

alive, and armed at all |>oints, but within they are stuffed

full of browne paper and tow, which the shrewd boyes,

underpeeping, do guilefully discover, and turnc to a greate

derision." ’ The Mayor of Chester in 1599 “altered many

antienl customs, as the shooting for the sheriff’s breakfast

;

the going of the giants at Midsommer, etc." 1

In these cases the giants only figure in the proces-

sions. But sometimes they were burned in the summer

bonfires. Thus the people of the Rue aux Ours in Paris

used annually to make a great wicker-work figure, dressed

as a soldier, which they promenaded up and down the

streets for several days, and solemnly burned on the third

of July, the crowd of spectators singing Sabe Regina.

A personage who bore the title of king presided over the

ceremony with a lighted torch in his hand. The burning

fragments of the image were scattered among the people,

who eagerly scrambled for them. The custom was abolished

in 1743.* In Brie, Isle dc France, a wicker-work giant,

eighteen feet high, was annually burned on Midsummer Eve. 1

Again, the' Dmidieal custom of burning live animals,

enclosed in wKckcr-work, has its counterpart at the spring and

midsummer festivals. At Luctwn in the Tyrcnecs on Mid*
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summer Eve “ a hollow column, composed of strong wider-
work, is raised to the height of about sixty feet in the centre

of the principal suburb, and interlaced with green foliage up
to the very top

;
while the most beautiful (lowers and shrubs

procurable arc artistically arranged in groups below, so as to

form a sort of background to the scene. The column is

then filled with combustible materials, ready for ignition.

At an appointed hour—about 8 P.M.—a grand procession,

composed of the clergy, followed by young men and maidens
in holiday attire, pour forth from the town chanting hymns,
and take up their position around the column. Meanwhile,
bonfires arc lit, with beautiful effect, in the surrounding hills.

As many living serpents as could be collected arc now thrown
into the column, which is set on lire at the hose by means
of torches, armed with which about fifty boys and men
dance around with frantic gestures. The serpents, to avoid
the flames, wriggle their way to the top, whence they arc

seen lashing out laterally until finally obliged to drop, their

struggles for life giving rise to enthusiastic delight among
the surrounding spectators. This is a favourite annual cere-

mony for the inhabitants of Luchon and its neighbourhood,

and local tradition assigns it to a heathen origin." 1 In the
midsummer fire» formerly kindled on the Place dc Greve at

Paris it was the custom to bum a basket, barrel, or sack full

of live cats, which was hung from a tall mast in the midst of
the bonfire

;
sometimes a fox was burned. The people

collected the embers and ashes of the fire and took them
home, believing that they brought good luck. The French
kings often witnessed these spectacles and even lit the bon-
fire with their own hands. In 1648 Louis the Fourteenth,
crowned with a wreath of roses and carrying a bunch of
roses in his hand, kindled the fire, danced at it and partcok
of the banquet afterwards in the town hall. But this was
the last occasion when a monarch presided at the midsummer
bonfire in Paris.-’ At Met* midsummer fires were lighted

1 AlWmtHm, 34 th July 1869, p, ,1 rr*tHie*sda Abi'm; J, FnuN,
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with great pomp on the esplanade, and a dozen cats, en-

closed in wickcr-cagcs, were burned alive in them, to the

amusement of the people.' In Russia a white cock was

sometimes burned in the midsummer bonfire ;* in Meissen

or Thuringen a horse's head used to be thrown into if

Sometimes animals arc burned in the spring bonfires. In

the Vosges cats were burned on Shrove Tuesday
,
in Elsass

they were thrown into the Easter bonfire.* In the depart-

ment of the Ardennes cats were flung into the bonfires kindled

on the first Sunday in Lent ; sometimes, by a refinement of

cruelty, they were hung over the fire from the end of a pole

and roasted alive. As a diabolic animal, the cat could never

suffer enough. While the creatures were perishing in the

flames, the shepherds gathered their flocks and forced them

to leap over the fire, esteeming this an infallible, means of

preserving them from disease and witchcraft.* We have

seen dial squirrels were sometimes bunted in the Easter fire.

If the men who were burned in wicker frames by the

Druids represented the spirit of vegetation, the animals

burned along with them may have had the same meaning.

Among*) the animals burred by the Druids or in modern

bonfires have been, as we saw. cattle, cats, foxes, and cocks
;

and all of these creatures arc variously regarded by European

peoples as embodiments of the corn-spirit.* I am not aware

of any certain evidence that in Europe serpents have been

regarded as representatives of the tree-spirit or corn-spirit ;
•

as victims at the midsummer festival in Luchon they may
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have replaced animals which really had this representative

character. When the meaning of the custom was forgotten,

self-interest and humanity might unite in suggesting the sub-

stitution of noxious reptiles as victims in room of harmless

and useful animals.

Thus it appears that the sacrificial rites of the Celts of

ancient Gaul can be traced in the popular festivals of modern
Europe. Naturally it is in France, or rather in the wider

area comprised within the limits of ancient Gaul, that these

rites have left the clearest traces in the customs of burning

giants of wicker-work and animals enclosed in wicker-work

or baskets. These customs, it will have been remarked, are

generally observed at or about midsummer. From this we
may infer that the original rites of which these arc the de-

generate successors were solemnised at midsummer. Tin’s

inference harmonises with the conclusion suggested by a

•eneral survey of European folk-custom, that the midsummer
Festival must on the whole have been the most widely diffused

*nd the most solemn of all the yearly festival* celebrated by
the primitive Aryans in Europe. And in it* application to

the Celts this general conclusion fct corroborated by the more
or less perfect vestiges of midsummer fire-festivals which we
have found lingering in all those w«stemmost promontories

and islands which arc the last strongholds of the Celtic race

in Europe- Brittany, Cornwall, Wales, the Isle of Man,
Scotland, and Ireland, fn Scotland, it is true, the chief

Celtic fire-festivals certainly appear to have been held at

Beltane (the first of May) and Hallowe'en
; but this was

exceptional.

To sum up: the combined evidence of ancient writers

and of modern folk-custom points to the conclusion that

amongst tlic Celts of Gaul an annual festival was celebrated

at midsummer, at which living men, representing the tree-

spirit or spirit of vegetation, were enclosed in wicker-frames

and burned. The whole rite was designed as a charm to

make the sun to shine and the crops to grow.

But there arc some grounds for thinking that another

great feature of the Celtic midsummer festival was the

gathering of the sacred mistletoe by the Druids. The
elaborate ceremonies which were observed by these wizards
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when they culled the holy plant have been described by

I'liny. After enumerating the different kinds of mistletoe,

he proceeds • “ In treating of this subject, the admiration

in which the mistletoe is held throughout Gaul ought not

to pass unnoticed. The Druids, for so they call their

wizards, esteem nothing more sacred than the mistletoe

and the tree on which it grows, provided only that the tiee

is an oak. But apart from this tlvey choose oak-woods

for their sacred groves and perform no sacred rites with-

out oak-leaves
;
so that the very name of Druids may be

regarded as a Greek appellation derived from their wor-

ship of the oak. 1 For they believe that whatever grows on

these trees is sent from heaven, and is a sign that the tree

has been chosen by the god himself. The mistletoe is very

rarely to be met with
;
but when it is found, they gather it

with solemn ceremony. This they do especially on the

sixth day of the noon, from which they date the beginning

of their months, of their yeara, and of their thirty years*

cycle, because by the sixth day the moon has plenty of

vigour and has not run half its course. After due pre-

parations haw been made for a sacrifice and a feast under

the tree, they hail it as the universal healer and bring to

the spot two white bulls, whose horns have never been

bound before A priest clad in a white robe climbs the

tree and with a golden sickle cuts the mistletoe, which

is caught in a white doth. Then they sacrifice the victims,

praying that God may make his own gift to prosper with those

upon whom he has bestowed it. They believe that a potion

prepared from mistletoe will make barren animals to bring

forth, and that the plant is a remedy against all poison."
-*
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In saying that the Druids cut the mistletoe especially on

the sixth day of the moon, 1 Pliny seems to imply that they

procured a fresh supply of it every month. But we may
surmise that they also gathered the sacred plant with the

same solemn ceremony on Midsummer Eve. For in France

and England, the countries where the sway of the Druids is

known to have been most firmly established, Midsummer
Eve is still the time for culling certain magic plants, whose

evanescent virtue can be secured at this mystic season alone.

Indeed all over Europe antique fancies of the same sort have

lingered about Midsummer Eve, imparting to it a fragrance
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of the past, like withered rose leaves that, found hy rhancc in

the pages of an old volume, still smell of departed summers.

Thus in Saintongc and Aunis, two of the ancient provinces

of Western France, we read that " of all the festivals for

which the merry bells ring out then; is not one which has

given rise to a greater number of superstitious practices than

the festival of St. John the Baptist. The Eve of St. John
was the day of all days for gathering the wonderful herbs by
means of which you could combat fever, cure a host of

diseases, and guard yourwdf against sorcerer* and their spells.

But in order to attain these results two conditions had to be

observed
;

first, you must be fasting when you gathered the

herbs, and second, you must cull them before the sun rose.

If these conditions were not fulfilled, the plants had no
special virtue."

' In the neighbouring province of Pirigord

the person who gathered the magic herbs before sunrise at

this season had to walk backwards, to mutter some mystic

words, and to perform certain ceremonies. The plants thus

collected were carefully kept as an infallible cure for fever
;

placed above heds and the doors of houses and of eatlle-

sheds they protected man and beast from disease, witchcraft,

and accident.' In Normandy a belief in the marvellous

properties of herbs and plants, of Dowers and seeds and
leaves gathered, with certain traditional rites, on the Eve or

the Day of St. John has remained part of the peasant’s creed

to this day. Thus lie fancies that seeds of vegetables and

plants, which have been collected on St. John’s Eve, will

keep better than others, and that flowers plucked that day
will never fade.’ In the Vosges Mountains they say that

wizards have but one day in the year, and but one hour in

that day, to find and cull the baleful herbs which they use in

tlicir black art. That day is the Eve of St. John, and that

hour is the time when the church bells are ringing the noon-

day Angclus. lienee in many villages they say that the

bells ought not to ring at noon on that day.

1

In the Tyrol

1
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they think that the witching hoar is when the Ave Maria

bell is ringing on Midsummer Eve, for then the witches go
forth to gather the noxious plants whereby they raise

thunderstorms. Therefore in many districts the bells ring

for a shorter time than usual that evening
;

1

at Folgarcit the

sexton used to steal quietly into the church, and when the

clock struck three he contented himself with giving a few

pulls to the smallest of the bells.1 In the Mark of Branden-
burg the peasants gather all sorts of simples on Midsummer
Day, because they are of opinion that the drugs produce

their medicinal effect only if they have been culled at that

time. Many of these plants, especially roots, must be dug

up at midnight and in silence.' In Mccklcr.burg not merely

is a special healing virtue ascribed to simples collected on
Midsummer Day

;
the very smoke of such plants, if they are

burned in the fire, is believed to prqtect a house against

thunder and lightning, mid to still the raging of the storm.*

The Wends of the Sprccwald twine wreaths of herbs and
flowers at midsummer, and hang them up in their rooms

;

and when any one gets a fright ho will lay some of the

leaves and blossoms on hot coals and fumigate himself with

the smoke/’ In Eastern Prussia, some two hundred years

ago, it used to be customary on Midsummer Day to make
up a bunch of herbs of various sorts and fasten it to a pole,

which was then put up over the gate or door through which
the corn would be brought in at harvest. Such a pole was
called Kaupole, and it remained in its place till the crops

had been reaped and garnered. Then the bunch of herbs

was taken down
;
part of it was put with the corn in the

barn to keep rats and mice from the grain, and part was
kept as a remedy for diseases of all sorts." A writer of the

early part of the seventeenth century informs us that the
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Livonians, among whom he lived, were impressed with a

belief in the great and marvellous properties possessed by
simples which had been culled on Midsummer Day. Such
simples, they thought, were sure remedies for fever and for

sickness and pestilence in man and beast
;
but if gathered

one day too late they lost all their virtue.' Among the

I-ctts of the Baltic provinces of Russia girls and women go

about on Midsummer Day crowned with wreaths of aromatic

plants, which arc afterwards hung up for good luck in the

house*. The plants are also dried and given to cows to cat,

because they arc supposed to help the animals to calve.’ In

Bulgaria St. John’s Day is the special season for culling

simples. On this day. too, Bulgarian girls gather nosegays

of a certain white flower, throw them into a vessel of water,

and place the vessel under a rose-tree in bloom. Here it

remains all night. Next miming they set it in the courtyard

and dance singing round it. An old woman then takes

the flowers out of the vessel, and the girls wash themselves

with the water, praying that God would grant them
health throughout the year. After that the old woman
restores her nosegay to each girl and promises her a rich

husband
.

4

Sometimes in order to produce the desired effect it is

deemed necessary that seven or nine different sorts of plants

should be gathered at this mystic season. Norman peasants,

who wish to fortify themselves for the toil of harvest, will

sometimes go out at dawn on St. John’s Day and pull seven

kinds of plants, which they afterwards cat in their soup as a

means of imparting strength and suppleness to their limbs in

the harvest field* In Mecklenburg maidens arc wont to

gather seven sorts of flowers at noon on Midsummer Eve.

These they weave into garlands, and sleep with them under

their pillows. Then they arc sure to dream of the men who
will marry them.' But the flowers on which youthful lovers
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dream at Midsummer Eve are oftener nine in number.

Thus in Voigtland nine different kinds of flowers are twined

into a garland at the hour of noon, but they may not enter

the dwelling by the door in the usual way

;

they must be

passed through the window, or. if they come in at the door,

they must be thrown, not carried, into the house Sleeping on
them that night you will dream of your future wife or future

husband.' The Bohemian inaid, who gathers nine kinds of

flowers on which to dream of love at Midsummer Eve, takes

care to wrap her hand in a white cloth, and afterwards to

wash it in dew
;
and when she brings her garland home she

must speak no word to any soul she meets by the way, for

then all the magic virtue of the flowers would be gone.

1 Other

Bohemian girls look into the book of fate at this season

after a different fashion. They twine their hair with wreaths

made of nine sorts of leaves, and go, when the stars of the

summer night arc twinkling in the sky, to a brook that flow*

beside a tree. There, gazing on the stream, the girl beholds,

beside the broken reflections of the tree and the stars, the

watery image of her future lord * So in Mastircn maidens
gather nosegays of wild flowers in silence on Midsummer
Eve. At the midnight hour each girl lakes the nosegay and

a glass of water, and when she has spoken certain words the

.sees her lover mirrored in the water.

4
Sometimes Bohemian

damsels make a different use of their midsummer garlands

twined of nine sorts of flowers. They lie down with die

garland laid as a pillow under their right car, and a hollow

voice, swooning from underground, proclaims their dc»tiny.('

Yet another mode of consulting the oracle by means of these

same garlands is to throw them backwards and in silence

upon a tree at the hour of noon, just when the flowers have
been gathered. For every time that the wreath is thrown

without sticking to the branches of the tree the girl will have

a year to wait befcce she weds. This mode of divination is

practised in Voigtland,' and the same thing is done in

Masurcn, although wc arc not told that there the wreaths

’ J- A. K. Ktibkr, %Vttkan>k, • T.lppen, Abrtfaukti am Mat-
clc, i/a I h/(llim£-,
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must be composed of nine sorts of flowers.
1 However, in

Masuren chaplets of nine kinds of herbs arc gathered on St.

John’s Eve and put to a more prosaic use than that of

presaging the course of true love. They are carefully pre-

served. and the people brew a sort of tea from them, which

they administer as a remedy for many ailments
;
or they keep

the chaplets under their pillows till they arc dry, and there-

upon dose their sick cattle with them/' In Esthonia the

virtues popularly ascribed to wreaths of this sort are many
and various. These wreaths, composed of nine kinds of

herbs culled on the Eve or the Day of St John, arc some-

times inserted in the roof or hung up on the walls of the

house, and each of them receives the name of one of the

inmates. If the plants which have been thus dedicated to a

ghl happen to take root and grow in the chinks and

crannies, she will soon wed
;

if they have been dedicated to

an older person and wither away, that person will die. The
people also give them as medicine to cattle at the time when
the animals are driven forth to pasture

;
or they fumigate

the beasts with the smoke of the herbs, which are burnt

along with shavings from the wooden threshold. Bunches

of the plants arc also hung about the house to keep off evil

spirits, and maidens lay them under their pillows to dream
on.

1
In Sweden the " Midsummer Brooms," made up of nine

sorts of flowers gathered on Midsummer Eve, arc put to

nearly the same uses. Fathers of families hang up such
u broom* " to the rafters, one for each inmate of the house ;

and he or she whole broom (quasi) is the first to wither will

be the first to die. Girls also dream of their future husbands
with these bunches of flowers under their pillows. A
decoction made from the flowers is, moreover, a panacea for

all disorders, and if a bunch of them be hung up in the

cattle shed, the Troll cannot enter to bewitch the beasts.*

Of the flowers which it has been customary to gather for

purposes of magic or divination at midsummer none perhaps

is so ividcly popular as St. John's wort (
Ilyptriium ptr~

' T.^ra,ja-i v/.ivA u 4 i)i AW™ J*r Eh/tn, p. 36a
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fornluni). The reason for associating this particular plant

with the groat summer festival is perhaps not far to seek, for

the flower blooms about Midsummer Day, and with its bright

yellow petals and masses of golden stamens it might well

pass for a tiny copy on earth of the great sun which reaches

its culminating point in heaven at this season. Gathered on
Midsummer Eve, or cn Midsummer Day before sunrise, the

blossoms are hung on doonvays and windows to preserve the

house against thunder, witches, and evil spirits
;
and various

healing properties are attributed to the different species of

the plant. In the Tyrol they say that if you put St. John's

wort in your shoe before sunrise on Midsummer Day you
may walk as far as you please without growing weary. In

Scotland people carried it about their persons as an amulet

against witchcraft. On the lower Rhine children twine

chaplets of St. John’s wort on the morning of Midsummer

Day, and throw them on the roofs of the houses. Here, too,

the people who danced round the midsummer bonfires used

to wear wreaths of these yellow flowers in their hair, and to

dock the images of the saint* at wayside shrines with the

blossoms. Sometimes they flung the flowers into the

bonfires. In Sicily they dip St John’s wort in oil, and so

apply it as a balm for every wound. During the Middle

Ages the power which the plant notoriously possesses of

banning devils won for it the name offu%a datmonum

;

and

before witches and wizards were stretched on the rack or

otherwise tortured, the flower used to be administered to

them as a means or wringing the truth from their lips.' In

Saintonge and Aunis the flowers served to detect the
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presence o( sorcerer*, for ifoneof these pestilent fellows entered

a house, the bunches of St. John’swort,which had been gathered

on Midsummer Eve and hung on the walls, immediately

dropped their yellow heads as if they bad suddenly faded.
1

Further, the edges of the calyx and petals of St. John’s wort,

as well as their external surface, arc marked with dark purple-

spots and lines, which, if squeezed, yield a red essential oil

soluble in spirit*.' German peasants believe that this red

oil is the blocd of St. John,’ and this may be why the plant

is supposed to heal ail sorts of wounds.* In Mecklenburg

they say that if you pull up St. John's wort at noon on

Midsummer Day you will find at the root a bead of red

juice called St. John’s blood
;
smear this blood on your shirt

just over your heart, and no mad dog will bite you.* In the

Mark of Brandenburg the same blood, procured in the same
manner and rubbed on the barrel of a gun, will make every

shot from that gun to hit the mark.11 According to others,

St. John's blood is found at noon on St. John’s Day, and

only then, adhering in the form of beads to the root of a

weed called knawel, which grows in sandy soil. But some
people say that these beads of red juice are not really the

blood of the martyred saint, but only insects resembling the

cochineal or kermes-berry.'

Yet another plant whose root has teen thought to

yield the blood of St. John Is the mouse-ear hawkweed
(Hieradum piloselld), which grows very commonly in dry

exposed places, such as gravelly banks, sunny lawns, and

the tops of park walls. “ It blossoms from May to the

end of July, presenting its elegant sulphur coloured flowers

to the noontide sun, while the surrounding herbage, and even

its own foliagj, is withered anc burnt up;"' and these round
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yellow flower* may be likened not inaptly to the disc of the

great luminary whose light they Jove. At Hildesheim. in

Germany, people used to dig up hawkweed, especially on the

Gallow's Hill, when the clocks were striking noon on
Midsummer Day ; and the blood of St John, which they

found at the roots, was carefully preserved in quills for good
luck. A little of it smeared .secretly on the clothes was sure

to make the wearer fortunate in the market that day.
1

According to some the plant ought to be dug up with a gold

coin.

2

Near Gabions, in Bohemia, it used to be customary

to nuke a bed of St. John’* flowers, as they were called, on
St John’s Eve, and in the night the saint himself came and

laid his head on the bed
;
next morning you could see the

print of liis head on the flowers, which derived a lulling

virtue from the blessed touch, and were mixed with the

fodder of sick cattle to make them whole* But whether

these St John’s flowers were the mouse-car hawkweed or

not is doubtful.4

More commonly in Germany the name of St John's

flowers Jokanisblumm) appears to be given to the

mountain arnica. In Voigtland the mountain arnica if

plucked on St John's Day and stuck in the fields. laid under

the roof, or hung on the wall, is believed to protect house
and fields from lightning and haiL4 So in some parts of

Bavaria they think that no thunderstorm can harm a house

which has a blossom of mountain arnica in the roof, and in

the Tyro! the same flower fastened to the door will render

the house fire-proof. But it is needless to remark that the

flower, which takes its popular name from St. John, will be

no protection against either fire or thunder unless it has been

culled on the saint's own day.* On the sane day South
Slavonian peasants gather white “ St John’s flower*," and
lay them in a sieve, one for each person :n the house

;
he or
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she whose flower droops its head before morning will die

within the year. 1

Another plant which possesses wondrous virtues, if only

it be gathered on the Eve or the Day of St. John, is

mugwort or wormwood (Artemisia tufcaris). Hence, in

France it goes by the name of the herb of St. John* Near
Pironne, in the French department of Somme, people used

to go out fasting before sunrise on St John’s Day to cull

the plant
;

put among the wheat in the barn it protected

the corn against mice. In Artois people carried bunches of

mugwort, or wore it round their body; 4 in Poitou they still

wear girdles of mugwort or hemp when they warm their

backs at the midsummer fire as a preservative against back-

ache at harvest

;

4 and the custom of wearing girdles of

mugwort on the Eve or Day of St John has caused the

plant to be popularly known in Germany and Bohemia as

St John's girdle In Bohemia such girdles arc believed to

protect the wearer for the whole year against ghosts, magic,

misfortune, and sickness. People also weave garlands of

the plant and look through them at the midsummer bonfire

or put them on their heads ; and by doing so they ensure

that their heads will not ache nor their eyes smart all that

year. Another Bohemian practice is to make a decoction

of mugwort which has been gathered on St John’s Day
;

then, when your cow is bewitched and will yield no milk,

you have only to wash the animal thrice with the decoction

and the spell will be broken.1 In Germany, people used to

crown their heads or gird their bodies with mugwort, which

they afterwards threw into the midsummer bonfire, pronoun-

cing certain rhymes and believing that they thus rid them-
selves of all their ill-luck.* Sometimes wreaths or girdles of

' F. S. Kiil-a, VMtgla niJ
nUgWttr Rratt/kltr Sud'lavui, p. 34.
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mugwort were kept in houses, cattle-sheds, and sheep-folds

throughout the year.
1

In Normandy such wreaths arc a

protection against thunder and thieves
;

5 and stalks of

mugwort hinder witches from laying their spells on the

butter.* In Mecklenburg, they say that if you will dig up
a plant of mugwort at noon on Midsummer Day, you will

find under the root a burning coal, which vanishes away as

soon as the church bells have ceased to ring. If you find

the coal and carry it off in silence, it will prove a remedy
for all sorts of maladies.* According to another German
superstition, such a coal will turn to gold.® English writers

record the popular belief that a tare coal is to be found
under the root of mugwort at a single hour of a single day
In the year, namely, at noon on Midsummer Eve, and that

this coa! will protect him who carries it on his person from
plague, carbuncle, lightning, fever, and ague." In Eastern

Prussia, on St. John’s Eve, people can foretell a marriage by
means of mugwort ; they bend two stalks of the growing

plant outward, and then observe whether the stalks, after

straightening themselves again, incline towards each other

or not .

7

A similar mode of divination has been practised both in

England and in Germany with the orpine (Sedan teltpkium),

a plant which grows on a gravelly or chalky soil about
hedges, the borders of fields, and on bushy hills. It flowers

in August, and the blossoms consist of dense clustered tufts

of crimson or purple petals
;

sometimes, but rarely, the

flowers arc white.* In England the plant is popularly
known as Midsummer Men, because people used to plant

slips of them in pairs on Midsummer Eve, one slip standing

the tncMMttS cBiturj) i Venbno. 1 Manunut. DU JtahAtn PWlt-
BtUrUgi MjIMub. (I. //Ufa, 141.
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IV

for a young man and the other fnr a young woman. If the

plant*, as they grew up. bent towards each other, the couple

would marry
;

if either of them withered, he or she whom it

represented would die.
1

In Masuren and the Mark of
Brandenburg the method of forecasting the future by means
of the orpine is precisely the same.'

Another plant which popular superstition has often

associated with the summer solstice is vervain. In some
parts of Spain people gather vervain after sunset on Mid-
summer Eve, and wash their faces next morning in' the
water in which the plants have been allowed to steep over-
night* In Normandy, the peasants cull vervain on the Day
or the Eve of St John, believing that, in addition to Its

medical properties, it possesses a: this season the power of

protecting the house from thunder and lightning, from
sorcerers, demons, and thieves .

4 Bohemian poachers wash
their guns with a decoction of vervain and southernwood,
which they have gathered naked before sunrise on Mid-
summer Day

;
guns which have been thus treated never miss

the mark/' In our own country vervain used to be sought for

its magical virtues on Midsummer Eve* In the Tyrol they

think that he who finds a four- leaved clover while the

vesper-bell is ringing on Midsummer Eve can work magic

l© btol t*em ©n the principle thtt xKc
rtmciiy -fcouUi th« die****.
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from that time forth/ People in Berry say that the four-

leaved clover is endowed with all its marvellous virtues only

when it has been plucked by a virgin on the night of Mid-

summer Eve .

1
In Saintonge and Aunis the four-leaved

clover, if it be found on the Eve of St. John, brings good

luck at play .

1

At Kirchvcrs, in Hesse, people run out to the fields

at noon on Midsummer Day to gather camomile
;
for the

flowers, plucked at the moment when the sun & at the

highest point of his course, arc supposed to possess the

medicinal qualities of the plant in the highest degree. In

heathen times the camomile flower, with its healing qualities,

its yellow calix and white stamens, is said to have been

sacred to the kindly and shining Balder and to have borne

his name, being called BaMtrs-ML* In Westphalia, also,

the belief prevails that camomile is most potent as a drug

when it has been gathered on Midsummer Day
;
1 in

Masuren the plant must always be one of the nine different

kinds of plants that are culled on Midsummer Eve to form

wreaths, and tea brewed from the flower is a remedy for

many sorts of maladies.* Thuringian peasants hold that if

the root of the yellow mullein ( Vtrbascum) has b-en dug up

in silence with a ducat at midnight, on Midsummer Eve,

and is worn in a piece of linen next to the skin, it will

preserve the wearer from epilepsy.’ In Prussia girls go out

into the fields on Midsummer Day, gather mullein, and

hang it up over their beds. The girl whose flower is the

first to wither will be the first to die.' Perhaps the bright

yellow flowers of mullein, clustering round the stem like

lighted candles, may partly account for the association of

the plant with Jhe summer solstice. In Germany great

mullein ( Verbasaon Ihnptm) B called the King’s Candle; in
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England it is popularly known as High Taper. The

yellow, hoary mullein ( Vtrbaiatm puhnruUnlum) " forms a

golden pyramid a yard high, of many hundreds of flowers,

and is one of the most magnificent of British herbaceous

plants." 1 We may trace a relation between mullein and

the sun In the Prussian custom of bending the flower, after

sunset, towards the point where the sun will rise, and pray-

ing at the same time that a sick person or a sick beast may
be restored to health .

1

In Bohemia poachers fancy that they

can render themselves invulnerable by swallowing the seed

from a fir-cone which they have found growing upwards before

sunrise on the morning of St. John’s Day.* Again, wild

thyme gathered on Midsummer Day is used in Bohemia to

fumigate the trees on Christmas Eve in order that they may

grow well
i

1 in Voigtland a tea brewed from wild-thyme

which has been pulled at noon on Midsummer Day is given

to women in childbed'

More famous, however, than these are the miraculous

properties which popular superstition in many parts of

Europe has attributed to the fem at this season. At
midnight on Midsummer Eve the plant is supposed to

bloom and soon afterwards to seed
;
and whoever catches

the bloom or the seed is thereby endowed with super-

natural knowledge and miraculous powers; above all, he

knows where treasures lie hidden in the ground, and he

can render himself invisible at will. But great precautions

must be observed in procuring the wondrous bloom or seed,

which else quickly vanishes like dew on sand or mist in the

air. The seeker must neither touch it with his hand nor

let it touch tine ground
;
he spreads a white cloth under the

plant, and the blossom or the seed falls into it. Beliefs of

this sort concerning fern-seed have prevailed, with trilling

variations of detail, in England, France, Germany, Austria,

Italy, and Russia.” In Bohemia die magic bloom is said to

1 Sowofcy, KrnglM Rorsmy iv. * J. A. l.\ K.iMcr, lWfAntmh, cUL.
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be golden, and to glow nr sparkle like firr.
!

In Russia,

they say that at dead of night on Midsummer Eve the

plant puts forth buds like glowing coals, which orr the stroke

of twelve burst open with a clap like thunder and light up
everything near and far.®

Once more, people have fancied that if they cut a branch
of haze! on Midsummer Eve it would serve them as a divining

rod to discover treasures and water. This belief has existed

in Moravia, Mecklenburg, and apparently in Scotland.’ In

the Mark of Brandenburg, they say that if you would procure

the mystic wand you must go to the hazel by night on Mid-

summer Eve, walking backwards, and when you have come
to the bush you must silently put your hands between your

legs and cut a fork-sha|>cd stick
j

that stick will be the

divining-rod, and, as such, will detect treasures buried in the

ground. If you have any doubt as to the quatity of the wand,
you have only to hold it in water ; for in that ease your true

divining-rod will squeak like a pig, but your spurious one

wilP not *

Many more examples might be cited of the marvellous

virtues which certain plants have been supposed to acquire
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it the summer solstice, but the foregoing instances may
suffice to prove that the superstition is widely spread, deeply

rooted, and therefore probably very ancient in Europe.

Hence it seems reasonable to conjecture that like so many

other plants the sacred mistletoe may have acquired, in the

eyes of the Druids, a double portion of its mystic qualities

at the solstice in June, and that accordingly they may have

regularly cut it with solemn ceremony on Midsummer Eve.

The conjecture is confirmed when we find it to be still a

rule of folk-lore that the mistletoe should be cut on this

day.' Further, the peasants of Piedmont and Lombardy

still go out on Midsummer morning to search the oak-leaves

for the “oil of St. John* which is supposed to heal all

wounds made with cutting instruments.' Originally, per-

haps, the “oil of St. John" was simply the mistletoe, or a

decoction made from it For in Holstein the mistletoe,

especially oak-mistletoe, is still regarded as a panacea for

green wounds; * and if, as is alleged, * all-healer" i* the

name of the plant in the modem -Celtic speech of

Brittany. Wales, Ireland, and Scotland,' this can be no-

thing but s survival of the name by which, as we have seen,

the Druids addressed the oak. or rather, perhaps, the

mistletoe. At Lacaunc, in France, the old Druidical belief

in the mistletoe as an antidote to all poisons still survives

among the people
;
they apply the plant to the stomach of

the sufferer or give him a decoction of it to drink* In

the north cast of Scotland people used to cut withes of

mistletoe at the full moon in March
;
these they bent into

circles and kept them for a year to cure hectics and other

troubles* In some parts of Germany the mistletoe is
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especially esteemed as a remedy for the ailments of children,

who sometimes wear it hung round their neck as an
amulet.'

Thus it appears probable that the two mein features of the

Balder myth—the pulling of the mistletoe and the burning of

the god—were reproduced in the great midsummer festival

of the Celts. But in Scandinavia itself, the home of Balder,

both these features of his myth can still be traced in the

popular celebration of midsummer. For in Sweden on
Midsummer Eve mistletoe is " diligently sought after, they

believing it to be, in a high degree, possessed of mystic

qualities
;
and that if a sprig of it be attached to the ceiling

of the dwelling-house, the horse's stall, or the cow’s crib,

the ' Troll ' will then be powerless to injure cither man or

beast." * The oak mistletoe, wc arc told, is held In the

highest repute in Sweden, and is commonly seen in farm-

houses hanging from the ceiling to protect the dwelling from

all harm, but especially from fire
j and persons afflicted with

the falling sickness think they can ward off attacks of the

malady by carrying about with them a knife which has a

handle of oak mistletoe. A Swedish remedy for other

complaints is to hang a sprig of mistletoe round the

sufferer's neck, or to make him wear on his finger a ring

made from the plant.' Again, in Sweden, Norway, and
Denmark huge bonfires arc kindled on hills and eminences

on Midsummer Eve .
4

It does* not appear, indeed, that any
effigy is burned in these bonfires; but the burning of an

effigy is a feature which might easily drop out after its

meaning was forgotten. And the name of Baldcr's bale-

fires
(
Bald/r's B&lar), by which these midsummer fires were

formerly known in Sweden,' puts their connection with
Balder beyond the reach of doubt, and makes it certain that

in former times either a living representative or an effigy of

Balder must have b*cn annually burned in them. Mid-
summer was the season sacred to Balder, and the Swedish
poet Tcgncr, in placing the burning of Balder at mid-

' &itul>rift fiir <U*luht .ifytMegit, > Kelly, Cvi-ut/'t e/
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summer.1 may very well have followed an old tradition that

the summer solstice was the time when the Good god came

to his untimely end.

Thus it has been shown that the leading incidents of

the Balder myth have their counterparts in those fire-festivals

of our European peasantry which undoubtedly date from a

time long prior to the introduction of Christianity. The

pretence of throwing the victim chosen by lot into the

Beltane fire, and the similar treatment of the man clad all

in green at the midsummer bonfire in Normandy, are in-

dubitable traces of an older custom of actually burning

human beings on these occasions
;
and the green dress of

the Norman victim, coupled with the leafy envelope of the

young fellow who trod out the midsummer fire at Moosheim,

seems clearly to indicate that the persons who perished at

these festivals did so in the character of tree-spirits or

deities of vegetation. From all this we may reasonably

infer that in the Bidder myth on the one hand, and the fire-

feativals and custom of gathering mistletoe on the other

hand, we have, as it were, the two broken and dissevered

halves of an original whole. In other words, we may

assume with a fair degree or probability that the myth of

Haider’s death was not merely a myth, that is, a description

of physical phenomena in imagery borrowed from human

life
; we may suppose that it was at the same time the

explanation given of an annual custom of bunting a human
representative of the god, and cutting the mistletoe with

solemn ceremony. If I am right, the story of Bakler’s

tragic end formed, so to say, the text of the sacred drama

which was acted year by year as a magical rite to cause the

sun to shine and the trees to grow. The talc belonged, in

short, to that class of nature myths which arc meant to be

supplemented by ritual
;
here, as »o often, myth stood to

magic in the relation of theory to practice.

But if the victims—the human Baldcrs—who died by

fire, whether in spring or at midsummer, did so as living

« OnmiP, A.V.* Q. 7S. »t»o add*. ihr mjlfc, hi* le« oa
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embodiments of tree-spirits or deities of vegetation, it would
seem that Balder himself must have been a tree-spirit or

deity of vegetation. It becomes desirable, therefore, to

determine, if we can, the particular kind of tree or trees, of

which a personal representative was burned at the fire-

festivals. For we may be quite sure that it was not as a

representative of vegetation in general that the victim

suffered death. The idea of vegetation in general is too

abstract to be primitive. Most probably the victim at first

represented a particular kind of sacred tree. Now of all

European trees none has such claims as the oak to be

considered as pre-eminently die sacred tree of the Aryans.

Its worship Is attested fur all the great branches of the

Aryan stock in Europe. We have seen that it was not only

the sacred tree, but the principal object of worship of both

Celts and Lithuanians.

1

The roving Celts appear to have
carried their worship of the oak with them even to Asia

;

for in the heart of Asia Minor the Galatian senate met in a

place which bore the pure Celtic name of Dryneraelum or

"temple of the oak."* Among the Slavs the oak seems to

have been the sacred tree of the great god Perun.* Accord-
ing to Grimm, the oak ranked first among the holy trees of

the Germans, and was indeed their chief god. It is certainly

known to have been adored by them in the age of heathendom,
and traces of its worship have survived in various parts of

Germany almost to the present day.* Among the andenl
I Uliana the oak was sacred above all other trees .

1 The
image of Jupiter on the Capitol at Rome seems to have
been originally nothing but a natural oak-tree." At Dodona,
perhaps the oldest of all Greek sanctuaries, Zeus was
worshijrped as immanent in the sacred oak. and the rustling

of its leaves In the wind was his voice.
7

If, then, the
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great god o( both Greeks and Romans was represented

in some of his oldest shrines under the form of an oak, and

if the oak was the principal object of worship of Celts,

Germans, and Lithuanians, we may certainly conclude that

this tree was one of the chief, if not the very chief divinity

of the Aryans before the dispersion; and that their primitive

home must have lain in a land which was clothed with forests

of oak. 1

Now, considering the primitive character and remarkable

similarity of the fire-festivals observed by all the branches of

the Aryan race in Europe, we may infer that these festivals

form part of the common stock of ieligiou9 observances which,

the various peoples carried with them in their wanderings

from their old home. But, if I am right, an essential feature

of those piimitivc fire festivals was the burning of a man who
represented the tree-spirit I n view, then, of the place occupied

by the oak in the religion of the Aryans, the presumption is

that the tree so represented at the fire-fcstivals must originally

have been the oak. So far as the Celts and Lithuanians arc

concerned, this conclusion will perhaps hardly be contested.

Rut both for them and for the Germans it is confirmed by

a remarkable piece of religious conservatism. The most

primitive method known to man of producing fire is by

rubbing two pieces of wood against each other till they

ignite
;
and we have seen that, this method is still used in

Europe for kindling sacred fires such as the need-fire, and

L us W : "'actor. <y*. ,U. p. 2 w. fLyell. Aatffuit/ Mm, P-9 1 J.
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that most probably it was formerly resorted to at all the

firc-fcstivals under discussion. Now it is sometimes pre-

scribed that the need-fire, or other sacred fire, must be made
by the friction of a particular kind of wood ; and wherever

the kind of wood is prescribed, whether among Celts,

Germans, or Slavs, that wood is always the oak. Thus wc
have seen that amongst the Slavs of Masuren the new fire

for the village is made on Midsummer Day by causing a
wheel to revolve rapidly round an axle of oak till the axle

takes fire.
1 When the perpetual fire which the ancient

Slavs used to maintain chanced to go out, it was rekindled

by the friction of a piece of oak-wood, which had been

previously heated by being struck with a gray (not a red)

stone.' In Germany the need-fire was regularly kindled by
the friction of oak-wood

;
8 and in the Highlands of Scot-

land, both the Beltane and the need-fires were lighted by
similar means.

4 Now, if the sacred fire was regularly

kindled by the friction of oak-wood, wc may infer that

originally the fire was also fed with the same material. In

point of fact, the perpetual fire which burned under the

sacred oak at the great Lithuanian sanctuary of Remove
was fed with oak-wood

;
* and that oak-wood was formerly

the fuel bunted in the midsummer fires may perhaps be
inferred from the circumstance that in many mountain
districts of Germany peasants arc still in the habit of making
up their cottage fire on Midsummer Day with a heavy blcck

1 Above. |K » 76.
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of oak-wood. The block is so arranged that it smoulder*

slowly and is not finally reduced to charcoal till the expiry

of a year. Then upon next Midsummer Day the charred

embers of the old log are removed to make room for the

new one, and are mixed with the seed-corn or scattered

about the garden. This is believed to promote the growth

of the- crops and to preserve them from blight and vermin
.

1

It may be remembered that at the Boeotian festival of the

Dacdala, the analogy of which to the spring and mid-

summer festivals of modem Europe ha; been already pointed

out, the great feature was the felling and burning of an

oak.’ The general conclusion is, that at those periodic or

occasional ceremonies, of which the object was to cause the

suu to shine and the fruits of the earth to grow, the ancient

Aryans both kindled and fed the fire with the sacred osk-

wood.

But if at these solemn rites the fire was regularly made

of oak-wood, it follows that the man who was burned in it

a; a personification of the tree-spirit could have represented

no tree but the oak. The sacred oak was thus burned in

duplicate
;
the wood of the tree was consumed in the fire,

and along with it was consumed a living man as a personi-

fication of the oak-spirit. The conclusion thus drawn for

the European Aryans in general i; confirmed in its special

application to the Scandinavians by the relation in which

amongst them the mistletoe appears to have stood to the

burning of the victim in the midsummer fire. We have

seen that among Scandinavians it has been customary to

gather the mistletoe at midsummer. But so far as appears

on the face of this custom, there is nothing to connect it

with the midsummer fires in which human victims or effigies

of them were burned. Even if the fire, as seems probable,

was originally always made with oak-wood, why should it

have been necessary to pull the mistletoe ? The last link

between the midsummer customs of gathering the mistletoe

and lighting the bonfire* is supplied by Baldcr's myth, which

certainly cannot be disjoined from the customs in question.

The myth shows that a vital connection must once have been

• Mottang*, Du stoordin VM,/</<, «c-,r- '*?

* AIkuv, mi. t jl JSS M.
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believed to subsist between the mistletoe and the human
representative of the oak who was burned in the fire. Accord-

ing to the myth, Balder could be killed by nothing in heaven

or earth except the mistletoe
;
and so long as the mistletoe

remained on the oak, he was not only immortal but invulner-

able. Now, as socn as wc see that Balder was the oak, the

origin of the myth becomes plain. The mistletoe was viewed

as the seat of life of the oak, and so long as it was uninjured

nothing could kill or even wound the oak. The conception

of the mistletoe as the scat of life of the oak would naturally

be suggested to primitive people by the observation that

while live oak is deciduous, the mistletoe which grows on it

is evergreen. In winter the sight of its fresh foliage among
the bare branches must have been bailed by the worshippers

of the tree as a sign that the divine life which had ceased to

animate the branches yet survived in the mistletoe, as the

heart of a sleeper still beats when his body is motionless.

Hence whep the god had to be killed—when the sacred

tree had to be burnt— it was necessary to begin by breaking

off the mistletoe. For so long as the mistletoe remained
intact, the oak (to people might think) was invulnerable

;
all

the blows of their knives and axes would glance harmless from

its surface. But once tear from the oak Its sacred heart

—

the mistletoe—and the tree nodded to its fall. And when
in later times the spirit of the oak came to be represented by
a living man, i: was logically necessary to suppose that,

like the tree he personated, he could neither be killed nor

wounded so long as the mistletoe remained uninjured. The
pulling of the mistletoe was thus at or.ee the signal and the

cause of his death.

But since the idea of a being whose life is thus, in a
sense, outside Itself, must be strange to many readers, and
lias, indeed, not yet been recognised in its full bearing on
primitive superstition, it will be worth while to illustrate it

by examples drawn both from story and custom. The
result will be to show that, in assuming this idea as the

explanation of the relation of Balder to the mistletoe, I

assume a principle which is deeply engraved on the mind of

primitive man.
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§ 3. The externa/ Scul in Folh-fo/ts

In a former chapter we saw that, in the opinion of

primitive people, the soul may temporarily absent itself from

the body without causing death. Such temporary absences

of the soul are often believed to involve considerable risk,

since the wandering soul Is liable to a variety of mishaps at

the hands of enemies, and so forth. But there is another

aspect to this power of disengaging the soul from the body.

If only the safety of the soul can be ensured during Its

absence, there is no reason why the soul should not continue

absent for an indefinite time
;
indeed a man may, on a pure

calculation of personal safety, desire that his soul should

never return to his body. Unable to conceive of life

abstractly as a
11 permanent possibility of sensation " or a

“ continuous adjustment of internal arrangements to external

relations," the savage thinks of it as a concrete material

thing of a definite bulk, capable of being seen and handled,

kept in a box or jar, and liable to be bruised, fractured, or

smashed in pieces. It is not needful that the life, so con-

ceived. should be in the man
;

it may be absent from his

bixly and still continue to animate him, by virtue of a sort

of sympathy or 11

action at a distance." So long as this

object which he calls his life or soul remains unharmed, the

man is well ; if it is injured, he suffers
;

if it is destroyed, he
dies. Or, to put it otherwise, when a man is ill or dies, the

fact is explained by saying that the material object called

his life or soul, whether it be in his body or out of it, has

cither sustained injury or been destroyed. But there may
be circumstances in which, if the life or soul remains in the

man, it stands a greater chance of sustaining injury than if

it were stowed away in some safe arid secret place. Aecord-

ingly, in such circumstances, primitive man lakes his «>ul

out of his body and deposits it for security in some snug

spot, intending to replace it in his body when the danger is

past Or if he should discover some place of absolute

security, he may be content to leave his soul there per.

mancntly. The advantage of this is that, so long as the

soul remains unharmed in the place where he has deposited
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it, the man himself is Immortal ; nothing can kill his body,

since his life is not in it.

Evidence of this primitive briicf is furnished by a class

of folk-talcs of which the Norse story of “ The giant who had

no heart in his body" is perhaps the best-known example.

Stories of this kind arc widely diffused over the world, and

from their number and the variety’ of incident and of details

in which the leading idea is embodied, we may infer that

the conception of an external soul is one which has had a

powerful hold on the minds of men at an early stage of

history. Tor folk-tales arc a faithful reflection of the world

as it appeared to the primitive mind
;
and we may be sure

that any idea which commonly occurs in them, however
absurd it may seem to us, must once have been an ordinary

article of belief. This assurance, so far as it concerns the

supposed power of disengaging the soul from the body for a

longer or shorter time, is amply corroborated by a com-
parison of the folk-tales in question with the actual beliefs

and practices of savages. To this we shall return after

some specimens of the tales have been given. The specimens

will he selected with a view of illustrating both the character-

istic features and the wide diffusion of this class of tales. 1

In the first place, the story of the external soul is told,

in various forms by all Aryan peoples from Hindoostan to
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the Hebrides. A very common form of ft is this: A
warlock, giant, or other fairyland being is invulnerable and

immortal because he keeps his soul hidden far away in

some secret place; but a fair princess, whom he holds

enthralled in his enchanted castle, wiles his secret from him

and reveals it to the hero, who seeks out the warlock's soul,

heart, life, or death (as it is-variously called), and, by destroy-

ing it, simultaneously kills the warlock. Thus a Hindoo
story tells how a magician called Punchkin held a queen
captive for twelve years, and would fain marry her, but she

would not have him. At last the queen’s son came to

rescue her, and the two plotted together to kill Punchkin.
So the queen spoke the magician fair, and pretended that

she had at last made up her mind to marry him. “ And
do tell me," she said, - aic you quite immortal ? Can death

never touch you ? And arc you too great an enchanter

ever to feci human suffering? * " It is true,” he said, “ that

I am not as others. Far, far away—hundreds of thousands

of miles from this—there lies a desolate country covered

with thick jungle. In the midst of the jungle grows a

circle of palm-trees, and in the centre of the circle stand

six chattees full of water, piled one above another ; below
the sixth chattee is a small cage, which contains a little

green parrot—on the life of the parrot depends my life

—

and if the parrot is killed I must die. It is, however," he
added, " impossible that the parrot should sustain any
injury, both on account of the inaccessibility of the country',

and because, by my appointment, many thousand genii
surround the palm-trees, and kill all who approach the
place," but the queen’s young son overcame all difficulties,

and got possession of the parrot. He brought it to the
door of the magician's palace, and began playing with it.

Punchkin, the magician, saw him, and, coming out, tried to

persuade the boy to give him the parrot. “ Give me my
parrot I " cried Punchkin. Then the boy took hold of the

parrot and tore off one of his wings
;
and as lie did so the

magician’s right arm fell off. Punchkin then stretched out

his left arm, crying, “ Give me my parrot
! " The prince

pulled off the parrot’s second wing, and the magician’s left

arm tumbled off, •' Give me my parrot !
” cried he, and fell
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on his knees. The prince pulled off the parrot'n right (eg,

the magician’s right leg fell off ; thr prince pulled off the

parrot’s left leg, down fell the magician's left. Nothing

remained of him except the lifeless body and the head ; but

still he rolled his eyes, and cried, "Give me my parrot!”
“ Take your parrot, then," cried the boy

;
and with that he

wrung the bird’s neck, and threw it at the magician ; and,

as he did so, Punchkin's head twisted round, and, with a

fearful groan, he died! 1
In another Hindoo talc an ogre

is asked by his daughter, " Papa, where do you keep your
soul ?

" “ Sixteen miles away from this place," he said, " is

a tree. Round the tree arc tigers, and beats, and scorpions,

and snakes; on the top of the tree is a very great fat

snake
;
on his head is a little cage

;
in the cage is a bird

;

and my soul is in that bird.” The end of the ogre is.

like that of the magician in the previous tale. As the bird's

wings and legs arc torn off, the ogre's arms and legs drop
off; and when its neck is wrung he falls down dead.'1

In another Hindoo story a princess called Sodewa Bai

was born with a golden necklace about her neck, and the

astrologer told her parents, “This is no common child; the

necklace of gold about her neck contains your daughter’s

soul ; let it, therefore, be guarded with the utmost cafe ; for

if it were taken off and worn by another person, she would
die." So her mother caused it to be firmly fastened round
the chile's nccl« and, as soon as the child was old enough to

understand, she told her its value, and warned her never to

let it be taken off. In course of time Sodewa Bai was
married to a prince who had another wife living. The
first wife, jealous of her young rival, persuaded a negress to

steal from Sodewa Bai the golden necklace which contained
her soul. The negress did so, and, as soon as she put the
necklace round her own neck, Sodewa Bai died. All day
long the negress used to wear the necklace; but late at

night, on going to bed, she would take it off and put it by
till morning

;
and whenever she took it off, Sodewa Bin's

' X!.., Frff?c, OH Dtr,, p. ,cc H., p. ,Sf v .
;
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soul relumed lo her and she livrd. Bui when morning

came, and the negress put on the necklace. Sodewa Bai

died again. At last the prince discovered the treachery ol

his elder wife and restored the golden necklace to Sodewa

Bai.
1 In another Hindoo story a holy mendicant tells a

queen that she will bear a son, adding, " As enemies will

try to take away the life of your son, I may as well tell you

that the life of the boy will be bound up in the life of a big

AW-fish which J* in your tank in front of the palace In

the heart of the fish is a small box of wood, in the box is a

necklace of gold, that necklace is the life of your son.”

The boy was bom and received the name of Dalim. His

mother was the Suo or younger queen. But the Duo or

elder queen hated the child, and learning the secret of hii

life, -die caused the AtvrAfish, with which his life was bound

up. to be caught. Dalim was playing near the tank at the

time, but " the moment the AW-fish was caught in the net,

that moment Dalim felt umvell
;
and when the fish was

brought up to land, Dalim fell down on the ground, nnd

made as if he was about to breathe hi* last. He was

immediately taken into his mother's room, and the king was

astonished on hearing of the sudden illness of his son and

heir. The fish was by the order of the physician taken into

the room of the Duo queen, and as it lay on the floor

striking its fins on the ground, Dalim in his mother’s room
was given up for lost. When the fish waS cut open, a

casket was found in it
;
and in the casket lay a necklace ol

gold. The moment the necklace was worn by the queen,

that very moment Dalim died in his mother's room.” The
queen used to put off the necklace every night, and when-
ever she did so, the boy came to life again. But every

morning when the queen put on the necklace, he died

again.*

In a Cashmeer story a lad visits an old ogress, pretend-

ing to be her grandson, the *on of her daughter who had
married a king. So the old ogress took him into her con-

fidence and showed him seven cocks, a spinning-wheel, a

1 M»ry Free, OM Dman Dayt, p. For limi'nr Uor«s of iv-cM.ice*. xct
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pigeon, anil a starling, “These seven cocks," said she,

“ contain the lives of your seven uncles, who arc away for a

few days. Only as long as the cocks live can your uncles

hope to live
;
no power can hurt them as long as the seven

cocks arc safe and sound. The spinning-wheel contains my
life

;
if it is broken, I too shall be broken, and must die

;
but

otherwise 1 shall live on for ever. The pigeon contains your
grandfather’s life, anil the starling your mothers; as long as

these live, nothing can harm your grandfather or your

mother* So the lad killed the seven cocks and the pigeon

and the starling, and smashed the spinning-wheel
; and at

the moment he did so the ogres and ogresses perished.
1

In

another story from Cashmeer an ogre cannot die unless a

particular pillar In the verandah of his palace be broken.

Learning the secret, a prince struck the pillar again and
again till it was broken in pieces. And it was as if each
stroke had fallen on the ogre, for he howled lamentably and
shook like an aspen every time the prince hit the pillar,

until at last, when rhe pillar fell down, the ogre alto fell

down and gave up the ghost.* In another Cashmeer tale an
ogre is represented as laughing very heartily at the idea that

he might possibly die. He said that " he should never die.

No power could oppose him ; no years could age him ; he

should remain ever strong and ever young, for the thing

wherein his life dwelt was mast difficult to obtain.” It was
in a queen bee, which was in a honeycomb on a tree. But

the bees in the honeycomb were many and fierce, and it was
only at the greatest risk that any one could catch the queen.

However, the hero achieved the enterprise and crushed the

queen bee ; and immediately the ogre fell stone dead to the

ground, so that the whole land trembled with the shock* In

same Bengalee talcs the life of a whole tribe of egres is de-

scribed as concentrated in two bees. The secret was thus

revealed by an old ogress to a captive princess who pre-

tended to fear lest the ogress should die. " Know, foolish

girl," said the ogress, “ that we ogres never die. We arc not

naturally immortal, but our life depends on a secret which
no human being can unravel. Let me tell you what it is,

1
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that you may be comforted. You know yonder tank ; there

is in the middle of it a crystal pillar, on the top of which in

deep water are two bees. If any human being can dive

into the water and bring tip the two bees from the pillar in

one breath, and destroy them so that not a drop of their

blood falls to the ground, then we ogres shall certainly die
;

but if a single drop of blood falls to the ground, then from it

will start up a thousand ogres. But what human being will

find out this secret, or, finding it, will be able to achieve the

feat? You need not, therefore, darling, be sad
; I am prac-

tically immortal " As usual, the princess reveals the secret

to the hero, who kills the bees, and that same moment all

the ogres drop down dead, each on the spot where he

happened to be standing.' In another Bengalee story it is

said that all the ogres dwell in Ceylon, and that all their

lives arc in a single lemon. A boy cuts the lemon in pieces,

and all tlic ogres die.'

In a Siamese or Cambodian story, probably derived from

India, we are told that Thossakan or Havana, the King of

Ceylon, was able by magic art to take his soul out of his

Iwidy and leave it in a bo* at borne, while he went to the

wars. Thus lie was invulnerable in battle. When he was

about to give battle to Rama, he deposited his soul with a

hermit called Fire-eye, who was to keep it safe for him. So
in the fight Rama was astounded to see that his arrows

struck the king without wounding him. But one of Rama's

allies, knowing the secret of the king’s invulnerability, trans-

firmed himself by magic into the likeness of the king, and

going to the hermit asked back his soul. On receiving it he

soared up into the air and flew to Rama, brandishing the

box and squeezing it so hard that all the breath left the

King of Ceylon's body, and lie died.’ In a Bengalee story

a prince going into a far country planted with his own hands

a -ree in the courtyard of his father’s palace, and said to his

parents. “ This tree is my life. When you sec the tree green

and frcrii, then know that it is well with me
;
when you see
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the tree fade hi some parts, then know that I am in an ill

case
:
and when you sec the whole tree fade, then know that

I am dead and gone."

1

In another Indian talc a prince,

scttinR forth on his travels, left behind him a barley plant,

with instructions that it should be carefully tended and
watched, for if it flourished, he would be alive and well, but

if it drooped, then some mischance was about to happen to

him. And so it fell out. For the prince was beheaded, and
as his head rolled off, the barley plant snapped in two and
the car of barley fell to the ground .

1 In the legend of the

origin of Gllglt there figures a fairy king whose soul is in

the snows and who can only perish by fire."

In Greek talcs, ancient and modern, the idea of an
external soul is not uncommon. When Meleager was seven

days old, the Fates appeared to his mother and told her that

Meleager would die when the brand which was blaring on the

hearth had burnt down. So his mother snatched the brand

from the fire and kept it In a box. But in after-years, being

enraged at her son for slaying her brothers, she burnt the

brand in the fire and Meleager expired in agonies, as if

(lames were preying on his vitals.* Again, Nisus King of

Megara had a purple or golden hair on the middle of his

head, and it was fated that whenever the hair was pulled out

the king should die. When Megara was besieged by the

Cretans, the king’s daughter Scylla fell in love with Minos,

their king, and pulled out the fatal hair from her father’s

head. So he died .
1 Similarly Poseidon made l'tcrclaus

immortal by giving him a golden hair on his head. But

1 Lai iSohnri toiy, sfl. lit. p. 1S9.
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when Taphos, the home of Pterelaus, was besieged by

Amphitryc, the daughter of Pterelaus fell in love with

Amphitryo and killed her father by plucking out the golden

hair with which his life was bound up.
1 In a modern Greek

folk-tale a man's strength lie* in three golden hairs on his

head. When his mother pulls them out, he grows weak and

timid and is slain by his enemies. 1 Another Greek story, in

which we may perhaps detect a reminiscence of Nisus and

Scylla, relates how a certain king, who was the strongest man
of his time, had three long hairs on his breast. But when

he went to war with another king, and his own treacherous

wife had cut off the three hairs, he became the weakest of

men.' In another modem Greek story the life of an en-

chanter is bound up with three doves which are in the belly

of a wild boat. When the first dove i9 killed, the magician

grows sick ; when the second ia killed, he grows very sick
;
and

when the third ia killed, he dies.* In another Greek story of

the same sort an ogre's strength Is in three singing birds

which arc in a wild boar The hero kills two of the birds,

and then coming to the ogre's house find* him lying on the

ground in great pain. He shows the third bird to the ogre,

who begs that the hero will either let it fly away or give it

to him to eat. But the hero wrings the bird's neck and the

ogre dies on the spot.
4

In a variant of the latter story

the monster's strength is in two doves, and when the hero

kills one of them, the monster cries out, " Ah, woe is me !

Half my life is gone. Something must have happened to

one of the doves.' When the second dove is killed, he
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dies.
1

In another Greek story the incidents of the three

golden hairs and three doves are artificially combined. A
monster has on his head three golden hairs which open the
door of a chamber in which are three doves : when the first

dove is killed, the monster grows sick
; when the second is

killed, he grows worse; and when the third is killed, he dies.'1

In another Greek talc an old man’s strength is in a ten-

headed serpent. When the serpent’s heads arc being cut off, he
feels unwell

, and when the last head is struck off, he expires .
3

In another Greek story a dervish tells a queen that she will

have three sons, that at the birth of each she must plant a
pumpkin in the garden, and that in the Trait borne by the
pumpkins will reside the strength of the children. In due
time the infants arc born and the pumpkins planted. As
the children grow up, the pumpkins grow with them. One
morning the eldest son feels sick, and on going into die
garden they find that the largest pumpkin is gone. Next
night the second con keeps watch in a .-summer-house in the
garden. At midnight a negro appear* and cuts Use second
pumpkin. At once the boy’s strength goes out of him, an<l

he is unable to pursue the negro. The youngest con, how-
ever, succeeds in slaying the negro and recovering the lost

pumpkins.'

Ancient Italian legend furnishes a close parallel to the
Greek story of Meleager. Silvia, the young wife of Sep-
timius Marcel lus, had a child by the god Mars. The god
gave her a spear, with which he said that the fate of the
child would be bound up. When the boy grew tip he
quarrelled with his maternal uisclcs and slew them. So in

revenge his mother burned the spear on which his life de-
pended.' In one of the stories of the Ptntamtrone a certain
queen has a twin brotlrer, a dragon. The astrologers de-
clared at her birth that she would live just as long as the
dragon and no longer, the death of the one involving the death
of the other. If the dragon were killed, the only way to
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restore the Queen to life would be to smear her temple', breast,

pulses, and nostrils with the blood of the dragon .
1

In a

modern Roman version of “ Aladdin and the Wonderful

Lamp." the magician tells the princess whom he holds captive

in a Boating rock in mid-ocean that he will never die. The
princess reports this to the prince her husband, who has

come to rescue her. The prince replies, “ It is impossible

but that there should be some one thing or other that is

fatal to him ; ask him what that one fatal thing is." So
the princess asked the magician, and he told her that in

the wood was a hydra with seven heads; in the middle

head of the hydra was a leveret, in the head of the leveret

was a bird, In the bird's head was a precious stone, and If

this stone were put under his pillow he would die. The
prince procured the 'tone, and the princess laid it under

the magician’s pillow. Xo sooner did the enchanter lay his

head on the pillow than he gave three terrible yells, turned

himself round and round throe times, and died.' Another

Italian tale sets forth how a great cloud, which was really a

fairy, used to receive a young girl as tribute every year from

a certain city
;
and the inhabitants had to give the girls up,

for if they did not. the cloud would throw things at them
and kill them all. One year it fell to the lot of the king’s

daughter to be handed over to the cloud, and they took her

in procession, to the roll of muffled drums, and attended by
her weeping father and mother, to the top of a mountain,

and left her sitting in a chair there all a’onc. Then the

fairy cloud came down on the top of the mountain, set the

princess in her lap, and began to suck her blood out of her

little finger
; for it was on the blood Of girls that this wicked

fairy lived. When the poor princess was faint with the loss

of blood and lay like a log, the cloud carried her away
up to her fairy palace in the sky. But a brave youth had
seen all that happened from behind a bush, and no sooner

did the fairy spirit away the princess to her palace than he

turned himself into an eagle and flew after them. Me
lighted on a tree just outside the palace, and looking in

at the window he beheld a room full of young girls all in

1
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bed
;
for these were the victims of former years whom the

fairy cloud had half killed by sucking their blood ; yet they

called her mamma. When the fairy went away and left the

girls, the brave young man hail food drawn up for them by

ropes, and he told them to ask the fairy how she might be

killed and what was to become of them when she died. It

was a delicate question, but the fairy answered it, saying, "
I

shall never die." However, when the girls pressed her, she

took them out on a terrace and said, “ Do you sec yonder

mountain afar off? On that mountain is a tigress with

seven heads. If you wish me to die, a lion must fight that

tigress and tear off all her seven heads. In her body is an

egg, and if anybody hits me with that egg in the middle of

my forehead, I shall die. But if the egg falls Into my
hand.', the tigress will come to life again, resume Iter seven

heads, and I shall live." When the young girls heard this

they pretended to be glad and said, “ Good ! certainly our

mamma can never die," but naturally they were discouraged.

However, when she went away again, they told it all to the

young man, and he bade them have no fear. Away he went

to the mountain, turned himself into a lion, and fought the

tigress. Meantime the fairy came home, saying, " Alas ! I

feel ill I
* For six days the fight went on, the young man

tearing off one of the tigress’s heads each day, and each day

the strength of the fairy kept ebbing away. Then after

allowing himself two days' rest the hero tore off the seventh

head and secured the egg, but not till it had rolled into the

sea and been brought back to him by a friendly dog-fish.

When he returned to the fairy with the egg in his hand, she

begged and prayed him to give it her, but he made her first

restore the young girls to health and send them away in

handsome carriages. When she had done so, he struck her

on the forehead with the egg, and she fell down dead.'

Similarly in a story from the western Riviera a sorcerer

called Body-without-Soul can only be killed by means of an
egg which is in an eagle, which is in a dog, which is in a

1 Crane, Ttfafttr Ito/tai lain. Hi r.hirei in a dead an he aid conpotcd.
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lion
;
and Inc egg must be broken on the sorcerer’s forehead.

The hero, who achieves the adventure, has received the

power of changing himself into a lion, a dog. an eagle, or an

ant from four creatures of these sorts among whom he had

fairly divided the carcass of a dead ass.’

Stories of the same sort arc current among Slavonic

peoples, Thus in a Russian talc a warlock called Koshchei

the Deathless is asked where his death is. “ My death," he

answered, " is in such and such a place. There stands an oak,

and under the oak is a casket, and in the casket is a hare,

and in the hare is a duck, and in the duck is an egg, and in

the egg is my death." A prince obtained the egg and

squeezed it, whereupon Koshchei the Deathless bent double.

But when the prince shivered the egg in pieces the warlock

died.' "In one of the descriptions of Ka-bchei's death, he

is said to be killed by a blow on the forehead inflicted by

the mysterious egg—that last link in the magic chain by

which his life is darkly bound. In another version of the

same story, but told of a snake, the fatal blow is struck by

a -mall stone fodnd in the yolk of an egg, which is inside a

duck, which is inside a hare, which is inside a stone, which

is on an island .’’ 1
In another variant the prince shifts the

fatal egg from one hand to the other, and as he does so

Koshchei rushes wildly from side to side of the room. At

las* the prince smashes the egg, and Koshchei drops dead.'

In another Russian story the death of an enchantress is in

a blue rose-tree in a blue forest Prince Ivan uproots the

rose-tree, whereupon the enchantress straightway sickens.

He brings the rose-tree to her house and finds her at the

point of death. Then he throws it into the cellar, crying,

“ Behold her death !
” and at once the whole building shakes,

“ and becomes an island, on which are jcople who hail been

1
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sitting in Hell, and who offer up thanks to Prince Ivan."
1

In

another Russian story a prince is grievously tormented by a

witch who has got hold of his heart and keeps it seething in

a magic cauldron.’ In a Bohemian talc a warlock's strength

lies in an egg which is in a duck, which is in a stag, which

is under a tree. A seer finds the egg and sucks it Then
the warlock grows as weak as a child, "for all his strength

had passed into the seer.
-1

In a Serbian story a fabulous

being ca!!od True Steel declares. “ Far away from this place

there is a very high mountain, in the mountain there is a

fox-, in the fox there is a hear:, in the heart there is a bird,

and in this bird is my strength." The fox is caught and

killed and its heart is taken out. Out of the fox's heart is

taken the bird, which is then burnt, and that very moment
True Steel falls dead. 1 In a South Slavonian story a dragon

tells an old woman, " My strength is a long way off. and you

cannot go thither. Far in another empire under the em-

peror’s city is a lake, in that lake is a dragon, and in the

dragon a hoar, and in the boar a pigeon, and in that i«* my
strength."

1

Amongst peoples of the Teutonic stock stories of the

external soul arc not wanting. In a talc told by the Saxons
of Transylvania it is said that a young man shot at a witch

again and again. The bullets went clean through her but

did her no harm, and she only laughed and mocked at him.
“ Silly earthworm." she cried, " shoot as much as you like.

It does me no harm. For know that my life resides not in

me but far. far away. In a mountain is a pond, on the pond
swims a duck, in the duck is an egg, in the egg bums a

light, that light i9 my life. If you could put out that light,

my life would be at an end. But that can never, never be."

However, the young man got -hold of the egg, smashed it,

and put out the light, and with it the witch’s life went out

also.* In this last story, as in many other stories of the same
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type, the hero achieves his adventure by the help of certain

grateful animals wlrom he had met and done a service

to on his travels. The same incident occurs in another

German talc of this class which runs thus. Once upon a

time there was a young fellow aided Body-without-Sou I, or,

for short, Soulless, and he was a cannibal who would cat

nothing but young girls. Now it was a custom in that

country that the girls drew lots every year, and the one on

whom the kit fell was handed over to Soulless. In time it

happened that the lot fell on the king's daughter. The king

wa* exceedingly sorry, but what could he do f Law was
law, and had to be obeyed. So they took the princess to

the castle where Soulless resided
;
and he shut her up in the

kutlcr and fattened tier for his dinner. But a brave soldier

undertook to rescue her, and off he set for the cannibal’s

castle. Well, as he trudged along, what should he see but

a fly, an eagle, a bear, and a lion sitting in a field by the

side of the road, and quarrelling about their shares in a
dead horse. So he divided the carcass fairly hetwrrn them,

and as a reward the fly and the eagle bestowed on him the

power of changing himself at will into cither of their shapes.

That evening he made himself into an eagle, and flew

up a high tree
;
there he looked about, but could see nothing

but trees. Next morning he flew on till he came to a great

castle, and at tlic gate was a big black board with these

words chalked up on it :
“ Mr. Soulless lives here." When

the soldier read that he was glad, and changed himself into

a fly, and flew buzzing from window- to window, looking in

at every one till he came to the one where the fair princess

sat a prisoner. He introduced himself at once and said, ”
I

am come to free you, but first you must learn where the soul

of Soulless really is.” ’
I don't know,” replied the princess,

"but I will ask.” So after much coaxing and entreaty she

learned (hat the soul of Soulless was in a box, and that the

box was on a rock in she middle of the lied Sea. When
the soldier heard that, he turned himself into an eagle again,

Hew to the Rod Sea, and came back with the soul of

Soulless in the box. Arrived at the castle he knocked and

banged at the door a« if the house was on fire. Soulless

did not know what was the matter, and he came down and
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opened the door himself. When he saw the soldier standing

at it, I can assure you he was in a towering rage. “ What do

you mean," he roared, “ by knocking at my door like that ? I'll

gobble you up on the spot, skin and liair and all." But the

soldier laughed in his face. " You’d better not do that,” said

lie, "for here I’ve got your soul in the box.” When the can-

nibal heard that, all his courage went down into the calves

of his legs, and he begged and entreated the soldier to give

him his soul. But the soldier would not hear of it
;

he

opened the box, took out the soul, and flung it over his

head
;
and that same instant down fell the cannibal, dead as

a door-nail.
1

Another German story, which embodies the notion of

the external soul in a somewhat different form, tells how
once upon a time a certain king had three sons and a

daughter, and for each of the king’s four children there

grew a flower in the king's garden, which was a life-flower

;

for it bloomed and flourished so long as the child lived, but

drooped and withered away when the child died. Now the

time came when the king's daughter married a rich man
and went to live with him far away. But it was not long

before her flower withered in the king’s garden. So the

eldest brother went forth to visit his brother-in-law and com-

fort him in his bereavement But when ho came to his

brother-in-law’s castle lie saw the corpse of his murdered

sister weltering on the ramparts. And his wicked brother-

in-law set before him boiled human hands and feet few his

dinner. And when the king's son refused to cat of them,

his brother-in-law led him through many chambers to a

murder-hole, where were all sorts of implements of murder,

but especially a gallows, a wheel, and a pot of blood. Here

he said to the prince, “ You must die, but you may choose

your kind of death." The prince chose to die on the

gallows; and die he did .even a* lie had said. So the

eldest son’s flower withered in the king’s garden, and the

second son went forth to learn the fate of his brother

and sister. But it fared with him no better than with his

elder brother, for he too died on the gallows in the murder-

1
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hole of his wicked brother-in-law's castle, and his flower also

withered away in the king’s garden at home Now when
the youngest son was also come to his btothcr-in -law's castle

and saw the cor|>se of his murdered sister weltering on the

ramparts, and the todies of his two murdered brothers dang-

ling from the gallows in the murder-hole, he said that for his

part he had a fancy to die by the wheel, but he was not

quite sure how the thing was done, and would his brother-

in-law kindly show him » " Oh, it's quite easy," said his

brother-in-law, “you just put your head in, so," and with

that lie popped his head through the middle of tlie wheeL

"Just so” sakl the king's youngest son, and he gave the

wheel a twirl, and as it spun round and round, the wicked

brother-in-law died a painful death, which he richly deserved.

And when he was quite dead, the murdered brothers and

sister came to life again, and their withered flowers bloomed

afresh in the king’s garden. 1
In another German story (in

old warlock lives with a damsel all alone in the midst of a

vast and gloomy wood. She fears that being old he may
die and leave her alone in the forest. But he reassures her.

" Dear child," he said, "
I cannot die, and I have no heart in

my breast." But she importuned him to tell her where his

heart was. So he said, “ Far, far from here in an unknown
and lonesome land stands a great church. The church is

well secured with iron doors, and round about it flows a

broad deep moat. In the church flics a bird and in the bird

is my heart. So long as that bird lives, I live. It cannot

die of itself, and no one can catch it
;
therefore I cannot die,

and you need have no anxiety." However the young man,

whose bride the damsel was to have been before the warlock

spirited her away, contrived to reach the church and catch

the bird. He brought it to die damsel, who stowed him and
it away under die warlock’s bed. Soon the old warlock

came home. He was ailing, anil said so. The girl wxpt
and said, “ Alas, daddy is dying

,
he has a heart in hia

breast after all” " Child," replied the warlock, “ hold your

1 Stmei/ran, KojUfW nwl Sa.fr
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tongue. I can't die. It will soon pass over." At that the

young man under the bed gave the bird a gentle squeeze
;

and as he did so,.the old warlock felt very unwell and sat

down. Then the young man gripped the bird tighter, and
the warlock fell senseless from his chair. "Now squeeze

him dead,” cried the damsel. Her lover obeyed, and when
the bird was dead, the ok! warlock also lay dead on the
floor.

1

In the Norse talc of “ the giant who had no heart in his

body" the giant tells the captive princess, “ Far, far away in

<* lake lies an Island, on that island stands a church, in that

church is a well, in that well swims a duck, in that duck
there is an egg, and in that egg there lies my heart." The
hero of the talc, with the help of sonic animals to whom
he had been kind, obtains the egg and squeezes it, at which
the giant screams piteously and begs for his life. But the

hero breaks the egg in pieces and the giant at once bursts.'

In another Norse story a hill-ogre tells the captive princess

that she will never be able to return home unlrra <hc finds

the grain of sand which lies under the ninth tongue of the
ninth head of a certain dragon

;
but if that grain of sand

were to come over the rock in which the ogres live, they
would all burst "and the rock itself would become a gilded
palace, and the lake green meadows." The hero finds the
grain of sand and takes it to the top of the high rock in

which the ogres live. So all the ogres burst and tbc rest

falls out as one of the ogres had foretold.
1

In a Danish talc

a warlock carries ofT a princess to his wondrous subterranean
palace; and when she anxiously inquires how Jong he is

likely to live, he assures her that he will certainly survive
her. “ No man," he says, “ can rob me of my life, for it is

in my heart, and my heart is not here
;

it is in safer keep-
ing.” She urges him to tell her where it is, so he says

:
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- Very far from here, in a land that is called Poland, there

is a great lake, and in the lake is a dragon, and in the

dragon is a hare, and in the hare is a duck, and in the duck

is an egg, and in the egg is my heart It is in good keep-

ing, you may trust me. Nobody is likely to stumble upon

it." However, the hero of the tale/who is also the husband

of the kidnapped princess, has fortunately received the

power of turning himself at will into a bear, a dog, an ant,

or a falcon as a reward for having divided the carcass of a

deer impartially between four animals of these species
;
and

availing himself of this useful art he not only makes his way

into the warlock’s enchanted palace but also secures the egg

on which the enchanter’s life depends. No sooner has he

smashed the egg on the enchanter’s ugly face than that mis-

creant drops down .is dead as a herring. 1 In an Icelandic

parallel to the story of Meleager, the spac-wive* cr sibyls

come and foretell the high destiny of the infant Gestr as he

lies in his cradle. Two candles were burning beside the

child, and the youngest of the -.pae-wives, conceiving hersel!

slighted, cried out, “
1 foretell that the child shall live no

longer than this candle burns.' Whereupon the chief sibyl

put out the candle and gave it to Geslr’s mother to keep,

charging her not to light it again until her son should wish

to die. Gestr lived three hundred year* ; then he kindled

the candle and expired.1

In a Celtic talc a giant says, “There is a great flagstone

under the threshold. There is a wether under the flag.

There is a duck in the wether's belly, and an egg in the

belly of the duck, and it is in the egg that my soul is."

The egg is crushed, and the giant falls down dead ? In

another Celtic talc, a sea beast has carried off a king’s

daughter, and an old smith declares that there i* no way of

killing the beast but one. " In the island that is In the

midst of the loch is Eillitl ChaUthion—the while-footed

hind, of the slenderest legs, and the swiftest step, and, though

she should be caught, there would spring a hoodie out of

her, and though the hoodie should be caught, there would
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spring a trout out of her, hut there is an egg in the mouth

of the trout, and the soul of the bcas: is in the egg, and if

the egg breaks, the beast is dead." As usual the egg is

broken and the beast dies.
1

In these Celtic tales the helpful animals reappear and

assist the hero in achieving the adventure, though for the

sake of brevity I have omitted to describe the parts they

play in the plot They figure also in an Argylcshirc stexy,

which seems however to be of Irish origin
;
for the Cruachan

of which we hear in it is not the rugged and lofty mountain

Ben Cruachan which towers above the beautiful Loch Awe,
but Roscommon Cruachan near Bclanagare, the ancient

palace of the kings of Connaught, long famous in Irish

tradition* The story relates how a big giant, King of

Sorcha, stole away the wife and the shaggy dun .filly of the

herdsman or king of Cruachan. So the herdsman baked a

bannock to take with him by the way, and set off in quc3t

of hU wife and the filly. He went for a long, long time,

till at last his soles were blackened and his checks were

sunken, the yellow-headed birds were going to rest at the

roots of the bushes and the tops of the thickets, and the

dark clouds of night were coming and the clouds of day
were departing

;
and he saw a house far from him, but

though it was far from him he did not take long to reach it.

He went in. and sat in the upper end of the house, but there

was no one within
;
and the fire was newly kindled, the

house newly swept, and the bed newly made
; and who

came in but the hawk of Gkmcuaich, and she said to him,

“Are you here, young son of Cruachan?’ “I am," said

he. The hawk said to him, “ Do you know who was here

last night?" *' 1 do not," said he. “There were here,"

said she, “the beg giant. King of Sorcha, your wife, and the

shaggy dun filly; and the giant was threatening terribly

that if he could get hold of you he would take the Itead off

you." “ I well believe it,“ said he. Thai she gave him
food and drink, and sent him to bed. She rose in the

morning, made breakfast for him, and baked a bannock for

him to take with him on his journey. And he went away

1
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and travelled all day. and in the evening he came to another

house and went in, and was entertained by the green-headed

duck, who told him that the giant had rested there the night

before with the wife and shaggy dun filly of the herdsman

of Cruachan. And next day the herdsman journeyed again,

and at evening lie came to another house and went in and

was entertained by the fox of the scrubwood, who told him
just what the hawk of Glcncuaich and the green-headed

duck had told him before. Next day the same thing

happened, only it was the brown otter of the burn that

entertained him at evening in a house where the fire was
newly kindled, the floor newly swept, and the bed newly
made. And next morning when he wakened, the first

thing he saw was the hawk of Glcncuaich, the gxccn-hcadcd

duck, the fox of the scrubwood, and the brown otter of the

burn all dancing together on the floor. They made break-

fast for him, and partook of it oil together, and said to him,
" Should you be at any time in straits, thick of us, and we
will help you." Well, that very evening he came tn the

cave where the giant lived, and who was there Iwfnre him
but his own wife? She gave him food and hid him under

clothes at the upper end of the cave. And when the giant

came home he sniffed about and said, “The smell of a

strange: is in the cave.” But she said no, it was only a

little bi:d she had roasted. " And I wish you would tell

me," said she. “ where you keep your life, that I might take

good care of it* “ It is in a grey stone over there," said

he. So next day when he went away, she took the gtey

stone and dressed it weii, and placed it in the upper end of
the cave. When the giant came home in the evening he
said to her, - What is it that you have dressed there f

"

“Your own life," said she, "and we must be careful of it."

“ I perceive that you arc very fond of me, but it is not
there," said he “ Where is it ? “ said she. “It is in a grey
sheep on yonder hillside," said lie. On the morrow, when
he went away, she got the grev sheep, dressed it well, and
placed it in the upper end of the cave. When he caine

home in the evening he said, “ What is it that you have
dressed there?" “Your own life, my love" said she. “It
is not there as yet." said lie. “ Well !

” said she. “ you are
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putting me to great trouble taking care of it. and you have

not told me the truth these two times." He then said. "
1

think that 1 may tell it to you now. My life is below the

feet of the big horse in the stable. There is a place down
there in which there is a small lake. Over the lake are

seven grey hides, and over the hides are seven sods from

the heath, and under all these are seven oak planks. There

is a trout in the lake, and a duck in the belly of the trout,

an egg in the belly of the duck, and a thorn of blackthorn

inside of the egg, and till that thorn is chewed small 1

cannot be killed. Wherever the seven grey hides, the seven

sods from the heath, and the seven oak planks arc touched

1 shall feel it wherever 1 shall be. I have an axe above

the door, and unless all these arc cut through with one blow

of it the lake will not be reached
;
and when it will be

reached I shall feel it.“ Next day, when the giant had

gone out hunting on the hill, the herdsman of Cruachan

contrived, with the help of the friendly animals—the hawk,

the duck, the fox, and the otter—to get possession of the

fateful thorn and to chew it before the giant could reach

him : and no sooner had he done so than the giant dropped
stark and stiff, a corpse.'

Another Highland story sets forth how Hugh, prince of

Lochlin, was long held captive by a giant who lived in a

cave overlooking the Sound of Mull. At last, after he had

spent many years of captivity in that dismal cave, it came
to pass that one night the giant and his wife had a great

dispute, and Hugh overheard their talk, and learned

that the giant's soul was in a precious gem which lie

always wore on his forehead. So the prince watched his

opportunity, seized the gem, and having no means of

escape or concealment, hastily swallowed it. Like lightning

from the clouds, tlx: giant's sword flashed from its scabbard

and lien between Hugh's head and his body to intercept the

gem before it could descend into the prince’s stomach. But

it was too late
;
and the giant fell down, sword in hand, and

expired without a gasp. Hugh had now lost his head, it is

true, but having the giant's soul in his body he felt none the

worse for the accident. So he buckled the giant’s sword at

1 D. M*c!nr>«s>AM end f/<r+ Ta/<e* (Luiuka, 1&90), jip. lojiai.
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his side, mounted the grey filly, swifter than the east wind,

that never had a bridle, and rode home. But (he want of

his head made a painful impression on his friends
;
indeed

they maintained that he was a ghost and shut the door

in his face, so now he wanders for ever in shades of

darkness, riding the grey filly fleeter than the wind. On
stormy nights, when the winds bowl about the gables and
among the trees, you may sec him galloping along the
shore of the sea '* between wave and sand." Many a

naughty little boy, who would not go quietly to bed, has

been carried off by Headless Hugh on his grey filly and
never seen again.'

In Suthcrlandshirc at the present day there is a sept of

Mackays known as “ the descendants of the seal," who
claim to be sprung from a mermaid, and the story they tell

in explanation of their claim involves the notion of the

external soul. They say that the laird of Borgic used to go
down to the rocks under his castle to bntbe. One day he

saw a mermaid cloie in shore, combing her hair and swim-

ming about, as if she were anxious to land. After watching

her for a time, he noticed her cowl on the rocks beside him,

and knowing that she could not go to sea without it, he

carried the cowl up to the castle in the hope that she would
follow him. She did so, but he refused to give up the cowl

and detained the sea-maiden herself and made her his wife.

To this she consented with great reluctance, and told him
her life was bound up with the cowl, and if it rotted or was
destroyed she would instantly die. So the cowl was placed

for safety in the middle of a great hay-stack, and there it

lay for years. One unhappy day, when the laird was from
home, the servants were working among the hay and found

the cowL Not knowing what it was, they showed it to the

lady of the house. The sight revived memories of her old

life In tlie depths of the sea, so she took the cowl, and
leaving her child in its cot, plunged into the sea and never

came home to Borgic any more. Only sometimes she

would swim close in shore to see her boy, and then she

wept because he was not of her own kind that she might

1
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take him to sea with her. The boy grew to be a man, and

his descendants arc famous swimmers. They cannot drown,

and to this day they arc known in the neighbourhood as

Sliockd an rein, that is,
u
the descendants of the seal/'

1

In an Irish story we read how a giant kept a beautiful

damsel a prisoner in his castle on the top of a hill, which

was white with the tones of the champions who had tried

in vain to rescue the fair captive. At last the hero, after

hewing and slashing at the giant all to no purpose, dis-

covered that the only way to kill him was to rub a mole on
the giant's right breast with a certain egg, which was in a

duck, which was in a chest, which lay locked and bound at

the bottom of the sea. With the help of some obliging

salmon, rams, and eagles, the hero as usual makes himself

master of the precious egg and slays the giant by merely

striking it against die mole on his right breast.- Similarly

in a Breton story there figures a giant whom neither fire nor

water nor steel can harm. He tells his seventh wife, whom
he ha? just married after murdering all her predecessors, M

I

am immortal, and no one can hurt me unless he crushes on

my breast an egg, which is in a pigeon, which is in the

belly of a hare
;
this hare is in the belly of a wolf, and this

wolf is in the belly of my brother, who dwells a thousand
leagues from here. So 1 am quite easy on that score” A
soldier, the hero of the tale, had been of service to an ant,

a wolf, and a sea-bird, who in return bestowed on him the

power of turning himself into an ant, a wolf, or a sea-bird at

will. By means of this magical power the soldier con-

trived to obtain the egg and crush it on the breast of the

giant, who immediately expired. 1 Another Breton story

tells of a giant who was called Body-without-Sou) because

his life did not reside in his body. He himself dwelt in a

beautiful castle which hung between heaven and earth,

suspended by four golden chain* ; but his life was in an egg,

and the egg was in a dove, and the dove was in a hare, and

the hare was in a wolf, and the wolf was in an iron chest at

1
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the bottom of the sea. In hi* castle in the air he kept

prisoner a beauteous princess whom he had swooped down

upon and carried off in a magic chariot. But her lover

turned himself into an ant and so climbed up one of the

golden chains into the enchanted castle, for he had done a

kindness to the king and queen of ants, and they rewarded

him by transforming him into an ant in his time of need.

When he had learned from the captive princess the secret of

the giant’s life, he procured the chest from the bottom of the

sea by the help of the king of fishes, whom he had also

obliged
;
and opening the chest he killed first the wolf then

the hare, and then the dove, and at the death of each animal

the giant grew weaker and weaker as if he had lost a liinb.

In the stomach of the dove the hero found the egg on which

the giant’s life depended, and when be came with it to the

castle he found Body-without-Soul -stretched on hi* bed at

the point of death. So he dashed the egg against the

giant's forehead, the egg broke, and the giant straightway

expired.' In another Breton tale the life of a giant reside*

in an old box-tree which grows in his rnitle garden
;
and to

kill him it is necessary to sever the tap-rqpt of the tree at a

single blow of an a\e without injuring any of the lesser

roots This task the hero, as usual, successfully accomplishes,

and at the same moment the giant drops dead*

The notion of an external soul has now been traced in

folk-talcs told by Aryan people* from India to Brittany and

the Hebrides. We have still to show that the same idea occurs

commonly in the popular stories ofpeople; who do not belong

to the Aryan stock. In the first place it appears in the ancient

Egyptian story of "The Two Brothers." This story was

written down in the reign of Rameses II., about 1300 fcc.
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It is therefore older than our [.resent redaction of Homer,

and far older than the Bible. The outline of the story,

so far as it concerns us here, is as follows. Once upon

a time there were two brethren ; the name of the elder was

Anpu and the name of the younger was Bata. Now Anpu
had a house and a wife, and his younger brother dwelt with

him as his servant It was Anpu w'ho made the garments,

and every morning when it grew light he drove the kinc

afield. As he walked behind them they used to say to

him, " The grass is good in such and such a place," and he

heard what they said and led them to the good pasture that

they desired. So his kine grew scry sleek and multiplied

greatly. One day when the two brothers were at work In

the field the elder brother said to the younger, “ Run and

fetch seed from the village.'’ So the younger brother ran

and said to the wife of his cider brother, “Give me seed

that I may tun to the field, for my brother sent me saying.

Tarry not.’’ She said, " Go to the bam and take as much as

thou wouldst." He went and filled a jar full of wheat and

harley, and came forth hearing it on his shoulders. When
the woman saw him her heart went out to him, and she laid

hold of him and said, “ Come, let us rest an hour together.”

But he said, “ Thou art to me as a mother, and my brother

is to me as a father.” So he would not hearken to her, but

took the load on his back and went away to the field. In

the evening, when the elder brother was returning from the

field, his wife feared for what she had said, So she took

soot and made herself as one who has been beaten. And
when her husband came home, she said, " When thy younger

brother came to fetch sect), he said to me, Come, let us rest

an hour together. But I would not, and he beat me."

Then tl»e elder brother became like a panther of the south ;

he sharpened his knife and stood behind the door of the

cow-house. And when the sun set and the younger brother

came laden with all the herbs of the field, as was his wont
every day, the cow that walked in front of the herd said to

him, " Behold, thine elder brother stands with a knife to kill

thee. Floe before him.” When he heard what the cow
said, he looked under the door of the cow-house and saw

the feet of his elder brother standing behind the door, his
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knife in hi* hand. So he fled anil hi* hrother pursued him
with the knife. But the younger brother cried for help to

the Sun, and the Sur. heard him and caused a great water

to spring up between him and hk elder brother, and the

water was full of crocodiles. The two brothers stood, the

one on the one side of the water and the other on the other,

and the younger brother told the elder brother all that had

befallen. So the elder brother repented him of what he
had done and he lifted up hi* voice and wept. But he
could not come at the farther bank by reason of the

crocodiles. Hi* younger brother called to him and said,

" Go home and tend the cattle thyself. For 1 will dwell no
more in the place where thou art. I will go to the Valley

of the Acacia. Bui this is what thou shalt do for me.

Tlioo shalt come and care for roc, if evil bcfatls me, for I

will enchant my heart and place it on the top of the flower

of the Acacia
; and if they cut the Acacia and my heart

falls to the ground, thou shalt come and seek it, and when
thou hast found it thou shalt lay it in a vessel of fresh

water. Then 1 shall come to life again. But this is the

sign that evil has befallen me
;
the pot of beer in thine hand

shall bubble." .So he went away to the Valley of the

Acacia, but his brother returned home with dutt on hi* head
and slew his wife and cast her to the dogs.

For many days afterwards the younger brother dwelt

alone in the Valley of the Acacia. By day he hunted the

beasts of the field, but at evening he came and laid him
down under the Acacia, on the top of whose flower was his

heart. And many days after that he built himself a house

in the Valley of the Acacia. But the gods were grieved

for him
;
and the Sun wid to Khnumu, “ Make a wife for

Bata, that he may not dwell alone.' So Khnumu made
him a woman to dwell with him, who was perfect in her

limbs more than any woman on earth, for all the god* were
in her. So she dwelt with him. Bui one day a lock of

her hair fell into the river and Boated down to the land

Egypt, to the hou*c of Pharaoh’s washerwomen. The
fragrance of the lock perfumed Pharaoh's raiment, and the

washerwomen were blamed, for it was eaid,
MAn odour of

perfume in the garments of Pharaoh 1” So the heart of
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Pharaoh’s chief washerman was weary of the complaints

that were made every day, and he went to the wharf, and

there in the water he spied the lock of hair. He sent one

down into the river to fetch it, and, because it smelt sweetly,

he took it to Pharaoh. Then Pharaoh’s magicians were

sent for and they said, " This lock of hair belongs to a

daughter of tl»e Sun, who has in her the essence of all the

gods. Let messengers go forth to all foreign lands to seek

her." So the woman was brought from the Valley of the

Acacia with chariots and archers and much people, and all

the land of Egypt rejoiced at her coming, and Pharaoh loved

her. But when they asked her of her husband, she said 10

Pharaoh, Let them cut down the Acacia and let them
destroy iu” So men were sent with tools to cut down the

Acacia. They came to it and cut the flower upon which

was the heart of Bata
;
and he fell down dead in that evil

hour. But the next day, when the earth grew light and

the elder brother of Bata was entered into his house and

had sat down, they brought him a pot of beer and it

bubbled, and they gave him a jug of wine and it grew
turbid. Then he took his staff and his sandals and hied

him to the Valley of the Acacia, and there he found his

younger brother lying dead in his house. So he sought

for the heart of his brother under the Acacia. For three

years he sought in vain, but in the fourth year he found it

in the berry of the Acacia. So he threw the heart into a
cup of fresh water. And when it was night and the heart

had sucked in much water, Bata shook in all his limbs and
revived. Then he drank the cup of water in which his

heart was, and his heart went into its place, and he lived as

before.
1

In the Arabian Night: we read how Seyf cl-Mulook,

after wandering for four months over mountains and hills

and deserts, came to a lofty palace in which he found the

lovely daughter of the King of India sitting alone on a

golden coi»ch in a hall spread with silken carpets. She tells

Mupua. Cw.i fjfintaipu Compare W. MoMlIvinll 11 Elo«
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him that she is held captive by a jinnee, who had swooped
down on her and carried her off while she was disporting

herself with her female slaves in a tank in the great garden

of her father the king. Scyf d-Mulook then offers to smite

the jinnee with the sword anti slay him. “ But,’ she replied,

" thou canst not slay him unless thou kill his soul." * And
in what place,” said he, “ is his soul f" She answered, “ I

asked him respecting it many times
;

but he would not

confess to me its place. -It happened, however, that I urged

him, one day, and he was enraged against me, and said to

me, ' How often witt thou ask me respecting my soul ?

W hat U the reason of thy question respecting my soul ?’

So I answered him, ' O Hatim, there remained* to me no one

but thee, excepting God
;
and I, as long as I live, would

not cease to hold thy soul in my embrace
; and if I ck> not

take core of thy 60ul, and put it in the midst of my eye,

how can I live after thee? If I know thy soul, I would
take care of it as cf my right eye.’ And thereupon he said

to me, ' When I was born, the astrologers declared that the

destruction of my soul would he effected by the hand of one

of the sons of the human kings. I therefore took my soul,

and put it into the crop of a sparrow, and I imprisoned the

sparrow in a little box, and put this into another small box,

and this I put within seven other small boxes, and I put

these within seven chests, and the chests I put into a coffer

of marble within the verge of this circumambient ocean ; for

this pan is remote frem the countries of mankind, and none
of mankind can gain access to it.’" But Seyf el-Mulook got

possession of the sparrow and strangled it. and the jinnee

fell upon the ground a heap of black ashes.' In a modern
Arabian talc a king marries an ogress, who puts out the

eyes of the king’s forty wives. One of the blinded queens

gives birth to a son whom she names Mohammed die Prudent.

But tlic ogress queen hated him and compared his death.

So she sent him on an errand to the house of her kinsfolk

the ogres. In the house of the ogres he saw some things

hanging from the roof, and on asking a female slave what
they were, she said, " That is the bottle which contains the

life of my lady the queen, and the other bottle beside it

« Lkk’s Arathm Ki£tn (Uertoo. til JJ9 <f7-
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contain!) the eye* of the queens whom my mistress blinded."

A little afterwards he spied a beetle and rose to kill it

" Don’t kill it,” cried the slave,
14
for that is my life." But

Mohammed the l’rudcnt watched the beetle till it entered

a chink in the wall ; and when the female slave had fallen

as'ecp, he killed the beetle in its hole, and so the slave died.

Then Mohammed took down the two bottles and carried

them home to his father's palace. There he presented him-
self before the ogress queen and said, “ See, I have your life

in my hand, bi|t I will not kill you till you have replaced
the eyes which you took from the forty queens." The ogress
did as site was bid, and then Mohammed the I’rudcnt said,
‘‘ There, take your life." But the bottle slipped from his

hand and fell, the life of the ogress escaped from it, and she
died. 1

A Basque story, which closely resembles some of the
stories told among Aryan peoples, relates how a monster

—

a Holy-without -Soul—detains a princess in captivity, and is

questioned by her as to how he might be slain. With some
reluctance he tells her, “ You must kill a terrible wolf which
is in the forest, and inside him i* a fox, in the fox is a

1 G. Spina- Bey, Can/a trek, NttatdMx C#Ut>/Mdm ( 1‘arifc 1897 >,
"•Henri (Lrpleo oad t'"“. iWtjl. t>. l?S, wlih ihe cdiux'a mo, p. jjg
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pigeon ; this pigeon lias an egg in his head, and whoever

should strike me on the forehead with this egg would kill

me." The hero of the story, by name Malbrouk, has learrxjd,

in the usual way. the art of turning himself at will into

a wolf, an ant, a hawk, or a dog, and on the strength of

this accomplishment he kills the animals, one after the

other, and extracts the precious egg from the pigeon’s

head. When live wolf is killed, the monster feels it and says

despondently, " I do not know if anything is going to happen

to me. 1 am much afraid of it." When the fox and the

pigeon have been killed, he cries that it is all over with him,

that they have taken the egg out of the pigeon, and that he

knows not what is to become of him. Finally the princess

strikes the monster on the forehead with die egg, and he falls

a corpse.' In a Kabyl story an ogre declares that his fate

is far away in an egg, which is in a pigeon, which is in a

camel, which is in the sen. The hero procures the egg and

crushes it between his hands, and the ogre dies.* In a

Magyar folk-talc, an old witch detains a young prince called

Ambrose in the howels of the earth. At last she confided

to him that she kept a wild hoar in a silken meadow, and if

it were killed, they would find a hare inside, and inside the

hare a pigeon, and inside the pigeon a small box, and inside

the box ore black and one shining beetle: the shining beetle

held her life, and the black one held her power
;

if these two

beetles died, then her life would come to an end also. When
the old hag went out, Ambrose killed the wild boar, took

out the hare, from the hare he took the pigeon, from the

pigeon the box, and from the box the two beetles ; he killed

the black beetle, but kept the shining one alive. So the

witch’s power left her immediately, and when she came home,

she had to take to her bed. Having learned from her how
to escape from his prison to the upper air, Ambrose killed

the shining beetle, and the old hag’s spirit left her at once.'
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In another Hungarian story the safety of the Dwarf-king

resides in a golden cockcltafer, inside a golden cock, inside a

golden sheep, inside a golden stag, in the ninety - ninth

island. The hero overcomes all these golden animals and
so rccovcrs.his bride, whom the Dwarf-king had carried orT. 1

A Lapp story tells of a giant who slew a man and took

away his wife. When the man’s son grew up, he tried to

rescue bis mother and kill the giant, but fire and sword were
powerless to harm the monster

;
it seemed as if he had no

life in his body. * Dear mother,” at last inquired the son,
“ don't you know where the giant has hidden away his life f"

The mother did not know, but promised to ask. So one
day, when the giant chanced to be in a good humour,
she asked him where he kept his life. He said to her,

"Out yonder on a burning sea is an island, in the island is

a barrel, in the barrel is a sheep, in the sheep is a hen, in the

hen is an egg, and in the egg is my life." When the woman’s
son heard this, he hired a bear, a wolf, a hawk, and a diver-bird

and set off in a boat to sail to the island in the burning sea.

He sat with the hawk and the diver-bird under an iron tent in

the middle of the boat, and hr set the bear and the wolf to

row. That is why to this day the bear’s hair is dark brown
and the wolf has dark brown spots

;
for as tltey sat at the

oars without any screen they were naturally scorched by
the tossing tongues of flame on the burning sea. However,
they made their way over the fiery billows to the island, and
there they found the barrel. In a trice the bear had knocked
the bottom out of it with his claws, and forth sprang a sheep.

But the wolf soon pulled the sheep down and rent it in pieces.

l
;rom out the sheep flew a hen, but the hawk stooped on it and
tore it with his talons. In the hen was an egg, which dropped
into the sea and sank

; but the diver-bird dived after it.

Twite he dived after it in vain and came up to the surface

gasping and spluttering
;
but the third time he brought up

the egg and handed it to tire young man. Great was the
young man’s joy. At once he kindled a great bonfire on
the shore, threw the egg into it, and rowed away back across

the sea. On landing he went away straight to the giant’s

abode, and found the monster burning just os he had left the

• It. H. Bmk, 7i> p. its.
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egg burning on the island. " Fool that I was" lamented

the dying giant, “ to betray my life to a wicked old woman,”

and with that he snatched at an iron tube through which in

hapjKCr days he had been wont to suck the blood of his

human victims. But the woman was too subtle for him, for

she had taken the precaution of inserting one end of the

tube in the glowing embers of the hearth
;
and so, when the

giant sucked hard at the other end, he imbibed only fire and

ashes. Thus lie burned inside as well as outside, and when

the fire went out the giant's life went out with it’

A Samoyed story tells how seven warlocks killed a certain

man’s mother and carried off his sister, whom they kept to

serve tliein. F.vcry night when they came home the seven

warlocks used to take out their hearts and place them in a

dish, which the woman hung on the tent-poles. But the

wife of the man whom they had wronged stole the hearts of

the warlocks while they slept, and took them to her husband.

By break of day he went with the hearts to the warlock*,

and found them at the point of death. They all begged for

their hearts
; but lie threw six of their hearts to the ground,

and six of the warlocks died. The seventh and eldest war-

lock begged hard for his heart, and the man said, “ You
killed my mother. Make her alive again, and I will give

you back your heart.” The warlock said to his wife, "Go
to the place where the dead woman lies. You will find a

bag there. Bring it to me. The woman’s spirit Is in the

bag." So his wife brought the bag
;
and the warlock said

to the man, “Go to your dead mother, shake the bag and

let the spirit breathe over her bones ; so she will come to life

again.” The man did as he was bid. and his mother was
restored to life. Then he hurled the seventh heart to the

ground, and the seventh warlock died.’ In ,1 Kalmuck talc

we read how a certain khan challenged a ‘vise man lo show
his skill by stealing a precious stone on which the khan's life

depended. The sage contrived to purloin the talisman

while the khan and his guards slept
j
but not content with

1 F. ticUocM, " LopiJlnWtiv p 81 i/p
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thi* he gave a further proof of his dexterity by bonneting

the slumbering potentate with a bladder. This was too

much for the khan. Next rooming he informed the sage

that he could overlook everything else, but that the indignity

of being bonneted with a bladder was more than he could

stand
;
and he ordered his facetious friend to instant execu-

tion. Pained at this exhibition of royal ingratitude, the

sage dashed to the ground the talisman which lie still held

in his hand
;
and at the same instant blood flowed from the

nostrils of the khan, and he gave up the ghost'

In a Tartar poem two heroes named Ak Molot and

Dula: engage ill mortal combat. Ak Molot pierces his foe

through and through with an arrow, grapples with him, and

dashes him to the ground, but all in vain, Bulat could not

die. At last when the combat has lasted three years, a

friend of Ak Molot sees a golden casket banging by a white

thread from the sky, and bethinks him that perhaps this casket

contains Bulat's soul. So he shot through the white thread

with an arrow, and down fell the casket. He opened it. and

in the casket sat ten white birds and one of the birds was

Bulats soul. Bulat wept when he saw that his soul was

found in the casket. But one after the other the birds were

killed, and then Ak Molot easily slew his foe.’ In another

Tartar poem, two brothers going to fight two other brothers

take out their souls and hide them in the form of a white

herb with six stalks in a deep pit. But one of their foes

sees them doing so and digs up their souls, which he puts

into a golden ram's horn, and then sticks the rain's horn in

his quiver. The two warriors whose souls have thus been

stolen know that they have no chance of victoiy, and accord-

ingly make peace with their enemies* In anocher Tartar

poem a terrible demon sets all the gods and heroes at defiance.

At last a valiant youth fights the demon, binds him hand

and foot, and slices him with his sword. But still the demon

is not slain. So the youth asked him, “ Tell me. where is

ycj«r soul hidden? For if your soul had been hidden in

your body, you must have been dead long ago.” The demon

1 B. Jill*. A'tilmti-h'/iAe Manhat. imxito IWtixre, i3i9).
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replied. * On the saddle of my horse k a bag. In the bag

is a seqicnt with twelve heads. In the serpent 18 my soul.

When you have killed the serpent, you have killed me also.'

So the youth took the saddle-bag from the horse and killed

the twelve-headed serpent, whereupon the demon expired.
1

In another Tartar peem a hero called Kok Chan deposits

with a maiden a golden ring, in which is half his strength.

Afterwards when Kok Chan is wrestling long with a hero

and cannot kill him, a woman drops into his mouth the ring

which contains half his strength. Thus inspired with fresh

force he slays his enemy.*

In a Mongolian story the hero Joro gets the better of

his enemy the lama Tschoridoog in the following way. The
lama, who is an enchanter, sends out his soul in the form of

a wasp to sting Joro’* eyes. But Joro catches the wasp in

his hand, and by alternately shutting and opening his hand

he causes the Jama alternately to lose and recover conscious-

ness 1 In a Tartar poem two youths cut open the bedy of

an old witch and tear out her bowels, but all to no purpose,

she still lives. On being asked where her soul is, she

answers that it is in the middle of her shoe-sole in the form

of a seven-headed speckled snake. So one of the youths

slices her shoe-sole with his sword, takes out the speckled

snake, and cuts off its seven heads. Then the witch dies.*

Another Tartar poem describes how the hero Kartaga

grappled with the Swan-woman. Long they wrestled.

Moons waxed and waned and still they wrestled
;
years

came and went, and still the struggle went on. But the

piebald horse and the black horse knew that the Swan-

woman’s soul was not in her. Under tlie black earth flow

nine seas
;
where the seas meet and form one, the sea comes

to the surface of the earth. At the mouth of the nine seas
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rises a rock of copper
;

it rises to the surface of the ground,

it rises up between heaven and earth, this rock of copper.

At the Foot of the copper rock is a black chest, in the black

chest is a golden casket, and in the golden casket is the soul

of the Swan-woman. Seven little birds arc the soul of the

Swan-woman
;

if the birds arc killed the Swan-woman will

die straightway. So the horses ran to the foot of the copper
rock, opened the black chest, and brought back the golden

casket. Then the piebald horse turned himself into a bald-

headed man, opened the golden casket, and cut off the heads
of the seven birds. So the Swan-woman died.

1
In a Tartar

story a chief called Tash Kan is asked where his soul is.

He answers that there are seven great poplars, and under the

poplars a golden well
;
seven Maraltn (?) come to drink the

water of the well, and the belly of one of them trails on the

ground
;
in this Mural is the golden box, in the golden box

is a silver box, in the silver box are seven quails, the head
of one of the quails is golden and its tail silver

;
that quail

is Tash Kan’s soul. The hero of the story gets possession

of the seven quails arid wrings the necks of six of them.

Then Tash Kan comes running and begs the hero to let his

soul go free. But the hero wrings the quail’s neck, and
Tash Kan drops dead.® In another Tartar poem the hero,

pursuing his sister who has driven away his cattle, is warned
to desist from the pursuit because his sister has carried away
hi* soul in a golden sword and a golden arrow, and if he
pursues her she will kill him by throwing the golden sword
or shooting the golden arrow at him.3

A Malay poem relates how once upon a time in the city

of Indrapoora thete was a certain merchant who was rich

and prosperous, but he had no children. One day as he
walked with his wife by the river they found a baby girl,

fair as an angel. So they adopted the child and called her
Bidasan. The merchant caused a golden fish to be made,
and into this fish he transferred the soul of his adopted
daughter. Then he put the golden fish in a golden box full

of water, and hid It in a pond in the niklsi of his garden.
In time the girl grew to be a lovely woman. Now the

' XV. Kadk.ll, *f. ill. li. 531 w. i At, I,. «
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King of Indrapoora had a fair young queen, who lived in

fear that the king might take to himself a second wife. So,

hearing of the charms of Bidasari, the queen resolved to put

her out of the way. She lured the girl to the palace and

tortured her cruelly
;
but Bidasari couid not die, because her

sou! was not in her. At last she could stand the torture no

longer and said to the queen, “ If you wish me to die, you

must bring the box which is in the pond in my father's

garden So the box was brought and opened, and there

was the golden fish in the water. The girl said, “ My soul

is in that fish. In the morning you must take the fish out

of the water, and in the evening you must put it back into

the water. Do not let the fish lie about, but bii>d it round

your neck. If you do this, I shall soon die." So the queen

took the fish out of the box and fastened it round her neck
;

and no sooner had she done so, than Bidasari fell into a

swoon. But jn the evening, when the fish was put back

into the water, Bidasari came to herself again. Seeing that

she thus had the girl in her power, the queen sent hrr home
to her adopted parents. To save her from further persecu-

tion her parents resolved to remove their daughter from the

city. So in a lonely and desolate spot they built a house

and brought Bidasari thither. There she dwelt alone, under-

going vicissitudes that corresponded with the vicissitudes

of the golden fish in which was her soul. All day long,

while tte fish was out of the water, she remained un-

conscious
;
but in the evening, when the fish was put into

the water, she revived. One day the king was out hunting,

and coining to the house where Bidasari lay unconscious,

was smitten with her beauty. He tried to waken her, but

in vain. Next day, towards evening, he repeated his visit,

but still found her unconscious. However, when darkness

fell, she came to herself and told the king the secret of her

life. So the king returned to the palace, took the fish from

the queen, and put it in water. Immediately Bidasari

revived, and the king took her to wife. 1
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Another story of an external soul comes from Nias, an

island to the west of Sumatra, which we have often visited

in the course of this book. Once oil a time a chief was

captured by his enemies, who tried to put him to death but

failed. Water would not drown him nor fire bum him nor

steel pierce him. At last his wife revealed the secret. On
his head he had a hair as hard as a copper wire

;
and

with this wire his life was bound up. So the hair was
plucked out, and with it his spirit fled.

1

Ideas of the same sort meet us in stories told by the

North American Indians. Thus in one Indian tale the hero

pounds his enemy to pieces, but cannot kill him because his

heart is not in his body. At last the champion learns that

his foe's heart is in the sky, at the western side of the noon-

day sun; so lie reaches up, seizes the heart, and crushes it,

and straightway his enemy expire*. In another Indian myth
there figures a personage Winter whose song brings frost

and snow, but his heart is hidden away at a distance.

However, his foe finds the heart and burns it, and so the

Snow-maker perishes* A Pawnee story relates how a

wounded warrior was carried off by hears, who healed him

of his hurts. When the Indian was about to return to his

village, the bkl hc-bear said to him, “
I shall look after you.

I shall give to you a part of myself. If I am killed, you

shall be killed. If I grow old. you shall be old.” And the

bear gave him a cap of bearskin, and at parting he put his

arms round the Indian and hugged him, and put his mouth

against the man's mouth and held the man’s hands in his

paws. The Indian who told the talc conjectured that when

the man died, the old bear died also.’ The Navajccs tell of

a certain mythical being called “the Maiden that becomes a

Bear,' who learned the art of turning herself into a bear from
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the prairie wolf. She was a great warrior and quite invulner-

able
;
for when she went to war she took out her vital organs

and hid them, so that no 011c could kill her
;
and when the

battle was over she put the organs back in their places again.'

§
4. The external Soul in Folk-custom

Thus the idea that the soul may be deposited for a
longer or shorter time in some place of security outside the

body, or at all events in the hair, is found in the popular
tales of many races. It remains to show that the idea is

not a mere figment devised to adorn a tale, but is a real

article of primitive faith, which has given rise to a corre-

Iponding set of customs.

We have seen that in the talcs the hero, as a prepara-
tion for battle, sometimes removes his soul from his body, in

order that his body may be invulnerable and immortal in

the combat. With a like intention the savage removes his

soul from his body on various occasions of real or imaginary
peril. Thus we have seen that among the people of Mina-
hassa in Celebes, when a family moves into a new house, a
priest collects the souls of the whole family in a bag, and
afterwards restores them to their owners, because the moment
of entering a new house is supposed to be fraught with super-
natural danger.9 In Southern Celebes when a woman is

brought to bed the messenger wlw letches the doctor or the
midwife always carries with him something made of iron,

such ns a chopping-knife, which he delivers to the doctor.

The doctor must keep the thing in his house till the confine-
ment is over, when he gives it back, receiving a fixed sum ol

money for doing so The chopping knife, or whatever it is,

represents the woman's soul, which at this critical time is

believed to be safer out of her body than in it Hence the
doctor must take great rare of the object

;
for were it lost,

the womans soul would assuredly, they think, he lost with it.*

But in Celebes the convenience of occasionally depositing
the soul in some external object is not limited to human

1 Wuhn£!.» Miiil.ru-., - Tlu- 1SS7), n 407.
noiniiio UUM : n Navajo cere- * Allow. <ot i. p IJJ It.
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beings. The Alfoom, who inhibit the central district o(

that island, and among whose industries the working of iron

occupies a foremost place, attribute to the metal a soul which

would be apt to desert its body under the blows of the

hammer, if some means were not found to detain it. Accord-

ingly in every smithy of Poso—for that is the name of the

country of these people—you may see hanging up a bundle

of wooden instruments, such as chopping-knives, swords,

spear-heads, and so forth. This bundle goes by the name
of tamoa, which is the general word for “ gods," and in it the

soul of the iron that is being wrought in the smithy is sup-

posed to reside. * If we did not hang the /amen over the

anvil," they say, “ the iron would flow away and be unwork-
able," on account of the absence of the soul.

1

Again, we have seen that in folk-tales a man's soul or

strength is sometimes represented as bound up with his hair,

and that when his hair is cut off he dies or grows weak. So
the natives of Amboyna used to think that their strength

was in their hair and would desert them if it were shorn.

A criminal under torture in a Dutch Court of that island

persisted in denying his guilt till his hair was cut off, when
he immediately confessed. One man, who was tried for

murder, endured without flinching the utmost ingenuity of

his torturers till he saw the surgeon standing with a pair of

shears. On asking what this was for, and tcir-g told that

it was to cut his hair, he begged the)- would not do it, and
made a clean break. In subsequent cases, when torture

failed to wring a confession from a prisoner, the Dutch
authorities made a practice of cutting off his hair.' In

Ceram it is still believed that if young people have their

hair cut they will be weakened and enervated thereby." Here
in Europe it used to be thought that the maleficent powers

of witches and wizards resided in their hair, and that nothing

could make any impression on these miscreants so long as

* A. C. Knijl, " Eeo cn M<l«r un- 8 K. Vnlcntyn, Omlm /final Out-
cuuiiii ha pm’Ulijk no /jnfRif, ii. I43 */.
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they kept their hair on. Hence in France it was customary

to shave the whole bodies of persons charged with sorcery

before handing them over to the torturer. Millaeus witnessed

the torture of some persons at Toulouse, from whom no con-

fession could be wrung until they were stripped and com-

pletely shaven, when they readily acknowledged the truth of

the charge. A woman also, who apparently led a pious life,

was put to the torture on suspicion of witchcraft, and bore

her agonies with incredible constancy, until complete dcpiia-

tion drove her to admit her guilt. The noted inquisitor

Sprcr.gcr contented himself with shaving the head of the

suspected witch or wizard
;
but his more thorough-going

colleague Cumanus shaved the whole bodies of forty-one

women before committing them all to the flames. He bad

high authority for this rigorous scrutiny, since Satan himself,

in a sermon preached from the pulpit of North Berwick

church, comforted his many servants by assuring them that

no harm could befall them " sa lang as their hair we* on,

and sould newir latt ane teir fall fra thair ene."

'

Further it has been shown that in folk-tales the life of a

perton is sometimes so bound up with the life of a plant

that the withering of the plant will immediately follow or be

followed by the death of the person.1 Similarly among the

M’Bengas in Western Africa, about the Gaboon, when two

children arc bom on the same day. the people plant two

trees of the same kind and dance round them. The life of

each of the children is believed to be bound up with the life

of one of the trees
;
and if the tree dies or is thrown down,

they are sure that the child will soon die.’ In Sierra Leone

also it is customary at the birth of a child to plant a shoot

of a maieP'tree, and they think that the tree will grow with

the child and be its gcd. If a tree which has been thus

planted withers away, the people consult a sorcerer on

the subject.
1

In the Camcroons. also, the life of a person

» J. C. Dily.ll. 71. 1 Re** REA"’?***. "• i!>
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is believed to be sympathetically bound up with that of

a tree.
1 The chief of Old Town in Calabar kept his soul

in a sacred grove near a spring of water. When some

Europeans, in frolic or ignorance, cut down part of the

grove, the spirit was most indignant and threatened the

perpetrator* of the deed, according to the king, with all

manner of evil.’ Some of the Papuans unite the life of a

new-born child sympathetically with that of a tree by

driving a pebble into the bark of the tree. This is supposed

to give them complete mastery over the child’s life ;
if the

tree is cut down, the child will die* Alter a birth the

Maoris used to bury the navel-string in a sacred place and

plant a young sapling over It As the tree grew, it was a

toku oratiga or sign of life for the child
;

if it flourished, the

child would prosper
;

if it withered and died, the parent*

augured the worst for their child.* In the Chatham Island",

when the child of a leading man received its name, it was

customary to plant a tree, * the growth of which was to be

as the growth of the child," and during the. planting priests

chanted a spell .

5 In Southern Celebes, when a child

is born, a cocoa-nut is planted, and is watered with the

water in which the after-birth and navel-string have been

washed. As it grows up. the tree is called the “contem-

porary “ of the child.* So in Bali a cocoa-palm is planted

at the birth of a child. It is believed to grow up equally

with the child, and is called its “life-plant.'
1

In the Kei

Islands, when a birth has occurred, the placenta arc put in

a pot with ashes and so deposited among the branches

of a tree. Acoording as the child is a boy or a girl, the

placenta are regarded as i:* brother or sister, and the in-

tention of setting them on a tree is to enable them to keep
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a watchful eye on the fortunes of their comrade.

1 On
certain occasion* the Dyaks of Borneo plant a palm-tree,

which is believed to be a complete index of their fate. If it

flourishes, they reckon on gcod fortune; but if it withers

or dies, they expect misfortune.
4 According to another

account, at the naming of children and certain other festivals

the Dyaks arc wont to set a jfltM»»-plant, roots and all,

before a priestess
;
and when the festival is over, the plant

Is replaced in the ground. Such a plant becomes thence-

forth a sort of prophetic index for the person in whose

honour the festival was held. II the plant thrives, the man
will be fortunate ; if it fades or perishes, some evil will befall

him’ It is said that there arc still families in Russia,

Germany, England. France, and Italy who arc accustomed

to plant a tree at the birth of a child. Tire tree, it is hoped,

will grow with the child, and it i* tended with special care*

The custom is still pretty general in the canton of Aargau
In Switzerland

;
an apple-tree is planted for a boy and a

pear-tree for a girl, and the people think that the child will

flourish or dwindle with the tree.
1

In Mecklenburg the after-

birth is thrown out at the foot of a young tree, and the child

is then believed to grow with the tree.
0

In Bosnia, when
the children of a family have died one after the other, the

hair of the next child is cut with some ceremony by a stranger,

and the motlver carries the shorn tresses into the garden,

where she tics them to a fine young tree, in order that her
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child may grow and flourish like the tree.
1 When Lord

Byron first visited his ancestral estate of Newslead “he
planted, it seems, a young oak in some part of the grounds,
and had an idea that as it flourished 30 shouk! fit"* On a
day when the cloud that settled on the later years of Sir

Walter Scott lifted a little, and he heard that Wooditotk had
sold for over eight thousand pounds, he wrote in his journal:
"

I have a curious fane)'
;

1 will go set two or three acorns,

and judge by their success in growing whether I shall

succeed In clearing my way or not."* Near the Castle of

Dalhousie, not far from Edinburgh, there grows an oak-tree,

called the Edgcwell Tree, which is popularly believed to be
linked to the fate of the family by a mysterious tic; for

they say that when one of the family dies, or is about to

die, a branch (alls from the Edgewdl Tree. Thus, on
seeing a great bough drop from the tree on a quiet, still day
in July 1874, an old forester exclaimed, “The laird's dcid
neo

I
“ and soon after news came that Fox Maulc, eleventh

Earl of Dalhousie, was dead. 4

In England children are sometimes pasted through a

cleft ash-tree as a cure for rupture or rickets, and thence-
forward a sympathetic connection is supposed to exist

between them and the tree. An ash-tree which had been
used for this purpose grew a: the edge of Shirley Heath,
on the road from Ho:kly House to Birmingham. "Thomas
Chillingworth, son of the owner of an adjoining farm,
now about thirty-four, was, when an infant of a year old,

passed through a similar tree, now perfectly sound, which he
preserves with so much care that he will not suffer a single

branch to be touched, for it is believed the life of the
patient depends on the life of the tree, and the moment that

is cut down, be the patient ever so distant, the rupture
returns, and a mortification ensues, and terminates in death,

as wu the ease in a man driving a waggon on the very

road in question.” " It is not uncommon, however," adds the
writer, “for persons to survive for a time the felling of the

1 K. S. Krauu, •• Haanchmgot- > Loclhmt, UfitfSir WaterStill
•xWl but (ten SuiMiv.n,” /.</«—. (PilM EUitiui), ri. !«J.
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tree."
1 The ordinary mode of effecting the cure it to split

a young ash-sapling longitudinally for a few feet and pass

the child, naked, thrice through the fissure at sunnsc. As
soon as the ceremony has been performed, the tree is bound
tightly up and the fissure plastered over with mud or clay.

The belief is that just as the cleft in the tree coses up, so

the rupture in the child's body will be healed
;
but that if

the rift in the tree remains open, the rupture in the child

will remain too.' Some thirty years ago the remedy was
still in common use at i'itUeworlh and many other places in

Sussex. The account of the Sussex practice and belief is

notable because it brings out very clearly the sympathetic

relation supposed to exist between fhc ruptured child

and the tree through which it has been passed. We
arc told that the patient “ must be passed nine times every

morning on nine successive days at sunrise through o cleft

in a sapling ash-trec, which has been so far given up by the

owner of it to the parents of the child, as that there i* on

understanding it shall not be cut down during the life of
the infant who is to be pissed through it The sapling must
be sound at heart, and the cleft must be made with an axe.

The child on being carried to the tree must be attended by
nine persons, each of whom must pass it through the deft

from west to cast. On the ninth morning the solemn
ceremony is concluded by binding the tree lightly with a

coni, and i: is supposed that as the cleft closes the health of

the child hill improve. In the neighbourhood of Petworth
some cleft ash-trees may be seen, through which children

have very recently been pax*d. I may add, that only a few
weeks since, a person who had lately purchased an ash-trec
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standing in this parish, intending to cut it down, was told by
the father of a child, who had some time before been passed

through it, that the infirmity would be sure to return upon
his son if it were felled. Whereupon the good man said, he

knew that such would be the case
;
and therefore he would

not fell it for the world."
1

A similar cure for various diseases, but especially for

rupture, has been commonly practised in other parts of

Europe, for example in Germany. France, Denmark, and
Sweden, but in these countries the tree employed for the
purpose is generally not an ash but an oak. With
this exception, the practice and the belief are nearly the

same on the continent as in England, though sometimes
German wiseacres recommend that the ceremony should

be performed on Christmas Eve, Goud Friday, or the Eve
of St. John

;
in this last ease it is desirable that two

persons of the name of John should hold the split oak-

sapling op*n, while a third John receives the child after it

has been passed through the cleft.' In Mecklenburg, as in

England, the sympathetic relation thus established between
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the tree and the child is so close that if the tree ;s cut down
the child will die.' In the island of Rlgen people believe

that when a person who has been thus cured of rupture dies,

his soul passes into the same oak-tree through which his

body was passed in his youth' Thus it seems that with

the disease the sufferer is supposed to transfer a certain

vital part of himself to the tree so that it is impossible to

injure the tree without at the same time injuring the man ;

and in KUgen this partial union is thought to be completed

by the transmigration of the man's soul at death into the

tree. Apparently the disease is conceived as something
physical, which forms part of the patient and yet can be

stripped off him and left behind in the narrow aperture

through which he has forced his way. As this view of the

matter has been recently disputed," it seems desirable to

establish it, if possible, by confirmatory evidence. We shall

find such evidence in various parts of the world.

In the island of Nias, when a man is in training for the

priesthood, he has to be introduced to the various spirits

between whom and mankind it will be his office to mediate.

A priest takes him to an open window, and while the drums

arc beating points out to him the great spirit in the sun

who calls away men to himself through death ; for it is

needful that the future priest should know him from whose
grasp he will often be expected to wrest the sick and dying.

Jn the evening twilight he is led to the graves and shown
the envious spirits of the dead, who also are ever drawing
away the living to their own shadowy world. Next day he
is conducted to a river and shown the spirit of the waters

;

and finally they take him up to a mountain and exhibit to

him the spirits of the mountains, who have diverse shapes,
some appearing like swine, others like buffaloes, others like

goats, and others again like men with long hair on their

bodies. When he has seen all this, his education is

complete, but on his return from the mountain the new
priest may not at once enter his own house. For the

* Plow. />- KiuJf B. Ml. lMe#U S/Mmtm*, B. (18551.

p, 141.
1 K. B*et. " Brilnge von tier laicl 1 L, Mi. li. x lluttacd, Itpurl

7*ir*A*#l /iii J.utol, .1//. ii. M7
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people think that, were he to do so, the dangerous spirits

by whom he is still environed would stay in the house and

visit both the family and the pigs with sickness. Accord-

ingly he betakes himself to other villages and passes several

nights there, hoping that the spirits will leave him and

settle on the friends who receive him into their houses
;
but

naturally he docs not reveal the intention of his visit to his

hosts Lastly, before he enters his own dwelling, he looks

out for some young tree by the way, splits it down the

middle, and then creeps through the fissure, in the belief

that any spirit which may still be clinging to him will thus

be left slicking to the tree.' Again, among the Bilqiita or

Bella Coda Indians of British Columbia “the bed of a

mourner must be protected against the ghost of the deceased.

His male relatives stick a thorn-bush into the gtound at

each corner of their beds. After four days these arc thrown

into the water. Mourners must rise early and go into the

woods, where they stick four thorn-bushes into the ground,

at the comers of a square, in which they cleanse themselves

hy nibbing their bodies with cedar branches. They also

swim in ponds. After swimming they cleave four small

trees and creep through the clefts, following the course of

the sun. This they do on four subsequent mornings,

cleaving new trees every day. Mourners cut their hair

short The hair that has been cut off is burnt If they

should not observe these regulations, it is believed that they

would dream of the deceased.'’

"

To the savage, who fails

to distinguish the visions of sleep from the appearances of

waking life, the apparition of a dead man in a dream is

equivalent to the actual presence of the ghost
;
and accord-

ingly he seeks to keep off the spiritual intruder, just as he
might a creature of flesh and blood, by fencing his bed with

thorn-bushes. Similarly the practice of creeping through

four cleft trees is clearly an attempt to shake ofT the clinging

ghost and leave it adhering to the trees, just as in Nias the

1 Yu Kroner, •• Dei GSimdiem p. 1 3 (separate reprint from the Ktfari
do jyiuAr/ji.z*r Mink, a/ ;k, /i.Utti Jiutiam for 1891).

Tan/- A«uJ- r» VaihnhiHd,, nvii. We haw «*n fral. u p j»j) ilm ilu.-

(1890). pf. 478-iSo. Shmhmp Indian d ihc tunc region
‘ F>. Hons in SiT'n'i k'efv,/ at nlo len(c tbeli bctU gin, it

/A, jVirM ff'ii/.r/. Trikt! af faKoh, nilh j hfdgr of ihoin iM.hti.
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future priest ho|>cs to rid himself in like manner of the

dangerous spirits who have dogged his steps from the

mountains and the graves.

This interpretation of the custom Is strongly confirmed

by a funeral ceremony which Dr. C. Hose witnessed in

December 1898 at the chief village of the Madangs, a tribe

who occupy a hitherto unexplored district in the heart of

Borneo. “ Just across the river from where we were sitting,"

says Dr. Hose, "was the graveyard, and there I witnessed

a funeral procession as the day was drawing to a close. The
coffin, which was a wooden box made from a tree-trunk, was

decocatcd with red and black patterns in circles, with two

small wooden figures of men placed at either end
;

it was

lashed with rattans to a long pole, and by this means was

lifted to the shoulder* of the bearers, who numbered thirteen

in all, and who then carried it to the burying-ground. After

the mourner'; had all passed over to the graveyard, a man
quickly cut a couple of small sticks, each five feet long and

about an inch in diameter. One of these he split almost the

whole way down, and forced the unsplit end into the ground,

when the upper part opened like a V, leaving sufficient room

for each person to pass through. He next split the top of

the other stick, and placing another short stick in the cleft,

nude a cross, which he also forced into the ground. The
funeral procession climbed the mound on which the cemetery

was situated, |«oing through the V of the cleft stick in

single file. As soon as the coffin had been placed on the

stage erected for the purpose, the people commenced their

return, following on one another's heels as quickly as possible,

each spitting out the words, ' Pit balli trot balli jat ttiip

bertalp !

'

('Keep back, and close out all things evil, and

sickness *) as they |iasscd through the V*shapcd stick. The
whole party having left the graveyard, the gate was closed

by the simple process of tying the cleft ends of the stick

together, and a few words were then said to the cross-

stick, which they call "griuff, or the wall that separates the

living from the dead. All who had taken part in the

ceremony then went and bathed before returning to their

homes, nibbing their skins with rough pebbles, the old

Mosaic idea of the unrleannest of the dead, as mentioned in
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Number* (chip, xix.), evidently, finding a place among their

religious beliefs. It is apparently a great relief to their

minds to think that they can shut out the spiri: of the

deceased. They believe that the spirit of the dead Is not

aware that life has left the body until a short time after the

coffin has been taken to the graveyard, and then not until

the spirit has had leisure to notice the clothe*, weapons, and

other articles belonging to its earthly estate, which arc placed

with the coffin. But before this takes place the gate has

been closed*”
1 Here the words uttered by the mourners in

passing through the cloven stick show clearly that they

believe the stick to act as a barrier or fence, on the further

side of which they leave behind the ghost, whose successful

pursuit might entail sickness and death on the survivon*.

Thus the passage of these Madang mourners through the

cleft stick is strictly analogous to the passage of ruptured

English children through a cleft ash-tree. Both arc simply

ways of leaving an evil thing behind. Similarly the subse-

quent binding up of the cloven stick in Borneo 16 analogous

to the binding up of the cloven ash-tree in England. Both

are merely ways of barricading the road against the evil

which is dogging your step??: having passed through the

doorway you slam the door in the face of your pursuer.

With a like intention, doubtless, some of the savages

of Tonquin repair after a buna! to the banks of a stream

and there creep through a triangle formed by leaning two

reeds against each other, while the sorcerer souses them

with dirty water. All the relations of the deceased must

wash their garments in the stream before they return

home, and they may not set foot in the house till they

have shorn their hair at the foot of the ladder. After-

wards the sorcerer comes arxl sprinkles the whole house

with water for the purpose of expelling evil spirits.

1 Here

again we cannot doubt that the creeping through the

triangle of reeds is intended to rid the mourners of the

troublesome ghost So when tlx: Kamtehatkana had dis-

1 C. lh»c, « In tb€bcortoriV)mi}<v ,t pcwpladei tU'ptfadoBt du Toag
TAi C'&pafhUol JiwmxSt July RMHh rfx A* Vw//Af /»* GfariMR*
1900, p. 45 sy Septieme Scric, v. (Peris, 1S84). p-

* P.OOUI. •• Note* »U* cjurtqum 4JO. #
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posed of a corpse after their usual fashion by throwing it to

the dogs to be devoured, they purified themselves as follows.

They went into the forest and cut various roots which they

bent into rings, and through these rings they crept twice.

Afterwards they carried the rings back to the forest and

flung them away westward. The Koraks, a people of the

same region, burn their dead and hold a festival in honour

of the departed a year after the death. At this festival,

which takes place on the spot where the corpse was burned,

or, if that is too far off, on a neighbouring height, they

sacrifice two young reindeer which have never been in

harness, and the sorcerer sticks a great many reindeer horns

in the earth, believing that thereby he is dispatching a

whole herd of these animals to their deceased friend in the

Other world. Then they all hasten home, and purify them-

selves by passing between two poles planted in the ground,

while the sorcerer strikes them with a stick and adjures

death not to carry them off.* In the light of the customs

cited above, as well as of a multitude of ceremonies ob«erved

for a similar purpose in all parts of the world,
1 we may

safely assume that when people creep through rings after

a death or pass between poles after a sacrifice to the dead,

their intention simply is to interpose a barrier between

themselves and the ghost ; they make their way through a

narrow pass or aperture through which they hope that the

ghost will not be able to follow them. To put if otherwise,

they conceive that the spirit of the dead is slicking to them
like a burr, and that like a burr it may be rubbed or scraped

off and lelt adhering to the sides of the opening through

which they have squeezed themselves.

Similarly, when a pestilence is raging among the Koraks,

they kill a dog, wind Its guts about two polo, and |>ass

between the poles,
1 doubtless for the sake of giving the slip

to the demon of the plague in the same way that they give

the slip to the ghost. When the Kayar.s of Borneo have

1 S. K noeticihnnlkuw, lltuireihoig prcnili'* llitwy of ihf wul." Journal
*» Umiu Arn/ntaMa (Urp>, «/ >*< Wirrt-iywAjr*-./ InaOnlt.

«766), pp. a6S, ana. <iS86). p 6, .jy.

* Foe soct cuiapki of lh»c I niy
wUv lo in uncle of wine, " On crilam ’ S Krwlicuinnllior. if. tU. p.

U»ai codonii *» iltatmivt of is* >77 >i-
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been dogged by an evil spirit on a journey and are nearing

their destination, they fashion a small archway of boughs,

light a fire under it, and pass in single file under the archway
and over the fire, spitting into the fire as they pass. By
this ceremony, we arc told, “ they thoroughly exorcise the

evil spirits and emerge on the other side free from all baleful

influences.’'
1 Here, to make assurance doubly sure, a fire

as well as an archway is interposed between the travellers

and the dreadful beings who are walking unseen behind.

In our own country the Highlanders of Strathspey used to

force all their sheep and lambs to pass through a hoop of

rowan-tree on All Saints' Day and Beltane (the first of

November and the first of May),1 probably as a means of

warding off the witches, who arc especially dreaded on the
first of May, and against whose malignant arts the rowan-
tree affords an efficient protection. In Sweden when a
natural ring has been found in a tree, it is carefully removed
and treasured in the family; for sick and especially rickety

children arc cured by merely passing through it.* To crawl

under a bramble which has formed an arch by sending

down a second root into the ground, is an English cure

for whooping-cough, rheumatism, boils, and other complaints.
I n Devonshire the patient should creep through the arch
thrice with the sun, that is from cast to west. When a child

is passed through it for whooping-cough, the operators ought
to say

:

" In bramble, oat eouxh.

Here I leave the wbuo|xna*congh." *

1 W. H. Fames. RM-hn in prererratire tgilnu wlutvnfL* Alto
Aw«r.\ a Stfi.A, p. j» (Willing- the wltArt' „bb*\b «i the lim of Mar.
,«Ji I '«*»'( IviiiU, i8-», (Khanty we stove,pp>3 *,20h.aad p.194,
print*!), !»*" J. A« 1.1 tic power of ibe rowan-

* John R*muiy of Qcblntyrc. -W- tree 10 coumci*:t (heir 8milt, see W.
..mV -W.MV,. m /*.- Bigi/MtuA tUcfiM, FM /W, cj ft, Nntk'Eatf ./

Coutny. fdlttd by A. Albnlyor. ii. .SW/eill1
. p. 18S; J.C. Aikinun. Patif

45t- ImrnodUtdy after incMkiiW* y,„n in a .Vtariani Pari.4 (London,
i«.U mtorn the wilier aOfa :

* Am) in tSoti, p. 97 ipy.

IbfMlaltnic it ir the cistern for the ‘ H. K Pe'ilberf. " 7.»ic-«tla-ne
dauyBual to drive (be c*T,l« to the Delia wiwindtro Atcrglnatrn in

»h«l» with a wand of tliat uee (die Sksmdinaiien.” IVrr/tu
ro.un) ttt upon ll»- itiy of rrmonl. /• IWhinnJ., vii. < iRgrK P- 49 V-
whlrh b Ilid above the 6vn ami the 1 Dyer. EngiHA /Wf-Avr, p. 171
CTUle 1* gaiag bar* >g.ut to the ry. ; W. G. bfart, foU.xt.ii.inf. p
winter- town. This ws. nclonrd a 70.
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In P£rigord and other pans of France the same cure is

employed for boils.
1

In Bulgaria, when a person suffers from a

Congenital malady such as scrofula, a popular cure is to take

him to a neighbouring village and there make him creep naked

thrice through an arch, which is formed by insetting the

lower ends of two vine branches in the ground and joining

their upper ends together. When he has done so, he hangs

his clothes on a tree, and dons other garments. On his way
heme the patient must also crawl under a ploughshare, which

is held high enough to let him pass
.

1 Further, when
whooping-cough Is- prevalent in a Bulgarian village, an old

woman will scrape the earth from under the root of a willow-

tree. Then all the children of the village creep through the

opening thus made, and a thread from the garment of each

of them is hung on the willow. Adults sometimes go through

the same ceremony after recovering from a dangerous illness.'

Similarly, when sickness is rife among some of the villages

to the cast of Lake Nyaasa, the inhabitants crawl through

an arch formed by bending a wand and inserting the two

end* in the ground. By way of further precaution they

wash themselves on the spot with medicine and water, and

then bury tbr? medicine and the evil influence together in

the earth. The same ceremony is resorted to as a means of

keeping off evil spirits, wild beasts and enemies.* In Uganda,

when a chief is sick, they sometimes kill a cow near his

house and sprinkle the blood on the door-posts. A stout

stick, to which some grass has been fastened, is also

daubed with the blood and placed across the doorway.

Then the sick man, who has been brought out to witness all

this, is besprinkled with the blood on his forehead, shoulders,

and legs below the knees. After that he must jump over

the stick in the doorway, and as he docs so he. lets his bark-

1 Dt Wore. tVw/vaiw, .\fjiWt st

Ti&dtiivu, itn /VuvW-o its Antws, p.
* 5A» »• Oaldoi, On rwv. rite
'*' P. 7 «.

1 A. Stuasi. Hit Bulfarea (l.ri^x.

SsShp. SI*
’ A. Sines, dp. tit. jl 404.
* L*u /«-**,, lnw K

:

inCsnt.cl l' 7 i>.

1. 60. Amooir v-nir irltiis of Souh-
£«Urn AmUulu it vjj ciMo'rvxrf at

the <crouuu>CH \A taltblkni 10 lx oil

i;ioi*iAg into arches and cot**

|*el iW no*»<** to ft*** under ;

tl»c bad to crawl on

the ground to through. The
mirationof the coomofir « not stated.

S« A. W. HuwiH, :«/«'. Anrt’f.

At/ «iii llSSal. |>. 4«.
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cloth fall off. Ho may not look behind him, but must go
Straight on. The priest then takes up the meat and the

bark-cloth and goes in the opposite direction, never looking

behind him. Afterwards he eats the meat with his friends

in the open space before the chiefs house. We arc told

that " the evil » thus atoned for and clings to the bark-
cloth-’' Sometimes the treatment is different. After the
door-posts have been bespattered with the blood of the cow,

the patient is brought into the garden. Here the priest

takes a plantain stem some six f^et long, and having made
a long cut down it. opens it wide enough for the sick man
to pass through. As the patient goes through he leaves his

bark-ckith behind, and walks straight on into the house.

After that the priest removes the plantain stem and throws it

away on the road
.

1 Here plainly the patient Is supposed to

leave the sickness behind him adhering to the bark-cloth at

the moment when he jumps over the btood-smcaicd stick in

the doorway or squeases himself through the cleft in the
split plantain.

But if the intention of these ceremonies is merely to rid

the performer of some harmful thing, whether a disease or a

ghost or a demon, which is supposed to be clinging to him,

we should expect to find that any narrow hole or opening
would serve the purpose as well as a cleft tree or stick, an
arch or ring of boughs, or a couple of posts fixed upright in the
ground. And this expectation is not disappointed. On the
coast of Morven and Mull thin ledges of rock may be seen
pierced with large holes near the sea. Consumptive people
UKd to be brought thither, and after the tops of nine waves
had been caught in a dish and thrown on the patient’s head,

he was made to pass through one of the rifted rocks thrice

in the direction of the sun,* In the parish of Madem in

Cornwall there is a perforated stone called the Men an Tol,

or “ holed stone," through which people formerly crept as a
remedy foe pains in the back and limbs; and at certain

times of the year parents drew their children through the

> From noun on the emlam and > ]o»,n ttaiwiv, i'.w.WW S<«-
rrligian of ihc Wjganda real m* fry the « in ,i. EigkUuXk C<nt*ry, U.
Kcv. John K'*i*:oc, wmlonniy in 451 ta.

UfilOtiA.
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hole to cure them of the rickets .
1 Near Evcrck, on the site

of the ancient Caesarea in Asia Minor, there is a rifted rock

through which persons -pass to rid themselves of a cough*

Sometimes the hole which is to serve as a gateway to

health and happiness is made by burrowing in the ground.

In the Middle Ages both children and cattle were cured by

being forced through a hole dug in the earth* Less than

twenty years ago a Danish cure for childish ailments was to

dig up several sods, arrange them so as to form a hole, and

then pass the sick child through it-' Among the Corannas,

a people of the Hottentot race on the Orange River, “when

a child recovers from a dangerous illness, a trench is dug in

the ground, across the middle of which an arch is thrown,

and an ox made to stand upon it ; the chikl is then dragged

under the arch. After this ceremony the animal is killed,

and eaten by married people who have children, none else

being permitted to participate of the feast." 6 Here the

attempt to leave the sickness behind in the hole, which is

probably the essence of the ceremony, may perhaps be com-

bined with an endeavour to impart to the child the strength

and vigour of the animal. Ancient India seems also to

have been familiar with the same primitive notion that

amt wnimrM ej tht Cw'r of

CmmtJl (London, 779h 1>- >77
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sickness could, as it were, bo. stripped off the person of the

sufferer by passing him through a narrow aperture ;
for in

the Rlgveda it is said that Indra cured Apala of a disease

of the skin by drawing her through the yoke of the chariot

:

“ *huj the god made her to have a golden skin, purifying her

thrice."'

We may therefore take it as tolerably certain that, in the
opinion of the vulgar, the sympathetic relation established

between a person and the tree through which he has been
passed arises from the transference to the tree of some
vital portion of the man, and further that this transference

is supposed to take place in the crassest and most palpable
fashion, the man leaving a part of himself behind him in the

tree, just u he might leave shreds of his skin or clothing

behind him in a thom-hedge through which he had forced

hii way. That the thing which he thus deposits in th: tree

i* often a disease or malady makes no difference
;
to the

primitive mind a disease may easily present itself as a

concrete material Thing which forms part of the man and
which may. like his skin or his nails, he detached from him
by physical abrasion.

But in practice, as in folk-talcs, it is not merely with
trees and plants that the life of a person is occasionally
believed to be united by a bond of physical sympathy.
The same bond, it is supposed, may exist between a man
and an animal or a thing, so that the death or destruction

of the animal or thing is immediately followed by the death
of the man. lhc Kmpjrcr Romanus Lccapenus was once
informed by an astronomer that the life of Simeon, prince
of Bulgaria, was bound up with a certain column in Con-
stantinople, so that if the capital of the column were removed

1 II. Ofclonboir, Ok Rt.'igim m-,

VHe, p. 105. With ihr prnedinp
ttnmplre aefore ai, it worh
hllc Hiking »l«fwi the jvtleat
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Simeon would immediately die. The Emperor took the

hint and removed the capital, and at the same hour, as the

emperor learned by inquiry, Simeon died o • heart disease in

Bulgaria.
1 Amongst the Karens of Burma “ the knife with

which the navel-string is cut is carefully preserved for the

child. The life of the child is supposed to be in some way
connected with it. for if lost or destroyed it is said the child

will not be long-lived.’' s When Mr. Macdonald was one

day sitting in the house of a Hlubi chief, awaiting the

appearance of that great man, who was busy decorating his

person, a native pointed to a pair of magnificent ox-homs,

and said, “ Ntamc has his soul in these horns.” The horns

were those of an animal which had been sacrificed, and they

were held sacred. A magician had fastened them to the

roof to protect the house and its inmates from the thunder-

bolt. “ The idea,’ adds Mr. Macdonald, " is in no way
foreign to South African thought. A man’s soul there may
dwell in the roof of hi* house, in a tree, by a spring of

water, or on some mountain scaur."’ An eld Mang’anje

woman in the West Shire district of Rritish Central Africa

used to wear round her neck an ivory brrnment, hollow, and

about three inches long, uhich she called her life or soul

imoyo v*tHga\ Naturally, she would not part with it
;
a

planter tried to buy it of her, but in vain.' Some twenty

years ago, two English missionaries established at San

Salvador, the capital of the king of Congo, asked the natives

repeatedly whether any of them had seen the strange, big,

East African goat which Stanley had given to a chief at

Stanley Pool in 1S77. But their inquiries were fruitless;

no native would admit that he had seen the goat. '* Some
years afterward, the missionaries discovered that the reason

they could obtain no reply to their inquiry was that the

people all thought that they, the missionaries, believed the

goat contained the spirit of the king of San Salvador, and

1 03 retm. Cmfunt. Miner, p. * Alice W<n*r, m 1 le-.to to the

6*S », vol ii. p. iOS. «tl. ItekWer. *mbor. <l»wH i>ih Scpic.bc. 1699.

c T Co O-'”' ** .896). P 5*9. -*.«Seany Bmi*,, |S*6, pL U. p. 9- M»w Werner <!«crt*s (he oin.«iu
1
J. MxilomW. RtttjtKu ami Myth. as a rvco.ktl pq», tipering to t petal,

P* >9*- with ft neck or rach «i the iojk
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therefore the>' wished to obtain possession of it, and so

exercise an evil influence over the king."
1 Among several

of the tribes on the banks of the Niger, between Lokoja

and the delta, there exists “ a belief in the possibility of a

man possessing an niter ego in the form of some animal,

such as a crocodile or hippopotamus. It is believed that

such a person’s life is bound up with that of the animal to

such an extent that whatever affects the one produces a

corresponding impression upon the other, and that if one
dies the other must speedily do so too. It happened not

very long ago that an Englishman shot a hippopotamus
close to a native village

,
the friends of a woman who died

the same night in the village demanded and eventually

obtained five pounds as compensation for the murder of the

woman." 1 At home in England beliefs of the same sort

are not unknown. In Yorkshire witches are thought to

stand in such peculiarly close relations to hares, that if a
particular hare is killed or wounded, a certain witch will at

the same moment be killed or receive a hurt in her body
exactly corresponding to the wound in the hare.8 In like

manner the Yakuts of Siberia believe that every shaman or

wizard keeps his soul, or one of his souls, incarnate in 2n

animal which is carefully concealed from all the world.
" Nobody can find my external soul, it lies hidden far away
in the stony mountains of Edzhigansk,’’ said one famous
wizard. Only once a year, when the last snows melt and
the earth turns black, do these incarnate souls of shamans
in animal form appear among the dwellings of men. They
wander everywhere, but none save shamans can see them.

The strong ones sweep roaring and noisily along, the weak
steal about quietly and furtively. Often they fight, and
then the wizard whose external soul is beaten, falls ill or

dies. The weakest and most cowardly wizards arc they
whose .y.ruls are incarnate in the shape of dogs, for the deg
gives his human double no peace, but gnaws his heart and

tears his body. The most powerful wizards arc they whose

• HcibcR Want, ft* Kan. WA > Hi. Paikinme, YarUUrt Ltrtmb
Me Comgt Csirm'-j/i (loxtoo. 1890}. ant TraMimi, S«ontl Series (ton-
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external souls have the shape of stallions, elks, black bears,

eagles, or boars. Again, the Samoyeds of the Turukhinsk

region hold that every shaman has a familiar spirit in the

shape of a boar, which he leads about by a magic belt. On
the death of the boar, the shaman himself dies

;
and stories

are told of battles between wisards, who send their spirits to

fight before they encounter each other in person.
1 The

Malays believe that “ the soul of a person may pass into

another person or into an animal, or rather that such a

mysterious relation can arise between the two that the fate

of the one is wholly dependent on that of the other"* In

the Banks Islands “ some people connect themselves with

an object, generally an animal, as a lizard or a snake, or

with a stone, which they imagine to have a certain very

close natural relation to themselves. This, at Mota, is called

lamanin—likeness: This word at Aurora is used for the

'Mai' [U. soul] of Mota. Some fancy dictates the choice

of- a lametniu / or it may be found by drinking the infusion

of certain herbs and heaping together the dreg*. Whatever

living thing is first seen in or upon the heap is the tamamu.
It i* watched, but not fed or worshipped. The natives

believe that it comes at call. The life of the man is bound

up with the life of his hnvnniu. If it dies, gets broken or

lost, the man will die. In sickness they send to see how
the Utmaniu is. and judge the issue accordingly. This is

only the fancy of some.” 1

But what among the Banks Islanders and the Malays

is irregular and occasional, among oilier peoples is systematic

and universal. The Zulus believe that every man has

his Utloti, a kind of mysterious serpent, "which specially

guards and helps him, lives with him, wakes with him,

sleeps and travels with him, but always under ground.

If it ever makes its appearance, great is the joy, and the

nun must seek to discover the meaning of its appearance.

1 MfthaltovAiL •'Shinimisn in />- Miukt OxJi, June l Si*, p.

Siberia ana] Euufxan Kuwia,"/••'»!/ 93.1.

•f tht ArtSnfcUft'*) l»nii*l<. .»i*. 3 K. H. Cuilrinpon. '* N«c* on the
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He who has no ihlosi must die. Therefore if any one

unintentionally kills an ihlosi serpent, the man whose

ihlosi it was dies, but the serpent comes to life again."*

Every Calabar negro lias regularly four souls, one of

which always lire* outside of his body in the form of a

wild beast In the forest. This bush-soul, as Miss Kingsley

calls it, may be almost any animal, for example a

leopard, a fish, or a tortoise
;
but it is never a domestic

animal and never a plant. Unless he is gifted with second

sight, a man cannot see his own bush-soul, bill a diviner

will often tell him what sort of creature his bush-soul is, and
after that the man will be careful not to kill any animal of

that species and will strongly object to any one else doing

so. A man and his sons have usually the same sort of

animals for their bush-souls, and so with a mother and her

daughters. Uut sometimes all the children of a family take

after the bush-soul of their father
j

for example, if his

external soul is a leopard, all his sons and daughters will

have leopards for their external souls. And on the other

hand, sometimes they all take after their mother ; for

instance, if her external soul is a tortoise, all the external

1 f. Speck.-oarm, Ole ritmaos. Chief! do not t«m tmo the -or* kind
hur[rr M/ic™ in 4/riiv !Hemamu- of iiakn as onLrury people. For
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1
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souls of her sons and daughters will be tortoises too. So
intimately bound up is the life of the man with that of the

animal which he regards as his external cr bush-soul, that

the death or injury of the animal necessarily entails the

death or injury of the man. And conversely, when the man

dies, his bush-soul can no longer find a place of rest, but

goes mad and rushes into the fire or charges people and is

knocked on the head, and that is the end of it When a

person is sick, the diviner will sometimes tell him that his

bush-soul is angry at being neglected
;
thereupon the patient

will make an offering to the offended spirit and deposit it in

a tiny hut in the forest at the spot where the animal, which

is his external soul, was last seen. If the bush-soul Is

appeased, the patient recovers
;

but if it is not, he dies.

Yet the foolish bush-soul does not understand that in injur-

ing the man it injures itself, and that it cannot long survive

hia decease-
1

Amongst the Zapotecs of Central America, when a

woman was about to be confined, her relations assembled in

the hut, and began to draw on the floor figures of different

animals, rubbing each one out as soon a* it was completed.

This went on till the moment of birth, and the figure that

then remained sketched upon the ground was called the

child’s Iona or second *el£ “When the child grew old

enough lie procured the animal that represented him and

took care of it, as it was believed that health and existence

were bound up with that of the animal’s, in fact that the

death of both would occur simultaneously," or rather that

when the animal died the man would die.
3 Among the
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Indians of Guatemala and Honduras the HOgual or naval is

11
that animate or inanimate object, generally an animal,

which stands in a parallel relation to a particular man, so

that the weal and woe of the man depend on the fate of the

nagual" 1 According to an old writer, many Indians of

Guatemala " arc deluded by the devil to believe that their

life dependeth upon the life of such and such a beast (which

they take unto them as their familiar spirit) and think that

when that beast dicth they must die
;
when he is chased,

their hearts pant j when he is faint, they arc faint
;

nay, it

happencth that by the devil's delusion they appear in. the

alupe of that beasi (which commonly by their choice Is a
buck, or doe,. a .lion, or tigre, or dog, or eagle) and in that

shape have been shot at and wounded.'® Herrera’s account

of the way in which the Indians of Honduras acquired their

nagua/s, runs thus :
“ The devil deluded them, appearing in

the shape of a lion or a tiger, or a coytc, a beast like a
wolf, or in the shape of an alligator, a snake, or a bird, that

province abounding in creatures of prey, which they called

nogualts. signifying keepers or guardians, and when the bird

died the Indian that was in league with him died also,

which often happened and was looked upon as infallible.

The manner of contracting this alliance was thus. The
Indian repaired to the river, wood, hill, or most obscure

place, where lie called upon the devils by such names as he

thought fit, talked to the rivers, rocks, or woods, said he

went to weep that he migljt have the same his predecessors

had, carrying a cock or a dog to sacrifice. In that melan-

choly fit he fell asleep, and either in a dream or waking

saw some one of the aforesaid birds or other creatures,

whom lie entreated to grant him profit in salt, cacao, or any
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other commodity, drawing blood from his own longue, ear*,

and other parts of his bedy. making his contract at the

same time with the said creature, the which either in a
dream or waking told him. 1

Such a day you shall go abroad
asporting. and I will be the first bird or other animal you
shall meet, and will be your nagual and companion at all

times.’ Whereupon such friendship was contracted between
them, that when one of them died the other did not survive,

and they fancied that he who had no nagvai could not be
rich."' The Indians were persuaded that the death of their

•tagital would entail their own. Legend affirms that in the
first battles with the Spaniards on the plateau of Quctaaltc-
nango the nagun/s of the Indian chiefs fought in the form of
serpents. The nagual of the highest chief, was especially

conspicuous because it had the form of a great bird, re-

splendent in green plumage. The Spanish general Pedro
dc Alvarado killed the bird with his lance, and at the same
moment the Indian chief fell dead to the ground.*

In many of the Australian tribes each sex regards a
particular specks of animals in the same way that a Central
American Indian regards his nagua/, but with this difference,

that whereas the Indian apparently knows the individual

animal with which his life is bound up. the Australians only
know that each of their lives is bound up with some one
animal of the species, but they cannot say with which. The
result naturally is that every man spares and protects all

the animals of the species with which the lives of the men
arc bound up

;
and ever}' woman spares and protects all the

animals of the species with which the lives of the women are

bound up
;
txcausc no one knows but that the death of any

animal cf the respective species might entail his or her own
;
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jml as the killing of the green bird was immediately

followed by the death of the Indian chief, and the. killing of

tlv? parrot by the death of Punchkin in the fairy talc.

Thus for example, the Wotjobaluk tribe of South-Eastern

Australia “held that ’the life of NgunungOnCit (the Bat) is

the life of a man, and the life of Yirtatgurk (the Nightjar)

is the life of a woman,’ and that when either of these

creatures is killed the life of some man or of some woman
is shortened. In such a ease every man or every woman
in the camp feared that he or she might lie the victim, and

from this cause great fights arose in this tribe. I learn that

in these fights, men on one side and women on the other, it

was not at all certain which would be victorious, for at

times the women gave the men a severe drubbing with their

yarnsticks while often women were injured or killed by

spears.'” The particular species of animals with which the

lives of the sexes were believed to be respectively bound up

vaxied somewhat from tribe to tribe. Thus whereas among
the Wotjobaluk the bat was the animal of the men, at Gun
bower Creek on the I.ower Murray the bat seems to have

been the animal of the women, for the natives would not

kill it for the reason that "if it was killed, one of their

lubras [women! would be sure to die in consequence." *

But the belief itself and the fights to which it gave rise are
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known to have extended over a large part of South-Eastern

Australia, and probably they extended much farther.
1

Tlvc

belief is a very serious one, and so consequently are the

fights which spring from it Thus where the bat is the

men’s animal they “ protect it against injury, even to the

half-killing of their wives for its sake"; and where the fern-

owl or large goatsucker (a night-bird) is the women’s

animal, " it is jealously protected by them. If a man kills

one, they arc as much enraged as if it was one of their

children, and will strike him with their long poles.”

*

The jealous protection thus afforded by Australian men
and women to bats and owls respectively (for bats and

owls seem to be the creatures usually allotted to the two

sexes)' is not based upon purely selfish considerations.

For each man believes that not only his own life but the

lives of his father, brother*, song, and so on arc bound up with

the lives of particular bats, and that therefore in protecting the

bat species he is protecting the lives of all his male relations

as well as hi* own. Similarly, each woman believes that the

lives of her mother, sisters, daughters, and so forth, equally

with her own, are bound tip with the live* of particular owls,

and that in guarding the owl species she is guarding the lives

of all her female relations besides her own. Now, when

men’s lives arc thus supposed to be contained in certain

animals, it is obvious that the animals can hardly be dis-

tinguished from the men. or the men from the animals. If

my brother John’s life is in a bat, then, on the one hand, the

bat is my brother as well as John
;
and, on tlvc other hand,

John is in a sense a bat, since his life is in a bat. Similarly,

K my sister Mary's life is in an owl, then the owl is my
sister ar.d Mary is an owl. Tins is a natural enough con-

clusion, and the Australians have not failed to draw it.

When the bat is the man's animal, it is called his brother

;

and when the owl is the woman's animal, it Is called her

1 A. W. lion ill, t.<.

1 Dn&rr, AmlniUan Afontfmi,

P s*.
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sitter. And conversely a man addresses a woman as an owl.

and she addresses him as a bat.' So with the other animals

allotted to the sexes respectively in other tribes. For

example, among the Kurnai all Emu-Wrens were" brothers"

of the men, and all the men were Emu-Wrens
;

all Superb

Warblers were “sisters" of the women, and all the women
were Superb Warblers.-

But when a savage names himself alter an animal, calls it

his brother, and refuses to kill it, the animal is said to be his

totem. Accordingly the bat and the owl, the Emu-Wren and

the Superb Warbler, may properly be described as totems of

the sexes. But the assignation of a totem to a sex is com-
paratively rare, and has hitherto been discovered nowhere but

In Australia. Far more commonly the totem is appropriated

net to a sex, but to a tribe or clan, and is hereditary either

in the male or female line. The relation of an individual to

the tribal totem does not differ in kind from his relation to

the sex-totem
;
he will not kill it, he speaks of it as his

brother, and he calls himself by it* name.’ Now if the

1 Jaunt. Arttktep. httf liv. JJO, tli» virgin teturr. groups. SeeSpenetr
XT. 416, <thi “nightjar" rt BIXd Cille*, "Same raurlu «.
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relation* arc similar, the explanation which holds good of ihc

one ought equally to hold good of the other. Therefore the

reason why a tribe revere a particular species of animals or

plants (for the tribal totem may be a plant) and call them-

selves after it, would seem to be a belief that fhc life of each

individual of the tribe is bound up with some one animal or

plant of the species, and that his or her death would be the

consequence of killing that particular animal, or destroying

that particular plant. This explanation of totemism squares

very well with Sir George Grey’s definition of a totem or

kobong in Western Australia. He says: " A certain mysterious

connection exists between a family and its kobong, so that a

member of the family will never kill an animal of the species

to which his kobong belongs, should he find it asleep ;
indeed

he always kills it reluctantly, and never without affording it

a chance to escape. This arise* from the family belief that

some one individual of the species is their nearest friend, to

kill whom would bo a great crime, and to be carefully

avoided. Similarly, a native who ha* a vegetable for his

kobong may not gather it under certain circumstances, anil at

a particular i>eriod of the year."
1 Here it will be observed

that though each man sparr* all the animals or plants of the

species, they are not all equally precious to him ;
far from

it, out of the whole species there is only one which is

specially dear to him : but as he does not krx>w which the

dear one is, he is obliged to spare them all from fear of

injuring the one. Again, this explanation of the tribal totem

harmonises with the supposed effect of killing one of the

totem species. " One day one of the blacks killed a crow.

Three or four days afterwards a Boortwa (crow) [/>. a man

of the Crow clan or tribe] named Larry died. He had been

ailing for some days, but the killing of his wingong [totem]

hastened his death." * Here the killing of the crow caused

Aortw rr.tr, Autfvln, PC-
*'»*. P v '*9 Accor®* W Mr.
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the death of a man of the Crow clan, exactly as. in the case

of the sex-totems, the killing of a bat causes the death of a

Bat-man or the killing of an owl causes the death of an

Owl-woman. Similarly, the killing of his nagual causes the

death of a Central American Indian, the killing of his buih-

soul causes the death of a Calabar negro, the killing of his

ihlosi causes the death of a Zulu, the killing of his tamatriu

causes the death of a Banks Islander, and the killing of the

animal in which his life is stowed away causes the death of

the giant or warlock in the fairy tale.

Thus it appears that the story of ** The giant who had

no heart in his body" furnishes the key to the religious

aspect of totemism, that is, to the relation which is supposed

to subsist between a man and his totem. The totem, if I am
right, is simply the receptacle in which a man keeps his life,

as Punchkin kept his life in a parrot, and Bidasari kept her

soul in a golden fish. It is no valid objection to this view

that when a savage haa both a sex-totem and a tribal totem

his life must be bound up with two different animate, the

death of either of which would entail his own. If a man has

more vital places than one in his body, why, the savage may
think, should he not have more vital places than one outside

it ? Why, since he can put his life outside himself, should

he not transfer one portion of it to one animal and another

to another? The divisibility of life, or, to put it otherwise,

the plurality of ;ouls, i« an idea suggested by many familiar

facts, and has commended itself to philosophers like Plato,'

as well as to savages. It is only when the notion of a soul,

from being a quasi-scientific hypothesis, becomes a theological

dogma that its unity anti indivisibility are insisted upon as

essential. The savage, unshackled by dogma, is free to

explain the facts of life by the assumption of as many souls

as he thinks necessary. Hence, for example, the Caribs

supposed that there was one soul in the head, another in the

heart, and other souls at all the places where an artery is

felt pulsating.* Some of the Ilidatsa Indians explain the

‘ A«or!lng to I ’but, tlic <Mmni net urmvu roily to have Imopmed the

pnrt»i of Ihc tool «e«c Iwlgc'l Ui iTuloolc 6x1 rifle 10 uicaii ihol a<cf
iWfeicfii puls of ibe l*o4y (fwifw, twin >*<1 more thin :oe

pp. 69c72i»|, a»tl only co? i*in, cm 3JX
liMibewy, unarm!, Lwcinn k««m r f>c l.i lk«4c. “ Rc!nkm <**
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phenomena of gradual death, when the extremities appear

dead first, by supposing that man has four souls, and that

they quit the body, not simultaneously, but one after the

other, dissolution being only complete when all four have

departed 1 Some of the Dyaks of Borneo and the Malays

of the Peninsula believe that every man has seven souls.

1

The Alfoors of Poso fn Celebes arc of opinion that he has

three.' The Laos suppose that the body is the seat of thirty

spirits, which reside in the hands, the feet, the mouth, the eyes,

and so on.* Hence, from the primitive point of view, it is

perfectly possible that a savage should have one soul in his

sex-totem, and another in his tribal totem. However, as I

have observed, sex-totems have been found nowhere but in

Australia
;
so that as a rule the savage who practises totemism

need not have more than one soul out of his body at a lime.
4
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ir this explanation of the totem as a receptacle in which

a man keeps his soul or one of his souls is correct, we should

expect to find some totem tribes of whom it is expressly

stated that every man amongst them is believed to keep at

least one soul permanently out of his body, and that the

destruction of this external soul is supposed to entail the

death of its owner. Such a tribe arc' the Battas of Sumatra.

The Battas arc divided into exogamous clans (margas) with

descent in the male line
;
and each clan is forbidden to cat

the flesh of a particular animal. One clan may not cat the

tiger, another the ape, another the crocodile, another the dog,

another tlve cat, another the dove, another the white buffalo,

and another the locust. The reason given by members of a

clan for abstaining from the flesh of the particular animal is

either that they arc descended from animals of that species,

ami that their souls after death may transmigrate into tire

animals, or that they or their forefathers have been under

certain obligations to the animals. Sometimes, but not

always, the clan bear* the name of the animal. 1 Thus the

Battas have totemism in full. But, further, each Balta

believes that he has seven or, on a more moderate com-
putation, three souls. One of these souls is always outside

the body, but nevertheless whenever it dies, however far

away it may be at the time, that same moment the man dies

also.-* The writer who mentions this belief says nothing

objgn, In vinue of which he and they
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about tho Batta totems
;
but on the analogy of the Australian,

Central American, and African evidence we can scarcely avoid

concluding that the external soul,whose death entails the death

of the man, must be housed in the totem animal or plant.

Against this view it can hardly be thought to militate

that the Batta docs not in set terms affirm his external soul

to be in his totem, but alleges ether, though hardly contra-

dictory, grounds for respecting the isacrcd animal or plant of

his clan. For if a savage seriously believes that his life is

bound up with an external object, it is in the last degree

unlikely that he will let any stranger into the secret. In all

that touches his inmost life and beliefs the savage is exceed-

ingly suspicious and reserved
;

Europeans have resided

among savages for yean without discovering some of their

capital articles of faith, and in the end the discovery has

often been the result of accident. Above all, the savage

lives in an intense and perpetual dread of assassination by

sorcery
;
the most trifling relics of his person—the clippings

of his hair and nails, his spittle, the remnants of hi* food, his

very name 1— all these may, he fancies, be turned by the

sorcerer to bis destruction, and he is therefore anxiously

careful to ronecal or destroy them. But if in matters such

a> these, which arc but the outposts and outworks of his life,

he is so shy and secretive, how close must be the conceal-

ment. how impenetrable the reserve in which he enshrouds
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the inner keep and citadel of his being ! When the princess

in the fairy talc asks the giant where he keeps his soul, he

generally gives false cc evasive answers, and it is only after

much coaxing and wheedling that the secret is at last wrung

from him. In his jealous reticence the giant re.retnbles the

timid and furtive savage
;
but whereas the exigencies of the

story demand that the giant should at last reveal his secret,

no such obligation is laid on the savage
;
and no inducement

that can be offered is likely to tempt him to imperil his soul

by revealing its hiding-place to a stranger. It is therefore

no matter for surprise that the central mystery of the savage’s

life should so long have remained a secret, and that we should

be left to piece it together from scattered hints and fragments

and from the recollections of it which linger In fairy tales.

This view of totemlara throws light on a class of religious

rites of which no adequate explanation, so far as I am aware,

has yet been offered. Amongst many savage tribes, especially

such as arc known to practise totemism, it is customary
for lads at puberty to undergo certain initiatory rites, of

which one of the commonest is a pretence of killing the lad

and bringing him to life again. Such rites become intelligible

if we suppose that their substance consists in extracting the

youth's soul in order to transfer it to his totem. For the

extraction of his soul would haturally be supposed to kill the

youth or at least to throw him into a death-like trance, which

the savage hardly distinguishes from death. His recovery

would then be attributed either to the gradual recovery of his

system from the violent shock which it had received, or, more
probably, to the infusion into him of fresh life drawn from

the totem. Thus the essence of these initiatory rites, so far

as they consist in a simulation of death and resurrection,

would be an exchange of life or souls between the man and

his totem. The primitive belief in the possibility of such an
exchange of souls comes clearly out in the story of the

Ba«juc hunter who affirmed that he had been killed by a

bear, but that the beat had, after killing him, breathed its

own soul into him, so that the beads body was now dead,

but he himself was a bear, being animated by the bear'*

soul. 1 This revival of the dead hunter as a bear i» exactly

1 Jh. Henley, IMHlUbVtitOt, i. IIS iy. Similarly u nan c4 (hi Kulin
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analogous to what, if I am right, is supposed to take

place in the ceremony of killing a lad at puberty and

bringing him to life again. The lad die? as a man and

comes to life again as an animal
;
the animal's soul is now-

in him, and his human soul is in the animal. With good

right, therefore, docs he call himself a Bear or a Wolf, etc.,

according to his totem ; and with good right does he treat

the bears or the wolves, etc, as his brethren, since in these

animals are lodged the souls of himself and his kindred.

Example? of this supposed death and resurrection at

initiation arc the following. Among some of the Australian

tribes of New South Wales, when lads are initiated, it is

thought that a being called Thuremlin takes each lad to a

distance, kills him, and sometimes cuts him up, after which

he restores him to life and knocks out a tooth. In point of

fact, a tooth is knocked out of the mouth of ever}* youth on

this occasion, and while this is being done a loud humming

noise is made by swinging a bull-roarer, th»t is, a flat piece

of wood with serrated edges fastened to a string
1

In one

part of Queensland the humming sound of the bull-roarer,

which is swung at the initiatory rites, is said to be the noise

made by the wizards in swallowing the boys and bringing

them up again as young men. The Ualaroi of the Upper

Darling River said that the boy met a ghost which killed

him and brought him to life again as a man.1 So among

the tribes of Central Australia the bull -roarers are swung

while a boy is being circumcised, and the worsen and

trite it Victoria ns ailM Kurbuiu.
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children believe that the roaring noise is the voice of the

great spirit Twanyirika, who has come to take the boy away.

Twanyirika enters the body of the toy and carries him off

into the bush until his wound is healed, when the spirit goes

away and the boy returns an initiated man. 1 The resur-

rection to a new life appears to be represented at the

initiatory rites of some tribes of South-Eastern Australia by

the following ceremony. An old man, disguised with

stringy bark fibre, lies down in a grave, and is lightly

1 Spmet. amt liilWn, Ati/ilv 7l*Vi

ef Ctufal Audraiia, p. >46 On Uw
trull-ioircy, ik A. Ling, Caa'iHv a u»f
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}. IX
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covered up with sticks and earth, and as far as possible the

natural appearance of the ground is restored, the excavated

earth being carried away. The buried man holds a small

bush in his hand
;

it apjiears to be growing in the soil, and

other bushes arc stuck in the ground to heighten the effect.

The novices arc then brought to the edge of the grave, and

a song is sung, in which the only words used are the "class-

name" of the buried man and the word for stringy bark-

fibre. Gradually, as the song continues, the bush held by

the buried man begins to quiver and then to move more

and more, and finally the man himself starts up from

the grave.' Similarly, Fijian lads at initiation were shown

a row of apparently dead men, covered with blood, their

bodies seemingly cut open, and their entrails protruding.

But at a yell from tlic priest the pretended dead men sprang

to their feet and ran to the river to cleanse themselves from

the blood and entrails of pigs with which they had been

besmeared.

In the valley of the Congo initiator/ rites of this sort

are common. In some places they are called Ndembo.
•' In the practice of Ndembo the initiating doctors get some

one to fall down in a pretended fit. and in that state he is

carried away to an enclosed place outside the town. This

is called ‘dying Ndembo.’ Others follow suit, generally

boys and girls. but often young men and women. . . . They

are supposed to have died. But the parents and friends

supply food, and after a period varying, according to custom,

from three months to three years, it is arranged that the

1 A. W llowitt. "On An»-

traliin c*remc*k*c< l«t:*^iocit‘ywrv,
Anthrfif. Jutf. xiifc |l#84)» 453 H-
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doctor shall bring them to life again. . . . When the doctor’s

fee has been paid, and money (goods) saved for a feast, the

Ndetnbo people arc brought to life. At first they pretend

to know no one and nothing
;
they do not even know how

to masticate food, and friends have to perform that office for

them. They want everything nice that any one uninitiated

may have, and beat them if it is not granted, or even

strangle and kill people. They do not get into trouble for

this, because it is thought that they do not know better.

Sometimes'they carry on the pretence of talking gibberish,

and behaving as if they had returned from tire spirit-world.

After this they are known by another name, i>eculiar to those

who have ’died Ndernbo.’ ... We hear of the custom far

along on the upper river, as well as in the cataract region."
1

Mr. Herbert Ward informs us that the course of initiation

among the natives of this region lasts from six months to

two years, according to the tribal custom. During all this

time the novices are not allowed to wash themselves
;
they

smother their hodies with chalks of various colours and wear

a costume made of gras*. AH lads. of ten or twelve years

of age may go through the course, and most of them do so.

At the ceremony of induction the candidate is required to

drink a certain potion which renders him insensible. He is then

declared to be dead and is carried away into the forest, and

there circumcised. After a while he is restored to conscious-

ness, and the simple villagers believe that he has been raised

from the dead. Next he receives a new name and professes

not to be able to remember his former tribe or even his

parents. The initiated form a privileged order called

N'Kimba.* From another account given by the same writer

It would seem that in some places rites of this sort are only

resorted to when the elders of a village consider that

the women arc not bearing enough children. Upon this an

' W. IL Bentley, Life tn the Ceu*u Is nude to t«xli them » *<r« lu-
( London, I 8S?), p. 78 *y. Compare tpiagr. bot the vocabulary a raid to
'>*, /Wwr»v er, the C««,* (Lender. I:c *noll and to *)>»»• hub ingorwiry.

•9>3k ii. 3(2 • 387. During their Both *e»e» live together in iIk stock-

srdurwo in the ucclntb oxude the .td< amt the groimt immorality pir-
town tho bodtta of the omko ore viilt.

suppawd to dreompme at*l deny till * Herbert Ward. Any Km-/ with
only one tone of eaife of item n left tie Cmp Cwia/hf/r U-mvIot. 1890).
i» choree of the wirord. An MtWfil p J.| -V
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N'Kimba is proclaimed, and the sorcerers and other cele-

brants cf the rite betake themselves to a lonely wood. Here

they arc soon joined by voluntary' candidates Tor initiation.

Boys and men of any age are eligible. alto girls and women
who have not borne a child. Full sexual license is permitted.

At initiation the body of the candidate is painted with

white chalk ; he is supposed to die, to be raised from the

dead, and then to enter upon a new life. The initiated

speak a complicated language. At the conclusion of these

rites, which usually last live or six years, the members of

the craft take new names and. pretend to have forgotten

their former life
;
they even feign not to recognise their

parents and friends.
1 The following account of the rites, as

practised In this part of Africa, was given to Adolf Baslian by

an interpreter. " In the land c

(

Ambamba every one must die

once, and when the fetish priest shakes his calabash against

a village, all the men and lads whose hour is come fall into

a state of lifeless torpidity, from which they generally awake

after three days. Hut if the fetish loves a man he carries

him away into the bush and buries him in the fetish house,

often for many years. When he comes to life again, he

begins to eat and drink as before, but his understanding is

gone and the fetish man must teach him and direct him in

every motion, like the smallest child. At first this can only

be done with a stick, but gradually his senses return, so that

it is possible to talk with him, and when his education is

complete, the priest brings him back to his parents. They

would seldom recognise their son but for the express assur-

ances of the fetish priest, who moreover recalls previous

events to their memory. He who has not gone through the

ceremony of the new birth In Ambamba is universally looked

down upon and is not admitted to the dances." During the

period erf initiation the novice is sympathetically united to

the fetish by which his life Is thenceforward determined.'

The novice, plunged in the magic sleep or death like trance

within the sacred hut, “ beholds a bird or other object with

which his existence is henceforth sympathetically bound

• Herbert Ward. " KlhMsraphkal »tir. (1895), p. *88 >1 -

Note* reining to :he Ccogo Tribe*." 3 A. BaMlan. Eit r»i Saiv

/»/W tfHu |*1> 1 >
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tip, just as the life of the young Indian is bound up with

the animal which he sees in his dreams at puberty.” 1

Rites of this sort were formerly observed in Quoja, on
the west coast of Africa, to the north of the Congo. They
are thus described by an old writer :

—
" They have another

ceremony which they call Belli -l’aaro, but it is not for

everybody. For it is an incorporation in the assembly of

the spirits, and confers the right of entering their groves,

that is to say, of going and eating the offerings which the

simple folk bring thither. The initiation or admission to

the Belli-Paaro is celebrated every twenty or twenty-five

years. The initiated recount marvels of the ceremony,

saying that they arc roasted, that they entirely change their

habits and life, and that they receive a spirit quite different

from that of other people and quite new lights. The badge

of membership consists in .some lines traced on the neck

between the shoulders
; the lines seem to fcc pricked with a

needle. Those who have this mark pass for persons of

spirit, and when they have attained a certain age they are

allowed a voice in 'all public assemblies ; whereas the

uninitiated arc regarded as profane, impure, and ignorant

persons, who dare not express an opinion on any subject of

importance. When the time for the ceremony has come, it

is celebrated as follows. By order of the king a place is

appointed in the forest, whither they bring the youths who
have not been marked, not without much crying and weep-

ing
; fot it is impressed upon the youths that in order to

undergo this change it is necessary to suffer death. So they

dispose of their property, as if it were all over with them.

There are always some of the initiated beside the novices to

instruct them. They teach them to dance a certain dance

called killing, and to sing verses in praise of Belli. Above
all, they are very careful not to let them die of hunger,

because if they did so, it is much to be feared that the

spiritual resurrection would profit them nothing. This

manner of life lasts five fit six years, and is comfortable

1 HuM.m, PR dtMuie i'l/iVrfwii tkr \Qttjpvfiiial Setitiy, N.S..“ dir it l8j; q>. «. (l88jS $7* */> *"J I»/v-w.
PP 15-iS. y> </. On (Wat inbiatuy .In/kttf. Inn. xii. 1:884). ? 4J* : E.
HU« in tfcc Coi«u region alto Dflrnar Morgan, In AwW. Rtf/
t$<») II. H. J«tn»ian in /V>v.n£iw> '/ G>H»- N.S.. vi.
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enough, for there is a village in the forest, and the/ amuse
themselves with hunting and fishing. Other lads arc brought

thither from time to time, so that the last comers have not

long to stay. No woman or uninitiated person is suffered

to pass within four or five leagues of the sacred wood.

When their instruction is completed, they are taken from the

wood and shut up in small huts made for the purpose. Here

they begin once more to hold communion with mankind and

to talk with the women who bring them their food. It is

amusing to sec their affected simplicity. They pretend to

know no one, and to be Ignorant of all the customs of the

country, such as the customs of washing themselves, rubbing

themselves with oil, and so forth. When they enter these huts,

their bodies arc all covered with the feathers of birds, and

they wear caps of bark which hang down before their face'.

But after a lime they are dressed in clothes and taken to a

great open place, where all the people of the neighbourhood

arc assembled. Here the novices give the first proof of their

capacity hy dancing a dar.ee which is called the dance of Belli.

After the dance is over, the novices are taken to the houses

of their parents by their instructors ." 1 Miss Kingsley informs

us that “the groat point of agreement between all these

West African secret societies lies in the methods of initiation.

The boy, if he belongs to a tribe that goes in for tattooing,

is tattoed, and is handed over to instructors in the societies’

secret! and formulae. He lives, with the other boys of his

tribe undergoing initiation, usually under the rule of several

instructors, and for the space of one year. He lives always

in the forest, and is naked and smeared with clay. The
boys arc exercised so as to become inured to hardship ; ill

some districts they make raids so as to perfect themselves in

this useful accomplishment. They always take a new name,

and are supposed by the initiation process to become new
beings in the magic wood, and on tbeir return to their village

1 rij.jij.cf, DtunMitH dt fAfrifttt, cr.ifiik of a fowl «rc pUtnl on lbe
p. 268 Iy. Dapper's account los bon boj’s stonach to male itc ootfc Willing

•bridged in the text. Amore llw won mwrt real. See C. Me, “ Cot*
Boulcii, a tribe cn tie toast of T.sv. toms xml hxliiti erf the nxtires inhibit.

Afrit*, opputUc tolie Maml of Pciiita, ill* tbe llooJel ecuoUr," /Manat ./
one of the rites of initiation xito bi»h. /A- AHlhreftl* /uttUuta, »»v.

hwd anuien in * pr<tenet -A slnyiig (l»96f. P *»9-

o»s of tbs bds with a iwotil
.

the
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at tike end of their course, the/ pretend to have entirely

forgotten their life before they entered the wood
;
but this

pretence is not kept up beyond the period of festivities given

to welcome them home. They all learn, to a certain extent,

a new language, a secret language only understood by the

initiated. The same removal from home and instruction

from initiated members is observed also with the girls.

However, in their ease, it is not always a forest-grove they

arc secluded in ; sometimes it is done in huts. Among the

Grain Coast tribes, however, the girls go into a magic wood
until they arc married. Should they have to leave the

wood for any temporary reason, they must smear themselves

with white clay. A similar custom holds good in Okyon,
Calabar district, where, should a girl have to leave the

fattcnirig-house, she must be covered with white clay .” 1

Among the Indiana of Virginia, an initiatory ceremony,

called Huskaumu, took place every sixteen or twenty years,

or oftener, as the young men happened to grow up. The
youths were kept in solitary confinement m the woods for

several months, receiving no food hut an infusion of some
intoxicating roots, so that they went raving mad, and con-

tinued in this state eighteen or twenty days. “ Upon this

occasion it is pretended that these poor creatures drink so

much of the water of l.cthc that they perfectly lose the

remembrance of all former things, even of their parents, their

treasure, and their language. When the doctors find that

they have drunk sufficiently of the Wysoocan (so they call

this mad potion), they gradually restore them to (heir senses

again by lessening the intoxication of their diet ;
but before

they are perfectly well they bring them back into their

towns, while they are still wild and crazy through the violence

of the medicine. After this they arc very fearful of discover-

ing anything of their former remembrance
;

for if such a

thing should happen to any of them, they must immediately

be fiuikantnt’d again ; and the second time tire usage Is so

severe that seldom any ogc escapes with life. Thus they

: Mi** Many II. Kingtley. JVjtc// odd, though xn reddish • brown*

in Wot Afrit*

*

p. 531. P<rh&pHhc »<Hm turn* dM/gwy (E. It. TyJor.

iinnrrj; ». Chy may to Intended Anfto vjSfU}&, p. 67), which would

to indicate th*c the rxwkw h*vO under- a«twvt well ewagh to the hue of tli<

go*c the new birth ; fur the txgro cbty -beditUxl myriott-
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must pretend tn have forgot the very use of their tongues,

so as not to be able to speak, nor understand anything that

is spoken, till they learn it again. Now, whether this be

real or counterfeit, I don’t know ; but certain it is that they

will not for some time take notice ol anybody nor anything

with which they were before acquainted, being still under

the guard of their keepers, who constantly wait upon them
everywhere till they have learnt all things perfectly over

again. Thus they unlive their former lives, and commence
men by forgetting that they ever have been boys.

1 ’ 1

Among some of the Indian tribes of North America

there exist certain religious associations which are only open

to candidates who have gone through a pretence of being

killed and brought to life again. In 1766 or 1767 Captain

Carver witnessed the admission cf a candidate to an associa-

tion called “the friendly society of the Spirit" among the

Naudowcssics. The candidate knelt before the chief, who told

him that “he himself was now agitated by the same spirit

which he should in a few moments communicate to him
;
that

it would strike him dead, but that he would instantly be re-

stored again to life
;

to this he added, that the communica-

tion. however terrifying, was a necessary introduction to the

advantages enjoyed by the community into which he was on
the point of being admitted. As he spoke this, he appeared

to be greatly agitated, till at last his emotions became so

violent that his countenance was distorted and his whole

frame convulsed. At this juncture he threw something that

appeared both in shape and colour like a small bean at the

young man, which seemed to enter his mouth, aixl he
instantly fell as motionless as if he had been shot." For a

time the man lay like dead, but under a shower of blows he
showed signs of consciousness, and finally, discharging from

his mouth the bean, or whatever it was tlx.- Chief had thrown

at him, he came to life.' In other tribes, for example, the

1
(Bj.citey'.) WiU>y rf Voginh

t

ik®, i?Si|, p|v *71175. Tl«* lhin«

(Laxlro, 17m, p. 177 <y. Compare thrown x Ike ni»n ltd aliamrda

J. Brictncll, Tit Aaron1/ Ihttary </ vcniteil bf bun (xotntriy nota bras
AW/* CWiW. (Dublin, 1737). P- '“>1 •' ™.1I iM-ihct! (Ctftat*

iO< jy. «nx-Aip See SchoOknft, Indian
* J. Carver, Tratt/t Hr/ttg* ri, Ti-itti, lit i&j ; J. U. kohl, A'l/ttil-

lulirttr r,<1t .’/AWf.t Amtritn |b>i 6’rw<, l 71 I Stirmi Annual Arprt
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Ojebways, Winnebago** ami Dacctas or Sioux, the instru-

ment by which the candidate is apparently slain is the

medicine-baft. The baft is made of the skin of an animal

(such as the otter, wild cat. serpent, bear, raccoon, wolf, owl,

weasel), of which it roughly preserves the shape. Each

member of the society has one of these bags, in which he

keeps the odds and ends that make up his w medicine * or

charms. 11 They believe that from the miscellaneous contents

in the belly of the skin bag or animal there issues a spirit or

breath, which has the power, not only to knock down and

kill a man, but also to set him up and restore him to life.**

The mode of killing a man with one of these medicine-bags

is to thrust it at him
;
he falls like dead, but a second thrust

of tlte bag restores him to life.
1 Among the Dacotas the

institution of the medicine-bag or mystery-sack was attributed

to Onktchi, the great spirit of the waters, who ordained that

the bag should consist of the skin of the otter, raccoon,

weasel, squirrel, or loon, or a species of fish and of serpents.

Further, he decreed that the bag should contain four sorts of

medicines of magical qualities, which should represent fowls,

quadrupeds, herbs, and trees. Accordingly, swan's down,

buffalo hair, grass roots, and bark from the roots of trees are

kept by the Dacotas in their medicine-bags. From this

combination there proceeds a magical influence (touwan)

so powerful that no human being can of his own strength

withstand it. When the god of the waters had prepared the

first racdicinc-bag, he tested its powers on four candidates

for initiation, who all perished under the shock. So he

consulted with his wife, the goddess of the earth, and by
holding up his left hand and pattering on the back of it
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with the right, he produced myriads of little shells, whose

virtue is to restore life to those who have been slain by the

medicine-bag. Having taken this precaution, the ged chose

four other candidates and repeated the experiment of initia-

tion with success, for after killing them with the bag he

immediately resuscitated them by throwing one of the shells

into their vital parts, while he chanted certain 'words assur-

ing them that it was only sport and bidding them rise to

their feet. That is why to this day every initiated Dacota

has one of these shells in his body. Such was the divine

origin of the medicine-dance of the Dacotas. The initiation

takes place in a special tent The candidate, after being

Steamed in the vapour-bath for four successive days, plants

himself on a pile of blankets, and behind him stands an aged

member of the order. 41 Now the master of the ceremonies,

with the joints of liis knees and hips considerably bent,

advances with an unsteady^ uncouth hitching, sack in hand,

wearing an aspect of desperate energy, and uttering his

' Hfecn, hern, hern ’ with frightful emphasis, while all around

arc enthusiastic demonstrations of all kinds of wild passions.

At this point the sack is raised near a painted spot on the

breast of the candidate, at which the tonwan is discharged.

At the instant the brother from behind gives him a push and

he falS dead, and is covered with blankets. Now the

frenzied dancers gather around, and in the midst of bewilder-

ing and indescribable noises, chant the words uttered by the

god at the institution of the ceremony, as already recorded.

Then the master throws ofl' the covering, and chewing a

piece of the bone of the Onktchi, spirts it over him, and he

begins to show signs of returning life. Then as the master

pats energetically upon the breast of the initiated person, he.

convulsed, strangling, struggling, and agonizing, heaves up

Ac shell which falls from his mouth on a sack paced in

readiness to receive it. Life is restored and entrance effected

into the awful mysteries. He belongs henceforth to the

medicine- danee, and has a right to enjoy the medicine-

feast
" 1

' G. H. IW, "Dikco iup:i {Soioi Psxl, i$67), PP 35. 37 A
situoni," UMiMi tf lit Stinnima »u»ihr tut ibniigcil account cl Dm
1/ifimtal S~Kly ff Mr yiar 1867 Kikoin tradition >r.il L-«ige ii g.von Irj
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A ceremony witnessed by Jewitt during his captivity

among the Indians of Nootka Sound doubtless belongs to

this class of customs. The Indian king or chief “ discharged

a pistol close to hLs son's ear, who immediately fell down as

if killed, upon which all the women of the house set up a

most lamentable cry, tearing handfuls of hair’ from their

heads, and exclaiming that the prince was dead ; at the

same time a great number of the inhabitants rusbed into the

house armed with their daggers, muskets, etc., inquiring the

cause of their outcry. These were immediately followed by

two others dressed in wolf skins, with masks over their faces

representing the head of that animal. The latter came in

on their hands and feet in the manner of a beast, and taking

up the prince, carried him off upon their backs, retiring in

the same manner as they entered."
1

In another place

Jewitt mentions that the young prince— a lad of about

eleven years of age—wore a mask in imitation of a wolfs

head* Now, as the Indians of this part of America arc-

divided into totem clans, of which the Wolf clan is one of the

principal, and as the members of each clan are in the habit

of wearing some portion of the totem animal about their

person,* it is prohahle that the prince belonged to the Wolf
clan, and that the ceremony described by Jewitt represented

the killing of the lad in order that he might be bom anew as a

wolf, much in the same way that the Basque hunter supposed

himself to have been killed and to have come to life again a*

a bear.

This conjectural explanation of the ceremony has, since

it was first put forward, been confirmed by the researches of

Dr. Fr. Boas among these Indians
;
though it would seem

that the community to which the chiefs son thus obtained

admission was not so much a totem clan as a secret society

called Tlokoala, whose members imitated wolves. The
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name Tlokoala is a foreign word among the Nootka Indians,

having been borrowed by them from the Kwakiutl Indians,

in whose language the word means the finding of a manitoo

or personal totem. The Nootka tradition runs that this

secret society was instituted by wolves who took away a

chief s >on and tried to kill him, but, foiling to do so. became

his friends, taught him the rites of the society, and ordered

him to teach them to his friends on his return home. Then

they carried the young man back to his village. They also

begged that whenever he moved from one place to another

he would kindly leave behind him some red codar-bark to be

used by them in their own ceremonies j and to this custom

the Nootka tribes still adhere. Every new member of the

society must be initiated by the wolves. At night a pack of

wolves, personated by Indians dressed in wolf- skins and

wearing wolf-masks, make their appearance, seize the novice,

and carry him into the woods. When the wolves arc heard

outaidc the village, coming to fetch away the novice, all the

members of the society blacken their faces and sing, •* Among
all tl»e tribes is grea: excitement, because am Tlokoala.”

Next day the wolves bring back the novice dead, and the

members of the society have to revive him. The wolves are

supposed to have pul a magic stone into his body, which

must be removed before he can come to life. Till this is

done the pretended corpse is left lying outside the house.

Two wizards go and remove the stone, which appears to be

quartt, and then the novice is resuscitated.' Among the

Nfcka Indians of British Columbia, who are divided into four

principal clans with the raven, the wolf, the eagle, and the bear

for their respective totems, die novice at initiation is always

brought back by an artificial totem animal. Thus when a

man was about to be Initiated into a secret society called

Olala, his friends drew their knives and pretended to kill him.

In reality they let him slip away, while they cut off the head

1
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of a dummy which had been adroitly substituted for him.

Then they laid the decapitated dummy down and covered it

over, and the women began to mourn and wail. His rela-

tions gave a funeral banquet and solemnly burnt the effigy.

In short, they held a regular funeral. For a whole year the

novice remained absent and was seen by none but members
of the secret society. But at the end of that time he came
back alive, carried by an artificial animal which represented

his totem.
1

In these ceremonies the essence of the rite

appears to lie the killing of the novice in his character of a

man and his restoration to life in the form of the animal

which b thenceforward to be, if not his guardian spirit, at

least linked to him in a peculiarly intimate relation. It

is to be remembered that the Indians of Guatemala, whose

life was bound up with an animal, were supposed to have the

power of appearing in the shape of the particular creature

with which they were thus sympathetically united.' Hence
it seems not unreasonable to conjecture that in like manner
the Indians of British Columbia may imagine that their life

depends on the life of some one of that species of creature to

which they assimilate themselves by their costume. At least

if that is not an article of belief with the Columbian Indians

of the present day, it may very well have teen so with their

ancestors in the past, and thus may have helped to mould

the rites and ceremonies both of the totem clans and of the

secret societies. For though these two sorts of communities

differ in respect of the mode in which membership of them
is obtained—a man being born into his totem clan but ad-

mitted into a secret society later in life—we can hardly

1 Fr. Ecu, in 7ViM* A an ii lowed ncron the river by repet
/Ac AWli- Watvm Triki tf A^iio, memler. of the wolf cian oie
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doubt that they are near akin and have their root in the

same mode of thought 1 That thought, if I am right, is

the possibility of establishing a sympathetic relation with an

animal, a spirit, or other mighty being, with whom a man
deposits for safe-keeping his soul or some part of it, and

from whom he receives in return a gift of magical powers.

The Carrier Indians, who dwell further inland than the

tribes we have just been considering, arc divided into four

dans with the grouse, the beaver, the toad, and the grizzly

bear for their totems. But in addition to these clan totems

the tribe recognised a considerable number of what Father

Moricc calls honorific totems, which could be acquired,

through the performance of certain rites, by any person who
wished to improve his social position. Each totem clan bad

a certain number of honorific totems or crests, and these

might be assumed by any member of the dan who fulfilled

the required conditions
;
but they could not be acquired by

members of another clan. Titus the Grouse c!»n had for its

honorific totem* or'ercsls the owl, the moose, the weasel, the

crane, the wolf, the full moon, the wind, and so on
j the

Tosd clan had the sturgeon, the porcupine, the wolverine,

the red -headed woodpecker, the ‘'dardlng knife," and so

forth
;
the Beaver clan had the mountain-goat for one of its

honorific totems
;
and the goose was a honorific totem of the

Grizzly Bear clan. But the common bear, as a honorific

totem or crest, might be assumed by anybedy, whatever his

clan. The common possession of a honorific totem appears

to have constituted the same sort of bond among the Carrier

Indians as the membership of a secret society does among
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the coast tribes of British Columbia ; certainly the rites of

initiation were similar. This will be clear from Father

Morice's account of the performances, which I will subjoin in

his own words,. “ The connection of the individual with his

crest appeared more especially during ceremonial dances,

when the former, attired, if possible, with the spoils of the

latter, was wont to personate it in the gaze of an admiring
assemblage. On all such occasions, man and totem were
also called by the same name. The adoption of any such
* rite ' or crest was usually accompanied by initiatory cere-

monies or observances corresponding to the nature of the

crest, followed in all eases by a distribution of clothes to all

present. Thus whenever anybody resolved upon getting

received as LuUm or Bear, he would, regardless of the
season, divest himself of all hU wearing apparel and don a

bear skin, whereupon he would dash into the woods there to

remain for the space of three or four days and nights in

deference to the wonts of his intended totem animal. Every
night a party of his fellow-villagers would sally out in search

of the missing 'bear.’ To their loud calls: Yi ! Ktlultm
(Come on, Bear !) he would answer by angry growls in

imitation of the bear. The searching party making for the

spot where he had been heard, would find by a second call

followed by a similar answer that he had dexterously shifted

to some opposite quarter in the forest. As a rule, lie could

not be found, but had to come back of himself, whea lie was
speedily apprehended and conducted to the ceremonial lodge,

where he would commence his first
1 bear-dance in conjunction

with all the other totem people, each ofwhom would personate

his own particular totem. Finally would take place the pot-

lack [distribution of property] of the newly initiated
1 bear,’

who would not forget to present his captor with at least a

whole dressed skin. The initiation of the ' Darding Knife'

was quite a theatrical performance. A lance was prepared

which had a very sharp point so arranged that the slightest

pressure on its tip would cause the steel to gradually sink

into the shaft. In the sight of jhe multitude crowding the

lodge, this lance was pressed on the bare chest of the candi-

date and apparently sunk in his body to the shaft, when He

would tumble down simulating ceath. At the same time a
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quantity of blood—previously kept in the mouth— would

issue from the would-be corpse, making it quite clear to the

uninitiated gazers-on that the terrible knife had had its effect,

when lo ! upon one of the actors striking up one of the chants

specially made for the circumstance and richly paid for, the

candidate would gradually rise up a new man, the particular

prctfgf of the ' Darding Knife.’"' In the former of these

initiatory rites the prominent feature is the transformation of

the man into his totem animal ; in the latter it is his death

and resurrection. But in substance, probably, both arc

identical. In both the novice dies as a man and revives as

his totem, whether that be a bear, a '* darding " knife, or what

not

;

in other words, he has deposited his life or some portion

of it in his totem, with which accordingly for the future he is

more or less completely identified. Hard res it may be for us

to conceive why a man should choose to identify himself with

a knife, whether “ darding " or otherwise, we have to remember

that in Celebes it is to a chopping-knife or other iron tool

that the soul of a woman in labour is transferred for safety ;*

and the difference between a choppiivg-knifc and a “ darding
”

knife, considered as a receptacle for a human soul, is perhaps

not very material. Among the Thompson River Indians of

British Columbia warriors who had a knife, an arrow, or any

other weapon for their personal totem or guardian spirit,

enjoyed this signal advantage over their fellows that they

were for all practical purposes invulnerable. If an arrow

did hit them, which seldom happened, they vomited the

blood up. and the hurt scon healed. Hence these bomb-

proof warriors rarely wore armour, which would indeed have

been superfluous, and they generally took the most dangerous

posts in battle. So convinced were the Thompson River

Indians of the power of their personal totem or guardian

spirit to bring them back to life, that some of them killed

themselves Itt the sure hope that the spirit would immediately

1 A. C. Maries, “Nkb. Jtrlmro. sob-totem cr raullljilex :ottrni of the
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raise them up from the dead. Others, more prudently, ex-

perimented on their friends, shooting them dead and then

awaiting more or less cheerfully their joyful resurrection.

We are not told that success crowned these experimental

demonstrations of the immortality of the soul.'

The Toukaway Indians of Texas, one of whose totems is

the wolf, haw a ceremony in which men, dressed in wolf-

skins, run about on all fours, howling and mimicking wolves.

At last they scratch up a living tribesman, who has been

buried on purpose, and putting a bow and arrows in his

hands, bid him do as the wolves do—rob, kill, and murder .

1

The ceremony probably forms part of an initiatory rite like

the resurrection from the grave of the old man in the

Australian rites.

The people of Rook, an island to the cast of New Guinea,

hold festivals at which one or two disguised men, their heads

covered with wooden masks, go dancing through the village,

followed by all the other men. They demand that the cir-

cumcised boys who have not yet been swallowed by Marsaba

(the devil) shall be given up to them. The boys, trembling

and shrieking, are delivered to them.'and must creep between

the legs of the disguised mere Then the precession moves
through the village again, and announces that Marsaba has

eaten up the boys, and will not disgorge them till he receives

a present of pigs, taro, and so forth. So all the villagers,

according to their means, contribute provisions, which arc

then consumed in the name of Marsaba .
3

In New Britain

all males arc members of an association called the Duk-duk.

The boys are admitted to it very young, but arc not fully

initiated till their fourteenth year, when they receive from the

Tubuvan a terrible blow with a cane, which is supposed to

kill them. The Tubuvan and the Duk-duk are two disguised
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mcii who represent cassowaries. They dar.ee with a short

hopping step in imitation of the cassowary- Each of them
wears a huge hat like an extinguisher, woven of grass or

palm-fibres
; it is six feet high, and descends to the wearer's

shoulders, completely concealing his head and face. From
the neck to the knees the man’s body U hidden by a crinoline

made of the leaves of a certain tree fastened on hcops, one

above the other. The Tubuvan is regarded as a female, the

Duk-duk as a male. According to one account, women and

children may not look upon one of these disguised men or

they would dk:. So strong is this superstition among them
that they will run away and hide as soon as they hear him
coining, for they are aware of his approach through a peculiar

shrieking noise he utters as he gees along. In the district of

Berara, where red i» the Duk-duk colour, the mere sight of a

red cloth is enough to make the women take to their heels.

The common herd arc not allowed to know who the masker

is. If he stumbles and his bat falls to the ground, disclosing

his face, or his crinoline is tom to tatters by the bushes, his

attendants immediately surround him to hide his person

from the vulgar eye. According to one writer, indeed, the

performer who drop* his mask, or lets it fall so that the sharp

point at tlx: top sticks in the ground, is put to death. The
institution of the Duk-duk is common to the neighbouring

islands of New Ireland and the Duke of York. 1

Among the Galclarcese and Tobelorese of Halmahcra. an
island to the west of New Guinea, boys go through a form of

initiation, part of which seems to consist in a pretence of

begetting them anew. When a number of boys have reached
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the proper age, their parents agree to celebrate the ceremony

at their common expense, and they invite others to bet present

at it A shed is erected, and two long tables arc placed in

it, with benches to match, one for the men and one for the

women. When all the preparations have been made for a

feast, a great many skins of the rayfish, and some pieces of a

wood which imparts a red colour to water, arc taken to the

shed. A priest or elder causes a vessel to be placed in the

sight of all the people, and then begins, with significant

gestures, to rub a piece of the wood with the ray-skin. The
powder so produced is put in the vessel, and at the same

time the name of one of lire boys is called out. The same

proceeding is repeated for each boy. Then the vessels are

filled with water, after which the feast begins. At the third

cock-crow the priest smears the faces and bodies of the boys

with the red water, which represents the blood shed at the

perforation of the hyvun. Towards daybreak the boys arc

taken to the wood, and must hide behind the largest trees.

The men, armed with sword and shield, accompany them,

dancing and singing. The priest knocks thrice on each of

the tree* behind which a boy is hiding. All day the boys

stay in the wood, exposing themselves to the heat of the sun

as much as posssible. In the evening they bathe and return

to the shed, where the women supply them with food.
1

In the west of Ceram boys at puberty arc admitted to

the Kakian association.^ Modern writers have commonly

1
J. G. V. kbdrf. "Gikfa u*d ».Au6//Ar

ToMorCttO," Ztitnhrif) ffir F/Sk?- xvi. 154 jyy. \
Van R«c*, Dtf Pm*

Ay*. xvii. (1SS5), p. 81 rq. Nirrs dty (n Nitrfends

/*«*>, pp* 9*-«o6s V*» Ifoovril,
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InliitUiy ccremooiet hate often Wm ix 1 ct My ; Sciofte, * Ueber Ceram
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regarded this association as primarily a political league in-

stituted to resist foreign domination. In reality its objects

are purely religious and social, though it is possible that the

priests may have occasionally used their powerful influence

for political ends. The society is In fact merely one of those

widely-diffused primitive institutions, of which a chief object

is the initiation of young men. In recent years the tiue

nature of the association has been duly recognised by the

distinguished Dutch ethnologist, J. G. F. Riedel. The Kakian

house is an oblong wooden shed, situated under the darkest

trees in the depth of the forest, and is built to admit so little

light that it is impossible to see what goes on In it. Every

village has such a house. Thither the boys who arc to be

initiated arc conducted bJiiaifoldcd, followed by their parents

and relations. Each boy is led by the hnnd by two men,

who act as his sponsors or guardians, looking after him

during the period of initiation. When all are assembled

before the shed, the high priest calls aloud upon the devils.

Immediately a hideous uproar is heard to proceed from the

shed. It i* made by men with bamboo trumpets, who have

been secretly introduced into the building by a back door,

but the women and children think it is made by the devils,

and are much terrified. Then the priests enter the shed,

followed by the boys, one at a time. As soon as each bay

has disappeared within the precincts, a dull chopping sound

Ls heard, a fearful cry rings out, and a sword or spear, dripping

with blood, is thrust through the roof of the shed. This is a

token that the boy's head has been cut off, and that the devil

has carried him away to the other world, there to regenerate

and transform him. So at sight of the bloody sword the

mothers weep and wail, crying that the devil has murdered

their children. In some places, it would seem, the boys are

pushed through an opening made in the shape of a crocodile’s

jaws or a cassowary's beak, and it is then said that the devil

lias swallowed them, The boys remain In the shed for five

or nine days. Sitting in the dark, they hear the blast of the

bamboo trumpets, and from time to time the sound of musket

shots and the clash of swords. Every day they bathe, and

their faces and bodies arc smeared with a yellow dye, to give

them the appearance of having been swallowed by the devil.
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During his stay in the Kakian house each boy hat one or

two crones tattooed with thorns on his breast or arm.

When they are not sleeping, the lads must sit in a crouching

posture without moving a muscle. As they sit in a row

cross-legged, with their hands stretched out, the chief takes

his trumpet, and placing the mouth of it on the hands of

each lad, speaks through it in strange tones, imitating the

voice of the spirits. He warns the lads, under pain of death,

to observe the rules of the Kakian society, and never to

reveal what has passed in the Kakian house. The novices

arc also told by the priests to behave well to their blood

relations, and are taught the traditions and secrets of the

tribe.

Meantime the mothers and sisters of the lads have gone
home to weep and mourn. But in a day or two the men
who acted as guardians or sponsors to the novices return to

the village with the glad tidings that the devil, at the inter-

cession of the priests, has restored the lads to life. The
men who bring this new-a come in a fainting state and
daubed with mud, like messengers freshly arrived from the

nether world. Before leaving the Kakian house, each lad

receives from the priest a stick adorned at both ends with

cock's or cassowary's feathers. The sticks arc supposed to

have been given to the lads by the devil at the time when he
restored them to life, and they serve as a token that the youths
have been in the spirit-land. When they return to their

homes they totter in their walk, and enter the house back-

ward, as if they had forgotten how to walk properly
;
or they

enter the house by tlie back door. If a plate of food is given

to them, they hold it upside down. They remain dumb,
indicating their wnnts by signs only. All this is to show
that they are still under the influence of the devil or the

spirits. Their sponsors have to teach them all the common
acts of life, as if they were new-born children. Further,

upon leaving the Kakian house the boys arc strictly for-

bidden to eat of certain fruits until the next celebration of

the rites has taken place. And for twenty or thirty days
their hair may not be combed by their mothers or sisters.

At the end of that time the high priest takes them to a
lonely place in the forest, and cuts off a lock of hair from the
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crown of each of their heads. After these initiatory rites the

lads arc deemed men, and may marry ; it would be a scandal

if they married before.

The simulation of death and resurrection or of a new
biith at initiation appears to have lingered on, or at least- to

have left traces of itself, among peoples who have advanced

far beyond the stage of savagery. Thus, after his investiture

with the sacred thread—the symbol of his order—a Brah-

man is called ” twice bom." Manu says, “ According to

the injunction of the revealed texts the first birth of an
Aryan is from his natural mother, the second happens on
the tying of the girdle of Muflga grass, and. the third on the

initiation to the performance of a .Srauia sacrifice."

'

A
pretence of killing the candidate perhaps formed part of

the initiation to the Mithraic mysteries.’

Thus, if I am right, wherever tolemism is found, and

wherever a pretence is made of killing and bringing to life

again at initiation, there must exist or have existed not only

a belief in the possibility of ]jermanently depositing the soul

in some external object—animal, plant, or ' what not—but

an actual intention cf so doing. If the question is put.

why do men desire to deposit their life outside their

bodies ? the answer can only be that, like the giant in the

fairy tale, they think it safer to do so than to carry it about

with them, just as people deposit their money with a banker

rather than carry it on their persons We have seen that at

critical periods the life or soul is sometimes temporarily

deposited in a safe place till the danger is past. But insti-

tutions like totembm arc not resorted to merely on special

occasions of danger
;
they are systems into which every one,

or at least every male, is obliged to be initiatod at a certain

period of life. Now the period of life at which initiation

takes place is regularly puberty
;
and this fact suggests that

the special danger which totemism and systems like it arc

1 Lai; y .1Abm, li. 14a. tniu. b* 1 lampridfci. Cutmtdtu. o : C. W.
Battler; Dubois, fnititiUi,'*: King, Til Cimlkietd lit/rAVimdu,1
U OriKKmu. Jr, rtuf/tt Jr r/mir, i. p>» 157, 1 29. Coupon: Fi. Cubkioc,

!J5: Monies Wfllliim. /tt/ig/Mrf Lift Tirtrs et Mmum/xti nJatUt
0*4 Thng^t in Mia, pp. 360 if., nix uyittra dr Mithrs, i. (B-iusels,

}°c V I «. Oldenbag. Du Kritgim 1899), pt> 69 if., 311 */.

dr: I’nii. p «66w.
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intended to obviate is supposed not to arise till sexual

maturity ha* been attained, in fact, that the danger appre-

hended is believed to attend the relation of the sexes to each

other. It would be easy to prove by a long array of facts

that the sexual relation is associated in the primitive mind

with many serious perils; hut the exact nature of the danger

apprehended is still obscure. We may hope that a more
exact acquaintance with savage modes of thought will in

time disclose this central mystery of primitive society, and

will thereby furnish the clue, not only to lotemism, but to

the origin of the marriage system.

§ 5. Conclusion

Thus the view that Balder'* life was in the mistletoe

is entirely in harmony with primitive modes of thought. It

may indeed sound like a contradiction that, if hi* life was in

the mistletoe, he should nevertheless have been killed by a

blow from it But when a person's life is conceived as

embodied In a particular object, with the existence of which

his own existence is inseparably bound up, and the destruc-

tion of which involves his own, the object in question may
be regarded and spoken of Indifferently as the person's life

or as his death, as happens in the fairy tales. Hence if a

man’s death is in an object, it is perfectly natural that he

should be killed by a blow from It. In the fairy tales

Koshchei the Deathless is killed by a blow from the egg or

the stone in which his life or death is;
1 the ogre* burst

when a certain grain of sand—doubtless containing their

life or death—is carried over their heads; 1
the magician

dies when the stone in which his life or death is contained

is put under his pillow;" and the- Tartar hero is warned

that he may be killed by the golden arrow or golden sword

in which his soul has been stowed away.'
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The idea that the life of the oak was in the mistletoe

was probably suggested, as I have said, by the observation

that in winter the mistletoe growing on the oak remains
green while the oak itself is leafless. But the position of

the plant—growing not from the ground but from the trunk

or branches of the tree—might confirm this idea. Primitive

man might think that, like himself, the oak-spirit had sought

to deposit his life in some safe place, and for this purpose
had pitched on the mistletoe, which, being in a sense neither

on earth nor in heaven, was as secure a place as could be
found. At the beginning of this chapter we saw that primi-

tive man seeks to preserve tbe life of his human divinities

by keeping them in a sort of intermediate position between
earth and heaven, as the place where they arc least likely to

be assailed by the dangers that encompass the life of man
on earth. We can therefore understand why it has been a

rule both of ancient and of modem folk-medicine that the

mistletoe should not be allowed to touch the ground
; were

it to touch the grouryl, its healing virtue would be gone. 1

This may be a survival of the old superstition that the plant

in which the life of the sacred tree was concentrated should

not be exposed to the risk incurred by contact with the

earth. In an Indian legend, which offers a parallel to the

Balder myth, Indra promised the demon Namuci not to kill

him by day or by night, por with what was wet or what was
dry. But he killed him in the morning twilight by sprinkling

over him the foam of the sea* The foam of the sea is just

such an object as a savage might chcosc to put his life in,

because it occupies that sort of intermediate or nondescript

uwd 10 tailed upt® * ana'* Mel, ihl wot Uindfoltied. and threw his xvaiioe
t/hrt imp blindfolded snack oi it with or the mUllelnr Iron > little distune*,
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position between earth and sky or sea and sky in which

primitive man ices safety. It is therefore not surprising

that the foam of the river should be the totem of a dan in

India.
1 Again, the view that the mistletoe owes its mystic

character partly to its not growing on the ground is con-

firmed by a parallel superstition about the mountain-ash or

rowan-tree. In Jutland a rowan that is found growing
out of the top of another tree is esteemed “exceedingly
effective against witchcraft: since it does not grow on the

ground witches have no power over it ; if it is to have its

full effect it must be cut on Ascension Day/' ’ Hence it is

placed over doors to prevent the ingress of witches.
5 Simi-

larly the mistletoe in Germany is still universally considered

a protection against witchcraft, and in Sweden, as we saw,

the mistletoe which is gathered on Midsummer Eve is

attached to the ceiling of the house, the horse stall, or the

cow’s crib, in the belief that this renders the Troll powerless

to injure man or beast.*

The view that live mistletoe wa< not merely the instru-

ment of Balder’* death, but that it contained his life, is

countenanced by the analogy of a Scottish superstition.

Tradition ran that the fate of the family of Hay was bound
up with the mistletoe of a certain oak.

•• Wlille the nbilcioc bats on Errol's oak,

And that oak stands fast,

l ive Hays shall flourish, and tlicir good gray hawk
Shall not flinch befote the bias!.

But niien the root of the oak decays,

And the mistletoe duines on us withered breast,

The grass shall grow on the Earl's hearthstone,

And the ccubics craw in the filler's nett."

• Col. E. T. Dil

I
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" A large oak with the mistletoe growing on il was long

pointed out as the tree referred to. A piece of the mistletoe

cut by a Hay was believed to have magical virtues. ‘ The
oak is gone and the estate is lost to the family,’ as a local

historian says." 1 The idea that the fate of a family, as

distinct from the lives of its members, is bound up with a

particular plant or tree, is no doubt comparatively modem.
The older view probably was that the lives of all the Hays
were in this particular mistletoe, just as in the Indian story

the lives of all the ogres are in a lemon
; to break a twig ol

the mistletoe would then have been to kill one of the Hays.
Similarly in the island of Rum, whose bold mountains the

voyager from Oban to Skye observes to seaward, it was
thought that if one of the family of Lachlln shot a deer on
the mountain of Finchra, he would die suddenly or contract

a distemper which would soon prove fatal* Probably the

life of the Lachlins was bound up with the deer on Finchra,

as the life of the Hays was bound up with the mistletoe on
Errol's oak, and the life of the Dalhourie family with the

Edgewdl Tree.

It is not a new opinion that the Golden Bough was the

mistletoe.* True, Virgil docs not identify but only com-
pares it with mistletoe. But this may be only a poetical

device to cast a mystic glamour over the humble plant. Or,
more probably, his description was based on a popular
superstition that at certain times the mistletoe blared out
into a supernatural golden glory. The poet tells how two
doves, guiding Aeneas to the gloomy vale in whose depth
grew the Golden Bough, alighted upon a tree, "whence
shone a flickering gleam of gokl. As iti the woods in winter
cold the mistletoe—a plant not native to its tree— is green
with fresh leaves and twines its yellow berries about the
boles

; such seemed upon the shady oak the leafy gold, so

rustled in the gentle breeze the golden leaf.” ' Here Virgil

* Ettnet frym a ntwtftxprr, roptfd PankortorT* y?ya$u / Traw'/t, III.

f.d tent K ik by the Rev. Wilier 661.
Orc^oc, M A. Piulica Mr. Gregor * RocMitfc. Dtmdur ChaU *rt*
ootfc m* -mmion the oaioc of th* l 9.

.

4 VirgO, A<n. vL Joj /«., cp. 136
Martin, M Desenphoo of the On the nwtfcto* (rfmw) tee

W«er* Mod* irf Scoxhtxl" in Hioy, Ato. ffi

i

*vl. 245 W*
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definitely describe* the Golden Bough as growing on an cak,

and compares it with the mistletoe. The inference is almost

inevitable that the Golden Bough was nothing but the

mistletoe seen through the haze of poetry or of popular

superstition.

Now grounds have been shown for believing that the

priest of the Arician grove—the King of the Wood—per*

sonified the tree on which grew the Golden Bough. 1 Hence
if that tree was the oak, the King of the Wood must have
been a personification of the oak-spirit. It is, therefore,

easy to understand why, before be could be slain, it was
necessary to break the Golden Bough. As an oak-spirit, his

life or death was in the mistletoe on the oak, and so long as

the mistletoe remained intact, he, like Balder, could not die.

To slay him, therefore, it was necessary to break the

mistletoe, and probably, as in the case of Balder, to throw it

at him. And to complete the parallel, it is only necessary

to suppose that the King of the Wood was formerly burned,

dead or alive, at the midsummer fire festival which, as we
have seen, was annually celebrated in the Arician gfove.*

The perpetual fire which burned in the grove, like the per-

petual fire under the oak at Romovc, was probably fed with

the sacred oak-wood
;
and thus it would be in a great fire

of oak that the King of the Wood formerly met his end.

At a later time, as I have suggested, his annual tenure of

office was lengthened or shortened, as the ease might be, by
the rule which allowed him to live so long as he could prove

his divine right by the 9trong hand. But he only escaped

the fire to fall by the sword.

Thus it seems that at a remote age in the heart of Italy,

beside the sweet Lake of Nemi, tire same fiery tragedy was
annually enacted which Italian merchants and soldiers were
afterwards to witness among their rude kindred, the Celts of

Gaul, and which, if the Roman eagles had ever swooped on
Norway, might have been found repeated with little differ*

encc among the barbarous Aryans of the North. The rite

1 Virgil (.dor. xt. 201 /«.( pines lo lie infernal -or/J. luhao tndi
Ole Golden RmE h >a lU wlchl-xlr lion, as vv lean lien. Scr-nii, plKed
hood of Lake Avtrnia. Hut ihls «». ll«- Golden Boagli in ll* grave si

peototiy 1 porilul lilioilf, Mik>r*fd (or Menu
llie toormierre of Accent's ilmieii * jo* tboio, >ot. i. p. 5.
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was probably an essential feature in the •ancient Aryan
worship of the oak.

1

It only remains to ask, Why was the mistletoe called

the Golden Bough? The name was not simply a poet’s

fancy, nor even peculiarly Italian
;
for in Welsh also the

mistletoe is known as "the tree of pure gold."
1 The

whitish-yellow of the mistletcc berries is hardly enough to

account for the name. For Virgil says that the Bough was
altogether golden, stem as well as leaves,’ and the same is

implied in the Welsh name,

"

the tree of pure gold." A
clue to the real meaning of the name is furnished by the

mythical fcrn-sced or Tern-bloom.

We saw that fern-seed is popularly supposed to bloom

like gold or fire on Midsummer Eve. Thus in Bohemia it

is said that “on St. John’s Day femseed blooms with

golden blossoms that gleam like fire.”
4 Now it is a

property of this mythical fem-seed that whoever has it, or

will ascend a mountain holding it in his hand on Mid-

summer Eve, will discover a vein of gold or will see the

treasures of the earth shining with a bluish flame.1 In

Russia they say that if you succeed in catching the

wondrous bloom of the fern at midnight on Midsummer
Eve, you have only to throw it up into the air, and it will

fall like a star on the very spot where a treasure lies

hidden.* In Brittany treasure-seekers gather fem-seed at

midnight on Midsummer Eve, and keep it till Palm
Sunday of the following year

;
then they strew the seed on

1 A cmtHjm of annually humic- a
knin&n rtfirwiantnliw of Ike cor<-spoil

hi* born Rocoi among the Egyjlbxs,
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ground where they think a treasure is concealed.1 Tyrolese

peasants imagine that hidden treasures can be seen glowing

like flame on Midsummer Eve, and that fern-seed, gathered

at this mystic season, with the usual precautions, will help

to bring the buried gold to the surface.
1

In the Swiss

canton of Freiburg people used to watch beside a fern on St.

John’s night in the hope of winning a treasure, which the

devil himself sometimes brought to them.’ In Bohemia
they say that he who procures the golden bloom of the fern

at this season has thereby the key to all hidden treasures
;

and that if maidens will spread a cloth under the fast-lading

bloom, red gold will drop into it.* And In the Tyrol and
Bohemia if you place fern-seed among money, the money
will never decrease, however much of it you spend.’ .Some-

times the fern-seed is supposed to bloom on Christmas

night, and whoever catches it will become very rich* In

Swabia you can, by taking the proper precautions, compel
the devil himself to bring you a packet of fern-seed on
Christmas night. Rut for four weeks previously, and during

the whole of the Advent season, you must be very careful

never to pray, never to go to church, and never to use holy

water
;
you must busy yourself all day long with devilish
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id.
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thoughts, and cherish an ardent wish that the devil would

help you to get money. Thus prepared you take your

stand, between eleven and twelve on Christmas night, at the

meeting of two roads, over both of which corpses have been

cairicd to the churchyard. Here many people meet you,

some of them dead and buried long ago. it may be your

parents or grandparents, or old friends aixl acquaintances,

and they stop and greet you, and ask, " What are you

doing here ?
M And tiny little goblins hop anc dance about

and try to make you laugh. Hut if you smile or utter a

single word, the devil will tear you to shreds and tatters on

the spot. If, however, you stand glum and silent and solemn,

there will come, after all the ghostly train has passed by,

a man dressed as a hunter, and that is the devil. He will

hand you a paper cornet full of fern-seed, which you must

keep and carry about with you as long as you live. It will

give you the power of doing as much work at your trade in

a (lay as twenty or thirty ordinary men could do in the

same time. So you will grow very rich. But few people

have the courage to go through with the ordeal.
1

In

Styria they say that by gathering fern -seed on Christ-

mas night you can force the devil to t*ing you a teg of

money.2

Thus, on the principle of like by like, fern-seed is

supposed to discover gold because it is itself golden
;
and

for a similar reason it enriches its jxjsscssor with an un-

failing supply of gold. But while the fern-seed is described

as golden, it is equally described as glowing and fiery.®

Hence, when we consider that two great days for gathering

the fabulous wed are Midsummer Eve and Christmas—that

is, the two solstices (for Christmas is nothing but an old

heathen celebration of the winter solstice)— we arc led to

regard the fiery aspect of the fern-reed as primary', and its

golden aspect as secondary and derivative. Fern-seed, in

1 K. Mem, JXitlubt III,"". Mu/a
•«-** (MriwAr aw SetuMr*, n 2 t l

'V-. S *67.
' A. ScMoaur, •• VoU.«n«inwiC «“l
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fact, would seem to be an emanation of the sun's fire at the

two turning-points of its course, the summer and winter

solstices. This view is confirmed by a German story in

which a hunter is said to have procured fern-seed by shoot-

ing at the sun on Midsummer Day at noon
;
three drops of

blood fell down, which he caught in a white doth, and these

blood-drops were the fern-seed.
1 Here the blood is clearly

the blood of the sun, from which the fern-seed is thus directly

derived. Thus it may Ik taken as certain that fern-seed is

golden, because it is believed to be an emanation of the

sun’s golden fire.

Now, like fern-seed, the mistletoe is gathered either at

Midsummer or Christmas'
1— that is, at the summer and

winter solstices—and, like fern -seed, it is supposed to

possess the power of revealing treasures in the earth. On
Midsummer Eve people in Sweden make divining-rods of

mistletoe, or of tour different kinds of wood one of which
must be mistletoe. The treasure-seeker places the rod on
the ground after sun-down, and when it rests directly over

treasure, the rod begins to move as if it were alive* Now,
if the mistletoe discovers gold, it must be in its character of

the Golden Bough ; and if it is gathered at the solstices,

must not the Golden Bough, like the golden fern-seed, be

an emanation of the sun’s fire? The question cannot be

answered with a simple affirmative. We have seen that the

old Aryans probably kindled the midsummer bonfires

as sun-charms, that is. with the intention of supplying the

1 t> BechUeia. DaUuku Sas*U/h
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sun with fresh fire. Hut as this fire was always elicited by

the friction of oak-wood
,

1

it must have appeared to the

ancient Aryan that the sun was periodically recruited from

the fire which resided in the sacred oak. In other words,

the oak must have seemed to him the original storehouse or

reservoir of the fire which was from time to time drawn out

to feed the sun. But the life of the oak was conceived to

bo in the mistletoe; therefore the mistletoe must have

contained the seed or germ of the fire which was elicited by

friction from ihc wood of the oak. Thus, instead of saying

that the mistletoe was an emanation of the sun's fire, it would

be more correct to say that the sun's fire was regarded as an

emanation of the mistletoe. No wonder, then, that the

mistletoe shone with a golden splendour, and was called the

Golden Bough. Probably, however, like fern-seed, it was

thought to assume its .golden aspect only at those stated

bines, especially midsummer, when fire was drawn from the

oak to light up the sun.* At Pulverbatch, in Shropshire, it

was believed within living memory that the oak-tree blooms

nn Midsummer Eve and the blossom withers before day-

light .

5 This fleeting bloom of the oak, if I am right, could

originally have been nothing but the mistletoe in its character

of the Golden Bough. As Shropshire borders on Wales,

the superstition may be Welsh in its immediate origin,

though probably the belief is a fragment of the primitive

Aryan creed. In some parts of Italy, as we saw,* peasants

still go out on Midsummer morning to search the oak-trees

for the 'oil of St. John," which, like the mistletoe, heals all

wounds, and is, perhaps, the mistletoe itself in Its glorified

aspect. Thus it is easy to understand how a title like the

Golden Bough or the “ tree of pure gold," so little descriptive

of the real appearance of the plant, should hare held its

ground as a name for the mistletoe in Iuly and Wales, and

probably in other parts of the Aryan world/

1 Abort, p. j*S. ! Hume amt Jadcsoi, SkrtpiXirt
' Fern-wed is uippowd u> trfoxn at AHt-tne, |>. Ja*
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Now, too, we can fully understand why Virbius came to

be confounded with the sun. If Virbius was, as I have tried

to show, a tree-spirit, he must have been the spirit of the

oak on which grew the Golden Bough
;

for tradition re-

represented him as the first of the Kings of the Wood. As
an oak-spirit he must have been supposed periodically to

rekindle the sun's fire, and might therefore easily be con-

founded with the sun itself. Similarly we can explain why
Balder, an oak-spirit, was described as “ so fair of face and

so shining that a light went forth from him ,"
1 and why he

should have been so often taken to he the sun. And in

general we may say that In primitive society, when the only

known way of making fire is by the friction of wood, the

savage must necessarily conceive fire as a property stored

away, like sap or juice, in trees, from which he has labori-

ously to extract it. The Send Indians of California “ profess

to bdieve that the whole world was once a globe of fire,

whence that element paaicd up into the trees, and now
comes out whenever two pieces of wood are rubbed

together."’ In the Vedic hymns the fire-god Agni “ i*

spoken of as horn in wood, as the embryo of plants, or as

distributed in plants. He is also said to have entered into all

plants cr to strive after them. When he is called the embryo
of trees, or of trees as well as plants, there may be a side-

glance at the fire produced in forests by the friction of the

boughs of trees."
1

In some Australian languages the words for

wood and fire are the same.* Thus all trees, or at least the

particular sorts of trees whose wood lie employs in fire-making,

must be regarded by the savage as reservoirs of hidden fire,

and it is natural that he should describe them by epithets

like golden, shining, or bright. May not this have been the
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origin of the name, "the Bright or Shining One" (Zeus,

Jove), by which the ancient Greeks and Italians designated

their supreme god ?
1

It is at least highly significant that,

amongst both Greeks and Italians, the oak should have been

the tree of the supreme god, that at his most ancient shrines,

both in Greece and Italy, this supreme god should have

been actually represented by an oak, and that so soon as

the barbarous Aryans of Northern Europe appear in the

light of history, they should be found, amid all diversities of

language, of character, and of country, nevertheless at one

in worshipping the oak and extracting their sacred fire from

its wood. If we arc to judge of the primitive religion of the

European Aryans by comparing the religions of the different

branches of the stock, the highest place in their pantheon must
certainly be assigned to lire oak. The rcrult, then, of our

inquiry is to make it probable that, down to the time of the

Roman Empire and the beginning of our era, the primitive

worship of the Aryans was maintained nearly in its original

form in the sacred grove at Nani, a* in the oak woods of

Gaul, of Prussia, and of Scandinavia ; and that the King of

the Wood lived and died as an incarnation of the supreme

Aryan god, whose life was in the mistletoe or Golden

Bough.

I Oo (he filiation of Ihe name* >»/> Juatm ftrf*1* unWr. ut
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We arc at the end of our inquiry, but as often happens

in the search after truth, if we have answered one question,

we have raised many more ; if we have followed one track

home, we have had to pass by others that opened off it and

led, or seemed to lead, to far other goals than the- sacred

grove at NemL Some of these paths we have followed a

little way ;
others, if fortune should be kind, the writer and

the reader may one day pursue together. For the present

we have journeyed far enough together, and it is time to

part. Yet before wc do so, we may well ask ourselves

whether there is not some more general conclusion, some
lesson, if possible, of hope and encouragement, to be drawn

from the melancholy record of human error and folly which

has engaged our attention in these volumes.

If then we consider, on the one hand, the essential

similarity of man’s chief wants everywhere and at all

times, and on the other hand, the wide difference between

the means he has adopted to satisfy them in different

ages, wc shall perhaps be disposed to conclude that the

movement of the higher thought, so far as wc can trace

it. has on the whole been from magic through religion to

science. In magic man depends on his own strength to

meet the difficulties and dangers that beset him on

every side. He believes in a certain established order of

nature on which he can surely count, and which he can

manipulate for his own ends. When he discovers his

mistake
;
when he recognises sadly that both the order of

nature which he had assumed and the control which he

had believed himself to exercise over it were purely ima-

ginary, he ceases to rely on his own intelligence and his

own unaided efforts, and throws himself humbly on the

mercy of certain great Invisible bsings behind the veil of

nature, to whom he now ascribes all those far - reaching

l»owcrs which he once arrogated to himself. Thus in the

acutcr minds magic is gradually superseded by religion,

which explains the succession of natural phenomena as

regulated by the will, the (Mission, or the caprice of

spiritual beings like man in kind, though vastly superior

to him in power.

But as time • goes on this explanation in its turn
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proves to be unsatisfactory. Foe it assumes that the

succession of natural events is not determined by im-

mutable laws, but is to some extent variable and irregular,

and this assumption is not borne out by closer observa-

tion. On the contrary, the more we scrutinise that

succession the more we arc struck by the rigid uniformity,

the punctual precision with which, wherever we can follow

them, the operations of nature are carried on. Every

great advance in knowledge has extended the sphere of

order and correspondingly restricted the sphere of apparent

disorder in the world, till now we are ready to anticipate that

even in regions where chance and confusion appear still to

reign, a fuller knowledge would everywhere reduce the

seeming chaos to cosmos. Thus the keener minds, still

pressing forward to a deeper solution of the mysteries of tire

universe, come to reject the religious theory of nature as in

adequate, and to revert in a measure to the older standpoint

of magic by postulating explicitly, what in magic had only

been implicitly assumed, to wit, an inflexible regularity in the

order of natural events, which, if carefully observed, enables

us to foresee their course with certainty and to act accordingly.

In short, religion, regarded a' an explanation of nature, is

displaced by science.

But while science has this much in common with

magic that both rest on a faith in order as the underlying

principle of all things, readers of this work will hardly

reed to be reminded that the order presupposed by

magic differs widely from that which forms the basis of

science. The difference flows naturally from the dilTerent

modes in which the two orders have been reached. For

whereas the order on which magic reckons is merely an

extension, by false analogy, of the order in which ideas

present themselves to our minds, the order laid down by

science is derived from patient and exact observation of the

phenomena themselves. The abundance, tbc solidity, and

the splendour of the results already achieved by science arc

well fitted to inspire us with a cheerful confidence in the

soundness of its method. Here at last, after groping about

in the dark for countless ages, man has hit upon a clue to

the labyrinth, a golden key that opens many leeks in the
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treasury pf nature. It is prohahly not too much to say that

the hope of progress—moral and intellectual as well as

material—ill the future is bound up with the fortunes of

science, and that every obstacle placed in the way of scientific

discovery is a wrong to humanity.

Yet the history of thought should warn us against

concluding that because the scientific theory of the world

is the best that has yd been formulated, it is necessarily

complete and final. We must remember that at bottom
the generalisations of science or. in common parlance,

the laws of nature arc merely hypotheses devised to

explain that ever - shifting phantasmagoria of thought
which we dignify with the high-sounding names of the

world and the universe. In the last analysis magic,
religion, and science are nothing but theories of thought

;

and as science has supplanted its predecessor, so it may
hereafter be itself superseded by some more pci feet hypo-

thesis, perhaps by some totally different way of looking at

the phenomena—of registering the shadows on the screen—
of: which we in this generation can form no idea. The
advance of knowledge is an infinite progression towards a
goal that for ever recedes. We need not murmur at the
endless pursuit:

—

" F<itu manfont a viotr ion/ troti

Jfrt /Vr uguir t'irtutt t CtntlctMsa*

Great things will come of that pursuit, though we may not

enjoy them. Brighter stars will rise on tome voyager of
the future—some great Ulysses of the realms of thought

—

than shine on us. The dreams of magic may one day be
the waking realities of science. But a dark shadow lies

athwart the far end of this fair prospect For however vast

the increase of knowledge and of power which the future

may have in store for man, he can scarcely hope to stay
the sweep of those great forces which seem to be making
silently but relentlessly for the destruction of all this starry

universe in which our earth swims as a speck or mote. In
the ages to come man may be able to predict perhaps even
to control, the wayward courses of the winds and clouds,

but hardly will his puny hands have strength to speed
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afresh our slackening planet in its orbit or rekindle the

dying fire of the sun. Yet the philosopher who trembles at

the idea of such distant catastrophes may console himself

by reflecting that these gloomy apprehensions, like the

earth and the sun themselves, are only parts of that un-

substantial world which thought has conjured up out of the

void, and that the phantoms which the subtle enchantress

has evoked to-day she may ban to-morrow. They too, like

so much that to common eyes seems solid, may melt into

air, into thin air.

Without dipping so far into the future, we may illustrate

the course which thought has hitherto run by likening it to

a web woven of three different threads—the black thread of

magic, the red thread of religion, and the white thread of

science, if under science we may include those simple truths,

drawn from observation of nature, of which men in all

ages have possessed a store. Could we then survey the

web of thought from the beginning, we should probably

perceive it to be at first a chequer of black and white, a

patchwork of true and false notions, hardly tinged as yet by
the red thread of religion But carry your eye further

along the fabric and you will remark that whiic the black

and white chequer still runs through it, there rests on the

middle portion of the web, where religion has entered most

deeply into its texture, a dark crimson stain, which shades

off insensibly into a lighter tint as the white thread of

science is woven more and more into the tissue. To a web
thus chequered and stained, thus shot with threads of

diverse hues, but gradually changing colour the farther it is

unrolled, the state of modern thought, with all its divergent

aims and conflicting tendencies, may be conpared. Will

the great movement which for centuries has been slowly

altering the complexion of ihuught lie continued in the near

future t or will a reaction set in which may arrest progress

and even undo much that has been done ? To keep up
our parable, what will be the colour of the web which the

Fates arc non weaving on the humming loom of time? will

it be white or red ? We cannot tell.' A faint glimmering

light illumines; the backward portion of the web. Clouds

and thick darkness hide the other end.
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If turning from the unrest of the present and the

uncertainties of the future we revisit once more in imagina-

tion the scene from which we set out on our long pilgrimage,

wc shall find the Lake of Ncmi but little changed from

what it was in the days when Diana saw her fair face

reflected in its still waters. The temple of the sylvan

goddess indeed has disappeared, and the King of the Wood
no longer stands sentinel over the Golden Bough. But

Nemi’s woods are still green, and at evening, while the

sunset fades in the glowing west, you may hear the church-

hells of Albano, and perhaps, if the air be still, of Rome
itself, ringing the Angelus. Sweet and solemn they chime

out from the distant city and die lingeringly away across

the wide Canijtagnan marshes. Le roi est wort, tivt le roi !



NOTE A

3ECLUMOH PROM SUN AND EARTH

In the lext 1 have shown that sacred kings and girls at nuberty

have lomctimcs been forbidden to we the sun and to set fcot on
the ground, and I hare attempted to explain these prohibitions by

the supposed need of isolating such persona from society and from
the world, to which the powerful and dangerous influences with
which they are charged might do a serious if not irreparable

mischief. These rules, however, do not hold exclusively of the
persons mentioned in the text, but are applicable in certain circum-

stances to other sacred or tabooed persona and things. Whatever,
in fact, is permeated by the mysterious virtue of taboo may need to

be isolated from earth ami heaven. For example, women after

childbirth and thfcir offspring arc more or lesa tabooed all the

world over
,
hence in Corea tbc rays of the cun fire rigidly excluded

from both mother and child for a period of twenty-one or a

hundred days, according to their rank, after tbc birth has taken
phee. 1 Among some of the tribes on the north-wea coast of New
Guinea a woman may not leave the house for months after child-

birth. When she docs go oat, she must cover her head with n
hood oc mat

;

for if the sun were to shine upon her, it t* thought
that one of her male relations would die.

2

Again, mourners arc
everywhere taboo; accordingly in mourning the Ainos w^ar
peculiar caps in order that the sun may not shine upon their

head®. 8 During a solemn fast of three days the Indians of Ccsta
Kica eat no salt, speak as Hulc as isossiblc, light no lire*, uud slay

Krictly indoors, or if they go out during the day they carefully

cover themselves from the light of the sun, believing that exposure

1 Mrs. Kthop, A'wrnttt/iwAW^ Ti/dttkrip r«r MiuU 7<vU- Uh4*
Il9s,, ii. , 4 g. <n iaaL (I$36), p.

* J. L. nui 111**:*, "Fenige Am 5S7.
(tcitcmgcft rat#mrvk dc Levrontn 1 A. lfeftka, Du IWkr&s SUiuStn
«r N. van Nimw Gi»in#x," .«»*, v. j66.
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to the sun’s rays would -.urn them black. 1 On Yule Night it has

been customary in ports of Sweden from time immemorial to go on
pilgriaiage, whereby people leant many secret thing* and know
what is to happen in tin coining year. As a preparation for this

pilgrimage, “some secrete thcmsclvea for three days previously in

a dare rebar, so as to be shut our altogether from the light of

heaven. Others retire at on early hour of the preceding morning
to tome out-of-the-way place, such as a hayloft, where they bury
thcmselve* in the hay, that they may neither see nor hear any
Using creature

,
and here they remain, in silence and fasting, until

after sundown
;
whilst (here arc those who think it sufficient if they

rigidly abstain front food on the day before commencing their

wanderings. During thi* period of probation a man ought not to

see lire, hut should this have happened, he must strict- a light with
flint and steel, whereby the evil that would otherwise have ensued
will be obviated.” * During the rixteen days that a Pima Indian i*

undergoing purification for killing an Ap,-trite he may sot see a

blaring fire.*

Again, newly born infants are strongly taboo ; accordingly in

Loango they are not allowed to touch the earth.* Warriors,

also, on the warpath arc strictly labuo; hence some Indians
may not sit on the bare ground the whole lime they are out

on a warlike expedition.'' In Laos the hunting of elephants
gives rise to many taboos; one of them is that the chief hunter

may not touch the earth with hi* foot. Accordingly, when he
alights from bis elephant, the others spread a carpet of leaves for

him to step upon.' German superstition recomticndcd that when
witches were led to the block or to the fire, they should r.ot be
allowed to touch the bare earth, and* reason suggested for the

rule was that if they touched the ear'll they might make themselves
invisible and escape. The sagacious author of “The striped-

petticoat Philovophy ” ridicules this idea a> silly talk
;
not a single

instance, he assures us, can he produced of a witch vho escaped
in this fashion. “I have myself,” says he, "in my youth seen
divers witches burned, some at Anitadt, some at Ilmenau, some
at Schwenda, a noble village between Amstadt and Ilmenau, and
some of thorn were pardoned and beheaded before bang burned.
They were laid on the earth in the place of execution and

' \V. M. tl.bt., fnli*, Tnta at./

Oi.w Riot |r«d before

live American Philosophical Socfcay.

*<xh Aiigun 1875!, p 510.
• L. Unyil, Fimanl JJft ia SvaC&t,

p. 104
* hucroft, A'-Irt- AWo/M, /Vri-

fi' Suuti. i. 553. See stove, vol. I.

P- J37 .

1 iVrchuel-L'Kscle, “ ImlUcretisauk
Uoi*o." ZtUKhrip Jar ElAwUpf.
* ( 1*78). P- 10

1

-

* J- Ai*ir, Hitttry a/ (hr Amman
/njiani, p. 38s ; Nam/fit tf a,,
Cf*t awf AAlriO.il ef J,/.,
Tennrr, p. 123.

* f- AylDonbr, A’t/a stir ft laei,

p. j6.
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beleaded like any other poor sinner
;
whereas if they could have

escaped by touching the earth, not one of them would have failed

to do so."

'

'llie most racred object of the Arunta tribe in Central

Australia is a pole about twenty feet high, which is completely

smeared with human blood and set up on the ground where the

final initiatcey ceremonies are performed. A young gum-tree is

chosen to form the pole, and it must be cut down and transported

in such a way that it does not touch the earth till it is erected in

its place on the holy ground. 2 The holy ark ctf some North

American Indians was deemed "so sacred and dangerous to be
touched," that no one, except the war chief and his attendant, wocld

much it, “under the penalty of incurring great eviL Nor would

tbe most inveterate enemy touch it in the woods for the very same
reason" In carrying it against the enemy they never placed it on

the^rouod, but rested it on stones or logs.’ At Sipl, near Simla, in

Northern India, an annual fair is held, at which the people dance
round a sacred object consisting of a square bo* with a domed top,

which exhibits on three sides the head and shoulders or a female

figure, while to the fourth side a black yak's tail is fastened. This

sacred object is brought to Sipt from a place sixty miles off; it

may not be set down on the ground during the, journey, but is

carried by relays of men without stopping anywhere on the way. 4

The sacred clam-shell of the Elk clan is kept in a holy bag,

which is never allowed to touch the earth. 6 In Scotland, when
water was carried from sacred wells to sick people, the water-vessel

might not touch the ground.'' In some parts of Aberdeenshire, the

last bit of standing corn (which, as we have aeon, is very sacred)is

no! suffered to touch the ground
;
but as it it cut, it is placed on

the lap of the “gucednun." 1 Sacred foed may not, in certain

circumstances, be brought into contact with the earth. We have

seen that among anne Victorian tribes this rule held with regard

to the fat of the emu." The Roumanians of Transylvania believe

that “every fresh-baked loaf of wheaten bread is sacred, and

should a piece inadvertently fall to the ground, it is hastily

picked up, carefully wiped and kissed, and if soiled, thrown

into the fire— partly as an offering to the dead, and portly

because it were a heavy sin to throw away or tread upon any

' Pm AWAw/lMbftplw
iChronltr, 17591 . ? »yy.

- Spencer aid liUlen, Salttv Tritu
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particle of it."
1 At certain festivals in South-Eastern Borneo

the food which is consumed in the common home may not

touch the ground; hence, a little before the festivals take place,

foot-bridges made of thin poles arc constructed from the private

dwellings to the common house.* When Hall was living with

the Esquimaux and grew tired of eating walrus, one of the women
brought the head and neck of a reindeer for him to eat. This

venison had to be completely wrapt up before it was brought into

the house, and once in the house it could only be placed on the plat

form which sewed as a bed. “To have placed it on the floor or

on the platform behind the fire-lamp, among the walrus, muskox,

and polar-bear meat which occupy a Roodly portion of both of these

places, would have horrified the whole town, as, according to the

actual belief of the Innuits, not another walrus could be secured

this year, and then:'would ever be trouble in capturing any more."*
l!ui in this last case the real scruple appears to have been felt not

so much at placing the venison on the ground as a: bringing it

into contact with walrus-meat.*

Sometimes magical implements and remedies are supposed to

lose their virtue by contact with the ground. Thus in the Boulia

district of Queensland the magical bone, which the sorcerer

points a: his victim as a means of killing him, ii never by any

chance allowed to touch the earth/ Some people in antiquity

believed that a woman in hard labour would be delivered if a

spear, which had been wrenched from a man’s body without

touching the ground, were thrown over the rcof of the house where

the expectant mother by. According to certain ancient writers,

arrows which had liecn extracted from bodies without coming into

contact with the earth and kid under a sleeper’s body, acted as a

love-charm.* Pliny mentions several medicinal plants which, if

they were to retain their healing virtue, ought not to be allowed to

touch the earth. 7 The curious medical treatise of Marccllua

abounds with prescription* of thit wwt. This he tell* us that the

white stones found in the stomachs of voting swallows assuage the

most persistent headache, if they be held in the hand cc tied to

the head, always provided that their virtue be not impaired by

contact with the ground." Another of lii» remedies for the same
malady is a wreath of Henbane placed on the head, but it must not

> E Omni, The land hyW Mr 1379s p. 1 to »y.

A*rif, ii 7. ‘ bet •Iiove, voi ii p. 35O.
• F, C.atow.ky, " Dor District » VV. E. R«K BHo-Up'tl Sl»4kt

Timor in Stdost-Bwnoo und antHf tht Nirtk-Wot-Cmlrnl Qumt-
voiso Bawohotr,'* IMt AuiUnd, 1884, Und Atmgiwi. [>. 1 56. *105.
No, 24. p. 470. " Pliny, Ait. Hirt. axvii. Jj if.

1 Htrrafht </ Mr S<md .'«/* Ex- > Ra/. Hi-J. «*l». 12 snd 68, «xv.

ptdtluw modi sy Clarltt F. //!!, •dual I J 1

.

by Pnf. ). r. Nowa iWuhlagion. * Hatccllui. Vt i*tdi>amtitu, i 68.
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touch the earth. 1 On the same condition a decoction of the

root of elecampane in vrinc kills worms ; a fern, found growing

cn a tree, relieves the stomach-ache
;
and the pastern bone of a

harc ts an infallible remedy for colic, provided, first, that it be

found in the dung of a wolf, second, that it foes not touch the

ground, and third, that rt i* not touched by a woman.* Another

cure for colic is effected by certain hocus-pocus uith a scrap of

wool from tlse forehead of a first-born lamb, sf only the lamb, instead

of being allowed to fall to the ground, has been caught by lumd

as It dropped ftom its daui. a In the olden time, before a

Lithuanian or Prussian farmer went forth to plough for the hwt

time in spring, he called in a wizard to perform a certain ceremony

for the good uf the crops. The «gc seized a mug of beer with his

teeth, quaffed the liquor, and then tossed the mug over bis head.

This signified that the com that >ear should grow taller than a

man. But the mug might not fall to the ground
;

it had to be

caught by vomebody stationed at the wizard’s back, for if it fell to

the ground the consequence naturally would be that the corn also

would be laid low on the earth. 4

1 Marcellw*. /X wUiwttntij, L 76.
1

iradons DelMa* /V*r*w*
1 Ih/ win. JS and 71 , nix. 3 c. (UeHin, l$7«h P» S4*
* IM. xxix. 51 .
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:

Kino ul Betrt on Tavlhh Nigh!
hi iniori ol i cole. S65 *o'<

CUbnlnn witfcf. oftrumrd It. 3*r
Caomrl*. at mlduanrKt. iii. j|o
Canptm. -arch for, i. jfl V • '9
Camphor kingnen • CS9 V
Cawnemm. I. 36. ,73 *. m* 0ra killed

U. la 4V filerran dnirch. iii. 746

Camrennbnn. rvcck execution of. d. 73

Ctrlb ». inner.. language erf. i. 4*0
Carter. the Kinn of la*l corn eul in

Antrim. «. 179
Cirliro. run* gWen in ScceUni! to !au

cor* cut. H
Cartml. cknth ar«1 burial of. IK yr

Aff. ;
tkc, a ccouncation of \h* S«mr»

1 11}' a. in. 143 y
Carrier Indians, sertusioo of werom
among the. iii 7*7 W i

t«<«*iwo

aiming the. 437
(:iifhtH-*ooa*aefift« chWrat. 39 /y.

Carver. Ca plain I., oc tnttauorr mm
N. Aracrxsi) IndkoL liL .4MAmong

Cif. in nin-mlio|. i. 10a. 112 if. ;

tort-ipirii nmcetvfd as. Ik *70 */.

Cuerptlkvs. !>ode of ndckng gardens of.

II. 423. 4**
Cats burnt in tht artwimrmv ftref. iii.

3-M
CattV}. indtiorecd by ircr«sfjrlu. 1. 192

Jtf. ; tailed wiihon bkxrtsbcd 357
>f ; soertd m Pgypr. ii, jia^. : •«»•

11* Ay. : dmxn Ora** In i\ purl*

fieokin. a#. 254. ^ ^7J. 37a-
9 $l, afiS. ago. 29*. J05. 31

1

Ca*tl*fat anewiting vith. n 364
Coder, mmi v 133. 191 xy/.

Celts of Ctud. human sacrifices :»oi*t
ibe.Uk 319 s+

Charm fcr fbJi: r.t and hunting. 4 *3 W-
CWutkr, rule of. K 07

CbOHouheiwwTt 4*«rlpik« 0/ tka Km
chet harrmt fotival, Ii 46!

Ocft, eqxrotiucAl powers cf. L 13a ;

Aanetity of. 319 ivy* :
names erf. ma

memiooed. 437. 43 # W-
to Minis urf. d. 56 if

Childbed, decent cf
wbc dbil in. II. 345 H •

*Wl <*

w«mr» in. trxt&ferr*ri 10 kon t»hf?et

C^SklWok. seclusion ol women at. I.

325. 316 it.

.

everything cf>?r>ed at

352 ry. : *4nurfnt)en ef. (U a cha'm.
Ilu 7*3 : m*% OC4 to »hi«c 0*1 women
after. 463

Children, m nuglc L 37; taboeejd.

366, 3I7
:

ihrtr tails not ait. 371 ;

sacrificed i»ot* d* Semites, ii. 38

W i
h> «»< Carthagmiirn. 39 /y. ;

among other prop I r*. 51 iff.

Chinese erremeny of Ok nrw hre. ml

451 tj ; ffcrcmony ef wiDusg over

C»yuim6 or CMtomfc*. h 336 ;
put to

flmih. U. 8
Ottvu. tie mockfry and cr*cinx>on of.

iii.
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CVUt and H*!t*a. Ilk i83 *ff.
Cwtcotk Mexican maise-god, rii. 136
OrcuMKKioo, elusion cf Udi ol « 327
OA Ow cr flick. pasting through. a*

mode of cum. ik 394 *yf-r 4«4 i
"

mode of shakk>< OS spk*t or ghost*.

C1odf.1t . on external soul. Uk 350
Ootta w» tym;otb:tK mape. i. 59
Clow. 1w-Unite. ;<i rmdvunmur, m.

339 V-
Cobra-enpeUa, wotsVp of In Fernando

IV>. H 3fo
Cock, corn-sp«m conceded as. c. 266

; kilkd 00 barrwt-fwld. *61
Odringlrtn. R H.. nn ftwat. i 63;

CfbOted, 138
Coenpiulio. a Roman festival, ii. 344,

35a
Cootwxuoc. jrTKtned by uxrrkrs. i.

?*• ;
praci’^ fcw »k# of rrrpc. U

*>9 iff. ;
while lunlw arc coupling.

211
Cooybeare. F. C. on PtWo Jid*?ui. ii.

*»f*3Com. liv. com cm oontveo oonvepkvt

made into pupfvt. called tb« Coen*
moiicr. the CMd Womj. etc.. «k 171

W- J
cfcubk pmufimitivi cf the.

sxi 179.
;

human asetim idcnu&d
whk iha 046 4V. . the new, caki
Mcramemnlly, 318 *77 ; Natebee
fcstml or the nc* cot. 332 jfy.

footer, t 170 : a! harvmt.

17X W, x8o iy.
;

repreratrd by

human evetm tn Mutlco. 353— •queen, ri lfl:

tpirlt. pomowted by human bfee*.
it aoa Ay. ; killed al m*panj; or throih-

i 6f. JJOJ/. ; repose*)Ui:%u*c/, thrown
into water, ajx

;
rvpr rserted ty loipcr,

hinder. or ttresba of last oara. *11

*t» 937, 349 V ; hr i tfr/ngef, 231
rff. ; prctco=< cf kfl<c.f personal re.

prcsetKulives of. 233 *7 . 749 f

larks » last corn, 249 ;
as ankml,

a*r W ;
as weJf or dog 963 ayy.

;

a» c«k. *67 w ;
os hate, *69 if. ;

» cal. 370 if.
;
a» ROM. 271 if/. ; os

bull, cow, or ox. 277 199.
;

.is horse
or now. 38 1 */f. : as qwaf. a*3 ; as
fox. afiy ; ai {boar cr »©w), >1.,

iff. ; casco snerttnaoataky. 788 301 :

vhy conceived in animal shape. *89 iy.—— IL 263 /99 .

woman at thresh*#. IL i£*.
•34 *-

Cormd4w sacred. k 169
Cerpctrt, I. 17 jy,

Cnnmffj «X)ur««l by raring 11m Of
Iscpwd. Ik 35a jy., 336; by Piling
brave mnn, 357 ryy.

Cow. com -spirit nscemd as, ii. 277

ft'
Cow* wrnvl «o Isis. ii. J13
Creek festival of firti froitt. IL 379 a^y.

Crkniaab. u»ctl la hunt** victim*. ii. *4

w*. 15: ft mv-

,

Crocodiles, crarrr^ kr. 1. 25 uj. ; spared,

it 389 w.
Croon. <U Albms, m. 1 47 y. ; at
Otympn. 148 y. . in klnxkx *49 H-

Oonirt. buried in Skily, ii. t ; Ktcrirtctt

hes sc*. 39 ;
the Urerk o^uivalcfX of

^iturn. Iw. 147. 148, 130
Creole. W.. cm awriage of persons 10

treeft. i. 190, n*U a

CrofWw injoml by iflicit imrrowrv of

scuts, ii. 211 rtf. ; Jmoua muriiccft

for the. *38 /yf

.

Crc^aag logs (a a t^unn. 1. 394
Crow eaten kr vke of loof^My. ii. 355
Ctmont. Fr.. on the SottimalM. «i». *40

Ctracs to bring cx»d l*ek. i. 97
Ciabjtag. F. H., un Zuai «r;Gcc of the

turtle, ik 371 iy/.

Cftcls ard Auls, ml 131

Dwdiki. a Itocoban SeMiral. i. 22$ %/
,

Ilk 3*& 1

r>%iri bit way oflifr. L 234 y.
Dilhcuaic family. Ufe of. bouxl up with

EdgewtU Ttoe. ilk 3^4
t^inar. story of. to. 220 y.
Dxoct of Otaon por»t with women. I.

ett ; d Zxhz king. ii. 31A. 338; of

Su€*a/ hi harvest festival. 331 /^.,

334 ;
of the frees ocin. 331 . war.

33t ;
round roan dad la bcai-slun or

wo&efcSn, 397: annual, of tbr Inras.

iik 75
lances, cfw«*wn in absence of warrior*.

I. 31 Mi.. 3317.. 4*5: *** crops

ffre*. 35. 36 /y. : lot wind. iao:
at bear • festivals, 381. 385; at

c.rreurr of c/coodilc. : rcuad
slain t»g<T 395; of the Sdii. iii.

1*4 art, ; of anwd men at tilag and
sowing. 1 >4 irflfr; at f»w-f#«k*lt.

*SS- ***• a66
* >?*• *8*-

20j, a84. *83. 2*7. *88. ufy. 290.

291,293.107
l>anc«g k* salmon, a. 414
IXinfcr^ of sttfKtity, ». 319 1/.

IXad. 111/ cf the. in magic, i 41 ; Sn

rain-charm, 99 /y. : i|«ir44 of. become
COtx. 140 17 :

prrwins w ho lirnv tew*
fa rootlet veh, uluel, 313 u/.

.
467 ;

names of, not nculkitctl. 431 Ay. 1

Arsi fruiu oflcred to spirlu of. Ml 460.

<69 , 4«3. *64 W-
-- sceifc of. *n trees. > 178 %yy.. draw
away sinils of living, *S3 iy.; fecisud

aikJ ftwrpt wi cf heuw.35 1 : id/mifkd
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nil

b

falling star*. ii ar /yy
;
lodged

in animate. 430 W-S *«wa«y icvbfc

cbdrold bow**. iii. 3*. 85-89

Ddd Sunday. I. 71. 86

Ifcsub u cblMhftc. 1. 46 ; ~ror
rcvcrrd a*. *94. roisoss fc* prefer-

ring a ttoknt, «i 6
:

of the

C*rfd««l, 71 ryy : «46gr «d. #mhod»-

ram of iree-spmt or sprit of *r£<U-
'K*. 94W

copying 0K. k 208; & 71. 3a

*#f- 5
** *« *- **J- *45

• tuul ICMJftOC^On. |Xr^<l>H) of, M
irUUiary rttts. ik 4** £ff.

Dorr and ko tattlft not trojgbt imo

oMMfct Fjt|uamai0E* «% 336
respectful* u«u*fd by burners.

* 40*. ^V-
Demeur aad Pioietfwic. ik :68 w,

2*6 ify. ;
nwirirg cf mw>r DtMKr,

169 /f . ns *ff* *97W
Deleter, if* Black or Itrse-beuM. *u

Hilgnltt, ii. 305
IX-moo kilted in <*l«y. u. 349
Dcmom aUIuci souls. v 270W : o£tr-

irga to. *71 *>V* • «77S w»ivcr*Uy

dreaded in India, iii. 5» W i
*•

COka. ea /f. :
ra Com. 55 j/. ; m

HahxVn. s6 !
goicral «X-

of, 60 vy* *
of disc.nse vnl

a^iiy rt Uxtt*. 98 *y/
•
•<*

l>* Reciter IT. >n changes in NicotexcM

lingengr. i 4»9 'y-

Devil b*M^d up in wood, Ui 35
DmMwccf*. i. 134 :

T*
Detilt. guiitral expulsions cf. III. 60 *fy.

;

period* ckptUlans of. 76 W. 94
lob. 107

De*. supposed to U*W by moon, tt

158; rolmg in. xl midsummer. .
>77

DMk. Flxmao. I. *41 ry.

Dtaaa ii! Avicte* k 230
N:rrt*_*cA>o. i. 9. 4 if-

Dio 0*1.7102:00 oo fnne m a shadow. c

•89
Dieayo* 3Mmn|*» uf. to (Jv*>?n .»»

Alton*. i. 229 ; *oml» of. nt Delphi, ii

a
;
human sacrifac .it nws of. 3b .

ra-gol. 160 jj.
:

riofr-nt death of.

161 ry.
;

resurrection cf. 163 ;
rues

of. 1*3 >•' ; ns loll. 164 /^.. a9j jy-

:

aip»!. 16$ jy.. 991W— Foxy. ii. 4*7
Data, burning. ite™*n Into a# at

Fxjropeus fWe-fcstlvsia. IlL 2*3. 256.

070. *71. *73
Dfcentc imosfcartxl *-0 thing*, nomas,

oatl pcwMis il a. 13 *y.. 15, 16. ao

W- :
c^p^cislly to tw an-1 lutlsm.

26 syy. ; */« xvay in Ivnu. 97 vy.,
>05 >/. ; caret! by |uu>k^ patknt

ihrcwgti rurreu- aperture {ckft. tree,

oe «uck. rtXod re*A. etc.K 349 ff *

401. 401 yrt

Dei>M. mtox* c4 cstrinj out cf Hicred. 1

3!#; xwed by MikMlo Inotoifi. *3S-

31$: uMd by raourrwo lieoVen. 3*4 ;

4pacUldibe4<vtsrrte> uki! l>y torrh-K

3,8 V. $39
'

*V P»*®» ^
bate oaten human Vxh. 34a

Dhtet k»rc». i *J3 W-
tff

men as *cnpct«m. lu. ti*

no
Dirincn. mkxoi. ate bird* be**t» of

omen. U. 355
Dntaiog.rod. t». 34a
Dirtatty cf king*, i 137. «*o W *. «»

Matey region, c 4 > ^y-
:
*o *45

Drivxlc Hindoo festival of tempi. IU.

•3
ofDobrlcboner. om charge in I

Afrpoocs. I 4*9
Do.*kib. i. 9*
{Xxluoa. Mtcrcd tok M. ill. 346

Dog. eor*>s{tert coeceivo* at, te. *63^.;
Jioc jdis Kwn^TC of the WMtc. Uk 73.

« 08 if.

Docs .»s tmperaU*. U». aoS
Djg'k tlcfa oucti by senior*. tL 353
Dx>f. AMS Oib not broagtrt la

Iry, IL 40*. 415
Virg* »nbo *0 Yrn dtpogd ettry

eigkt ywu*. fc 18 ay.

Dnifie perwuuCcatlon cf th* IL

aifi xy.

Dragons at nwl*urn«ur, ilk *<>7

Draniro. racrod. m o^fpetf rte«. «i.

Drenins savxgc betel *. I. *53 ry.
j

•n^oct of. prepovsyJed nt riddfe in

Umt of sidtress, iir. 68 nov ; Iroqxon

festival of. a« tegiaoiog uf new yoirr.

a... pcopte *th water m mu-
chnrm. ii. 191 iyy.

Drinking ihrtmgt tube, i 33 ** 3^2 •'

ibrcugt a tube of bone, ik 213. *»s

>M
%
a*8

Driver. S C c« the CnnaAmtes. iu 43.

***< 1

l^fou^: and dearth attributed lo k*e«i.

t- *57 TO
DnrW< trership oak. L 168;

Mcnfktt. ik 310: tlwr

ibe miuteicc, 1*7. 343 i
“ r 04

li«ty years. 3 *7- 3*8-
.

f||Duk-duk society »n New tsntau. ill.

Damn!* pat up to divert unettfoa of

gtecots oe dmert*. t». 344 W
f>j fYxtx hb d«crpt«« of the new

tors feaivj! of th« Natch«. ii. 33*

W*

for
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Eflfcn* n 3*bjV»nnn hoi*. Ul 177 xy.

Eagtof, charm* for. k *7. 4*

Earth Goddn*. tom* mcritWs to.

ta«ig the Kbonds, ii. 34* V*. a*5
Earth. purlhod wslh p«g*c blond after

itxit intercourse of scic*. ii via r? :

v»tcl*% him! ocher* oc* allowed 10

touch the Uue. hi 4*4. SVr .1 1**

Ground
hosier *n 133. 756. 357— Ere. new nre kindled ox iii. 915

**
fcn. u». *45W- W
Man. lA-r.ung the. iii 237 /y.

Eastertide. beating peoplt? at. n 133
Eating and drnfcTng. preenwtkmi taken

nU i. 309 /yy.

out of a*rrrd duto. c&ti oC. L

3*8
ibe god. »L 318 y/y. . Animals 10

get tffcdr qualitfei. ii. 353 Ytf. ; rorn

to get tbelr cprtkks, 35?W
Kdpx c* wi, i, 115 ; of >««.
Edgewrll Tree, the iii. 394
KISgiM Wed to dual** ghosts aod

tkitwnx ii. 14$ w ;
hu:«i in ro-J-

umrocr bceires iii ay) ryy. : mean*
irj cf Ihf c^’onr, *r4 97.

Rgena. i. 1
K#Yj*iin magic, i. in /yy. 64. 66 jy. :

Mdttm, 16 Jpflxiae* drifted 161

1

Viogs. thrir rules of life. 24*

;

con-

ception of couL 249 ty.
;

magic*/:*

conjured by rnmn of godt. 445 V •

gCKis. deit h c/, ii 9 ty.
;
mtomte*c4,

3 i rdigtoo. dctCiOfiMK of. ut iy.

vicrif/tc cf run cf Ammon. $68 47.

Etrtsiott. L 190
Orphnni Ilnurs, rules cOcervod t>y. i.

oh. 19
;

prop^t liter- by huruers, ii.

400 >y.

rWoiinbn prints. tK-ir mo\ mm-
bornd. L 440 *y.

Elipandus of Tukdo. L *47
Ecnetv: as remedy fee un. liL i$i

Kr*mw. srr Noddies
cent way *n bom. ML 97

W ; exprikd by force, 61 ryy.

Equinox a.in.jiun UCtAx to Occult at

vernal, it. 148
Er^ooe. *453 *y. ; flmi-fruiuof xincage

offered to, 469
Enaan. A., quisled. i. 67

Emwu. Ad . on EjppoCA religion, a.

*48 nft
EtroTs oak. iii 44! 57.

Esther, the book cf. lu or*m and dale.
81. 153

;

acted so a ptay as Pam.
*57— ami iii. «jfl. 184 jy.

the niMoniito I sLt;u or A*nn*. /*.

E4d<f
l
fasi of. Ms. 176 v-

Eohtmrram ami iu Hy*J. toggmttl re-

ccecdKttoct of. Ml 165
E*J spirits, fntr <4

.
» 4f»* *i

Enl. iramfereoce of. iii. i /yy. ;
townni*

mnio things, a .*yy . to aainud*. 13

ryv : 10 »cn. 16 w I
European

cuimpka of Ibe custom. 20 oft,

E«Os. gcflcril «pd«fta of. iH. 59 if/.

Kipuhxm of evils, Ms 39 jyy. . fit.*e<t or

im^edaie. lli. 60 /yy.
;
cf denis. Co

W : periodic. 70w
EtmtAl 40*1 in Hindoo sUries. iii. 353
W- 5 " Crtrk atcricL 358 /yy. ; in

Iiakui Tories. 3<o jff. ;
«c Slavcmc

stcoes. 363 i/
I
® Gornoit stcciw.

3f'* /yj. : in Kotse storks. 3G8 ry. :

>n Ce4ri: stones. 3*9w ;
in dories of

rvan-Arjan p«c|da:«. 375 »f. ;
in Wk-cm 389

Eyes of chiefs eair*. U. 3&0 *y.

Kice roikd. 1. 3 ra #y.

Past of Esther, lli. 17h v*
F«tber«in'Viw'i naToe not rrrnioned. L

4*3W
Fatigue iiiown nvny with slfch ct stone,

*Ljw.
r err*toed at nMy-Tnroer. n. 341 ry. ;

discover* tremres. 45 T W< : bloom®
at XfidrommorandOinaimaa. ii.; on
emanation of tlx tisil Ctc. 453 ay.

Ftror.tt- tM Italian geddeas. ilL jn
Fetish tfegs in Afrtcx I. ^4.5 • faith

or tnteo ra;nh« in Timor. 446 V
Frier ores for. iii. ao. aa v . »4.

»7 v- 3«
" Fields of smut tillage/' ii. 3*3 iy.

• Fjetl specch. ' L 460 iy.

F'G-wcc <4 Ron. u
-44. aacred. s 169

Fire, iccpc up during abecsKf of hunters

ami wnrrKrw. ;. a®, 31 ; m of. for.

MrMen.39
: prrprtnd. iiS8/y.

;
carried

M head Of iimy, 305 ;
probdulon to

see. 357 ;
children 10 P*M

tkrougt. ii. 40 /yy. : gtria At puberty

noc allowed to see. iii. a 10: wcentn at

menstnatkn not allr»w«d to %**». 034 ;

fertilising inffcwnce aw»*nl to. 303 ;

walking through ut user, 307W : W »t*0 0<

onkaood m R«r>o*e
t 348: ccoceived

l»7 savages to te stowed d»fty In ikos.

456 ;
(rc^bitatit to see. 464— - ’bearer i. 305

lesibnl of. at Aritna. c 5
•fesotnlt in Europe, kv 937 W ;

00 the AttiI Suntlny n Lcrnt. aj8 *44 i

at Easier. 945 W•• »53 **S9 l
on the

8»VofV1 ft>(Briuuse).259 186: at Mid-
.ucuncr. *93. *97*3^ • M Mai*

towo'e*. 093-297 ;
in todi* and China.

J05*3<^
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Fire, Kiiic c/. i. 164 /yy.

ae*. a*U£ by ItltOA oi Wick*. U.

1**. JJI. )JV 461. 4?o
:
i».349. >5»-

251. 252 >y.. 260. 2/2. S75. 276. 277.
30* W I

by a mectl mirror. 249.
aj 1. 2.53* 1 : by a dint, 249

!

NfUCbn tolivAl of NV* fit & 4^9

W 1 kind!"* en RmNc Fa** m fe*
C»iMlc 2nd Greek <*urch«*. iii. 245
a#f. . 41 CucAttaiKX* In ibe AriKooni
dimxh, 218

;
ftABuoly kkodkd «n !>em.

949 ;
in Mexico*

;
among lro;jas.

#>.
;
amanj IJtcpjimaisx. ^9 $f. . In

Wndji. 950
;
among the SwihaSs nnd

oilier Afrcan people*, i’3.
;
arrotg me

au
:
in Knnna. 1*. ; teOkrrs,

251 *y.
;
At Rome, 25a; it Ireland,

•53 ;
nwr Vlof«y». 953 1 brought to

Leenrxn. 252
Merc*, kindled iy friction of c*k

2nd Clive wood. ilL 171. w«Vr 4
-spirit nniiunVy expefed by ^atf..

III. 81

>i»ckt oitfed *' bastand »rxI wife."

ii 3**
•* tfrvkn sod Honn!c«," Indian SWey

Of, ii. 4^0
Mres, pmtM; two, as penftra-

Ibb. I. *ofl

Firstborn, wxriftce of (hr. «. 43 sfy.. $i

H'
First-fruits ofW! XI geddei* of agricul-

ture. u. 323 syy.
;
I'ondo faliral of.

K ;
Creek fninnl of. 399 w. : sun-

of. 337 :
offrrwjr* of, 459 *iY«

:

fmfol of. In Tcnc*. 4^ */*•

Firstlings. ccmsiko of. S. 44 *Y-
v

Fitfi, treurd respectfully by peopfc who
ex\ them II. 410 ttf t

pn?och*e to.

4t*
FImormon may not pronounm iu/u*i

names at sea. i. 45* w-« ofo
Fithteg chario t i. 93
Flr.r-.<B Dialos. roll* ©f UfOOC • »*• rf

VtffcbZfe. i. 6
Flax. charms to make flax |tow t*n, I,

35. 3* V-: HI. *7». >73- >75* *?•.

279
mottor. il. *7°

Fk*cr. the GoWc*. ii. 34 *V-

Flctcltor, Mr* AJ** C.. on the perioral

(•hcw. SI 4*9. nttt 5
Focd. imur* kinds of. utcoed. ». 391

:

magic wrought through remain* of.

316 syy.
;
ucrcd and tabooed persons

not allowed to touch foot) with tlirir

hnndi. 3*9 jy.. 30a ry.. 326 //.. 33a,

37J- 467 ; wFee is of teicrod. k
30O sy. ; giF* at pubexrr rvc< oIlriAwI

in tendle. I*. *27
Foods, nrnnin foods not mixed m the

atom*, il. 335 */.. 340

Foot, standing on one. *1 20 ry.. 30

Forests, artcirx. in kuro*c. k 167

FmmdAtKcv. shadow b«*ik mia l 291

m.
;
foordatir«*-w<hllcc. k 801

Footer. W. WnrOe. ert MtfMW Vet.a-

r?as iii. 122. mV/ 1

Fm^ers, yupouitkmf cf, i. .|5« J/*
Fo*r. inn OXlOCIVed AS. ii. j8j
•• Frcsch and Enxteh. wi. 9S
Frogs. AS g*iero of rain. i. *03 jyy. i tw-

licaded 1 is nr.chvw. 219
Folks. Otffru fenitv^l of the oew. ii. 325

W. ;
lb. r^r frtdu holy. 3^. 33 S *V-

Fruit-trocs, charm, to nuke ibera be*/.

L 31 sy

Kiarerdx. cocnoitosto pccrat departure

of eoufc at. l 263 syy.

k

-ns
drank by Zuki chief, n.

Gskku H.. on pft^sng xc
tbreogt. narrow lpenun*.

n*<t 2

Gall. h«
360

Gwiwt, c.iro.1 »1k»< co May D»*. L

i»W.»
, .

GUh'1.1. A S . qn*-!. 4JO : oo

Toika.i- nvrntK* lof ilir grc>' •olf.

III. „o «« a

Grnreanci in CHin«, i. 4! v • 35"
GfOfgt. G««n. L «o« v
GhOM. IfOr <*. 1 *3 i n—irwr. iiatAtd

ni prolrclwo ip.inu. 301: kept o*
19 Ui«n-3u.!i. S !5, III 3r.« ; «>

itton .:>rr» i. ; rfnasl mU »1”C.
43a v •

ikc*i'W)S • 315 V--
Kooos *6 it i»mm o< dm-tj iv-ny.

iii. 129 >V. : S<'"| <h° *!•»• 'I 1 !'

by envping Lbecogh ctett roc* or

uleke. rt« 39! syy.

Gbosu. dmw au 2>* rculs of li'^ng, i. 263

/yy. .
crfTteings w, adfl . drxw w&y

mcjs skuSc**s. 266; of aIt* cMfidcs.

dreed of. 33* W- ^ «*• 4**W :

brer frn« rd*mi to. ic 464 syy . shot

up in tn*. iii. 32 ; anmaiMy cxi»:lkd.

70. 65^9
Gotxt. j^i»r»re-iorscf. at mtosionmtr. «n.

320 j,y.

CibcAMcm. * tub>tenin« hero. IlL «0a

Grfchd ui^ves. L 95
Gsrls nt prbcriy •*c»*d«L 1 3>6: Uk

204 /yy :
noc ulloved to buufe feed.

207; soullod. am v ;
hsica. *»5‘

216: <iig with art*. *16

Com XttbMittned for human esctins*, u.

*68

:

LMon/w* *•. 165 jy . 291 eyy.

:

oora.spirit co«oi«d a% 071 W. J

Crixdi Lan>e Goa* in Sk^r, 273
<4.

;
sneribee of fleat ca Acwoiis Ml

Athens. 314
Ood. custom of caiiitB n, iL 31! ify. .
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killing the b«»AA god iu kStuw. 111.

>34 OT«
Gods. «n« r/ humnn. i So V : in*

ctmaie, iafi i*y.
; fiowlk of con-

cept**® tf. «av
•
kinga *a. 137. 14a

JW. . MM Of, kpl imi. 41)
w. ; made by toa tn his ovo
Grimm. 443; nw*l. Ik l 5fy. ;

gr»m oC I *y. : human, put to doiih.

6. to animal form ^i-ntcnt to thero-

srf»ri. 166 Jf.
;
distinguished frcra

spirits, 191
;
buagcd up la wosd, iu.

3* 'f

Gold osrioded from see*? temples. ». 345,
mwr *

; UMNd to nnironte, 4ho
-ckoing. curtain words uNxed at.

L 460
Cokko Agt, the. Ik ij$, 148 *7- *66—— Bough, I. 4 : K^nLded with the

Biiulft* iii 449 5ff. : rcaoxi for the
Mim. 453W

GordiA* knot. . 403
(foot transferred 10 trcei, uk *f.

Grape- dusotr. Mocker of the, il 5
0f*» King, i. 21

0

Craw. reremoeto* at, I. a/- ( odff-
toga at crate. *65 : seal fctrhoJ bark
frooi. a6y sy.

<lot2ns to Cliinra* wnpe. i. 47 *y

CkriTto, stones thrown on. III. 8
Crmwjwrd. cools fc*<bo1 from, S. *66 Y*
C/:«n Com !>>ncr. * 33a

Gem ge. L 009 *.
Wolf. RfOthurhooi <if thw. lit. oils y

Gref, $ir George. 00 personal ruiauu, I.

43* ry.
;

00 Atttnliu U.

417
Grimm. J.. on aiiTjyg out Dreith, ii.

71 rf. ;
cm ih< widnjninior line, ii.

345 t*f*
;
c* thi Orman A-onbip of

thn oak. 346
Grcussd. divine aid tuyd pmmu not

*Bw«J to couth the. »u 202
;
sacred

MfemdM not allovvd to COucti the. #M
v- ;

gl*U *1 pubwty rot allowed to

touch the. 204. ao6. ao8, a 10 iff.,

21 4 Y . tabooed ;*»u>u not allnurd

to tcoch tbe. 464 : m«4 things %%A
magical IropcmrcHs aad reraciiks ux
to tooth the. 465 iff.

Grovca. 5rtcrwl t. j«7
Gmttt. witchceiy, ch*n»i fix eaitoipy*

ing. L 23 jy.

Uyps»«, l IC5 17., a*o; CtoCOai ob-
served by '.hen cn Palm SincUy.
K &) V‘ 5 cssstom ctacnc^ by Uum
on fetter SvAday. ii. soy 07.

Maddoo. A C. 00 '•Tug of War.- lit.

r,fi neie

Hug. name of h« core ext m Wales, n.

•7« ry.

KiT

Hair, not out. i. 31 ;
charm to mikr

hair grow. 40. 43 ;
Of Mikido iux cut.

*34 *. nwir^m rA ctilng. 363. 372

Y7- ; of king! *r«2 plexi ox cut,

;1p8 ry
;

n<* 00 >oie*ey. 370
i

nor cut during sow. .370 Y* J
tMpphtg*

of. used in witchcraft. 375 ryy.

;

\**«l

10 raure min ond rhurxlw^soraw. 3711

9f> :
«* hiar de posited in sife i>toe«:.

379 *jy. ;
kept fee rouiicuiuo, 384

»y. Ixnnt frc«n feat or sorerry, 386
/y.

.
ctx os punilcacory ccwracny. 387

YV . weogih of poom to. u. 390

11SU- fct*. «». ®93 W
Hi«u», cf. dr*rrr/ynd by Jtr«t »1

Funm. dl 17a v.
and Matdoeai, iii. 137 >/,, 184

jv. .
Haimui ps’bsps an old Elamite

>59
Manuk *.ntoo»rf. ^ 319 ty.. 333. 334.

3 »7. 3»9. 33».W 573- 4*7
ILire. cutn-spiiii cotKci^cd as. K. 2G9

Mares arxl wiufees, w. 4C^
llyt-md. K. S.. on *7napath«t>c magic,

c. 49, *X4 3 ;
on custcvn of sin rating,

ill. 20. twee 2
;

on uncial nail at

Rom. jo ca piulng dUUraa
tlwoo^ j ckft u« jo;. iw» 3

ItuvMi. Mimrtl ,<rlul 0/ bwoM »i. III.

7* V-OU. IL 183
crfM. IL *J? V*-
customs m Europe. O. 172 ry/. .

the* liuerjcouuiotk iy> to fMru.

172 W : ® Mcdoo 1M »
Ea* Indtoa, 196w

Don. ii. »a3
May. L 190
mother, it 173
Ouom. iL id 1

supprrn an urnwwti ii. a88
M^wkvvot. Ik« sicum:

-

ear. os «m1-

surrmir, iii 335 y
Ha vs. fate of the. boood op uvtb lurroTs

«tlc. m 44B V
Huil. diYinlng*rod trade of, iii. 342
M'sv.1. soul restored to. L *<4. 273. *70

sy . . certAio ferwis not alfcwed to

towfa thetr bttdt with thrk hands.

3*4. 3^. 3*7» 3»9- 33*. : «*cnxt.

36a ry/.
;

lio Coc ullo^ed iu pus O^-er.

363 jff. ;
iai lo Ik t-xxhtd. 363, 365.

366: fkU at poverty luhAStn to

v;tad head wlh fngers, iii. 21

1

—— hunters coioh souls of Uitcndi*!

%>ctiau. i. 279 »y

Hosdicho caimd by ikdi cirrykg away
«Kro hair, i 37«

Heaps of tthks and manors to uhidi

«mii femes -by uXiUlbuics, X1L 4 JyV-
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Heart of uclf and or Unr aKr «o make
trave. XL 35O

Heerts of brave men aivn tn impart
tnwy. ii. 358 >y.

Heaven, fecciv*! of. 1. 143 ;y. ; Zuh»
m&JxiiiG- rxwn mt the hc*\cn and
Konf) thwiisclvei with rt. ii. 3^.7.

Heber*; Hi'rifkv of cntlrirnn IL

40 Jp/.

ll«ll«U*ba>. god cf if* Hiximtoe. !ra
gmrr* n. I A/

HephA«u^ *1 Umtoo* iii 252
Her* Afnl ZmaJ. 336. »(
Hervulw. h* death an iho Hi. 171
Merm**, rmclUrtloa of. at Athene u B83
Her»:f. wzyatoie ixLk&n ef. tt minis,

iii 10 //. ; Cretan fcntivul of. IH. 147
Herxiomt on iM rjylli, I 1*8

festival of the Pyre a1. UL
17?

Hindoo dn*id of deenoM, in. $t v
Hrppoljtus. i. $. ii. 67
fii|r^3i.unm, life of woman loox*J up

with, ii 108
Hirpt bonrn

.
IkL 311 if

HMur LIP. Briefer w.th mi-tlntoe. u.
*36 if. :

ms Nindncis. 446, »«* 4
Hoi* in ground. paocer pasrcd through,

iii 4«5
HoU. a Hirdco nro-fmtivali iii. jcA uj.

Hob no*. and psllulic® net dutin^xir^ed

br wage, i. 34)
Holy Gbasi ki oe. il 3. rtMe 3
Hikv re two. ccmvsjent conceived is,

a *Bi *>y*

HOOO rxcSuicil Cnx» Arkian grove. ii.

314 w*
;
to ucrlfcod to Mart at

Mrmr, 313 v*
<«f»MT%>c/ at. ^ 1*73 /f.

HuiirffcpocbtU. Meximn god. eeten
w>:r«it»n Rally by ha wucUMpperd? II.

«i£X. . iiiboa* olser\ed by person
wSo h*v* partaken of, » 34* >ff.

•— *xc*ifvos *x> man god. i. 139 *7.

.

to trte. 173; at cutting of chief s
hi*x. 373- h Gfrtrr. ii. 34 vy :

turnui suU.hum for. 38. i;
mock hiawi merges. 67 xyy. .

QGmi by Morans for the nuiw.
X43. for tb? crops. 238 Ayy.

;

Am*i r%. 338 a/. : in Africa *3* rAmavvrB. 338 v '» ,n Africa. *3* *?. ;

taindla. j4or/. : arooog the Ktonds,
*4* W- i

u( Ifevii*. iii. jtQ/tf
victim <ktuifird with con. it 2*6

fW- : assimilated to cm, 353 ; *»imi-
?o heavenly IkkU*. 35.5 V*

Hum mill ix Hcciiiian. luiiuxu! god c4
Mnatci. I59b l9l

Huatz-g a?«™ i. « 3w
Hucuiorn. :n!H*»no? of coodoci of per

tX ln*nc i. 40 v/-

" Hcfcbud ftad o ifr.’* namtof seeks
an*.*:/ Cortres, II. 326

Husbands a»d viv« do nm meniinn

each other's mvt. i 413 vv- . ii^nk-
U>C dlffwcw laagwicw. 4 <9

//*x4f»7ir. mitiitoTj aremony ag*x>|
Indians of Virgania. iii. 430v

Hyacinth kilieil bj Apollo, iti.

U. 136

lasioo and Demexr. *. 21 y

llo tet*1» *n Ja»T., il 17 jy.
oi JUilaa. .it. 4^ V

I«W. Wood of rklim WDfOJtd or mooih
of. id. 65

Illdt intercourse of »<*<« injurva th«>

crops, ii. oil #f/.
Ir^ijc bathedm iiin-chonn. « 133

. used in r».igK. i. 10*21
;

to

initial ojury. io-i); to ><ocArr off-

spring or ea&> dcfivory. 1941; i)l-

trmted. tef* *f. ;
du:kol to e.uiH*

rain. Ill if. i
4sa<J in reciii of soaU.

»6 .n v- a^7< »7» sy
;

itcritkttl in.

a*o*d c/ rail oniXiftls. IL 344 n»rc;
offtfed as sabsdtuITO fxr lining prea^f.

544 5ff . c4 gods, scggfstcd ^gin
cd, 369 iy.

;
aiadr of ncxiccs c:ea-

tuna ns ir>oW» cf p-Mmy nd cf th.m,
426 >y to Crigbtfiii <Ut\ux of disoisc.
• ;. 65

i
bucm Kc» Vcair'a (l|f In

Corra »s dotiverar#c« fran trouble.
107: devils lured into imt^es; which
aro than dmtrajad (C 107

Inrarr.auca. 10*4*1m/y. i. 130 vf- ;

pwrmamru, 137. xyy 4^7. ; do«nx>r
of. wippliei hnk betv^n Euhnnensm
and it* rJ\nT. ii 165

lto*i *s gxi*. i. X^O
lMa. dre*d <f liemcns in. lE 51 stf.
ImiatKJo. pewto* cf death and re-

surreciifm a:, uj. 41^ *#•
Iwaouhling against moril evil. \xMk

calnmUy. «u.. a. jf.i iff
iMiWbon. timpx.iry. 4 >jy. ; l>y

dnnkiartfcod. 133W
IrecrttanU^or *p»:l:ng different

Inngupges. w 419 /f-
Xrr.ox»catiou a fcroi uf Inn^irauun, I.

3S9 ^*
I«Mhk»ng>. uhoos obvTT'vd bf. i. 239^.
Iron. tu5>3oc-_ i 344 Vf. ; used OS

talUnian .tfxu&l spirits. 34! ;^y. .

saal cf, til. 390
Ishtax or A^ine. Ikbybaiaa ^Jilin*.

Hi. 158: idenhlcd with Anah;s i4o

;

tijw-vaknt so S«mni<, it* jy.
;

Moeshippod at Kroch. 177: pro bib! v
refccjcLtcd by n uertd larld. 178.

>79
I*** aid Ouris. II. 137 jyy. ; UU a god.

dess of corn, 1 43 v-
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lii* lexoa the wrt? r»u« cf Ra. i. 443W
Ivy chewed by Bacfotals. i. 13s

n Osn IL 146 ry.

j_»«.>:n*t2»c Ciicco. c 214 if.

Joixo. lernpowy ntrr of Lha»t «i. 113

W*
Jav.ro**. M., co Tatmiivz. ii. 1*3 n*t*

y a 34 trf^r

JCfiKta. P.. or. Taaftmot. il 124
on Vnshu and Himu. uL 159

.

kb lh«»c*y of tlR'ffttt of Eater. 377 ay

jevoo*. P. Ii
,
on magi: and religion,

t

1:

*3

. * . I
v-.« - * ».

r; on Koruna gr*f*r. ih 410

Jewish OUSbMM of MilpCgOX, te. IOJ

Jc%4 accusal tf ritual murder a. iii. 173
sffm

Jiofl. dentil of the King of Uk». u. 5

:

caompr^rofe of ite. 1** 56 ry.
;
bear

in| nmili to drive rrw»J the. 119
Jountrj, ccraiouio d (LKsduMiucni
ca return fro*, u j©6 /y. Iimt not
cut dunrg. l 370

Jow. of name, *.

456 v
Judas. t*xz«± of. dcuruytd on Ewff

Saturday iii. »4* y* '**7 /f*. as6 y.
Jupiter, An. huuar. soulAccs opened

to, Hi. « 4 *. «#*? i ; CofUoKuc. repro-

1 by in oak-tree. 346

Knkian .vtwialiiin in C«ruo, iaantinn

mo. iii. 44*W
A'jnur. Aiau li. y/y **/c x

Kongo/co. caico m saeratttut. ii. 365
Koupote. in. 330
K^t. lliby. »* *•3
Kbxids. tnnun sacrlAotf amcog. ii.

041W
Killing, by imam of nmgic la*i*tt. i.

10 iff. . *ptni* uod demons in ettgy.

u 349 • the div«* animal. 366 y/f ;

the huoun god in Mexico, iii. 134 />y
K»-g. at Alim*. i. 7; sicrrfcnt. at

Itown* 7: in mrly vwty. fWtion
<*. *3? <f.. pfetenoj of iCIIng

die Whitsuntide. II. 63 iy.
j
u^iiutul.

ul wtiisuninax, Id. 237
Hop. it. *3 if.

of Socaeo. nmk. ii*. 150 ry.— 0/ Ssjm. special angxage devoted
to. h 144 a/.

of tie IV.'n. iii. 143 «ofr. 265 «*fr
of Up Saturnalia, iii. 139 vy.

— of the Wood. L 4. ajt v i prob-

itJ) kitted IK eld uf set tune. U. 59
ry . . t/j if. : person iced the oik-spuu.
Iii. 4SO

of Ugiusdi. soul <A deceased. In*

: in pr«at, ii. 5# ay.

Ktag oi tba Y«inr UO# hUiimn
scapegoat tn LVa, HI. m /y.

K'ngw » eodR L 137. 140 r«v*. 447
ry. : rtculate the wemher. 154 «Vtf* I

cai«« crop« t.> grov, fish to be cnugtM.
eta. 136 y.

;
jujiiaHod if weather a

Ud oc «op* fall. 157 ry.
;
VilM i«

tiinr* of drought and scarcity. 1 3H ry.
;

treatecl os divlae. ajjryf.
;
gmdwiWy

Urvfi Mwpora' a^i >yy. ;

civil and re^ijpros. 244 yv. .
fetish,

u> AfHau 2is y.
;

tibcoi ofanned
b/. *96 ; graded njjunrt nap( of

stringen, 30* /yy. ;
not seen ni

nKiio. 310 syy.
;
not alkravd tu t|cii

p«hcc. 31 j Jtv* : oct to U UHKbni.
344 ; ranw of. r*x oeatKmsd. 435W : t«*c c/ kf*. ^47 y. j jr„t

to daUh for bodily defects, ii. 3 yy.

;

of Uuilicaie klD UimnHvv* after rejn
of tcehe yeais. 14; *u;w«<!nd by

tl»or nrurdfters. 15 jyy. :
p^flapa pul

to death ui and of n yvar. 24 yy. ;

|A»t to denth after a siogte da>'s rdg«».

26
.
aoouaay alxliatu far a frw da>*tf.

06 ryy. ; leittpornry kings, »0 *fy. ;

suoxssjoo 10 soult of. 57 sy
; Ah«

UK* ific# to Croocs at Olympia, m.
14I : ox xDoved ts loach the ground,
aoa

or Fir® and Waur ia CamhodA.— of^freUad, taboos tXncned b/, L
239 r</

of Rum. i. 163
priolly. i. 7 jy. ;

woeMiippnl as
fiOtls. 8

Kmg'S'Cvd, 1 320 sy.

Kingthlp. rct JC4.VKV to n<e:pt. i 343
Kingitey. Xfisi Mary If.. 00 feush

ktag>.. i. 340 nr**; no kings ol Ngnio.
ii. a6 on laish-sxils of Calabar
aesws. Ik 410 ry ; oa i*tinlnry rites

in Wcm Africa. 439 iy-

A'>nx\itA. oil iVcniin rider. Uvnt 10

death, ii. 13
Knifr. magic mtfriMVce of. L 44
4 * Knife. Itarding." secrei widy aivoog

the Carracr l mil ort«, in 43^ /y

Knives nu uki! after n <UnU. i. 35*
Knots, winds tied ap in. i. 134 . m

OHigte. 392 Iff. ; out nllov«2 al cbikl-

Ixr* «a .wwg nmnurtv. jn-i j,y.

.

a* inipcdintmis it mnrragc. 394
:
«nkx*ed at maniaiv. 393 ;

xt <ntM pf tfaca^. 396 vy ; w
era*. 39J; a* am«V;t«. 399 iff .

(iordUa koot. 403
;

tied m IxTUghs.
Hi. 23 .y.

111 Ausmlin. Sir Gonrg* fliu/t

tlcfeiium of. 11* 417
Kofi! cApdled In ASbirAj. lb ioO, Ik 91
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AVrr. wnv< of Proscrjxiuj. ii. *17
Ko»hvh:t itc OeatUcss. Ua 363
Kcutrcnaa. funeral of. U. 10c iy

KcatrubcmVo. death of. k 105
Krfshau. bjffd of. imwng. • >46
Kruiji. .V C.. <*» nston cf naming
pumi aftc# tbeir cluh!n«

( i. 413 *<,«*

KuVJ. A-. on thu midttimraKr fW. 44 .

3«>3
Kuatlo. cfT^y of. carrtod ftttc** dm. bu

10s. 1*7: «Mn*of H3a*iioa» i>9^y.
Kufttio* Nigbl. ii. 375

RU>*dia» *p-r4 of h*ftl. L jSa

V*. 374 **

iin family of. iWir rebtico lo doer.

449
Lnc*rd«. P. ©» the - Kite of the &aud-

l<6* Ow." iil til w
tataia. the Gram!I. of Lh». ii« 1 16 /y.

I.i«»ii*. Gr»*d. ta •ewwt« god*. I. t$®

L-»«f. Anditm. on butt- formed Dionysos,

il 493 : on custom cf walking ttreegh

fife, ii 310 "A/c
; on the

4*4 K**€

L**f*>fe. tpttlAl. <li!V 9Ud to Kit* 0i
Stem. L 1 44 iv'* : cri*nr.« in. due to

Mpemitjon. 427 V*. 4J 7 m \

Special. «sed by Rcinrliem foT mx>-
wood. 456 ; by afapfcu* hmtin. 457
if.

;
by Wrrcher* for camphor, 4S®

*f. ;
*C hir.til, 460 jy.

L*«Aer*i. Japr.no.- Fftttt of. W. 84 sy

fj/ii iMflw'n. i. 114
Larkspur. at KMliumiwcr, ill. a63 , 470
Laurel. *icrvd» eaten, i 135

Uw cf Ktiurc nd evouxtod lay pnnd.
t-»e man. 1. cjo uj.

\*ry Van. i. 216
Leaf K-rf. I. 317
- Mw. little. I. 4(4
loping to make crop* crow liigh. L 36;

over foe. U* 439. *54* *55 *
a63 *

a^*W >7*- 2?3- »74. 375. a«>*

*S- *SX>. *9L *9* 398. W.
y>y 306

Leu, tahth Sunday in, it 7 *, 8$. 97 :

nrprcsc**?d l>y c(TI|»y. wb*eb it pui^d

to piece;. 90 sy.
;
scKKOtod oogio of.

314 : "»• 14 >
RaddhUt l-ern

is farina. 146 ;
honfir** kisdlnX on

fir* Sunday in. *38*344
lAfOid. Ilnh of. Imparts ceunigc. II.

3 j4
Ixwrj iicfifxnl co Goddess of While
k*Ut. k 14A

Lepthis. on Curia. 1*. 147
Lfcanw. period of. at Pondo festival of

firat-fniiu. U. 306 : |»irk>4« of.

460
;
iniol periods of, m. y6. ?8

I4. n8 jy.. 138

Lite of paaon hound tip with n tree, ik.

391 W I a ion**. «L. 406 ty.
;

with an ABteiiL 407 W*
l>te-trcvi. iii. 391 ^9*

lifbtning. vuccinaucn as a» ^auraucc
AgainM. ii. 363: tidnituns arJiiv*. *u.

*54. 3?a. a#i 283. *84. 336. 33$.
«9

Ijn*j& il. a*4 25* jy.. 2374/. ;
Itatified

with AOontt. aj3
lio«. aol called tiy .u prove anj»c. L
436; tesh oL wapam ooutirc. ii.

$54 >f.. 336
ahutAtafta. corthipof oak in.luAh

3*^

Ii. M4 jyy , 248 W :
rtiaiioii

to Altk 3^> *7.

l^vcr. acal of mu3. ii. 357 ;
wt of

\UiUur. fi.

lyxks opened at clifd birth. L 39* *y. ;

»mp*dira»w<c at marriogv. 394 #y.
;
a*

A»lokt%. 400
ly'Xuii Hercules. IL 437
Locust, xocte of gcuing rid of. i. 424
Loto*. iruKhierous Nt«e cod, Ik 336

charm in Oana, i. 47 y. .

wnoiif Zulu*, ii icc; In

anOqt£*ty. aJ.

a Macedonian 3001)1. i 7^4

;

6 Xfnovdonian nod Syro* Vlacedotiion

month, iii. 150. (Uif.
!^«o-:.Vtnna. L a8i
LcAar sympathy, dxtrxe of. U. 457

Lyidl. Sir A. C, 00 wocic and atftgte.
i. 63 «<r

l.yotma. Mount, L 213. 390; human
sicrlfion 01. iiL rao

Lyceum at A*h*nt, crfgw of. «i 499

Macduunhl. Roe on »dM of the
attecni." Ii. 53

Mftcktys. ** descendants of the scnl.” id.

373 f-
Mxrolmis on w-gods. k 147
NUdikr-harvsttt. custom M. ii. 335

M»cir. *>mp*lh»^ic. i o-6» : its fowl*,

mruil praaelplcs, 9 .
imiutivc or

mi-ielK-. 10 iVV* 1
KgypUm. 13 >yy. .

used lo hcnl skk. 23 ry. : used bv
hunters ar>4 hshm. 33 */f : *»w of.

60 :
oWVr than religion 67 W ;

uiw.xml in Aiuirulia. 7 « W .
tellsey

of. 79 /y.
;
tkood of. >9!

;
urougffct

thre^ch reaaiu of food. 3x6 jyy.

;

use of personal name*. 404 lyy.

a»d temoof. k^lirf in. tnor« per

muni tlian ihe liiiwrfcal ruUgSona.

iii. 49 <y.

and religion. L 63 ijv.. 129 jy..

iii. 43$ :
fused tc*rtker. 1. 64W

xr.d aciaicc. k 6», ill. 43$ *y.
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Magku! taptanoKi not to touch the

groawl. iiu <66
pwrs to priot* rt

Fnu»^. i 67w
riica nlcixlcd fto entire icv.v«al of

nature iu spring, n no -yy. : and
religious ri*« distmj^mlKd. 191 rj*

Mabarojft*. I. 148
the. rflrrx of fe>l corn cut in

*>mc |axiu of Kghkmh. IL 1I4

W. 18 ?W
Muuc, charm to make m&ze grow, I*

« . Mtskin M<rA(u» of k«ni«M5 kr lb*, ii 143
Goddtwoftha White. IU *53

V(n:r».rvdhrr in Pctu. il 193
Malay oiu-thm. I. t3i syy.

Mumriu* Vduriu* tfi l*t
Man. pnmiuie. lacks idea of rotund

Uvr, 1 130 /y.

4K. Wild. pr-un^ cf Scitt-g. i
totf

A/*tvc. ut r̂uilurti \tjnu of Chefs in

k 65
Muncrc*. u 223 if.. 237 v
Man -god, typt* of. 1. to #f. 1

put to

death. r 6
;

in Mexico* iii. 134W
Mnn gnrU, t 130 /fy*

Miiu. the Mother of the Ghosa L 6,

^ 3 <3 * 344
A/antor. Iwtffl baked at Arina. *_ 343

hUnii at ArRa*, L 6, B. 343 if.

Egffiu*. L 6
MaauhardL W.. <400*0. I. an if..

*25; co <&zy of Death. iU 9?;
on LVraeicr. 169 ly. : 00 t**f sheaf nt

h&noK. *75; on com-apne, aoa
;

on liM com cut or iVeshat a97 ;
on

golden leg of 1’yUugrKas. 4 it
I

on

betting huaron scope(0*L. !* 127
;

co Are- festivals as sun-charms, 300 ; on

cueacoi cf bwninc tha apiritof tv£<*a-

UW, 317
Mantkiytn tabooed. L 331 iff.

Vfanu. co the unclrannc** of Wtaaft. ii

>3«
I/mi/. Indian worn cf Mlogk* wdi

sails and vaipt. *16 ry.

Marcellos of Bordeaux, i. 23; >cmr
ranadiaa pmcribai by Km, iii. 4*6

Merdt Gmi, ii 76
Murduk oe Moodoeh, cta^cfgot of Baby-

fen. «i. 151. 17I. « to. 181. 184
Mare cr horse, coro-somt conceived us.

a. •*« !,y.

Mars, wse socr.docd to. n. 315 jy.

;

erigusMIt n god of vtgttttion, iii. i?a
— - tl« plana*. bvnia ctcri&rrt to. n.

255
MMOi on Abjssiriio festival. UL 77 *y.

MmjxA>. G.. qaotol. i i6
:
on

Cto*. il. 151.^ t

May Hrid*. i. 224
£>aj, cnciKiniu observed on. i.

>9J V-. ** W W5 *
evtzoms m Isle of Mao. *oa if.— i. o<6 ry.— l-ndy. i *97. 000

1
il. 96 «y.

pota. i. aoa iff.
Quixn. L 220. U. 103
Rose. IJuk. i >08

; u««. L 193. 196 Iff.; w. 96 V-
awl Aoson. IL see

Medxine*bnK of N. ArvrrKtn lndans.
«• 43*

W

MrUnnijim i. 41
Mdeager. atcry of hb <kt.th. iu. 358
Meliccfiea. ii- 3s
Meil do«, il. 183—- -ibtsif. H. 183
htm u iii. 18 Iff. . tO| .

109 s/9
.
ns tff.. 122 *yy.

— — oucii to get tbeir ijJulKia. Ii. 337
iff,

MfrsroaSon. seclusion of «omen x. %.

3*5
Mtr.yroow women, dread of. I. 325/9. ;*
Mirisihi. h'..ei&n >KUni% ftmong Itic

Kb»dj. k 2*t s/.. 24$ if.

Mrscci^ drr^vJod - 19 /yy. . mgMded
ao souls of dead, bar w.

.
u wood-sjdfiL ii. 98

Mctknn fclcrftoa cf kumxf\ br.ng* far

iQcaiAxc. tL 143
srtcranicms. h 337 s/y.

Mice frpxiol to gite good teeth, t.

5<-33
m«Ci cf get Uni; r*d °f- '*• *•?/•

Mklns. UtrygUn kings ciikd. ii. 134 *y.

MH!*LenL tl. 86 /y/.

Miilvjjan»rf. no? burnt at. i. aafi . dlvl-

naboo at, ri. 129 tff . ; W. 273 /y..

»79* 3d* *
33* *9- 1 pwocosww of

giaatb at, 320 iff.

Brilfe. 8. 128
custom* in Snrtiinki. L 116 jy.—— lXty a timiag point of the j'cai. ii.

107

Ivve. p!.\nu culled co. iii,

328 We 45 1

iturrnl m S'nxiin. L aaa
ftrei, il 1*7

;

m. 264-293. *97-
300 ; lve aiiUiuls tom at the. 323
iff.

Mikado, his rules of Me. l 234 >7- : *°t
allowed co touch tb: ha>wm1. iii. aoo ;

sua not deemed worthy to thine on
hi«. iii. 203

Mtkkw wnrxliipp^i hy Romans, ii 4*8
Milk not lixwk by mcminwu* woaicn.



INDEX 4$ I

Milk aid mom d*t of Muni. U. 336— on Miy Day. i. 1^3 ry.
;
men by

vitcte*. iii. 13a. *7S- ayd. j81

C*xdwr» Iqirwy. U. >06
Milk fctoaliip. iii. yJo
Mutoun worshippxl a* |ixl. L J47
Mirrors corcrud aJ>tr a ilcoh. i. a^4Mknife. I>xd of. Ii. H3
MtUfctcc on Twelfth Ui>. a 445 ;

j».

nn«wn; of Dafckr's dCOllt, 2. :rjd

rwred and o* by lb: £>*&*.
3*7 ;

guheicd ni «id*intmcr. 343.
Ml «ntal •• nil b<xS«r * to <be
Ctkic l«guigcs. 313; in p:pj'ar
roeitow.343 v ! ** repile ia

S

mxIo,
344: «nttto the bfc erf ilto rak.

44? ; ajpw*st *iu*cr*ft.
446

;
identify With the Golden

Bough, 449 W • r*^>wrod at Mid*
jarnroer inti Cfelsiitis. 454 ; rtrmls
treasure* /k

Mrvrm. wrred Kgj|xi*a bill. U. 31a /y.,
iii. 1 1 a

Mo*b, King of. vrcriftccs ha soo, IL

M«Vk bonsjn ticriftcva. ii. 67 jy/*

Moloch, or Mofcch. ch*lreii aaerinosJ
lOb H 40 »)Y

MOKimm. lb., on *.nnj:.l nml ai
lii. 3 ?. **4- a

MoMomii. t. 1 19
Moan, oogins to» L 3° i ‘ n r*tow** w

0«aw. u 153 /yy. ;
cttsecvcdas iroken

in p*o>*. 53 : rtgnrdtvJ as eats*
of fttwih nf pHnto 134 /yy. ; as

unucc of dew uiul meuture, it «$*
sy. ; specially worship^ by agnail-

t«l people*. 159 >/. ; mltocr** of.

00 kii^m affairs. 437 V« J
mhel^erf

CtiadVrrr! ii>. Mi. 26
;
imjrciMlixi

by Use, jjj. <»o/r 3
waging nnd waning. fcoperslitkxn

». Lisjijy.
Mc»d*o,. (be UnbylottiAtt Murdux, 31.

*58. 18 1 ;
SstrAimphal rkle through

Suit. i8t iy

Kaman. ill. 157 *y . i5| ty

Meric*. A. 0.. on hoaorife totem?
luoofkg (be Lanier IkJou. iii 437

MerrU dnocers. ill. 114
Moses am the unokanrtt*, of **onuw. 31.

»3*
MtAferr of tlic Orajr CuUcr. ii 5
-— of the Msno in FVm. ii. 103 V-

of toe NVbnu. the Bytov, the l(w>
the Oats. (. 17a ; the Cruat Metoer at

birvc*t (73
Mtthercottim. U. 105
Mother i»4aw. drevJ of. I. 088 /y ;

co*w coc mentiewd. 4«3 W-
Mcurncr* anty cnur MiupVj. i

.

joirdieU os p<met item ngain&t gbwt.
l 30a

Moaroog for sliia fees. I. 337 ; b»
col nt end of. jW ry. ; ovw sU*o
HJ«1. i. 3O7. j6t. 3^6

Mouw Apollo, n 4ay v*
Mouw-w lu»rk\*t>^l at rii«kumi*:r. i Tv

y&% c. . oa King of tho Mc4c».
!*• TOO Sf.

Mogvort ot aaidsuRUikrr. iiL at>8. 370.

*74. 337 /V
M-^ui at miiaumiMT. il 264. j4^> *V*

K. O . on Donia Dogiblp. u.

18 v i docentbmia of Athtems.
37. ntJ* s; o< -ulxtiniiPV for

bwin McrSfKts. 3. 3I. a : on
&uu1ma »nd »vdajiopAlu>. uL 16MA

.
siotitt throtrn or vxrc of. i*. 8

Murray. I>r . on Kor> Boky, u. 183.
mv/» a -

Mytf>otc«r i ivo mol schools c£t ilL 165

V^j/ of CcsuiU AnvTK-an InAans, ni.

4«®
Nail koockcd into k*\ m Rcree na

rc«*.-dy fo» pUgue. scditkaj, etc., to.

Jfg. ; fis nnmisJ cereioosy. 36 i/f*
ir\5 or |xua atd Eckoesa

icwo to y- ;
»t« a iioiw. a

vnl. etc.. 33 jff.. vB

hiito cf young children nee cut. I. 371
*r-— pmagsof. iirtl in witchcraft, I. 375W *. t?»i»oxed to s*ifc ptocr. 375 tyy.

:

pmorwl fcr resuriecsiM, 384 tq.

N***
t of Ra. i. 444 sc/.

Ni^KS of ge<U and 441m WtUiufccd
onf/ at certain time* of the year, i.

44
« V i

diluent osih» ia yanuner
and winter. 44* /y.

of kini&k r»t Meouatod. i. 413
>7Y- ; not raenujoed. 431
ayy.

;
dtangiH after a death. 4**w :

of fanpt chiefs re* meatkiocd,

435 W : or EWinuu fevntfl 00

1

menitoacd. 440 /y.

uodM«ii|pc. I. 403 jyy- ; (vganfed

as f«in of the man. 403 v ; pmsnni
nnimi kept Scervt from fear of sorcery.

404 J>y

Naoitog parents nforr liter cfcildren.

unc es and auius utter thc*r more* and
nephews. L 412

Karat, a dcracn, killed by Indr.t. to.

447
Narvim i. 193
Xttdtos cf ibt new com, ii. 337
w- 4^7 nv-

Nats, spuiu tcltes'cd to by Rtfrmto. iii.

54
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X*vt4-«trfof. I sAa. K sympathetic

™gsc. *• 53 OT*
Ndfirtfo. muiiccrj rites In the Congo

vaJVf. iii. 425
Sexk. cryiig the. ii. *38 /*y. . life guil-

der'* nock at huvrvj. a60 ;
Dir go*'%

neck at harvest, 2O0
NVd-rtr*. id. joi y
Ne*. R A

,
oz Hjvs Attev n 304. mV*

4; c* Crfcu mmc of nuy.ktw. 41 ,

343. u*4 4
NcBii, l«akc of

.
L 1

;
|irkst of, a ry.

.
4.

• §3*
Nir.s as amulets, i. 396, 399
Nc* corn uatrn factum rvallyt . 318

Vf • : CwV (rsfrol of rhe. j*?
:

Xatehcc festival of lV>. j3*W— folks, C^iTxr fes livid cf the. i- 323

.w-
Ninn. ftabykninn aM f-wish month,

*«. f 5 ». *54
Ninu «*5 kid purtfe noir. iii. 338
Notdeke. 7U. 00 JWbjVssaus ortgla of

PWif*. 10. IS9
Neon, supersUtKius droid of, I. 290
Ncctxi. RuuM>m godded. il. 37
Nose, seal escapes by, i, acx sy.

Ncvtfcy. clxsdoU. 3*7 V.

dw. Ul. 37
f. 1. 251 Sf.

3*7 */•

Oak worshipped by Drxikis. L 168
;
by

<M FVwsvnts £•
. by the Aryan. Ul.

457 ;
ih« ssrrtd tree of Peraa sod of

Zm. i. 16$: nktoS. at Remote. i.

16H. «46 : tba rfcijf tnrr#*i cr^ cif tS*

Aryans. Iii. 346 iy. ; ftttitd fiet pro-

Omtil by friction of, &* 347 *f> . kfc

of the. in nvottacc. 447; Errol's oik.

448 v.
O&k-ra, chkdrau p*M«d through cltft

for raptwe. Hi. 396 xy,

OnX-trees oi fat. cal of Ikteiulu. L 135 .s/-

Ook wcoi. perjittail 6re uf. L 16&
Cats txidc, ii. 106

-wwk. name gtvrr 10 man *N> binds

h* iboaf. U 29$
-metier, ii. 17a
voir IL x6 *

October, hxv? ioc/vf-ccd at Romo in. a.

5*5 V*
Ofccnfcerg. II.. qu;4cd 1. 06 . or. magic
and religion. i. 73. w/j a ; bis inter -

prat-1!'on of fbkvArl *otg, 94 if. ; on
lodiftn rdtgfon cfVedic *g*. ib 50 ^

OIC Man. kin»e of last steal at lurvest,

k 174 VV-. »a& «rv- ;
«»*>» *»»•"

bodtr of I** s&sif, ii. *26 jy.

- p*op*t kllkd, .1. 7— R re-vonan kiked— K«e-vorian kiked a: and
ibrrshinx. ii. 330 iy.— Wifii, nnmn cf lacl rent rot in SOnin

puts of Highltnd*. ii. 177 W. 187.

J69 V*

Old WortoA, custom of sawing il»r. ii.

86 vy. ;
name snrr lo «heaf

at hartTM. 174 W- 1 bl threshing. 181

V » ’30 :
l**irrs«s|; tbr. m >45

Woman wlu Ntw Lwj. ii. 103

Ofcle at Orehomenus. !L 36 #y.

Omerv. brifc a*d Iruiu of. roten l»y

anctcm drrimri. ii 355
Omniprim:noj cf h&til* ciO*tiy mil-

chbntxflt. iii. 4* W*
Otnpkole. iii. 169
CbchonK-Mrt. human sociificc at, ii 36
Ofcsics, so:lu«oo of. 1. 341 .

polls hh
hair. 3^9

Ort*>*. thr it mdsnmmer. iii. 338 ry.

O^n a 137 w :
of. 137 w-

:

rilo uf. ii. 140 if. ;
ju c«i*ipnl, >4t

W- : as ucc- spirit. 143 /yy. ; r>ot :hv

son, 1*6 ryy.
;

his relaiioo to the
moon. 15a /yf . fos dismcrobervieut

mterpTficd. a56 jaripnoflrsmrMeries.

*57 :
*•

«» in:. 310 /y. ; in nwu*m m
hulls Api» Mnrris, 31a #7.

Os^s ami Isis probacy rrprcvetvxd by a
liviig couple. ilL 1O6

Ok coru-spirit coxesred as, ti. 277 >yy.

.

»53W
Palm Sunday, U. 89
FllllUce, irrcmunirr i.l l*pfi*g, it.

ao8 /y.

Pan, death of the Crest, f. 4 v/ : image
r/ whipped with i^uilU. S. *>7

Plots hird-ftart of Californian Indhnr.
fi. 367

PlRffis icamtd after the# cluilsei, 1.

it a; names of not pronounced. 4x3.

4»5. 4»6
Pasts*; rbroagh cWft or Micta.

r»oopi. and d\xr autrow apemues as

cure fer rirknci*. «e.. iii. 394W
pLsvorer. the. ii. 47 .yy.

and PWrtm, iii. 189
Putccal racramenis. a 438w
P7400. W R.. cn wml narro of Rou-

tinesn pfM-M. ». 441 Dl//

Pmilitians. i. 149 iy.

F*u Ft. fiAJicr.il of. fl. 74 */.

Pi) re, K. J.. 00 naoso-woohip. u. t>g.

»H»fc 3
lVn-n»o«hir. ll. «?o. 17*
J^fcvs nt ayrnpis. a. 337 : and fsi» irury

tliiKikhT. ia. 418
IVhra. .1 'I>ro\*linn fetlival. iii. 147
Peru#, fitttttfru t2U51rcn iacnf>cxd 10. ii.

pfurltl. itie. u. 60 i^y.

I’^tifo of Bybus. cm imw ucrifkr*. B-

, P-uMograpbed. drtod of
1 iy.
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Ptaxus. H. 34 *f.

Ptf. o*weiv*d A*, it ZL|

—~^**rtccd k> Os*fls. IL 154; Wc*d
W>c4 i* ili >/.

J
ia

rtfoitta to iXeiiusir and looser piac.

299 W: »" rrirttfofi to Attis and
Adonx. 304 xy. ; »»crv«I .intmO nmoiff

304 ;
atthudu of Jew I 10.

305 i
in UKlem 1®*. 305W

PiCiOrt-Mria*. special words ucd at. I

45V //•/W mni*©-gra»i.;*y in I'trw. u 193

Ptiuvntai m sjwpiilKelr mafic, i. 53 */.

plam< majcfil, culled on Xtdsummcr
bVM. Ill .128 J*V-

Plivy t*e Youncrr- cn the spiesd of

QiriinoiMy. in. 195
PloeghiBg r»Wi*ch*mi, i. 98 ry. ; «

rrlicioai of iiughal lUe. il 2B. 31 4f. t

Ploughmen drenc**d uiih water os ran*
c&trrBt u 19 * xy

Pkx^h Mewdaj. iii 1 94 wrtf?

incxirini o» p*in and sickness

into Ifpa. iii. y*
Pteuudk, on the death of ft* Oext Pas.

II. 4 ;
cx> (hint. it* 15J //.

;
cn the

ea 1:01a of the scapegoat at Ctiura**,
iu. 194 *f-

Pol*. 1 tured of lbs- Aiuntfti not lO tourh

Uc «flh. III. 465
Polenvircb « Athor*. i. 945
Pollotion and toUtfii no* »liiiing»i*hed

bf ««acr. i 343
Po-Mng»r

(
Chun cf ogi icinlwt*.

K* 3«3 W
Poo2. G. H.. on nUiwocy riles asrixif

the fixoii'.. *. 43a ry.

Fwbo*. a Hindoo festival II. 323. 41

**S*•
Poor MMi itiiiHO for cn<u«Sf*m, u. 235

—— Woown. nan* for mmspnt, ii.

*35 ff>

Porcupine. a Rtvhuana totem, il 355
Por^>-cy «n cmmprwmtt cf demons,

lit 37 . htf lUeccv cf ceremonial fxri»

button. Bl. 5/
Portray, fitar of tu«iivg portrait 1.1km. i.

.
nsw

P<u&m«4. » lire** InraOr. iii. 319
Pottcssion hy spirit*. i. 130 /yy.
PottlO’fllOUWf « IVsu. i. spy
Pregnancy. m» knee. sikyMCtl dona*. ••

39* «f.

PrmiVxKl. trvo^K for. In Nias. nl 397

Prksily \aXMA. i. 233 iy.. 297 /yy.. 318
Prims, mngknl power* aUribuUni to a

France. I. 07 ry.
;

tDcusiiuau.
Annia# nw ••icotiuuc- i. 440 /.

Procr»*!c*H nitlt MCushipIu! aiuiUl II.

446 iyy*

lVo|Nti:iLx« ii sJxuehtcred snimah. ii.

39A /yy. : c4 rrrniin. ii 432 v/
ISoloris M a. 30 ^y.

Psylli fifht tbf wind, i 08
Ptmkm and M* foiden Aur. m. 358 j;.

Pjh<»xy, Mc-lutir.fi of fir*. IU, I. J26. »i.

304 /yy.

PuucUsBii, ino^ictAn Ii fairy tile. ill. 333
Ar.

Pargxive aa prepnrs;inn for cuing ac»*

frujM. ii. 3jo. 331. 33a. 333: MuAl
me c^. ii. 336

Purlfl&ibcn of persons Who bivc Oecn'o**

4 Joarnry. ^ 306 /y. ; by |i\ssmg be-

tween two lirrs. 308 : of

33* *W- -
hy wartinfj. 333 jy.

j
by

VTKnriac wkh pwrulgu. 3J4 *y,
j
by

suRU-tmhs, 338 . wltb Uood. II.

2¥2 jy. ; by rr»«nsof Iv^xt of. Ill 127

Sfy. ; by keatinif and M;ng«3f wwh
anu. 313 »fy.

ctrrntontal. ttMUM Of wording off

Pun 01. ievkb SsttHul of. iii 153 ^y.
:

its rcfniioo to Zabnuk. 154 ry.
;
u>

*55 *f»

and PAttOtsr. Uu i38 if.

sxiul mtnnnc cf. I. **3
Pyre «r Torch, festive! at Hitmpolit. i»v

179
P)ihAgor-4s and hd g^Cdcn leg. Ii. 41

A

Qiail. corn sp-nt conceived ns, ii. 383
<>4Artt OTTtxl in rain-makiof, 1 85 if..

109
Qjceu At Athens marraed to Dlocysus. *-

320
Harvest, ii. i8x
of May, i. aao. ii. 103~ <f WinUr, ii 103
Whiivarcldc. I, 219

Rs. secret name of. t. 444 jy . . Egypton
sun-fN<l il. f47. «t9

festival o! ib<-. 72 w
R*«. CT«nmt0njM4 10 pTV^'ent, ». 93 #Y"

103 //.
;

given b/ lr«uj, 188 xj. .

f-.iuv.il by cut lu»r and caQs. 379
-ctujra. U. 231
fbimvs. 1 200 V 3,, » **9: »

»*» W. *53- 94^* *4 8 * »57
Kings of. » »e»3— -making 1 81. 114

stocks, I. 84 If

RaM. fair of. Il 108 if

Kjm socn6c*l at festival of Ammon, ii.

308 sy

with tP?Uen fkce«. il 34 /y.

Kwbjt. >h«x cf Ochtcnyre. cm Bcluiu-

llr*v, iii 339
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Ka **•*/. %V. M . m* Idling irproenu-
inu of god. «L 1>*

Rat* expected to five gt».d t'idll. A. $2

if. ; nvxV:* of i«iir>x rid of. b. 424 a/.

k.mtanaU » syan>4. if. 395
katm in wad-ia*!tag <vr*ntn<iy. i. » 19
Raw flesh totaled. I. >52
Reaper of \ks,\ sheaf rtugMy lurxl>»l. ii.*

225 if.. 249
K«ofl ef nWvm k>«J. « *rvp ryy.. 4^6 >/

Red-ha*vd ntue bmi m Kgy|*. ii 141;
ueflfKCd in Kg}pi lit :vpreicnt*li»C4

U the ripe cor®. *54
**<n &ntl axtn sturlBocd by lig>y

tixti*. 311— pippies taenfued fry kc
crops. IL J55

k«ri«elxm*»oul. i. 293 iyy.

Regain. fugkul po* ivi of. L 14® A/.

KqZ*P*m. Ii. &7
Reindeer. Esquimaux oemaonks for ta-

unting. ». 408 //

Kcli^iisn dctrmtl. L 65. a* rcUlKift Ip
«“!*• i. 6a W. Hi 458

KfUTccucii of animals, ti 415 /y/. ;
of

rcw. 4»7 >V*

Khys, J., on personal mx>*s, i 404
Klui treated :»> prvgnatt woman. 170

if.; »* young child, 17$; Kattrrvd to
ticiton sooJ, ju iff. .

sou) of. secured

at Inrwl. ft. »9« iff.. *99 *f. t

citing the will of the, 321
;

citing
the new. 3*1w

• -Iridt- nml no*.fc«4*Ert<mi moc-
raigc oi, ii. 401 if.

4b<umK u 35, 37 if.. jp
— •child. 11. 200 /f.-— -matter m Suomi™. .? 198 if ;

in

Mabry IVnimufci. 199 uff.

RfChalm. Abbot, tali timid or dtm l*. SL

o*>y.
Riddle*. salted angui d. iil. O* nett
•• khk of too jfosxdkes Ooc.‘ a IW»n

r#cemony. tli. i*i tff

Ridgeway. W on Dionywn Hnsswi*.
Ii. 427. Axft 9 ; 00 Lyoctin £ox%. ni.

149. Mkr 4 ;
*>o mining of Hkfm

SotabI, 312. Mtt 2

Rkdol. J. 0. r„tn th. Hokum owkm
fofti of Cecne*. iii. 443

King* 44 ti(M’it*al MlfTi. i 401 W. ; jii

unubu. 403
RlCiui. nark:* uf pruiil&tc. u. 191
Hocks. p.MoiU passed thictogh rifted, EL

404 »f.

Roman lesutnl erf ghor.s. iii. 89
komn. n*»M erf g&nrtfon deity of. kept

HKxtt. I. 446
K ot no«A2

(
tiered c*k at. 1, 168, 18b;

perpeutil fire at. uL 348
Romulus, sicrtd ng-uo: erf. i. 169
Rtocor. Rfv J-# oa «c4cm«sn« of Wig-

atkLx I 304, amu j ;
on ciipf>*l boir.

383. m* 1

fbAxs*. W. H. fX. L a 13; on 4 pottage

in Tlwcrite. n. 217. n«*/r 1

Unwon u ohanii ngiiitfi wcv^raJL ill.

13a ay . a^«. S65. 406
1 Royal feiWfc. ipccbl iikmIa* of owcut-

*• **•

Ubc». X 333 Jff.

.

29; /yy.
Ko(>tiirr. cMikcn p*mcd tiuoogb cleft

ashor 01k for. me 394 >»V-
Nyc-U«ir. n 236

bride. iL tdu

-dOf. « 26*
-metber AL 170. 172
®oif. il 263. 265

i*fo«n «cnrK*f »o the Uniloi.

»• >55 H-
hV.tda. respect of has lore fee. 5. 405 if.

Skocj. it Hu'iylonlnn festxvnl, 5 24 if. :

b 1 50 rf/. ; mock bog uf. ti. 233
*y. ;

NoAbo* account of. It. IJl. 167.

176. 178 fff,
Ster^axrial kllUig; pf animal god. cwo

types of. \L 437
SicraAeuc erf oc<* corn. II. 31$ w . ; of

nee rice. 321 iff.— tc<em. ii. 36s
Saerroeat* <rf lh® Aknci, k 3)7 lyy.

.

313 *?.

•
1 rooincon. pun£cttioa after, R.

3> 7 V-
'

food, tfkt of rfitmj. IL 306 iy

food ad tcuc&cd with hatidi, il. 337— kiM i> ryt. l **s
1 — objects dongcroas. L 308— percoan dangorcn^. effect of

torching* i* 3^9
Apr itig. the, ii. 34 ry.

*

Sj coices, irfffred to mmsgod. L l&if..
147 i

human *»erifkrt, 139 uj.
;
|o

ir«S. x8i. 189. 191 ; hurruin. In

Greece, ti. 34 iff. .
ammai auU«iUato«

for. 3*. n®v a ; erf ct)ildre« among the

Semites. 3I iff : orf the ArsiUrrti.

44W - 5* *i- mock human. 67 q.

:

human, tor the crops,

St. Daaltu. mmiyrdom of. m 140 if.

St. George's IMy. custuiu ofivsrtod i®
UVrolne 0% il. ao$

S» John. Ew of. it. 105
;
greu cMI-

^uintnor ftau*nl cm l>ay oc liw of. III.

*66 tff : waw for cufleg inagicil

fAuiu. 329 W. ; Weed erf St John.

Sl £*rta XXiy. SanKnon cwwnooios
oo.ll. 126 if.

1

‘*SiAcetbsaris of St.

Acmers, at jakJsumcier. iil. 336
won, ;«t m«d»uiiiiner. 111. 333 iff.



INDEX

Se. Pew's Dry. Ii. io<. ill aqn. ico
£4 . Stoire. Alois of. t

St Sfcphctfl Day. l! 413 . 444
9«fcyjtfi long 97 ;y.

SuKi. iltreing |*rii>cB ct Hour. Ml 123,
aaV 3

tnnud Tcspeetiblly by fishenoen.
*• i IA* 41a V.. 4«4

Ssh*:»reu». i. t
1 3 y*

Sattu'tki. king <* lahcou tomrlv
lilUx) after reign cf twelve years. ii.

*4 '*
SlKHy. of <*/cf> in PolynoRji, i. 319

dangeri of. iL yot *y.
- aw

|
grKlmnnris 00 1 screentikicxl

r%ninrl. *i 233 V
8**Ur. fromkr Tanuj, ideotided

will* llcrxulo. iii. 167. *09 /yy-

Sitii.i .1 1’minn nr Semitic deity. ii.

169
$ar«l^n a Lydian <WM^Ol Hortulf*.

ii. 169
Sai^tiy Sait. gunntirm iptit of nee. Ii.

J<>® *V:
Sapor. Lw^ of Peruiu IlL 22

4

$4ftd.mapftlo*. lit. C67 */•

Snt»n. annually ctpullcd. iii. r& s#>

J4aufu:riA.Briihtm:««. i. 133
SMuni Italian wvinc m t#:

«epre>«ued by Liman victim ui the
Sir.irr.i 7 o, <L 140 V*8mnuio . Roman festival of the. iii. 158W M*C of tbr. :J9 W ;

rrfmon
to lit* fxnim! i

i 3 tf- • rwngwu! dftl*

of. us W ; fa*i«*!* of this uac
•*ind ttvm Iul> to 8at>ykin, i$B

•'Sawing tte OM Woman '
ii. 06 /y.

flCRJWghato. iii. jyy., 03 syy.
;
animals

Ob. sor */y. ii* «y.
;
mun iu. iii 16

w. *04 >f ' 109 w; in «**••»!
antiquity. zj2 a#.

Sccrtfcitkift ii tMHh&t cf eapdltfig
Unions and gtxnb. I. 3c 1 sy.

;
as

*«•** of Acquiring CWJ£i. •<«.. II.

Ay. ; of g»rb at puberty, iii 914
*-

.SfAm/rln.^rw. iii 133
SdiroA. L. wn. cn I*ur-fc«lia1 ef

OllyiJw. iL 381 >vy.
Scr*tc\ (mao pericms feebiddea to

**ah;h ihcmsehes wwh their fingtrc.

t 3*6. jay. 349. 33T. j**: girls at

J«b«y ic* allowed to terateb them-
hj7t« with lOinr hnorlA. ai. a|

«

ScntciJrj( *| r. ernmmy. i. #5
teaching for. i. 320 ry.

Sd^ch X|A»c, icmpurBiY king of Cnm-
todtt. S. *7

Sen. kings for bidAm to ice the. 1. ay?

;

rertnln vncf.« not rvme*»r*d nt. 45®
«Jo. «6i Jf„ 463

*<•!. *»CC«1«U at ihv. IH. 373 V.

18>

Sotxns. Athenian vxrifKrs to. i 114
S^bwiuoof manilayen. ». 331 w ;

of

girls it po'wrly, cl. 304 r^. 7 incr*

of tfw cuuion In tilry uk». a>o >,V-U «xiiiica at meouruukiii, 222 .

froia sun awl anil. 48 x 'W.
&cfc: societies, yv^jcs of Infantkm htn.
^ 493 n4

'

Sedoi. Ksquinc-yx grdA?«. ditlikes

Axt. » 336 ;
ntir.ito. cn:uMf«C SpiUTig

frim her finc»rg. 419 :
dmtwi .iwny

anaimlty. id. 71 1/.

Sc^tmroo. a form of Aitflne. idcntJdcd

with AvtkIs. hi. 16 1 s/y.
;

Iter Sottn.

i6j. 166: her mouodi. i 6 «. 168
Smiilrs. urrien of rhi-lr^i among, ti

3 BW
Scptlm Maicellus. Su. 560
Sews, sy i.pcihetic nA uer.ee of. co crc-p.

ii. 705 r&. ; in*rmxr?e c4 sexes to

BlimutB4« growth of rrof*. *03 /y. i

llUcix ln»«a.'oruj c»r wxv» *?»fls the
creps. 211

S?X’ii4n7 s rxnung ihe Auaiallani. ail

4 >3 W
Kutd'-rr of ttrlsin pttxtns <U4ger^i«.

I. 287 jy., 3*e .
Uaa or. 940 xy : hoili

in»o tcrm<3zuoM. njt >/.

S»A>w Ooer^i. Il 39

few!, i a85 4y*

Smmitna keep tlvir wuli n» urusvs>«. til.

408 jy.

Sxvky the** 4 \ form of. IL 43a, 433.
466

Sicaf. Imt fhettfranaini ilv; crtm sfinc.

•'tide Bitd puppsxt Ctllcil shr b^n-
ructher, tfis C*d Wctmt. etc., ii. 17:

-A*‘
•* '-^fon wh> Ctiti. bfkll. cm

thnwhsi tbt IM Sliwrioupfit; UndltxJ.

aa$ ry. ; the hn. kuf >nLed 60m.

53ictt*<kt-bWr% c/ *Vrefi nn'l in divm.v
lion. L 346

flicw Twisdny. i. jfi. . u. ;i
,

r*i»

presented by prison or irlfigy. 76 »yy.

:

exnvtinn and Jwrbl of. 76 *>v

•

fvsm. c^wip'imry ting 0/ ii *7 v/
Sbyf*l whh. the. 1* 234
Skiura*. imtgic iwv uf. i. za /.

;
wui

alr4#m In, a6c /yr. ; curttj by mums
of effig'ic*. U. 34B VV* .

trinafeiKtl to

tro*s .inti ill. a& //y. |/«

aho Ihttvun . *em nvmy m taut. 97W 105 ¥•
SttTT I 44

SriOT* t«ce of Rugtuia, hi» life

lotiiiil up villi « pBtf . iii. 407 /y.

.Sii-r.tiinc. Welsh custota c/
t

Ui. sy A/y

Snev which shrank, . 4C9; sinew 1/

tV»x*> not mtw by Indian*, /A
j
stwj

toll! to expfoin the cuswm. 420
Nns of rvee^-ed imneforrtd 10 cnM. ill.
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c4 Cy\m% or deceased rajah* tf*a»-

i to brahman*. ifi if.. i3
,
offctrcu to brahman*. ifi if.. i3 ; of

Tahitian rkiwt buried in bote. it> H- :

*f peopir scat nuny to k.i tn ;i l«i
106

Sitao. lanbil festival oS Inew to expel
di*w r**l trouble. lii. 74 iyy.

Sbr«t. W. W.. «, Rke-eWd. IL ^ v.

Skin disease* frodictd by cAting WLifd
mimal. ii. ^d/y.

Skin cl sicred tuxc;rd prc*<-rrif. iL

367 ; of sacrificed ram piu on inr*e
d A*inuw 56I? . of V*um4*i vkatm
w»l by fct 13ft ry.

Staves. Bbcnr accorded to. at Satamaki.
U i.to *t litre* fniiejlt.

>47. 148
8lwt, *OOhlp or Ihc ux'» uimmg the.

K. 3l6
b’lttp. Aumi to rau». I. 4 1 ; soul de-

puts it\ 053 ; oct to fifcep in

bouse ahrr death. 336. |6d
oc* uukcrnl. i. *^7 a>cy.

Snath. \\\ kebemon. k 385 mVr: on
tinligv jiiaculuoi. ii. 5, a*4/c a; on
month Txm*iua. 1*3, #»>#* 3 ;

cn dale
d xootnh Lorn. 354. mV/ 1

;
an

oocv that shrank, 431. *yr x
;
on

Sewmins. Ut 161
Snake tribe in hwpttb, U. 441*

;

tm^kr nixtu of dough OMfral «bu«l.

44*
Sna^s not called by tlmr proper names

l 4# iy : *P*'*d, i 395 */•

"Son of the FAiber," lii. 193 iff. •

Sooa. Of kingly house, put U>
dwth. ii 34

SOflUin^ an luttai sun-god. lii. 311 37.

Sorcerers On way to bccorar god*. i. 137
*7- ; oiuh anddm* acuta, 377 xy.

Sorcery, ** Witchcraft

Sod. primitive caacefaon cl, i. 347 V7 :

hi monrikin 34K ry . 277 :
Kgyptdn

otmecptian cf, 349 /f . as tamer*
Cy. 250>uir 1. 359. 064: escape
by mo^ti and mut*. 331 /y.

;

rn b*d. 333 w : .ntlrartni Ivy r*C.

’S3 W« i ***** ill Sfccp. 353 w.

:

*» mw/, 330
;

as Hca/d. 336
*

t

; "» *T> 3$> ;
n bee. 158 /? :

.tImoi in licfe»«5 . jCo jjy« ;
ieuiC c<

**• w . .. Mrcfljr. »,/
rmilKwol Vf raatnkr. ?»j iv. . ii
>li»<in«. 385 W- ! Of camcil
off 17 .Win. >65 if/ ; I7 ikiom.
>7» iff : br uxatm ijj w ;

cnnrxa mi to cotch »ilx 377 iff ;

brought back n \1oftita sbnfai. 375
H9 : in rc4«citon, 393 *py. ; in per-
t-nn. 295 jyy. ; «^WC4t to. Ik 56W d nee secamt at birves;. 196

'9<> ^7.
;
of the ritr. mting the.

33:
:

the cxtemaJ. 11 ftik-uli**. ilk

351-380; folk-eustoni. 389 W (irt-

*»/»» FxtvrmAl} ; human, in nnbnol.

409 . Italia ittfOfy of the. 4*0
Scxds of titan) ia uevx a i 7 h w ;

lodged in ccttswi miiiulx ii. 430 «>v
of trees, i. 169 /yy.
plumlitr of. wi 418 iy.. 4>v >y.

Scul-ixarrirrToce. t X»a. 20 d iy.

oorMprt eoitvhfd as. ii. 2J4WScms freuAed with untrr is rain

chinn. ii. 12217.
Sawing. ni»gvc at. I. 35 /yy. . iwirrcxurvc

of sexes at time of. fct 20

\

Spam ««rmd against a "'lame rogn,*
ii. it

Spint kilkd m uffigy, ii. 349
Spirits or deftd draw away woata c< litlng.

i. W- :
dislike rt*x 348 iyy. :

f»«* of evil. 461 17.
;

d.suigurJied
from goda. II- 191

}
ptlkf I* oami

pwesenee 0 r. iii 4* W
Sprttunl a»d tettiporai p>uvr. ftepwaban

of. L 243W
S^ttrag as a ebanu. L 54. 382
Ssmfc conceakd from ftar c^ wtaimfi.

I, 389 <W
SpTOtg. the uerul. ii 54 iq

Springs that Cfemw rain, i mK
Sjuilb. beating »Uh. iik lai. 1x7
Star, thwflog. L 23
Slur*, faftog. dread of. ii. 19 a*. : rr

guttled m rafc of the dead. 21 177.;
et**y huui ha> kit «w. Ik 93

Stepping ovrr psruoft* and tb«gi foe-

IxUden. 1 339 y/.

Stinging with anu in purifiatnry re re
mc€\y. k jor, m. 315 s/7-

Skiura in ** 45 1
r*in***Akiiig.

109 177.; for making s^nthee. 116
*7.

:
for Kialuig wind, in; cusloci

of throwlOf MOfiM «m raimt. M. 4 lyy 1

on gnues. I#: a* meiUH ofmagic or
dmnniioo at midsummer flies. *89
394. *95 V.. 308 V-

Scrux^e Land cr™n« at enterm*. ».

30* v*
Xmr^cf tir^ed » r^icrwedalm? ofconv-
spnk it. 331 /yy. ;

ueued as goi or

spi^- *57
Grangers, dread of. I. 298 /yy. ; cere

munira at rtcepoon of. 2yy ay/..

303 if.

NilAiAuXtt pa\ to death ror.ead of

kid*. Ik «7V
Somwei aod u«uy txmm* i. 442 iy.

.

dramatic contest UMnvcn rejrwvnta
ti\*ei cf. t. W -VV- dlhmr of

nttora) powm accord&g as |>rrv:n i*

hem in summer or mvact. 104 *f.
Simmer traght into village, k *08. ii.

91 W-



INDEX

Situate*, of. i. *03— 'irw, ii. $6 v
Sir. Alhwrka* werifiot to. i. *M f l

T»3kip| 9M lU 11$ W i

of. 115 .
"tuiiviiy t* tile tun’s walk*

mg-tlkfc," nf »
caufenc sun In net,

117 ;
causing sun to Hind still, 117

y. ;
not altoved to «hlt* on Mikado,

aad dtiM or royal jrrMm. *34. *35

;

iiL 203 V* i If** a* pubmy, 2*4

W : cm wrwr^-n nftir chMWtth. 463 ;

firstborn tMkkteo *ut*Ae*d to. IL 32 ;

fc.tv.il cf. Ill lodtev 205 %f. ;

impergaaiton by the. ML 252 ; sym-
tolised by r. tarmg whrd. 301 ;

inrit IB thr*. who rail* nnn away to

hiinrdf. 397; t*itiM by *< **».
taotd oak. 455

hr GtOM. title of grand chiefof C*
Nauhci.n. 533-w

ikint la anclonl Egypt, *• *6 *f*

-charms. iii. jeo yy.
70c rl/aas 0»ay human »ils. L

274: nwfnat* e«md *X IL 461

Suedny. Hind. d. 71, 86
Nur4cs* I ‘nice. ill. 204
Narot»*«o i^tcn bytrer*. i. t88y.
S*fcrnaturx) preen of chief*. L 138

s^pmoo* ^ air of cuMiHWst persons,

Ik 231 i*y.

JSwiagwe images of Krtstio*. L 14*
31 a religious ot pewgicat rfee. ii.

28. 32 y.. 449 %V*
£;«pithy WtWM* fruntU at dhUUK*. I.

»7 W-
Tolori, Amb ehrcr.ldef. (Ii. 224
T*loo. rccnowi of. L 3x9 . 3*7
Tutoool person toe .»lk*»cd to touch

food with Kirch, i. 319 Y* 3aa W*»
3*>* 3*7. 33*. 373. 4*7

TaAoo* nwd and pretty. L 233 W •

*97 ry.
;
of l/ish kings. 239 *f. :

of

Fitness Did!*. 241 y« ; o*ocr%cd l>y

**r»rx*. 527 w- : observed ty man-

sUyexi, 331w T
IWfildcd to trsaUlc

daoguoos prrtont, 543: e*> coismrm

tioeds. 45* e«V
Tad. tiMTH* of Ast ccm cm (taro's tail,

ell's tail. coat's tail). IL 260 17.

ofttcriftcfel sktim. i. 2^. 316
7’awu.v/n uf flanks lilwxlrrx. m. 409
Taaoua, IL uu. 119. x»3 ;

month

cf 1 23 <*** 5* »34 »• P^hops
npc^n4*t hy more knife ct SlCtei.

*53 V*
list unhappy unison of Ishtar. *»

Tarsus, effigy of Sandxn burnt M. AL

168. *71

Teeth o s/tBpithttA magic, i. 43

S^SJ. 405

Tcklilocs. I. 114

Te5cf^thy. tar***, L 27w
Tokphus at Prrc*am*~ IL 337
TeaemlipKO. Mexican yod. kOW so«l

©two a*cTuocma£y in p«*«n of

hanao ropfewautis*. n. 343 cy., Uk

IkAa.'tofM fall of gcd» a*x«ort1ing to.

ill. J7
nargdtji. kma via

sy.. 127
TheofTHux, w<<ti in. v

tfltflto tt, ll 1 »S

Itogs not tote odClTr their conicoon

runes. I. 45* W-
TWwstar «f l&si sheaf rmigNy luadkd.

iL 225 y.
Tlni4f4>iic outaaa. iL 181 y., 030 y.

234 y.. 349
_ mTWmkr. uidM>5 jcmnit, lit 245 y

«8i. 38f. 28s. *»*. 33^. 33® • 339
snd lighten r^. imiutioo of. 1. 82.

1x3 rf. ;
tnusrfxl by tlttlr-CdUinc, L

373 37f »V'

TtyML stil<3. at endsomwor, uL 541
Tleum ccrcroonv of sho aopegost. to

113 W-
Tidra. tnrttH« cf, <x» bumin Mr. L 45*

Tirte. C. P.. on Egyptao woafcip of

K*tX L r 6 i
i
on leu. i » 4S^°"

OflrtJ. ti. 151 ariV

T girr sparad. k 595 W-
nr* cx3wd jy their proper name*

L.457. 4O2 to n>fort courage,

k 3>6
Tdllag Use earth nerds to be atoned ke

fk 3*3 V-
7n-nin:ag. errinin uOftls iXxsood at.

»• 459
lln cue ireuo2 ns aaewtr. i. 459
Tkikoala. a Wolf Society among the

Noctka Indians, iii. 454 y.
Toad, dlellkod byCd/.k*. «i. 583
Toc«. kfex>omF>rtlv^>d*5^s. rcpuxnied
by ui>n«*m. ubo uas kiled. ua. 136

T*o* cr %#rard -If <rf lh* ZapnbKx. BL

411
Toogtcs <0 iUIn animal* uu eo«. IL 401

.

«.* 2

Tooth krvxked o* at Lnluntijo. m 4*3
T^ocbxctir tPxntfrrrvd to ttW, *« »9.

31 y. ;
»iiloJ Into Stour or wall.

33 V
Tophri. ii 4* AP*

1 orcHcf
.
lighted, earned xbow Adds usd

t«ckab to frrute Itam or cVslroy

ivrotio. id. B40 *y.. 255
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Translated byJ. G. Frazrm, M.A.

PAUSAN IAS’S

DESCRIPTION OF GREECE
Translated, with a Commentary, by J.

G. FRAZER, M.A.,

I.L.D., Glasgow, Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge,

of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-I^w. In six

volumes. Illustrated with about thirty maps and plans,

four photogravure plates, and upwards of two hundred

engravings in the text

8m. Pritt C6 : 6t. re/.

VoL L INTRODUCTION. TRANSLATION. CRITICAL Non® ON
the Greek Text.

VoL II. Commentary on Book I. (Attica.)

V'ol. III. Commentary on Books II-V. (Corinth, Laconia.

Messenia, Elis L)

Vol. IV. Commentary on Books VI.—VI 1 1. (Elis II., Achan,

Arcadia)

Vol. V. Commentary on Boors IX. .X. (Boeotia, Phocis.)

Addenda.

VoL VI. Indices. Maps

1y>t relumes are not sold separately

la this iu|XKlOBl work. ihe (ruk of many yean' labour, Mr, Krmor’i aim (us

Iwen to jivr firv. a faithful aad idtomallc wndcitae <4 Pausanks. ml aocond a

owamenUry whi:h shall ilhntralr in description <f ancient tirretc b>‘ Ihr %ht of

modem toscuct,

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

t.ITERATORE.—" No paMic <e private library which aims ill including

the «o<A important works nt clvwkal c« »r.*haok>£icil kantil* ran powil>lyi8ocd

to dispense uith these admiraUe voliirre*."

THE SA TORDA Y REVIEW.—" Tlu. U really « luomineiMl work. Ii

k pteuun Im <inc« lo meet a took lo which tint adjective, sosoiled with use, msy
ilfiMly tc applied. The author of ill* GtbUa Bmgk is wel kaown wiihin and

witVm dm tanks oi profcssiorssl scholars. We espect from Ian laM only advanced

Mtnilmdqp. tiul jl—

j

gme <A Kyle and sutilllj of InxgtiL All these qu-liiin are

•ttiiWlol in this admirable wo*. F.wn elor*ee»c*. ih» Inal gift «“ he demanded
la a ctimmviunor on Panamas, finds a place, no; only ia tiie prelate usd intro-

*O«0, but even in llie eammcnuiy. whcncer anything lake a discussion takes

the [fate ol ureie exegesra”

MACMILLAN AND C0-, Ltd. LONDON.



OPINIONS OP TUP PRESS -Cou/h,

7HE ATl/h.Whl’M All time writing* in many language* Mr. Friar
ItM flail ami with «x:ra<uiliiiiyy ore. *itliul hi*

I
• -a il I

lie (it year a

/ 4 * 1 >.*A «-i rcfcf<«Kc ««n aucli mallei*, not ntily ;«» )>.gbn* 1
.
Ixn In ll.ticc an

I

Onrany. Ii in x |xrfeit t!i?*aanitnf tired; t^’M* -I hy. mrlu.J.^y an I .tit, It

**• i»>Wivcr, far mure iv.cre*ting tlan any .licili • -*ry h| I lie nwijrtt ; fur it fullnw*

tic nattmtl guLbiKc of the iircxrk u.irvikr. caattiititnj* every t-mn tilty**? liidi
hr «l«*crit*r*

:
au&lyaing *iwi o4H|*nring willi f jorallrU cyit) myili •« fully

calc uhich lie rttrnc U
:

citing every iafiHinn w w licit can ihrvu Uglit «m the
wiirLn nfuii he admire*."

////• jrjj>£
t\ry Mi. FrA/i* i>.r mily S in the learning irfilie matter at

h» fir^cf-cniK l»e hi* :he gill irf NMttmtaiiriri;, tnciy aivl cleirh
, the minihl

(•4 nlx «»f an ahlatral#
;
Aivl Mk CXnnUnUfy Iwfi^ pc&OioiUy in

»'Kyck»|wJin of the very cxttttivr udmitugicil eicaiatt.rn cAirtrd .«ii 11 4 '.recce,

irninly ly the ardietA^iwI tell »»W at Athens during tlx- Ian ijmrtfr nf tbc
txiuury. . . . We twit (hai wr have *thi cn—igh to *huv that it in o w^U wh>:li

n«» scV»lnr or Liter uf anth|ui(y can xll.ml in mglicu To hove yruOuci*! ii i* on
boctoir to Cnmbtiilgc an! to laighui*!."

7llp- SPEAKER,—"KYk 'oppredsiian* U I’auanii.. which c.ir., 1, n.
mail) (in- hundred (ugit. b eminently rcjJ.ihl-, nmi gitci a chinnbi: |icl*.c of
I’* old -Olid u.vclkr, -lo. jumatyol dirougliOnixv ill aicigo uf Ok- Aniounct.
aal made foUlnc* hr Ihr iptido-bocfc in -hick he c,—

i

r« in inch an anu-iinminj;

.•I infunalivc fashion on nil ii«l htanry. <m rdigica aivl i.]..graph)-. Tic
roniUvIfl of Ihi lint v,.)iiii i. ilrvixol iminly lo an cMdk.nl liansali-iu .if the
i.lgiml Xsimnlly it k «* (he cunmcntwy dial meal of Mr. Raima labour
la. Iwn -JK-.I. jo I il ii in llii. lhal ihc chief mine <f lis booh *» a CKirilolho
K. koiiUns Ii-.-*. At «c haui lulhur.sl, il i. lo J U<se cxtcnl an i|ilomc of ihc
icilu obtained li) it tier imcligiuurj, A> luiti u i. ib.,lindy iodii|x-inaUe n
ci<"jrli~v<l hinny."

THE GUAKDiA.W—" Il i. n grt-n tfotedromu of fan. U ill mil. u
ctineJ with 1110.I «ifiji;(i noticed 01 nUklxl 1. Irj l'imjni.11. Vi^*.gr>iihy.
hUoi), ,nl lm i|.iI*vt

«

nil. ire alile lepicn-nleJ.
, . . Kiudliimi. )K-!4ncncc.

xml uhoUohi). I..V, oimUkiI ia ..nliiui) ik-gicc lo ihc muling of Ii. mil 11

it cer airily « .if ihc mint imi-uiau oarinlmiiim. (o f iled, k-uniift in rhi-

|«&rtl iliy.*

PAUSAN I AS
AND OTHER GREEK SKETCHES

tiy J. G. pR.utK. M.A., 1 . 1 ..IX, I-'cllow of Trinity College,

CiinbtiJgc. -lobe 3vo. j.s, {Evtntey Series.

MACMILLAN AND CO., Ltd,, LONDON



AVn» Edition. Now Rtadj. 8m J I /. nrt.

MALAY MAGIC:
BEING

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE FOLKLORE

AND POPULAR RELIGION OF THE

MALAY PENINSULA

By WALTER WILLIAM SKEAT, of the Civil Service of «ht Federated

Malay Stales. With a Preface by Charles Ono Bladden.

Member of the Royal Asiatic Society, and formerly of the Strain

Settlements Civil Service.

SOME PRESS OPINIONS

SPECTATOR.—" Mint interesting. ... Mr. Skrat't book muit be rood

anil ranked with tboee imraatiDc ref urnes of l*r Frank Swcttentura and Mr.

Hugh CUffcd. Lieut. Kc-boU end Sir William MaswelL"

A TffE.VdiU.V.—" A raluuU* work, ud « duo., addition to the library

tA tho >:ude»t of anthropology."

OUTLOOK.— On. cf |fc* nw fo-mal.g vokaws era bar* tamo areora for

• for* II**."

OBSERVER.-" He hni gathered t<«tebcr « good deal of curiam and inter-

mint; matter, and hia g.ver a rrnly Dotable addition to our later folklore literature.
”

GLASGOW HERALD.—" There it much mere In Mr. SVeat's vclame tat

it cf the greatot icterret, not ooly to the Madam ol folklore, hut to the itodent

tfmu mid i lie vogjilci of the human mild, ood we would fiin quote fmhre from

hii moil encrouing pagea The look It aw of the nu« impartiml lddiiiora nude

in went yean to oor knowledge uf a remarkable rare."

.MORNING ROST.—" A tith coUection of Malayan practice, folklore, rod

religion. . . .
Students of Mr. Tylot’s and Mr. Frarer's weeks wil find the volume

foil of Utereri . . . There hu l«r no better tiouk of the Uni alive that of

Mcurv Spatcor and Lillet oc the natives of Central Australia."

DA/L Y NEWS. -"The book h.t on lolcrcwing prefoe* I? Mr. CkarleaOtto

BSigdec. t:«l n plmtnnliy llluKntod with jfwtograph* of native-made fup[f'n

engaged in varitrai rites and dittoes. Thtrc is an excellent hides, and the whole

work La a model of its kind, rely unlike ibe many crude collection, of wraps at

third hand, which do m much to discredit the aortic* o' nrthropoloEy. Mr.

Skat's vo!amc H an example cf social and iafcutrious research, and cf head

Mwemcw."

MACMILLAN AND CO, Lm, LONDON. i
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